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Preface
We always want to believe that history happened only to
“them,” “in the past,” and that somehow we are outside
history, rather than enmeshed within it. Many aspects of
history are unanticipated and unforeseen, predictable only in
retrospect: the fall of the Berlin Wall is a single recent
example. Yet in one vital area, the emergence and spread of
new infectious diseases, we can already predict the future—
and it is threatening and dangerous to us all.

The history of our time will be marked by recurrent
eruptions of newly discovered diseases (most recently,
hantavirus in the American West); epidemics of diseases
migrating to new areas (for example, cholera in Latin
America); diseases which become important through human
technologies (as certain menstrual tampons favored toxic
shock syndrome and water cooling towers provided an
opportunity for Legionnaires’ Disease); and diseases which
spring from insects and animals to humans, through manmade
disruptions in local habitats.

To some extent, each of these processes has been occurring
throughout history. What is new, however, is the increased
potential that at least some of these diseases will generate
large-scale, even worldwide epidemics. The global epidemic
of human immunodeficiency virus is the most powerful and
recent example. Yet AIDS does not stand alone; it may well be
just the first of the modern, large-scale epidemics of infectious
disease.

The world has rapidly become much more vulnerable to the
eruption and, most critically, to the widespread and even
global spread of both new and old infectious diseases. This
new and heightened vulnerability is not mysterious. The
dramatic increases in worldwide movement of people, goods,
and ideas is the driving force behind the globalization of
disease. For not only do people travel increasingly, but they
travel much more rapidly, and go to many more places than
ever before. A person harboring a life-threatening microbe can



easily board a jet plane and be on another continent when the
symptoms of illness strike. The jet plane itself, and its cargo,
can carry insects bringing infectious agents into new ecologic
settings. Few habitats on the globe remain truly isolated or
untouched, as tourists and other travelers penetrate into the
most remote and previously inaccessible areas in their search
for new vistas, business, or recreation.

This new global vulnerability is dramatically illustrated by
the history of HIV/AIDS. While its geographical origins
remain uncertain, it is clear that the global spread of HIV was
underway by the mid-1970s. By 1980, about 100,000 people
worldwide were infected with HIV. Yet the discovery of AIDS,
in California in 1981, and the subsequent identification of the
causative virus, HIV, in 1983, resulted from a series of very
fortunate circumstances. Put another way, AIDS could have
easily remained unrecognized for at least another five to ten
years, with devastating global health consequences. Delay in
discovering AIDS could have resulted from any or all of the
following:

• if HIV took longer to cause detectable, clinical illness
(AIDS);

• if the immunodeficiency of AIDS resulted in an
increase of more typical infections rather than the
easily recognized, unusual opportunistic infections
(Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia) or cancers
(Kaposi’s sarcoma);

• if AIDS had not clustered among active, self-identified
gay men, but rather had been spread more broadly
within society;

• if AIDS had not occurred in a country (U.S.A.) with a
highly developed disease surveillance system, capable
of linking reports of cases from many different
geographical areas;

• and if the science of human retrovirology had not been
recently developed, including techniques for
detection.



With AIDS, a combination of chance and circumstance
relatively quickly led scientists to consider that a new health
threat had arisen.

AIDS is trying to teach us a lesson. The lesson is that a
health problem in any part of the world can rapidly become a
health threat to many or all. A worldwide “early-warning
system” is needed to detect quickly the eruption of new
diseases or the unusual spread of old diseases. Without such a
system, operating at a truly global level, we are essentially
defenseless, relying on good luck to protect us.

Laurie Garrett has written a pioneering book. She provides
us with a history, full of real people, sweat and grit, of the
discoveries which have led us to realize that infectious
diseases have not been vanquished—quite the contrary. It was
in these places, in Bolivia, Sudan, Sierra Leone, and Zaire, that
a group of highly trained, dedicated, and courageous people
met the enemy on its own ground. Facing the unknown, at the
frontiers of science, they struggled and wrested from nature an
insight which Laurie Garrett shares with us—that diseases will
remain a threat, that disease and human activity are
inextricable, and that nature has many hidden places and
surprises still in store.

The voyage that Ms. Garrett proposes is full of heart. I have
been privileged to know many of the people in this book. They
are heroes of a special kind: bonding science, curiosity, and
humanitarian concern, combined with a very practical, “let’s
get it done” attitude. Not everyone could go, as Joe
McCormick has done, into the field armed only with his will,
intelligence, and confidence that a way forward would be
found.

They have pioneered on our behalf. We owe them our
thanks. Laurie Garrett has done us the great service of
introducing them and their work to a large audience. And to
those who sleep peacefully, unaware of the emerging global
threat of infectious disease, and to those who through this
book will be introduced to the new global realities, it is
important to meet these men and women who confront disease
along its frontier with society.



This book sounds an alarm. The world needs—now—a
global early-warning system capable of detecting and
responding to new emerging infectious disease threats to
health. There is no clearer warning than AIDS. Laurie Garrett
has spelled it out clearly for us. Now we ignore it at our peril.

JONATHAN M. MANN, M.D., M.P.H.

François-Xavier Bagnoud Professor of Health
and Human Rights Professor of Epidemiology
and International Health
Harvard School of Public Health
Director, International AIDS Center
Harvard AIDS Institute
Cambridge, Massachusetts
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Introduction
 By the time my Uncle Bernard started his medical studies at

the University of Chicago in 1932 he had already witnessed
the great influenza pandemic of 1918–19. He was seven years
old when he counted the funeral hearses that made their way
down the streets of Baltimore. Three years earlier Bernard’s
father had nearly died of typhoid fever, acquired in downtown
Baltimore. And shortly after, his grandfather died of
tuberculosis.

In his twelfth year Bernard got what was called “summer
sickness,” spending the long, hot Maryland days lying about
the house, “acting lazy,” as his mother put it. It wasn’t until
1938, when he volunteered as an X-ray guinea pig during his
internship at the University of California’s medical school in
San Francisco, that Uncle Bernard discovered that the
“summer sickness” was actually tuberculosis. He had no doubt
acquired consumption from his grandfather, survived the
disease, but for the rest of his life had telltale scars in his lungs
that were revealed by chest X rays.

It seemed that everybody had TB in those days. When
young Bernard Silber was struggling his way through medical
studies in Chicago, incoming nursing students were routinely
tested for antibodies against TB. The women who came from
rural areas always tested negative for TB when they started
their studies. With equal certainty, they all tested TB-positive
after a year on the urban hospital wards. Any ailment in those
days could light up a latent TB infection, and tuberculosis
sanitariums were overflowing. Treatment was pretty much
limited to bed rest and a variety of hotly debated diets,
exercise regimens, fresh air, and extraordinary pneumothorax
surgical procedures.

In 1939 Uncle Bernard started a two-year residency in
medicine at Los Angeles County Hospital, where he met my
Aunt Bernice, a medical social worker. Bernice limped and
was deaf in one ear, the results of a childhood bacterial
infection. When she was nine, the bacteria grew in her ear,



eventually infecting the mastoid bone. A complication of that
was osteomyelitis, which left her right leg about an inch
shorter than her left, forcing Bernice to walk knock-kneed to
keep her balance. Shortly after they met, Bernard got a nasty
pneumococcal infection and, because he was a physician,
received state-of-the-art treatment: tender loving care and
oxygen. For a month he languished as a patient in Los Angeles
County Hospital hoping he would be among the 60 percent of
Americans who, in the days before antibiotics, survived
bacterial pneumonia.

Bacterial infections were both common and very serious
before 1944, when the first antibiotic drugs became available.
My Uncle Bernard could diagnose scarlet fever, pneumococcal
pneumonia, rheumatic fever, whooping cough, diphtheria, or
tuberculosis in a matter of minutes with little or no laboratory
support. Doctors had to know how to work quickly because
these infections could escalate rapidly. Besides, there wasn’t
much the lab could tell a physician in 1940 that a well-trained,
observant doctor couldn’t determine independently.

Viruses were a huge black box in those days, and though
Bernard had no trouble differentiating between German
measles, influenza, St. Louis encephalitis, and other viral
diseases, he had neither treatments nor much of an
understanding of what these tiniest of microbes did to the
human body.

Uncle Bernard was introduced to tropical medicine during
World War II, when he served in the Army Medical Corps at
Guadalcanal and other battlefields of the Pacific. That’s when
he learned firsthand about diseases of which he’d heard very
little in medical school: malaria, dengue (break-bone fever),
and a variety of parasitic diseases. Quinine did a good job of
curing malaria, but there was little he could do for GIs
afflicted with the other tropical organisms that were rife in the
Pacific theater.

Two years into the war the Army issued its first meager
supplies of penicillin, instructing physicians to use the
precious drug sparingly, in doses of about 5,000 units (less
than a third of what would be considered a minimal penicillin



dose for minor infections in 1993). In those early days before
bacteria became resistant to antibiotics, such doses were
capable of performing miracles, and the Army doctors were so
impressed with the powers of penicillin that they collected the
urine of patients who were on the drug and crystallized
excreted penicillin for reuse on other GIs.

Years later, when I was studying immunology in graduate
school at UC Berkeley, Uncle Bernard would regale me with
tales of what sounded like medicine in the Dark Ages. I was
preoccupied with such things as fluorescence-activated laser
cell sorters that could separate different types of living cells of
the immune system, the new technology of genetic
engineering, monoclonal antibodies, and deciphering the
human genetic code.

“I always liken the production of antibiotics to the Internal
Revenue Service,” Uncle Bernard would say when I seemed
less than interested in the pre-antibiotic plights of American
physicians. “People are always looking for loopholes, but as
soon as they find them, the IRS plugs them up. It’s the same
way with antibiotics—no sooner have you got one than the
bacteria have become resistant.”

During the summer of 1976 I had reason to reconsider much
of my Uncle Bernard’s wisdom. As I tried to make sense of
my graduate research project at Stanford University Medical
Center, the news seemed overfull of infectious disease stories.
The U.S. government was predicting a massive influenza
epidemic that some said would surpass that of 1918—a global
horror that claimed over 20 million lives. An American Legion
group met in a hotel in Philadelphia on the Fourth of July, and
something made 182 of them very sick, killing 29. Something
else especially strange was going on in Africa, where,
according to garbled press accounts of the day, people were
dying from a terrifying new virus: in Zaire and the Sudan,
something called Green Monkey Virus, or Marburg, or Ebola,
or a mix of all three monikers was occupying the urgent
attention of disease experts from all over the world.

In 1981 Dr. Richard Krause of the U.S. National Institutes
of Health published a provocative book entitled The Restless



Tide: The Persistent Challenge of the Microbial World,1 which
argued that diseases long thought to have been defeated could
return to endanger the American people. In hearings a year
later before the U.S. Congress, Krause was asked, “Why do
we have so many new infectious diseases?”

“Nothing new has happened,” Krause replied. “Plagues are
as certain as death and taxes.”2

But the shock of the AIDS epidemic prompted many more
virus experts in the 1980s to ponder the possibility that
something new was, indeed, happening. As the epidemic
spread from one part of the world to another, scientists asked,
“Where did this come from? Are there other agents out there?
Will something worse emerge—something that can be spread
from person to person in the air?”

The questioning grew louder as the 1980s dragged on. At a
Rockefeller University cocktail party, a young virologist
named Stephen Morse approached the institution’s famed
president, Nobel laureate Joshua Lederberg, and asked him
what he thought of the mounting concern about emerging
microbes. Lederberg characteristically responded in absolute
terms: “The problem is serious, and it’s getting worse.” With a
sense of shared mission, Morse and Lederberg set out to poll
their colleagues on the matter, gather evidence, and build a
case.

By 1988 an impressive group of American scientists,
primarily virologists and tropical medicine specialists, had
reached the conclusion that it was time to sound an alarm. Led
by Morse and Lederberg of Rockefeller University, Tom
Monath of the U.S. Army’s Medical Research Institute of
Infectious Diseases, and Robert Shope of the Yale University
Arbovirus Research Unit, the scientists searched for a way to
make tangible their shared concern. Their greatest worry was
that they would be perceived as crybabies, merely out to
protest shrinking research dollars. Or that they would be
accused of crying wolf.

On May 1, 1989, the scientists gathered in the Hotel
Washington, located across the street from the White House,
and began three days of discussions aimed at providing



evidence that the disease-causing microbes of the planet, far
from having been defeated, were posing ever-greater threats to
humanity. Their gathering was co-sponsored by the National
Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, the Fogarty
International Center, and Rockefeller University.

“Nature isn’t benign,” Lederberg said at the meeting’s
opening. “The bottom lines: the units of natural selection—
DNA, sometimes RNA elements—are by no means neatly
packaged in discrete organisms. They all share the entire
biosphere. The survival of the human species is not a
preordained evolutionary program. Abundant sources of
genetic variation exist for viruses to learn new tricks, not
necessarily confined to what happens routinely, or even
frequently.”

University of Chicago historian William McNeill outlined
the reasons Homo sapiens had been vulnerable to microbial
assaults over the millennia. He saw each catastrophic epidemic
event in human history as the ironic result of humanity’s steps
forward. As humans improve their lots, McNeill warned, they
actually increase their vulnerability to disease.

“It is, I think, worthwhile being conscious of the limits upon
our powers,” McNeill said. “It is worth keeping in mind that
the more we win, the more we drive infections to the margins
of human experience, the more we clear a path for possible
catastrophic infection. We’ll never escape the limits of the
ecosystem. We are caught in the food chain, whether we like it
or not, eating and being eaten.”

For three days scientists presented evidence that validated
McNeill’s words of foreboding: viruses were mutating at rapid
rates; seals were dying in great plagues as the researchers
convened; more than 90 percent of the rabbits of Australia
died in a single year following the introduction of a new virus
to the land; great influenza pandemics were sweeping through
the animal world; the Andromeda strain nearly surfaced in
Africa in the form of Ebola virus; megacities were arising in
the developing world, creating niches from which “virtually
anything might arise”; rain forests were being destroyed,
forcing disease-carrying animals and insects into areas of



human habitation and raising the very real possibility that
lethal, mysterious microbes would, for the first time, infect
humanity on a large scale and imperil the survival of the
human race.

As a member of a younger generation trained in an era of
confident, curative medicine and minimal concern for
infectious diseases, I experienced such discussion as the stuff
of Michael Crichton novels rather than empiric scientific
discourse. Yet I and thousands of young scientists also reared
in the post-antibiotic, genetic engineering era had to concede
that there was an impressive list of recently emergent viruses:
the human immunodeficiency virus that caused AIDS, HTLV
Types I and II which were linked to blood cancers, several
types of recently discovered hepatitis-causing viruses,
numerous hemorrhage-producing viruses discovered in Africa
and Asia.

In February 1991 the Institute of Medicine (IOM), which is
part of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, convened a
special panel with the task of exploring further the questions
raised by the 1989 scientific gathering and advising the federal
government on two points: the severity of the microbial threat
to U.S. citizens and steps that could be taken to improve
American disease surveillance and monitoring capabilities. In
the fall of 1992 the IOM panel released its report, Emerging
Infections: Microbial Threats to Health in the United States,3
which concluded that the danger of the emergence of
infectious diseases in the United States was genuine, and
authorities were ill equipped to anticipate or manage new
epidemics.

“Our message is that the problem is serious, it’s getting
worse, and we need to increase our efforts to overcome it,”
Lederberg said on the day of the report’s release.

After the release of the report, the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in Atlanta began a soul-searching
process that would, by the spring of 1994, result in a plan for
heightened vigilance and rapid response to disease outbreaks.
The slow response to the emergence of HIV in 1981 had
allowed the epidemic to expand by 1993 to embrace 1.5



million Americans and cost the federal government more than
$12 billion annually in research, drug development, education,
and treatment efforts.

The CDC was determined that such a mistake would not be
repeated.

But there were dissident voices in 1993 who protested both
the American scientific community’s often narrow emphasis
on viruses and its focus on threats posed solely to U.S.
citizens. Disease fighters like Joe McCormick, Peter Piot,
David Heymann, Jonathan Mann, and Daniel Tarantola argued
forcefully that microbes had no respect for humanity’s national
borders. Furthermore, they said, in much of the world the most
dangerous emerging diseases were not viral, but bacterial or
parasitic. A far larger view was needed, they argued.

Other critics stressed that a historical perspective on
mankind’s bumbling, misguided attempts to control the
microbes would reveal that much of the fault lay with the very
scientific community that was now calling for vigilance. What
seemed to make sense as microbe control action, viewed from
the academic and government offices of the world’s richest
country, argued the likes of Uwe Brinkmann, Andrew
Spielman, and Isao Arita, could prove disastrous when
executed in the planet’s poorer nations.

The critics charged that Americans, by virtue of their
narrow focus on the appearance of disease within the United
States, were missing the real picture. It was a picture captured
in the sight of a little Ndbele girl wrapped in a green kanga.
She lay on the hardened clay floor of a health care clinic
outside Bulawayo, Zimbabwe. Her mother sat beside her,
casting beseeching looks at every stranger who entered the
two-room clinic. The four-year-old girl cried weakly.

“That is measles,” said the clinic director, pointing a stern
finger at the child. The director led an observer outside to
show the local innovations in toilet hygiene and efforts to
increase the protein content of village children’s diets.

When he returned an hour later to the wattle-clay clinic, the
mother was rocking back and forth on the balls of her feet,



tears silently streaming down her face; the child’s soft crying
had ceased. A few hours later the mother and her husband
placed across bicycle handlebars a rolled straw mat containing
their little girl’s body and, staring blankly at the horizon,
forlornly walked the bike down the red clay road.

At a time when mothers of the world’s wealthiest nations
arranged to have their children “immunized” by deliberately
exposing the youngsters to measles, mumps, even chicken
pox, these diseases were forcing parents in some of the world’s
poorest nations to find ways to cope with the expected deaths
of more than half their children before the age of ten.

The long list of vaccines and prescription drugs that
American physicians urged their patients to take before
traveling south of Tijuana was ample testimony to the health
impact of the world’s wide gulf in wealth and development. In
the 1970s Americans and Europeans who were distressed by
the poverty of the Southern Hemisphere poured money into
the poorest countries for projects intended to bring their
populations into “the modern age.” The logic of the day was
that the health status of a population would improve as the
society’s overall structure and economy grew to more closely
resemble those of the United States, Canada, and Western
Europe.

But by 1990 the world’s major donor institutions would be
forced to conclude that modernization efforts seemed only to
have worsened the plight of the average individual in the Third
World, while enhancing the power, wealth, and corruption of
national elites and foreign-owned institutions. Bucolic
agricultural societies were transformed in the space of a single
generation into countries focused around one or more vast
urban centers that grew like ghastly canker sores over the
landscape, devouring the traditional lifestyles and
environments of the people and thrusting young job seekers
into sprawling semi-urban slums that lacked even a modicum
of proper human waste disposal or public health intervention.

In the industrialized free market world of the 1970s, people
at all societal strata became increasingly conscious of the link
between environmental pollution and personal health. As the



dangers of pesticide misuse, lead paint, asbestos fibers, air
pollution, and adulterated foods became apparent, residents of
the world’s wealthiest countries clamored for regulations to
curb contamination of the environment and the food supply.

With the discovery of Earth’s ozone holes, the world’s
scientists initiated a debate about global responsibility for
preventing further pollution destruction of the planet’s
protective gaseous layer. Similarly, marine biologists argued
with increasing vehemence that all the nations of the world
shared responsibility for the sorry state of Earth’s oceans and
the near-extinction or endangerment of its fish, coral, and
mammal populations. Conservationists turned their attention to
global wildlife protection. And biologists like Harvard’s E. O.
Wilson and the Smithsonian’s Frank Lovejoy warned of a
global mass flora and fauna extinction event that would rival
that of the great Cretaceous period dinosaur die-off.

Citing the fossil evidence for five great extinction events in
Earth’s ancient history, Wilson asked how much more
environmental destruction at man’s hand the world could
tolerate: “These figures should give pause to anyone who
believes that what Homo sapiens destroys, Nature will redeem.
Maybe so, but not within any length of time that has meaning
for contemporary humanity.”4

As humanity approached the last decade of the twentieth
century, the concept of a Global Village—first elucidated in
the 1960s by Canadian philosopher Marshall McLuhan as a
description of the sense of worldwide interconnectedness
created by mass media technology—had clearly entered mass
consciousness in the context of Earth’s ecology.
Environmentalists were thinking on the macro level, plotting
ways to change the whaling policies of places as disparate as
Japan, Alaska, Russia, and Norway. The World Bank decided
to include ecological concerns in its parameters for issuing
loans to developing countries. The Chernobyl nuclear accident
proved, in the eyes of many scientists, that it was folly to
consider toxic risk control a problem whose solutions were
always constrained by issues of national sovereignty.



And in 1992 the United States elected a Vice President who
espoused an ambitious global Marshall Plan to protect the
environment. Albert Gore warned that nothing short of a
massive worldwide shift in human perspective, coupled with
elaborate systems of international regulation and economic
incentives, would be adequate to ensure the survival of the
planet’s ecology. And he adopted the rhetoric of critical
environmentalists, saying, “Those who have a vested interest
in the status quo will probably continue to stifle any
meaningful change until enough citizens who are concerned
about the ecological system are willing to speak out and urge
their leaders to bring the earth back into balance.”5

At the macro level, then, a sense of global
interconnectedness was developing over such issues as
economic justice and development, environmental
preservation, and, in a few instances, regulation. Though there
were differences in perspective and semantics, the
globalization of views on some issues was already emerging
across ideological lines well before the fall of the Berlin Wall.
Since then it has sped up, although there is now considerable
anxiety expressed outside the United States about American
domination of the ideas, cultural views, technologies, and
economics of globalization of such areas as environmentalism,
communication, and development.

It wasn’t until the emergence of the human
immunodeficiency virus, however, that the limits of, and
imperatives for, globalization of health became obvious in a
context larger than mass vaccination and diarrhea control
programs. From the moment it was discovered in 1981 among
gay men in New York and California, AIDS became a prism
through which the positive lights by which societies hoped to
be viewed were fractured into thousands of disparate and
glaring pieces. Through the AIDS prism it was possible for the
world’s public health experts to witness what they considered
to be the hypocrisies, cruelties, failings, and inadequacies of
humanity’s sacred institutions, including its medical
establishment, science, organized religion, systems of justice,
the United Nations, and individual government systems of all
political stripes.



If HIV was our model, leading scientists concluded,
humanity was in very big trouble. Homo sapiens greeted the
emergence of the new disease first with utter nonchalance,
then with disdain for those infected by the virus, followed by
an almost pathologic sense of mass denial that drew upon
mechanisms for rationalizing the epidemic that ranged from
claiming that the virus was completely harmless to insisting
that certain individuals or races of people were uniquely
blessed with the ability to survive HIV infection. History, they
claimed, would judge the 1980s performance of the world’s
political and religious leaders: would they be seen as
equivalent to the seventeenth-century clerics and aristocracy of
London who fled the city, leaving the poor to suffer the
bubonic plague; or would history be more compassionate,
merely finding them incapable of seeing the storm until it
leveled their homes?

Over the last five years, scientists—particularly in the
United States and France—have voiced concern that HIV, far
from representing a public health aberration, may be a sign of
things to come. They warn that humanity has learned little
about preparedness and response to new microbes, despite the
blatant tragedy of AIDS. And they call for recognition of the
ways in which changes at the micro level of the environment
of any nation can affect life at the global, macro level.6

Humanity’s ancient enemies are, after all, microbes. They
didn’t go away just because science invented drugs,
antibiotics, and vaccines (with the notable exception of
smallpox). They didn’t disappear from the planet when
Americans and Europeans cleaned up their towns and cities in
the postindustrial era. And they certainly won’t become extinct
simply because human beings choose to ignore their existence.

In this book I explore the recent history of disease
emergence, examining in roughly chronological order
examples that highlight reasons for microbial epidemics and
the ways humans respond, as cultures, scientists, physicians,
bureaucrats, politicians, and religious leaders.

The book also examines the biology of evolution at the
microbial level, looking closely at ways in which disease



agents and their vectors are adapting to counter the defensive
weapons used to protect human beings. In addition, The
Coming Plague looks at means by which humans are actually
aiding and abetting the microbes through ill-planned
development schemes, misguided medicine, errant public
health, and shortsighted political action/inaction.

Finally, some solutions are offered. Fear, without potential
mitigating solutions, can be very volatile. It has, throughout
history, prompted the lifelong imprisonment of the victims of a
disease. Perhaps less onerously, it can lead to inappropriate
expenditures of money and human resources aimed at staving
off a real or imagined enemy.

What is required, overall, is a new paradigm in the way
people think about disease. Rather than a view that sees
humanity’s relationship to the microbes as a historically linear
one, tending over the centuries toward ever-decreasing risk to
humans, a far more challenging perspective must be sought,
allowing for a dynamic, nonlinear state of affairs between
Homo sapiens and the microbial world, both inside and
outside their bodies. As Harvard University’s Dick Levins puts
it, “we must embrace complexity, seek ways to describe and
comprehend an ever-changing ecology we cannot see, but,
nonetheless, by which we are constantly affected.”

Now in his eighties and retired from the daily practice of
medicine, my Uncle Bernard wonders how many American
physicians today would recognize a case of malaria,
diphtheria, rheumatic fever, tuberculosis, or typhus without
needing the guiding advice provided by time-consuming
laboratory diagnostic analysis. He doubts whether most
physicians in the industrialized world could diagnose an old
scourge, like yellow fever or dengue fever, much less spot an
entirely new microbe. As he and the rest of the pre-antibiotic
era physicians of the developed world retire and age, Bernard
asks if doctors of the year 2000 will be better or worse
equipped to treat bacterial pneumonia than were physicians in
his pre-antibiotic days.

Preparedness demands understanding. To comprehend the
interactions between Homo sapiens and the vast and diverse



microbial world, perspectives must be forged that meld such
disparate fields as medicine, environmentalism, public health,
basic ecology, primate biology, human behavior, economic
development, cultural anthropology, human rights law,
entomology, parasitology, virology, bacteriology, evolutionary
biology, and epidemiology.

The Coming Plague tells the stories of men and women who
struggled to understand and control the microbial threats of the
post-World War II era. As these disease vanquishers retire, the
college laboratories and medical schools grow full of youthful
scientific energy, but it is not focused on the seemingly old-
fashioned, passé tasks that were invaluable in humanity’s
historic ecological struggles with the microbes. As we
approach the millennium, few young scientists or doctors
anywhere in the world can quickly recognize a tiger mosquito,
Peromyscus maniculatus mouse, pertussis cough, or
diphtherial throat infection.

The skills needed to describe and recognize perturbations in
the Homo sapiens microecology are disappearing with the
passing of the generations, leaving humanity, lulled into a
complacency born of proud discoveries and medical triumphs,
unprepared for the coming plague.
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Machupo

BOLIVIAN HEMORRHAGIC FEVER

Any attempt to shape the world and modify
human personality in order to create a
self-chosen pattern of life involves many
unknown consequences. Human destiny is
bound to remain a gamble, because at
some unpredictable time and in some
unforeseeable manner nature will strike
back.

—Mirage of Health, René Dubos, 1959

 

 

 Karl Johnson fervently hoped that if this disease didn’t kill
him soon somebody would shoot him and put him out of his
misery. The word “agony” wasn’t strong enough. He was in
hell.

Every nerve ending of his skin was on full alert. He couldn’t
bear even the pressure of a sheet. When the nurses and doctors
at Panama’s Gorgas Hospital touched him or tried to draw
blood samples, Johnson inwardly screamed or cried out.

He was sweating with fever, and he felt the near-paralytic
exhaustion and severe pain he imagined afflicted athletes who
pushed their training much too far.

When nurses on the Q ward first looked at Johnson lying
beside his two colleagues they recoiled from the sight of his
crimson blood-filled eyes. All over Johnson’s body the tiny
capillaries that acted as tributaries flowing to and from the
veins’ rivers of blood were leaking. Microscopic holes had
appeared, out of which flowed water and blood proteins. His
throat hurt so much he could barely speak or drink water,
thanks to a raw and bleeding esophageal lining. Word around



the hospital was that the three were victims of a strange and
contagious new plague that felled them in Bolivia.

In brief moments of lucidity Johnson would ask how many
days had passed. When a nurse told him it was Day Five, he
groaned.

“If my immune system doesn’t kick in fast, I’m a dead
man,” he thought.

He’d seen it happen plenty of times in San Joaquin. Some of
the people died in just four days, but most suffered over a
week of this torture.

Over and over he reviewed what he had seen in that isolated
village on Bolivia’s eastern frontier. He hoped to think of
something that could help him recover and solve the San
Joaquin mystery.

It had all started exactly a year before—in July 1962.
Johnson had just arrived at the Middle America Research Unit
(MARU) in the Panama Canal Zone, having had his fill of
cataloguing respiratory viruses at the U.S. government’s
National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland.

Since 1956, then a young physician fresh from his medical
training, Johnson had tediously studied viruses that caused
common colds, bronchitis, and pneumonia. The work was
getting plenty of praise, but Johnson, who was always
impatient, was bored. When word got out that the National
Institutes of Health was looking for a virologist to staff its
MARU laboratory, he jumped at the chance.

Shortly after Johnson arrived in Panama, his newfound
MARU colleague, Ron MacKenzie, volunteered to assist a
U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) team that was heading
into Bolivia to conduct nutritional surveys.

“A nutrition survey?” Johnson asked snidely.

“Well, I could use the experience, and I’ve never been to
Bolivia. So why not?” MacKenzie said.

When MacKenzie and the DOD team met with Bolivia’s
Minister of Health in La Paz, the official said he had no



problem authorizing their research plans, provided they first
take care of a more pressing problem hundreds of miles away.

“I need an expert in mysterious diseases to investigate an
epidemic in the eastern part of the country.”

All eyes turned to MacKenzie, who, as a pediatrician and
trained epidemiologist, came closest to fitting the bill. He
shifted uncomfortably in his chair, mumbled something about
not being able to speak Spanish, and tried to imagine what
eastern Bolivia might look like.

The minister went on to explain that the mysterious
epidemic was fairly sizable, and two La Paz physicians had
tentatively labeled it El Typho Negro—the Black Typhus.

The following morning found the tall, somewhat gawky
MacKenzie—dressed in a black suit, starched white shirt, and
wing tips—standing on the La Paz tarmac, a briefcase at his
feet. He greeted Bolivian physician Hugo Garrón,
microbiologist Luis Valverde Chinel, and a local politician,
and the quartet boarded an old B-24 bomber bound for the
town of Magdalena, in the country’s eastern frontier region.
MacKenzie looked around for a seat: there were none. The
plane had been stripped down for hauling meat, and the only
passengers usually on board were sides of beef.

So MacKenzie stood behind the pilot, holding on to the hull
for dear life during the long acceleration down the gravel
runway. Because La Paz was at an elevation of 13,000 feet,
planes had to reach great speeds to gain enough lift for takeoff.
After what seemed an extraordinary amount of time, the
Bolivian Indian mechanic who was squatting between the pilot
and the copilot pulled a lever in the cockpit floor, withdrawing
the landing gear, and they took off.

Like a tired old condor, the bomber circled La Paz slowly
several times, spiraling upward to 16,000 feet, high enough to
fly into a narrow pass between the Andean peaks that towered
around La Paz. MacKenzie found himself staring aghast at
avalanches of ice cascading off dangerously close cliffs.
 

AMAZONIA



When the plane escaped the claustrophobic mountain pass,
it was enveloped in a dense fog which forced the pilots to fly
by instruments alone: a magnetic compass, stopwatch, map,
and notepad.



MacKenzie figured this was already enough adventure. Just
three years ago he had been patching broken bones and
vaccinating kids in a bucolic town north of San Francisco.
This new exploit was a bit more perilous than anything he had
gambled on when he left private practice to go into public
health.

As the plane descended into the fog, MacKenzie began to
feel the heat and humidity increase, sweat built under his
stiffly starched shirt, and when the fog cover broke, he
watched seemingly endless grassy savannas pass beneath
them. These were broken up by outcroppings of low, tree-
covered alturas hills, and by long winding rivers lined with
thin bandas strips of rain forest.

“It looks just like Florida,” MacKenzie thought. “Kind of
like the Everglades.”

After two more long hours the plane landed in the little
town of Magdalena, and MacKenzie couldn’t believe his eyes.

“My gosh,” he exclaimed, “there must be two hundred
people out there, standing around the plane.” The women in
the throng were dressed entirely in mourning; the men wore
black armbands. The bereaved people of Magdalena had
gathered to greet “the experts” who had come to end their
epidemic.

“Experts?” MacKenzie muttered, casting an uncomfortable
glance at Valverde and Garrón. “Well, I’m it.”

With the grim entourage around them, the group dodged
lumbering oxcarts as it made its way past a scattering of
thatch-roofed adobe houses to the town plaza, a large
courtyard surrounded by a circular arcade and the homes and
stores of Magdalena. A sad, lethargic feeling pervaded
everything.

At Magdalena’s tiny clinic MacKenzie found a dozen
patients writhing in pain.

“My God!” he exclaimed as he watched one after another
vomit blood. MacKenzie shuddered, feeling the tremendous
onus of his position and cursing the naivete with which he had



walked into the situation. It seemed that only yesterday he was
doling out antibiotics in a clinic in Sausalito to kids whose
frolicking was briefly interrupted by sore throats. What
MacKenzie saw on the ward forced him to push aside his
pediatrics training and, for the moment, draw upon the lessons
in courage and horror he had learned during World War II
combat.

He was told that most of the sick were outsiders from
Orobayaya. The mere name of that distant village sent shivers
through the Magdalenistas, who spoke of it with unconcealed
fear.

Soon the lanky MacKenzie, who towered over the
Bolivians, was crouched in a dugout canoe making its way by
moonlight upriver toward the plagued village. As they glided
along MacKenzie kept spotting enormous “logs”—far larger
than their canoe—sliding down the riverbanks toward them.
The hair on the back of his neck stood up when he realized the
“logs” were alligators.

The next day the group rode forty kilometers on horseback
to Orobayaya.

It was deserted. The six hundred residents had fled days
earlier in panic, leaving the village to pigs and chickens that
scampered madly about in search of food.

MacKenzie returned to Magdalena, collected some blood
samples from local patients, and headed back to Panama,
where he tried to convince MARU director Henry Beye and
the NIH bosses in Bethesda that the Bolivian situation
warranted further investigation.

“It’s probably just the flu,” was the consensus from NIH
officials.

“It’s something strange and dangerous,” MacKenzie
insisted.

Both MacKenzie and Johnson thought the Bolivian
villagers’ symptoms resembled those brought on by a recently
discovered Latin American virus, found near the Junin River
in 1953 in Argentina. The Argentine virus was a close cousin



of Tacaribe, which caused a disease of bats and rodents in
Trinidad, also only recently discovered. While there was no
evidence that Tacaribe could infect human beings, Junin was
clearly lethal in many cases. In sparsely populated agricultural
areas of Argentina’s vast pampas, Junin appeared as if out of
nowhere among men working the corn harvests. It too was a
human killer that disrupted capillaries, causing people to bleed
to death. Nobody was sure how the Argentines got Junin; there
was speculation the virus might be airborne.

No point in taking stupid chances, Johnson thought. Though
the NIH had not approved a MARU investigation of the
epidemic, he flew to the U.S. Army’s Fort Detrick, in
Maryland, to see Al Wieden. A pioneer in laboratory safety,
Wieden had turned Fort Detrick into the world’s premier
center of research on deadly microbes. Johnson wanted
something unheard of: a portable box of some sort so he could
safely study Junin in the field—or whatever was wiping out
the people of San Joaquin.

At Fort Detrick there was a lot of research underway on
“germ-free mice”—animals that had such weak immune
systems that virtually any microbe could prove lethal to the
mutant rodents. To keep the mice alive, scientists housed them
inside airtight boxes that were constantly under positive
pressure, pushing air past special filters to the mice, and then
out again, toward the scientists. In this way, the mice breathed
only sterile air. Scientists worked with the mice by inserting
their hands into airtight rubber gloves that were built into the
sides of the pressure box. The “glove boxes,” as the steel
contraptions were called, were about the size of large coffins
and weighed hundreds of pounds.

Johnson’s idea was to convert one of these contraptions
from positive to negative pressure so that all air would go
inward, toward samples of possibly dangerous animals or
microbes. That way, he could work relatively safely in a
portable laboratory.

Such a portable laboratory had never before been used, and
Wieden wasn’t sure how to jury-rig the positive-pressure
boxes. But, racing against time, Johnson and Wieden found a



new, lighter-weight plastic glove box and surrounded it with a
vast rib cage of aluminum poles to prevent the container from
imploding when the pressure reversed from inside-out to
outside-in. To their mutual delight, it worked.

Meanwhile, MacKenzie still faced tough opposition in
Bethesda, as well as at the Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta. Though he was a physician and had public health
training, some higher-ups frankly doubted whether the thirty-
seven-year-old MacKenzie had enough tropical experience to
be able to recognize a new epidemic. They insisted it would be
a waste of time and resources to deploy a team to investigate
what would probably turn out to be some garden-variety bug
such as influenza.

In the fall of 1962 MacKenzie appealed to Bill Reeves, his
old mentor from public health graduate studies at the
University of California in Berkeley. He described Magdalena
to Reeves, who insisted that MacKenzie “stand up to the
Bethesda bureaucrats.”

“Go for it. You got something there. Don’t let ’em
discourage you,” Reeves urged.

On January 9, 1963, a meeting of the top brass in the NIH’s
infectious diseases division was held in Bethesda, and
MacKenzie persuasively pleaded his case. It was decided that
he and a MARU ecologist named Merl Kuns should first
undertake a scouting mission to assess the extent of the
epidemic, collect blood samples, and define the nature of the
local ecology.

The pair made their journey in March, and returned a week
later even more firmly convinced that a serious epidemic was
underway. Kuns, a University of Wisconsin-trained ecologist,
was stunned by the thousands of bats that lived in the thatched
roofs of towns like Magdalena, swooping out at night to forage
for food. They were small bats, about the size of monarch
butterflies, but they clustered in huge flocks that could
suddenly fill the village sky. For his part, epidemiologist
MacKenzie was convinced that nobody was actually getting
infected in Magdalena, and the real epidemic was some fifty
miles away in a town called San Joaquin. The pair returned to



Panama with more than adequate evidence to gain approval for
further investigation.

With his new laboratory contraption in crates, Johnson
headed to Bolivia in May 1963, along with MacKenzie and
Kuns. After arriving in the capital, the team chartered an old
USAF B-17 bomber and flew to the eastern edge of the Andes,
then down the eastern Andean foothills to the Itenez River,
and from there to the river’s Machupo tributary, eventually
landing on a field outside San Joaquin. They then hauled their
10,000 pounds of equipment into the tiny town on mules.

Nestled atop a sloping hill just above the Machupo’s flood
line, San Joaquin was, the flabbergasted Johnson thought, “the
last frontier of the New World.” Nothing in his scientific
career had prepared him for conditions so primitive: no roads,
no real health facilities, no fences, no electricity, no
telephones, no running water. Cows outnumbered humans
roughly two to one and roamed freely about the town. The
people of San Joaquin were an evenly divided mix of pure
Spanish, pure Indians, and mestizos whose ancestors had built
the town in the seventeenth century. The wealthier citizens
resided in tile-roofed, whitewashed adobe homes; the rest of
the population lived in mud-stick houses with thatch roofs. Six
thin strips of marsh formed the “roads” of San Joaquin, which
converged in a modest central plaza.

The Spanish people of San Joaquin were descended from
cowboys who for a few generations had tended the large herds
of a wealthy Brazilian family in control of an Amazon River
fleet of refrigerated steamships. The ships took the beef out of
San Joaquin, up the river system some 1,400 miles to the
northwest, where the Amazon met the sea. From there the beef
was shipped to Europe or North America, reaping excellent
profits for the Brazilians.

In tiny San Joaquin, however, the cowboys, their families,
and the local Indians were entirely dependent on the
“benevolence” of the Brazilian ranch owners and on the food
and supplies that returning steamships brought to their remote
town.



In 1952 a revolution had brought the Movimiento
Nacionalista Revolucionario to power. The land reform party
stripped old Bolivian and Brazilian oligarchies of vast tracts of
land, and the people of San Joaquin suddenly found
themselves property owners. Unwilling to buy back from the
local people the cattle they once owned, the Brazilians and
their steamships left, never to return; and the villagers found
themselves isolated, impoverished, and facing severe
malnutrition unless they could grow crops to supplement the
all too abundant supply of beef.

When Johnson, MacKenzie, and Kuns arrived in San
Joaquin they found a modest town of some 2,000 people
managing to survive on beef, the yields of home vegetable
gardens, and small rice and corn fields scattered throughout
the savannas.

A steady stream of travelers passed through the town on
their way from even more remote areas in the savannas to
larger Bolivian towns via the steamships that moored
occasionally at the San Joaquin dock.

Upon arrival, Johnson immediately set up his portable
laboratory contraption, and the team set out to assess the
extent of the mysterious outbreak. By then the epidemic had
already been underway for some fourteen months, the people
mourned every day when the church bell tolled another death,
and fresh graves filled the cemetery.

With the townspeople’s eager help, the team mapped the
area and painted numbers on all the adobe houses. Every
family was interviewed extensively, and asked the questions
most essential to the team: How many people in this house
have had the disease? How many have died and how many
have recovered? What were they doing in the days before they
got sick? Is there any chance one family member gave the
disease to another? Have any animals been sick?

It became obvious immediately that nearly half the people
had been infected, and, of those, nearly half had died of the
disease. That was a terrifying finding because few microbes
kill nearly 50 percent of those they infect. One family lost nine
of eleven members in 1963.



“That’s almost a Roman decimation,” Johnson told his
colleagues, referring to the great epidemics of ancient Rome’s
republican era when at least a quarter of the population was
felled by a disease now thought to have been smallpox.

The first order of business was to figure out what type of
microbe was killing the people of San Joaquin: bacterium,
virus, or parasite. Circumstances pointed to a virus, possibly
spread by insects, so the team set up two small laboratories
located seventy-five yards apart. The first, an existing tile-
roofed adobe building, housed Johnson’s glove-box
contraption and a variety of other equipment and research
animals used to isolate microscopic organisms from blood and
tissue samples. The second laboratory was built to order by the
local people out of lashed poles and thatching. It housed wild
insects and animals Kuns and his assistants caught in the San
Joaquin area. The team planned to study those animals to
determine what species might be carrying the deadly microbes.

The facilities were kept separate to avoid cross-
contamination, and the buildings were fitted with window
screens and tight doors. Finally, the laboratories were heavily
doused with DDT and ringed with rodent traps to protect the
scientists from whatever creatures might be carrying the
disease.

In June, after days of haggling with the San Joaquin
community over the propriety of such things, Valverde
convinced the local priest to allow MacKenzie to perform an
autopsy on one of the recent victims of the epidemic. A few
days later, a two-year-old boy died and from his spleen and
brain the team was able to isolate a substance that, when
injected into hamsters, produced the disease. Days after the
boy died the team completed several more tests that proved the
mysterious disease was caused by a virus: they ruled out a
parasite or bacteria on the basis of both the minuscule size of
filters through which the microbe readily passed and its ability
to withstand antibiotics. They also showed the microbe could
destroy human cells and cause disease in wild mice.1

Midway through the autopsy on the child, Hugo Garrón’s
scalpel slipped, flew across the autopsy table, and hit



MacKenzie’s hand. Looking at the blood that instantly filled
his punctured glove, MacKenzie looked up at Garrón and
predicted the worst.

An anxious week passed without symptoms, and
MacKenzie decided he was, indeed, a very lucky person. With
greater care, he and Garrón performed several more autopsies
and were struck by the level of devastation the mysterious
microbe produced. Most alarming were the disease victims’
brains: where clear cerebrospinal fluid should have been there
was, instead, crimson blood; all of the meningeal protective
layers around the brain were blood-soaked. Eerily, most of the
hair fell off victims’ heads before they died.

Toward the end of June the town had a party, which the
scientists used as an opportunity to celebrate their rapid
discoveries. The next logical steps in their research would
involve characterizing the virus and figuring out exactly how
people got infected. Johnson, Kuns, and MacKenzie felt
confident all the answers would soon reveal themselves, and
enthusiastically joined the celebration, eating and drinking the
local specialties. While all three men were in the mood for a
fiesta, it was Johnson who, with characteristic gusto, threw
himself into the spirit of the event, drinking, dancing, and
joining in the local macho sport of telling tall tales. Though
not a classically handsome man, Johnson carried himself with
a mix of cowboy swagger and charisma that inspired other
men and attracted women. MacKenzie too threw himself into
the gaiety of the evening, while the shyer, more serious Kuns
quietly observed the goings-on.

On July 3 Johnson and MacKenzie were some twenty miles
outside of San Joaquin gathering ticks from the bushes around
a chaco, or small cattle ranch. They suspected the virus might
be carried by insects and were collecting samples to take back
to their field lab for analysis.

When they began the long trek back to San Joaquin, the
shorter Johnson kept having to slow down to avoid outpacing
his usually athletic, longlegged colleague.

By the time they reached the river and started to canoe
downstream to San Joaquin, Johnson noticed he was pulling



most of the weight.

“I feel lousy. Really lousy,” MacKenzie said as he staggered
off to bed.

The next morning Peace Corps nurse Rose Navarro, who
had been sent in to help with translating, took one look at
MacKenzie and pronounced his condition serious. She also
noticed that Angel Muñoz, a Panamanian lab technician who
had recently arrived from MARU to assist Kuns, had similar
symptoms.

Johnson and Kuns contacted Panama through a cumbersome
radio relay system, and a USAF C-130 flew in that day—the
Fourth of July—to evacuate the two ailing researchers.

As he waved goodbye to MacKenzie, Johnson felt a
feverish chill come over his body and thought, “Damn! I
should have been on that plane too!”

Over the next four days Johnson slowly hitchhiked his way,
plane to plane, across Bolivia, Peru, and Colombia, finally
reaching the Gorgas Hospital in Panama.

And now here he was, bleeding to death. To his left lay
MacKenzie, on the right Muñoz. Johnson could imagine his
brief obituary: “promising young research physician, born in
Terre Haute, Indiana, 1929. Dead, age 34. Unmarried.”

He knew there were two ways the virus could kill him. He’d
seen it in San Joaquin. He might soon develop neurological
symptoms, getting tremors and losing control of his muscles;
eventually, he would have a grand mal seizure and die. Or the
sheer volume of blood hemorrhaging from his capillaries
would become so devastating that his body would go into
shock and he’d die of cardiac arrest. Either death could strike
in a matter of hours, or days.

In any event, there was no cure, no antitoxin. There was just
lying and waiting.

After several more days of agony all three men showed
signs of improvement, thanks largely to the efforts of an Army
doctor flown in especially for them from Washington, D.C.
Though he had never treated this particular ailment, the doctor



had handled dozens of cases of another viral hemorrhagic
disease called Seoul Hantaan, which first came to the attention
of Westerners when 121 trench-bound American soldiers
fighting in the Korean War died bleeding deaths that were not
unlike the one threatening Johnson. (Nearly 2,500 U.S.
soldiers suffered the Hantaan disease from 1951 to 1955.)2

Nobody had yet identified the Hantaan virus and it wasn’t
clear how the disease was transmitted, but U.S. Army doctors
had discovered that patients’ chances of recovery were greatly
enhanced by careful supervision of their electrolytes and
fluids. In all hemorrhaging diseases, as the capillaries leaked
out precious fluids and proteins, the delicate chemical balances
of vital organs such as kidneys, hearts, livers, and spleens were
severely disrupted. Long before the immune system had a
chance to mount a counterattack against the Hantaan virus, the
organs would cease functioning and the patient would either
convulse or go into shock.

Also in from Bethesda was Pat Webb, Johnson’s petite
fiancée. Born in England and trained in both medicine and
virology, Webb was doing research at NIH and had planned to
move to Panama soon to join Johnson. Short, thin, and
prematurely graying, Webb had an often caustic, opinionated
style of speech. But for those who persevered, knowing Webb
meant experiencing a woman possessed of a profound sense of
humanity that infused her medical and research work.

Now she sat beside her future husband and caressed, kissed,
or embraced him whenever he could tolerate the pain of being
touched. By deliberately touching Johnson to illustrate there
was no danger, she hoped to allay the fears of the frightened
hospital staff.3 Webb’s fear was not the virus, but that Johnson
would die, and a couple of times his condition seemed so
grave she was convinced he wasn’t going to make it.

The Army physician’s efforts, however, paid off. Johnson
survived.

As soon as he was up and about, Johnson started studying
samples of the San Joaquin virus brought back to Panama with
MacKenzie and Muñoz. He was able to confirm in the
sophisticated MARU facilities what had tentatively been



discovered in his glove-box contraption on the Bolivian
frontier: the disease was caused by a virus that was similar to,
but not the same as, Junin and Tacaribe.

With Johnson safely recuperating, Webb headed back to
Washington in late August. It had been two weeks, the worst
was over, and it was time she got back to work. On board the
plane she was suddenly seized by a pounding headache,
muscle pains, and waves of shaking chills. The symptoms
escalated until Webb knew that, despite all her protestations to
the Gorgas nursing staff, she had gotten the virus from kissing
and embracing her fiancé. She was treated at the NIH hospital
and, after ten distressing days, had recovered enough to go
home. A few weeks later, Webb moved to Panama and eagerly
joined in the detective work.

Though they had no way of knowing whether their painful
illnesses had actually made them immune to the virus, Muñoz,
MacKenzie, and Johnson made the journey back to San
Joaquín in September, traveling now aboard USAF planes.
They were quite naturally nervous, even fearful, but they felt
compelled to return to the danger zone. The men shared a
powerful scientific curiosity that pushed both doubt and fear
aside, replacing them with a sleuthing urge every bit as
powerful as that of a detective hunting down a serial killer.
They needed to find out how the virus was transmitted in order
to stop its spread.

On the way, Johnson and MacKenzie reviewed all the
possible ways the three of them could have become infected.
Since the infections seemed to have been simultaneous, it was
unlikely they were due to accidents or carelessness in their
primitive field laboratories. The window screens and DDT had
probably protected them from any virus-carrying insects that
might lurk in San Joaquín. And the fact that many family
members who tended to dying relatives were not ill seemed to
rule out person-to-person transmission of the virus. Of course,
Webb’s illness forced an opposite conclusion.

The only experience the three had shared shortly before
becoming ill was the town party. But what possible association
could there have been between the party and their near-deaths?



In their absence Kuns had remained in San Joaquín,
painstakingly capturing samples of every species of insect and
mammal—from bedbugs to teeth-baring bats and slithering
anacondas—he could get his hands on, all the while aware of
the need to handle the animals with extreme care. As the wild
rats tried to claw at him, or mosquitoes dove for his vulnerable
flesh, Kuns deftly manipulated the creatures.

“I understand the ways of animals,” Kuns told his Bolivian
assistants. He had a Ph. D. in veterinary sciences, specializing
in the study of diseases that affected both humans and animals,
and he had minored in wildlife ecology studies. Kuns was a
details man; his training reinforced a natural tendency toward
searching for answers by tediously sifting through mountains
of minutiae. He and Johnson—the impatient man of action—
were a study in contrasts. While the rest of the MARU team
recuperated in Panama, Kuns organized forty San Joaquin men
to assist in the capture of local creatures. All the men were
volunteers who believed they had already had the strange
disease and their survival presumably rendered them immune.
Over a year’s time Kuns and his volunteers would collect
some 10,000 mammals of dozens of species, all of which had
to be identified and studied for viral contamination. Even more
insects were amassed, and Kuns pored over microscopes, used
field texts to figure out just what species each and every
creature represented, and trained his assistants to do the same.
When identity was impossible to ascertain, Kuns shipped
samples to the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C., or the Field
Museum of Natural History in Chicago, where experts made
the final judgment calls.

In coming months Kuns would complete one of the most
exhaustive ecology surveys ever conducted in South America,
all done in the pressure-cooker atmosphere of an epidemic.
Having flown bombing missions over Germany in World War
II, Kuns had no trouble staying cool, though he never forgot
that any insect or animal he held in his hands might carry the
deadly virus.

The team went to enormous lengths to find the culprit. A
typical rectangular thatched/wattle house was purchased and
meticulously deconstructed pole by pole, every insect and



animal scraped off and analyzed. By night Kuns and
MacKenzie, wearing miner’s headlamps, waded into knee-
deep water to collect nocturnal animals such as vampire bats
and night mosquitoes. Even though they tried to maintain a
modicum of nonchalance on such occasions, MacKenzie
couldn’t help but feel chills when he would turn suddenly and
spot beady red eyes staring at him. After a few nights on such
forays, Kuns and MacKenzie figured out that the eyes
belonged to giant constrictor snakes, anacondas, one of which
they measured at over eighteen feet in length.

The townspeople were anxious to help, and Kuns had to
warn people not to handle the animals unless they had already
survived the disease. One afternoon the leader of Kuns’s
volunteer ecology army, Einar Dorado, held a big gray mouse
in his hands while Merl tried to jab the beast with a needle in
order to withdraw a blood sample. The angry animal squirmed,
bit Dorado, and urinated over his hands.

Two weeks later Dorado was dead. His prior ailment had
probably been the flu and he was not immune to the
mysterious virus.

Kuns thought about that large gray mouse—a type of rodent
that was pervasive throughout San Joaquin. He remembered
visiting a small home in the middle of town and spotting a six-
year-old girl asleep atop a cowhide laid across the dirt floor.
When the girl awoke, Kuns lifted the hide and dozens of those
same big gray mice raced out of a nest in the floor.

As soon as Johnson and MacKenzie arrived in San Joaquin,
the team spread word that they would give money to anybody
who captured sick wild animals. Despite the strong monetary
incentive, villagers were able to bring in only five sick animals
over the next ten months, all large gray mice. The rodents
were of a wild Calomys species normally found in the bush.
Three of the animals died, suffering symptoms similar to those
seen among the people of San Joaquin. The other two
recovered and became virus carriers. The mysterious virus,
which the team had dubbed Machupo after the local river, was
found in the blood, spleens, or brains of the five animals.



The team hypothesized that the disease was carried the same
way as the plague: by insects that inhabited the fur of the
rodents. An alternative idea held that mosquitoes or ticks that
fed on the mice might, in turn, feed on human blood and
thereby spread the virus. In either case, an insect carrier had to
be found.

From September 1963 to November 1964, the team, now
including Webb, made numerous frustrating trips back and
forth between San Joaquin and their Panama laboratories.
They captured thousands of insects, ranging from tiny fleas
and mites to larger ticks and mosquitoes. The insects were
mashed up and their extracts scoured for Machupo virus.

None was found.

Night after late night in the Panama laboratory Johnson
complained to Webb, “I can’t tell what the hell is going on.
I’m running out of ideas here.”

After having solved the first parts of the mystery with
awesome speed, the team was now mired in confusion. Kuns
was convinced that better insect traps and more extensive
forays in the foothills around San Joaquin would eventually
smoke out the culprit, but Johnson was dubious.4 Some
villagers in San Joaquin were downright fed up with the
investigation, and the Americans became targets of wholesale
theft of critical supplies, such as the diesel fuel for their
generator. Things became so unstable that the Bolivian
government declared martial law in the area, flying in fifty-
five soldiers to maintain order. Thirty-seven of those soldiers
eventually got the disease.

The team’s work was further delayed by angry anti-
American uprisings in Panama that erupted into full-scale
riots, forcing closure of the Canal Zone airport and delaying
return trips by Johnson, Webb, MacKenzie, and Kuns.

One hot June day in 1964 Johnson and Webb were going
over their laboratory records in Panama and noticed an odd
disease pattern among the hamsters they had infected
experimentally. If they injected the virus into baby hamsters,
the animals almost always died and the adult hamsters would



eat the bodies. The adults would then become infected at a low
level, but would survive. The adults, however, would pass on
lethal infections to previously disease-free baby hamsters.
How had these babies become infected?

Johnson and Webb, now married, happily spent long hours
together in the laboratory, isolating viral samples from hamster
blood. There were no shortcuts, no ways to get around the long
tedious hours and days of work required to get a tiny pellet of
viruses from thousands of hamster cells. Once the infected
animal red blood cells were grown in petri dishes, the virus
had to be purified out by a series of fractionization techniques.
First, they mixed the hamster cells and blood with ammonium
sulfate, which created a salted-out layer of gunk that sat at the
bottom of a test tube. The fluid was poured off, and the virus-
contaminated mass at the bottom was mixed with an alcohol,
creating another layering. The virally infected layer, now
smaller and purer, was spun about at low speed in a centrifuge;
objects in the test tube migrated under spin to various
positions according to their weights. The garbage—extraneous
bits of hamster cells—formed a visible band in the tube, which
was removed. Then the tube was spun again, this time at a
very high speed, adequate to separate objects that differed only
slightly in weight.

A pellet would be left, at long last, at the tube’s bottom—a
nearly pure sample of concentrated, deadly Machupo viruses.

Johnson and Webb discovered that the adult hamsters were
shedding virus in their urine. They then bred wild mice from
San Joaquin and found the same thing—the animals actively
urinated Machupo virus. The baby rodents had become
infected because they were caged in an atmosphere of wood
chips and sawdust drenched in Machupo virus.

Johnson felt the archetypical cartoon lightbulb flash above
his head and heard himself shout, “Aha!”

He returned to San Joaquin and did a very simple
experiment: He divided the town in half. On one side he set
five-cent mousetraps throughout houses and corn storage
areas. The other half of San Joaquin was left alone. One
woman living in the trap side of town begged Kuns to give her



as many traps as possible; he could only spare three. In a
single night she caught twenty-two mice in her home, proudly
presenting them all to an astonished Kuns the following
morning.

Within two weeks the difference was obvious. While the
epidemic continued at the same pace on one side of town, no
new Machupo virus cases occurred where mousetraps had
been set. Two weeks later, having set traps throughout San
Joaquin, Johnson’s team stopped the Machupo epidemic.

“This is unbelievable,” Johnson proudly said to himself.
“Within just eighteen months we isolated the virus, discovered
its mechanism of transmission, and stopped it cold.”

Between 1962 and 1964 over 40 percent of the residents of
the San Joaquin region were sick with Machupo virus; some
10 to 20 percent of the villagers died of the disease. If the
region hadn’t been so sparsely populated, the impact could
have been devastating. As it was, for the people of San
Joaquin, Magdalena, and the surrounding area, Machupo virus
was a scourge that claimed at least one member of every
family and was carried aboard mouse-infested supply carts to
remote parts of the eastern frontier. Its impact on people’s lives
would not soon be forgotten.

Over the next three years the Panama-based researchers
would fill in some of the remaining pieces of the Machupo
puzzle, and successfully stop a second outbreak of the disease
deeper in the Bolivian savannas.5

Johnson put together a best-guess history of Machupo virus,
and together with MacKenzie, Kuns, and Webb published
several scientific papers between 1964 and 1966 describing
most aspects of the virus. He decided the epidemic’s roots lay
in Bolivia’s social revolution of 1952, when the people of the
San Joaquin area suddenly found themselves without an
employer or steady source of food supplies. In their haste to
grow corn and other vegetables, they chopped down dense
jungle areas of the alturas and bandas wherever the land
naturally formed a relatively flat mesa above the Machupo
River flood line. In so doing, they unwittingly disrupted the



natural habitat of the Calomys field mouse and provided the
rodent with a superior new food source: corn.

The mouse population swelled during the 1950s and the
rodents literally invaded the town of San Joaquin in the early
1960s.

By the time the first cases of Bolivian hemorrhagic fever (as
the disease was now dubbed) surfaced, the mice could be
found anyplace the townspeople stored food and grain.

And each night while the mice nibbled away at the humans’
food supplies, they urinated.

The virus could be eaten or inhaled or could gain entry
through cuts in the skin; in any event, Machupo could be
lethal.

Johnson noticed that there was a ritual common to every
household in San Joaquin. Before dawn the mothers and
grandmothers would awaken and quietly prepare breakfast for
the men and children. While pots boiled, the women would
sweep their dirt and clay floors.

“And each time they sweep that broom,” Johnson realized,
“they’re sending mouse urine-infected dust and crumbs
drifting all about in the air.” Every time the families of San
Joaquin assembled for breakfast, they shared virus-
contaminated air. Johnson also decided that he, Ron, and
Angel got sick as a result of eating contaminated food at the
San Joaquin party.

Researchers from the Rockefeller Foundation Laboratories
in New York City and the University of Buenos Aires
eventually reached a similar set of conclusions about the
Argentine Junin virus. An Argentine team led by Dr. A. S.
Parodi concluded that another species of wild Calomys mouse
had been flushed out of its pampas habitat by post-World War
II changes in local agricultural practices. Farmers had long had
difficulty growing profitable crops of corn because short
broad-leafed weeds had invaded the fields. After World War II,
herbicides effectively eliminated the short grasses and
dramatically increased crop yields.6



As harvest time approached, however, taller grasses that
were not affected by herbicides would grow in the corn fields,
thriving just when humans entered the fields to reap the corn.
As it turned out, a fairly rare species of field mouse naturally
subsisted on the seeds of these tall grasses. As the grasses
proliferated, so did the mice, until the once-rare species
became the dominant rodent of the region.

The mouse, of course, carried Junin virus, the cause of
Argentine hemorrhagic fever.7

MacKenzie thought another Bolivian factor also played a
role in the San Joaquin epidemic. On all his trips to
Magdalena, Orobayaya, and San Joaquin, he was struck by the
remarkable absence of cats in the villages. When he asked the
people what had happened to the cats, he was told they all
died.

The feline die-off coincided with the rise in the mouse
population, allowing the Calomys to take over the town
without battling predatory cats. There were two theories about
why the cats died: they were also killed by the virus, or the
felines were DDT victims. Bolivia was in the midst of a
massive DDT-spraying campaign to eliminate malaria, and the
quantities used in the homes of these remote areas were often
so great that all furniture and walls were coated with a thin
white film of insecticide powder.

MacKenzie did a simple experiment. He injected six cats
with the virus and force-fed DDT to six others. The virus-
treated cats were completely unaffected by the experiment, but
the DDT-poisoned animals all died of symptoms identical to
those seen among the domestic pets of San Joaquin.

Valverde was so impressed with MacKenzie’s hypothesis
that he went on national radio to issue a call for donated cats.
In June 1964 hundreds of cats were airlifted into San Joaquin,
and the epidemic’s halt soon followed.

Kuns, the ecologist of the group, wasn’t ready to buy either
the cat die-off idea or Johnson’s notion of a mouse invasion.

“It’s stupid! Absolutely stupid,” Kuns said of the cat/DDT
link, noting that felines killed only the weak and sick members



of mouse colonies and rarely had an enormous impact on the
overall size of a rodent population. He wasn’t at all convinced
people could get infected as a result of eating food
contaminated with mouse urine either. To Johnson’s theory
that three of the scientists got the disease as a result of feasting
at the fiesta he said, with a wink, “You ought to think about
what you did after the fiesta, boys, not what you ate.”8

Kuns believed the epidemic began when the virus itself
changed and became more virulent. And he felt the exact
mode of transmission of the disease from mouse to human was
still unresolved.

Kuns told the NIH that he wanted to put fluorescent
chemicals in mouse food and then use ultraviolet lights to
follow the animals’ urine trails in San Joaquin. That, he hoped,
would answer the question by showing where the animals’
urine came in intimate contact with human noses, mouths, and
inhalations. His hunch was that the rodents scampered around
the villages while people slept, directly infecting the
slumbering men, women, and children.

But once the epidemic was abated the NIH withdrew all
research funds and Kuns’s efforts came to a full stop.

“Hardly anything has ever disappointed me more in all my
thirty-nine years than having to pull out of here without
finishing the job,” Kuns mumbled to himself as he packed up
his microscope and thousands of animal samples. When a few
cases of the disease appeared in San Joaquin a year later, Kuns
told The Saturday Evening Post: “You might compare us to
firemen. We’ve discovered the location of the blaze and we’ve
put it out. But we still don’t know where or when it could start
again.”9

For his part, however, Johnson was quite pleased.

By the end of 1964 Johnson was able to look over his recent
accomplishments with great pride. Together with MacKenzie,
Kuns, and Webb, he had solved an intriguing mystery, stopped
an epidemic, published in prominent scientific journals, and
organized a crackerjack virology laboratory in Panama that
was prepared to tackle anything that might surface in the



Americas. Furthermore, the NIH promoted him to director of
the whole MARU facility.

He had also found love, honor, and a mission in life.

He married Patricia Ann Webb, received the Decorated
Order of the Condor from the Bolivian government, and
discovered his personal call of the wild. He had survived a
near-death experience and then gone on to defeat the enemy on
its own turf.

“That’s enough for some people for a lifetime,” thought the
thirty-five-year-old. “But that’s just the start for me.”

His life dreams now changed forever, Johnson sought ways
to combine science, clinical medicine, and good old-fashioned
detective work. Wherever he went, whatever epidemics might
come his way, he knew these were the skills he would use, and
the challenges he would relish.

From then on, Johnson stressed the need for calm in the face
of epidemics, for reason, science, sound clinical training, and
the ability to work with a team of diverse expertise. These
were lessons passed on first to those who worked with
Johnson in Panama and later to a whole generation of
infectious disease “cowboys.” Over the next two decades
Johnson and his “cowboys” would fight dozens of skirmishes
and a few pitched battles with the microbes, always
maintaining a healthy respect for both their microscopic
enemies and the human bureaucracies, governments, and
institutions whose rules Johnson would regularly defy.

The war was on, and the battlefield was the entire planet.
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2
Health Transition

THE AGE OF OPTIMISM-SETTING OUT TO ERADICATE
DISEASE

Germs come by stealth
And ruin health,
So listen, pard,
Just drop a card
To a man who’ll clean up your yard
And that will hit the old germs hard.

—Dr. Almus Pickerbaugh,
in Arrowsmith, Sinclair Lewis

I
For Western physicians, the 1950s and 1960s were a time of
tremendous optimism. Nearly every week the medical
establishment declared another “miracle breakthrough” in
humanity’s war with infectious disease. Antibiotics, first
discovered in the early 1940s, were now growing in number
and potency. So much so that clinicians and scientists
shrugged off bacterial diseases, and in the industrialized world
former scourges such as Staphylococcus and tuberculosis had
been deftly moved from the “extremely dangerous” column to
that of “easily managed minor infections.” Medicine was
viewed as a huge chart depicting disease incidences over time:
by the twenty-first century every infectious disease on the
chart would have hit zero. Few scientists or physicians of the
day doubted that humanity would continue on its linear course
of triumphs over the microbes.

Dr. Jonas Salk’s 1955 mass experimental polio vaccination
campaign was so successful that cases of the disease in
Western Europe and North America plummeted from 76,000
in 1955 to less than 1,000 in 1967.1 The excitement



engendered by that drama prompted optimistic declarations
that the disease would soon be eradicated from the planet.

Similar optimism enveloped discussion of nearly every
infectious disease affecting human beings. In 1948, U. S.
Secretary of State George C. Marshall declared at the
Washington, D.C., gathering of the Fourth International
Congress on Tropical Medicine and Malaria that the conquest
of all infectious diseases was imminent.2 Through a
combination of enhanced crop yields to provide adequate food
for humanity and scientific breakthroughs in microbe control,
Marshall predicted, all the earth’s microscopic scourges would
be eliminated.

By 1951 the World Health Organization was so optimistic
that it declared that Asian malaria could soon reach a stage
through careful local management wherein “malaria is no
longer of major importance.”3 A key reason for the excitement
was the discovery of DDT and the class of chemicals known
as organochlorines, all of which possessed the remarkable
capacity to kill mosquitoes and other insect pests on contact
and to go on killing for months, perhaps years, all insects that
might alight on pesticide-treated surfaces.

In 1954 the Fourteenth Pan American Sanitary Conference
resolved in its Santiago, Chile, meeting to eliminate malaria
completely from the Western Hemisphere, and PAHO (Pan
American Health Organization) was instructed to draw up an
ambitious eradication plan. The following year the World
Health Organization decided to eliminate all malaria on the
planet. Few doubted that such a lofty goal was possible:
nobody at the time could imagine a trend of worsening disease
conditions; the arrow of history always pointed toward
progress.

Every problem seemed conquerable in the decade following
World War II: humanity could reach the moon, bombs too
terrifying to ever be used could create a balance of terror that
would prevent all further worldwide wars, American and
European agriculturalists could “green” the poor nations of the
world and eliminate starvation, civil rights legislation could
erase the scars of slavery and bring racial justice, democracy



could shine in startling contrast to communism and provide a
beacon to which the nations of the world would quickly flock,
huge, gasoline-hungry cars cruised freshly paved highways,
and their passengers dreamed of a New Tomorrow.

From the capitalist world came thousands of zealous public
health activists who rolled up their sleeves and dived like
budding Dr. Pickerbaughs into amazingly complex health
crises. Sinclair Lewis lambasted such zealous health optimism
in Arrowsmith, creating the character of Almus Pickerbaugh,
physician-congressman-poet, whose gems included:

You can’t get health
By a pussyfoot stealth,
So let’s every health-booster
Crow just like a rooster.

Never mind the seemingly daunting obstacles presented by,
for example, cholera control in India; all was possible in the
Age of Boosterism.

The notion developed of a Health Transition, as it was
called. The concept was simple: as nations moved out of
poverty and the basic food and housing needs of the
populations were met, scientists could use the pharmaceutical
and chemical tools at hand to wipe out parasites, bacteria, and
viruses. What would remain were the slower chronic diseases
that primarily struck in old age, particularly cancer and heart
disease. Everybody would live longer, disease-free lives.

Such glowing forecasts were not limited to the capitalist
world. Soviet and Eastern bloc health officials presented ever-
rosier medical statistics each year, suggesting that their
societies were also well on their way to conquering infectious
diseases. And Mao Zedong, leader of the nearly one-billion-
strong Chinese nation, declared in 1963:

The Four Seas are rising, clouds and waters
raging,



The Five Continents are rocking, wind and
thunder roaring.
Away with all pests!
Our force is irresistible.4

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the Chinese Communist
Party waged a peasant-based war on infectious diseases,
mobilizing millions of peasants to walk through irrigation
ditches and pluck schistosome-carrying snails from the banks.5
According to British physician Joshua Horn, who fully
embraced the campaign and Maoism, in 1965–66 virtually no
new cases of schistosomiasis, a serious liver parasitic disease,
occurred in China—a result, he claimed, of the Communist
Party campaign.6

Though the ideological frameworks differed markedly, both
the capitalist and communist worlds were forecasting brighter
futures in which there would be a chicken in every pot, a car in
every garage, and a long, infectious-disease-free life ahead for
every child. Both sides of the Iron Curtain agreed that mass
mobilization of the global populace to fight disease would
inevitably result in victory. Never mind in what rhetoric public
health campaigns might be wrapped, humanity would triumph
over the microbes.

In September 1966 the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
assessed the status of American health:

 

The status of diseases may be classified as follows:

1. Diseases eradicated within the United States (bubonic
plague, malaria, smallpox, etc.)

2. Diseases almost eradicated (typhoid, infantile
paralysis, diphtheria, etc.)

3. Diseases that still are health problems, although
technology exists for effective control (syphilis,
tuberculosis, uterine cervix cancer, injury, arthritis,
breast cancer, gonorrhea, etc.)



4. Diseases where technology is in early developmental
stages or nonexistent—and where little capability
exists for alleviating or preventing health impairment
(leukemia and some other neoplasms, some
respiratory diseases and strokes)7

As the 1960s opened, the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare convened a team of medical experts to
decide the future mission of the entire government public
health effort. Praising the accomplishments of the 1950s, the
advisory team declared that “science and technology have
completely transformed man’s concepts of the universe, of his
place in it, and of his own physiological and psychological
systems. Man’s mastery over nature has been vastly extended,
including his capacity to cope with diseases and other threats
to human life and health.”8

By 1967 U.S. Surgeon General William H. Stewart would
be so utterly convinced of imminent success that he would tell
a White House gathering of state and territorial health officers
that it was time to close the book on infectious diseases and
shift all national attention (and dollars) to what he termed “the
New Dimensions” of health: chronic diseases.9

“In the words of the song, ‘The fundamental things go by,’
polio and measles can be eradicated and should be eradicated,”
Stewart would tell his exuberant audience. “Venereal disease
and tuberculosis can be sharply reduced and should be sharply
reduced. These are tasks that no one will perform for us. So
long as a preventable disease remains, it must be prevented,
and public health must be the primary force for prevention.”

Not content to stop with the predicted eradication of all
known infectious diseases, the optimists set out in search of
rare and remote disease agents. Biology research stations were
established throughout the Southern Hemisphere, staffed
largely by scientists from the Northern Hemisphere. All sorts
of agencies funded and administered these outposts, including
the Rockefeller Foundation, agencies of the governments of
France, the United States, Germany, and the United Kingdom,
as well as a variety of small private interests.



Johnson’s Panama Canal Zone laboratory was just such an
outpost. The U.S. government alone operated twenty-eight
overseas laboratories, and the Rockefeller Foundation’s Virus
Program operated facilities in eight countries through which
over sixty viruses would be discovered between 1951 and
1971.10

But much of what these searching scientists were to find
proved terrifying. As officials prepared to uncork celebratory
champagne, Johnson and his colleagues were unlocking some
of nature’s nastiest secrets.

Boosters of the 1950s and early 1960s had some basis, born
of ignorance, for their optimism: they knew comparatively
little about genetics, microbial evolution, the human immune
system, or disease ecology. Given the state of knowledge in
the public health world of that day, it may have seemed
appropriate to view infectious diseases in simple cause-and-
effect terms. Seen in such a reductionist manner, problems and
solutions appeared obvious and readily conquerable, bravado
warranted.

As early as the 1930s scientists guessed that the genetic
traits of large creatures, such as plants, animals, and humans,
were carried in packages called chromosomes. These
structures, which, when examined through a microscope,
resembled dark, squiggly worms, were inside the central core,
or nucleus, of every cell in a plant or animal. By manipulating
chromosomes in test tubes, scientists could change the ways
cells looked or grew; exposing chromosomes to radiation, for
example, could transform healthy tissue into cancer colonies.

True, Gregor Mendel showed in 1865 that some
characteristics were passed on as dominant traits from one
generation to another, while other genetic characteristics were
recessive. But nobody knew exactly how all this worked, why
blue-eyed parents had blue-eyed children, or a bacterium could
seem to suddenly develop the ability to withstand higher
temperatures than normally tolerated by its species.

Until 1944 nobody knew what was responsible for this neat
passage of genetic information, from the tiniest virus to the
largest elephant. That year, Oswald Avery and his colleagues



at the Rockefeller Institute in New York showed that if they
destroyed a specific molecule found inside all living cells, the
organisms could no longer pass on their genes.

The molecule was called deoxyribonucleic acid, or DNA.

In 1953 researcher Rosalind Franklin, working at King’s
College in London, made the first X-ray photographs of DNA,
showing that the molecules had a unique helical structure
composed of various combinations of the same five key
chemicals.

Later that year, America’s James Watson and Britain’s
Francis Crick, working at Cambridge University, figured it all
out. One of the chemicals—a sort of carbon chain linked by
powerful phosphate chemical bonds—created parallel curved
structures similar to the poles of a long, winding ladder.
Forming the rungs of the ladder were four other chemicals,
called nucleotides. The order of those nucleotide rungs along
the carbon/phosphate poles represented a code which, when
deciphered properly, revealed the genetic secrets of life.

DNA, then, was the universal code used by one
meningococcal bacterium as the basis for making another
meningococcal bacterium. It was the material wrapped up
inside the chromosomes of higher organisms. Sections of
DNA equaled genes; genes created traits. When the
chromosomes of one parent combined with those of another
parent, the DNA was the key, and which traits appeared in the
children (blue versus brown eyes) was a function of the
dominant or recessive genes encoded in the parents’ DNA.11

While government officials were bragging that everything
from malaria to influenza would soon disappear from the
planet, scientists were just beginning to use their newfound
knowledge to study disease-causing viruses, bacteria, and
parasites. Scientists like Johnson were of the first generation
of public health researchers to know the significance of DNA.
Understanding how DNA played a direct role in the
emergence of disease would take still another generation.

Starting at nature’s most basic level, scientists at Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratory on Long Island, New York showed



in 1952 that viruses were essentially capsules jam-packed with
DNA. Much later, researchers discovered that some other
viruses, such as polio, were filled not with DNA but with its
sister compound, RNA (ribonucleic acid), which also carries
the genetic code hidden in sequences of nucleotides.

When Karl Johnson was virus hunting in Bolivia, scientists
had a limited understanding of the vast variety of viruses in the
world, the ways these tiniest of organisms mutate and evolve,
or how the microbes interact with the human immune system.
The state of the art in 1963 was best summarized in Frank
Fenner’s animal virus textbook, the bible for budding
microbiologists of the day:

 

Suppose that we have isolated a new virus and have managed
to produce a suspension of purified particles. How can we
classify the virus, and how do we find out about its chemical
composition? A lead may be provided by its past history —the
species of animal from which it was isolated and whether or
not it was related to a disease. This information, in conjunction
with that obtained by electron microscope examination of …
particles, might be enough for us to make a preliminary
identification.12

 

Scientists could “see” viruses with the aid of microscopes
powerful enough to magnify up to visual level objects that
were nearly a million times smaller than a dime. With that
power of magnification they could detect clear differences in
the appearance of various species of viruses, from the chaotic-
looking mumps virus that visually resembles a bowl full of
spaghetti to the absolutely symmetrical polio virus that looked
as if it were a Buckminster Fuller-designed sphere composed
of alternating triangles.

Researchers also understood that viruses had a variety of
different types of proteins protruding from their capsules, most
of which were used by the tiny microbes to lock on to cells
and gain entry for invasion. Some of the most sophisticated
viruses, such as influenza, sugarcoated those proteins so that



the human immune system might fail to notice the disguised
invaders.

In 1963 laboratory scientists knew they could also
distinguish one virus species from another by testing immune
responses to those proteins protruding from the viral capsules.
Humans and higher animals made antibodies against most
such viral proteins, and the antibodies—which were
themselves large proteins—were very specific. Usually an
antibody against parts of the polio virus, for example, would
not react against the smallpox virus. Indeed, some antibodies
were so picky that they might react against a 1958 Chicago
strain of the flu, but not the strain that hit the Windy City the
following winter.

Jonas Salk used this response against outer capsule proteins
of the polio virus as the basis of his revolutionary vaccine, and
by 1963 medical and veterinary pioneers all over the world
were finding the pieces of various viruses that could be used
most effectively to raise human and animal antibody
responses.

Back in the lab, they could also use antibody responses to
find out what might be ailing a mysteriously ill person. Blood
samples containing the victim’s attacking microbe would be
dotted across a petri dish full of human or animal cells.
Antibodies would also be dotted across the dish, and scientists
would wait to see which antibody samples successfully
prevented viral kill of the cells in the petri dish.

Of course, if the virus was something never before studied,
all the scientists would be able to get was a negative answer:
“It’s not anything that we know about, none of our antibodies
work.” So in the face of something new, like Machupo,
scientists could only say after a tedious process of antibody
elimination, “We don’t know what it is.”

With bacteria the process of identification was far easier
because the organisms were orders of magnitude larger than
viruses: whereas a virus might be about one ten-millionth of
an inch in size, a bacterium would be a thousandth of an inch
long. To see a virus, scientists needed powerful, expensive
electron microscopes, but since the days of Dutch lens



hobbyist Anton van Leeuwenhoek, who in 1674 invented a
microscope, it has been possible for people to see what he
called “wee animalcules” with little more than a well-crafted
glass lens and candlelight.

The relationship between those “animalcules” and disease
was first figured out by France’s Louis Pasteur in 1864, and
during the following hundred years bacteriologists learned so
much about the organisms that young scientists in 1964
considered classic bacteriology a dead field.

In 1928 British scientist Alexander Fleming had discovered
that Penicillium mold could kill Staphylococcus bacteria in
petri dishes, and dubbed the lethal antibacterial chemical
secreted by the mold “penicillin.”13 In 1944 penicillin was
introduced to general clinical practice, causing a worldwide
sensation that would be impossible to overstate. The term
“miracle drug” entered the common vernacular as parents all
over the industrialized world watched their children bounce
back immediately from ailments that just months before had
been considered serious, even deadly. Strep throat, once a
dreaded childhood disease, instantly became trivial, as did skin
boils, infected wounds, and tuberculosis with the quick
discovery of streptomycin and other classes of antibiotics. By
1965 more than 25,000 different antibiotic products had been
developed; physicians and scientists felt that bacterial
diseases, and the microbes responsible, were no longer of great
concern or of research interest.

Amid the near-fanatic enthusiasm for antibiotics there were
reports, from the first days of their clinical use, of the
existence of bacteria that were resistant to the chemicals.
Doctors soon saw patients who couldn’t be healed, and
laboratory scientists were able to fill petri dishes to the brim
with vast colonies of Staphylococcus or Streptococcus that
thrived in solutions rich in penicillin, tetracycline, or any other
antibiotic they chose to study.

In 1952 a young University of Wisconsin microbiologist
named Joshua Lederberg and his wife, Esther, proved that
these bacteria’s ability to outwit antibiotics was due to special
characteristics found in their DNA. Some bacteria, they



concluded, were genetically resistant to penicillin or other
drugs, and had possessed that trait for aeons; certainly well
before Homo sapiens discovered antibiotics.14 In years to
come, the Lederbergs’ hypothesis that resistance to antibiotics
was inherent in some bacterial species would prove to be true.

The Lederbergs had stumbled into the world of bacterial
evolution. If millions of bacteria must compete among one
another in endless turf battles, jockeying for position inside the
human gut or on the warm, moist skin of an armpit, it made
sense that they would have evolved chemical weapons with
which to wipe out competitors. Furthermore, yeast—the molds
and soil organisms that were the natural sources of the world’s
then burgeoning antibiotic pharmaceutics—had evolved the
ability to manufacture the same chemicals for similar
ecological reasons.

It stood to reason that populations of organisms could
survive only if some individual members of the colony
possessed genetically coded R (resistance) Factors, conferring
the ability to withstand such chemical assaults.

The Lederbergs discovered tests that could identify
streptomycin-resistant Escherichia coli intestinal bacteria
before the organisms were exposed to antibiotics. They also
showed that the use of antibiotics in colonies of bacteria in
which even less than 1 percent of the organisms were
genetically resistant could have tragic results. The antibiotics
would kill off the 99 percent of the bacteria that were
susceptible, leaving a vast nutrient-filled petri dish free of
competitors for the surviving resistant bacteria. Like weeds
that suddenly invaded an untended open field, the resistant
bacteria rapidly multiplied and spread out, filling the petri dish
within a matter of days with a uniformly antibiotic-resistant
population of bacteria.

Clinically this meant that the wise physician should hit an
infected patient hard, with very high doses of antibiotics that
would almost immediately kill off the entire susceptible
population, leaving the immune system with the relatively
minor task of wiping out the remaining resistant bacteria. For
particularly dangerous infections, it seemed advisable to



initially use two or three different types of antibiotics, on the
theory that even if some bacteria had R Factors for one type of
antibiotic, it was unlikely a bacterium would have R Factors
for several widely divergent antibiotics.

If many young scientists of the mid-1960s considered
bacteriology passe—a field commonly referred to as “a
science in which all the big questions have been answered”—
the study of parasitology was thought to be positively
prehistoric.

A parasite, properly defined, is “one who eats beside or at
the table of another, a toady; in biology, a plant or animal that
lives on or within another organism, from which it derives
sustenance or protection without making compensation.”15

Strictly speaking, then, all infectious microbes could be
labeled parasites, from viruses to large ringworms.

But historically, the sciences of virology, bacteriology, and
parasitology have evolved quite separately, with few scientists
—other than “disease cowboys” like Johnson and MacKenzie
—trained or even interested in bridging the disciplines. By the
time hemorrhagic fever broke out in Bolivia, a very artificial
set of distinctions had developed between the fields. Plainly
put, larger microbes were considered parasites: protozoa,
amoebae, worms. These were the domain of parasitologists.

Their scientific realm had been absorbed by another, equally
artificially designated field dubbed tropical medicine, which
often had nothing to do with either geographically tropical
areas or medicine.

Both distinctions—parasitology and tropical medicine—set
off the study of diseases that largely plagued the poorer, less
developed countries of the world from those that continued to
trouble the industrialized world. The field of tropical medicine
did so most blatantly, encompassing not only classically
defined parasitic diseases but also viruses (e.g., yellow fever
and the various hemorrhagic fever viruses) and bacteria (e.g.,
plague, yaws, and typhus) that were by the mid-twentieth
century extremely rare in developed countries.



In the eighteenth century the only organisms big enough to
be studied easily without the aid of powerful microscopes
were larger parasites that infected human beings in some stage
of the overall life cycle of the creature. Doctors could, without
magnification, see ringworms or the eggs of some parasites in
patients’ stools. Without much magnification (on the order of
hundreds-fold versus the thousands-fold necessary to study
bacteria) scientists could see the dangerous fungal colonies of
Candida albicans growing in a woman’s vagina, scabies
acariasis roundworms in an unfortunate victim’s skin, or
cysticercosis tapeworms in the stools of individuals fed
undercooked pork.

As British and French imperial designs increasingly in the
late eighteenth century turned to colonization of areas such as
the Indian subcontinent, Africa, and Southeast Asia, tropical
medicine became a distinct and powerful science that
separated itself from what was then considered a more
primitive field, bacteriology. Science historian John Farley
concluded that what began as a separation designed to lend
parasitology greater resources and esteem—and did so in the
early nineteenth century—ended up leaving it science’s
stepchild.16

Ironically, parasites, classically defined, were far more
complex than bacteria and their study required a broader range
of expertise than was exacted by typical E. coli biology. Top
parasitologists—or tropical medicine specialists, if you will—
were expected in the mid-1960s to have vast knowledge of
tropical insects, disease-carrying animals, the complicated life
cycles of over a hundred different recognized parasites, human
clinical responses to the diseases, and the ways in which all
these factors interacted in particular settings to produce
epidemics or long periods of endemic, or permanent, disease.

Consider the example of one of the world’s most ubiquitous
and complicated diseases: malaria. To truly understand and
control the disease, scientists in the mid-twentieth century
were supposed to have detailed knowledge of the complex life
cycle of the malarial parasite, the insect that carried it, the
ecology of that insect’s highly diverse environment, other
animals that could be infected with the parasite, and how all



these factors were affected by such things as heavy rainfall,
human migrations, changes in monkey populations, and the
like.

It was known that several different strains of Anopheles
mosquitoes could carry the tiny parasites. The female
Anopheles would suck parasites out of the blood of infected
humans or animals when she injected her syringe-like
proboscis into a surface capillary to feed. The microscopic
male and female sexual stages of the parasites, called
gametocytes, would make their way up the proboscis and into
the female mosquito’s gut, where they would unite sexually
and make a tiny sac in the lining of the insect’s stomach.

Over a period of one to three weeks the sac would grow, as
inside thousands of sporozoite-stage parasites were
manufactured. Eventually, the sac would explode, flooding the
insect’s gut with microscopic one-celled parasites that caused
no harm to the cold-blooded insect; their target was a warm-
blooded creature, one full of red blood cells.

Some of the sporozoites would make their way into the
insect’s salivary glands, from which they would be drawn up
into the “syringe” when the mosquito went on her nightly
sundown feeding frenzy, and be injected into the bloodstream
of an unfortunate human host.

At that point the speed and severity of events (from the
human host’s perspective) would depend on which of four key
malarial parasite species had been injected by the mosquito. A
good parasitologist in the 1950s knew a great deal about the
differences between the four species, two of which were
particularly dangerous: Plasmodium vivax and P. falciparum.

If a human host was most unlucky, the parasites coursing
through her bloodstream would be P. falciparum and she
would have only twelve days to realize she’d been infected
and get treatment of some kind before the disease would
strike, in the form of either acute blood anemia or searing
infection of the brain. In either case, for an individual whose
immune system had never before seen P. falciparum, the
outcome would likely be death.



Scientists knew that injected sporozoites made their way to
the liver, where they underwent another transformation,
becoming so-called schizonts capable of infecting red blood
cells. By the millions the tiny creatures, matured into
merozoites, multiplied and grew inside red blood cells,
eventually becoming so numerous that the cells exploded.
Soon the human body would be severely anemic, its every
tissue crying out for oxygen. If the immune system managed
to keep the merozoite population down to manageable levels,
the results would be prolonged—perhaps chronic lifetime —
fatigue and weakness. Unchecked, however, the merozoites
would so overwhelm the red blood cell population that the
host’s brain, heart, and vital organs would fail and death would
result.

During the merozoite invasion of the blood supply, a
smaller number of male and female gametocyte-stage P.
falciparum would also be made, and the entire cycle of events
would repeat itself when another female Anopheles mosquito
fed on the blood of the ailing human, sucking those
gametocytes up into her proboscis.

Understanding that process of the disease was relatively
easy; more difficult was predicting when and why humans and
Anopheles mosquitoes were likely to come into fatal contact
and how the spread of malaria could be stopped.

Several types of monkeys were known to serve as parasite
reservoirs, meaning that for long periods of time the disease
could lurk in monkey habitats. The Anopheles mosquito would
happily feed on both the monkeys and the humans that entered
such ecospheres, spreading P. falciparum between the
species.17

The size of Anopheles mosquito populations could vary
drastically in a given area, depending on rainfall, agricultural
practices, the nature of human housing and communities,
altitude, proximity to forests or jungles, economic
development, the nutritional status of the local people, and
numerous other factors that could affect mosquito breeding
sites and the susceptibility of local human populations.18



Almost entirely absent in the mid-twentieth century was an
intellectual perspective that wedded the ecological outlook of
the classical parasitologist with the burgeoning new science of
molecular biology then dominating the study of nontropical
bacteria and viruses. Money was shifting away from research
on diseases like malaria and schistosomiasis. Young scientists
were encouraged to think at the molecular level, concentrating
on DNA and the many ways it affected cells.

II
Imbued with profound optimism, coupled with the post-World
War II American “can do” attitude, the world’s public health
community mounted two ambitious campaigns to eradicate
microbes from the planet. One effort would succeed, becoming
the greatest triumph of modern public health. The other would
fail so miserably that the targeted microbes would increase
both in numbers and in virulence, and the Homo sapiens death
toll would soar.

Humanity’s great success story would be smallpox.

In 1958 the Soviet Union went before the World Health
Assembly—the legislative body of the World Health
Organization in Geneva—to request an international campaign
for the elimination of smallpox, winning virtually universal
support.

Historically, smallpox had proven a particularly vicious
killer. It did not, as was typical for most infectious diseases,
preferentially attack the most impoverished members of
society.19 In A.D. 165, the Roman Empire was devastated by
an epidemic now believed to have been smallpox. The
pestilence raged for fifteen years, claiming victims in all social
strata in such high numbers that some parts of the Roman
Empire lost 25 to 35 percent of their people.20 It is believed
that the virus struck a completely nonimmune population,
having first appeared in Asia some one hundred years earlier.21

Over subsequent centuries equally devastating pandemics of
the viral disease claimed millions of lives in China, Japan, the
Roman Empire, Europe, and the Americas.22 According to



historian William McNeill, Cortez’s capture of Mexico City
with just a small army of exhausted Spanish irregulars under
his command was possible only because the Europeans had
unknowingly spread smallpox throughout the land. When
Cortez launched his final assault on the capital, few Aztec
soldiers were alive and well. Smallpox, together with measles,
tuberculosis, and influenza, claimed an estimated 56 million
Amerindian lives during the initial years of the Spanish
conquest.23

By 1958, when the Soviets called for global eradication,
smallpox was killing 2 million people a year, and cases could
be found in thirty-three countries.

The virus could be spread by touch or respiration, and
scientists carefully calculated the infectious dose necessary to
produce disease—the numbers of viruses present in a tiny
droplet of human exhalant and other details of transmission. It
turned out that a single milliliter droplet of human lung
exhalant contained 1,000 more viruses than were necessary to
produce infection in the unfortunate soul who inhaled that
minuscule bit of moisture.24

Both the historic devastation and the widespread rates of
contemporary infection seemed to argue for skepticism about
smallpox eradication.

On the other hand, several aspects of the biology of
smallpox gave cause for optimism. Foremost was the existence
of an extremely effective vaccine that, in various forms, had
been in use since 1796.25 In modern times the cowpox
vaccine, made from the bovine form of the virus, had been
perfected, making it over 99 percent effective, with virtually
no side effects. Smallpox was also easy to diagnose, and cases
of the disease could readily be spotted by people with no
professional training. During severe illness, grotesque bulbous
inflammations formed on the individual’s face and skin. The
distinct poxing, once healed, left visible scars anybody could
recognize.

Because the virus was spread directly from person to person
there were no troublesome vectors to control, such as
mosquitoes, rats, ticks, or fleas. And the very thing that made



smallpox so terrifying—its rapid lethality—also rendered it
controllable because the viruses multiplied and spread so
quickly that most people were infectious for only four or five
days and their debilitation was so great that they could not
walk about and infect large numbers of people.

Though eradication would require over 250 million vaccine
doses per year and a worldwide effort to reach all citizens at
risk for smallpox—even those in the midst of wars, social
tyranny, famine, or disaster—the program began amid
optimism in 1967 under the leadership of American physician
Donald “D. A.” Henderson.26

Nations of the Northern Hemisphere and Latin America
were already well on their way to smallpox eradication in
1967, but the disease was firmly in place in many parts of
Africa and Asia, where religion often proved a major barrier to
vaccination.

Before the campaign began, researchers scoured pilot
project areas to see how accurately smallpox cases were
reported. Their conclusion was that an astonishing 95 percent
of all cases of the disease were never reported to national or
international public health authorities. The reasons for such
dramatic underreporting were numerous: local authorities
feared being penalized if higher-ups learned that epidemics
had occurred in their jurisdictions; in some areas the disease
was simply accepted as a fact of life; outbreaks tended to
occur in confined areas and could easily be missed by quick
national surveys; during centuries of colonialism, people’s
homes were often burned if smallpox was found in a family
member, so people in former colonies naturally concluded it
was best not to inform authorities.27

Ultimately, Henderson’s team at WHO devised a smallpox
plan of attack that boldly confronted these issues by dispersing
dozens of skilled tropical disease experts all over the world in
search of small outbreaks of the virus. Once such an outbreak
was identified, local government was mobilized and residents
of the area were vaccinated. Inoculation was occasionally
carried out forcibly; in some instances people’s homes were
invaded and local police assisted the inoculators.



Because both superpowers wholeheartedly supported the
campaign, few governments resisted public health efforts that
often took on military overtones. The WHO teams braved civil
wars, floods, religious battles, and a variety of geographic and
logistic problems to accomplish their task in eleven years.

In Bangladesh, for example, where the worldwide campaign
faced its toughest battle due to the great population density
and ancient smallpox endemicity, French physician Daniel
Tarantola braved confrontation with an infamous murderer
thought to be a smallpox carrier. Without police protection,
Tarantola approached the murderer and his outlaw gang in
their hideout and faced down guns to immunize them. The
word from villagers was that members of the gang had classic
pockmarks on their faces and the robbers were spreading the
epidemic throughout the countryside. The village intelligence
proved accurate, and the immunizations prevented a local
epidemic. The gang leader, however, died of smallpox two
days after Tarantola’s courageous confrontation.

During the late 1960s, Tarantola, then a Paris medical
student, volunteered his services to Médecins Sans Frontieres,
an idealistic organization that sent European medical
volunteers into war-torn areas to provide care to civilian
populations. In the midst of civil war, the twenty-something
Tarantola ran a pediatric ward in Biafra. Two years later, with
some course work yet to be completed at the University of
Paris Medical School, Tarantola signed on for a two-year stint
in Africa in a small hospital in newly decolonized Burkina
Faso.

Tarantola was a product of his times. While he studied the
intricate workings of human kidneys, riots raged in the streets
of Paris. Students formed alliances with factory workers and,
inspired by such heroes of the day as Mao Zedong, Che
Guevara, Ho Chi Minh, Herbert Marcuse, and Kwame
Nkrumah, challenged the very existence of the De Gaulle
government. Such bold, youthful actions were reflected all
over the world, from Washington to Jakarta, as college-age
young adults challenged the established order of things. A
mood of activism and boldness infected the usually staid halls
of medical schools internationally, inspiring would-be



physicians like Tarantola to dream of a world in which
villagers in Burkina Faso had as much a right to expect an
eighty-year life span as did les parisiennes bourgeois.

When young doctors like Tarantola looked around the world
for inspiration in the 1960s, they saw people nearly their own
age leading revolutions against the old European colonial
powers, taking control of governments and debating the
creation of new types of social orders. Like many European
and American idealists, Tarantola thought that with enough
energy and Western money, just about anything was possible
“if there is political will.”

It was with that zeal that he approached his work in the
Fada N’Gourma Rural Hospital in Burkina Faso, developing a
grass-roots primary health care system that radically reduced
infectious disease problems in the area. For his efforts,
Tarantola was given the 1973 Albert Schweitzer Award.

The ink was barely dry on his medical degree when
Tarantola next signed on with another French charitable group,
Brothers to All Men, to do primary health care in northern
Bangladesh. Because he had no command of English, the
second language of Bangladesh, Tarantola promptly taught
himself Bengali.

He had been in the country only six months when he was
recruited to work with the smallpox campaign. Like Tarantola,
most of the smallpox investigators were young (under thirty-
five), Caucasian, idealistic males from Europe and North
America. At the time, this cultural and gender homogeneity
made some team members uncomfortable, but the grander goal
of eliminating one of the planet’s most notorious scourges
outweighed concerns about neocolonialistic appearances.

In 1972 Don Francis had just barely completed his
pediatrics residency at Los Angeles County Hospital and
signed on with the CDC when smallpox broke out in Kosovo,
Yugoslavia. The young doctor was just setting up a CDC
disease surveillance office in Oregon when Atlanta called,
ordering him to go to Belgrade. Francis raced home, grabbed a
few changes of clothing, a shaving kit, and his passport, and
headed for the airport. Seven hours later he was in



Washington, D.C., getting a briefing and cases of vaccination
equipment. Before midnight he was asleep on a jet flying
somewhere over the Atlantic, and in the morning he hit the
ground running in Belgrade.

A few weeks later, the Yugoslavian outbreak safely
contained, Francis was in Khartoum, the capital of Sudan,
hunting down smallpox cases. From there, he went on to India
and Bangladesh.

By the time Francis’s obligations to the smallpox campaign
were fulfilled, nearly three years had elapsed since he
answered that phone call one morning in Oregon.

Another young American physician, David Heymann, saw a
one-shot CDC assignment turn into two years of Indian
smallpox hunting in Bihar and Calcutta. When Heymann’s
group vaccinated somebody, they always showed pictures of
smallpox-stricken Indians and asked for names of people
suffering from the disease. In some areas they offered rewards
to people who could steer the team to active smallpox cases. If
they found a case, the ailing person was quarantined and
everybody in the region vaccinated—some against their will.

Despite the coercive nature of their activities, few of the
fieldworkers doubted that, in the greater scheme of things,
what they were doing was just: if 2 million people a year could
survive because of momentary inconveniences visited upon a
few, then how could there be any doubt about the
righteousness of their campaign?

The one concern that did constantly haunt D. A. Henderson
and his team was the cost of failure. In those brief moments
when they allowed themselves to entertain the notion that
smallpox might not be eradicated, the scientists knew the
world might never again be willing to mobilize across
political, national, cultural, racial, and religious boundaries to
share a common battle against disease. The stakes, clearly,
were high.

By the summer of 1974, the WHO team was about to
declare victory in Bangladesh, the last stubborn holdout of the
virulent variola major form of smallpox. Officials had even



gone so far as to publicly predict that complete elimination of
the virus would occur before that November.

But then the rains came, and came, and came. By August,
Bangladesh was besieged by water, as dikes and dams burst
under the monsoon’s force. Refugees poured by the tens of
thousands into Dhaka. Famine spread throughout the land, and
the country seemed to be coming apart at the seams. Shortly
before the floods, the Prime Minister, Sheik Mujibur Rahman,
was assassinated, and a series of riots, civil violence, and
coups followed, lasting well into 1975.

After being so close to victory, the task of eliminating—
indeed, amid the chaos, finding—the remaining cases seemed
so daunting that most of the eradication staff gave up. They
were exhausted, burnt out.

But Tarantola told his staff, “Look, this just means we have
to get down to micromanagement. We must look at the trees
now, not the forest. Take it day by day.”

Slowly staff confidence and morale were rebuilt, smallpox
cases were found, and the enthusiasm returned. Within a year,
victory once again seemed within grasp. Heymann and Francis
were reporting total success in India, and no new outbreaks
had occurred in Africa in months. With all eyes on
Bangladesh, excitement rose.

One of the last infected villages was outside the city of
Chittagong, which was under the command of an Army
general. Not knowing what side of the civil war that general
was on, or how he felt about foreigners, Tarantola confronted
the general and requested permission to vaccinate the
villagers. Permission was initially denied, and the disease
spread. Once again, it seemed the gigantic obstacles of
Bangladesh would force the WHO team to snatch defeat from
the jaws of victory.

But the general finally relented, the last outbreak was
stifled, and champagne was poured in Dhaka. Tarantola
greedily guzzled the champagne, exultant after years of round-
the-clock viral pursuit.



The next morning victory once again disappeared when
word came that smallpox had surfaced on Bhola, an island off
Bangladesh. For the third time the team was forced to
remobilize after having been convinced the war was over. This
time, when all the affected islanders had been vaccinated,
Henderson held his breath a bit before announcing success.

On November 1975, D. A. Henderson was able to announce
to the world that a three-year-old Bangladeshi girl named
Rahima Banu had been cured, and represented the last case of
wild variola major in human history. Two years later, on
October 26, 1977, the last case of the less virulent variola
minor would be found in Merka, Somalia.

By then Dr. Isao Arita had been in charge of the
international effort for ten months, Henderson having retired.
The Japanese physician ran the program with at least as much
energy as the tall, bombastic American, but with a personal
style that was more low-key and witty. In times of tension,
Arita told jokes.

His humor was put to the test in the Horn of Africa in early
1977, just weeks after military leader Mengistu Haile Mariam
seized power in Ethiopia, installing a Soviet-backed,
communist government. The military government in Somalia
laid claim to Ogaden, a region then part of eastern Ethiopia,
and full-scale war was underway. Ethiopia, backed by Soviet
arms and Cuban troops, mounted a powerful defense of
Ogaden. But Somalia, despite its left-wing leanings,
successfully obtained Cold War countersupport from the
United States. As war raged, more than a million civilian
refugees fled the area, pouring into nearby Somali and
Ethiopian rural provinces that were in the throes of their
second and third years of drought and starvation.

It was in that area—Ogaden—that the world’s last known
cases of smallpox variola minor could be found, primarily
among Somali Muslims.

Arita knew that UN flags and WHO credentials would offer
little protection to his scientific team members in such a
volatile situation, yet he also felt time was running out. It was
February 1977, and the Hajj was just ten months away. During



the Hajj thousands of devout Somali Muslims would make
their pilgrimage to Mecca, where they would eat, sleep, and
pray for several days with some 2 million other followers of
Islam from all over the world. If infected pilgrims were part of
the hajj, all efforts to eradicate smallpox would end in failure.

For months the multinational team struggled against the
elements, avoided the war’s front, and tracked down smallpox
cases among the refugees and villagers of Ogaden. By October
the numbers of rumored cases seemed small, and despite the
onset of the rainy season, Arita ordered the team to push on.
Half the team got mired in mud floes during those rainy days,
and one American scientist, Joe McCormick, spent three days
alone in Ogaden, stranded in a Land-Rover stuck in a three-
foot-deep wall of mud.

Finally, in Merka, Somalia, the team found the world’s last
case of variola minor.

All Maow Maalin would be cured, and all forms of
smallpox disappeared. Smallpox had been conquered.28

Their jobs completed, smallpox team members dispersed to
public health jobs all over the world. Surprisingly, they were
not eagerly snatched up by WHO, or congratulated
individually for their magnificent efforts. On the contrary, the
brash young smallpox scientists were considered arrogant and
thoughtless. They violated too many WHO bureaucratic
guidelines. And they operated with a single goal in mind—a
perspective quite unlike that of those who usually drove the
vaguely pro-health WHO and national ministries of health
worldwide.

“Science really suffers from bureaucracy,” Arita would later
declare, adding, “If we hadn’t broken every single WHO rule
many times over, we would never have defeated smallpox.
Never.”

Even Arita and Henderson, the heroic leaders of the
smallpox eradication effort, were criticized for crossing too
many WHO lines. Arita shrugged it off and returned to his
hometown, Kumamoto, to run Japan’s National Hospital.



After a period of being the target of animosity in the Geneva
headquarters of WHO, Tarantola was thrilled to be assigned to
an overseas job, running childhood vaccination campaigns in
Indonesia. Francis was burned out, so he followed his
girlfriend to Harvard, where he planned to do virology
research. Heymann moved to Atlanta, signing on with the
CDC. All three men would work together again, over a decade
later, to combat another global epidemic.

Eradication took eleven years, involving about a hundred
highly trained professionals and thousands of local health
workers and staff worldwide. It was achieved at a cost of $300
million.29

On May 8, 1980, the World Health Assembly formally
declared that “the World and all its peoples have won freedom
from smallpox, which was a most devastating disease
sweeping in epidemic form through many countries since
earliest times, leaving death, blindness, and disfigurement in
its wake and which only a decade ago was rampant in Africa,
Asia, and South America.”30

A very different outcome awaited those who fought to
eradicate malaria worldwide. Between 1958 and 1963 alone,
$430 million was spent on a series of failed attempts to
eliminate malaria. In 1991 dollars that constituted an
expenditure of over $1.914 billion.31 Between 1964 and 1981,
the United States spent an additional $793 million. 32

When the international effort began, there were millions of
cases of malaria every year, largely concentrated in Southeast
Asia and Africa. Though reliable numbers were not available
for most parts of the world, it was estimated that, for example,
about 1 million people had malaria that year in Sri Lanka,
some 100 million in India, and untold numbers, roughly
estimated in the “hundreds of millions,” in Africa.33

On the other hand, humanity possessed powerful weapons.
Chloroquine and quinine were effective treatments that, when
properly and speedily used, stopped most cases of the disease
in a matter of days. And chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides
—notably DDT34—could kill not only adult mosquitoes that



carried malarial parasites but their progeny as well, because
the chemicals were virtually nonbiodegradable and their insect
toxicity could be expected to eliminate pests that landed on
sprayed surfaces for months, even years, after chemical
treatment.

Even without such chemical weapons, some countries had
dramatically reduced their malaria problem; chief among them
was the United States. There was disagreement in research
circles about the origins of malaria in the Americas,35 but
whatever the case, by the eighteenth century malaria was a
serious endemic disease from Montreal to southern Chile.

For the U.S. military, malaria was an enormous problem—
in some theaters of combat, its chief hardship—since the
creation of George Washington’s Continental Army in 1776.
At least a million soldiers suffered malaria during the Civil
War, and the disease was a major killer in America’s southern
states well into the 1930s. U.S. troops also suffered serious
malaria problems overseas; 19,000 doughboys contracted the
disease during World War I, and over 500,000 GIs had malaria
during World War 11.36

But during the construction of the Panama Canal (1904–14),
General William C. Gorgas directed the U.S. Army Medical
Corps on a successful campaign to drain swamps, treat local
people with quinine, and kill mosquito larvae floating atop
pools of water. He did not have DDT at his disposal in those
early years, yet the result was virtual eradication of
Panamanian malaria. Similar drainage efforts throughout the
U.S. sunbelt were already bringing malaria down to negligible
levels by 1947.37

Then Egypt embarked on the first successful campaign
using DDT to eliminate the Anopheles gambiae mosquito. Its
initial results were so dramatic that the U.S. Congress
allocated $7 million in 1947 for a DDT-based program to
eradicate malaria within the forty-eight states. Five years later,
the program was abandoned when not one case of malaria
could be found within the U.S. borders.

Similar successes were reported across the European
continent, though malaria stubbornly hung on in parts of Italy,



Spain, and Greece well into the 1950s. Buoyed by Brazil’s
success a decade earlier controlling the A. gambiae38 mosquito
population, the 1954 Pan American Sanitary Conference held
in Santiago, Chile, resolved to eradicate malaria-carrying
mosquitoes from all countries in the Americas, from the Arctic
to Antarctica.

In 1956, malariologist Paul Russell, then at Harvard
University’s School of Public Health, authored a report for the
International Development Advisory Board (IDAB)39

recommending immediate global eradication of malaria. In the
report Russell reflected mainstream scientific views of the day
when he argued that DDT was such a powerful tool that a
multimillion-dollar worldwide campaign could eliminate all
malaria-carrying mosquitoes on the planet within less than a
decade.

 

Generally, it takes four years of spraying and four years of
surveillance to make sure of three consecutive years of no
mosquito transmission in an area. After that, normal health
department activities can be depended upon to deal with
occasional introduced cases … . Eradication can be pushed
through in a community in a period of eight to ten years, with
not more than four to six years of actual spraying, without
much danger of resistance. But if countries, due to lack of
funds, have to proceed slowly, resistance is almost certain to
appear and eradication will become economically impossible.
Time is of the essence [his emphasis] because DDT resistance
has appeared in six or seven years.40

 

Lest anyone in Congress miss the IDAB report’s point,
Russell added the following strong words:

 

This is a completely unique moment in the history of man’s
attack on one of his oldest and most powerful disease enemies.
Failure to proceed energetically might postpone malaria
eradication indefinitely.



 

Russell’s plan caught the imagination of several key figures
in the American political arena of the late 1950s: Secretary of
State George Marshall, Senators John F. Kennedy and Hubert
H. Humphrey, and President Dwight D. Eisenhower. Though
malaria no longer existed in the United States, America was,
in 1957, the center of virtually all cash reserves on earth.
Europe, Japan, and the U.S.S.R. were still smarting from
World War II devastation, and what is now called the
developing world was largely in the yoke of colonialism or
severe underdevelopment. Having won World War II,
Americans were of a mind to “fix things up”: it just seemed
fitting and proper in those days that Americans should use
their seemingly unique skills and common sense to mend all
the ailments of the planet.

Thus, in 1958 Russell’s battle for malaria eradication began,
backed directly by $23.3 million a year from Congress.41

Because Russell had been so adamant about the time frame,
Congress stipulated that the funds would stop flowing in 1963.
In addition to the $23.3 million to be spent annually by IDAB,
Congress shelled out funds generously between 1958 and 1963
for WHO (contributing 31 percent of its overall budget and
more than 95 percent of its malaria budget), the Pan American
Health Organization (PAHO, which got 66 percent of its funds
directly from the U.S. Congress), and UNICEF (underwriting
40 percent of the UN Children’s Fund budget).42 It was a
staggering economic commitment, the equivalent of billions of
dollars in 1990. Remarkably, American politicians didn’t
complain about spending so much money to control diseases
few U.S. citizens ever contracted, and the effort enjoyed
bipartisan support. President Eisenhower called for the
“unconditional surrender” of the microbes, George Marshall
foresaw the “imminent conquest of disease,” and Senator
Kennedy predicted that children born in the next decade would
no longer face the ancient scourges of pestilence.

The stage was set. The scientists had everything going for
them: political support, money, DDT, and chloroquine. So



certain were they of victory that malaria research came to a
virtual halt. Why research something that will no longer exist?

Yet when Andy Spielman had started graduate school just
five years earlier at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, the
budding young Colorado scientist was convinced he would
have a lifetime’s worth of parasite research puzzles to solve.
Socially awkward because of a stuttering speech impediment,
Spielman delighted in the introspective world of science.
Baltimore colleagues quickly admired his wit, warmth, and
ready intelligence. Spielman anticipated decades of studying
insects and the parasites they carried.

He had, however, been in Baltimore less than two months
when his mentor, Lloyd Rozeboom, grabbed Spielman by the
collar and said, “Let’s get a beer.”

The downcast Rozeboom bought Spielman a pint and after a
few quaffs said, “Look, I’ve got to get this off my chest. I’m
conscience-stricken.”

“What’s the problem?” Spielman asked.

“I should never have accepted you into graduate school. I
should never have encouraged you to pursue medical
entomology. It’s a dead field. DDT is killing it,” Rozeboom
said.

Spielman argued it was too early in the game to call the
score. But Rozeboom was adamant.

“It’s all over. There will be no career for you. By the time
you’ve finished your thesis all the insect-borne disease
problems will be solved,” Rozeboom insisted.

Undaunted, Spielman pursued his Ph. D. despite
Rozeboom’s warning. He was a firm believer in evolution—he
had practically memorized his favorite text on the subject—
and he told Rozeboom that “DDT isn’t the final answer.”

While Congress reviewed Russell’s IDAB proposal,
Spielman took some courses at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute in Massachusetts. There he met a
middle-aged marine biologist who was quietly rethinking the
whole DDT question. She told Spielman that evolution would



come between DDT and the dream of malaria eradication.
DDT-resistant strains of Anopheles mosquitoes were turning
up all over the world, she said.

Her name was Rachel Carson, and the same year the United
States and WHO embarked on their ambitious campaign to
eliminate malarial mosquitoes, Carson started writing Silent
Spring.43 Carson never completely opposed pesticide use;
rather, she favored their rational and limited application.
Prophetically, she worried that widespread agricultural use of
insecticides would endanger efforts to control malaria, typhus,
African sleeping sickness, yellow fever, and encephalitis. She
wrote:

 

No responsible person contends that insect-borne disease
should be ignored. The question that has now urgently
presented itself is whether it is either wise or responsible to
attack the problem by methods that are rapidly making it
worse. The world has heard much of the triumphant war
against disease through the control of insect vectors of
infection, but it has heard little of the other side of the story—
the defeats, the short-lived triumphs that now strongly support
the alarming view that the insect enemy has been made
stronger by our efforts. Even worse, we may have destroyed
our very means of fighting.44

 

She noted that the first public health use of DDT occurred in
1943. Allied troops sprayed the chemical liberally to eliminate
typhus-carrying lice in Italy. The lice were, in fact, killed, and
typhus halted, but a year later DDT-resistant Culex mosquitoes
and houseflies stepped into the vacuum. By 1951, mosquitoes
and flies in the region were resistant to DDT, methoxychlor,
chlordane, heptachlor, and benzene hexachloride, and Italians
had returned to time-honored tactics for insect control:
screened windows, flypaper, and flyswatters.

In 1959 Spielman joined the faculty of the Harvard School
of Public Health and discovered that no courses on malaria or
Anopheles mosquitoes were on the curriculum. With the leader



of the world’s malaria eradication campaign on the faculty, it
was considered distasteful to offer such courses. Training
young scientists in techniques of mosquito control implied that
Paul Russell’s efforts would fail and such knowledge would
actually be necessary for future practitioners of public health.

Russell, an ex-missionary, was a kindly, elderly gentleman,
and although Spielman had never believed the campaign
would succeed, it broke his heart to see the dejection Russell
felt when 1963 arrived.

Malaria had, indeed, reached its nadir. But it had not been
eliminated. In some countries success was so close that people
were already celebrating. Sri Lanka, for example, had 1
million malaria cases in 1955; just eighteen in 1963.

 

But a deal’s a deal. Russell promised success by 1963, and
Congress was in no mood to entertain extending funds for
another year, or two. As far as Congress was concerned,
failure to reach eradication by 1963 simply meant it couldn’t
be done, in any time frame. And at the time virtually all the
spare cash was American; without steady infusions of U. S.
dollars, the effort died abruptly.

In 1963 Harvard put malaria control back on its curriculum.

Spielman shook his head and wondered out loud, “How can
they just abandon all these people?” He knew that, thanks to
the near-eradication effort, hundreds of millions of people now
lacked immunity to the disease, but lived in areas where the
Anopheles would undoubtedly return. Pulling the plug
abruptly on their control programs virtually guaranteed future
surges in malaria deaths, particularly in poor countries lacking
their own disease control infrastructures. As malaria
relentlessly increased again after 1963, developing countries
were forced to commit ever-larger amounts of scarce public
health dollars to the problem. India, for example, dedicated
over a third of its entire health budget in 1965 to malaria
control.45

Everything started to unravel. The Green Revolution—a
World Bankbacked scheme to improve Third World economies



through large-scale cash crop production—got underway.
Turning thousands of acres of formerly diversely planted and
fallow land into monocultured farms for export production of
coffee, rice, sorghum, wheat, pineapples, or other cash crops
necessitated ever-increasing pesticide use. When an area had
very diverse plant life, its insect population was also diverse
and no single pest species generally had an opportunity to so
dominate that it could destroy a crop. As plant diversity
decreased, however, competition and predation among insects
also declined. As a result, croplands could be overwhelmed
rapidly by destructive insects. Farmers responded during the
1960s with heavy pesticide use, which often worked in the
short term. But in the long run pesticides usually killed off
beneficial insects, while the crop-attacking pests became
resistant to chemicals. A vicious cycle set in, forcing use of a
wider assortment of insecticides to protect crops.

At the very time malaria control efforts were splintering or
collapsing, the agricultural use of DDT and its sister
compounds was soaring. Almost overnight46 resistant
mosquito populations appeared all over the world.

As Russell kept a worried eye on the pesticide resistance
problem, a new crisis appeared: two people who were taking
chloroquine developed malaria in South America.47 Almost
simultaneously, chloroquine-resistant malaria turned up in
Colombia,48 Thailand,49 Venezuela,50 and Brazil.51 The drug
had been in use for only fifteen years; widespread use spanned
less than a decade’s time.52 By 1950 a second drug,
primaquine, was available, and many countries returned to the
use of the ancient antimalarial, quinine. But resistance soon
developed to those and other drugs introduced in the 1960s.53

By 1963 U.S. forces fighting in Vietnam encountered
chloroquine-resistant malaria, and the Army began a major
effort to research and develop new antimalarial drugs.54

The drug-resistance problem could only have been
aggravated by government decisions in some countries—
notably New Guinea—to add chloroquine to all table salt.55

By the time the smallpox campaign was approaching
victory in 1975, parasite resistance to chloroquine and



mosquito resistance to DDT and other pesticides were both so
widespread that nobody spoke of eliminating malaria.
Increasingly, experts saw the grand smallpox success as an
aberration, rather than a goal that could easily be replicated
with other diseases.56

In 1975 the worldwide incidence of malaria was about 2.5
times what it had been in 1961, midway through Paul Russell’s
campaign. In some countries the disease was claiming
horrendous numbers of people. China, for example, had an
estimated 9 million cases in 1975, compared to about 1 million
in 1961. India jumped in that time period from 1 million to
over 6 million cases.57

A new global iatrogenic form of malaria was emerging
—“iatrogenic” meaning created as a result of medical
treatment. In its well-meaning zeal to treat the world’s malaria
scourge, humanity had created a new epidemic.
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3
Monkey Kidneys and the Ebbing Tides

MARBURG VIRUS, YELLOW FEVER, AND THE
BRAZILIAN MENINGITIS EPIDEMIC

When the tide is receding from the beach
it is easy to have the illusion that one can
empty the ocean by removing water with a
pail.

—René Dubos

 

 

 The failures of malaria eradication were overshadowed by
the tremendous triumphs of polio control and the campaign for
the elimination of smallpox. Western scientists in the late
1960s saw the history of disease as an arrow shooting straight
toward a Homo sapiens victory over the microbes. Machupo
was considered a distant anomaly, news of which hadn’t
reached most Western physicians or scientists. And more than
another decade would pass before the global public health
community would stop using the term “eradication” when
referring to malaria.

But other “anomalies” soon followed.

I
In August 1967 three factory workers in Marburg, Germany,
reported in sick, suffering from muscle aches and mild fevers.
The three men were employed at Behringwerke AG, the
vaccine-producing subsidiary of pharmaceutical giant Hoechst
AG, and though their ailments looked like nothing more than
the flu, it was quite unusual for influenza to appear during
Germany’s hot summer months. The men were referred to the
Marburg University Hospital.



The following day the three became nauseated, their spleens
enlarged and were tender to the touch, and their eyes became
increasingly bloodshot. The attending physicians noted that
“the patients had a sullen, slightly aggressive or negativistic
behavior.”1

Day by day more workers from the pharmaceutical plant fell
ill, as did a doctor and a nurse who tended the patients. By
September, twenty-three patients lay in agony in the Marburg
University Hospital wards. Some fifty miles away in
Frankfurt, six more individuals contracted the same
mysterious disease at the German government’s Paul Ehrlich
Institute. Four were also workers employed in pharmaceutical
research, one was their treating physician, and the sixth was a
pathologist who performed laboratory analysis of the cases.

At the same time a third outbreak occurred in Belgrade,
Yugoslavia, involving a veterinarian and his wife.

The thirty-one cases struck terror in European research
circles because of the ferocity of the disease and its spread
from patients to their health care providers. Nobody knew
what caused the ailment, how it was spread, what treatments
might be effective, and/or how many more people might
eventually be stricken.

Because the wives of the Yugoslavian veterinarian and one
of the Marburg workers had become ill, there was fear the
disease could be passed in the air. Nobody knew how the
husbands had originally become infected.

They did know the disease was terrible; the adjective most
commonly used to describe it was “agonizing.” Each patient
suffered the same excruciating chain of events. After a couple
of days of flu-like muscle aches and fever, they began to show
classic symptoms of acute viremia (physical responses to a
flood of newly made viruses into their bloodstreams): large
tender lymph nodes along their throats, inflamed spleens, a
marked drop in the number of disease-fighting white blood
cells, and a sudden shortage of blood platelets and other
factors that are necessary to stop bleeding.



By the sixth day the patients were covered with red rashes
that made their skin too sensitive to be touched. Their throats
were so raw that they couldn’t eat and had to be fed
intravenous fluids, sugars, and vitamins. Within a week, all
were suffering acute diarrhea.

By the eighth day, the rashes gave way to a far more painful
and alarming reddening of the entire body caused by
microscopic blockages throughout the thousands of tiny
capillary networks immediately under the surface of the skin.
Because the capillaries were blocked, red blood cells backed
up, giving the patients a crimson glow. With the red blood
cells immobilized, the oxygen those cells normally carried
throughout the body was not reaching its destinations. Nerves
responded by causing searing pain.

By the tenth day patients were vomiting blood.

At the three-week mark their skin peeled off, as oxygen-
and nutrient-starved cells died by the millions. Most painful
was the peeling along the patients’ genitals; the testes of some
of the men were damaged, shrinking in size.

The doctors noticed a remarkable similarity between their
patients’ symptoms and those of the acute phase of
hemophilia. In both diseases blood loses its ability to
coagulate properly, and some larger blood particles such as
platelets get blocked up in peripheral capillaries, while the
smaller blood-clotting molecules that normally prevent
uncontrolled bleeding simply disappear.

The patients were bleeding to death. As the Frankfurt
doctors put it: “Blood is pouring from all apertures.”2

But this wasn’t hemophilia—it was a contagious disease;
one of the Marburg medical team led by Drs. Rudolf Siegert
and Gustav Adolf Martini felt justified in labeling it “a new
and up to now unknown disease.”3

By December 1967 seven of the patients had died. Most
succumbed within sixteen days of their first symptoms. Some
had clearly suffered a brain-related stage of the disease,
becoming severely confused, even demented, in the second
week of their illness and then falling into deep comas from



which they never recovered. Two of the patients’ hearts simply
couldn’t bear the burden of pumping so much thick blood, and
eventually gave out; they died of massive heart attacks.

For the survivors, the long-term effects of the disease were
often serious. Several had permanent damage to their livers,
leaving them in a lifelong state of chronic hepatitis. All had
lost large amounts of weight. One man became psychotic and
never recovered from the psychiatric impact of the ailment. A
few of the men were left impotent and with no sex drive.

While physicians in Frankfurt, Marburg, and Belgrade
tended to their patients, the World Health Organization
assembled a multinational search for the cause of the disease.
It seemed obvious the patients had a viral hemorrhagic
disease, but attempts to extract the virus based on probes used
for other known hemorrhagic diseases (including Machupo
and Junin) failed. It seemed this was something altogether
new.

All of the original cases in Germany and Yugoslavia
involved men who worked with monkeys. Furthermore,
investigators discovered, each of the men had handled
animals, or the tissue of animals, from the East African nation
of Uganda. The investigation narrowed when it was learned
the monkeys were all of the same species: Cercopithecus
aethiops, a type of vervet monkey common throughout Africa.

The investigators hit pay dirt when they determined that all
the monkeys came from three shipments of wild animals
transported from Uganda to Belgrade, then on to Marburg and
Frankfurt. When the first shipment of animals arrived in
Belgrade, 49 of 99 monkeys were dead, and the survivors were
placed under quarantine. The Yugoslavian veterinarian who
autopsied the dead animals contracted the disease a week later.
Shortly after that, his wife, having nursed her husband at
home, also developed what would eventually be dubbed
Marburg disease. The veterinarian’s autopsies of the dead
monkeys revealed that the animals also had suffered massive
hemorrhages. Two subsequent shipments of Ugandan monkeys
contained large numbers of dead animals.



Martini, Siegert, and their colleagues discovered strange
viruses in the blood and tissue of the monkeys. When samples
were injected into guinea pigs, the laboratory animals died in a
matter of days. But when mice were injected, nothing
happened; the mice were somehow able to withstand the virus.

Microscopic studies revealed that the Marburg virus could
be found in two different forms. The first looked like a
caterpillar, with its long, thin, tubular shape coated with
“fuzz.” Inside the tube was RNA (ribonucleic acid), the
genetic blueprint of the virus. The “fuzz” along the outside of
the virus’s protein tube was a constellation of extruding
protein receptors the virus used to gain entry into target cells.

In its more mature and dangerous form, the viral tube was
rolled up into a tight round coil that appeared virtually
invulnerable to assaults from the cells and antibodies of an
ailing creature’s immune system.

In late August, Jordi Casals answered his phone at the
Rockefeller Foundation laboratory in New Haven,
Connecticut, to hear an operator say, “Now listen carefully,
this is Germany talking to you.” The Barcelona-born scientist
waited patiently, listening to the roar of the transatlantic
telephone cable.

“Dr. Casals?” the caller shouted over the noisy line. “This is
Dr. Lehmann-Gruber calling from Marburg, Germany. We
need your help.”

Casals had the largest collection in the world of insect-
carried and hemorrhagic viruses, stored under careful security
in deep freezers inside the Yale arbovirus laboratory. A few
hours after Lehmann-Gruber’s entreaty, a similar call for
Casals’s expert assistance came from the Frankfurt group,
which told the Rockefeller scientist they were terrified. Both
groups, the callers said, had been doing research using monkey
kidney cells, and in just three weeks’ time sixteen people had
come down with severe hemorrhagic disease and seven had
died.

“The people go into shock, they hemorrhage from their
noses, anuses, stomachs, mouths,” a very anxious Lehmann-



Gruber said. “We are at our wit’s end. We need your help.”

As the Germans described the frightening symptoms, Casals
thought of his friend Karl Johnson’s near-death bout with
Machupo. Since the Bolivian incident, Casals and Johnson had
become the world’s experts on hemorrhagic diseases, Johnson
operating out of Panama and Casals at Yale University, where
he ran the Rockefeller Foundation’s arbovirus laboratory.

The Germans desperately wanted to know what was killing
their laboratory workers, and they begged Casals to screen
patient blood samples against all the viruses in his Rockefeller
facility. Casals agreed, with the stipulation that they only send
serum samples from patients who had survived the disease.
That way, he reasoned, the samples would be free of lethal
viruses but would contain antibodies that should react against
some virus in his vast Yale collection.

For several weeks Casals and his staff tested the German
blood samples against hundreds of viruses, but none gave a
positive reaction.

Casals called Lehmann-Gruber, telling him, “It’s not
anything we have here in the laboratory. It might be something
distinct, something completely new.”

In September 1967 a WHO team was sent into Uganda to
find out where exactly the monkey virus originated. They
tested monkey serum samples taken from wild animals that
had been processed for shipments to zoos and research
laboratories all over the world. As early as 1961 some
monkeys captured near Entebbe and Kidera were infected with
Marburg, and the numbers of infected animals, as evidenced
by their stored blood samples, increased each year thereafter
until late 1967, when a third of some monkey groups carried
the virus.

All the actively infected monkeys were of two species: the
vervets (African green monkeys) and red-tailed monkeys.
Some other animals captured for the study had antibodies to
Marburg virus, indicating they had been exposed to the
microbe: chimpanzees, baboons, talapoins, and gorillas. It
seemed an epidemic had broken out among Ugandan monkeys



sometime around 1961, reaching a serious level by 1967. In
laboratory studies, it was possible to infect rhesus macaques
and a variety of other primates from the Old World (African
and Asian animals), but it was not possible to infect New
World monkeys or apes (those species from the American
continents).

Experimental infection of Old World primates proved,
alarmingly, to be 100 percent fatal. Yet it was clear that many,
if not most, monkeys that were infected in the wild survived.
The paradox was, indeed, puzzling.

In years to come researchers would make many forays into
East African wilderness areas in pursuit of solutions to that
paradox, as well as a larger one: where did the virus come
from? As with most viruses, it was assumed Marburg had a
reservoir, a species of some insect or warm-blooded animal in
which the virus harmlessly resided and quietly reproduced.
The relationship between such viruses and their reservoirs was
commensal; neither organism was harmed, over decade after
decade of coexistence. But if that reservoir species came in
contact with a vulnerable animal, such as a human being, the
virus might jump its peaceful ship for the new, highly
susceptible vessel, producing an epidemic. When that
happened a disease that had existed unnoticed for centuries in
other species might suddenly appear “new” when it attacked
human beings.

For three years researchers from the United States, Europe,
and East Africa scoured Uganda and Kenya in search of a
Marburg reservoir. They tested every monkey, ape, rodent,
mosquito, tick, hyena, canine, feline, and bovine they could
get their hands on. But no reservoir of the virus was ever
found.

In the face of this mystery, WHO could not anticipate when
or where Marburg might reappear. The agency could only
remark on two facets of the German/Yugoslavian outbreak that
were responsible for the spread of the virus from monkeys to
humans.4

First, said the agency, it was clear that quarantine and export
procedures for wild primates were inadequate. All wild



animals should be quarantined in the country in which they
were captured for a minimum of three weeks, and once
quarantine was completed, transport outside the country
should be very rapid, preferably by air. The numbers of human
beings exposed to the animals during quarantine and transport
should be kept at a strict minimum. And during transport,
animals, particularly primates, should be separately caged and
kept a sufficient distance from one another to ensure there is
no clawing or biting during the stressful voyage.

Once animals reached their destination, WHO said, “it is
recommended that national veterinary authorities should
supervise import and quarantine” for a minimum of six weeks.
During the lengthy quarantine period, the animals should,
again, be separately caged to avoid spread of disease within
the colony, and the numbers of human handlers ought to be
minimized. It was considered too obvious to mention that
animal caretakers every step of the way should wear
appropriate gloves and protective garb, take steps to ensure
that they are not bitten by the animals, and remain ever
vigilant against allowing animal fluids or tissues to come in
contact with any skin cuts or their mouths.5

Regrettably, these instructions would be violated repeatedly
in years to come; sometimes with tragic consequences.

Nine years later, in February 1975, two young Australian
students on walkabout in Southern Africa would
unintentionally serve as “canaries” and prove that Marburg
disease hadn’t disappeared from the planet when the 1967
epidemics apparently ceased among vaccine researchers in
Europe and in Uganda’s monkey populations.

A twenty-year-old Australian draftsman and his nineteen-
year-old girlfriend spent the Southern Hemisphere summer of
1975 hitchhiking around Rhodesia6 and South Africa. Sitting
on the roadside outside the Rhodesian Gwaai River town of
Wankie one morning, the young man felt a sudden sharp pain
in his right leg. Looking down, he saw a red swelling and
concluded he’d been bitten.

Six days later the couple was enjoying the Natal beaches
near Margate, South Africa, when the young man broke out in



a sudden sweat and felt a wave of fatigue that totally sapped
him. After four days of escalating muscle pain, exhaustion,
fever, and headaches he was admitted to Johannesburg
Hospital on February 15, 1975. Four days later, he died, after
suffering internal hemorrhaging so severe that the alveolar air
sacs of his lungs were filled with blood.

During his four days at Johannesburg Hospital, the
Australian was monitored by fifteen doctors and scientists and
ten nurses, one of whom, a twenty-year-old nurse, fell ill with
the disease nine days after the man died.

Two days after the Australian man’s death, his girlfriend
also got the disease. Dr. Margaretha Isaacson, of the South
African Institute for Medical Research in Johannesburg,
treated the patients with the anticoagulant heparin, saving their
lives. No doubt, Isaacson concluded, the vast hemorrhaging
seen in the Australian man had been prevented in the other two
Marburg victims because heparin stopped mini-clot formation
throughout their vascular systems.7

Though the Johannesburg team was convinced the Marburg
infection began with the bite on the young man’s leg, they had
no idea what sort of creature—rodent, insect, monkey—had
attacked him. It was also possible the young man’s mysterious
bite had nothing to do with the Marburg infection. Within the
ten days before he arrived at Natal, the Australian engaged in
several other activities that could have put him in contact with
a Marburg-carrying creature. In Rhodesia he slept outdoors on
a field that was zebra grazing land; he handled raw meat in
Bulawayo; he touched monkeys near the Great Zimbabwe
ruins, and he hand-fed monkeys caged in a hotel lobby in
Natal.8 The Johannesburg scientists were no closer than their
German and Ugandan colleagues had been in 1967 to solving
a key mystery: why do such deadly diseases suddenly appear,
then just as suddenly disappear?

And so a mystery remained. It began with two teams of
German scientists engaged in one of the most optimistic and
potentially beneficial pursuits in health care: development of
vaccines. It arose from monkey cells, and it ended somewhere
in a geographic space so large and varied, spanning thousands



of miles from Nairobi to Cape Town, that no one could begin
to sift the clues.

At a time when scientists were talking about artificial hearts
and advanced brain surgery it seemed almost inconceivable
that twenty years later the Marburg mystery would remain
utterly opaque.

But it would.

II
Joe McCormick walked briskly down the long emergency
ward corridor of the Emilio Ribas Hospital, trying hard to
ignore the terrified faces that stared at him from stretchers and
chairs. Hospital staff scurried all about him, fighting against
time to get acutely ill children and teenagers under treatment
before they died.

“We’ve got to do everything we can to avoid panic,”
McCormick thought, reiterating the sentence as much for his
own edification as for a larger public health concern.

He stepped out into São Paulo’s winter air and stood on the
ambulance off-loading dock, watching as another dangerously
sick child was transferred from a stretcher to a gurney. Almost
in a daze, he glanced at his watch, noted the time, and started
counting. In the next thirty minutes, thirteen ambulances
arrived, each carrying a Brazilian child or young adult in the
grip of meningitis. By day’s end, over 200 patients passed
through the emergency doors, and the 1,000-bed hospital was
filled well beyond capacity.

It was August 1974, and Brazil’s burgeoning megacity—
then boasting a greater metropolitan population of 20 million
—was in the throes of an epidemic of meningococcal
meningitis, a severe bacterial disease that could kill an
untreated human being in less than twenty-four hours. Caused
by Neisseria meningitides bacteria, meningococcal infection
was spread directly from person to person, carried in the
mucoid droplets of a sneeze. Even under the very best of
circumstances, meningococcus killed 10 percent of those
infected, and these were hardly the best of circumstances.



Close to 15 percent of the cases admitted to Emilio Ribas
Hospital were dying, and this was the premier treatment
facility in São Paulo; death rates in smaller hospitals were as
high as 77 percent in infants and 60 percent in adults.9

McCormick was flabbergasted by what he had already seen
in his few weeks in São Paulo. He was on loan from the
CDC’s Special Pathogens and Bacteria Branch to the Pan
American Health Organization (PAHO), with the task of
assisting a team of Brazilian doctors in their efforts to stop the
epidemic. Though he was relatively new to the CDC,
McCormick’s unique background put him in good stead for
handling the unfolding Brazilian crisis.

While German public health authorities were panicking
about Marburg virus in the summer of 1967, Joe McCormick
had been impatiently cooling his heels in a remote northern
outpost of Zaire. The former Indiana farm boy had been
teaching elementary school in Zaire for two years. He had
finished college in 1964, graduating with a stellar record in
chemistry. The National Science Foundation offered him a full
fellowship for graduate studies in physics, but he had turned it
down—for Zaire, and adventure.

Shortly before the first workers fell ill in Marburg, civil war
broke out in Zaire, pitting the two-year-old government of
Mobutu Sese Seko against Katangan rebel forces led by white
mercenaries. Mobutu, who himself came to power through
military action, cracked down hard. Among the many
measures taken in the summer of 1967 to quell rebellion was
mandatory house arrest of all white people residing in Zaire.

This was tough luck for McCormick, who was anxiously
pacing about his quarters in Wembo Nyambo. As he had
surveyed his cinder-block rooms, which were under a constant
state of siege by invading tropical foliage, McCormick felt
that, on balance, house arrest or no house arrest, he had made
the right decision in turning down the generally coveted NSF
fellowship. Like hundreds of other bright members of his
generation, McCormick deeply admired John F. Kennedy, was
devastated by his assassination, and had planned, in the spirit



of “ask what you can do for your country,” to join the Peace
Corps.

There was a catch, however; the Peace Corps wouldn’t let
him teach in a foreign language, and McCormick desperately
wanted to master at least one language other than his native
English. So, twenty-two years old and full of vinegar and
wanderlust, he had signed on with a Methodist program that
was sending teachers to Zaire.

Given recent events in Zaire, nobody much cared that
McCormick lacked teaching credentials. Virtually all
European- and American-trained professionals had fled the
country over the last few years due to a chain of events that
began in June 1960 with the overthrow of Belgian colonialism.
That brought the country a new name (Zaire in place of the
Belgian Congo) and its first independence leader, Prime
Minister Patrice Lumumba. During the violent transition from
colonialism to independence, an American missionary was
kidnapped, taken to Stanleyville, and publicly assassinated,
putting a pall over efforts to recruit foreign teachers,
physicians, and other professionals.

Lumumba, an ardent African nationalist admired throughout
the continent, ruled for only a few months before he was
deposed by elements of the military and assassinated in what
was later acknowledged by Congress to be a CIA operation.
Four years of civil unrest and United Nations intervention
followed, culminating in an Army takeover on November 24,
1965; General Mobutu Sese Seko proclaimed himself
President of Zaire. Not all Zairians accepted Mobutu’s
leadership, and armed rebellion persisted throughout the
country when Methodist recruiters scoured the United States
and Western Europe in search of schoolteachers.

Into that tension stepped McCormick, a midwestern white
kid with a head for science and a knack for repairing anything
mechanical. His only knowledge of French was a cram course
in Parisian dialect given to him by the missionary program just
before his departure for Zaire. But McCormick discovered
during his stay in Wemba Nyambo that he had a real knack for
languages. He quickly began chatting with students and



villagers not only in French but also in Lingala and Otetela,
languages spoken by very few non-Zairians, as well as in the
universal patois of African trade, Kiswahili.

It wasn’t long before McCormick, in his youthful arrogance,
felt he had mastered teaching, and started searching
impatiently for new challenges. Impressed by the physicians at
the local hospital, McCormick decided to become a doctor.

In late 1966 McCormick took the Medical College
Admissions Test via correspondence examination, having
boned up using whatever texts his newfound physician
comrades could provide. To the surprise of no one who knew
him, he aced the test and was well positioned to gain
admission to a top American medical school. Just days before
medical school was to begin, house arrest was lifted, and
McCormick made his way to Duke University.

Over the next seven years, the always restless McCormick
obtained an M.D. from Duke and a master’s degree in tropical
medicine, both financed by a federal training plan, activated in
1965 and designed to alleviate what was then considered a
severe shortage in the number of American doctors. Under the
system, U.S. medical students were subsidized by the federal
government in exchange for postgraduate duty in the Public
Health Service. 10 In McCormick’s case, it meant putting in a
few years’ service at the federal Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta following completion of his medical studies. Since
McCormick’s plan was to devote himself to the study of
tropical diseases, some time at CDC was precisely what he
most desired.

In 1972 McCormick joined a two-year program under the
Epidemic Intelligence Service, gaining training at CDC’s
Atlanta headquarters and being deployed to investigate
outbreaks of diseases in the United States. His first assignment
was to an American Indian reservation in Parker, Arizona,
where people were falling ill from foods contaminated with
Streptococcus bacteria.

By the time McCormick was ready to join CDC as a full
employee of the agency’s Special Pathogens and Bacteria
Branch, he had already made a name for himself among the



“cowboys” of the organization. Karl Johnson, who left
Panama in 1971, was back at CDC, and he heard stories of the
promising young EIS officer. He decided to keep an eye on the
fellow—his Africa experience might one day come in handy.

But Africa would have to wait, for now McCormick was
consumed by the crisis in Brazil.

Like most post-World War II physicians, McCormick had
assumed that antibiotics would cure all bacterial infections, but
it was clear this microbe could kill even children who were
injected with massive doses of penicillin or ampicillin, the
preferred drugs for meningococcus control.11

McCormick was worried. It looked like this epidemic
involved a particularly virulent strain of the bacteria; possibly
one that was resistant to the sulfa-based antibiotics. Despite
drug treatment, the bacteria savagely attacked the membranes
—the meninges—that enveloped victims’ brains and spinal
cords and caused excruciating pain and neurological damage.
That apparent drug failure could force doctors to switch from
treating patients with the cheap accessible penicillin-class
drugs to using more expensive and less predictable antibiotics
like rifampin and chloramphenicol.

When he reviewed the medical charts and laboratory
findings on the epidemic cases, a few anxiety-provoking facts
leapt out. First, the director of Emilio Ribas Hospital, Dr.
Carlos de Oliveira Bastos, had noticed that the numbers of
meningitis cases admitted to his facility had increased slowly
by 21 percent between 1962 and 1971, and then more than
doubled in 1972.12 During that time, the majority of the cases
involved infants, and the leading pathogen was
meningococcus Type C.

But between January and August of 1974 over 11,000
meningitis cases were reported to Ribas Hospital alone; the
patients were older and even included a few elderly
individuals, and the dominant pathogen switched from Type C
to Type A.13 The typing of meningococci was based on tiny
molecules that protruded from the surface of their bacterial
membranes. When people were infected, they produced
disease-fighting antibodies against these typing molecules.



Antibodies against Type C could not recognize and attack
Type A markers. Since Type A infections were previously
almost unheard of in Brazil, virtually no citizen in São Paulo
was naturally immune, which would explain why some adults
were coming down with what typically was a disease of
immune-naïve children.

Worse yet, though there was a Type C vaccine available,
research on development of a Type A vaccine was only just
beginning. Furthermore, Augusto Taunay, director of the
Adolfo Lutz Institute in São Paulo, was confirming that
virtually all the Type C meningitis bacteria examined at his
laboratory were resistant to sulfa-based antibiotics, such as
penicillin.

In August, Taunay concluded that most Type C sufferers
were under nine years of age, and the increase in mortality in
that group was due to sulfa resistance. But Type A primarily
attacked teenagers and adults under twenty-five years of age.
It appeared that two simultaneous meningitis epidemics were
underway.

This looked at first blush like a lose-lose situation.
Brazilians generally had some natural immunity for Type C,
but for those who were susceptible the bacteria had a new trick
—antibiotic resistance. On the other hand, the apparently new
Type A strain was vulnerable to antibiotic treatment, but few
Brazilians were naturally immune; by the time they reached
hospitals their meningitis cases were often too far gone to be
cured with the antibacterial drugs.

Studying the patients, McCormick noticed that most had the
classic acute form of the disease known as Waterhouse-
Friderichsen syndrome; they went from well to severely sick
in a matter of minutes, feeling sudden fevers, neck stiffness,
and dizziness. Within hours their bodies were covered with
tiny red dots—sites of pinpoint hemorrhages of capillaries
under the skin. Within twelve to twenty hours they descended
into comas, their kidneys hemorrhaged, and death soon
followed.

“If you don’t pick it up the first time you see it in little kids,
they will be dead the next time you see them,” McCormick



thought with a shudder.

Surviving the disease could result in serious lifelong
disabilities. The bacteria attacked the middle of three
protective meningeal layers enveloping the brain and spinal
cord, and survivors were often left with a range of different
types of brain damage. Or the bacteria might attack the
kidneys and outer limbs, causing victims to lose their fingers,
toes, even feet.

Epidemics of the disease were rare in South America, but
relatively common in parts of West Africa. In Chad, for
example, 1950s epidemics had attacked at rates of 11,000
cases per 100,000 people. By August 1974 São Paulo’s
meningitis rate was comparatively low, reaching 100 cases per
100,000 people. But McCormick had done the math, and he
knew that the situation could quickly reach West African
proportions. It troubled McCormick that nobody knew where
the antibiotic-resistant Type C or the Type A strain came from.
Not knowing exactly when and where things started made it
harder to forecast the future scope of the epidemic.

There were many possible explanations for the origin of this
sudden epidemic, and at various times during his stay in São
Paulo, McCormick mulled them all over. It was, for example,
possible that a Brazilian had traveled to Africa, become
infected, and brought the Type A bacteria to São Paulo. By
1974, over 75 million passengers were flying each year across
national boundaries somewhere in the world14—perhaps
someone flew in, already infected, from West Africa. On the
other hand, the bacteria could have arisen from a hospital or
clinical setting locally, the result of improper antibiotic
treatment. It galled McCormick that he couldn’t figure out a
way to track the origins of this epidemic.

In September, a WHO investigation reached a painful
conclusion: although the Type C vaccine had been tried in
only a couple of field settings and the Type A vaccine had to
be considered completely experimental, nothing else could
possibly stop the burgeoning epidemic.

Furthermore, WHO felt strongly that a vaccine combining
immunization against Types A and C was essential, and



warned that “the future of any vaccination programme will be
in jeopardy” if the public loses faith in health efforts because
people continue to die after receiving only the partial
vaccination protection; the expected result of using only one
vaccine.

The WHO decision was actually pro forma: the military
government of Brazil had already decided in an August 5
meeting in Brasilia to vaccinate every citizen living in the
epidemic area.15 While panic mounted, France’s Institut
Mérieux agreed to manufacture the combination A/C vaccine
for Brazil, and hurriedly built a new factory outside Lyons,
France, for the purpose. Within four months, Mérieux would
have attained the ability to manufacture and ship to Brazil
500,000 vaccine doses a week.16 The vaccine was composed
of the sugary pieces—the polysaccharides—of the bacteria
that gave them their A and C immunological statuses.17

Between August 1974 and mid-January 1975 while waiting
for the vaccine, however, McCormick and Brazilian officials
had few tools at hand. Joe decided to focus on public
education, and immediately taught himself Portuguese. By
October he was giving lengthy interviews and holding press
conferences, calling for calm and reason.

“I’ve got to be clear about what I say,” McCormick thought,
“and give the people confidence.”

As an outsider, McCormick had a special role to play—and
a delicate one. For ten years Brazil had been ruled by a
military junta noted for its brutality. Countless students, labor
leaders, religious activists, and representatives of the country’s
underclass had “disappeared” by late 1974. “Disappearance”
was a euphemism for death, preceded usually by kidnapping
and torture. Rumors and fear ruled public opinion, and few of
the nation’s poor trusted government pronouncements.

On the whole, however, the Brazilian Ministry of Health’s
meningococcal announcements were accurate. It was part of
McCormick’s diplomatic mission to publicly support the
government’s statements about the epidemic while clearly
maintaining a critical distance from the junta itself. Such dicey



politics weren’t taught at Duke University Medical School. Or
at the CDC training program.

McCormick had to wing it. Over the months he learned how
to gently point out that nearly all meningitis sufferers came
from communities of acute poverty, such as the massive
favelas of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, without directly
attacking the government policies responsible for that
impoverishment. 18 He noted that the disease spread most
rapidly in conditions of dense housing and poor hygiene,
where people who lacked access to clean tap water rarely
bathed or washed their clothing. The bacteria survived in such
conditions, and could be passed from one family member to
another via shared towels, clothing, cleaning rags, or
kerchiefs.

By the time Mérieux had manufactured enough vaccine to
immunize the population of São Paulo, the epidemic had
claimed over 11,000 lives and caused serious illness in more
than 150,000 people in at least six Brazilian states. About 30
percent of the survivors were reportedly suffering long-term
neurological disorders of one kind or another.

By New Year’s the attack rate of the disease in Rio was 205
cases per 100,000 people and authorities feared the upcoming
Carnival would increase its spread. The vision of millions of
Brazilians and tourists dancing together for days on end in
crowded streets presented the very real possibility that the
epidemic would be carried all over the planet by worn-out
revelers returning home.

Though they had no idea how effective the Mérieux vaccine
might be, or how dangerous, Rio officials felt they had no
option: on January 13 they began a twelve-day vaccination
campaign with the announced goal of immunizing 80 percent
of the population of greater Rio.

Within five days, over 3 million Cariocas were vaccinated
and the incidence of meningitis instantly plummeted. During
the dreaded Carnival week only ten people contracted the
disease.



Encouraged by the Rio experience, the military government
organized the largest vaccination campaign in world history.
From April 21 to 24, nearly 11 million residents of São Paulo
were vaccinated, representing 90 percent of the city’s
population. This was accomplished by cordoning off all the
commuter-intensive areas of the city and lining up as many as
half a million people at a time for their shots. The entire mass
media was mobilized as a huge propaganda tool for the
campaign and military vehicles blasted pro-immunization
announcements from roof-mounted loudspeakers.

Throughout Brazil similar militarily precise operations were
soon conducted, eventually bringing the epidemic to a halt.

By early 1976, when McCormick returned to CDC
headquarters in Atlanta, meningitis had ceased to be a serious
problem in Brazil. But the fundamental question of where this
virulent Type A strain had come from remained unsolved. At a
PAHO meeting in Washington in February 1976, McCormick
pushed for inclusion of the following statement in the official
summary of the Brazilian episode:

 

It is not possible at the present time to predict when and where
an epidemic of meningococcal meningitis will occur.
Therefore it is not clear when and where preventive
immunization should be carried out.19

 

Overlooked entirely in the final PAHO report was the
significance—possible harbinger—of the bacteria’s ability to
resist common antibiotics.

III
As was the case with malaria, polio, smallpox, and all bacterial
diseases, the 1960s mood surrounding yellow fever control
was one of extreme optimism. The tools were at hand: DDT
and other pesticides to kill the Aedes aegypti mosquitoes that
carried the yellow fever virus and an effective vaccine. Since
1937, yellow fever vaccines had been in use, and refined
forms of immunization proved so powerful that virtually every



vaccinated person was protected for life by a single shot.20

Beginning with the period of the construction of the Panama
Canal at the turn of the century, a variety of successful means
had been used to eliminate the A. aegypti mosquitoes from the
Americas.

Since the seventeenth century yellow fever had been a
major and terrifying scourge in the Americas, causing endemic
disease in jungle and swamp areas from Canada to Chile and
claiming tens of thousands of lives in periodic urban
epidemics. It would begin with a headache, fever, and a vague
sense of uneasiness, within hours progressing to chills, muscle
pains, and vomiting. After five days internal bleeding would
commence, the liver would malfunction, and the individual
would become jaundiced. If never previously exposed to the
virus, the human then had a 50–50 chance of dying. A 1793
yellow fever epidemic in Philadelphia killed 15 percent of the
city’s population and sent one out of three residents fleeing
into the countryside.21

In West Africa, yellow fever was so ubiquitous that most
surviving adults were immune to the disease. Many historians
have noted that their acute vulnerability to yellow fever
prevented British and French colonialists from attaining full
control over West Africa.22 So obvious was this deterrence in
some areas of Africa that it was celebrated in song and verse
by people from the Sudan to Senegal. Well into the 1980s
schoolchildren in Ibo areas of Nigeria still sang the praises of
mosquitoes and the diseases they gave to French and British
colonialists.23

It was generally believed the A. aegypti mosquito originated
in West Africa and was brought to the New World aboard
slave ships.24 The mosquito quickly adapted and thrived in the
moist tropical regions of the Caribbean and the Amazon. The
first epidemics occurred in Mexico’s Yucatan and Havana,
Cuba, in 1648. In less than fifty years, the A. aegypti
population had blanketed the Americas, and yellow fever
epidemics were cropping up everywhere.

In 1901 American Army physician Walter Reed and Cuban
doctor Carlos Finley figured out the link between the A.



aegypti mosquito, the virus, and the importance of uncovered
pools of clear water, and started a hemisphere-wide effort to
eradicate the mosquito. The mosquito, they discovered, could
only leave its eggs in clear, clean water, so it thrived around
people, lived in human homes, and left its larvae in jugs of
drinking water. The insect was also constrained by
temperatures below 60°F and only thrived in humid climates
over 72°F. It seemed immediately obvious, then, that the entire
yellow fever problem could be greatly reduced by simply
covering all clean water supplies during warm months.

In 1927 a vaccine was developed and the first official global
disease eradication effort began, endorsed by the governments
of the America.25

The language of yellow fever efforts shifted from
“eradication” to “control” and “conquest” following Fred
Soper’s 1932 discovery that some monkeys harmlessly
harbored the virus.26 In subsequent years, scientists discovered
that several species of monkeys and apes could carry the virus,
both in Africa and in South America. In the Americas,
capuchin monkeys were unharmed by the virus, but carried
yellow fever and could be a source of the microbe for feeding
mosquitoes. In contrast, when yellow fever hit Central
America, epidemics virtually exterminated the nonimmune
Ateles and Alouatta monkey populations.27

In short order it was also discovered that A. aegypti wasn’t
the only mosquito that could carry yellow fever: A. africans,
A. simpsoni, and A. albopictus, to name a few, could carry the
virus. Furthermore, the virus could be passed from one
mosquito generation to the next in the insect’s eggs; this
allowed for long periods of time—several insect generations—
when the disease seemed to disappear. But the virus was
actually silently residing in generations of monkeys and
mosquitoes, ready to reappear in human epidemic form under
the proper conditions.28

The harsh significance of this jungle/monkey form of
yellow fever hit home in 1949 when the disease broke out
again in Panama, reversing more than forty years of successful
eradication begun in the days of Walter Reed. From there it



spread northward through Costa Rica, Guatemala, and
Mexico, forcing U.S. military and PAHO intervention for
control. By 1959 cases of yellow fever were cropping up in
areas all over South America where authorities thought
eradication had been successful. In most outbreaks, the first
cases involved men who worked in agriculture or timbering on
the edges of tropical rain forests; there, they came in contact
with wild mosquitoes that fed on monkey carriers.29

By the late 1950s scientists realized that there were two
types of yellow fever: the urban form associated with A.
aegypti and the forest or sylvan form that could be found in a
variety of monkeys and wild mosquitoes. Eradication of the
urban form might be possible through vaccination, covering all
water sources, and DDT spraying of insect breeding sites. But
jungle yellow fever could not be eliminated without
vaccinating all wild monkeys in Africa and South America, a
clearly impossible task. Despite these hurdles of nature, WHO
and PAHO remained optimistic about eliminating all human
yellow fever disease because the vaccine protected people
against both forms: if all children living in endemic areas were
routinely vaccinated, they reasoned, the disease would only
remain a threat to non-immunized foreigners traveling through
jungle areas. Mass vaccination campaigns of the 1940s and
1950s drastically reduced human disease in both South
America and West Africa.

In the Americas, PAHO officials decided that the disease
could further be prevented by eliminating the A. aegypti
mosquito from the hemisphere, and from 1947 to 1960, the
organization conducted a second massive campaign of
mosquito control. In some countries, such as Argentina, Chile,
Panama, Venezuela, and Colombia, DDT spraying and
systematic covering of water sources radically reduced A.
aegypti and public health officials were confident the insect
could be wiped out of the Americas by the mid-1960s. But the
U.S. Congress was never convinced such an effort was
important for residents of the Northern Hemisphere, and,
despite having formally committed itself to the PAHO
campaign, never allocated funds for such an effort inside U.S.
territory.



Yet Congress, recognizing the diplomatic importance of
appearing to comply with a PAHO edict for which the United
States had voted, did order the CDC to attempt eradication.
The effort was doomed from the start by hundreds of
protesting property owners who threatened to sue if chemicals
were sprayed in their yards or homes.

In 1964, Dr. Donald Schleissman, who led the largely
unfunded U.S. A. aegypti elimination effort, said of U. S.
congressional commitment, “The mandate to eradicate aegypti
with the funds available was equivalent to instructions to fly
across the Atlantic with half a tank of gas.”

Though its numbers were reduced temporarily, A. aegypti
was never driven out of the Americas.

Similar campaigns were carried out throughout equatorial
Africa, but five yellow fever outbreaks occurred in the 1950s.
A 1959 outbreak in Zaire only came to a halt when hundreds
of thousands of people had been vaccinated and more than
twenty tons of DDT were sprayed over a relatively confined
area.30 In 1960 an enormous yellow fever epidemic broke out
in western Ethiopia. By the time the epidemic died down in
1962, over 100,000 people had suffered the disease; yellow
fever killed one out of three infected Ethiopians.

A subtle change followed the Ethiopian epidemic. Without
really discussing the matter, international experts slowly
switched their tactics from the bold eradication ventures aimed
at wiping out the disease to fire fighting. Research outposts
were set up in yellow fever hot spots worldwide by the
Rockefeller Foundation and a variety of government-
associated agencies.31

It was in such an outpost that Tom Monath, a CDC
entomologist, worked at the University of Ibadan in Nigeria.
Before he would leave Nigeria in 1972, Monath would travel
all over the country trying to figure out where the virus hid
between human epidemics. He would discover that a mosquito
called Masoni africana could carry the virus throughout its
habitat: the higher treetop levels of the Nupeko tropical forest
lining the banks of Nigeria’s rivers.32



Monath’s commitment to conquering yellow fever was
solidified in late 1970, when he was part of a U.S.-Nigerian
team that investigated an epidemic in Nigeria’s savanna plains
of the Okwoga District. Over the Christmas holidays, Monath
and his Nigerian colleagues made house-to-house surveys of
Okwoga villages and medical clinics, searching for yellow
fever cases and assisting Nigerian efforts to control the
epidemic.

“Has anybody here been sick lately?” Monath, a white
Bostonian sporting a crew cut and smile, would ask when he
arrived in a village. Time after time the scenario repeated
itself: a villager would nod somberly and lead Monath into a
thatched hut. There, a dead man would be sitting up straight in
a chair, his eyes staring ahead, cotton plugs stuffed up his
nostrils.

The first time Monath beheld such a sight it scared the hell
out of him, but after a while it was not the individual cases that
troubled him, but the overall level of destruction inflicted by
both the disease and the treatments used in some areas to
allegedly cure yellow fever.

He was also impressed by the fact that no original source for
the 1970 epidemic could be found. Monkeys were scarce,
there were no rain forests, yet in some villages one-third to
half the residents showed blood-test evidence of recent
infection. The overall infection rate in Okwoga was 14
percent, yet the most common yellow fever carrier, the A.
aegypti mosquito, was virtually nonexistent in the area.33

Monath and his colleagues were forced to conclude:

 

The origin of the epidemic is not known. Two possibilities
exist: (1) the Okwoga outbreak … resulted from the
introduction of Yellow Fever Virus from a distant source at a
time favourable for interhuman transmission in an
immunologically susceptible population or (2) Yellow Fever is
endemic … in or near Okwoga District.34

 



In other words, either the disease was brought into the area by
a traveler or it was there all along, hiding somehow for
decades. There was an enormous biological gap between those
two possibilities. Monath realized that not knowing which
explanation was correct meant there was no way to determine
how best to prevent future outbreaks in the area. Or any area.

Hopes for controlling the insects that acted as vectors for
yellow fever dimmed further still, as everywhere scientists
looked another insect vector for yellow fever turned up. Karl
Johnson found other virus-carrier species in Panama, Brazilian
physician-scientist Francisco Pinheiro identified still more
insect vectors in his country’s jungle interior, and U.S. Army
researchers discovered that horse mosquitoes in Brazil and
common ticks in West Africa could spread the virus.

In 1972, convinced that it was fruitless to try to eliminate
yellow fever, the Rockefeller Foundation shut down Monath’s
lab in Ibadan and the other field stations. Years later Monath
would still refer to the decision with bitterness. “A great
opportunity has been blown,” he told colleagues, noting that
between 1947 and 1972, A. aegypti had been eliminated from
three-quarters of its pre-World War II habitat worldwide.
Nineteen countries had eliminated the yellow-fever-carrying
insect entirely by 1972, prompting the Washington consulting
firm of Arthur D. Little to do a cost-benefit analysis of
mounting a full-scale campaign to rid the Americas of the
insect. The Little study determined that such an effort would
clearly be desirable, even though the virus had a sylvatic cycle
that allowed it to hide for long periods of time in wild
monkeys and several other insect species. It reasoned that
spending $326 million in the early 1970s to wipe out A.
aegypti would bring human incidence of the disease down to
near-zero levels in most Latin countries, because only that
mosquito was infecting urban residents. Furthermore, A.
aegypti was a far more efficient virus spreader; every major
yellow fever epidemic of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries was spread by that mosquito. So, the consulting firm
reasoned, a global campaign to eradicate A. aegypti could limit
the yellow fever problem to levels entirely controllable



through routine vaccination of people living or working in
jungle areas.

But the CDC disagreed; director David Sencer
commissioned a rival study that concluded that A. aegypti
eradication within the United States and Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands alone would cost more than $200 million and
speculated that an Americas-wide eradication would exceed $1
billion.35 The inflated cost was primarily due to private
citizens’ refusal to allow spraying on their properties and
widespread threats of lawsuits. Though poorer nations to the
south spent enormous sums, successfully eliminating A.
aegypti from much of the Americas, the wealthiest country in
the hemisphere refused to get rid of its own mosquitoes.

The effort died.

Frustrated and disappointed, Monath packed his Ibadan
laboratory into crates and bade his Nigerian colleagues
farewell. But he wouldn’t be leaving Africa, not just yet.
Something even deadlier than yellow fever awaited him.
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4
Into the Woods

LASSA FEVER

I’m not afraid where we have to bring a
risky, hazardous virus into the lab. I just
hope and pray, and I don’t think about it.

—Dr. Akinyele Fabiyi. Lagos. 1993

 

 

 Uwe Brinkmann’s head suddenly jerked up, he looked out
the car window desperately searching for a familiar landmark
along the back roads of northern Germany, and panic fell over
him, the true deep panic that comes only when something taps
into one’s innermost fears.

“Now they’ve got me,” Brinkmann cried out in his mind.
“Now I’m going to be gassed. They’re taking me to the
concentration camp.”

The sides of the van seemed to be closing in and Brinkmann
had no idea where he was being taken. As he looked out the
window in the summer of 1974, the city and suburbs of
Hamburg gave way to countryside and then, he noted with
fear, the woods.

Sealed off from the anonymous driver and the entire outside
world, Brinkmann and his companions stared ahead in shared
terror. Brinkmann’s patient, German surgeon Bernhard
Mandrella, lay in subdued delirium on a stretcher between
them. To his side sat British physician Adam Cargill, who had
treated Mandrella in Nigeria. With the men were three
Nigerian women; a nurse/nun and two nurse assistants.

“Nobody wanted us here to begin with,” physician-scientist
Brinkmann thought. “So now they are going to get rid of us.
All of us.”



As claustrophobia overwhelmed him in their tightly sealed
mobile unit, Brinkmann later said he was thinking, “How odd.
I have spent the last seven days exposed to a lethal microbe,
feeling no fear. Now it is people —my people—that terrify
me.”

But Brinkmann had never felt completely at home among
his fellow Germans. His part-English family had carefully
hidden the Jewish identity of Brinkmann’s grandmother
throughout the years of the Third Reich, and young Uwe had
made a career during the counterculture days of the 1960s out
of crafty troublemaking. Similarly, his patient was the son of
one of the military officers who tried to assassinate Adolf
Hitler on July 20, 1944. Mandrella’s father was executed, and
his mother was billed by the Third Reich for the cost of the
hanging.

“But this time it’s really too much, even for me,”
Brinkmann thought. Taking stock, he could visualize how this
group looked to German officials: three African women whose
own government had sent them into isolation, an English
physician who was suffering a suspicious case of diarrhea, a
man apparently dying of a lethal contagious disease, and
himself—a hippie troublemaker. He considered his black
shoulder-length hair, thick unkempt mustache, tie-dyed T-shirt,
and bell-bottoms. And he recalled headlines in German
publications just weeks ago that denounced his famine-relief
efforts in Ethiopia; Brinkmann was, the German press
declared, creating communist communes in the deserts of the
Horn of Africa. Though Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie had
awarded Brinkmann his nation’s highest commendations and
requested that the young hippie doctor remain indefinitely in
the country, the German government recalled Uwe. It seemed
that Brinkmann’s solution to Ethiopia’s ongoing food crisis—
establishing village-based communal farms and produce-
marketing apparatuses—was a little too left-wing for the
conservative West Germans.

“Yes,” he thought in those seconds of panic, “it makes
sense. They will simply eliminate us and tell the world we
died of the disease. That will take care of everything.”



There was little to comfort Brinkmann when the caravan
reached its destination. Just outside the village of Ebstorf, in
the woods some fifty miles south of Hamburg, was an
abandoned medieval monastery, recently converted to a high-
security facility for smallpox containment. A series of three
automatic air-lock doors opened for the anxious group, quickly
shutting behind to seal them off from the rest of humanity.

Inside were several sleeping rooms, an autopsy laboratory,
and research facilities. Sophisticated research devices rested
atop aseptic surfaces.

Though there was an autopsy facility, there was no place for
patient treatment.

The group settled in as best they could, but tensions were
thigh. The Nigerian women had never set foot outside of the
Jos region in which they were born before Mandrella came
down with the dreaded disease. Then, having tended to the
physician in their Jos hospital, the nurses accompanied the
patient to the University of Ibadan Hospital, one of Nigeria’s
premier medical facilities.

Mandrella’s problems began two weeks earlier when his
colleague, Dr. Egon Sauerwald, was treating a patient from the
old colonial city of Enugu in their St. Charles Mission
Hospital, miles away in Borromeo. The patient had high
fevers, chills, muscle aches, and a sore throat. Despite
Sauerwald’s efforts, the Enugu man died. Days later, the
twenty-nine-year-old doctor developed the same symptoms,
quickly descending into acute disease.

Mandrella did everything possible to save his colleague
from the mysterious ailment, but Sauerwald continued to
deteriorate. He sent Sauerwald’s blood samples to Ibadan,
from where they made their way to CDC laboratories in
Atlanta. Word eventually got back that Sauerwald was infected
with the recently discovered Lassa virus, a microbe that the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control said was “thought to have a
unique proclivity for killing doctors and nurses.”12

The news was too late for Mandrella. By the time word got
back that Sauerwald was infected with an exotic lethal virus,



the thirty-three-year-old Mandrella had already performed a
last-ditch bloody procedure to save his friend. The virus had so
devastated Sauerwald’s throat that the doctor couldn’t breathe,
so Mandrella made an incision into his friend’s trachea,
creating an air hole in his neck. Mandrella was unprepared for
the sudden gust of mucus that flew from his friend’s throat. He
was instantly spattered with Sauerwald’s blood. Though he
pulled away quickly, Mandrella’s face had been very close to
Sauerwald’s neck as he made the incision, and the surgeon
inhaled microscopic bits of blood and mucus.

Mandrella was infected, and in a couple of days he too was
shivering with Lassa fever. Still unaware of the CDC
laboratory findings, Mandrella saw Dr. Hal White, an
American physician who ran the missionary hospital in Jos.
White examined Mandrella and warned the young doctor that
the symptoms looked suspiciously like those of Lassa fever.
As a precaution, White injected Mandrella with a unit of sera
donated years earlier by nurse Lily (“Penny”) Pinneo. At
White’s advice, Mandrella immediately drove to the
metropolis of Ibadan, where he came under the care of British
physician Adam Cargill of the University Hospital.

Nigerian health officials reacted with considerable alarm.
They had already had their fill of this terrible disease, which
was named after the village of Lassa, located southeast of Jos,
in the Yedseram River valley that runs along Nigeria’s eastern
border with Cameroon. In 1969 an outbreak of the disease in
Lassa had brought it sharply to Western attention for the first
time when American nurses fell ill in the town’s Church of the
Brethren Mission Hospital.

It was a long chain of events, stretching back five years, that
brought Mandrella, Brinkmann, and their colleagues to this
moment of panic in Germany.

On January 12, 1969, a sixty-nine-year-old mission nurse
began complaining of a sharp backache. Laura Wine told her
colleagues the pain was increasing as days went by, but
assumed she’d done something to wrench her spine. Perhaps
the daily rounds of bed changing and turning patients were the
cause, she thought.3



After a week, however, the nurse also had a throat so sore
she couldn’t swallow, and her colleagues saw ulcers lining her
pharynx. Assuming she was suffering from some bacterial
infection, such as streptococcus, the hospital staff gave Wine
penicillin.

But the antibiotics did no good. Wine’s state escalated;
fevers of 101°F, acute dehydration, unusual blood-clotting
activity, a complete lack of proteins in her urine—these and
other symptoms signaled that the woman was suffering from
something wholly unlike the multitude of tropical diseases
tolerated by residents of the grassland Yedseram River valley.
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Over the next four days Wine began to swell, her skin
showed signs of hemorrhaging, her heartbeats became
irregular, she grew disoriented and was unable to speak
properly.



On January 25 volunteer pilots flew Wine to Jos, rising
from the hot grasslands at sea level up to the 4,000-foot-high
town of Jos. As they made their journey the air cooled, the
humidity dropped, and the tin mines around Jos came into
view.

Jos itself was inhabited by some 12,000 people, a large
percentage of whom were European expatriates seeking refuge
from the heat and malarial mosquitoes of Nigeria’s lowlands.
Members of all three of Nigeria’s leading tribes—Hausa, Ibo,
and Yoruba—lived in Jos, and the community had come
through the tragic Biafran war fairly unscathed. Though tens
of thousands of Nigerians died in the civil warfare of 1967–68
and thousands more were uprooted from their homes, Jos
suffered only twenty-four hours of rioting and killing during
that period.

Dr. Jeanette Troup and nurse Lily Pinneo greeted Wine at
the Jos landing field. Because radioed descriptions of Wine’s
illness seemed to indicate cardiac problems, the pair
immediately strapped an oxygen mask on the ailing nurse and
rushed her to their Bingham Memorial Hospital emergency
ward. There, Troup and her staff did everything possible to
save Wine’s life.

They failed. A day after arriving in Jos, Wine went into
horrible convulsions and died.

Three days later, a Jos hospital nurse who had tended to
Wine felt chills, a headache, and dull pains in her back and
legs. Forty-five-year-old Charlotte Shaw had gently dabbed
Wine’s bleeding mouth with a gauze pad. When she too fell ill,
Shaw remembered she had a tiny rose thorn cut on her finger
—the very finger she had used to push the gauze along Wine’s
mouth.

Soon Shaw was experiencing the same symptoms that had
claimed her patient: fevers, rashes, hemorrhaging, pains,
swellings, heart irregularities. After eleven days of illness, she
died.

That night Dr. Jeanette, as she was called, performed an
autopsy, assisted by her head nurse, fifty-two-year-old Pinneo.



Pinneo, a Presbyterian missionary, had followed Shaw’s
progress carefully, monitoring her lab results every day. Shaw
and Pinneo had been close friends. As she donned her gown,
gloves, and mask to assist in the autopsy, Pinneo thought,
“How can I do this? How can I possibly face opening her up?”

Troup and Pinneo gasped when they saw the devastation;
every organ of Shaw’s body was seriously damaged. The heart
was stopped up, with loads of blood cells and platelets piled
well into the arteries and veins. Fluids and blood filled the
lungs. Dead cells and fat droplets clogged the liver and spleen.
The kidneys were so congested with dead cells and proteins
that they had failed to function. When the team cut open
Shaw’s lymph nodes they discovered with some shock that
absolutely no lymphocytes—disease-fighting white blood cells
—were inside. The nodes had been completely emptied.

A week after assisting in the autopsy, nurse Pinneo also fell
ill. This time the medical staff took the case seriously,
admitting their colleague to the hospital with the first signs of
fever.

It was February 21, 1969, and panic began sweeping over
the Jos hospital as Pinneo’s colleagues stood by helplessly and
watched their friend deteriorate from her early symptoms of a
mild fever, reddened tonsils, and some liver tenderness.

Hoping Pinneo had a bacterial infection, Dr. Troup gave the
nurse huge injections of penicillin. But the antibiotic proved
useless, and on February 26 Troup contacted Dr. John Frame
at Columbia University in New York. Frame was a tropical
disease expert and director of medical services for Sudan
Interior Mission (SIM), which operated a chain of Christian
hospitals in West Africa.

Frame saw no alternative: it was imperative that Pinneo,
along with blood and tissue samples from her dead colleagues,
be flown to New York immediately. While Pinneo was en
route from Jos to the Nigerian capital of Lagos, Frame
contacted laboratory scientist Jordi Casals at Yale University.

As early as 1955 Frame had been hearing reports of strange
illnesses among the mission hospital staff and members of



their families. That year eight children of Nigerian
missionaries suffered high fevers and convulsions. Though the
children survived, they all had some degree of permanent
brain damage.

With odd disease reports continuing in subsequent years,
Frame hatched the idea of using missionaries as epidemic
early-warning systems.

Though most of his colleagues espoused the 1960s concept
of a health transition, Frame wasn’t at all convinced it was
time to close the book on infectious diseases; he had reviewed
too many strange medical charts forwarded from nurses and
doctors in the field.

In the mid-1960s, Frame met with Wilbur Downs, director
of the Yale arbovirus laboratory and Jordi Casals’s boss. They
decided to test the blood of all missionaries who had recently
suffered unexplained prolonged fevers.

Casals screened the blood of sixty-five such cases and was
able to ascribe illness in half the missionaries to one or another
virus he had in his vast Yale collection.

But the inability to find an explanation for the illnesses of
thirty-two cases seemed to prove Frame’s point: there were a
lot of microbes yet to be discovered.

In 1968 a screening system was put in place, and Troup and
other mission hospital directors were told to send blood
specimens from all mysterious cases to Columbia University.
After a superficial perusal, Frame would pass the blood
samples on to Casals for detailed analysis. The 1969 illness of
Pinneo was the first real test of the system.

As had been the case two years earlier with Marburg,
Casals’s expertise in identifying mysterious viruses was
needed. Casals agreed to accept the blood and tissue samples
from the nurses, and told Frame, “It will just be a matter of
routine to identify this agent.”

When she arrived in Lagos, Pinneo was dangerously weak.
Nigerian and American officials could not reach agreement on
how best to transport the ailing nurse to New York, so she was



placed in isolation for four days in a small shed near the
Methodist Hospital.

Pinneo was tended to by close friend Dorothy Davis, also a
nurse. Authorities in Lagos placed the women in the
pesthouse, a shed so full of mosquitoes that Davis was forever
waving her arms frantically about in hopes of keeping the
insects from biting her friend. Both Pinneo and Davis had
already noticed that even the tiniest of mosquito bites seemed
to bleed for several minutes: for some reason, Pinneo’s blood
wasn’t clotting.

During their first night in the pesthouse temperatures in
Lagos soared into the nineties—hotter still inside their tin-
roofed hut. Beside Pinneo lay a tiny measles-ridden baby who
was also fighting for its life. During the night the baby died,
and its mother rocked back and forth for hours, wailing and
sobbing.

Fitfully, Pinneo went in and out of delirious sleep.

For four long days Davis fretted over her friend and,
knowing what had happened to Shaw after tending to Wine,
couldn’t help but worry some about her own health. Both
devout Christians, the nurses prayed for a miracle.

Nigerian and American officials finally agreed on a way to
transport Pinneo to New York after CDC investigator Lyle
Conrad, who was coincidentally in Nigeria, intervened. He
negotiated air passage for Pinneo aboard a Pan Am
commercial jet, placing her, along with Davis and himself, in
the otherwise empty first-class section. In the seat beside
Pinneo was a box containing blood and brain tissue samples
removed from the bodies of her friends Laura Wine and
Charlotte Shaw.

During her long flight Pinneo languished apathetically on
her stretcher. Though she was fighting for her life, Pinneo’s
outward appearance was that of an exhausted traveler, just a
tad more wearied by jet lag than were most passengers.

But inwardly Pinneo was reeling. Every defensive weapon
her immune system could muster against the rapidly growing
virus population was coursing through her bloodstream to



pockets of confrontation. From her lymph nodes to her liver
the battle raged.

Meanwhile, Pinneo’s lassitude was striking—the result of
having suffered a 101°F fever for six days. She stared blankly
ahead and thought, “I don’t have time to be sick. I have so
much to do. I need to fulfill the Lord’s will.”

But she also trusted the Lord. “If He wants to take me away,
it would be all right.”

Just after midnight Pinneo was admitted to Columbia-
Presbyterian Hospital, where she was placed in isolation inside
a glass-walled room under twenty-four-hour direct observation
by intensive-care nurses.

When Frame arrived the following morning, he found the
medical staff highly agitated, some clearly fearful. He tried to
reason with Pinneo’s physician, asking, “What would you do if
this were a case of pneumonic plague?”4

“I’d die of fright!” was the answer.

Frame, searching for a middle ground between the terror of
the Black Death and the casualness inspired in hospital staff
by routine bacterial infections, suggested that the physicians
and nurses take precautions appropriate for handling scarlet
fever. All personnel who attended Pinneo wore protective
gloves, masks, gowns, and foot coverings and operated under
strictest disease control procedures.5

Pinneo was exhausted, severely dehydrated, and feverish.
Her temperature was 101.2°F, her muscles ached, and her
abdomen was tender. But she was often alert and able to assist
the Columbia team with useful answers to their medical
queries. Some members of the team were, in fact, so impressed
by Pinneo’s lucidity and normal heart functions that they
expressed the hopeful belief she had already seen the worst
and would soon recover from the mysterious ailment.

All hopes were dashed hours later when Pinneo’s fever
skyrocketed to 107°F and her throat filled with lymphatic
fluids. By March 6, Pinneo could no longer eat or swallow
because her throat—the esophageal lining—was aflame with



florid infection. The worried medical staff noted that Pinneo’s
face and neck were swelling. Her lungs and chest were also
filling with fluids, and X rays showed evidence that some
organisms had invaded the linings of her lungs.

Pinneo grew weaker. She became completely apathetic, no
longer evidencing a will to fight the disease. On top of
everything else, Pinneo developed malaria on March 7,
undoubtedly due to a latent Plasmodium falciparum infection
that was activated by the devastation of her immune system.

Samples of the fluids from Pinneo’s throat were sent off to
Casals in New Haven, along with the brain and blood samples
from her dead colleagues.

Meanwhile, Pinneo deteriorated further. By April 1, she lost
control of her eye muscles, and her eyes began jiggling about
uncontrollably in their sockets. Muscles all over her body were
similarly subject to tics and trembling. A brain scan indicated
the mystery virus was attacking her central nervous system.

Ironically, whenever Pinneo was momentarily lucid she
seemed more concerned about the fate of the nurses around
her than about her own sorry state. “Oh, look at the poor dears,
fumbling with those big rubber gloves. It’s so hard to make a
bed with those things on,” she thought. Each time the nurses
had to administer a local anesthetic to Pinneo’s ravaged throat
before giving her a pill, Penny apologized. She was similarly
contrite when day after day she remained unable to swallow
food, and had to be maintained on intravenous fluids that
required close attention from the hospital staff.

Casals had no immediate answers. Whatever virus was
tormenting Pinneo did not match any hemorrhagic agents in
his Yale collection. He did know one thing: this organism was
unusually tough.

Miraculously, Pinneo began to recover by mid-April, and
was well enough to walk—albeit at an odd rightward slant—
out of her hospital room. On May 3 she was discharged from
the hospital, but she continued to suffer severe headaches,
dizziness, and vertigo until the end of the month.



The doctors, in both Nigeria and New York, were at a loss
to explain what had happened. The best guess was that
Marburg disease was responsible, but Casals could find no
evidence of Marburg in any of the nurses’ blood samples.

Back in New Haven, Casals continued his search, working
under state-of-the-art precautionary conditions. During the
four days it took Pinneo to travel from Jos to New York, the
dry ice in which the samples were packed had completely
sublimated, and the blood was exposed to the hot, humid
Nigerian climate. Nevertheless, the hardy viruses arrived
intact. To protect his staff, Casals insisted that only he would
attend to the mice that had been experimentally injected with
the mystery agent. The rodents were kept in a special airtight
room, which Casals never entered without first donning a
mask, goggles, and gloves.

Day after day, Casals injected samples of the nurse’s
mystery microbe into test animals, searching for clues to the
identity of the agent. His lab also grew cells from African
green monkeys, called Vero cells, in petri dishes, poured in
microbe-contaminated fluids, and watched the results. The
final quick test they used mixed antibodies against Marburg
and other viruses into test tubes full of Pinneo’s blood.

When they studied their results under powerful
microscopes, the mystery for Casals only deepened. None of
his vast range of antivirus antibodies —including those that
usually attacked the Marburg virus—seemed to lock on to the
mysterious microbe. Antibody molecules are very specific; for
scientists like Casals, an antibody/virus complementary
relationship was as reliable a clue as a detective’s discovery of
a culprit’s possession of the sole key to a safe-deposit box full
of the victim’s diamonds.

But none of the antibody “keys” in Casals’s vast collection
fit the “lock” of Pinneo’s mysterious virus. Casals and
colleague Robert Shope screened over 200 viral antibody
types against the microbe before concluding it was “something
new.”6

Equally disturbing were the microscopic clues provided by
studies of infected Vero and rodent cells; the enigmatic agent



just didn’t look like Marburg, or any other pathogen with
which Casals was familiar. Working with ace electron
microscope expert Sonja Buckley, Casals searched for
recognizable attributes of the microbe. They magnified their
samples over 100,000 times to be able to visualize the tiny
killers: what they saw were perfectly round balls or spheres,
from which projected dark spikes.7 Inside the balls was the
genetic material of the virus. Marburg, by contrast, was a long,
thin, fuzzy virus that often coiled up into a tight spiral.

The two viruses just didn’t look alike.

Worse yet, Casals concluded that this mystery microbe was
lethal as hell. When Buckley diluted samples to a ratio of one
drop of Pinneo’s blood to ten million drops of benign fluid, the
concoction still killed half the Vero monkey cells she grew in
her petri dishes within eight or nine days. Even Marburg didn’t
do that.

In late May, as Pinneo was recovering, Casals began
working on his presentation for the upcoming WHO
conference on Marburg disease. He was living in an apartment
on Manhattan’s Upper West Side and commuting daily to New
Haven. Preferring to do his writing at home, Casals gathered
up papers around his office on June 3 and prepared to head
into New York. But suddenly Casals felt a dramatic shivering
sensation all over his body that lasted over an hour. He took
two aspirin and it went away. The following morning he
awoke to make his journey back to New Haven and felt lousy.

On Saturday, Casals awoke to pain in his thigh muscles that
was startling in its severity. “I never knew a muscle could hurt
that much,” he thought, contemplating the scientific
significance of the matter.

He tried to get out of bed and walk, figuring he’d shake it
out, but was startled to find the pain increased and his legs
were almost too weak to hold up the rest of his body.

Dazed, Casals went back to bed, and soon found himself
watching the hours slip by without the slightest concern. He
felt oddly lethargic and apathetic.



“Probably just the flu,” he stubbornly concluded, despite
symptoms that he knew indicated something else.

Casals’s family had been away for the weekend, and when
they returned on Sunday evening, mother and daughter were
aghast. Jordi Casals had eaten nothing. The New York Times
lay unread on the floor beside him. The usually energetic
scientist seemed absolutely apathetic, as if he had decided to
abandon himself to fate. He was extremely confused and kept
mumbling something about the flu.

“This is no damned flu!” his wife declared, quickly calling
their family physician, Edgar Leifer. The doctor arrived
swiftly, ruled out influenza immediately, and whisked Casals
off to Columbia University’s Presbyterian Hospital.

The journey proved painful for Casals, as did several hours
of waiting in hospital hallways for X-rays and other tests.
While physicians worried about how best to limit contagion to
others when using cumbersome medical equipment on Casals,
the glass-booth isolation unit was prepared.

For the remainder of June and much of July, Casals lived in
a glass room specially ventilated with negative pressure and
air-lock doors. Only essential medical personnel, adorned in
protective gowns, gloves, goggles, and masks, were allowed
inside Casals’s little world.

Casals was acutely ill. His temperature was 104°F, his blood
pressure high, pulse weak, skin flushed, and red and white
blood cells were draining at an alarming rate out of his
cardiovascular system and into his urine.

The virus was attacking his heart, throat, and veins.

Though Casals continued to mumble that he was probably
okay, it was just a little cold, the hospital staff knew he was
fighting for his life, in the grip of Lassa fever.8

It was a long shot, but Leifer solicited the help of the
recovered Penny Pinneo.

“We need your blood,” the doctor said, explaining that he
hoped Pinneo’s blood contained antibodies that could destroy
the Lassa viruses then attacking Casals. Pinneo readily agreed.



Meanwhile, Casals’s boss, Wilbur Downs, called Karl Johnson
to ask what had been the Bolivian experience with trying sera
from a Machupo survivor as treatment for a victim of the
disease.

“Works,” Johnson said in his usually abrupt way. “But you
better hurry. The longer a patient is sick, the less helpful the
immune sera gets to be.”9

On the fourth day of his hospitalization, having deteriorated
quite dangerously, Casals was injected with 500 milliliters of
Pinneo’s plasma.

“It’s miraculous,” Casals said the following day as his fever
dropped to 101°F and his mind began to clear. With each
passing day thereafter Casals gained strength, attained a sense
of will while shedding his prior apathy, and felt the muscle
pains diminish. Within a week his temperature and
cardiovascular signs were normal.

After thirty days of hospitalization, a sadder but wiser
Casals went home.

The sadness stemmed from Casals’s inability to explain how
he had become infected. Certainly he had taken every possible
precaution in the Yale laboratory—precautions that had proven
quite adequate for the hundreds of other bizarre viruses he
studied. It was clear the Lassa agent was especially dangerous.

Over and over again Casals scanned his lab notes trying to
pinpoint an error, a moment when he carelessly allowed the
occurrence of contact between himself and the virus. Only two
possibilities were open. Because Casals insisted that only he
have contact with infected mice, the scientist thought it
possible that the animals had urinated viruses on the sawdust
and wood chips that lined their cages, and somehow these
wood particles had been kicked up into Casals’s breathing
space by the agitated rodents. But he always wore a mask: for
such a scenario to work, the mask that had protected him
against over a hundred other viruses would have failed with
Lassa.

An alternative explanation lay in the dried cracked skin of
Casals’s hands, full of microscopic holes that might have



served as portals of entry for the tough virus. But Casals
always wore thick latex gloves and could not remember
noticing any leakages. Could the virus get through rubber?
Had he unknowingly worn a faulty product one day that was
full of microscopic leaks?

The frustrating puzzle remained unsolved, even twenty-five
years later, much to the consternation of Yale officials who
were less than enthusiastic about having research on
mysterious lethal viruses conducted on campus.

Casals reminded inquiring university and Rockefeller
Foundation officials that he had, without prior incident,
conducted years of successful and safe research in the Yale
facility and, earlier, at Rockefeller laboratories in New York
City. Ever since the young Catalonian doctor had been
stranded in the United States by the Spanish Civil War in the
1930s, Casals had devoted most of his waking hours to
studying a succession of deadly viruses: polio, Japanese
encephalitis, rabies, St. Louis encephalitis, Junin, Machupo,
LCM (lymphocytic choriomeningitis in mice), dozens of
hemorrhagic viruses found in people and monkeys, and a host
of mosquito-carried South American agents he had
discovered.10

Indeed, ever since he and Karl Johnson had traveled all over
the Soviet Union investigating strange hemorrhagic diseases,
the pair had discovered that the real danger was not the
viruses, but politics. In the spring of 1965 for example, they
joined Soviet colleagues and a handful of other top American
researchers for a monthlong investigation of four different
types of viral bleeding syndromes, at least three of which were
found exclusively within the borders of the Soviet nation:
Omsk hemorrhagic fever, Crimeantype fever, and Central
Asian hemorrhagic fever. The trip proved immensely useful
for all the scientists involved, and several more exchanges
followed over the years.11

But every time Casals and Johnson returned from the Soviet
Union, they were hounded by CIA agents who expected the
scientists to reveal all that they had seen and discussed in the
communist nation. Casals always obliged, but by 1969, as he



argued with Yale officials about the continuance of his Lassa
work, he was growing impatient with all the inquiry.

In the summer of 1969 a recovering Casals pursued his
Lassa research vigorously, aware that university authorities
were debating whether to shut it down. In short order he
verified that the disease that had nearly killed both him and
Pinneo was caused by an apparently new virus.12 He further
showed that the virus’s genetic material was in the form of
RNA, rather than the DNA present in human cells. Using
techniques similar to those Johnson and Webb had followed
for purifying Machupo viruses, he was able to isolate Lassa
microbes from all the Nigerian samples, as well as his own
taken during hospitalization, including throat swabs, blood,
and urine. His lab ruled out the possibility that Lassa was
carried by a common African mosquito because they were
unable to experimentally infect such insects. On the other
hand, they pointed an accusatory finger at the rodent world
when they showed that experimental mice could be infected
with Lassa and none became ill; rather, the rodents served as
lethal carriers of the disease.

The strange virus failed to cross-react with any of the
hundreds of agents in Casals’s viral library, which ranged from
the nonpathogenic Tacaribe to 100 percent lethal strains of
rabies viruses, and when he tested his own blood against all
those viruses he found that his anti-Lassa antibodies reacted
only against the new virus. In other words, Casals was
immune to Lassa, but the immunity did not overlap to protect
him against any other virus. That was clear evidence that
Lassa was, indeed, unique.13

Most disturbing, Casals concluded that the virus could be
spread in four ways: by inhaling viral particles from an
infected human or animal, by contact with contaminated urine,
by direct blood-to-blood contact with an infected person, or by
some less clear method involving laboratory mice.

In the fall of 1969 Casals was forced to accede to the Yale
authorities’ concern about the safety of Lassa research, and all
samples of the virus were shipped to the Atlanta headquarters
of the Centers for Disease Control, where they were studied



and maintained in a uniquely designed high-security facility.14

What prompted Casals to agree that it was wise to cease Lassa
studies was the tragedy of Juan Roman, a fifty-five-year-old
technician in the Yale laboratory. Roman had decided to spend
the Thanksgiving holiday that year with cousins in York,
Pennsylvania. The Puerto Ricoborn assistant had never been
involved in Casals’s Lassa research and was strictly forbidden
(as were all people at the Yale facility, save Buckley and
Casals) to touch anything labeled “Lassa.”

On Wednesday evening, Roman left New Haven, apparently
feeling fine, and made the drive to York. By Friday he was
severely ill, suffering all the classic Lassa symptoms: fevers,
shivering, muscle pains, severe fatigue, and lethargy. He was
admitted to a local hospital, where he was treated without
special contagion precautions for a week before his stymied
physician called the Yale arbovirus laboratory to ask whether
Roman had handled any strange viruses.

Casals made a worried visit to York that Saturday and found
his technician desperately ill. After warning the hospital staff
about the need for high-security contagion precautions, he
returned immediately to Yale and began preparing samples of
his own blood to use as antiserum for the dying laboratory
technician. By the time he had arranged to have Roman
transferred to Columbia-Presbyterian Hospital in New York, it
was too late.

Roman died Monday morning, after just ten days of illness.
He never had a chance to try Casals’s antiserum.

Though Casals and Yale authorities went over Roman’s
notes and activities for hours, searched every inch of the
laboratory for an improperly labeled tube or dish, and hunted
for leaks in the ventilation systems, they were never able to
explain how the technician got Lassa. Concerned that panic
would spread through New Haven, particularly amid the
Vietnam War protests and student suspicions that biological
warfare research was being conducted at all the nation’s high-
security laboratories, Yale and Casals agreed it was time to get
rid of the Lassa samples.



Christmas 1969 found Pinneo and Casals happy to be alive,
sharing the company of their families. It was possible to look
at the glittering lights strung along Manhattan’s avenues, feel
the crisp night air filled with the promise of winter snowfall,
and completely forget the tropical menace that so nearly
claimed their lives. Casals blessed his hearty constitution, and
Pinneo mused often during that season’s church services about
her great luck. Her ears still rang all the time due to some
damage left by the virus, but she was alive and her energy was
slowly returning.

The season’s sense of joy quickly dissipated after the New
Year when patients started pouring into Pinneo’s former
hospital in Jos, now renamed Evangel Hospital. In three
weeks’ time, Dr. Jeannette Troup treated seventeen cases of
what looked like Lassa fever.15 Panic quickly spread among
the Evangel staff, and at the weekly prayer meeting of January
21 the reading was from Psalm 91:

Thou shall not be afraid for the terror by night;
nor for the arrow that flieth by day;
nor for the pestilence that walketh in darkness.

Though she suspected Lassa was the culprit, Dr. Jeannette
decided to perform one autopsy to confirm the diagnosis. On
January 25, 1970, the petite Troup, who sported a Lady Bird
Johnson hairdo, glasses, and the conservative cotton dresses
suitable for the tropics, stepped up to the autopsy table.
Acutely aware of the risks, she took a deep breath and made
her first incision.

Minutes later, she cut herself, drawing blood through her
protective gloves. Though she insisted to others at the time
that it was “just a nick,” Troup was terrified.

For good reason, as it turns out. Ten days later Dr. Jeannette
told colleagues she had the flu. On February 10 she was
admitted to the hospital with a fever of 103.8°F.



As Troup’s condition worsened, fear spread in the Jos
medical community and her colleagues notified Frame at
Columbia University. He, in turn, set into motion plans to fly
Pinneo and Casals to Jos. Though both were still suffering
Lassa virus-related symptoms, Frame was confident they were
now immune to the disease. That made them ideal Lassa
investigators.

Unfortunately, civil war once again raged in Biafra, and the
Nigerian government—which had never been pleased about
Frame’s decision to name the deadly disease after one of its
towns—delayed granting visas to Casals and Pinneo. As days
dragged by, filled with cables describing Troup’s deterioration,
the two Lassa survivors became increasingly anxious.

In a frantic effort, Frame shipped Pinneo’s antiserum via
U.S. diplomatic channels, but it was mistakenly routed to
Ibadan, miles from Troup’s Jos deathbed. The antiserum
reached Ibadan on February 15, and was carried from there to
Jos by Pinneo. She reached Jos on February 20.

Jeannette Troup, however, died on February 18.16

On March 3 Casals arrived, and a team of five researchers—
including Troup’s assistant Dr. Harold (Hal) White and Pinneo
—was assembled. Pinneo’s fluency in Hausa, as well as the
great respect she had garnered over the years from the people
of Jos, proved invaluable.

After weeks of investigation the team was unable to say
from where, exactly, the virus had come, but it could explain
the dramatic spread of Lassa inside Evangel Hospital and
nearby Vom Christian Hospital.17

Tracing back the cases, the team decided that it began with a
woman who traveled from Lagos, Nigeria’s huge metropolis,
to her home village of Bassa during September 1969. There,
she gave birth.

Forty days later, on Christmas Day, the woman developed
symptoms of acute viremia and was put in a general ward of
Evangel Hospital. Throughout her hospitalization the woman’s
newborn and three-and-a-half-year-old child stayed beside her,



and she was closely tended to by her mother and brother-in-
law.

By mid-January the woman was well enough to return to
Bassa, but shortly after the family reached their home the older
child died and the woman’s mother fell ill.18 Altogether,
twenty-eight people suffered Lassa fever in the two hospitals
between Christmas 1969 and February 26; thirteen died. With
the exception of Jeannette Troup, all were Nigerian.

At least sixteen people got Lassa from the first Bassa
woman, though most never had physical contact with the
patient. Much to the embarrassment of Evangel physicians, it
seemed most infections actually occurred on the A Ward of
their hospital. There, the Bassa woman struggled with her
fever for two weeks, lying on a corner bed beside an open
window. The prevailing breezes carried her exhaled viruses
down the ward, past the noses and mouths of four patients, six
visitors to the ward, and four hospital employees, all of whom
developed Lassa. The infected, in turn, passed the virus on to
family members after leaving the hospital, indicating it was
possible for Lassa survivors to carry the virus for two or more
weeks.

Searches throughout Bassa failed to find the source of the
epidemic.

For Frame, who was responsible for the health and safety of
SIM missionaries in West Africa, the second Lassa outbreak
was particularly worrisome for three reasons: it occurred
primarily among Nigerians, indicating there might not be
natural immunity in the population; the outbreak clearly
spread as a result of hospital procedures; and the source of the
disease remained elusive.

In 1970 Frame collected blood samples from 712 current
and recent American missionaries working in West Africa and
had them tested for evidence of past Lassa virus infection.19

Five tested positive, four of whom recalled having suffered
long, unexplained fevers. Only one member of the group,
Harry Elyea, had been ill while in Nigeria. In 1952, Elyea
spent a month in Rahama, Nigeria, severely ill. As a result, he
suffered a lifelong hearing deficit.20 Hearing loss would prove



a common side effect of Lassa infection. Twenty-five years
after her brush with death from Lassa fever, Pinneo would still
have a constant ringing in her ears.

The other four cases were missionaries who fell ill between
August 1965 and February 1968 in far-off Telehoro, Guinea.
Sixty-one-year-old missionary Carrie Moore was rendered
stone-deaf by her illness, having suffered total auditory nerve
destruction.

Frame’s group also tested blood samples that had been
collected in 1965–66 from villagers in northern Nigeria as part
of a parasite survey; 2 percent showed signs of previous Lassa
infection. The scientists suspected Lassa was hiding inside
some ubiquitous species of African animal and might well be
infecting human beings all over West Africa. With so many
fever-producing diseases to worry about in the tropics, it was
to be expected that the occasional Lassa case would go
unnoticed.

They warned that Lassa would undoubtedly strike again.

It was just months before their prediction proved sadly
accurate. Not in Nigeria, nor Guinea, but Liberia.

Garbazu, a Liberian peasant, was four months pregnant
when she started bleeding profusely. Though she had been
nauseated and sick for a week, she tried to treat herself in her
village of Zigida, using traditional antisorcery methods of
herbs and incantations. The uterine bleeding, however, scared
her enough to prompt a twenty-seven-mile journey to the
Curran Lutheran mission hospital in Zorzor.21

On March 3, 1972, Esther Bacon, a missionary nurse-
midwife from Colorado, performed an emergency dilation and
curettage after Garbazu spontaneously aborted twins.
Throughout the procedure, Garbazu bled an inordinate
amount, hemorrhaging so severely that Bacon’s nursing gown
soaked through, as did her cotton dress beneath, leaving her
torso drenched in Garbazu’s blood.

After a few days, Garbazu recovered and went home to
Zigida, but two other women with whom she had shared the
ob-gyn ward developed similar symptoms: nausea, mouth



sores, fevers. By mid-March, Bacon was ailing, as were other
members of the hospital staff. At month’s end, five patients
(including an ob-gyn patient’s newborn baby) and eight
hospital staff members were sick,22 and, as rumors spread of
Lassa fever, panic erupted in Zorzor. Travelers zoomed
through the town, their car windows shut tight against
imagined plague. And residents of neighboring towns became
dangerously agitated.

The fear was compounded by a very special concern for
Bacon. Since her arrival in Zorzor in 1941, the energetic
midwife had personally revolutionized health care in the
region, and eventually throughout Liberia, by creating a vast
infrastructure of trained midwife assistants and prenatal
screenings. Twice she was awarded Liberian presidential
medals for her years of walking hundreds of miles to far-flung
villages to convince women of the wisdom of delivering their
babies in clean hygienic settings, assisted by trained personnel.

Located in the high-country tropical forestland of eastern
Liberia, close to the Guinea border, Zorzor was a remote area
where sorcerers usually resented the intrusion of all forms of
competing providers of medicine, yet Bacon managed to gain
respect even in villages located so deep in the rain forest that
they could only be reached by horseback or on foot.

When word spread of Bacon’s illness, prayer meetings
occurred spontaneously throughout the region and the fear of
Lassa fever grew. People wondered, “What can be so terrible
that it can kill nurse Bacon?”

On Good Friday, March 30, Bacon was carried from her
home to a small landing strip, where she would board a prop
plane bound for the somewhat more sophisticated Phebe
Hospital. As her stretcher-bearers wended their way to the
airstrip, the people of Zorzor lined the path, some crying out,
others sobbing.

Samples of blood drawn from Bacon and other ailing
hospital staff members23 were forwarded to the CDC in
Atlanta, and health officials in Liberia, as well as WHO
headquarters in Geneva, were alerted. Once again, Penny
Pinneo, who had remained in Jos, was asked to donate her



services and her blood. Now convinced that God had intended
her to survive Lassa for just such a purpose, Pinneo
enthusiastically complied.

Though Pinneo brought two units of antibody-containing
plasma, the blood proved useless for Bacon. As Karl Johnson
had predicted three years before, antisera was effective for
viral hemorrhagic diseases only when given early in the
illness.

On April 4, Esther Bacon died.

When Esther Bacon fell ill, Tom Monath was just finishing
up his research fellowship in virology at the University of
Ibadan in Nigeria. The thirty-year-old Bostonian had
developed a fascination with insect-carried viral diseases
during his medical studies at Harvard, and went to Nigeria to
study yellow fever. By March 1972, his work was done, crates
were packed, and Monath was already imagining sinking his
teeth into a nice juicy all-American cheeseburger when a cable
arrived from the CDC.

“Go to Liberia,” it read, noting there were reasons to
suspect Lassa fever had broken out in a tiny mission hospital.
He was instructed to link up with Penny Pinneo and get to
Zorzor as fast as possible. His job was to find out where Lassa
came from and how it was spread.

For a moment Monath just stared at the cable, struck by a
flash of fear. “This is pretty terrifying,” he thought. “Nobody
really knows anything about this. It’s highly contagious, and
half of the people who got it in Jos died.”

But hours later, as he unpacked gear he had already
prepared for shipping to the United States, Monath
deliberately downplayed the assignment, telling his wife it was
“no big deal, probably routine.”

Pinneo and Monath made their way from Lagos to the
Liberian capital of Monrovia, and then took a tiny light-wing
plane to Zorzor. The moment they landed the pair could feel
the pall over the community. Nobody was walking along the
roads, and travelers refused to make their usual stopovers for
gasoline and food in Zorzor.



“The air smells like fear,” Monath thought.

Bacon was still alive—barely. Several hospital beds were
occupied by other Lassa patients, and the staff was frankly
stupefied by it all. Pinneo and Monath met with the hospital
director, Dr. Paul Mertens, and Tom laid out a battle plan.

“First, we go to Zigida, track down Garbazu, and try to
figure out where she got the virus,” Monath said. While
Pinneo and Monath searched the village, Mertens would try to
determine how the virus spread within his hospital. Because
she was immune, Pinneo agreed to be in charge of drawing
and handling blood samples.

Before he left Zorzor, Monath grabbed every mousetrap and
net he could find. Though all his training was in insects,
Monath knew that Junin and Machupo were rodent-carried
diseases, and circumstances just didn’t point to insects in
either Jos or Zorzor; if insects had carried the disease the cases
would not have all occurred indoors or been primarily among
adults. As a rule, insect-carried diseases attacked children
more than adults because youngsters tended to play outdoors
in watery or wooded areas where they came in contact with
mosquitoes, mites, spiders, and such.

But in Zorzor only one child had Lassa—a newborn who
undoubtedly got infected as a result of blood-to-blood contact
with its dying Lassa-infected mother.

As they headed for Zigida, Monath reviewed what he had
heard about rodent disease carriers and tried to imagine what a
real CDC rodent expert might do in the situation.

Neither Pinneo nor Monath spoke the Liberian languages of
Loma or Kpelle, but the government conducted its affairs in
English because the nation was founded by freed American
slaves in the nineteenth century, and even in remote villages it
was possible to get by with basic English. They found Garbazu
and gained village approval to take blood samples from her
friends and relatives, set mousetraps, and collect local animals.
While Pinneo patiently drew blood from anxious villagers
unaccustomed to such procedures, Monath hunted.



Night after night Monath crouched by candlelight, a net
grasped tightly in one well-gloved hand, the other constantly
adjusting his respirator. In this manner he captured dozens of
bats, always aware that the fangs of the animals that were
thrashing about in his nets might carry the deadly virus. With
only a flickering candle to illuminate his actions, Monath
carefully placed each captured bat in a thermos full of liquid
nitrogen, freezing their bodies for future study at CDC high-
security laboratories in Atlanta.

Monath failed to find the animal culprit responsible for the
original Zigida cases, but blood tests of 133 villagers showed
that, in addition to Garbazu, four people had survived bouts of
Lassa fever.

Back at the hospital, Mertens and Monath were joined by
Jordi Casals, who was sent by the CDC. Together they scoured
the building for pests, but eventually were forced to conclude
that the mini-epidemic constituted a classic case of nosocomial
transmission: spread of disease between patients and medical
staff.24 Nurse Esther Bacon, they decided, clearly became
infected during the dilation and curettage performed on
Garbazu, who presumably somehow contracted Lassa fever in
Zigida.

Garbazu was on the Curran Lutheran Hospital ob-gyn ward
from March 1 to 19. During that time Nessie, who was
recuperating from a kidney infection during pregnancy, lay in
the bed that was beside Garbazu’s for a few days, sharing her
newfound friend’s food and water. Nessie recovered nicely
from her pyelonephritis and was discharged. Five days later
she returned, suffering a soaring fever. Nessie died of Lassa.

Liberian midwives Jetty Ziegler and Phebe Hollwanger,
having tended to both Nessie and Garbazu, fell ill in mid-
March, but recovered fully from Lassa after a few weeks’
time.

Sarah wasn’t so lucky. Bedded just twenty feet downwind
from Garbazu, the Kpaiyean villager was recuperating from an
emergency caesarean section and caring for her newborn baby.
The very day Garbazu left Curran Lutheran Hospital, Sarah
developed a sudden searing headache, her fever spiked at



103°F, and she was unable to sit up. On April 4 her birth canal
began hemorrhaging so severely that Sarah went into shock
and died. Four days later her baby succumbed.

In all, eleven women got Lassa in Zorzor in 1970, all of
whom had been in the Lutheran hospital; seven were members
of the staff. Four people died: Esther Bacon, a Liberian
obstetrics patient named Sarah, her newborn baby, and Juanita
Akoi, a Liberian nursing assistant.25 Two of the survivors were
rendered hearing-impaired, one was completely deaf.

The team tested fifty-nine other patients who had been in
the hospital during March—six tested positive for Lassa.
Among the fifty-seven hospital staff members, in addition to
the seven known to have had the disease, two more tested
positive. Both had worked on the obstetric ward tending to
Sarah, Garbazu, and Nessie.

Nessie’s case particularly troubled the researchers because it
implied Lassa could have a long latency time (nineteen days),
and could even recur. The prospect of Lassa relapses among
his staff was particularly unnerving for Mertens.

Further evidence of relapses emerged when the team studied
hospital records going back five years. In the end, they were
convinced many past cases of unexplained feverish ailments
could be considered Lassa; one such former patient was
tracked down, tested, and found to have antibodies against
Lassa, showing he had, indeed, once been infected with the
virus.

Because the scientists couldn’t pin down the original
source(s) of the Liberian epidemic, Mertens knew he should
expect additional cases of the disease in the future.26 Though
he could do nothing to prevent village outbreaks, Mertens was
determined that the disease would never again be spread
within his hospital. The entire staff was trained in proper
disease control measures, hygiene, instrument sterilization,
and other classic practices that have been used with general
success to block the hospital spread of microbes since the days
of Baron Joseph Lister.27



Monath had barely caught his breath and was, once again,
preparing to return to the United States when Peace Corps
physician Michael Gregg, then working in Sierra Leone,
contacted the CDC. The volunteer doctor was convinced Lassa
had struck. Once again, Monath gathered up Casals and
Pinneo. The trio made their way in September 1972 to
Freetown, capital of Sierra Leone, and were joined by CDC
investigators David Fraser, Paul Goff, and Carlos (“Kent”)
Campbell. Together, they solved the Lassa mystery, though
their efforts went largely unnoticed back home in the wake of
the Watergate break-in and heated U.S. presidential elections.

About two hundred miles east of Freetown, not far from the
borders of Guinea and Liberia, Lassa fever struck among
villagers and diamond mine workers. At first glance the
epidemic seemed a repeat of those in Jos and Zorzor: hospital-
based. But it didn’t take long for Monath and Casals to
recognize that most of the people then suffering Lassa in
Panguma Hospital acquired their infections somewhere else. A
search through the medical records of six hospitals in the
region revealed sixty-three cases of what looked suspiciously
like Lassa, occurring between October 1, 1970, and October 1,
1972, with the numbers of sick having increased steadily over
the two years.

Once again, Monath donned thick gloves and a respirator to
hunt wild animals in the villages and mining camps around
Panguma. Casals and Pinneo took blood samples from hospital
staff members. The hunt was on. Cats and dogs were grabbed
by the villagers, who held the animals still while Campbell,
Casals, and Monath drew blood samples. Hundreds of traps for
rats and mice were set, bats were netted in the night. Again,
the wild animals bared their fangs at their captors, who
carefully killed the beasts with gloved hands.

“This is fantastic!” Monath thought, sensing the possibility
that here, in these Sierra Leone villages, the animal that carries
Lassa viruses would finally be found. So great was the
excitement that the team members kept their fears private,
never voicing anxieties about getting the dreaded disease. The
shorter, older meticulous Monath kept a watchful eye on Kent,
however. Towering over everyone, Campbell had the lanky



strong build of a basketball player and the impulsive swift
movements of an athlete.

Indeed, twenty-six-year-old Campbell got so wrapped up in
the quest that he suggested the team do something they would
all later agree was “really, really dumb”: take phlegm samples
from deep inside the lungs of Lassa patients lying on the wards
of Panguma Hospital. Temperatures in Sierra Leone were
hitting 110°F and humidity topped 90 percent, so Monath and
Campbell often found their protective gear (consisting of latex
surgical gloves, facial respirator masks, surgical cotton gowns
and foot coverings) intolerable and “fudged a little,” as
Campbell put it, creating spots along their masks and gowns
that allowed air circulation. Young Campbell, who had just
signed on for a two-year hitch with the CDC to avoid the
Vietnam War draft, enjoyed working with the older, more
experienced Monath. Though Monath was an urbane
Bostonian and Campbell hailed from eastern Tennessee, both
men had spent formative years at Harvard studying medicine
and public health. Campbell planned to return to Harvard
when his CDC hitch was over, to complete his pediatric
residency.

Monath, Campbell, and the rest of the group collected more
than 640 animals: mice, rats, shrews, bats, and house pets. The
animals’ lungs, hearts, spleens, kidneys, and blood were
carefully removed with sharp dissection scalpels wielded
cautiously by gloved hands. All were placed in liquid nitrogen,
meticulously labeled, and prepared for overseas air shipment
to the maximum-security laboratory at the CDC in Atlanta.28

While the team anxiously awaited results, they studied the
villages carefully, trying to see what was unique about those
that had Lassa cases. In all the eastern Sierra Leone villages
around Panguma and nearby Tongo, people lived in large
extended families that resided in houses made of mud coated
with cement. Their roofs were of iron sheets or thatching, the
floors packed mud. Harvested grains were stored in sacks and
baskets inside the homes.

The villages were clusters of homes encircling a clearing.
Outside the village lay some croplands and rain forest; at times



it was hard to tell where one stopped and the other began.
Because it was the rainy season, people—and animals—
tended to spend their time in shelters.

When the team captured animals they noticed three types of
mice and rats scurrying about the villages, and one type—the
Mastomys natalensis rat—was present in greater numbers in
villages stricken with Lassa.

To the joy of all the research team members, CDC
laboratory analysis confirmed their hunch. Of 350 animal
species initially tested, only Mastomys natalensis turned up
positive for Lassa virus infection. Better yet, the infected rats
came from the same villages where humans had the disease.

Though the major puzzle was finally solved,29 two
questions remained: why had the Mastomys suddenly become
a problem in key villages; and how did the rats pass Lassa
virus on to the people?

Monath’s group noticed that Mastomys had tough turf
competition in the form of the larger, more aggressive black
rat, Rattus rattus. In some villages, the people had driven out
or eaten the big black rats, leaving smaller brown Mastomys
virtually unopposed on the playing field. Mastomys often came
out of neighboring fields and took shelter from the rains inside
homes.

Less clear was how the rats gave people Lassa. Few of the
humans who were infected could recall being bitten, and the
team was unable to prove one way or another that Mastomys
could pass the virus in its urine, as had already been seen with
Junin and Machupo.

Back at the hospitals in Tongo and Panguma, Pinneo’s
lifesaving antibodies once again were used in hopes they
would help in the recovery of two Lassa patients. But the team
discovered in laboratory studies that antibodies from the
original Nigerian strain of Lassa virus (now dubbed Pinneo)
reacted poorly with the Sierra Leone virus. Weaker still was
the reaction to Monath’s Liberian strain. This meant there
were at least two widely divergent strains of Lassa viruses in
West Africa, and Pinneo’s antiserum could not be counted on



to save patients—and scientists—who got Lassa outside of the
Jos region of Nigeria.

It was possible, the group concluded, that Pinneo’s
antiserum had no real effect on the two Sierra Leone patients
to whom it had been given, as there were indications that both
women were already recovering.30

Any comfort Pinneo’s units of blood carefully stored at the
CDC might have provided to doctors, nurses, and researchers
working in West Africa in the 1970s clearly had to be muted.31

Because Mastomys was a common African rat, found in
fields and villages from Sudan to South Africa, it seemed
possible dozens of additional strains of Lassa lurked on the
continent—strains Pinneo’s antiserum might not be able to
combat.

Back at Columbia University, John Frame was convinced
Lassa fever could be found throughout West Africa if a
scientific search was carried out. With a paltry budget of only
$5,000, Frame and Casals screened the blood of missionary
workers from countries all over West Africa. They found
evidence of Lassa infection in people stationed in Mali, Upper
Volta,32 Ivory Coast, Zaire, and possibly the Central African
Republic. That meant Lassa existed in at least eight
countries.33

Kent Campbell had a similar idea. Mischievously, he
thought he could combine some smart science with a CDC-
paid extended trip through Ireland by offering to screen nuns
who had in the past worked at Panguma Hospital. Since its
opening in the 1950s Panguma had been staffed by the Sisters
of the Holy Rosary, an Irish Roman Catholic order. The nuns
tended to rotate through the African hospital, returning to
Ireland after a year or two, so several dozen women who could
have been exposed to Lassa now lived in Ireland. Campbell
told the CDC that testing those women might reveal the
answer to a key question: had Lassa been around Sierra Leone
for decades but gone unnoticed amid the plethora of diseases
people suffered, or was the virus new?



He argued persuasively to the Atlanta bosses: “If you
weren’t paying close attention, you wouldn’t be able to
distinguish Lassa from malaria. They look exactly the same
until the tail end of Lassa when the hemorrhaging starts.”

Campbell got the okay, hopped a commercial jet to London,
connected with his wife, Liz, and the two of them happily
embarked for the Emerald Isle. For four days Kent and Liz
traveled all over Ireland, from convent to convent, testing the
nuns and sightseeing. For Kent, it was a welcome relief from
the hard work in Sierra Leone; for Liz it was a break from
pacing about their Atlanta home worrying about her husband’s
safety.

One afternoon two of the Sisters took the Campbells to
Blarney Castle, where they, like thousands of Americans
before them, bent to kiss the Blarney stone. When they
returned to their car, Kent suddenly reeled, feeling as if he’d
been hit hard on the back of the head. Within seconds, sweat
poured out of his skin and he became terribly feverish.

By the time the Sisters got the Campbells back to their
hotel, Kent was delirious and running a 107°F fever. Liz was
hysterical. The Sisters called London authorities, who ordered
Kent transferred immediately to the hospital of the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Disease.

Later that day, the Campbells boarded a commercial Aer
Lingus jet, and flew without special precautions, amidst
hundreds of tourists. No one had instructed Liz to do
otherwise, and Kent was in no condition to do more than
follow Liz’s orders. On arrival in London, again without
extraordinary precautions, they grabbed a taxi to the London
School. And once inside the hospital, the ailing Kent was
placed on an ordinary isolation ward and treated by doctors
and nurses who had no idea what should be done.

After a day and a half of delirium, Campbell was given a
pint of Jordi Casals’s blood antiserum. It was midnight and
Campbell barely realized he was being transfused.

Five hours later he opened his eyes to see his friend Tom
Monath worriedly hovering over him.



“What’re you doin’ in London?” Campbell drawled in his
gentle Knoxville accent.

“We’re getting you out of here,” Monath responded
abruptly.

Campbell had no idea how much anxious negotiation had
surrounded his case over the previous thirty-six hours. State
Department and White House officials had been in discussions
with 10 Downing Street and Whitehall; CDC bosses had kept
an open line to their counterparts at the London School; the
decision was made to get Campbell onto American soil as
quickly as possible.

That night the Campbells were driven to Heathrow Airport,
this time wearing respirators to protect others, and transported
in a special ambulance driven by volunteers. Awaiting the
couple on the tarmac was a USAF C-141 transfer jet, inside of
which was an Apollo space capsule that had been flown from a
U.S. military warehouse in Frankfurt, Germany. Sealed off
from the outside world, the couple rested in seats designed for
astronauts orbiting deep in space. Monath and four USAF
medical corpsmen monitored the Campbells during their
transatlantic flight.

When the plane landed at New York’s Kennedy Airport,
another special ambulance greeted the group on the runway,
taking the Campbells off to Columbia-Presbyterian Hospital.

For four weeks Kent was treated in the same room in which
Casals had once languished. Liz was monitored closely, and
remained well. After thirty days, Campbell recovered and was
ready to return to his job at the CDC, but officials politely
asked that the young doctor “take a little time off”: it seemed
many employees of the world’s most prestigious disease
control agency were afraid Campbell might still harbor
contagious infection.

During his time off, Campbell got a bill from the U.S. Air
Force: $17,000, payable immediately, for medevac airlift
services. Kent shrugged and passed the bill on to CDC director
David Sencer, who gruffly sent it back to the Defense
Department.



In recognition of his recent hardship, CDC officials next
gave Campbell a choice assignment in Hawaii, where he and
Liz spent several weeks during a rubella outbreak. Upon
returning to Atlanta, his obligatory conscientious objector stint
at CDC nearly completed, Campbell spotted a help-wanted
notice on an agency bulletin board: “Chief Malaria Control
Officer: El Salvador.”

Kent Campbell re-upped with the CDC, and in 1973 he, Liz,
and their two small children moved to San Salvador for what
was supposed to be a two-year assignment.

It eventually became a four-year assignment that completely
changed Campbell’s life, giving him a newfound concern for
malaria control and the health problems of people in
developing countries.

While the Campbells settled into their new lives in El
Salvador, Uwe Brinkmann paced like a lab rat inside the
Ebstorf smallpox containment facility, and pondered the
stories of Casals, Pinneo, Campbell, and Roman. He knew his
predicament in Germany stemmed from all those past
incidents, and the high death toll the virus had claimed among
Americans and Europeans working in Africa. He thought of all
the mysteries surrounding Lassa, and wondered if he had
become infected while tending to Mandrella.

It felt as if a lifetime had passed, but it was just days ago
that Brinkmann, the controversial “hippie doctor,” had met
Casals in Ibadan. The CDC now made it a practice to send the
sixty-three-year-old Casals to investigate all reported Lassa
outbreaks. In five years he had seen two serious outbreaks, and
arrived in Ibadan in 1974 to witness his third.

For Casals, the Ibadan case was a tiny episode, highly
exaggerated by international press attention and government
panic on three continents.

When Casals arrived, Brinkmann stepped out of the group’s
Nigerian isolation house to greet the famous scientist, who,
characteristically, brushed aside the young German, barged
into the building, and went straight to Mandrella’s bedside.



Casals carefully examined Mandrella, surprised to discover
the patient was recovering. Dr. Hal White, who had attended to
Jeannette Troup when she succumbed to Lassa four years
earlier, had provided Mandrella with a unit of Penny Pinneo’s
antiserum. And English physician Adam Cargill was looking
after the ailing man. Cargill, then thirty-four, was on the
faculty of the University of Ibadan Medical School.

“What a ridiculous international brouhaha!” Casals thought.
In Lagos, Nigerian government officials had informed him,
“There is no Lassa fever in this country. Period. So the
German must have brought it here.”34

Angrily Casals thought, “So nice. They eliminated the
disease by saying it didn’t exist.”

Meanwhile, the Catholic Church, which ran St. Charles
Mission Hospital outside Enugu and had employed both
Sauerwald and Mandrella, alerted the German Foreign
Ministry and the Tropical Disease Institute (Tropeninstitut) in
Hamburg, raising concern in Germany. On March 15, 1974,
Ibadan’s Catholic bishop, Richard Finn, officially requested,
on behalf of Mandrella, help from the German government.

The Nigerians insisted that the German must take “his
disease” back to Germany, along with all the Nigerians and
others he may have touched. Panic escalated, and no nation
between Nigeria and Germany would grant permission for a
suitably small aircraft to land en route for refueling.

“Ideally, the patient should remain exactly where he is,
tended to by the apparently able nurses and these Brinkmann
and Cargill fellows,” Casals thought, knowing that the stress
of traveling could aggravate a condition that otherwise
appeared to be improving.

The Lassa expert then focused on Brinkmann, briefly
conveying his view that the patient’s condition was no longer
acute and it would be best for all if he remained exactly where
he was. After all, Casals said, transport would only aggravate
the patient’s pain and increase the number of people
worldwide who could be exposed to Mandrella’s breath and
bodily fluids.



Brinkmann agreed wholeheartedly, and waved goodbye to
Casals, hoping the highly respected scientist would succeed in
convincing Nigerian and German authorities of the folly of
their transport plans.

Unbeknownst to Brinkmann, Casals flew immediately to
WHO headquarters in Geneva, where he tried, in vain, to
argue for calm. He knew his was a lost cause when he scanned
the German and French newspapers on sale at the kiosk
located in the organization’s lobby.

For days the German press and, to a lesser degree, British
and French media were spellbound by the saga of Lassa and
the German doctor.

“Who Will Save This Physician?” screamed a Diepahtzer
Nachrichter headline, adding, “A scandal!”35

The Bild Zeitung ran huge portraits of Brinkmann, depicted
as a heroic figure who was braving death to rescue a
colleague. Alongside the frontpage story was a sidebar
describing practice sessions held by the Hamburg fire brigade
and police department, in preparation for Mandrella’s top
security arrival and transport to hospital facilities.36

Such flattering articles were common, and of no help to
Brinkmann, whose colleagues considered his journey to
Nigeria distasteful. Germany in 1974 was, like the United
States, experiencing an enormous generation gap that affected
every aspect of society, including science. Brinkmann, with his
tie-dyed T-shirts, long hair, and Indian sandals, became a
lightning rod for the resentments of older, more traditional
tropical disease experts. When the German Foreign Ministry
contacted the Tropeninstitut in Hamburg on March 16 asking
for information about Lassa, Brinkmann eagerly offered his
services. But some older scientists, notably virologists Godske
Nielsen at the Tropeninstitut and Fritz Lehmann-Gruber,
acting director of the Virology Institute of Hamburg University
Hospital, felt it was foolhardy to bring Mandrella back to
Germany. They argued that such an effort was overly
dangerous for everybody, including Mandrella.



Lehmann-Gruber went further, telling the German press that
bringing Mandrella into the country could lead to a Teutonic
Lassa epidemic.37

“We don’t know whether the virus may not find an ideal
vector,” Lehmann-Gruber told Bild-Hamburg.38

“Are you talking about an insect?” the reporter asked.

“Yes, a fly. A mosquito. All is possible,” Lehmann-Gruber
responded, adding, “The danger [of bringing Mandrella to
Germany] is still incalculable.”

For Brinkmann such talk seemed utterly absurd. Having
spent years in Ethiopia with his scientist-wife, Agnes, Uwe
knew Europeans tended to exaggerate the dangers of African
diseases. And in a manner typical among peers of his
generation, Brinkmann favored immediate action. Brinkmann
told the institute director he’d gladly take vacation leave
immediately and fly at his own expense, if necessary, to aid
Mandrella. Brinkmann’s offer was made in a room full of
Tropeninstitut staff in response to the director’s request for a
volunteer.

“No, Uwe, you can’t do it,” the director said. “You have two
little children.”

Brinkmann shuddered for an instant, thinking of his sons,
Patrick, age two, and four-year-old John Vincent. But no other
hands were raised.

The director took Brinkmann up on the offer, handing the
young scientist cash—drawn from his own wallet—for the
airfare.

After Brinkmann arrived in Lagos, the German press started
making trouble, fueling the debate between Uwe and his
opponents, by building him up as a hero. On March 18, a day
after Uwe left Germany, a national television correspondent
visited Brinkmann’s mother.

“How does a mother feel whose son is flying off to death?”
the reporter asked.



Unaware of Uwe’s departure, Mrs. Brinkmann invited the
TV crew to take tea in her living room, and answered their
question with one of her own: “Who is so crazy to ask him to
do something like that?”

Meanwhile, the German government, now convinced Lassa
was akin to the Andromeda Strain, was frantically trying to
find some form of airtight container in which to transport
Mandrella. On March 19 the answer seemed at hand when
headlines declared, “Danke! Kissinger Will Save the Fever
Physician.”39 U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger offered
the use of an American military transport plane to fly an
Apollo space capsule to Nigeria. Mandrella and Brinkmann
would then board the airtight capsule, as had Kent Campbell
eighteen months earlier, breathe filtered air, and remain so
encapsulated for several hours’ flight time from Ibadan to
Hamburg. It was a precaution considered brilliant by the
German press and political hierarchy, but paranoid by experts
like Casals.

While the German, American, and Nigerian governments
debated the relative merits of using the Apollo spacecraft,
Mandrella and his caregivers grew increasingly anxious in
Ibadan. Mandrella had been sick for nearly a month (his
symptoms began February 22); and the three men, the nun,
and the two nurse assistants had been under virtual house
arrest for days. For the three chaste Nigerian women, being
co-housed with men was particularly disgraceful, and they
greatly feared their reputations would be damaged.

Dr. Cargill was especially agitated. He feared the Nigerian
government would mount a campaign of blame against him,
primarily because he—the Lassa victim’s physician—was a
citizen of Nigeria’s former colonial power. He paced the small
house anxiously, thinking of his wife, Alice, and their two
small children—all safely tucked away in Sussex, England.

When he developed serious diarrhea and a mild fever,
Cargill was convinced that he too had Lassa. Fear within the
group escalated. Brinkmann tried to calm everyone down,
saying, “I know in my gut we’re all going to survive.”40



Finally, on March 21, a specially outfitted Lufthansa
Condor jet landed at the Ibadan airstrip. The three foreigners
and the three Nigerian women were driven to the tarmac, and
Mandrella, languid on a stretcher, was placed on a forklift and
loaded in the cargo entry of the jet. The others climbed stairs
to the plane, finding no comfort inside. To protect the flight
crew, German engineers had gutted the passenger section of
the aircraft, placing a huge airtight barrier between the plane’s
tail section and the forward crew compartment. In addition,
special air circulators were installed, providing the two halves
of the craft with separate oxygen supplies. No flight attendants
greeted the group; just a forbidding, barren compartment. 41

Brinkmann, the last to board, took his seat before realizing
there was no crew in their section.

“Close the door immediately!” the captain shouted over the
plane’s public-address system. Brinkmann jumped out of his
seat and stared at the pressurized door, upon which were
printed two pages of instructions on proper methods of closure
and opening.

“We are leaving immediately. Close the door now!” the pilot
said.

“Well, here goes nothing,” Brinkmann thought, as he
grabbed the door, pulled and twisted the handles, and hoped he
had safely sealed them in their strange cabin to Deutschland.

When the plane landed hours later at the Hamburg airport
the door was opened by a man dressed in a white head-to-toe
outfit reminiscent of astronaut’s gear over which he wore a
huge clear plastic bubble that enclosed his legs from the knees
up and all of his torso and head. From the bizarre inflated
bubble protruded his arms, which flopped about almost
helplessly. A long plastic hose connected to the back of the
bubble provided the man with a germ-free atmosphere.

“This is like a scene from a bad science fiction movie,”
Brinkmann told his fellow travelers.

The fantastic bubble creature waved his arms clumsily,
beckoning the group out of the plane. Three other bubble men



ushered them into a waiting van and carried Mandrella’s
stretcher.

In the process, one bubble man fainted for lack of oxygen,
and shouts of “The virus! The virus!” went up among the
security entourage. For a few moments the operation was
seized with panic.42

When they were on their way into the woods, and
Brinkmann was struggling to suppress his concentration camp
fantasies, he shared an anxious glance with Mandrella. Only
later, during their long days of captivity in Ebstorf, would
Mandrella tell Uwe that he too had momentarily thought of the
Third Reich, remembering his father’s execution and the
almost unbelievably cruel “bill for hanging” his mother had
received.

Until their release from Ebstorf on April 20, the sextet had
only occasional telephone contact with the outside world. All
papers, food, garbage, clothing, and medicines were sterilized
or destroyed when passed out of the facility through specially
designed airlocks.43

Every day Agnes would bring Patrick and John Vincent to
Ebstorf to wave at their father from behind a chain-link fence
some twenty yards from the containment facility. Groups of
nuns and Catholic parishioners would also gather at the fence
to pray for the three Nigerian women and their missionary
doctor. Pictures of the chain-fence gatherings graced the pages
of German newspapers for over three weeks.

Inside, Brinkmann tried to keep the sorry spirits of the
group buoyed with jokes. His sense of humor tending to
sarcasm, Uwe told the group, “We could go out right now and
become millionaires. It’s true! We could walk right out of here,
rob the biggest bank in Germany, hijack an airplane, and spend
the rest of our lives in luxury on some tropical island. No one
would dare stop us, they’re all so afraid of the virus.”

On March 28, Der Stern, one of Germany’s two most
popular news magazines, published a lengthy article praising
Brinkmann. Describing his hippie attire and disheveled
appearance, the magazine declared Brinkmann a far greater



physician than, for example, Dr. Ernest Fromm, then head of
the German Physicians’ Association. Fromm was under
investigation for allegedly embezzling funds.44

The day the article was released a public relations manager
for the federal Health Ministry called Brinkmann in the
Ebstorf facility, accusing the young doctor of planting the
article as a deliberate smear against Fromm.

“You better never come back to Hamburg!” the PR man
said. At that moment Brinkmann knew his efforts on
Mandrella’s behalf were going to demand a high career price.

Cargill feared he too would pay for his actions. A slim,
nervous man, Cargill anticipated the worst, and carefully
monitored news from Nigeria. Indeed, he was fired in absentia
from his hospital job, and the Lagos press accused him of
being responsible for the mini-epidemic.

“An expatriate doctor … almost caused an epidemic of the
disease in Ibadan by arbitrarily getting in contact with a
patient of the killer disease,” said Lagos press accounts.45

When CDC laboratory tests finally confirmed that all six
people in the Ebstorf containment facility were free of the
Lassa virus, Mandrella having recovered and the others never
having been infected in the first place, the group was released.
A department store gave the Nigerian women an allday free
shopping spree as compensation for their long captivity.
Mandrella quietly retreated to the company of German friends
for several more months of recuperation, Cargill joined his
family in Sussex, and Brinkmann—despite the warnings of
some—returned to the Tropeninstitut.

He found an atmosphere deeply polarized by the Lassa virus
events. On one extreme, the federal government offered
Brinkmann one of the country’s highest medals, which he
discreetly declined. On the other, many old-guard scientists
bitterly denounced Brinkmann’s actions and demanded his
resignation. At the director’s insistence, Brinkmann took his
family on a vacation to allow time for things to cool down in
Hamburg.



Two weeks into their vacation, John Vincent went to play in
a friend’s flat. While adult eyes were briefly turned away, the
energetic four-year-old jumped and leapt about, misjudged his
footing, and fell out of the apartment window.

News of his son’s death crushed Brinkmann. He lost his will
to fight the Hamburg old guard, to swagger as the hippie
doctor, or to take bold steps to confront tropical diseases.
Nearly twenty years later he would find it impossible to
discuss Lassa fever without recalling the emotional traumas of
the political battles, the long quarantine at Ebstorf, the group’s
fears, criticisms from fellow scientists, and—most tragically—
his son’s death.

In August 1974, Dr. Bernhard Mandrella quietly returned to
Nigeria, continuing his missionary work at the Borromeo
Hospital in Onitsha.
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5
Yambuku

EBOLA

Men who never have had the experience
of trying, in the midst of an epidemic, to
remain calm and keep experimental
conditions, do not realize in the security of
their laboratories what one has to contend
with.

 

—Dr. Martin Arrowsmith, from
Arrowsmith, Sinclair Lewis

I
Mabalo Lokela was in a great mood. Sure, he had a fever, but
it was undoubtedly just the malaria again. He was sure of that.
The important thing was that he was back from a great
vacation—one of the few he’d had in his forty-four years.

While he waited for one of the Sisters to give him malaria
medicine, Mabalo shared with colleagues at the Yambuku
mission stories of his recent travels. From August 10 to
August 22 he and six other mission employees had driven
around the far north of Zaire, visiting towns all over the
Mobaye-Bongo Zone, sampling local delicacies and enjoying
the sort of sightseeing that was rare for people in the Bumba
Zone. It was possible to travel such distances—it must have
been hundreds of miles!—only because Father Augustin was
with them: his presence allowed the use of the mission’s Land-
Rover.

“We got all the way up to Badolité, and we would have
crossed over into the Central African Republic, but the bridge
was down,” he told friends at the mission. When he got back
to Yambuku four days ago, Mabalo (whom friends called
Antoine) was so happy to be home that he spent a good bit of



his schoolteacher income buying fresh antelope meat in the
market—something to please his wife, Mbuzu Sophie. Sophie,
who was eight months pregnant, dried the meat and made a
stew for the family celebration of Antoine’s return.1

Antoine watched as one of the Belgian Sisters prepared a
syringe, and gritted his teeth when the needle punctured his
skin. “Chloroquine,” she told him as he rubbed his arm, “will
cure your malaria.” He nodded, confident that all good cures
come from needles.

Two days later, on August 28, 1976, a thirty-year-old man
came to the Yambuku Mission Hospital complaining of
terrible diarrhea. Though nobody at the mission recognized the
man, he told the Sisters that he came from the nearby village
of Yandongi. Well, his origins were no matter; the Sisters
treated any needy soul who crossed their threshold, sometimes
400 a day, many of whom walked and hitched rides distances
of fifty or sixty miles to reach the mission. Most of the sick
got injections of one kind or another: antibiotics, chloroquine,
vitamins—whatever supplies might be on hand in the
modestly funded remote Catholic hospital. And usually that
was enough for the people, who would, in any event,
supplement whatever the Belgian nurses gave them with
potions, incantations, and injections from local sorcerers.

But the case of the man from Yandongi was odd, and Sisters
Béata, Edmonda, and Myriam weren’t quite sure what was the
source of his illness. They put the man in one of the 120 beds
in the hospital and, for two days, debated his diagnosis, finally
writing in his medical chart a vague “dysentery and
epistaxis.”2

After two days the man left the hospital against the Sisters’
wishes, his diarrhea and epistaxis, or severe nosebleed, still
unresolved. He was never seen again, though events days after
his disappearance would prompt dozens of investigators from
all over the world to scour villages throughout the Bumba
Zone in search of the elusive patient.

The Bumba Zone lay in Zaire’s northern frontier, spanning
savanna and dense rain forest lands between the Ubangi and
Zaire (formerly Congo) rivers. Some 275,000 people lived in



the Zone, most in villages of fewer than 500 people. They
earned their living growing cash crops for export to the Zairian
capital, Kinshasa, and by hunting. The equatorial jungles and
grasslands were rife with game that included such marketable
delicacies, pelts, and riches as green monkeys, baboons, black-
and-white colobus tree monkeys, chimpanzees, spotted-necked
otters, mongooses, civets, elephants, hippopotamuses,
bushpigs, buffaloes, bongos, sitatunga antelopes, bushbucks,
reedbucks, and oribi.3

Since 1935 the major hospital and dispensary for some
60,000 villagers living in the central Bumba Zone was that
operated by Belgian Catholic missionaries in the village of
Yambuku. A staff of seventeen “nurses”—so designated,
though none of the Sisters had attended a certified nursing
school—and medical assistants tended to the health needs of
the community out of a rather modest set of cinder-block
buildings. As one entered the front of the hospital,
administrative offices were in a room on the right, followed by
a pharmacy, and a surgical block comprised of an operating
theater, scrub room, and facilities for “sterilizing” instruments:
a thirty-liter autoclave and a Primus stove atop which water
boiled.

Outside the surgical block one entered a long alleyway. To
one side of the alley was a pavilion bisected by a hall, off of
which were large hospital rooms: one common ward with
eighteen beds, four eighteen-bed men’s wards, and three larger
women’s wards. As was common throughout Central Africa,
the beds were flat metal ones made tolerably comfortable with
thin mattresses and ancient linens. Additional comforts and
foods to supplement the basic rice or mealie-meal menu were
provided by patients’ relatives.

Further along the outer alleyway was an outpatient clinic,
through which flowed dozens of people every day seeking
prenatal care, injections for a variety of ailments, vaccines for
their children, and advice from the Sisters about all sorts of
health problems.

There was no doctor in Yambuku. Patients were treated by
the staff of four Belgian nuns who had received a modicum of



training in nurse-midwifery, a priest, one Zairian female nurse,
and seven Zairian men.4

This small team of hardworking health providers also
monitored patients in another building housing a large ob-gyn
ward and two more general medicine wards. The hospital was
part of a larger mission complex that included a school where
Antoine worked, a church, a variety of other service buildings,
and the living and dining quarters of the missionaries. In
addition to those working in the hospitals, the missionaries
included several more Belgian nuns and priests who staffed
the schools, the church, and other facilities.

Though his home was in the village of Yalikonde, about a
mile from Yambuku, Antoine spent days on end at the mission,
as did two of his older teenaged children. So it was natural that
he returned to the Sisters on September 1 when, despite the
chloroquine injection, his fever soared over 100°F. They
checked his vital signs and told Antoine to rest for a few days.
Antoine returned to Yalikonde, where Sophie tended to him.

At about the same time as Antoine was regaling friends with
tales of his recent travels while awaiting his chloroquine shot,
sixteen-year-old Yombe Ngongo lay in Yambuku Hospital
undergoing transfusions to counter her severe anemia. Nearby,
twenty-five-year-old Lizenge Embale was recuperating from
what seemed to be malaria, tended to by her husband, Ekombe
Mongwa.

And over on the men’s ward Angi Dobola was recovering
from hernia surgery. The sixty-year-old villager from Yalaloa
was watched closely by his wife, Sebo Dombe, who
complained to the Sisters of exhaustion. Sebo was given
vitamin injections, which helped her find the energy to cope
with long, tense nights by her husband’s post-op bedside.

On September 5 Antoine returned to the mission critically
ill. He was vomiting and had acute diarrhea, leaving him so
dehydrated that he had “ghost eyes,” as the missionaries called
them: deeply recessed, dark, glazed eyes surrounded by pale,
parchmentlike skin stretched tightly over pronounced facial
bones. His chest hurt, he had a terrible headache, fevers
continued, he was deeply agitated and confused.



And he was bleeding. His nose bled, his gums bled, and
there was blood in his diarrhea and vomitus.

The Sisters had no idea what was wrong with Antoine, nor
did they realize that he was not an isolated case. Yombe
Ngongo had checked out of Yambuku Hospital on August 30,
and was now fighting for her life at home, in the village of
Yamisakolo. At the sixteen-year-old’s side was her anxious
nine-year-old sister, Euza, feeling her own first symptoms of
headaches and fever.

And Sebo Dombe’s exhaustion now exceeded the benefits
of vitamin injections. Though her husband was recovering
nicely from his hernia operation and the pair had returned
home, Sebo was semi-delirious. She too was hemorrhaging
blood. As was Lizenge Embale, who had returned to her home
in Yaekenga in the beginning of September but was now
struggling to stay alive. At her side, vomiting blood and
bleeding from his eyes, was her husband, Ekombe Mongwa.

The Sisters knew only of Antoine’s case, and they did
everything they could to save their friend. The hospital had no
sophisticated laboratory facilities to aid in diagnosis, so they
could only guess what might be causing such horrendous
things to happen to a human body—perhaps yellow fever, or
typhus. They pumped Antoine full of antibiotics, chloroquine,
vitamins, and intravenous fluid to offset his dehydration.

Nothing worked. On September 8, Mabalo (“Antoine”)
Lokela died. Unbeknownst to the Sisters, Yombe Ngongo died
the day before in her village home. On September 9, her little
sister, Euza, succumbed. That week Lizenge Embale and her
husband, Ekombe, died in the hut in Yaekenga—again, the
Sisters didn’t know.

Antoine’s funeral was well attended and, as was customary,
his body was carefully prepared before burial by Sophie, his
mother, Sophie’s sister Gizi, and other women friends. By
tradition readying a body for burial required evacuating all
food and excreta, a procedure that was generally performed by
bare-handed women.



In a matter of days Antoine’s mother, Gizi, and Sophie were
suffering the same ghastly disease; Sophie and Gizi survived,
but Antoine’s mother died on September 20, as did his mother-
in-law, Ngbua, who had assisted in the funeral preparations.
And though Sophie survived those hellish September days, her
baby was stillborn—another hemorrhagic victim.

In all, twenty-one of Antoine’s friends and family members
got the disease; eighteen died.

Soon the hospital was full of people suffering with the new
symptoms. Panic spread as village elders spoke of an illness,
unlike anything ever seen before, that made people bleed to
death. In Yambuku the Sisters were already close to the
breaking point, not knowing the why, what, or how of the new
disease.

The horror was magnified by the behavior of the many
patients whose minds seemed to snap. Some tore off their
clothing and ran out of the hospital, screaming incoherently.
Others cried out to unseen visitors, or stared out of ghost eyes
without recognizing wives, husbands, or children at their sides.
Word, and the disease, spread quickly to villages throughout
the Bumba Zone. In some, the huts of the infected were burned
by hysterical neighbors.

On September 12, Sister Béata developed the sudden fever,
muscle aches, nausea, diarrhea, and bleeding gums that she
and her fellow nurses now recognized only too well. Sisters
Myriam and Edmonda prayed for a miracle and radioed urgent
pleas for assistance.

Bumba Zone medical director Dr. Ngoi Mushola scoured
the city of Bumba for petrol, finally arranging transport across
the roughly fifty miles to Yambuku on September 15. What
greeted Ngoi upon arrival was a horror that shook the
provincial physician to his very soul. The Sisters and priests
beseeched him to tell them what disease was claiming the lives
and spirits of their parishioners. In desperation they begged
him to help cure Sister Béata.

But Ngoi was every bit as helpless as the hapless clerics.
With great care he gathered as much clinical information as



possible, and on September 17 rushed back to Bumba in order
to cable his report to authorities in Kinshasa.

 

Republique du Zaire—Region of the Equator -S/Region of
Mongala—Bumba Zone—Bumba Medical Service
Inquiry into alarming cases in the community of Yandongi,
Bumba Zone, 15–17 September 1976.

I received an urgent call from Yambuku on September 15
from the medical assistant Masangaya Alola Nzanzu of
Yambuku Hospital because of alarming cases in the
community since September 5, 1976; I went to determine the
reality of the situation.

Findings. The affliction is characterized by a high
temperature around 39°C; frequent vomiting of black, digested
blood, but of red blood in a few cases; diarrheal emissions
initially sprinkled with blood, with only red blood near death;
epistaxis [nosebleeds] now and then; retrosternal and
abdominal pain and a state of stupor; prostration with
heaviness in the joints; rapid evolution toward death after a
period of about three days, from a state of general health.

 

Ngoi’s report described the first case, that of Mabalo Lokela,
and then listed twenty-six cases of the strange illness, giving
the names of the patients, noting that fourteen had died, ten
were still sick, and four had fled the hospital in terror, their
whereabouts now unknown.

Eerily, Ngoi corrected his report just before sending it to
Kinshasa to note that two individuals on his “ailing” list had
died by the time he reached Bumba. He listed the treatments
tried, without success, at Yambuku Hospital: aspirin,
chloroquine, nivaquine, blood coagulants, calcium, cardiac
stimulants, caffeine, camphor. And he noted that the hospital
had used up all its antibiotic supplies.

Nothing helpful had been discovered in the Yambuku
Hospital group’s microscopic studies of blood, urine, and stool
samples, Ngoi noted. And he tactfully added that protective



measures by the hospital to isolate patients with the disease
“are not strict.”

Warning that “there is already panic” in all the villages,
Ngoi requested assistance from Kinshasa authorities.

He left Yambuku having recommended that the Sisters take
three measures immediately: “(1) Hospitalize the cases. (2)
Use public cemeteries.5 (3) Boil potable water.”

What Ngoi had written, though he did not know it at the
time, was the first historic description of a new disease. In
clear, succinct, and, as time would show, largely accurate
terms, Ngoi had described what would prove to be the second
most lethal disease of the twentieth century.6

At five o’clock in the afternoon of September 19, Sister
Béata died. The same day reports came into the mission of
illnesses and deaths from the bizarre bleeding disease in over
forty villages. By now, there was real danger of a mass exodus
of hysterical villagers fleeing to nearby zones—and taking the
disease with them. Through the missionary radio relay system,
the Sisters sent more urgent pleas for assistance.

Federal authorities dispatched two professors from the
National University of Zaire to Yambuku: microbiologist
Muyembe Tamfum Lintak and epidemiologist Omombo. They
reached the mission on September 23, intending to conduct a
six-day study of the problem, but cut their visit short and beat
a hasty retreat from Yambuku after just twenty-four hours.

When they arrived at Yambuku Hospital, Muyembe and
Omombo saw despair and horror everywhere they turned. Just
hours before they arrived, twenty-six-year-old mission nurse
Amane Ehumba had died of the disease, and anxieties among
the Zairian hospital employees were at near-panic levels.

The professors first focused on a small child who was
writhing in agony in a hospital crib. While they discussed what
might be done, the child died before their eyes. The academics
were shaken from their intellectualizing, and immediately set
to work collecting blood and tissue samples from patients and
cadavers, interviewing ailing patients and reviewing their
medical charts.



As the professors commenced their research, Sister Myriam,
who had nursed Sister Béata, was suddenly overcome by
piercing headaches and fever. The fear among the mission staff
was contagious.

Unfortunately, the academics hadn’t taken Ngoi’s field
report seriously, and brought no protective gloves, masks, or
gowns for their use during procedures that put them in contact
with infected blood. Still, they worked around the clock,
examining five blood samples for signs of malaria, parasites,
or bacteria. They found nothing. When they performed
autopsies, Muyembe and Omombo were aghast at the
extensive damage inflicted by the disease, and removed liver
samples to send to sophisticated laboratories for further
analysis.

Sister Romana arrived during the day, having traveled all
morning from the Lisala Mission, located in the zone to the
southwest of Bumba. “I have come,” she told the other
Belgians, “to replace Sister Béata.” The visiting nun set to
work immediately, looking after the latest victims.

Among them was Sophie, still severely ill at that point,
groaning in agony in her hospital bed. While the professors
inspected the wards, their guide, nurse Sukato Manzomba,
progressed from being mildly feverish to a life-threatening
state. She began vomiting blood and passed into delirium. The
stunned professors acceded to the missionaries’ pleas and
agreed to take Sister Myriam, Father Augustin (who had
traveled with Antoine in northern Zaire and was running a
high fever), and Sister Edmonda (as an accompanying nurse)
back to Kinshasa for treatment.

The group traveled the muddy, bumpy road from Yambuku
to Bumba in a Land-Rover, passing several villages along the
way, and were airlifted the following day to Kinshasa aboard a
Zairian Air Force transport jet. Left to their own devices at
Kinshasa’s N’djili Airport, inexplicably abandoned by the
professors, the missionaries were forced to take a taxi to
Ngaliema Hospital—Zaire’s premier teaching facility.

From the moment she arrived it was obvious to the
Ngaliema staff that Sister Myriam needed not a hospital bed,



but a deathbed.

Because they had no idea what pathogen was producing the
Sister’s illness, the Ngaliema staff didn’t know what
precautions they should take. Sister Edmonda described the
rapid spread of the disease inside Yambuku Hospital and
volunteered to do the bulk of Sister Myriam’s care. The ailing
nun was placed in an isolated ward. A pretty young student
nurse, Mayinga N’Seka, offered her assistance and Dr.
Lusakumuna took charge of the case. Collectively they did
what they could to ease Sister Myriam’s suffering.

On September 30, despite their efforts, Sister Myriam died
in the Kinshasa hospital.

II
Dr. William Close was in Wyoming at the time, negotiating the
purchase of a ranch. For sixteen years he had lived in
Kinshasa, serving as personal physician to President Mobutu
Sese Seko and directing a nongovernmental medical
development group called Cooperation Médicale Belge. The
American physician and his family7 had arrived in Zaire when
Mobutu seemed a heroic, towering figure on the African
landscape, a leader of postcolonial black Africa, and an
inspiration to young idealists worldwide. But over the years
Close witnessed Mobutu’s transformation from a sort of
Zairian George Washington to a tyrannical and corrupt despot
enamored of the works of Machiavelli and surrounded by
family and associates who treated Zaire’s national bank as
their personal cash register.

Grown cynical, Close was preparing for a new life in
Wyoming when Dr. Ngwété Kikhela, Zaire’s Minister of
Health, called to ask Close to notify American authorities,
requesting assistance. Close immediately contacted the
Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, apprising the agency of
the situation and formally requesting laboratory support to
determine the cause of the Yambuku outbreak.

Back at the mission, more of the hospital staff contracted
the disease. Now ten of the seventeen employees were either



dead or too sick to continue tending to patients. Following
Muyembe’s parting recommendations, Sister Genoveva closed
the hospital to all but the remaining dying victims of the
mysterious disease. Though she had no medical training and
was one of the mission’s teaching nuns, Sister Genoveva was
forced to carry the onus: none of the Belgian medical
personnel remained well enough to shoulder such
responsibilities.

Sister Romana lay in one bed, vomiting blood, bleeding
from her gums, suffering acute diarrhea, and groaning in
delirium. The elderly Father Germain Lootens was similarly
stricken, and none of the remaining Zairian nurses felt up to
staffing the hospital without their supervision.

Lacking medical skills, Sisters Genoveva, Marcella, and
Mariette turned to the only weapon in their armamentarium:
prayer. For hours on end the grief-stricken nuns and the three
remaining priests prayed over the sickbeds of their friends and
colleagues, hoping their devout entreaties would bring a
miracle.

Despite their prayers, Sister Romana died at noon on
October 2. Word of her death, radioed by the Yambuku staff to
the Lisala Mission, produced both tremendous grief and
justifiable fear among her old friends. Just six hours later,
Father Lootens also passed away and this threw the surviving
Belgian missionaries into such despair and terror that a visiting
team of Kinshasa scientists found the group virtually
paralyzed by anxiety.

At Minister Ngwété’s request, a team of medical experts
had been assembled and flown to Bumba by the Zairian Air
Force. From there they drove to Yambuku. The three-man
team arrived shortly after the deaths of Sister Romana and
Father Lootens. Ministry officials, notified of the deaths by
relayed radio messages, ordered the area placed under strict
quarantine and “cordons sanitaires” established around
Yambuku.

Having no experience in such matters, Sister Genoveva took
the order literally. She gathered up rolls of bandage gauze and
strung them around the periphery of the mission and



suspended signs from the “cordons” warning visitors to stay
away. A large bell was hung at the mission entry, with a sign
telling visitors to ring, leave their messages or food donations,
and quickly withdraw.

Close explained the crisis to President Mobutu, who
expressed concern about containing the epidemic, and put his
personal Hercules C-130 transport jet at the disposal of the
medical effort. He also ordered the entire Bumba Zone placed
under strict isolation. All roadways, waterways, and airfields
in the region were placed under martial law, and the transport
of goods and people in and out of the area came to a full stop
within a week. The village elders of the Bumba Zone,
recalling the smallpox epidemic of the 1960s, advised their
people to remain housebound until the epidemic passed.
Overnight all commerce, social life, schooling, and ritual
gatherings ceased and the villages surrounding Yambuku
looked like ghost towns.

Close helped gather medical supplies, rudimentary lab
equipment, and other hospital essentials from warehouses and
hospitals around Kinshasa, and these were loaded aboard
Mobutu’s jet and flown to Bumba.

Meanwhile, the three-man team of Kinshasa-based
investigators, composed of Zairian health official Dr. Krubwa,
Belgian medical mission director Dr. Jean-François Ruppol,
and French medical mission chief Dr. Gilbert Raffier, did their
best to comfort the extremely upset Yambuku missionaries.
They gathered more blood and tissue samples, examined
medical records, and toured local villages. Though the
scientists still had little solace to offer, the missionaries were
greatly relieved, and radioed gratitude to Bumba for the
supplies and physicians.

At about the same time, Paul Brès received word that
another strange epidemic was unfolding in a town called
Maridi in the grasslands of southern Sudan. Information was
scarce, and authorities in the Sudanese capital of Khartoum
had no radio contact with that impoverished and distant region
to the south. Still, Brès and other experts in the virus branch of
WHO thought—from their distant Geneva vantage point—that



the Sudanese accounts bore a remarkable resemblance to those
from Yambuku. He urged Khartoum to immediately send
blood and tissue samples from Maridi patients.

But it was no simple matter for a doctor in Khartoum to
make his way to Sudan’s southernmost provinces, gather blood
samples, store the precious fluids in containers that would
protect their contents from the intense desert heat, and make
his way back to Khartoum. In addition to the usual—and
monumental—logistic obstacles to such a trek, whoever went
faced the even more towering blockade of politics.

But the mysterious epidemic was occurring in one of the
country’s three most southerly provinces, where the people
lived and believed as they had since before the Nubians were
enslaved by Egypt’s Pharaohs. Speaking a variety of ancient
Bantu languages, the southern Sudanese were animists who
believed all living things, as well as the sun, water, wind, and
weather, had a spiritual character. The manipulation of these
often unpredictable and fickle spirits and gods was the
province of fate: wise sorcerers knew how best to cajole the
spirits to support their ends or repel evil spirits that produced
illness, death, and misfortune. The southerners lived in small,
temporary villages, were often nomadic, had a high rate of
illiteracy, and could not be expected to be found in any
particular locale at any specific time.

In 1969 Sudan had a military coup d’état. A Muslim-led
civilian government backed by the military was installed, and
the nation teetered on the edge of civil war, splitting the
Muslim north and the Christian, animist south until 1972.
Then a semblance of peace took hold when a constitutional
agreement was reached, providing the three southern
provinces with a fair degree of self-rule. The autonomous
region was only nominally connected to the Khartoum-based
infrastructure, and it was rare indeed that a Ministry of Health
official from the north would be asked, or would agree, to
intercede in medical problems to the south.

Still, Brès and other Geneva officials insisted on pushing
past the political obstacles to discover what was going on in
Maridi. Their greatest fear was that the epidemics of Yambuku



and Maridi were one and the same, representing a vast super-
lethal disaster spanning an area of about 1,000 square miles in
at least two nations.

Blood samples, collected in Maridi and shipped over several
days’ time to Khartoum, finally reached Geneva. They were in
poor condition, but WHO immediately sent them on for
analysis in laboratories in the United States and the U.K.8

III
WHO enlisted high-security laboratories all over the world in
the effort. It wasn’t hard, really: everybody wanted a piece of
the action. Though the best guess was that the disease was
caused by the yellow fever virus, the outbreaks were
something new, intellectually exciting. Throughout October
and November blood and tissue samples from disease victims
in Yambuku, Kinshasa, and Sudan were sent to laboratories in
the United States (Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta), the
U.K. (the Microbiological Research Establishment, Porton
Down, Salisbury), Belgium (the University of Anvers and the
Prince Leopold Institute of Tropical Medicine), West Germany
(Bernard Nocht Institute for Naval and Tropical Diseases), and
France (special pathogens branch of the Pasteur Institute).

On October 11 the Pasteur Institute’s director of overseas
research, Claude Hannon, told Pierre Sureau to go to Roissy
Airport to retrieve a package containing blood samples from
Kinshasa, adding that he should “consider the packet’s
contents dangerous.” The perilous shipment was, however,
misrouted to Paris’s Percy Hospital, passing through many
hands before Sureau was able to track it down.

When hours later he obtained the curious box and opened it
at his lab bench, Sureau found a thermos flask containing
several Vacutainer tubes of blood surrounded by dry ice—a
commonly used freezing protective layer. Tucked among the
tubes was a note from Dr. G. Raffier of the French Embassy in
Kinshasa, dated October 10, 1976:

Sir, the enclosed tubes contain blood samples collected at a
mission October 4 to 9 on patients and illness contacts at the



hospital of the Catholic Mission of Yambuku, Bumba Zone,
Equatorial Region of the Republic of Zaire. This village of
Yambuku and another close neighbor, Yandongi, are currently
seized by a deadly epidemic of indeterminant nature. It began
September 5. It is now in regression (10-9-76) … . The first
assumptions were that the region was hit by yellow fever

(but four of the dead Belgian missionaries were vaccinated)
or typhoid fever. The first analysis done at the Institute of
Tropical Medicine (IMT) of Anvers eliminated yellow fever
and typhoid; a virus not seen before was isolated at Anvers.9
We have not yet received results of a liver biopsy sent to
Dakar. A diagnostic assumption of Lassa has been advanced,
but not proven to date. The fresh blood samples have been
preserved on dry ice.10

 

Sureau knew Lassa could be terribly dangerous—he’d
certainly heard of Jordi Casals’s near-fatal infection. But he
had no reason to believe the suspected virus could be airborne.
He placed the nine tubes in a rack atop a sterile lab table,
opened the first, and dabbed a sample on filter paper.

The implications of such casual behavior would be obvious
a few weeks later. One of the tubes contained Sister
Edmonda’s blood.

But as Sureau looked at the tubes his only thought was:
“What shall I do first? Electron microscopy? Antibody
complementarity assays?”

He was smoking a cigarette, mulling it over, when the
phone rang. Paul Brès, chief of the Viral Diseases Branch of
WHO, was calling from Geneva.

“Pierre, have you received the suspected blood samples
from Zaire?” he asked.

“Yes, Paul, I got them this morning.”

In an urgent tone Bres stressed that the samples were
“highly infectious and must be studied in a maximum-security
laboratory. They must be sent on immediately to the CDC in
Atlanta. Don’t open them!”



“Too late, Paul, I already did,” Sureau said, anxiously
glancing at the nine neatly lined-up tubes.

Brès instructed Sureau to repackage the tubes immediately
and ship them by overnight plane to Atlanta. Then Bres asked
Sureau whether he would serve as the official WHO consultant
for the mysterious epidemic. Sureau agreed without hesitation
and left the following day for a briefing in Geneva. He would
be in Kinshasa within thirty-six hours.

As requested, Sureau sent the nine test tubes to Karl
Johnson at the CDC, and enclosed his own note summarizing
the contents of Raffier’s letter and information from Paul Brès,
noting that he had repacked the samples in more secure
containers.

“I am leaving this evening for Kinshasa on a mission for
WHO,” Sureau concluded, “to participate on the ground in
research. My instructions are to send to the CDC clinical
samples I collect.”

A week earlier, Peter Piot, then only twenty-seven years old,
was completing his virology postdoctoral research at Anvers
when the first mysterious blood samples had arrived from
Zaire. With Piot were Flemish biochemist Guido van der
Gröen, Bolivian physician René Delgadillo, and their boss,
Stefan Pattyn. The group looked at the odd blue thermos that
reached them via Brazzaville and discussed rumors they’d
read about in the Dutch press of, as van der Gröen put it,
“something weird in Zaire, involving Belgian missionaries.”

An accompanying note from WHO authorities in
Brazzaville indicated that yellow fever was suspected.

“Well, that’s not very dangerous. Not in the lab anyway,”
Piot reasoned. He blithely pulled on a pair of latex gloves and,
without further precautions, opened the thermos. Inside he
found a soup of melted ice, an illegible, water-soaked note
from somebody in Zaire, an intact test tube, and another one,
broken into pieces, its contents mixed into the watery soup.
Piot, under the watchful eyes of his colleagues, removed the
intact tube, setting it out on the tabletop in their lab inside a
mundane research facility in the city of Antwerp.



Years later, while eating a luncheon salad of jambon and
fromage in a noisy Rive Gauche café in Paris, Piot would
explain that he had been “young, foolish, and fearless” and
that it wasn’t until well after Christmas in 1976 that he stopped
to reflect on the tremendous dangers he had faced. Only then
did he allow himself to finally experience fear.

But in the first week of October all the ambitious young
Belgian saw when he looked at the samples was a wondrous
mystery. He and van der Gröen first prepared samples for
standard yellow fever antibody tests, using antibodies that
would react with the contents if the virus was present.
Negative. He repeated the yellow fever test. Still negative.
Then he tried typhoid antibody. Also negative.

But van der Gröen confirmed that whatever was in that odd
blue thermos from Zaire was quite deadly by putting droplets
from the intact test tube into larger tubes containing so-called
Vero monkey cells. Within eleven days, the Vero cells were
dead, and when van der Gröen withdrew liquid from the dead
Vero tubes and put it in tubes full of fresh Vero cells, they too
died within ten to eleven days.

The laboratory in which this work was done had no special
security or containment facilities, no fancy hoods to draw
dangerous bugs up into ducts, away from scientists’ mouths.
Indeed, the Belgians labored under conditions no more
sophisticated or secure than might be found in a typical high
school biology lab.

Their folly would prove striking in retrospect, and all
concerned would later express astonishment that they suffered
no ill consequences from such frivolous disregard of the
potential hazards of the microbes.

Indeed, three days into their research, the much older Pattyn
removed a rack full of incubating infected Vero cells for
examination. He tilted the rack to get a clearer look, and a tube
slid out, crashing to the laboratory floor.

Delgadillo and van der Gröen stared in panic at the wet
floor, the Bolivian noting that liquid had splashed on his shoes.
Van der Gröen, spotting his Bolivian colleague’s anxious



glances at his shoes, looked at his feet as well: fluid splattered
his wing tips in deadly little beads. Delgadillo and van der
Gröen exchanged worried glances.

After a few moments, Pattyn suggested that van der Gröen
“clean it up,” and left the laboratory. With gloved hands, van
der Gröen and Delgadillo gingerly wiped up the floor and their
shoes, then liberally spread disinfectant around the facility.

Shortly after the Belgian group’s Vero cell studies
confirmed the dangers of the mysterious Zairian microbes,
their government began questioning the wisdom of continuing
the Antwerp research effort. They were instructed to pass the
samples on to higher-security laboratories outside Belgium.
Van der Gröen convinced Pattyn to save one small sample,
reasoning that it should be used as a backup, in case the
primary samples were damaged or lost in shipment to Porton
Down.

Having ruled out the easy answers, Piot eagerly prepared
the sample for analysis under an electron microscope. He
gasped as he stared at the strange viruses; they were shaped
like question marks.

“This is a new virus! It’s something we have never seen
before,” he exclaimed, feeling the thrill of discovery. The virus
was a long wormlike tube that coiled at one end and left the
other extended. Piot imagined that when he asked, “What is
this?” the viruses simply answered back: “????”

Thoroughly committed to solving the mystery of the “????
viruses,” Piot was disappointed when WHO telexed on
October 7 that the group should cease all research
immediately, saying, “Investigations indicate this may be
Marburg.” Piot packed the last sample, wrote up his findings,
and, as per WHO instructions, shipped the lot off to Karl
Johnson at CDC. He was intrigued by the diagnosis and
wanted to go to the scene of the epidemic to see for himself.

The usually shy Piot uncharacteristically marched over to
the Belgian Ministry of Development Cooperation and argued
his case. “We have to be there,” he said. “There are
missionaries, Belgian missionaries who died.”



He didn’t need to underscore Belgium’s unique relationship
with Zaire. In 1876 the European power had begun to colonize
and brutalize the Congo, as it was called. Now, almost exactly
a hundred years since King Leopold II declared the Congo a
part of the Belgian Empire, authorities in Brussels were at
pains to rid their country of its guilty legacy. On the other
hand, the Belgian government was also acutely aware of the
risks inherent in offending Mobutu or his government. It was
an extremely delicate situation to place in the hands of a
twenty-seven-year-old, politically naïve postdoctoral student.

“All right,” Piot was told, “You can go. We will only fund
one week. And you’re representing the Belgian government.”

Carrying the only suit he owned, he may have been
prepared to meet officials in Kinshasa and travel around Zaire
for a week. But he was woefully ill equipped for what would
become a three-month stay in a tropical rain forest during the
Zairian summer.

Dr. Stefan Pattyn, before sending his samples on to
England’s maximum-security laboratory in Porton Down, had
completed studies in laboratory mice, which showed that the
virus was quite lethal to rodents. He had also compared the
mystery virus to Lassa, concluding that “it was probably some
other arbovirus,” not the West African killer. Now he too
departed for Zaire, leaving van der Gröen behind to monitor
the health of the accident-exposed members of the Antwerp
laboratory.

On October 14, Patricia Webb and Fred Murphy completed
their first round of studies of the mystery virus, working in the
CDC’s maximum-security laboratory. In 1976 the lab was
designated a P3 facility. A P1 facility was a basic laboratory
such as could be found lining the hallways of university
science departments; a P2 facility had a slightly higher level of
security with entry limited to trained, authorized personnel and
actual research work performed under hoods that sucked air
away from the experiment, up a ventilator duct, and past
scrubbers that disinfected the air with ultraviolet light and
microscopically gridded filters; a P3 lab was state of the art in
high-security research. For Webb, working in a P3 lab meant



passing through a series of guarded locked doors, presenting
her security pass for entry. She would then shower with
disinfectant soap and don a set of head-to-toe protective
clothing, gauze face mask, double latex gloves, and radiation
badge to monitor her levels of exposure to isotopes
occasionally used in such research. She would then pass
through two more air locks lined with microbe-killing
ultraviolet lights.

Once inside the inner core, Webb might enter either the
laboratory or the animal room. Both rooms were pressurized;
all air was forced in past microscopic filters and sucked back
out rapidly through several additional layers of filters,
ultraviolet lights, high heat sources, and chemical scrubbers.

A further layer of protection was provided by glove boxes:
more sophisticated versions of the portable box Karl Johnson
jury-rigged for his studies of the Machupo virus in Bolivia. All
Webb’s samples from Zaire were stored in deep freezers
overnight; small amounts were thawed during the day and
analyzed inside the boxes. Webb would thrust her already
double-gloved hands into a larger set of thick rubber gloves
that were permanently installed in the clear-plastic front wall
of the hooded box. She would then try, with three cumbersome
layers of rubber over her hands, to manipulate test tubes,
pipettes, petri dishes, and the like. It was slow-going, arduous
work that often proved physically exhausting.

Harder still was the animal work. To find a mysterious
microbe, it was necessary to inject samples into mice, guinea
pigs, hamsters, and monkeys, all of which were also kept in
large glove boxes. The animals didn’t sit still in the grasp of
bulky gloved hands, and injections were often a test of wills
between scientist and guinea pig.

In such a setting the greatest risks to the scientists were
accidents, such as cutting oneself with a broken contaminated
test tube or receiving an animal bite. Webb had never cut
herself, but she had been bitten several times by monkeys that
attacked her approaching gloved hands. Fortunately, those
monkeys were part of Webb’s Machupo research, and, having
already suffered the disease, she was immune.



These Zairian samples, however, tested negative for
Machupo, and Webb was acutely aware of the need to work
with slow, cautious deliberation. It was not her style, really.
When Patricia Webb graduated in 1950 from Tulane
University Medical School in New Orleans, only eight other
women were in her class. In those days a handful of women
were given the opportunity to matriculate into a field
dominated by males. Unlike most of her fellow students, Webb
never planned to spend her life in a profitable practice giving
middle-class kids antibiotics for strep throat and monitoring
the blood pressures of obese patients.

Since childhood in England Webb had been fascinated with
stories of India, Pakistan, and China and saw medicine as a
sort of universal passport.

It hadn’t gotten her to India yet, but through medicine and
research virology she had already seen Malaysia, Panama,
Bolivia, California, Louisiana, Georgia, and the Washington-
Baltimore area. But now she found herself locked inside an
artificial environment day after day.

The further Webb got into her research, however, the more
obvious it became that the CDC needed to deploy a team
immediately for fieldwork on the ground in Yambuku. With
the approval of her CDC seniors, Webb began amassing
further information and planning her fieldwork.

She asked the CDC’s personnel office to find a staff
scientist with three key qualifications: fluency in French,
strong African experience, and training in epidemiology. The
name Joel Breman popped up.

Breman had spent six years in Africa since completing his
medical studies—two years in Guinea and four in Burkina
Faso. He had been part of D. A. Henderson’s successful
campaign to eradicate smallpox, and he was fluent in African-
dialect French. But Webb was a little anxious when she noted
he was technically an EIS (the CDC’s Epidemic Intelligence
Service) trainee.

In late September, when the CDC’s Lyle Conrad contacted
Breman in Michigan, the epidemiologist was knee-deep in



another investigation—of Swine Flu. Conrad asked if the EIS
trainee would like “one hell of an assignment. It’s in Africa,
it’s a little frightening. Something has killed just about every
villager in the area. You’d be gone about a week.”

Having spent six years in tropical Africa, Breman knew
nothing got done in one week. And he didn’t like the sound of
this particular mystery. Nevertheless, over the next three
weeks the tall, bearded scientist talked almost daily over the
phone with Webb, getting a sense of the excitement and fear
surrounding the Zaire outbreak. For her part, Webb soon grew
used to Breman’s long-winded, often cliché-packed ramblings.
Beneath his occasionally incoherent conversational style lay a
sharp intellect that Webb recognized and planned to push to its
limits in Yambuku.

On October 10, Webb and her co-worker, Fred Murphy,
officially informed WHO that “the illness is caused by a virus
that resembles Marburg (Marburg-like), that the epidemics are
probably caused in Zaire and Sudan by an etiological agent
that is similar but represents a new immunotype that is in the
family of Marburg.”11

Webb’s Marburg speculation prompted an international
escalation in scientific security. Thereafter the CDC and
Porton Down—the world’s most secure labs in 1976—
received virtually all samples of the mystery agent.

At Porton Down it was Geoffrey Platt who handled most of
the mystery virus research. His lab wasn’t exactly an
American-standard P3 facility; rather it was a uniquely
English mix of P3 and P2 elements. Because the British
antivivisection movement was quite militant in its opposition
to the use of laboratory animals, security in the form of
controlling access to Porton Down was very high. Indeed,
most British citizens had no idea where the lab was located or
what it did.

Since 1964 Platt had worked at Porton Down with
dangerous viruses, particularly Lassa, taking precautions to
protect himself, though the microbes were not kept safely
inside glove boxes, as was done at the CDC. The rooms were,
indeed, pressurized, and the air was decontaminated before



being released into the English countryside, but Platt’s
personal protection was limited to a cloth surgical gown, a
double layer of latex gloves, and an old World War II-era gas
mask. Though the respirator had been thoroughly tested for its
effectiveness in protecting British soldiers from combat gases,
it had never been proven that the mask filtered out viruses.
Nevertheless, the handful of Porton Down scientists and
technicians who worked with super-lethal microbes were
limited to using the cumbersome, often hot masks that always
seemed to cloud up in the midst of delicate procedures, usually
leaving researchers with headaches by the end of the day.

Every night after work, Platt would scrub his mask with
Lysol and spray it with formalin disinfectant.

Though mindful of the risks, and very careful in his work,
Platt knew there were dangers, especially when working with
an unknown, Marburg-like killer.

“Care is absolutely essential,” Platt told his colleagues,
warning that nobody should enter his lab or animal care area
unless absolutely necessary—at least, not until Platt knew
what lurked in those test tubes. “You’ve got to realize you’re
working in some danger and be able to accept that. It’s not
good if you’re going to go home at night and not be able to
sleep.”

Platt had no way of knowing that in just three weeks he
himself would lose a great deal of sleep worrying about his
own chances of survival.

Platt’s work on the Sudan samples prompted WHO to
release, on October 15, the following urgent bulletin:

 

Haemorrhagic Fever of Viral Origin. Between July and
September 1976, it was observed in the region spanning
N’zara to Maridi, in southern Sudan, sporadic cases of fever
with haemorrhagic manifestations. It is thought that the first
cases occurred among agricultural families. During the last
week of September, the situation worsened considerably, 30 of
42 cases occurred in Maridi hospital among members of the
staff; it is thought the disease was spread directly from one



person to another. By October 9, 137 cases, 59 deaths, were
reported for the region comprising N’zara, Maridi and
Lirangu. The epidemic has caused panic on the local level … .

 

The report closed with these words: “Samples from Sudan and
Zaire have revealed the presence of a new virus,
morphologically similar to Marburg, but antigenically
different.”

Well before WHO officially released that report, the agency
had confirmed from three labs (CDC, Anvers, Porton Down)
that a deadly new virus had been discovered, and had initiated
an international effort to try to stop the epidemics in Zaire and
Sudan, identify the virus, and determine how and why it had
appeared. In a matter of days, what began as a problem in a
missionary hospital would involve investigators and military
personnel from eight countries, several international
organizations, the foreign ministries of at least ten nations and
the entire health apparatus of Zaire. Almost overnight, events
would snowball into an effort necessitating over 500 skilled
investigators, and mobilizing the resources of numerous
European and American institutions, all at an indirect cost of
over $10 million.

Direct costs for the Yambuku investigation alone would
exceed $1 million.

IV
The snowball effect began modestly enough on October 13,
with Pierre Sureau’s arrival in Kinshasa. The Pasteur Institute
virologist represented WHO for the duration of the epidemic,
and had the task of assisting Zairian authorities in any way
possible. Sureau’s first meeting was with Minister Ngwété
Kikhela, who informed the French scientist that it would be
several days before transport to Yambuku could be arranged.
Such delays were to become a major component of this
investigation, one that was constantly plagued not only by the
mysterious virus but also by logistical nightmares aggravated
by national panic. All commercial flights to Bumba had ceased
as a result of the regional quarantine. That left only Zairian Air



Force transport to the region, but terrified pilots were rebelling
against orders to enter the Bumba Zone.

Though his hopes of getting an immediate look at the
Yambuku epidemic were thwarted, the spry, middle-aged
French doctor was able to see a case of the disease on his first
day in Zaire. Having nursed her dear friend Sister Myriam,
Sister Edmonda now lay dying in Ngaliema Hospital’s
Pavilion 5 isolation ward. Sureau found her semi-delirious,
severely dehydrated from days of diarrhea, feeble, anorexic,
feverish, completely drained of energy; yet, surprisingly,
unafraid.

“She knows what is coming. She has seen it before with
Sister Myriam and all the cases in Yambuku. Yet she is calm,”
Sureau noted, with considerable amazement.

Sister Edmonda thanked the doctor for his attention and “the
good conversation,” and clutched the hand of an elderly
Kinshasa nun, Sister Donatienne. Sureau took a blood sample
and departed.

That night Sister Edmonda died.

“My God!” Sureau exclaimed. “That virus is fast!”

The following morning, October 14, Sureau returned to
Ngaliema and discovered that a new patient had arrived.
Student nurse Mayinga N’Seka, who had tended to both Sister
Myriam and Sister Edmonda, was developing the first
symptoms of the mysterious disease at about the time Sister
Edmonda died. Two days earlier, Mayinga had spent hours in a
general administrative office awaiting transit papers for
overseas study, where she had contact with numerous strangers
and officials. She then took a taxi to Mama Yemo Hospital,
where she sat in a crowded waiting room, waiting for someone
to treat her fever, headache, and muscle pains.

Sureau and Ngaliema doctors quickly determined that
Mayinga had the Yambuku disease, and transferred her to
Ngaliema’s Pavilion 5 isolation ward. Concern and rumors
started to spread through the streets of Kinshasa.



Meanwhile, WHO remained convinced the culprit could
still be a strain of Marburg disease, so Sureau and Close
contacted the South African team that had treated the
Australian tourists a year earlier, asking for antiserum. The
politics of such a request were dicey, and necessarily involved
notifying the Mobutu government, South Africa’s apartheid
leaders, and the embassies of France and the United States.
Though it violated Zaire’s ban on relations with South Africa,
all government representatives eventually agreed, for the sake
of young Mayinga and the people of Yambuku, to allow Dr.
Margaretha Isaacson to fly up from Johannesburg, Marburg
antiserum in hand.

“It’s our only hope,” Sureau told Zairian officials.

Talking incessantly, Isaacson hit the ground running and
approached medicine like a field commander, ordering the
Ngaliema medical troops about and bringing instant order to a
scene that had been dangerously close to chaos. She and
Sureau gave Mayinga the Marburg antiserum, and then the
South African sat down with Zairian doctors to plan the
transformation of Pavilion 5 into a bona fide isolation ward.
The Zairian medical staff, which had been in a state of extreme
agitation ever since their colleague fell ill, was thrilled to see
the “space suits” Isaacson brought from South Africa. Soon
the entire staff of Pavilion 5 worked in head-to-toe white suits
that had clear-plastic face coverings and respirators. The suits
proved horrendously uncomfortable in the steamy Kinshasa
heat, but the Ngaliema staff was enthusiastic about the
protection.

They were far less enthusiastic about Isaacson’s
recommendation, supported by the Zairian Health Ministry,
that the entire Pavilion 5 staff be placed under quarantine.
Health Minister Ngwété made it clear his greatest concern was
the possible spread of the Yambuku virus from Ngaliema
Hospital into the streets of Kinshasa, endangering the 2
million residents of the capital. For nearly a month, a half
dozen staff members would be confined to Pavilions 5 and 2
of Ngaliema Hospital, forbidden to leave the confines of the
area to see their families.



Officials tracked down 37 people with whom Mayinga had
shared meals or close contact in the days prior to her illness,
placing all the unfortunate men, women, and children inside
Pavilion 2 for twenty-one days of quarantine. One quarantined
woman would give birth during her stay, and all the staff and
isolated civilians would fight day-to-day personal battles
against boredom, fear, and fatigue. In addition, 274 people
who had had recent contact with the Pavilion-bound
individuals were found, blood-tested, and kept under close
surveillance.

Fortunately, no further cases of the Yambuku disease would
develop in Kinshasa.

Years later, reflecting on the extreme precautions taken at
Ngaliema Hospital, Isaacson would say that “perhaps we were
overdoing things a little bit,” but “we could not afford doing
less than the maximum precautions that were available. We
could not do it ethically, we could not do it scientifically.”

Constantly abandoning all precautions—much to Isaacson’s
consternation—Sureau never wore a mask, and often spent
long periods of time at Mayinga’s bedside, chain-smoking
cigarettes and dispensing calming conversation. Despite huge
cultural and generational gaps, the student nurse and the
physician became close, and Sureau often voiced his
increasingly urgent hope that the Marburg antiserum would
save his new friend. Mayinga herself was far from optimistic.
Having seen the agony the Sisters had endured, she was
frankly terrified.

“Dr. Isaacson is here,” Sureau told Mayinga gently. “She is
one of the greatest experts in the world on Marburg. You are in
very good hands. Have faith.”

Later, as he carefully prepared samples of Mayinga’s blood
for shipment to Pat Webb’s CDC laboratory, Sureau could
barely contain his excitement about the coming trip to
Yambuku.

“For the community of arbovirologists, this is one of the
greatest events in contemporary epidemiology,” he noted in his
diary. “No one of us would pass up such an opportunity for



passionate study. Personally, I am delighted to be in this place,
and to participate in such an adventure.”

Sureau’s enthusiasm was tempered the following day,
however, when Mayinga’s condition deteriorated. Isaacson
decided to try a second dose of the precious antiserum, and
Sureau again comforted Mayinga by telling her that Isaacson
was an expert. But by then the French and South African
physicians knew the truth: whatever was infecting Mayinga
was not the Marburg virus.

On October 18, six weeks after the Yambuku epidemic
began, the core of what would that day be dubbed the
International Commission arrived. Loaded down with
enormous crates of sophisticated laboratory equipment, a
plastic isolator for research, state-of-the-art microscopes and
protective gear came the Americans: Karl Johnson and Joel
Breman of the CDC’s Special Pathogens Branch. Still in her
maximum-security Atlanta laboratory, Patricia Webb was
steaming mad. Just days before her planned departure, CDC
director David Sencer had decided the job was “too big,” and
leadership of the mission was awarded not to the woman, but
to her husband.

The Machupo legends had preceded Johnson to Kinshasa,
and Sureau’s admiration for the man who discovered and
survived Bolivian hemorrhagic fever was undisguised. Now a
middle-aged veteran of dozens of CDC investigations,
Johnson carried himself with a reasoned calm that inspired
confidence in the men around him. He would be the foreman
for an often adventuristic bunch of disease cowboys. Johnson,
Breman, and Sureau became instant friends, and everyone,
including the Zairois, deferred to Johnson’s leadership.

By the end of the day the core of the International
Commission was in place, and its first meeting convened
(tensions eased by ample quantities of French wine) at five
o’clock in the evening, October 18, chaired by Minister
Ngwété. Present were six Zairois, including Omombo, whose
twenty-four-hour visit to the Yambuku Mission had
dramatically raised levels of anxiety in Kinshasa government
circles. Representing WHO were Sureau, smallpox expert



René Collas, and two Zaire-based European physicians. The
five-man Belgian contingent included Stefan Pattyn and Peter
Piot. One South African (Isaacson) and one official French
representative (Gilbert Raffier) were present. And Americans
Johnson, Close, and Breman were joined by Dr. John Kennedy
of the U.S. Embassy. In coming weeks this core group would
guide nearly all Yambuku-related activities, operating in
several languages, crossing often difficult political and cultural
boundaries, each professional adhering to his or her designated
responsibilities and all answerable to the acerbic, often flat-out
outrageous Johnson.

Niceties and introductions taken care of, Johnson swiftly
guided the multilingual group through its marching orders,
delegating responsibilities and laying out a strategy for attack
that drew heavily from experiences with Machupo and Lassa.
Breman was put in charge of epidemiology investigations:
doing the detective work necessary to determine who was
spreading the disease, how, and with what clinical results.
Together with Belgian Jean-François Ruppol, Piot, Zairian
scientist André Koth, and Sureau, Breman was told to prepare
for immediate departure for Yambuku.

Johnson reminded the group that the virus they were dealing
with was extraordinarily dangerous, and using colorful
language peppered with obscenities, ordered everyone to take
their temperature twice a day, follow to the letter Isaacson’s
recommendations for protection, and always work in teams.

That night Piot, Sureau, and Breman prepared, each in his
own way, for the next day’s journey to Bumba. Young Piot,
who had never before set foot outside Europe, was anxious to
get out of the wedding suit his government had instructed him
to wear, and see the infamous nightlife of Kinshasa. All night
long the Belgian doctor strolled the streets of the city,
chattering incessantly with the friendly Zairois, listening to the
ramba rhythms in nightclubs, and sampling local drinks and
delicacies.

“This is wonderful!” Piot exclaimed to local team members
who showed him the town. “What an exciting place.”



He didn’t want to sleep, or think about the epidemic. Piot
arrived at the airport the following morning groggy and
caffeine-sobered. Though sleepy, he grew increasingly alert as
the time for the team’s departure drew closer.

Sureau was also excited as he sat in the President’s plane
awaiting takeoff.

He had to admit, however, that he was “a little scared of the
unknown,” and had been in no mood to party all night with the
young Belgian. Instead, Sureau had paid another visit to
Mayinga, finding her condition further deteriorated. The
young student nurse was emotionally overwrought. He
reviewed virus containment and protection procedures with
Isaacson. And from her got a copy of Marburg Virus Disease
by Martini and Siegert,12 which he was now trying to read
aboard the Hercules jet.

Breman, feeling the dull disorientation of jet lag, had spent
the evening working out logistics with Johnson and Ruppol
and making sure the proper equipment found its way into the
plane’s cargo bay.

After a three-hour flight the jet landed on Bumba’s tiny
airstrip. The terrified Air Force pilots left the engines running
and ordered the scientists to get out as quickly as possible. Piot
drove their Land-Rover, packed with supplies, out of the cargo
hold, and hadn’t even parked it before the panicky pilots began
to taxi for takeoff.

Piot could feel the eyes of hundreds of people upon them as
he inspected the Land-Rover. The airstrip was lined many
rows deep with anxious-looking people.

“My God, the entire town must be here,” he whispered to
Sureau.

“They’ve been under quarantine for days,” Breman
reminded his colleagues. “They’re fed up, and they’re scared. I
imagine they think we’re going to perform some kind of
miracle.”

That night the scientific team shared the hospitality of
Catholic missionaries in Bumba, who brought them up to date



on radio messages from Yambuku. Bumba physicians Ngoi
Mushola, Zayemba Tshiama, and Makuta briefed the
foreigners on their clinical observations, noting that the
epidemic had spread to several villages around Yambuku.

Sureau passed the final hours before retiring that night in
quiet discussion with the grief-stricken priests of Bumba. Joel
and Peter, however, were too high on adrenaline and curiosity
to sip vermouth with aging clerics, so they went to a folk
music festival at the local cathedral.

The following morning the group looked in on a handful of
mystery disease patients at the Bumba hospital, and,
fortuitously, met Dr. Massamba Matondo, chief physician for
the neighboring Lisala province. Massamba, a careful doctor
with an instinct for epidemiology, had already toured the
epidemic area and he told Sureau the disease was claiming
residents of at least forty-four villages in a fifty-mile radius
around Yambuku.

With Massamba and Bumba missionary Father Germain
Moke, the scientists made their journey to Yambuku later that
morning in two Land-Rovers. The fifty-mile drive took all
afternoon. Rarely could the frustrated drivers gain enough
speed on the bumpy muddy roads to get out of second gear.

More than three hours later, they reached Yambuku.

They turned off the engines and immediately felt the sad
silence of the place. Gone were the noise and activity of
typical Zairian villages, the long lines of chattering women
and children waiting for vaccinations, the vendors selling their
wares. Indeed, gone were the people, altogether.

Piot spotted Sister Genoveva’s odd white gauze “cordons
sanitaires” strung about the mission, and a sign in French that
said: “Do not enter; to call the Sisters ring the bell.” As he
approached the bell three nuns came running out of one of the
buildings, calling, “Don’t come near! You’re going to die! You
will die! Stay away!”

Recognizing their Flemish accents, Piot jumped over the
“cordons” and shouted greetings in their shared native tongue.
Overwhelmed at hearing Flemish, the nuns broke down,



sobbing. Sureau, Ruppol, and Breman quickly joined Piot in
his efforts to comfort the women, and the Sisters were pleased
that Jean-François had, as promised, returned to their
devastated outpost. As tensions and emotions eased, the
scientists unloaded their equipment and followed the Sisters to
the school. Closed since the fourth week of the epidemic, the
barren classrooms became their temporary home.

Over dinner and plenty of wine the Catholic teachers and
clerics poured out their stories for hours on end, while the
visitors patiently listened, asked gentle questions, and
occasionally jotted down notes. Sister Marcella, who had been
keeping logs of the dead, presented her grim lists to Sureau.

Speaking in a deliberate monotone, which seemed to help
her keep her emotions in check, Sister Marcella explained that
in the past month 38 of the 300 residents and employees of
Yambuku had died, including all the missionary nurses, four
out of six Zairian nurses, one of the three padres, and one of
two hospital laundry workers. Then she gave the scientists a
sobering list of villagers afflicted. The visitors realized they
would have to go to every single village, conducting a house-
to-house investigation. No other approach would do.

Sister Marcella also volunteered that the first unusual
medical problems at the hospital may have occurred in
August, when three women died in close succession on the
obstetrics ward. They had bled to death after giving birth. The
Sister had checked hospital records for the same time periods
in 1975 and found no such cases, and she was unable to tease
out of the general hospital records cases of anything similar to
the strange new disease prior to August 1976.

“It is new,” she told them. “It is definitely something new.”

V
While the exhausted scientists slept on the hard floors of the
Yambuku school, Mayinga lost consciousness in Ngaliema’s
Pavilion 5. And the commission members argued late into the
Kinshasa night about contingency procedures for handling
infected team members.



Joe McCormick had just started unpacking his hundreds of
crates of laboratory supplies for Lassa research when he
received a cable from the CDC in Atlanta, instructing him to
temporarily abandon the lab outside Kenema, Sierra Leone,
and make his way as quickly as possible to Kinshasa. The
cable stated that his familiarity with northern Zaire, coupled
with his epidemiology skills, made him indispensable. He was
instructed to bring with him the portable glove-box lab he and
Johnson had rigged up in Atlanta just weeks earlier, and other
equipment that was needed at Ngaliema Hospital for testing
and screening blood samples and preparing antisera against the
mysterious disease.

Just a few months earlier, having heard of McCormick’s
exploits in Brazil, Johnson had snagged Joe one day in the
CDC hallway.

“I’d like to send you to Sierra Leone,” Johnson said, “to
figure out just how widespread Lassa really is.”

McCormick hadn’t been in West Africa, and the Lassa
puzzle sounded “damned interesting,” so in March 1976 he
packed and prepared to set up a one-man Lassa research
station in Sierra Leone. Just before he left, McCormick and
Johnson rigged a glove-box contraption similar to the one Karl
had used in Bolivia, and Joe gathered enough equipment to
study the virus safely under even the most primitive
conditions.

Within a week he had his Lassa research station: a small
building 200 miles from the capital, outside the town of
Kenema. It contained two chairs and his cases from Atlanta.
He’d just uncrated Johnson’s portable laboratory when the
cable arrived from Kinshasa.

McCormick knew there was no easy way to get from
Freetown, Sierra Leone, to Kinshasa: virtually all flights
between African countries were both notoriously expensive
and unreliable; nearly all went from one African country to
another via the formerly colonial European countries.

For three days McCormick bluffed, bullied, and bribed his
way onto airplanes and through customs in Freetown, Abidjan,



and, finally, Kinshasa. He completed the 2,000-mile journey
with all equipment crates, remarkably, intact. At Kinshasa’s
N’djili Airport he sprinkled a little Kiswahili and Otetela in
with his French, and eventually convinced customs and
immigration officials to let his crates into the country,
unopened, undamaged, and unexamined.

Meanwhile, the scientific team awoke with the Yambuku
dawn, relayed an abbreviated version of Sister Marcella’s
reports by radio to Bumba (from where they were ultimately
relayed to Kinshasa), breakfasted, and set out in different
directions in four teams to inspect the villages. Piot and Sureau
were teamed up, and Sister Marcella, ecstatic to be outside the
mission after so many days of quarantine, acted as their guide.

“We must limit the numbers of us who are exposed to this
virus until we determine how infectious it is,” Sureau told the
group, instructing that only he and Piot should draw blood.

The trio first arrived in Yalikonde, close by Yambuku,
where they quickly learned how to gain the trust of the fearful
villagers. A working pattern developed that was repeated in
ten villages that day. It would begin with an amble about the
middle of the village, during which time the leading elder of
the community would introduce himself. The group would
discuss the weather for a while, until the elder invited them to
share some arak.

“This stuff is pure methanol,” Piot whispered.

“Drink!” Sureau commanded.

After the arak burn had made its way down their throats and
into their stomachs, the Yalikonde elder introduced the white
men to Lisangi Mobago, a twenty-five-year-old man who had
been struggling with the disease for six days. The visitors
examined Lisangi, who was far too weak to protest, and drew
a blood sample.

Everywhere the group went they noticed the people had
taken remarkably wise measures to stop the epidemic’s spread.
Roadblocks were staffed around the clock near village entries,
virtually all traffic on the Ebola and Zaire rivers had come to a
halt, the ailing villagers and their families were kept under



quarantine, bodies were buried some distance away from the
houses, and there was little movement of people between
communities.

“These people have really got their act together,” Piot told
Sureau, who was also impressed by the steps taken.

In one village about ten miles from Yambuku, Piot and
Sureau found a husband and wife lying side by side in their
hut, both in the final throes of the disease. Pierre took blood
from the husband while Peter prepared the wife’s arm.

Sureau shifted his weight to face the wife, found a vein, and
inserted his syringe. As he released the tourniquet and watched
blood slowly fill the tube, the husband let out a deep groan and
died. The wife cried out, Sureau quickly withdrew his needle,
and she rolled over to embrace her dead husband.

Shaken, they stepped out into the sweltering sun and
whispered anxiously. If the husband had died while Sureau
was taking his blood, the villagers might have attacked the
men, accusing them of responsibility or, worse, of homicide.
As it was, many villagers were taken aback when the tall white
men—especially Breman and Piot, who both stood over six
feet—donned goggles, rubber gloves, and surgical masks
before entering the homes of the infected.

For their part, the Europeans and the American had no idea
whether these modest precautions were adequate to protect
them from what they now understood firsthand was a
particularly horrible disease. Breman was a bit anxious that
villagers might be offended by his protective gear, but he was
also, as the blunt American put it, “scared shitless.”

“I’m no Marlboro Man, and I don’t mind admitting I’m
really frightened. As, I think, we all should be,” Breman told
his colleagues, who vigorously nodded their concurrence with
his sentiments.

When the team members reunited at the mission after their
first long and emotionally exhausting day in the villages, they
compared notes and agreed that the epidemic had taken a
terrible toll—in some cases claiming entire families—but the
worst of it seemed to have passed. Breman, in particular, was



relieved to see that initial accounts saying entire villages had
been exterminated by the virus were gross exaggerations.
Without knowing its cause or cure, the people had wisely
taken many proper measures to slow the virus’s spread. The
scientists humbly agreed that their scientific expertise had not
been necessary to arrest the epidemic.

But it would require the best their collective talents could
muster to solve the mysteries of where the strange virus came
from, how it was spread, and how best to prevent its
resurgence.

That evening as they relaxed with more mission wine,
layered atop several rounds of village arak, a day-old radio
communication reached them from Kinshasa, via Bumba.

“Mayinga died late the night of October 20,” it stated flatly.

Sureau was devastated, as were the Sisters, who felt
profound gratitude for the student nurse’s courage in tending
to Sisters Edmonda and Myriam.

“What we are dealing with is a virus like Marburg, but more
pathogenic. A super-Marburg. I don’t feel alarmed, but I do
feel a sense of disagreeable uncertainty. Who will be the next
victim among the caregivers? Sister Donatienne? …
Margaretha or me? The incubation time is usually eight days!
How many more victims will there be in the villages? What
can be done to stop this epidemic?” Sureau asked.

The others looked at Sureau in sad agreement, for he was
voicing thoughts shared by all.

Though Sureau had clung to the increasingly dubious
hypothesis that the epidemic was caused by some sort of
Marburg virus—probably in a spirit of hopefulness on
Mayinga’s behalf—Breman had no such illusions. Breman had
been on the phone with Pat Webb at least twice a day for the
three weeks prior to his arrival in Kinshasa. He knew precisely
what Webb had discovered, and he carried with him eight-by-
ten microscope photos of the enemy. As he wandered about
the villages, Joel would hold up the “???? virus” pictures of
fuzzy, curled, wormlike microbes and explain to the Zairois
that this new entity was the cause of their suffering.



The trained epidemiologist of the group, Breman laid out a
symptomatic definition of the Yambuku disease that the four
teams should use as they scoured villages for cases.

That night, Sureau radioed Bumba to tell Kinshasa that first
surveys showed 46 villages were affected, with over 350
deaths.

For the next few days the scientists worked in Yambuku,
Bumba, and the villages in between, having no way to
communicate either with Karl Johnson in Kinshasa or with one
another once they split off daily to investigate separate
villages. Sureau and Breman occasionally received garbled
messages about helicopters due to arrive with more experts
and better equipment. When the copters failed to arrive, they
simply assumed the messages were mixed up.

It broke Breman’s heart to watch the nuns “communicate”
with their ancient ham radio equipment. Every day at a
designated time a Sister would put her ear to the decades-old
speaker, turn on the radio, and listen through horrendous static
for the voice of the monsignor in Lisala. One by one, he would
call out the name of each mission in northern Zaire and in this
crude manner the network of missionaries would order
supplies and share important news.

Though he had hooked up newer equipment, the overall
system was so primitive that the American-made side-band
radios made little difference. There remained no way to
communicate directly with Kinshasa, and all communications
were subject to the problems inherent in the child’s game of
Telephone, in which one person passes a sentence on to
another, and another, until after a tenfold relay the message
bears little resemblance to the original. U.S. Embassy officials
told Johnson that setting up a sophisticated communications
system connecting Yambuku, Bumba, Kinshasa, and Atlanta
“would entail several million dollars and a twenty-four-hour
aircraft relay system.” In his usual insouciant fashion, Johnson
had words with the officials, but Breman, having had his fill of
U.S. State Department types elsewhere in Africa, suggested
Karl not waste his energy on the bureaucrats.



Meanwhile, Karl Johnson was trying his best to
outmaneuver other logistic nightmares created by the Zairian
Armed Forces (which didn’t want to fly anywhere near
Yambuku), the embassies of the United States and France, and
a host of international political issues. He needed a top
entomologist or ecologist—somebody who could search, as
Merl Kuns had in Bolivia, for the insects or animals that
carried the disease. After casting its net far and wide, WHO
decided to send French Dr. Max Germain, who worked in the
agency’s Brazzaville office.

Finally, Johnson needed to get a team further out, way up to
Sudan, to figure out how the epidemics of Yambuku and
Maridi were connected. For that job Johnson knew exactly
whom he wanted: “This one’s for Joe,” he said, anticipating
McCormick’s imminent arrival.

McCormick landed in Kinshasa on October 23, the same
day the CDC’s David Heymann cabled word that a NASA
space capsule had successfully been transported from
Houston, where it was staffed and ready to receive any WHO
team members unlucky enough to catch the virus. Also ready
at the Frankfurt Airport in Germany was a USAF C-131
transport jet with an Apollo space capsule aboard—the same
space capsule that Henry Kissinger had offered two years
earlier for use in airlifting Lassa-infected Mandrella from
Nigeria to Hamburg.

That day Johnson got an update from Geneva on the
Sudanese epidemic. A team of investigators had been selected,
comprised of ten Sudanese doctors, Irishman David Simpson,
France’s Paul Bres, and the CDC’s Don Francis. The
investigators were instructed to rendezvous immediately in
Khartoum and from there make their way south to Maridi.

Johnson also wanted a top-flight lab worker in Kinshasa
right away—someone who could improvise and create a
diagnostic laboratory out of the meager facilities available.
Pattyn recommended van der Gröen, who immediately flew to
Zaire loaded down with essential supplies. Key among his
gear were microscope slides he had carefully coated with
infected Vero cells. Though they were fixed with acetone, van



der Gröen had no way of knowing whether or not those slides
were covered with contagious organisms.

“It doesn’t matter,” he told himself. “I’ll make sure I’m the
only one exposed to these things. But I must have them. There
is no other way to diagnose infection.”

His plan was to diagnose infections by putting patients’
blood samples on the microscope slides, waiting a while, then
rinsing the slides. If patients were infected, they would make
antibodies against the mysterious microbe that would latch on
to the infected Vero cells. He then planned to mix fluorescein
—a molecule that glows under ultraviolet light—with monkey
antihuman antibodies. When the fluorescent antibodies were
coated onto the microscope slides, they would cling to the
human antibody-attached Vero cells. And van der Gröen
planned to simply flash ultraviolet light at his slides to see
which people had infected blood. Though the method had been
in use for Lassa since Jordi Casals’s days at the Rockefeller
Foundation, van der Gröen had never tried the
immunofluorescence technique, and hoped that he would be
able to perform professionally in the epidemic pressure cooker.

On arrival at Kinshasa’s airport, van der Gröen was greeted
by Belgian diplomats who ushered his supplies through
customs and whisked the bewildered scientist off into the
night. Van der Gröen’s initiation into the Zairian investigation
began with a harrowing midnight drive on the highway to
Kinshasa, which, as was typical, was marked by several near-
collisions with cars and trucks that careened at high speeds
without using their headlights. The Zairois believed that they
saved fuel by shunning headlight use. As Ruppol briefed van
der Gröen on the Yambuku epidemic, the terrified Belgian
stared agape out the windshield as one oncoming vehicle after
another suddenly loomed out of the darkness, coming within
inches of their car, which was driven by a Zairois who deftly
dodged all the nearly invisible cars and trucks.

At that moment nobody could have convinced van der
Gröen that within a few days such sights would seem blase.

After a night of restless sleep, van der Gröen arose early to
meet his new boss, Karl Johnson. Watching Johnson shout



commands, always laced with florid language, van der Gröen
thought the American “a very peculiar man.” But during his
first of the daily morning epidemic meetings, van der Gröen
witnessed Johnson’s uncanny ability to coordinate a
multilingual, multicultural team of individual egos, creating a
single, well-oiled anti-microbe machine. As had all those who
arrived before, van der Gröen instantly admired Johnson and
accepted his leadership without question. Johnson ordered the
young Belgian to go to Ngaliema Hospital and create a
modern laboratory—immediately.

Late that night Johnson came by, holding up some blood
samples that Sureau and Piot had sent down from Yambuku.
The men uncrated Johnson’s glove box, placed it atop the
wooden table, and set to work. Van der Gröen had never
worked with his hands inserted inside heavy stationary gloves,
and he found the process terribly cumbersome and frustrating.
Johnson taught the Belgian tricks that he had learned nearly
two decades earlier in Bolivia, and the pair were soon toiling
smoothly as a team.

Sweat poured off van der Gröen, and every step of the
procedure performed in the glove box seemed to take ten times
longer than it would atop his Antwerp lab bench. But by two
in the morning, he had completed each step of the
immunofluorescence process. All that remained was the
ultraviolet light microscope examination to see whether or not
the serum from Yambuku was infected with the mystery
microbe. For that, the pair needed a completely dark room.

Van der Gröen hauled a small table into the bathroom, used
the toilet as his seat, and turned off the electric lights.

He switched on his ultraviolet microscope, and with
Johnson holding his breath in anticipation, van der Gröen put
his eye to the lens.

“Comme les étoiles!” he exclaimed. “Like twinkling stars
… in a dark night, surrounded by red cells. Look, Karl, the
cells containing the virus are bright, glowing, fluorescent
masses.”



Johnson took the toilet seat and peered down the lens. It was
three-thirty in the morning, but the men were too excited to
sleep. The serum they were looking at came from Sophie in
Yambuku, who had survived the disease. Finally they had a
way to test who was infected, and to find people who had been
infected but successfully fought off the microbe without
developing detectable disease. They also now had a way to test
whether a particular person’s blood contained potentially
lifesaving antibodies.

That morning Pierre Sureau awoke in Bumba feeling
feverish, unsettled. He and Piot spent the day arguing with the
Zairian Armed Forces for transport of equipment from
Kinshasa.

As he sat on a veranda overlooking the Bumba Mission,
Sureau contemplated what he had learned so far: The disease
was clearly deadly, and most victims died within a week. It
had taken a huge toll at Yambuku Hospital, and left the
surviving nuns and priests nearly incapacitated with grief.

Sipping a cocktail, Sureau contemplated the most awkward
finding: the condition of Yambuku Mission Hospital. The
previous day he, Breman, and Piot had examined the now
empty facility, its medical records, and equipment. When they
entered the compound, Sureau had been appalled. The
sterilization facilities were abominable, the surgical equipment
positively antique, and the linen—though washed—was often
covered with old blood stains.

Yet when he examined the medical records, he found no
telltale link between people who had undergone surgery in the
antiquated facility and those who got the disease. He wiped
fever sweat off his brow, and couldn’t shake the uneasy feeling
that the starting point for the epidemic was—somehow—that
well-intended but fatally primitive hospital.

With the contemplative Sureau now in Bumba, awaiting an
armed forces plane to Kinshasa, were Piot, other team
members, Sophie, and Sukato. As the surviving wife of
Yambuku’s first victim—the index case, in epidemiology
parlance—Antoine, Sophie had antibodies of incalculable
value. Yambuku nurse Sukato was the only member of the



mission’s medical staff who had survived infection and illness.
These two in coming days would donate many units of blood,
from which would be derived a tiny vial of antiserum of
inestimable value.

By October 24 Sureau’s secret fever disappeared. He told no
one about his illness: Johnson had insisted from the beginning
that team members take their temperature twice a day and
immediately report fevers to Kinshasa headquarters. Sureau
chose to disobey, convinced that whatever he had was not the
Yambuku disease.

Fortunately, he was correct.

Sureau was still feeling hot under the collar, however,
because the long-awaited plane from Kinshasa hadn’t arrived.
Johnson sent word that President Mobutu was out of the
country, in Switzerland, and in his absence the government
was nearly paralyzed. No one else dared order the armed
forces to fly into the Bumba Zone.

Sureau and Piot were worried that their samples would go
bad in the tropical heat if these delays continued. They made
more dry ice for their storage thermos and kept their fingers
crossed.

At last on October 27 the Zairian Air Force arrived in the
form of a C-130 transport, loaded with lumber and supplies for
the construction of a villa for Captain General Bumba, a
powerful commandant. The pilots refused to turn off their
engines and ordered the group to board immediately.

The pilots grew positively enraged when they spotted the
unexpected passengers, Sophie and Sukato.

Ruppol explained the two were very important people:
survivors of the epidemic. The appalled pilots swore that
nobody infected with the disease could board their aircraft, nor
would they allow samples of contaminated blood and tissue on
the plane.

A truce was reached: the group could board the plane, but
none of them could enter the cabin for any reason. Squeezed in
among the commandant’s building materials, the passengers



did their best to get comfortable during the two-hour flight to
Kinshasa. For Sophie and Sukato, both novice air passengers,
it was a terrifying experience.

The following morning, October 28, Piot nervously strolled
the Kinshasa streets. Like Sureau before him, Piot was running
a high fever. Worse yet, he had uncontrollable diarrhea and felt
distinctly nauseated. Fearing Johnson would order him
airlifted out of the country, Piot hid his ailment from the
others, deliberately shunned team members, and searched on
his own for dysentery treatments.

Meanwhile, both Sureau and Breman told Johnson that they
privately believed the source of most of the fatal cases in
Yambuku’s epidemic was the hospital. Breman described in
detail his eerie stroll through the hospital, and showed Karl
two syringes he had delicately removed from a pan of water in
the outpatient clinic.

“I’ll bet these are infected,” Breman said, noting that the
clinic issued only five syringes to its nurses each morning.
They were used and reused on the 300 to 600 patients who
required medical attention each day.

When Johnson suggested it might be a bit dicey to point an
accusatory finger at four now deceased Catholic missionaries,
Breman said, “The villagers clearly understood the hospital
was the source. Long before it was closed, the people voted
with their feet. They ran away. That place was almost empty
when it closed.”

Johnson decided to put Breman in charge of a second
survey team, responsible for designing a way to test Joel’s
hypothesis. The plan was to conduct a major epidemiological
investigation with nearly all the International Commission
directly involved. The first step would require returning a
small team to Yambuku to recruit and train a staff of local
Zairois, particularly those who had survived the disease and
were presumably immune. Johnson warned Breman, however,
that one of the locally recruited Machupo investigators in San
Joaquin had mistakenly thought a past ailment was Bolivian
hemorrhagic fever. It was not, and Einar Dorado had paid for
the error with his life.



“Be damned careful,” Johnson said.

On October 27 the commission released its first official
account of events in Yambuku to foreign embassies in
Kinshasa; the following day embassy officials passed the
information on to the international press corps. It was a bland
statement, conservatively designed to cast a sense of routine
around a crisis that had rendered some team members patently
terrified.13 Still, two scientists, a Zairois and an American,
who read the report, requested permission to drop out of the
investigation. The American had made it as far as Geneva
before turning back.14

VI
On October 31, Sureau, Germain, McCormick, and recently
arrived Belgian researcher Simon van Nieuwenhove gathered
on the military strip at N’djili Airport at four-thirty in the
morning. Now accustomed to the anxieties of the Zairian Air
Force, the group had triple-confirmed the flight plans. Their
cargo was impressive: two fully equipped Land-Rovers
complete with a three-week supply of diesel fuel, food (C
rations), and water. The plan was for the group to fly up to
Bumba, where they would leave off Sureau and Germain, then
proceed further north, to Isiro.

For McCormick and van Nieuwenhove, Isiro would be just
a first stop on long separate journeys. McCormick was
destined for Maridi, van Nieuwenhove was assigned to search
the remote southernmost expanse between Zaire and Sudan for
additional pockets of the epidemic.

Of course, despite all their prior confirmations, the scientists
were told the planes weren’t quite ready for takeoff, and at
five-thirty in the morning the pilots were scrambling to
cannibalize parts from other planes. Finally, five hours later,
the reluctant pilots—having exhausted all reasonable dodges
—were forced to concede defeat to the scientists, and the C-
130 took off for Bumba.

The pilots landed in Bumba and, as always, kept their
engines running while Max and Pierre unloaded the cargo and



waved goodbye to their friends. Then they took McCormick
and van Nieuwenhove to Isiro some 300 miles further north
near the Sudanese frontier. The two men drove their well-
stocked Land-Rovers off the C-130, shook hands, and headed
in opposite directions.

In Isiro (known in colonial days as Old Stanleyville),
McCormick hunted for information and some additional
supplies, quickly discovering there was little of either to be
had. After years of central government corruption, Zaire’s
most remote areas were bereft of all but local trade, and such
“luxury” items as toilet paper, matches, and batteries had long
since disappeared.

Information was equally scarce, and McCormick found that
the lack of trade activity had slowed the flow of traffic and
communication between Zaire’s various northern zones to a
mere trickle. Surprisingly few people in the region seemed
aware of the Yambuku epidemic, and nobody could recall a
case of anything resembling that hemorrhagic disease.

As McCormick headed northeast toward the Sudanese
border his language skills began to fail him; the more remote
the area, the fewer people spoke French, or Otetela, or any
other Bantu tongue of which McCormick had a passing
knowledge. Soon he found himself in villages not visited by a
motorized vehicle in months, even years. And he, a bearded
white man, would use an assortment of hand signals and
languages to try to find out if anybody in the community had
recently suffered an unusual disease. It was hard going, and all
too often Joe found himself trying to make sense of
conversations that, for example, began in Azandi, were
translated into Lingala, and then conveyed to him in French.
Information was, at best, muddled.

The closer he got to the Sudanese frontier, the less obvious
were the roads. Several times he bailed his Land-Rover out of
a river, or plowed through yards of six-foot-tall elephant grass
praying the road would reappear on the other side. He was
making his way through an area that experienced torrential
rains nine months out of the year, and was perpetually
mudladen.



At the border he discovered an Italian Catholic mission so
removed from its Roman headquarters that the priests were
living on five-year-old flour and the “protein” provided by the
insects that infested their meager supplies. Elated at seeing a
visitor from so far away, the priests were eager to assist
McCormick and insisted he share in their sparse food reserves.

The priests told McCormick there were rumors of an
epidemic around the Sudanese village of N’zara, located some
sixty miles further northeast. Joe told the priests he had no visa
or travel papers.

“That is no problem,” they said. “We will take care of it.”

After a night’s rest, McCormick was introduced to the chief
of a Zairian village adjacent to the border. At the priests’
request, the chief signed a letter that formally asked his
counterpart on the Sudanese side of the border to admit
McCormick into the country. Arriving at the much-anticipated
border, Joe found two posts, atop which rested a long stick.
Between the border posts lay the road, now narrowed to a mud
footpath and bearing no signs of recent vehicular traffic. A
handful of obviously hungry soldiers sat on their haunches
around the site; they greeted McCormick’s arrival as a source
of grand gossip and entertainment, breaking up an otherwise
miserably monotonous day.

When Joe finally reached N’zara he sent a relayed radio
signal to Karl Johnson to assure his friend in Kinshasa that he
had arrived safely and could confirm there was an epidemic
afoot. To accomplish such a seemingly simple task:
McCormick first sent a ham radio signal to the Italian
missionaries back at the Zaire border. They relayed the
message to a pilot flying a missionary twin-engine plane. He
ascended to sufficient altitude to be able to send an unblocked
signal down the length of Zaire, where it came out of the
speaker of Johnson’s single side-band radio. With such a
complex system it was obvious that the message had to be
short and sweet: the details would have to await Joe’s return to
Bumba.

For three weeks McCormick slept in the Land-Rover by
night and interviewed epidemic victims and survivors by day.



It became obvious that few people traveled between the N’zara
area and Yambuku, a distance of over 400 miles.

By the time Joe arrived the worst of the N‘zara outbreak
was past, and there were no more active cases in the clinic. For
several days he questioned residents of N’zara and the
outlying villages, and collected blood samples. Satisfied that
the epidemic was under control, his supplies dangerously low,
McCormick prepared to return to Zaire. But first, with a hint
of mischief, Joe wrote a note to his CDC colleague Don
Francis. McCormick knew Francis was heading up an official
WHO team that was trying to make its way to N’zara from
Khartoum.

Before he left, McCormick put the note in a box and left it
with a town leader instructed to “give the container to the
white man who will come soon from Khartoum.”

McCormick had no idea that Francis and his team were
trapped in Khartoum, hostage to terrified pilots who were
refusing to fly and government bureaucrats uncertain about
providing open access to the Europeans and Americans. It
would be several days before the WHO team would reach the
area. In the meantime, McCormick’s container, pregnant with
information, waited in the hot N’zara sun.

In American holiday terms, McCormick left Isiro on
Halloween and returned to the Bumba Zone the day before
Thanksgiving, having been virtually incommunicado the entire
time.

Much had happened in his absence. A full-scale
epidemiological survey of all the villages surrounding the
Yambuku Mission had been conducted, involving most of the
International Commission members. For nearly two weeks, the
team, augmented by dozens of trained local volunteers,
surveyed over 550 villages, interviewed 34,000 families, and
took blood samples from 442 people in the hardest-hit
communities. In addition, team members gathered a sampling
of local insects and animals to test for viral infection.15

And on November 6, Zaire’s Minister of Health, Ngwété,
issued an international report summarizing findings to date:



358 cases of the viral disease had occurred, 325 were fatal.
That was an astonishing lethality rate of 90.7 percent.

Ngwété said all tests in labs throughout the world proved
that “this agent is a new virus.”

“The name ‘Ebola,’ after a little river in the region where
the disease first appeared, is proposed for this virus,” Ngwété
concluded.16

Somehow, having a name for the culprit had brought new
energy and focus to the Yambuku investigation, and the fears
of the scientists receded with repetition of the word “Ebola.”
After a while, “Ebola” sounded almost routine, like “measles”
or “polio.”

That sense of relative calm evaporated when, several days
later, the International Commission learned that Geoffrey Platt
had contracted Ebola disease in England.

For nearly a month Platt had toiled with caution and
deliberation in his laboratory at Porton Down, trying to learn
quickly as much as possible about the Sudan strain of the
Ebola virus. On the morning of November 5 he was working
in the Toxic Animals Wing of Porton Down, passing Ebola
samples from one guinea pig to another to see if the virulence
of the virus was diminished as it went through successive
generations of animals. As always, he was wearing a
respirator, protective lab clothes, and three layers of latex
gloves.

His hand slipped.

The syringe containing Ebola-infected guinea pig blood
jammed into the tip of his thumb, just above the nail.

Horrified, Platt was seized by panic, and for some time—he
had no idea whether it was seconds or minutes—he stared at
the thumb and saw his mortality.

“Hurry, get a grip on yourself,” he said, ripping off the three
sets of gloves and squeezing hard at his punctured thumb tip.

“Bleed, damnit! Bleed,” he muttered, but no blood
appeared. He dashed out to the next chamber and shoved his
hand into a disinfectant tank. For two minutes he held his digit



submerged, praying against all biological probability that no
virus had actually passed into his thumb; or the disinfectant
was getting drawn up into the microns-wide pore created by
the needle, killing the virus; or the accident hadn’t actually
happened at all. He could feel his heart pounding hard against
his chest, and feared the adrenaline-propelled organ was all too
efficiently pumping Ebola virus throughout his body.17

He slowly withdrew his hand from the vat, daubed it with a
towel, and used a magnifying lens to search for the needle
puncture site. He saw no sign of it.

Carefully following lab exiting procedures, Platt left the
Toxic Animals Wing and reported to the Laboratory Safety
Office, where he was examined briefly, given a thermometer,
and sent home with instructions to report any sudden rise in
his temperature.

For six days Platt paced the floors of his lab and house,
losing sleep for the first time in his many years of working
with lethal viruses. His wife, Eileen, did her best to shield their
two preadolescent children from the growing anxiety shared
by their parents.

At midnight on November 11, Platt’s temperature suddenly
jumped, and he felt the chills of a fever. The following
morning he reported to the Porton Down safety office. By then
his fever was over 100°F, and the staff was very worried, not
only on Platt’s behalf but also for everyone at the laboratory
with whom he’d had contact. They immediately took a blood
sample from Platt, examining a droplet under an electron
microscope.

The dreaded “???? virus” was there.

Platt donned a respirator to protect others from his virus,
and a special ambulance staffed by volunteer drivers and
guided by a police escort took the English scientist to North
London’s Coppetts Wood Hospital. While Platt was placed
inside a new Trexler negative-pressure plastic isolator, the 160
other patients then in the hospital were hastily packed off to
alternative medical facilities.



For forty-nine days Platt languished inside his plastic
environment, which was, in turn, inside an otherwise empty
hospital. The large medical staff that tended to him, led by Dr.
Ronald Emond, was placed under quarantine. And throughout
the first week of Platt’s life-struggle, he was entirely cut off
from family and friends.

Meanwhile, Eileen and the kids were under house
quarantine, forced to constantly check their own temperatures,
and terrified that Geoffrey would die.

The British government’s reaction to Platt’s illness was
rapid and severe. Porton Down was immediately shut down,
all its employees sent home and placed under surveillance.
Several friends of the Platt family were also put under home
quarantine. Over a month’s time some £200,000 was spent by
the U.K. government to compensate employees for lost work
time, relocate Coppetts Wood hospital patients, and monitor
over 300 people for possible Ebola infection.

Meanwhile, Platt suffered most of the symptoms seen
among Ebola victims in Zaire and Sudan. His care, however,
bore no resemblance to that available to the people of
Yambuku.

As Platt’s fever climbed to over 104°F, his hair fell out and
he passed blood in his stools and vomitus. Dr. Emond’s team
attacked the virus with every weapon available. Recently
isolated human interferon—a crucial chemical of the immune
system—was injected into Platt twice a day in large doses (3
million units). The ailing scientist was placed on intravenous
feedings, carefully selected to balance his diarrhea-disrupted
electrolytes. When Candida fungal infections appeared in his
throat, Platt got amphotericin B lozenges. Every fluctuation in
his vital signs and blood and urine chemistry were monitored
closely.

And forty-seven hours after his fever began, Platt was
infused with Sophie’s plasma, flown in from Kinshasa.

Following the Ebola plasma treatment Platt’s condition
worsened; his fever spiked again, he was extremely nauseated,
his bowel was incontinent, his joints all ached, and he was



very weak. Most alarming to Emond was Platt’s mental state.
The bright scientist was losing his memory, couldn’t
concentrate long enough to finish reading a sentence and
seemed disoriented.

Platt was indeed very confused.

“Why am I in this plastic tent?” he wondered. “Who are
these people looking at me? Where am I? Why can’t I read?
Did I used to be able to read?”

By November 20, nine days into his illness, Platt began to
shed his confusion (along with dead skin and hair), and shortly
before Christmas the British government was pleased to
conclude that nobody else at Porton Down or in the Platt
family had become infected.

England, it seemed, was spared.

News of Platt’s illness came to Yambuku on November 12,
hitting the commission members very hard. Morale
plummeted and collective fear rose. Johnson sensed that the
anxiety could be impairing the team’s efforts. Certainly Max
Germain, whose job was collecting wild, possibly infected
animals, was on the verge of panic, and Breman had warned
Karl that several team members had asked about the reliability
of emergency evacuation plans for flying infected scientists to
Johannesburg. Johnson tried to reassure the researchers, but he
knew every movement the commission had made since the day
it formed had been slowed or impaired by logistic problems.

By November 9, Sureau, having personally searched 21
villages, identified 136 fatal Ebola cases, and mapped the
complex relationships of all the dead, recovered, and well
people in those villages, was ready to leave. Of all the
foreigners flown into Zaire during the epidemic, Sureau had
been at it the longest. He was burned out, and both he and
Johnson felt the epidemic was over. Sureau began his long
journey home.

But the mystery of Ebola was far from solved.

On November 16, McCormick cruised into Yambuku,
greeting the commission members with startling news.



“Guys,” he said, “what we have here is two totally separate
outbreaks. There is no relationship between what’s going on
here and what’s happening in N’zara, except they both happen
to be Ebola virus.”

Johnson looked at Joe as if he had just watched his protégé’s
mind snap. Breman shook his head in disbelief. And young
Piot grinned, thinking, “Jeez, this guy’s got balls!”

McCormick explained to his disbelieving colleagues that
travel between the two areas was so arduous, and the cultural
gaps so great, that people simply didn’t go back and forth.

“There’s no way the Yambuku epidemic could get to N’zara
or vice versa unless some infected person traveled those roads.
And I can tell you, guys, my Land-Rover was the first vehicle
on those so-called roads in months … maybe years.”

Furthermore, he argued, there were no Ebola cases in the
villages between N’zara and the Bumba Zone, and the
Sudanese epidemic seemed less severe; more people appeared
to survive Ebola in N’zara. McCormick’s theories were
dismissed out of hand by most commission members, and
official WHO accounts of the 1976 outbreaks implied there
was some as yet undiscovered link between the two
epidemics.18

Joe stubbornly insisted, however, that despite what seemed
coincidence on an unnaturally profound scale, the two
epidemics were entirely separate events. He would not
abandon that belief with the passage of time, and years later
would provide irrefutable proof that Nature had, indeed, rolled
an incredibly bizarre set of snake eyes.19

VII
While McCormick wrote up his Sudanese findings for the
commission, epidemiology investigations continued in the
Yambuku area. Piot was left alone full-time in Yambuku,
while other commission members combed neighboring areas.
A few days after Joe’s return, Piot got a radio message from
Johnson, telling him a Zairian Air Force helicopter would
arrive shortly to bring him back to Bumba for a meeting with



“U.S. Embassy officials.” Piot protested: why should he, a
Belgian, fly back to brief a group of Americans?

“Look, Peter, they want to see firsthand what’s going on.
Don’t argue with me. Just get your butt on that copter,”
Johnson said.

Piot got off the radio grumbling about the “sick tourism” of
the U.S. Embassy and CIA interests, but reluctantly prepared
to meet the Zairian helicopter.

As he paced about the mission, the skies suddenly darkened
and he could tell a storm was coming. Out of the blackened
sky came the Puma helicopter. Without shutting off its
engines, the pilot opened his cockpit window and called out to
Piot. When Piot asked the pilot about the safety of flying such
a large cumbersome helicopter in a storm, he smelled the
familiar scent of Zairian beer on the pilot’s answering breath.

“Pas de problème,” the pilot insisted.

Piot asked a few more questions, studied the pilots, and
concluded the two of them were drunk.

“The hell with it,” Piot said. “I’m not going to that
meeting.” As he waved off the pilots, a Yambuku villager ran
up crying, “Doctor, please! I’ve never been in the air before. If
you are not going, may I take your place?”

Piot shrugged, helped the young man into the helicopter,
and waved the aircraft on its way.

Two days later a somber Johnson radioed Piot with bad
news, telling him that the drunken pilots had crashed the
helicopter. Everybody on board died, and a hunter found the
wreckage in the jungle southwest of Yambuku.

Piot listened in disbelief as Johnson went on to explain that
the Zairian Air Force was holding Piot personally responsible
for the deaths.

“They’re saying you sabotaged the helicopter because
you’re some kind of Belgian colonialist,” Johnson continued.
“And they’re insisting you have to go out there, get those
bodies and perform autopsies. There’s no ifs, ands, or buts on
this one, Peter. You have to do it. The entire research effort



could be shut down in an instant if the Zairian military tells
Mobutu we’re a bunch of CIA agents or something.”

Shaken and angry, Piot jumped in his Land-Rover and drove
as fast as roads would allow to Bumba. There, he was assigned
a detail of prisoners from the local jail, who worked all night
under Piot’s direction, making three coffins. The next morning
Piot and the prisoners were flown by bitterly angry Zairian Air
Force pilots to a plantation on the edge of the jungle area in
which the hunter had spotted the wreckage. With the prisoners
in a line behind him hauling the coffins and supplies, Piot cut a
path through the rain forest. Whatever image the sight of Piot,
the coffins, and the prisoners conjured for local villagers, it
was obviously one of great interest. As the grim group cut its
way deeper into the jungle, it was joined by clusters of the
curious. Eventually, over a hundred people trailed the coffin
bearers.

The wind first told them when they had reached their
destination, for it carried the stench of three human bodies that
had literally cooked for four sweltering days in the equatorial
jungle. Piot, standing a foot taller than most of his
companions, peered ahead, trying to catch a glimpse of the
helicopter. The jungle canopy was so dense that little sunlight
penetrated it. Still unable to see the copter, Piot paused and
pulled a respirator out of his knapsack.

At the ghastly sight of the wreckage, all the prisoners
screamed in horror and ran away. When he turned to look
straight at the wreckage, Piot had to struggle hard to hold back
a wave of nausea. The bodies had bloated in the humid heat,
their eyes bulged, insects crawled over their taut skin, and the
stench was overpowering. Fighting back his disgust, Piot
forced himself to walk up to the first body, formaldehyde
sprayer in hand, to ready it for the coffin.

It was the young villager. Piot swayed, feeling suddenly
dizzy. “This should have been me,” he thought. “I should have
been in that seat, instead of this poor fellow.”

He looked at the villagers, at the bodies, and called out,
“The shoes! The shoes! Whoever helps me gets their shoes!”



A cluster of boys ran forward, helped Piot stuff the bodies
into their tight coffins, removed the shoes, and then carried the
horrendous burdens—unlidded to compensate for the swelling
—out of the jungle.

When they reached the plantation Piot found the military
pilots busily pursuing the business of alcohol consumption.
They had refused to assist in the removal of the bodies, and
looked on Piot with undisguised contempt.

“Here are your colleagues,” Piot said, pointing at the
gruesome coffins.

The pilots gulped down more beer and arak, ordered Piot to
put the bodies in the aircraft, and made it clear that they were
in no mood to argue with a white man from Belgium. For half
an hour Piot sat white-knuckled, barely able to breathe,
clutching the armrests of his helicopter seat as the belligerent,
inebriated pilots maneuvered their copter and its macabre
cargo to Bumba. When they landed, Piot was beside himself
with rage and fear; he called the bluff of Bumba military
officers, refused to perform the autopsies they had demanded,
and declared, “You have your bodies, I’ve done my part, the
hell with you!”

Peter Piot staggered off into Bumba, feeling more
emotionally wretched than he had previously imagined was
possible. For the first time in his life, Piot set off, with
determination, to get drunk.

After a couple of beers, he felt tears pressing against his
eyelids, and thought again of the poor villager who had
perished in his place. He bought drinks for anybody in the bar
who would hear his story, and soon the modest establishment
was packed with thirsty ears.

After a couple of rounds, he heard someone greet him in
Flemish, looked up, and saw a white man covered in road dust.
Simon van Nieuwenhove introduced himself, explained that he
had just returned from a four-week tour of the wilds in search
of Ebola cases, and asked if he might join in the revelry.

The two men shared sagas, beers, and emotions, and
developed an instant friendship that would bond them like



brothers for the rest of their lives.

In the following days Piot and van Nieuwenhove talked for
hours, trying to make sense both of the strange epidemic and
of its impact on their lives. Piot’s backgrounds in medicine and
virology had served him well, but the twenty-seven-year-old
Belgian had enough humility to recognize that he knew
nothing about developing countries, and even less about
epidemiology. He had developed a strong admiration for the
multifaceted skills of the Americans—Breman, Johnson, and
McCormick. And he decided to ask Johnson to recommend
him for epidemiology studies at the CDC.

Like so many other members of the International
Commission, Piot was discovering that the relatively brief
Yambuku experience was completely changing his life. It
would be some time before he would discover the effect his
African encounter was having back home on his wife,
Margarethe. And on van der Gröen’s wife, Dina. Unbeknownst
to the men, the Belgian government had informed Dina and
Margarethe that “there had been a deadly helicopter crash
involving Belgian members of the International Commission.”
It would be several days before the women would learn that
their husbands were alive.

Since the ghastly incident with the Zairian helicopter, Piot
was gaining a healthy respect for danger, among other things.
But most of the other survey team members had settled into
routines, staying in the more comfortable town of Bumba,
driving their Land-Rovers out to the villages, and going house
to house completing huge questionnaires on detailed
information considered vital to understanding the epidemic.
With routine comes complacency, a lowering of both guard
and fear.

VIII
On November 26, U.S. Peace Corps volunteer Del Conn told
team members in the Yambuku area that his head and back
were killing him. The pain came on suddenly, and then hung
on relentlessly. Conn, who had previously worked in a small
hospital outside Kinshasa, had joined the Yambuku survey



effort ten days earlier and was assisting Piot in collecting
blood samples and village data. He had also helped van der
Gröen prepare microscopic samples of Ebola-infected tissues
for study in a field lab the Belgian had recently constructed in
the mission. A month later researchers would learn that some
of Conn’s samples, despite ultraviolet radiation exposure and
acetone treatment, still contained live Ebola virus.

Though Conn’s temperature was only slightly above
normal, team members were worried. They notified
commission headquarters that it might be necessary to activate
the complex system of medical evacuation that had been
worked out in detail after days of negotiations with the
governments of Zaire, South Africa, the United States, and
France. Those procedures required that Conn be placed under
strict quarantine for thirty-six hours and airlifted out of the
region if his condition worsened.

While Conn lay inside a room of the mission facility, tended
to by Karl Johnson and Margaretha Isaacson, the team tried to
continue their survey work.

“But there’s no question about it,” Breman radioed to
Johnson, “this is a major downer for everybody.” Morale
plummeted, fear rose.

A Canadian military officer had, coincidentally, arrived a
day earlier in Kinshasa with a newly designed portable plastic
isolator unit, intended to allow safe transport of contagious
individuals.

By November 29, Conn’s condition had worsened. His fever
was up slightly, blood chemistry showed classic signs of viral
infection, back pains were severe, and he was nauseated. In
Yambuku, Johnson, Dr. Dennis Courtois, and Isaacson tried to
prepare Ebola antiserum from recovered patients’ blood, but
power failures shut down their centrifuge and other equipment
necessary to ensure safe plasma preparation.

“You can’t imagine the fear here,” Johnson radioed to
Bumba.

Under contingency plans, a military helicopter was
supposed to fly immediately to Yambuku, pick up Conn, and



bring him to Bumba. Meanwhile, a C-130 was supposed to fly
from Kinshasa to Bumba, load Conn into the Canadian isolator
unit, and transfer him to Johannesburg, after a refueling stop in
Kinshasa.

But the Zairian Air Force’s pilots balked again. Fearing
Conn might give them the disease, the pilots refused to fly
their helicopter to Yambuku. All other options closed,
Johnson, Isaacson, and Courtois loaded Conn into the back of
a Land-Rover and drove the bumpy road to Bumba, their
passenger groaning in pain all the way. All three scientists
wore disposable protective clothing and surgical masks
throughout the journey, which lasted four and a half hours
because Conn could not tolerate the sudden jarring produced
by hitting ruts at speeds greater than ten miles per hour.

When they reached Bumba, continued Air Force fear was
obvious: no plane awaited them. And panic among the
townspeople was so great that the Land-Rover was not
permitted to leave the center of the Bumba landing strip.
Unprotected from the tropical sun and forced to wear a tight
rubber respirator mask to allay the fears of the populace, Conn
was miserable. Johnson and Isaacson sedated the Peace Corps
volunteer and gave him analgesics to ease his pain.

As night fell, there was still no word on air transport for the
ailing man, so Johnson and Isaacson were forced to make do
with available plasma and equipment. Convinced their
colleague had Ebola, they hand-administered a unit of
Sophie’s antiserum into Conn while the young man lay in the
back of their Land-Rover.

At dawn an Air Zaire “Fokker Friendship” airplane landed,
the Canadian respirator on board.

The two doctors studied the isolator for a moment. It
consisted of a plastic pipe frame that outlined a space some
seven feet long, four feet high, and four feet wide. Suspended
from the frame was a box tent of thick, clear, pliable plastic.
From the sides of the box tent hung attached gloves, into
which attending physicians would insert their hands and arms
when they needed to “touch” the patient.



The doctors carefully slid Conn into the isolator, attached an
intravenous feeding tube to a device installed in the box tent,
shut their patient inside, and switched on the pressurized air
device. It seemed to work, but the intravenous feeding device
was poorly designed and the feed rate fluctuated wildly.

An assortment of drugs and medical supplies were also on
board the aircraft, and the doctors decided to administer strong
painkillers to Conn before takeoff. Commission members in
Kinshasa failed, however, to provide a file with which the
vials could be opened, forcing yet another delay while the
physicians sought an alternative sterile means to unseal the
ampules.

Once the Keystone Kops-like operation was in the air,
another failing of the Canadian device was noted: it did not
adjust well to altitude-induced air pressure differences. Conn
grew anxious as the box tent slowly caved in on him, making
his space ever more claustrophobic.

When the plane landed in Kinshasa another snag appeared
in the commission’s grandiose emergency evacuation plan: no
plane was “available” to take the patient to Johannesburg.

Johnson, now fuming mad, contacted U.S. Embassy
officials, who relayed an air support request to the USAF. A
C-141 Starlifter was dispatched from Madrid, arriving in
Kinshasa six hours later. During the long wait, fear of
contagion once again forced the group to stay at the airport,
this time inside an abandoned hangar. The afternoon heat was
so great that the isolator steamed up and was soon creating its
own internal rainfall.

Although he received a variety of analgesics, Conn’s pain
was acute, he was running a fever of over 102°F, and the hours
inside the wet, coffin-sized plastic cocoon were driving him
crazy. His anxiety reached a zenith when the doctors noticed
blood oozing out of the tiny puncture hole through which his
intravenous feeder was inserted.

Uncontrolled bleeding, Conn knew, was hemorrhaging; and
hemorrhaging was the key symptom of Ebola. Conn had to be
heavily sedated.



That night Conn was transferred into the USAF jet and
flown to Johannesburg. Because of a storm front, the flight
was diverted on a huge loop out over the Atlantic Ocean. The
doctors felt Conn would be unable to tolerate turbulence, but
the diversion added several hours to their flight time.

The plane landed in Pretoria and Conn was transferred to a
South African Air Force plane for his final leg to
Johannesburg.

When he was finally removed from his nightmarish cocoon,
Conn’s entire body was covered with a florid measleslike rash
that was not usually seen with Ebola but had been noted in
some Machupo and Marburg cases. He had been severely ill
for six days before reaching a hospital.

Clearly, the commission’s contingency plans had failed
completely when put to the test. Johnson was enraged, and
scientists still deployed in the field were extremely distressed.

Behind the scenes still more misadventures occurred. The
CDC sent a massive hospital containment bed isolator by air
from Atlanta, but when the contraption arrived in
Johannesburg two crucial components were missing:
instructions for assembly and an electrical converter that
would allow the American-made device (designed for 110
volt, 60 Hz electricity) to function in South Africa (which uses
220 volt, 50 Hz electricity).

Furthermore, early difficulties in transporting Conn
prompted CDC officials to prepare an Apollo space capsule
for use in South Africa. That forced a major South African
Army mobilization of ground transport capable of
maneuvering the eighty-ton capsule. At the last minute space
capsule airlift plans were scrubbed.

All in all, the planned thirty-four-hour evacuation actually
took over seventy-two hours, at an inestimable cost to the
governments of Zaire, the United States, and South Africa.

And when Conn’s blood was submitted to repeated
examinations, no Ebola viruses could be found. Nor could the
South African team find evidence of any other known human
pathogen.



Twenty years later, the cause of Conn’s bona fide illness
would remain a complete mystery.

Conn, it seemed, had “discovered” another new virus.

IX
Don Francis was burned out before he ever got involved in the
Sudan episode. Hell, he was burned out before he even got to
Harvard.

After two years of chasing down smallpox cases all over
Sudan, India, and Bangladesh he was ready for a break.
September 1975 found Francis at Harvard University, working
on a Ph.D. in virology. With the CDC’s permission, Francis
was studying in Max Essex’s laboratory when the Ebola
mystery started unfolding some ten thousand miles away.

When CDC officers called him in October 1976, Francis
was a bit flattered at first.

Francis got off the phone and searched out his mentor, Max
Essex. He found the Rhode Island-born Yankee, as usual,
poring over data, and requested a two-week leave from
doctoral studies.

Essex agreed to let Francis take two weeks off; indeed, he
later had to talk Don into going when the younger scientist’s
ego was bruised by learning that, far from being indispensable,
he was the CDC’s last resort. Every other person on the
agency’s list had turned down the assignment out of fear.

Word from Zaire had, by early November, been exaggerated
in the gossip mills of international virology and finding eager
volunteers for the Sudan investigation proved exceedingly
difficult. Eventually WHO’s Paul Brès gave up his search,
bought a Geneva—Nairobi ticket, and assigned himself to the
investigation. The WHO team in Maridi would be composed
of David Smith (of the Kenyan Ministry of Health), Don
Francis, Bres, Irishman David Simpson (of the London School
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine), animal expert Barney
Highton (also of the Kenyan Ministry of Health), and
Sudanese medical experts Babiker El Tahir, Isaiah Mayom
Deng, and Pacifico Lolik. Most would join Francis and



Simpson in the south, having made their own way to Maridi
via Nairobi or Juba … after several days’ delay.

Because of the ancient rift between Khartoum and the
southern Sudanese provinces, the federal government decided
to stop the epidemic by completely cutting the south off from
the rest of the country. It was sort of a damage control
approach: many might die in the remote south, but the disease
would not reach the more densely populated Muslim north.
Absolutely no airplanes, trucks, or other vehicles were allowed
in or out of the southern section of the country.

For four days Francis and Simpson begged, cajoled, and
bribed their way around Khartoum, searching for a way to get
themselves—with a couple of tons of supplies—past the
quarantine lines, all the way south to Maridi and N’zara.
Simpson, El Tahir, and Francis visited all the Western
embassies, pleading for assistance. Much was promised, little
materialized. Chartering a private airplane was ruled out:
Khartoum and Kenyan officials insisted the entire aircraft
would be burned, as a protection against contagion, upon
return from the quarantine area.

At long last two large British trucks were found, loaded up,
and filled with extra tanks of gas. Unbeknownst to the hapless
WHO crew, McCormick had already left N’zara by the time
Francis finally got behind the wheel of a truck bound for
Maridi. It was the rainy season, and what passed for roads had
become muddy rivulets. For twelve hours the WHO team kept
their trucks in four-wheel drive and their accelerators floored
and endured a battering, crashing ride. It was two in the
morning when the exhausted group pulled into the town of
Maridi, population 2,000.

They were greeted by the Maridi hospital’s night watchman,
who awoke the town’s two public health doctors and installed
the tired team in an old British missionary complex.

The following day further impediments to their
investigation mounted, and Francis, Simpson, and El Tahir
were frankly stunned by the scale of their problems. The
national quarantine of the south was bringing on near-famine
conditions in the region. Because the rolling elephant grass



savanna was often wet and marshy, it was insect-infested.
Tsetse flies, in particular, swarmed about, infecting livestock
and people with the trypanosomes that cause sleeping
sickness. The problem was so severe that most people had
years earlier ceased raising animals, and the entire region was
dependent upon shipments of meat and protein from the north.
No shipments had come through since September 30, when the
quarantine was imposed. El Tahir, who had made the first
official visit to the epidemic area on September 26, could
clearly see the enormous difficulties imposed on the people by
six weeks of quarantine.

The three men also found the distances between villages in
the region lengthy and untraversable in four-wheel-drive
vehicles. Some of the nomadic villages were virtually
invisible, hidden in tall stands of elephant grass, reachable
only by nearly imperceptible footpaths.

The district’s headquarters, Maridi, was a sparsely supplied
government town whose sole significant employer was a
UNICEF-funded teaching hospital. Constructed of wattle, the
hospital was staffed by two poorly paid public health doctors
and 120 nurses, most of whom were trainees. Their shared
skills and supplies pretty much limited the Maridi staff to
tender loving care in their constant war against sleeping
sickness, malaria, bacterial meningitis, septicemic plague,
relapsing fever, and a host of other tropical diseases. Long cut
off from the rest of the world, Maridi had no telephones, so a
ham radio was used to relay signals to Juba, where a French
scientist remained throughout the Sudan investigation, serving
as a communications officer, relaying messages to and from
Khartoum. There was no communication with International
Commission members in Zaire.

When Francis, Simpson, and El Tahir arrived, the two
Maridi doctors were already in the process of closing their
hospital, most of the nursing staff having either died of the
new hemorrhagic fever or run away in fear, carrying the virus
and panic with them back to the villages. The handful of
nurses who remained were in the process of closing down the
regular hospital facilities and tending to Ebola cases in a
specially constructed wattle quarantine building.



Wearing respirators, protective gowns, and gloves, Simpson
and Francis inspected the hospital and were horrified by their
first sight of Ebola. Neither Francis nor the more experienced
Irish physician, Simpson, had ever seen anything even
approaching its devastation. Weak, emaciated men and women
lay about the mud-and-stick chamber, staring out of ghost eyes
at the white men. The virus was so toxic that it caused their
hair, fingernails, and skin to fall off. Those who healed grew
new skin.

Over the following days Francis, the epidemiologist of the
group, questioned hundreds of people in the Maridi area, using
local schoolteachers as translators. He drew many blood
samples and mapped how the epidemic had spread. Barney
Highton led efforts to capture animals and insects, hoping to
discover the natural reservoir of the Ebola virus, and El Tahir
set up a laboratory inside the abandoned Maridi hospital.

They soon discovered that the major sources of the
continuing spread of the virus were the funerals; more
specifically, the procedures—not unlike those practiced in
Yambuku—used to cleanse the bodies before burial. Francis
ordered a halt to all the funerals of Ebola victims, promising
that his team would cleanse the bodies according to tribal
customs.

The people were outraged, and their collective anger nearly
destroyed the entire WHO effort.

“I think they’re going to kill us,” Francis told his
colleagues. “I mean it. Watch your backs.”

Fortunately, one of Maridi’s public health doctors was the
son of a powerful local chief, and with the leader’s support the
people were eventually coaxed into bringing their dead to
Maridi. Francis, Simpson, El Tahir, and Bres would take the
bodies a discreet distance away from public view, put on their
protective clothing, gloves, and respirators, and remove all
undigested food and excreta from the cadavers, as prescribed
by tribal custom, which entailed hand removal and
manipulation of wastes without evisceration. They would also
carefully remove tissue and organ samples for laboratory
analysis.



Stopping the funeral cleansings and closing the hospital
brought the Maridi epidemic to a halt, so Francis and El Tahir
made their way to the even more remote town of N’zara.
There Don found Joe McCormick’s boxed note, guiding them
through the sequence of original Ebola cases.

“Hi Don,” the note read. “Found your index case.” After
providing details, it was signed simply, “Joe.”

N’zara was the hub for a population of about 20,000 people,
most of whom lived in village clusters of mud huts scattered
throughout the surrounding savannas and jungle. The
economic center of N’zara was a cotton factory, where some
2,000 men made fabric from locally grown cotton using
nineteenth-century machines. Inside the factory conditions
were harsh; the tin roof magnified the excruciating equatorial
heat, lung-damaging cotton fibers filled the air, bats swarmed
out of the roofing periodically, filling parts of the factory with
their malodorous guano, and the poorly paid men worked long,
exhausting shifts.

McCormick’s note explained who had been the first case in
the mysterious epidemic and traced the order of subsequent
infections. On June 27, well before the apparent onset of the
Yambuku epidemic, a man who worked in the N’zara cotton
mill fell ill and died on July 6 of hemorrhaging. His death was
soon followed by those of two co-workers whose jobs were in
the factory’s cloth room, the same site where the first man
worked. By July about two factory workers each week
contracted the virus. By September several workers and their
friends and family members had contracted Ebola, and at least
thirty-five had died.

Two-thirds of the subsequent Ebola cases in N’zara
involved a man named Ugawa, who was comparatively
wealthy because he ran N’zara’s cultural hub, a jazz club. The
factory workers would spend much of their earnings in
Ugawa’s club, eating, drinking, and buying the sexual favors
of the barmaids. Most of N’zara’s epidemic evolved from
those liaisons.

And it was Ugawa who had enough money to travel to the
Maridi hospital when he came down with the disease. Once his



virus got into the Maridi hospital, it spread like wildfire.

By the time the WHO team arrived in N’zara in mid-
November, the epidemic was on its way out, having sickened
over a third of the Maridi hospital staff, forty-one of whom
died. It threw the hospital into chaos, from which many
staffers fled. Nearly all the staff that got the disease were
infected on the job, primarily through exposure to sick
patients’ fluids.

From the staff, the epidemic spread into the community
through several generations of transmission. Later
investigations would reveal that the N’zara virus was highly
contagious, spreading more than eight generations from the
index case, as the scientists put it. The Yambuku strain, in
contrast, never spread more than four generations. On the
other hand, the Yambuku virus was far more likely to kill
those it infected.

By November 20 it seemed the epidemic was over, the
spread having halted as a result of the hospital closures and
changes in funeral practices. Francis totaled up his case list:
284 Ebola cases, 151 deaths, all but four cases occurring in
either N’zara or Maridi. As McCormick had suggested in his
report to the commission (which Francis could not see in the
Sudan), the Sudan virus seemed less deadly. While upward of
90 percent of those infected in the Yambuku outbreak died,
only about half (53 percent) of the Sudanese cases were fatal.

The center of Maridi’s epidemic was the hospital, where
nearly half of the people hospitalized for other reasons got the
disease (93 of 213 patients) and the toll among the medical
staff was high.

In N’zara, however, the virus seemed to come, somehow,
from the cotton factory, and the WHO team devoted a great
deal of time and attention to that building, where nearly a
thousand men worked at any given time. Freshly picked cotton
came in one end of the structure and was processed room by
room into bolts of finished cloth.

Blood tests showed the highest infection and death rates
were among the twenty-four men employed in the cloth room:



four deaths and five nonlethal cases, for an overall infection
rate of 38 percent. Francis and Highton combed the room in
search of an animal or insect that carried the Ebola virus. They
had no way to test the animals in N’zara, so they were working
blind, capturing anything that moved, removing vital organs,
and placing them in liquid nitrogen. Eventually, the organs
would reach Pat Webb’s lab in Atlanta, where she would
perform the tests necessary to determine whether any were
Ebola-infected.

They found the cloth room heavily infested with bats, rats,
cotton boll weevils, spiders, and numerous other insects. By
December, Webb would give the WHO team disturbing news:
none of the animal samples contained Ebola virus.

Thus, the origin of N’zara’s epidemic remained a mystery.

Having already spent well over the requested two weeks in
the epidemic zone, Francis was anxious to get back to
Harvard. The CDC, however, cabled Khartoum to instruct Don
to remain in Sudan. It wasn’t until Christmastime that Francis,
imbued with a bitterness toward CDC leaders that would color
his future activities with the agency, returned to Boston,
renegotiated an extension on his CDC leave, and set to work
completing his Ph. D. research.

By then, Joe McCormick was back in Sierra Leone, setting
up his primitive Lassa laboratory. Karl Johnson had returned
to Atlanta. Months later, Pat Webb would get her long-desired
taste for exotica fulfilled, when she volunteered to join
McCormick’s Lassa studies in Sierra Leone.

Joel Breman did not return to his Michigan Swine Flu work.
Instead, he devoted two more years to African research on
behalf of the CDC and WHO. He joined efforts to search for
cases of monkeypox, a type of virus similar to smallpox that
produced illness, but rarely death, in human beings. WHO
wanted to be sure that it was safe to cease smallpox
immunization efforts; it was essential that Breman find out
whether wild monkeys carried forms of pox viruses deadly to
humans.20



Throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s human
monkeypox case reports would increase steadily, from zero
prior to 1970 to 35 in 1983, most occurring in the rain forest
regions of Zaire.21 In 1984 some 214 cases would be found in
Zaire alone.22

It would turn out that most monkeypox cases occurred in—
yes—the Bumba Zone of Zaire in the villages surrounding
Yambuku.23 All sorts of animals living in the Bumba-area
jungles would be shown to carry monkeypox: tree squirrels,
forest monkeys, chimpanzees, and antelopes. But in the end
scientists would conclude that the rain forest virus was not
genetically close enough to the smallpox virus to pose a threat
to human populations, and the monkeypox virus spread so
inefficiently from person to person that Homo sapiens
epidemics never occurred.24

Breman insisted that the animals and people studied in
equatorial Africa during the monkeypox surveys—particularly
those surveyed in the Bumba Zone—also be tested for both
Ebola and Marburg virus infections. After nearly ten years of
testing, no infected animals would be found, although a
handful of bats captured in faraway Cameroon would test
antibody-positive for prior exposure to Ebola.

The mystery of where Ebola came from would haunt most
of those who had been involved in the Yambuku and N’zara
investigations for years to come. Guido van der Gröen would
spend years working patiently in the highest-security
laboratories in the United States, the Soviet Union, and
Europe, searching for clues to the origin of Ebola in the virus
itself. He was determined to crack the mystery of the organism
that he and Karl Johnson had dubbed the Andromeda Strain.

He would participate in two expeditions back to the
Yambuku area in 1979, piggybacking on Bremen’s
monkeypox searches, and would test countless animals in
search of the natural reservoir of the deadly virus.

In 1980, David Heymann, who was also fixated on the
Ebola mystery, would discover that pygmies living in the
dense rain forests of Cameroon had antibodies to Ebola,



indicating that they had once been infected with the virus. He
would corral support from Pat Webb and Guido van der
Gröen, and the trio would spend two months living among the
Cameroonian pygmies.

The tall white foreigners would find their African
counterparts remarkably receptive to the pursuit, willing to use
their awesome hunting skills to capture all sorts of creatures
for the scientists to test. Van der Gröen would run
immunofluorescence tests on over 3,000 animals of 100
different species, ranging from one-meter-long poisonous
snakes to chimpanzees.

Webb and Heymann would eventually discover that 15
percent of the pygmies had antibodies to Ebola, proving that
whatever animal served as the reservoir of the deadly virus
lurked in the dense rain forests of that region. But none of van
der Gröen’s meticulously preserved animal samples would be
infected.

Still further into the future, Joe McCormick would continue
his search, testing animals in the western Ghanaian rain
forests. Because it turned out that the natural reservoir of
monkeypox was flying tree squirrels, McCormick would
capture and test squirrels. And he would find one tree squirrel
that had antibodies to Ebola. But it would not be carrying the
virus.

The source of both horribly lethal viruses—Marburg and
Ebola—remains a complete mystery.

“There is a strong suspicion that the disease is a zoonosis.
Monkeys did not seem to play a role in these epidemics and
rodents, or bats, may perhaps be the animal reservoir,” stated
one of the International Commission’s reports.25 A later WHO
official report would bemoan that “since the natural reservoirs
of Marburg and Ebola viruses are unknown, no control
activities can be carried out in Africa.”26

Perhaps the bluntest statement appeared in the commission’s
second report: “As in the case of Marburg virus, the source of
Ebola virus is completely unknown beyond the simple fact that
it is African in origin.”27 But even the assumption that all



cases would originate in Africa would prove naive in years to
come.

The commission was, however, able to explain how the
apparently extremely rare disease spread quickly throughout
the Bumba Zone and Maridi. Knowing why a disease spread
could allow local authorities to limit future epidemics to a
handful of primary cases, preventing hundreds of deaths. El
Tahir put it best: “The hospital must be viewed as an epidemic
amplifier.” Both in Maridi and in Yambuku the poorly
supplied clinics reused syringes hundreds of times a day,
injecting drugs from one person to another without sterilizing
the needles. McCormick calculated that during the months of
September and October 1976, an individual’s odds of getting
Ebola virus from a single injection at the Yambuku and Maridi
hospitals exceeded 90 percent. Seventy-two of the primary
cases in Yambuku (out of 103) were caused by unsterile
needles used in the mission hospital. Sureau calculated that 43
percent of the Yambuku-area Ebola victims who got the
disease from another person survived the ailment, but only 7.5
percent of those who were injected with contaminated syringes
survived.

At the Yambuku Mission Hospital, for example, the
commission eventually figured out that the majority of the
early Ebola cases involved women who came to see the Sisters
for pregnancy-related checkups. When women were
questioned, it turned out the real draw to the mission was a
miraculous injection that made pregnant women feel energetic
and content.

It was vitamin B complex.

The commission determined that injected Ebola infections
were far more likely to result in terminal disease than were
secondary exposures to sick friends and family members.

The Sisters did not appreciate this information. Still
grieving the loss of more than half their staff and colleagues,
the missionaries would not countenance accusations that the
very individuals who had given their lives in a saintly struggle
against an unknown horror should now be labeled agents of
epidemic spread.28



X
As Christmas approached, Peter Piot prepared to leave the
place that had over two and a half months’ time come to feel
like something of a home. He had long since sold the wedding
suit and wing tips he wore to Kinshasa. Gone too was his
naïve arrogance. In its place was a new sense of confidence
coupled with a healthy respect for the microbial world.

“I have seen things which most Europeans only read about
in books or see in adventure movies,” he told Sister Genoveva.
“My mother, a typical Flemish woman, always taught me,
‘Speaking is silver, silence is gold.’ But I have seen too much
to keep my mouth shut.”

As the Belgian packed crates for his departure, another
young adventurer was sitting in Kinshasa, eagerly awaiting his
opportunity to go to the Bumba Zone. American CDC scientist
David Heymann had volunteered without hesitation to be the
last foreign scientist in Yambuku, charged with cleanup
epidemiology and, perhaps most important, giving the rest of
the crew an opportunity to head home for Christmas.

At Bumba’s airport Heymann and Piot met for the first time,
shook hands, and headed off in opposite directions. Years later
the pair would work side by side, trying to control another, far
larger, deadly epidemic. Piot recognized the excited look in
Heymann’s eyes: it was the same look that had filled the now
world-weary Belgian’s face when he first arrived so long ago.

As Heymann drove Piot’s Land-Rover along the road to
Yambuku, he spotted boys along the way playing with
homemade toys. Throughout Southern Africa, boys made
clever sculptures of cars and trucks from cast-off wire, and
rolled their toy vehicles along the roadside in imitations of the
real ones. But Heymann saw these Bumba-area boys all had
made something very unusual: helicopters. Nowhere else in
Africa had Heymann seen children playing with helicopters.
One boy, seeing Heymann’s white face coming down the road,
merrily held his helicopter up in the air and then dropped it to
the ground, laughing hysterically.

“Wonder what that was about,” Heymann thought.



Back in Bumba, Piot was unknowingly preparing for one
more undesired adventure. He glanced angrily at the military
pilots who were laughing and guzzling beers with fellow
officers while the huge C-130 was loaded. The Bumba
quarantine having finally been lifted, hundreds of local traders
and still nervous families were clamoring for spots on the huge
plane, along with their goats, pigs, monkeys, chickens, and
sacks of worldly goods. The task of organizing their boarding
was left to Piot, who felt no joy in anticipating another
airborne excursion with drunken pilots.

Piot and a few other passengers loaded dozens of crates into
the cargo hold, having no idea where it was best to place
heavy versus lightweight objects. The anxious pilots left the
engines running and occasionally shouted for Piot’s group to
hurry. The men placed most of the lighter objects at the front
of the plane, heavier crates of laboratory equipment to the rear,
leaving the center open for passengers. With the few nets and
ropes provided by the pilots the group did their best to secure
all the cargo in place.

By the time all the passengers were on board, crammed
shoulder to shoulder without benefit of seat belts, or even
actual seats, a storm was brewing. The pilots taxied their huge,
heavily laden aircraft to the end of Bumba’s tiny tarmac,
revved the engines, and roared down the runway. The plane
lumbered, groaned, and bounced, unable to gain height with
such a heavy load.

“Oh my God!” Piot cried out, seeing the tree line directly
ahead. The pilots pulled the throttle sharply, attaining just
inches of advantage over the tops of the palm trees. The plane
climbed steadily for several minutes until, hitting a pocket of
storm turbulence, it suddenly dove a few hundred feet.

The heavy crates to the rear of the aircraft broke loose of
their nets, slamming down on the screaming passengers. Blood
spattered in all directions, people screamed in pain, and the
inebriated pilots responded by jerking the plane up, causing
the front-loaded cargo to snap loose. Piot and his bleeding and
battered fellow passengers were sandwiched between heavy
crates of cargo, some of which carried thousands of samples of



lethal Ebola-infected animal and human tissue and blood
samples.

Convinced he was going to die, Piot found himself thinking
not of his wife or his past life, but of the epidemic.

“Shit,” he muttered, “all that work for nothing. Nobody will
ever know the answers.”

Piot’s fellow travelers became nauseated; some had suffered
contusions and broken bones. For the rest of their relatively
uneventful two-hour flight to Kinshasa the only sound heard
above the engines’ roar was the sobbing of terrified and
injured passengers.

When Peter Piot staggered off the last of a series of planes
into the Christmas chill of Antwerp, he found Margarethe
obviously pregnant. And suddenly the full weight of what he
had been through since September, of his many brushes with
death—some foolhardy—hit him like a bolt.

Still, he had tasted adventure, and Piot would never again be
satisfied for long with the seemingly mundane life of
laboratory science.

Both van der Gröen and Piot were deeply affected by their
Zaire adventures, so much so that Guido, whose emotional
fuse was normally so long that few had ever witnessed an
outburst from the Belgian virologist, discovered rage.
Dragging Piot along with him shortly after Christmas, van der
Gröen marched into the headquarters of the Sisters of the Holy
Heart of Maria.

“Our objective here is education,” the seething van der
Gröen told Piot as they entered the office of the order’s
Mother Superior.

The meeting began calmly enough, with the two scientists
applauding the Catholic education of children in the Yambuku
area—an assignation that dated back to 1935. The men also
noted the well-intentioned origins of the order’s medical
effort, which stemmed from its relatively recent recognition
that some 50 percent of the schoolchildren were chronically
absent from classes in Yambuku due to illness. The order



sought to improve school attendance by maintaining child
health.

In the early 1970s members of the order had attended
several days of basic medical training at the Tropical Institute
in Antwerp. That was the full extent of their nursing training
before venturing into the field.

“They’re not nurses!” van der Gröen uncharacteristically
shouted, realizing he was criticizing deceased nuns. Still, he
pushed on. He applauded the holiness and devotion of the
Sisters.

“But no one was thinking that if you start such a medical
business, and the people of the region are receiving no support
from the government of Zaire, and you give out free health
care, then you must be prepared to be deluged. You must be
ready to safely give 300 shots a day. If you build something
you call a hospital, then you must do the logistic planning,
provide the resources, and train your personnel accordingly.”

Van der Gröen’s coup de grace was an accusation: “The
price for your lack of planning was high”; half the dead got
Ebola in the mission hospital.

Piot insisted that the mission hospital should either be
closed or be staffed by a certified physician. And both men
warned the Mother Superior that the source of Ebola was
never found: it could return, and spread again inside the
mission if their instructions weren’t followed.

Though their advice was heeded for the Yambuku Mission,
Piot and van der Groen left the religious order wondering just
how many missionary health facilities of all denominations
operated in developing countries with a similarly imbalanced
mixture of hopeful devotion and tragically poor medical
training and logistics. The two men, who would remain
lifelong friends forever bound by their shared Zairian
experience, stepped out into the icy Antwerp January morning,
their minds and conversation filled with concern for the far-off
tropical villages, the women in their kangas, the babies tied on
their backs, and husbands earning hard livings selling wild



animals they captured in the steamy rain forest—a jungle that
hid Ebola.

The following Christmas, Pierre Sureau received a letter
from Sisters Marcella, Genoveva, and Mariette. He sat in his
comfortable Paris apartment, trying to recall the sweltering
heat and primitive mission of Yambuku as he read the Sisters’
greetings:

Dear Doctor, we wish you a good New Year 1978. These days
we talk a great deal about the events of the past year and you,
who have left us with good memories. We would like to thank
you again, sincerely, for coming to our aid when others dared
not to come. At the moment life has returned to normal. A
Zairian doctor is here: he also works with all his heart. Four
Belgian volunteers and a Sister are here to rebuild the hospital.
The students are back in the school, making plenty of noise.
Are you well? We send you our affection. Sister Marcella,
Sister Genoveva, Sister Mariette.

 

Sureau affectionately refolded the letter, put the pages back
inside their envelope, and put the missive into a carton marked
“Yambuku.” He carefully shut the box and placed it in the
back of a closet.

Souvenirs of a plague.
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6
The American Bicentennial

SWINE FLU AND LEGIONNAIRES’ DISEASE

There is evidence there will be a major flu
epidemic this coming fall. The indication
is that we will see a return of the 1918 flu
virus that is the most virulent form of the
flu. In 1918 a half million people died.
The projections are that this virus will kill
one million Americans in 1976.

—F. David Mathews, Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare

I
The great Ebola drama went almost unnoticed in the United
States in 1976, even in the hallways of the Centers for Disease
Control. The nation was preoccupied. And Africa was, in the
American consciousness, far away.

In its 200th year, the United States of America was busily
celebrating patriotism with a mix of red-white-and-blue
entrepreneurial souvenir sales, Hollywood extravaganzas
reenacting Great Moments of History, tall-ship regattas down
New York’s East River, and a good deal of boasting about the
brilliance contained in the Declaration of Independence and
the Constitution. Compounding the national sense of
distraction was a striking new political atmosphere in which
President Gerald R. Ford was struggling to defend himself in
national elections against a virtually unknown southern
politician named Jimmy Carter. A national soul-searching was
underway, as Americans contemplated the significance of the
U.S. defeat in Vietnam and the Nixon administration’s
Watergate scandals.

Even if Americans hadn’t been in an isolationist mood in
1976, their limited attention spans would still have been



unable to absorb the events of Yambuku, for they had more
than enough disease news upon which to focus. After all, 1976
was the year of two of the most exhaustive and expensive
investigations in the history of the U.S. Public Health Service:
the Swine Flu affair and Legionnaires’ Disease.1

Overall, Swine Flu and Legionnaires’ Disease boiled down
to the same set of troubling perceptions for the American
public, and, to a lesser extent, the Canadian, Mexican,
Australian, New Zealand, and European publics: something
new and very scary was coming; nobody was sure what it was,
but the experts were certain it was dangerous; the federal
government seemed quite distressed about the matters, but the
experts and authorities didn’t seem to agree as to what, if
anything, should be done to protect the public; and it was all
costing taxpayers a pretty penny. In both cases, public
apprehension would eventually yield to impatience and
allegations of incompetence, even scandal. Each step of the
investigations would take place under the full glare of
television lights and public scrutiny.

Ultimately, one disease would emerge, the other would not.

While Karl Johnson’s team combed the villages of the
Bumba Zone in search of Ebola cases, the American public
health establishment, from low-level municipal officials all the
way up the ladder to the President of the United States,
anxiously monitored hospital records and physicians’ reports
for hints of the emergence of the so-called Swine Flu.

It began in January 1976 at Fort Dix, a U.S. Army training
center in New Jersey. A young, highly motivated recruit,
Private David Lewis, felt the dizziness, nausea, fatigue, fever,
and muscle aches that are the hallmarks of influenza. Several
of his fellow recruits were similarly stricken during that cold,
wet week following the New Year, and some sought comfort
in the base dispensary.

Eighteen-year-old Lewis, however, was determined to excel
in basic training. Though he had been assigned by a medical
officer to remain in quarters for forty-eight hours, Lewis
loaded his fifty-pound pack and joined his platoon for an all-
night hike in the bitter New Jersey winter.2 Overcome by



fever, the teenager forced himself to keep marching, though he
lagged far behind his fellow soldiers. After a few hours he
collapsed.

Lewis died just hours after reaching the base hospital.3

Nearly two decades later scientists would still be asking,
“Did Private Lewis die because he was infected with a
particularly lethal, virulent strain of influenza, or did the
young man die because he went on an overnight winter full-
pack forced march while in peak viremia with a modestly
dangerous influenza strain?”

Knowing the answer to that fundamental question would
make all the difference in interpreting the events of 1976.
Lewis would be the only American whose influenza death in
the 1976–77 flu season seemed out of the ordinary, based on
his youth and physical fitness. Typically, influenza sickened
thousands of people every year, but claimed only the lives of
the very old or those weakened by other ailments that stress
the human immune system. It is rare, indeed, for a healthy
teenager to die of influenza. A hallmark of the great 1918–19
influenza pandemic was the virus’s ability to kill young adults
and children.

By the end of January, Fort Dix medical commander
Colonel Joseph Bartley had a widespread flu problem on his
hands, with some 300 recruits hospitalized or confined to
quarters. At his request, New Jersey State Health Department
laboratory director Martin Goldfield received nineteen throat-
wash specimens from ailing recruits, including a sample taken
during autopsy from Private Lewis. Goldfield’s lab put
droplets from the nineteen sample tubes onto nutrient-rich
petri dishes, allowing the cultures to grow. Once the viral
colonies were large enough to be studied, Goldfield’s team ran
a series of antibody tests aimed at determining what strain of
influenza was attacking the Fort Dix recruits.

At the time scientists like Goldfield knew that when the
human immune system successfully overcame influenza
infection, antibodies were made against two proteins that
protruded from the outer envelope of the spherical virus:
hemagglutinin and neuraminidase. The influenza virus was



otherwise well protected by a tough protein-and-fat armor
made of two layers of viral enveloping: one layer was almost
entirely composed of the human heart’s nemesis, cholesterol.
But the virus was caught in something of a Catch-22: it could
not infect and destroy cells without the use of its
neuraminidase and hemagglutinin proteins, yet these very
compounds were what attracted the usually successful attack
of the immune system.

Over 700 of these proteins protruded from the surface of
each virus. The long rod-shaped hemagglutinin proteins
performed the job of grabbing on to red blood cells,
connecting one cell to another and causing formation of
clumps of cells in the bloodstream. Neuraminidase in turn
pinched off pieces of the cellular membrane that were wrapped
around newly formed viruses, allowing the microbes to flood
out into the bloodstream.

In 1976 scientists believed that the relative danger and
virulence of a particular influenza strain were a function of
three things: the efficiency of its hemagglutination ability, the
functional abilities of its particular neuraminidase proteins,
and the immunity of the animal or human host it infected. The
first two factors were controlled by viral genetics; the last was
under host regulation.

Unlike such relatively simple viruses as Lassa and Marburg,
influenza proved to have a complex genetic organization.
Long, single strands of RNA genetic material were entwined
around themselves, forming a spiral structure. Five such RNA
spirals were further entwined with protective proteins, forming
genetic packages similar to those seen in human and animal
cells, called chromosomes. When the virus reproduced itself,
the chromosomes had to unwind and make duplicate sets of
their proteins and RNA. In the process, parts of one
chromosome might overlap with another, extraneous bits of
RNA from the cell in which the virus resided might get copied
as well, and the whole mess would be reassorted and
reassembled to yield an intact parent virus and its packaged,
somewhat different, offspring.



At the heart of such complexity lay many opportunities for
genetic change, some of which might be lethal for the viruses,
others of which might prove fatal for the targeted human hosts.

By 1976 virus specialists were beginning to appreciate that
influenza was a sort of microbial chameleon that had thrived
over the millennia by rigorously adhering to a single maxim:
Adapt or die. If this constant process of genetic shuffling
didn’t frequently yield new types of hemagglutinin and
neuraminidase, all target humans could eventually be immune
to influenza and the virus species might die out. While the
chances of the planet’s entire human population becoming
immune to a rare virus such as Ebola were nil, it was possible
that an easily transmitted, ubiquitous respiratory virus like
influenza would infect billions of human beings in less than
five years’ time, kill off all the susceptibles, and leave the
world’s survivors completely immune.

Global pandemics were, in fact, a hallmark of influenza that
spanned recorded human history. Charlemagne’s conquest of
Europe was slowed by an A.D. 876 flu epidemic that spread
across the continent and claimed much of his army. Many
suspected influenza epidemics followed, though history can
only vaguely discriminate between ancient accounts of
influenza and other respiratory diseases. In 1580, however, the
world was clearly hit by a major pandemic that followed trade
and early colonial routes across Africa, Europe, and the
Americas. So devastating was the epidemic that “some
Spanish cities were said to be nearly dispopulated.”4

By examining the more clearly recorded histories of
influenza epidemics of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
scientists were able to recognize some patterns. First, the virus
seemed to successfully change itself often enough so that at
least once in every human generation a significantly new strain
appeared that could elude the human immune system. Usually,
after a great pandemic that killed hundreds of thousands—or
millions—of people, survivors would have made antibodies
that recognized and quickly neutralized the neuraminidase and
hemagglutinin proteins of that strain. For several years
thereafter the influenza viral population would undergo
incremental changes that would result in modest alterations in



its two crucial proteins, but not enough to render most
immunized people vulnerable to infection.

The hemagglutinin and neuraminidase proteins constituted
antigens, or targets for the human immune system’s
antibodies. As influenza made small genetic changes, the
antigens would “drift” a bit from their standard form, and
antibodies might not be able to lock on to the new types with
quite as snug a fit over time. Nevertheless, most otherwise
healthy people could successfully overcome antigen drift
swiftly, making suitably adapted antibodies that would
obliterate the viruses after a relatively mild bout of flu. Only
people whose immune systems were weak, such as the elderly
or malnourished, would die of influenza during such antigenic
drift epidemics.

But sometimes something far more serious would happen.
The antigens would do more than drift incrementally from
their original genetic blueprint; a serious mutation event would
occur and the hemagglutinin and neuraminidase proteins
would suddenly be so different as to render human antibodies
utterly useless. If the new forms of the proteins were also
highly efficient in their tasks of clumping up blood cells and
punching holes in cell membranes, a devastating global
epidemic could result.

Though historians disagreed about details, there was an
emerging consensus about when and where great flu
pandemics had occurred in the previous 276 years, with what
levels of human devastation.5 Maps were drawn, illustrating
the directions of influenza’s spread around the world during
the great pandemics of 1729, 1732, 1781, 1830, 1833, and
1889.

But it was the devastating pandemic of 1918–19 that most
concerned President Gerald Ford and his advisers in 1976: the
specter of another 500,000 dead Americans, 21 million dead
worldwide, and over 10 percent of the U.S. workforce
bedridden during the upcoming winter. That was the scale of
what remains the twentieth century’s worst pandemic.6 It
occurred when the world’s population was far smaller, and
human mobility limited to slow forms of transport, such as



steamships and locomotives. Nevertheless, the epidemic
moved completely around the globe in less than five months.
The Ford administration knew that such an epidemic could be
far worse in the age of jet travel and overpopulation.

The world was at war in 1918, fighting a largely ground
struggle with millions of troops holed up in muddy trenches
from the English Channel to the Crimea. The virus appears to
have swept the world in three waves over less than two years’
time, gaining virulence with each new assault. By October
1918 its strength was so great that people died with
spectacular speed. There were reports of women boarding a
New York subway in Coney Island feeling little else than mild
fatigue, and being found dead when the train pulled into
Columbus Circle, some forty-five minutes later.

In New York City alone, over 20,000 people died during the
fall of 1918. The virus spread so extensively that travelers later
discovered that entire Inuit villages in remote parts of Alaska
were obliterated by influenza. Autopsies performed by London
coroners revealed huge hemorrhages in the lungs, unlike
anything the physicians had seen in the influenza epidemics of
1873 and 1889.7

The epidemic was by no means restricted to the war-torn
Northern Hemisphere; influenza found its way from Europe to
every nation on the planet. One out of every twenty citizens of
Ghana died of the flu between September 1 and November 1,
1918.8 The population of Western Samoa was overwhelmed
by the virus. During the months of November and December
1918, nearly all of the 38,000 residents of Western Samoa
contracted the flu, and 7,500—nearly 20 percent of the
population—died.9

Medical science was then at a loss to explain the epidemic
or provide sound advice to the terrorized population of any
country. A Virginia State Department of Health pamphlet told
the public that the disease was caused by “a tiny living plant
called the germ of influenza.” The less erudite New York Post
told its readers that “epidemics are the punishment which
nature inflicts for the violation of her laws and ordinances.”
Well-known Chicago physician Albert J. Croft said influenza



was not a contagious microbe, but “small amounts of a
depressing, highly irritating, high-density gas, present in the
atmosphere, especially at night.”10

Among the factors said by prominent American physicians
to be responsible for influenza in 1918 were nakedness, fish
contaminated by Germans, dirt, dust, unclean pajamas,
Chinese people, open windows, closed windows, old books
(“stay out of libraries”), and “some cosmic influence.”

Sadly, nobody saved blood or tissue samples from victims
of the disease. Such scientific forward thinking simply wasn’t
commonplace in those days. In 1976, more than a few U.S.
health officials would curse the oversight, regretting there was
no historic sample with which Private Lewis’s influenza killer
could be compared.

The 1918–19 epidemic did, however, spark a wave of
aggressive research, and in 1932 Richard Shope (father of the
Yale University researcher Robert Shope, who three decades
later worked with Jordi Casals) did the experiment that would
result in the moniker “swine flu”: he removed nasal secretions
from influenza-ailing domestic pigs and successfully infected
other animals by rubbing the swine secretions on their noses or
mouths. The following year, the British team of Wilson Smith,
Christopher Howard Andrewes, and Sir Patrick Playfair
Laidlaw isolated the influenza virus, for the first time giving
the world an identity for its constant enemy. Two years later,
Shope showed that people who were alive during the 1918–19
epidemic had antibodies against his pig virus, but children
born after 1920 lacked such antibodies.

Shope’s conclusion, which would remain the dominant
hypothesis six decades later, was that the great pandemic was
caused by a swine type of flu virus. Shope argued that the
virus came originally from some other animal, went on to
infect people, and then was transmitted from people to pigs.
There, the virus found a safe haven, where it remained for
years.11 Nobody knew in 1976 whether the deadly strain had
remained stable—and lethal—in the pig population for six
decades, though it seemed unlikely that such a lethal virus



could have failed for sixty years to cause disease in at least
some pig farmer.

When Goldfield and his team of New Jersey scientists tested
the Fort Dix samples they didn’t have on hand a test tube full
of the 1918 influenza virus—nobody did. But they did have a
sample of Shope’s swine flu, and were able to show that some
of the Fort Dix recruits had antibodies that neutralized the
Shope swine flu. On the basis of those two layers of
hypothetical thinking, Goldfield suggested the Fort Dix strain
might be the same as, or similar to, the virus that sickened
over one billion people worldwide in 1918–19, killing more
than 21 million.

The Centers for Disease Control quickly repeated the New
Jersey studies, confirming Goldfield’s findings.
Hypothetically, then, it seemed they had found a relationship
between Shope’s 1935 pig virus, a massive human epidemic in
1918, and some of the soldiers at Fort Dix who had antibodies
that could neutralize the swine strain. Furthermore, the
influenzas extracted from all the infected Fort Dix soldiers
were A-type flus, the one of three influenza serotypes that was
most often responsible for large-scale pandemics. When the
CDC completed all their “fingerprinting” of the Fort Dix virus
it turned out to be influenza A, H1 (hemagglutinin 1) N1
(neuraminidase 1). Shope’s swine virus was also an influenza
A, H1N1.

In contrast, the most prevalent flu strain in the world during
the early spring of 1976 was influenza A/H3N2. Dubbed the
A/Victoria/75 strain, it first appeared in Victoria, Australia, a
year earlier, causing relatively mild flu outbreaks from
Johannesburg to Minneapolis.12

The appearance of the Fort Dix virus, dubbed A/New
Jersey/H1N1, caused considerable anxiety inside the U.S.
Public Health Service.

“By every available scientific measure, the Shope strain was
indistinguishable from the 1918 strain, and also
indistinguishable from the Fort Dix strain,” Dr. June Osborn
said nearly two decades later. In 1976, she was one of seven
members of a U.S. Food and Drug Administration committee



responsible for reviewing all American vaccine policies. Then
a professor of medicine at the University of Wisconsin,
Osborn was certain, and would remain so convinced, that the
dreaded 1918 swine flu recycled back through the animal
population, killing Private Lewis in the winter of 1976.

But investigations underway at Fort Dix revealed that only
Private Lewis had died, and most of the illnesses at the base
were due to the A/Victoria/ 75 strain. Furthermore, Lewis’s
sergeant attempted to revive the teen soldier when he
collapsed, giving him mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. A month
later the sergeant remained well and showed no signs of
influenza A/New Jersey/ H1N1 infection. That certainly
argued for caution in ascribing great powers of virulence and
transmissibility to the new virus.

However, several dozen Fort Dix recruits tested positive for
A/New Jersey /H1N1 infection, and the stakes were awfully
high. As health officials would later explain, the consequences
of being wrong, of denying the possibility that Private Lewis’s
death was a harbinger of an epidemic akin to that of 1918–19,
and then having such a devastating incident catch the nation
unprepared, were simply too dreadful. Though some signs in
February 1976 already pointed in the direction of skepticism,
they were overshadowed by the fear of having hundreds of
thousands of deaths ascribed to health officials who had
chosen to take a wait-and-see approach.

A final element that tipped the balance at CDC in favor of
acting on the assumption that a dreaded epidemic was
imminent came in the form of a widely held scientific theory.
One of the most prominent virologists in the world in the mid-
1970s was Dr. Edwin Kilbourne of the Mount Sinai School of
Medicine in New York City. Kilbourne had shown a decade
earlier that influenza viruses unusually rich in neuraminidase
proteins were more easily spread from person to person. As
viruses were formed in mass quantities inside a human cell,
their packaged chromosomes migrated to the outer membrane
of the invaded cell. Scientists could visualize this with an
electron microscope, which would reveal long rows of dark
spheres pushing the membrane edges, creating bulges.
Eventually, the viruses would push hard enough to pull a glob



of cell membrane around their inner envelope and
chromosomes, creating an outer protective coating. In this
process, called budding, the new viruses would protrude
sharply from the cell, but remain tethered by a final strand of
host membrane. Kilbourne showed that the viruses’
neuraminidase proteins would snip the tethers, freeing the
newly formed microbes to enter the lungs, nasal fluids or tears
of an ailing human, from there going on to infect another
person. The greater the number of neuraminidase molecules,
Kilbourne argued, the more rapidly viruses could complete
their budding process and spread.

In essence, Kilbourne had found a possible key to both high
transmissibility and virulence, explaining why some epidemics
produced viruses that rapidly flooded the bloodstreams of
infected people and readily became global pandemics, while
others caused fairly localized mild outbreaks.13

He proved his point by quantifying the density of
neuraminidase proteins on the surface of the influenza strain
responsible for the 1957 flu pandemic, a fairly severe wave
that swept the world and claimed an estimated 60,000
American lives. That strain had the highest neuraminidase
concentration of any influenza discovered since the 1930s.

But with the arrival of the Hong Kong A flu in 1968, public
health experts worldwide were taken by surprise. Though most
had predicted the winter of 1968–69 would have only mild flu,
the Hong Kong strain caused a huge global epidemic that
proved less deadly than the 1957 pandemic, but caused far
more widespread illness. Whereas the Hong Kong strain had
undergone sharp antigen shift in its hemagglutinin proteins, its
neuraminidase component was unchanged from the previous
year’s mild influenza. Epidemiologists, most of whom were
dumbstruck by the Hong Kong pandemic, were sobered by the
virus’s ability to outsmart their collective human intelligence.

“The epidemiologist must recognize that prediction of
future epidemics remains a hazardous business,” warned noted
Harvard epidemiologist Alexander Langmuir following the
Hong Kong pandemic. “There does seem to be a periodicity
that must relate to the balance of immunes and susceptibles



and to the mutations of the virus. In a way, influenza
predictions are like weather forecasts. As with hurricanes,
pandemics can be identified and their probable course
projected so that warnings can be issued. Epidemics, however,
are more variable and the best that can be done is to estimate
probabilities.”14

Still, most influenza experts believed in the early 1970s that
flu epidemics appeared in predictable cycles, with B-type and
A-type viruses undergoing antigenic shifts in separate but
fairly regular time periods. This was argued most persuasively
by Kilbourne, who noted that major antigenic shifts had
recently occurred in roughly ten-year cycles: 1947 (H1N1),
1957 (H2N2), and 1968 (H3N2).15

In February 1976, Kilbourne wrote an opinion piece for The
New York Times in which he predicted that a major pandemic
was coming soon, based on the theory of ten-to-eleven-year
influenza cycles. He warned that “those concerned with public
health had best plan without further delay for an imminent
natural disaster.”16

Although Kilbourne spoke for the dominant tendency in
influenza scientific thinking of the day, there were dissidents
who felt that influenza cycles were longer, shorter, varied in
length by subtype, or were entirely random and unpredictable.
Several scientists argued that swine strains, in particular,
appeared in 90–100-year cycles and forecast a repeat of the
1918–19 disaster for sometime in the 1990s.17 Blood tests of
Americans during the 1968 Hong Kong flu pandemic showed
that elderly people who had lived through the 1889 flu
epidemic were immune to the 1968 strain. That seemed to
indicate a cycle, at least for that A strain, of about eighty
years.18 Finally, Australia’s leading influenza expert, W. I. B.
Beveridge, argued that influenza was a “capricious virus that is
not possible to predict,” noting that a long-term view of the
historical record showed pandemics of one kind or another had
surfaced after intervals of ten to forty-nine years, a range too
great to represent a basis for forecasting future outbreaks.19

While influenza was spreading around Fort Dix, most of the
world’s flu experts were gathered in Rougemont, Switzerland,



for an international influenza meeting.20 Completely unaware
of events then unfolding in New Jersey, the scientists devoted
their collective energy from January 26 to 28 to the task of
deciding how humanity should best respond to a 1918-like flu
pandemic.

In 1947 the World Health Organization, shortly after its
inception, had created a network of laboratories throughout the
world that agreed to collaborate in efforts to monitor changes
in influenza patterns. By the time scientists gathered in
Rougemont twenty-nine years later, there were nearly a
hundred laboratories in the WHO influenza network, crossing
most Cold War and economic boundaries of the day. These
laboratories regularly collected samples of influenza from
human flu patients, and sporadically from ailing birds and
livestock, hoping to be able to detect dangerous perturbations
in global influenza before millions of people were infected.

Based on the work of the CDC’s Dr. Walter Dowdle and
Robert G. Webster of St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital, Memphis,
the gathered scientists knew that ducks and other wild birds
carried influenza around the world along their migratory
routes, passing it on to other animals via fecal droppings. The
bird droppings were an ideal ecological environment for the
viruses. Influenza could survive over three days outdoors or in
the milieu of fecal-contaminated water.

“It appears that influenza viruses are constantly circulating
among many avian species without causing panzootics [cross-
species epidemics]. This suggests that influenza is a natural
avian infection and may have been so for thousands of years,”
Webster told the Rougemont gathering.21 “The conclusion can
be stated simply. All the genes of the influenza viruses of the
world are being maintained in the aquatic bird population, in
gulls and ducks, and periodically they are transmitted to other
species, including humans, usually after reassorting.”

Perhaps more important, in light of subsequent immediate
events, was the Rougemont discussion of vaccination policies.
Clearly, it was difficult to motivate voluntary compliance with
vaccination campaigns. For example, between 1968 and 1974
the best turnout for flu immunization in the United States



occurred during the 1968 Hong Kong epidemic, when a mere
10.7 percent of the population got their shots, despite the
epidemic’s severity. By 1974 U.S. flu vaccination rates had
plummeted to 8 percent of the general population and a poor
17.4 percent showing among the elderly, who were considered
at special risk for flu. Even in states such as California, where
flu shots were offered gratis to citizens over sixty-five, much
of the vaccine supplies rotted in warehouses in 1975 for lack
of physician and public interest in immunization. And in the
U.K., fewer than 12 percent of National Health Service
physicians promoted the use of flu vaccine to their elderly or
hospitalized patients. Most striking, less than 6 percent of
London nurses agreed to have themselves vaccinated against
flu in any given year from 1968 to 1975.

Were a major epidemic on the horizon, the Rougemont
gathering concluded, special efforts would have to be made to
find the virus soon enough to allow large-scale manufacture of
vaccine. And extraordinary steps would have to be taken to
mobilize massive public compliance—on the order of 80
percent of the elderly and at-risk populations—in vaccination.

“The most important outcome of the next epidemic may
well be the lessons it will provide that can help in controlling
both pandemic and epidemic influenza,” Walter Dowdle told
the Rougemont gathering. He had no idea his words would
prove immediately prophetic. Two weeks later the health
establishment would seriously entertain the possibility that the
Fort Dix virus was the same as, or a close cousin of, the 1918–
19 killer microbe, and events would snowball down an icy
policy slope. The perceived threat would grow larger every
week as scientists were forced to yield decision making to
politicians, and the highly hypothetical basis of all Swine Flu
conjectures would recede further into the background. While
early scientific and policy reports carefully alluded to the
tentative basis of such dire forecasts, official government
prognostications presented only certainties and absolutes. This
contrast between a very tentative hypothetical outlook in the
immediate wake of Private Lewis’s death, and the federal
mobilization weeks later was so striking that Dr. Joseph
Califano, upon taking office a year later as Secretary of



Health, Education, and Welfare in the new Carter
administration, would commission an outside investigation.
Two Harvard University policy analysts would be given a
simple question to answer in the winter of 1977: “What went
wrong?” Richard E. Neustadt had served in government during
the Democratic administrations of Truman, Kennedy, and
Johnson, and was on the faculty of the John F. Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard during the Swine Flu affair.
Dr. Harvey Fineberg wore two hats, holding degrees in both
medicine and public policy. Together in 1977 they would
review the events of the previous year, trying to pin down
exactly when, and why, the federal health establishment
started to suspend disbelief and began its journey down the
Swine Flu slippery slope.

“From one case—Private Lewis—you learn nothing,”
Fineberg, seventeen years later as dean of the Harvard School
of Public Health, would say. “It was in the great quiet
afterwards that more genuine information was to be found,” he
said, noting that the entire health establishment held its breath
during the winter of 1976, waiting for signs of Swine Flu
spread. Signs that never appeared.

“The issue was not the overinterpretation of early cases [at
Fort Dix], but the subsequent foreclosure of doubt” about the
possibility of fulfillment of a worst-case scenario, Fineberg
said. “My personal view is that often in such cases it’s hard to
separate likelihoods from consequences. In this case the
consequence of being wrong about an epidemic were so
devastating in people’s minds that it wasn’t possible to focus
properly on the issue of likelihood. Nobody could really
estimate likelihood then, or now. The challenge in such
circumstances is to be able to distinguish things so you can
rationally talk about it. In 1976, some policy makers were
simply overwhelmed by the consequences of being wrong.
And at a higher level [in the Ford administration] the two—
likelihood and consequence—got meshed.”

Osborn, known for her blunt and often eloquent
expressions, shared no such perspective in 1976, or nearly
twenty years later. She told fellow FDA advisers that there had
been a long spring-to-summer silence following the first flu



outbreaks of 1918—a silence that was followed in September
by the greatest pandemic of the early twentieth century.

“To decide not to do something, to decide to go on pause
because the virus went on pause,” Osborn argued in long
conference calls to fellow scientists, “would be utterly
irresponsible.”

From his perspective as director of the CDC, David Sencer
also saw a very different picture in 1976—which would
remain at odds with the Neustadt-Fineberg report two decades
later. Jovial, self-effacing, and well liked by most CDC staffers
during his reign (1966–77), Sencer was most persuaded to
action by what he believed were clear cases of soldier-to-
soldier spread of the apparent swine virus at Fort Dix.22

“The fact of transmission is the key,” he told his staff.

Dr. Walter Dowdle, a soft-spoken influenza virologist who
viewed the world in a serious and cautious fashion, telephoned
Sencer late the first Tuesday night of February to tell the
director that the New Jersey state labs claimed to have found
five cases of Swine Flu. Dowdle rarely raised red flags of
alarm around the CDC. Forty-eight hours later, however,
Dowdle told Sencer that CDC scientists had confirmed the
Swine Flu findings. Sencer immediately called a meeting of
top government scientists from all over the country, and
Saturday morning in Atlanta, Dowdle presented the Fort Dix
case report.

Dowdle carefully laid out what had transpired, leaving for
last evidence that Private Lewis died of a virus which cross-
reacted with the Shope swine strain. When Dowdle concluded
his remarks with the words “The isolates were swine,” General
Phillip Russell’s jaw dropped, and the tall, muscular Army
physician abruptly sat forward. As head of all military medical
research in the U.S. armed forces, Russell had complete
responsibility for decisions concerning vaccination of armed
forces personnel. Well versed in the history of the 1918–19
epidemic and its rampant spread among World War I military
personnel, Russell saw no choice in the matter: the United
States should immediately develop a Swine Flu vaccine.



Sencer agreed wholeheartedly. It wasn’t a question of
probabilities, he argued, but of disease prevention. Even if the
likelihood of a 1918–19 type of virus reappearing in the fall of
1976 was immeasurably small, he said, it would be wrong to
avoid taking steps to prevent it.

“We have the technology, we have the evidence of
transmission,” he told the group. “It would be irresponsible to
do anything else except develop a vaccine.”

In its first official pronouncement the CDC’s words were
crafted with careful attention to the ambiguities and
tentativeness inherent in interpretation of the Fort Dix cases.
After hours of meetings with top CDC and Washington Public
Health Service officials, the agency published its first Swine
Flu notice on February 14, in its regular weekly publication.23

It explained that a small influenza outbreak had occurred at
Fort Dix during the previous month, involving one death.
Eleven blood samples had been tested, seven proving to be the
relatively harmless A/Victoria strain; four resulted from an
A/H1N1 strain “similar to swine influenza.”

The report also noted, “There is some evidence from
antibody prevalence studies that occasional infections with
swine influenza virus might have occurred in more recent
[since 1970] years among persons in frequent contact with
swine.”

In 1974, a sixteen-year-old Minnesota boy suffering from
Hodgkin’s disease (a type of blood cancer that produces severe
immunodeficiency) died of what appeared to be Swine Flu. A
year later, an otherwise healthy eight-year-old Wisconsin boy
contracted the disease, surviving thanks to his body’s
production of antibodies that cross-reacted with Shope’s 1930s
Swine Flu virus. Both boys lived on farms and handled pigs.
More important, in both cases the infection never spread to
other schoolmates, and though most of the Wisconsin boy’s
immediate family tested antibody-positive for exposure, none
had developed the flu.

In February, then, the agency readily acknowledged that
there might be some low-level background rate of Swine Flu
infections among people who lived around domestic pigs, and



the presence of antibodies to swine antigens did not, in and of
itself, indicate that a particularly lethal or highly transmissible
form of influenza was afoot in America.

Many years later CDC influenza expert Nancy Cox, who
was not directly involved in the events of 1976, would
summarize a large body of evidence indicating that people
who lived and worked around domestic livestock were
routinely exposed to the viruses those animals harbor,
including swine strains of influenza. The great 1889 pandemic,
for example, began as an epidemic of “the cough” among
European horses (probably Russian) sometime in the early
1880s. Nearly ninety years later the 1968 Hong Kong flu also
proved capable experimentally of producing “the cough” in
horses.

Swine influenzas, Cox would later explain, were
particularly worrisome because pigs were highly permissive
hosts, capable of harboring influenzas from a wide range of
animals, birds, and humans. Inside the swine, various
influenza strains shared genes, and recombined, resulting in
major antigen shifts.

“We do see in hindsight that the farm Swine Flu cases in
1976 were separate and isolated events from what occurred at
Fort Dix,” Cox explained.

A week after the CDC’s first 1976 publication, the agency
noted discovery of six more Fort Dix soldiers with Swine Flu,
bringing the total to ten (including the deceased Lewis). The
remainder of the base’s epidemic appeared to result from
A/Victoria flu. An additional agricultural Swine Flu case was
reported, involving a young man from Mississippi, who also
suffered from Hodgkin’s disease and worked in a pig
slaughterhouse.24

Large-scale blood testing at Fort Dix soon revealed a total
of 273 individuals who may have had swine antibodies,
thirteen of whom had actually contracted influenza. Unclear,
and never clarified in any subsequent CDC publications, was
how many of the influenza-ailing soldiers were co-infected
with A/New Jersey/76 and A/Victoria/75. Even thirty years
later no technology could tell which strain was responsible for



disease in an individual who was co-infected, although it is
generally assumed that whichever strain is present in largest
numbers is the pathogenic culprit.

The CDC interviewed the Fort Dix recruits to see which
might have had direct contact with swine, and found twenty-
two men who had been around pigs and had antibodies to the
Shope swine influenza. Investigators then tested the families
of those twenty-two soldiers: one family tested antibody-
positive. Four out of eleven members of that family tested
positive; none were sick. They were not farmers, and the flu-
exposed members were all under twenty-five years old. When
200 classmates of the children were tested, no further spread
of the apparent infection could be found.

Policy decisions and actions moved forward rapidly, though
investigations at Fort Dix were far from complete. Army and
CDC investigators would spend several more weeks combing
the base for clues to the origin and spread of the apparent
Swine Flu, eventually concluding that no more than 155
recruits were definitely infected with the virus. Another 300
Fort Dix soldiers were infected with the A/Victoria/75 strain.

More important, the investigators concluded that the only
time or place shared by all soldiers infected with Swine Flu
prior to their illnesses was the Fort Dix reception area. The
mini-epidemic began, they concluded, sometime in the first or
second week of January, when hundreds of fresh recruits were
processed onto the base following the Christmas holidays, and
assigned to basic training. In the reception center the new
recruits were given physical examinations, vaccinations, and
basic military instructions.

The first of the new recruits subsequently shown to have
Swine Flu arrived at the reception center on January 5.
Designated only as V4, he complained of illness on January
28.

Private Lewis came through the reception center the
following day. All Fort Dix Swine Flu illnesses occurred
between January 12 and February 8, the time span of high
reception center activity. The infections probably incubated
between the initial transmissions in the reception center in



early January, and the flu illnesses appeared two to three
weeks later.

The only other possible shared source of infection for the
thirteen soldiers struck with Swine Flu was the base medical
system. All the men made visits to the base dispensary for a
variety of health problems prior to developing the flu. Under
General Russell’s personal command, Army investigators
searched for a source of viral contamination at both the
reception area and the dispensary: none was found. It is not
likely, however, that weeks after the events any evidence of
viral contamination of equipment or medical instruments
would persist, available for discovery. Thus, the possibility
remained that America’s Swine Flu outbreak of 1976 was
iatrogenic.

By mid-March influenza of all types was on a sharp decline
worldwide, even at Fort Dix, and the agency’s virus branch
director, Dr. Walter Dowdle, said, “Influenza in the United
States has decreased markedly, and there is no longer evidence
of nationwide epidemic activity.”25

“By the beginning of March,” Dowdle would write six years
later, “the only signs of the Swine Flu epidemic in the world
[his emphasis] were at Fort Dix. But the possibility of a Swine
Flu outbreak in the future could not be disproved. What could
not be disproved must be allowed for. Most of the scientists
were well aware of the professional risks they incurred if they
mounted a national immunization program and the virus did
not appear. Most were equally aware of their responsibility for
the public’s safety in the event of an epidemic. Something had
to be done.”26

On March 13, the CDC director, David Sencer, completed a
special memorandum for his superiors in Washington,
detailing the evidence for a Swine Flu outbreak and requesting
a $134 million congressional allocation for development and
distribution of vaccines. Within less than a week, word of
Swine Flu was all over Capitol Hill. By March 18, Sencer’s
memo had been signed by Assistant Secretary for Health Dr.
Theodore Cooper, and lay upon the desk of HEW Secretary F.
David Mathews awaiting his urgent attention.



Stated as certainties, rather than hypothetical conjectures,
were the following points listed under the memo’s heading
“Facts”: The virus found at Fort Dix is “antigenically related
to the influenza virus which has been implicated as the cause
of the 1918–19 pandemic which killed 450,000 [American]
people; every American under the age of fifty”is probably
susceptible to this new strain”; severe flu epidemics”occur at
approximately ten-year intervals.”

After laying out four different plans of suggested action, the
Sencer memo suggested mass vaccination, sponsored by the
federal government, conducted by local authorities and
supported publicly at the highest possible level.

Within two weeks the snowball was roaring down an Alpine
slope, gathering size as most sectors of the federal
government, from congressional aides to the White House
Office of Management and Budget, signed on.

March 24 found an extraordinary group of scientists
gathered in the White House at President Ford’s request.
Edwin Kilbourne, polio vaccine inventors Jonas Salk and
Albert Sabin, and a host of CDC and other federal researchers
were asked point-blank by Ford, “Do you agree that the nation
is facing a Swine Flu epidemic, and mass vaccination is
necessary?”

There were no voices of dissent in that room.

That night, President Ford went on national television in a
press conference that found him flanked by the icons of
immunization, Sabin and Salk.

“I have just concluded a meeting on a subject of vast
importance to all Americans,” the President said. “I have been
advised that there is a very real possibility that unless we take
counteractions, there could be an epidemic of this dangerous
disease next fall and winter here in the United States … .
Accordingly, I am asking the Congress to appropriate $135
million, prior to the April recess, for the production of
sufficient vaccine to inoculate every man, woman, and child in
the United States.”



Congress had no choice but to support the President. The
politicians were nearly unanimous in their shared
apprehension about being responsible for massive numbers of
influenza deaths should they balk. Former Senator Edward
Kennedy staffer Arthur Silverstein said there “was an almost
unseemly race” on Capitol Hill to approve the President’s
$135 million vaccination appropriations request. Senator
Kennedy said, “There is nothing more frightening to a society
than an epidemic,” throwing his liberal weight behind the
Republican President’s request.

Only two members of Congress were sharply vocal in their
criticism of the program. California Democrat Representative
Henry Waxman and his New Jersey colleague Andrew
Maguire denounced the program as a “rip-off” that was
guaranteed to generate profits for vaccine manufacturers.
Consumer advocate Ralph Nader accused the government’s
health establishment of crying wolf, wasting taxpayer dollars.

Recognizing Ford’s position, some members of Congress
decided to exploit the President’s absolute support of the flu
campaign by attaching a long list of liberal riders to the
immunization bill, adding $1.8 billion worth of social service
spending and environmental protection funds to a bill they
knew Ford could not possibly veto.

Meanwhile, when Osborn saw President Ford’s press
conference on television, she was outraged. Forced to work by
telephone from Madison, Wisconsin, rather than in direct
conference in Washington because her twin daughters were
just seven years old, Osborn couldn’t believe that the sober,
cautious approach that all her colleagues had tried to follow
was suddenly shoved aside.

“Everybody knows Salk and Sabin detest one another, and
that they’re the two most famous vaccinologists in the world,”
Osborn told fellow FDA advisers she reached that night by
phone. “Neither of them has been involved in this in any way.
Putting them together with the President like that spells
disaster.”

Years later, Osborn and Sencer would both argue that Ford’s
March 24 press conference marked the turning point, bringing



healthy skepticism to an end and putting politicians in the
Swine Flu driver’s seat.

As support built in Washington, the pharmaceutical
manufacturers played their trump card, telling Ford directly
that their insurance carriers would not indemnify such hastily
produced vaccines. Unless the government absorbed liability
for all possible ill effects from the vaccines, drug companies
could not possibly cooperate in the $135 million effort. Well
before Congress approved, and the President signed Public
Law 94–266 allocating funds for the flu campaign, word was
out that the real price tag might exceed by millions of dollars
the requested sum. Some liberal members of the House of
Representatives accused the pharmaceutical industry of trying
to pull off a major scam, milking taxpayers for hundreds of
millions of dollars and refusing to accept any responsibility for
vaccine product quality.

But on April 15, 1976, PL 94–266 was signed by President
Ford in a televised ceremony. As he placed his signature on
the bill, Ford dropped all pretense of doubt or conjecture,
saying the Fort Dix virus “was the cause of a pandemic in
1918 and 1919 that resulted in over half a million deaths in the
United States.”

Though dissent and controversy would increase in political
and scientific circles over subsequent months, a seemingly
intransigent White House and public health establishment
would speak with ever-greater certainty about the likelihood of
a catastrophe, and all semblance of theorizing and guesswork
would disappear from official pronouncements. Anger built
during the late spring in response to pharmaceutical
manufacturers’ insistence that no vaccine could or would be
produced before the federal government agreed to absorb full
liability. Some politicians accused the industry of casting off
all vestiges of public responsibility, while corporate
representatives reminded members of Congress that they were
working in a tough, highly competitive free market in which
profit making (or, at the very least, breaking even) was
essential to survival.



With a good deal more dissent than was engendered by the
PL 94–266 enactment, Congress would eventually pass a law
that officially waived corporate liability for Swine Flu
vaccines, placing all legal culpability squarely on the
shoulders of the U.S. taxpayers. It would be signed on August
12 and designated the National Swine Flu Immunization
Program of 1976 (Public Law 94–380), scheduled to go into
effect October 1, the same day the CDC planned to kick off
the national flu vaccination program.

The nation would then be irrevocably committed.

It might not have made that leap from April’s bill to the
August open-ended liability price tag had it not been for a
unique and entirely unexpected set of events in July.
Throughout the spring and early summer of 1976, opposition
to the very concept of a mass epidemic was building in both
scientific and political circles.

Several leading physicians, notably consumer advocate
Sidney Wolfe, vocally protested the government’s dire
forecasts of a million dead Americans, noting that the CDC
had projected those numbers from a base of 500,000 dead in
1918–19, multiplied by the increase in the U.S. population size
since that time, and factoring for other changes, such as air
travel and urbanization, which were thought to speed the
spread of airborne microbes. The dissident doctors attacked
the projection, noting that medical science had advanced
considerably in its ability to diagnose and treat influenza, and
it was highly unlikely that even a super-virulent strain could
kill 21 million people worldwide in 1976. After all, they said,
most influenza deaths were usually produced not by the virus
but secondarily by bacterial infections that took advantage of
the weakened immune defenses of influenza-infected lungs.
Bacterial pneumonia was easily treated in 1976 with a number
of readily available antibiotics. Though the CDC insisted (and
still would nearly twenty years later) that the 1918–19 virus
killed massive numbers of people directly, without secondary
bacterial infections, many vocal physicians maintained that
some, perhaps most, of the lung hemorrhages and fatal heart
attacks reported in 1918 might be treatable in intensive-care
units in 1976.



There was also increasing skepticism about the basic
assumption that the Fort Dix strain was equivalent to the
deadly 1918–19 Swine Flu. There was no evidence of mass
spread, and Fort Dix medical officer Bartley told Science
magazine’s Philip Boffey that Private Lewis might well have
lived if he hadn’t gone on the long winter march. Some Army
physicians quietly told their civilian colleagues that it was
possible even the dreaded virulence of the 1918–19 strain was
more an environmental than genetic issue. Rather than
ascribing the rampant spread and quick die-offs to some
unique characteristics of the virus, these researchers discreetly
insisted it was World War I trench warfare conditions,
horrendous overcrowding in military encampments, and the
movement of hundreds of thousands of troops in jam-packed
ships, submarines, and train cars all over the world that spread
the disease.

Dr. E. Russell Alexander, chair of the University of
Washington’s School of Public Health, was a dissident
member of the CDC’s flu advisory committee. From the
beginning he had advised that the government hold off on a
mass immunization campaign and instead stockpile vaccines
for possible use should an epidemic appear. As months rolled
by without additional cases, Alexander’s position drew
support from many circles.

If the CDC was facing obstacles due to controversies in the
United States, its ability to win over public health counterparts
in other countries was firmly blocked by strong scientific
skepticism. Though the World Health Organization lent
official support to a global Swine Flu campaign in a special
meeting convened in Geneva April 7–8, the backing was
lukewarm, and fell short of recommending widespread
vaccination. Instead, WHO suggested that national health
ministries worldwide be on the alert for unusual flu outbreaks,
consider adding Swine Flu vaccines to the list of
immunizations offered to elderly citizens of richer nations, and
stockpile supplies of vaccine once it was available. It seemed
Russell Alexander’s position was garnering support outside
the United States, with the exception of Canada, where the
CDC’s arguments held sway.



On July 3 the prestigious British medical journal The Lancet
published three articles critical of the American campaign. In
the first, physicians from England’s Harvard Hospital in
Salisbury compared the A/New Jersey flu strain with two other
varieties found in American pigs and a strain then common in
England. Six human volunteers were injected with viral
samples. The researchers concluded that the Fort Dix virus
was “evidently intermediate in its virulence for man between a
human virus and a swine virus … . The conclusion, therefore,
was that in its present form, A/NJ/8/76 was less virulent in
man than an established human influenza-A virus, but a good
deal more infectious and virulent than two swine pathogens …
tested previously.”27

In an accompanying essay, University of Sheffield Medical
School professor Charles Stuart-Harris argued it was “a time
for a continual reappraisal of all possibilities rather than for a
change of tactics.” It simply wasn’t time for a mass
immunization campaign, he said, though it might be wise to
stockpile vaccine just in case.

As had been stated previously by dissident American
colleagues, Stuart-Harris insisted it was unwise to compare the
1918 pandemic to any 1976 possibility. The current virus
simply wasn’t as virulent, he said, and nowhere were human
conditions as severe as those seen in the battlefields of World
War I.28

Finally, the publishers of England’s leading medical journal
dismissed the dangers of the Fort Dix strain specifically, but
not generally of influenza, and ominously concluded that “the
whole exercise will be valuable practice for doing it when a
really new influenza A does finally appear.”29

Throughout May, June, and early July, the arguments in
U.S. government circles centered not on whether or not to
vaccinate but on how best to accomplish the task of making
200 million doses—for Americans alone—and mobilize local
health authorities and the public before the fall. On June 22,
despite serious difficulties, both the CDC and FDA vaccine
advisory committees voted to proceed with the Swine Flu
campaign.



“We have no choice,” Osborn told her colleagues.

But the vaccine trials hadn’t gone at all well, and Albert
Sabin did a 180-degree turnaround, becoming a vocal
opponent of the campaign. None of the products seemed to
work at all in children; the vaccines performed so poorly in
young adults that even some campaign proponents openly
worried that an acceptable formulation might not be found
before the fall; nobody was sure how much flu antigen, or
human antibody, was necessary to protect against a super-
virulent virus, and one company, Parke-Davis, made 2 million
doses of vaccine against the wrong flu strain.30

Meanwhile, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
continued its pressure on Congress and the White House,
saying that no vaccine would be made unless something could
be done about the liability issue. Two bills were stalled in
Congress (HR105050 and S3785) that aimed in different ways
to clear vaccine manufacturers of liability by shifting the
burden to the federal government.

Debate on the matter was feverish both on the editorial
pages of America’s leading newspapers and in the halls of
Congress, and pharmaceutical industry lobbyists were clearly
concerned that their liability protection would be defeated.

Until August 2, 1976.

On that day, newspapers across America carried the
headline news that several men had succumbed as a result of
sudden severe respiratory ailments contracted, apparently,
following attendance at an American Legion convention in
Philadelphia during the week of July 21–24.

II
Few groups in the United States took patriotism as seriously as
the American Legion, and in the country’s bicentennial year it
was more than appropriate that an organization dominated by
World War II veterans should convene in Philadelphia, the
cradle of the country’s Declaration of Independence and
Constitution. For four days in July several hundred members
of the Pennsylvania Legionnaires division held meetings, sat at



banquets, danced, and sipped cocktails in four Philadelphia
hotels.

Liquor flowed most freely in the hospitality suites of
thirteen candidates for Legionnaire offices. Scattered
throughout the luxurious old Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, these
suites were sites of energetic handshaking and free cocktails.

On the second night of the meeting, two of the Legionnaires
fell ill with symptoms that included fevers, muscle aches, and
pneumonia. Because they were older men, the first cases
raised no alarms.31

Within a week, however, the Pennsylvania Department of
Health was flooded with reports of acute pneumonia illnesses
and deaths among people who had been inside Philadelphia
hotels during the latter half of July. The count would
eventually reach 182 cases (78 percent males); 29 deaths.
Some 82 percent of the cases, when final numbers were
tallied, would turn out to be American Legionnaires.

On August 2, with about 150 cases and 20 deaths then
reported, the Pennsylvania health authorities issued a
statement that was instantly frontpage news worldwide. Given
the media moniker “Legionnaires’ Disease,” the mysterious
Philadelphia epidemic caused an intense escalation in Swine
Flu fears.

Word hit Congress and the White House like a jolt of
electricity, shocking the argumentative politicians into action.
Various bills that sought to break the long deadlock on vaccine
liability were hastily approved by House and Senate
subcommittees and rapidly made their ways toward the floor
for full legislative debate and possible approval. Fearing that
the dreaded Swine Flu epidemic had arrived, the country’s
political leaders acted with atypical speed.

By August 5, when Sencer testified before the Senate’s
Health Subcommittee, the stage was set for almost immediate
approval of liability-waiving legislation.

Proud of the rapid and thorough investigation responses of
his CDC staff, Sencer could barely contain himself. His office
had first learned of the Legionnaires’ outbreak on Monday,



and by Tuesday, CDC staff were able to positively rule out
influenza as the cause of the mysterious deaths. Of course,
they didn’t know what was the cause of the Philadelphia
ailments. Sencer was delighted to sit before Congress on
Thursday, just four days after the outbreak was reported, able
to allay the public’s fears that the dreaded Swine Flu had
finally arrived.

But Congress, far from applauding the news, grit its teeth
and immediately reverted to its prior argumentative stance.
Within minutes, all hope of rapid passage of a vaccine liability
law was lost.

The following night, President Ford lashed out, saying he
was “very dumbfounded” by Congress’s actions. He came
right out and told the Capitol Hill politicians that they would
personally bear responsibility for millions of American deaths
should a Swine Flu epidemic materialize.

Congress caved in.

Six days later, President Ford signed the National Swine Flu
Immunization Program of 1976 (Public Law 94–380). The die
was cast.

Within the bill’s tediously argued language lay the seeds of
the Swine Flu vaccine program’s destruction. Though the
politicians, the pharmaceutical industry, and insurance
companies generally felt that the bill masterfully eliminated all
remaining stumbling blocks to mass immunization, it actually
created dangerous new obstacles. As would be seen in years to
come, the public health problems created by Public Law 94–
380 resonated perilously not only throughout the 1976–77 flu
season but in all future new American vaccine campaigns. In a
very real sense, the Swine Flu vaccine campaign of 1976
would eventually work to the advantage of the planet’s
microbes. The bill stated:

 

The United States shall be liable with respect to claims
submitted after September 30, 1976, for personal injury or
death arising out of the administration of swine flu vaccine
under the swine flu program and based upon the act or



omission of a program participant in the same manner and to
the same extent as the United States would be liable in any
other action brought against it.32

 

The bill guaranteed that the U.S. government would respond
financially to claims of damages associated with Swine Flu
vaccination; put the legal defense job in the hands of the
Attorney General; prohibited pharmaceutical companies from
making “any reasonable profit” off Swine Flu vaccines; and
ordered all individual immunizations to be accompanied by a
signed informed consent form that “fully explained” the risks
and benefits of the product. To mollify vaccine producers who
did not take kindly to being ordered to forgo Swine Flu profits,
the bill allowed “reasonable profit” for A/Victoria flu vaccines
—“reasonable” was never defined. In the end, worried that
Congress might later attach some arbitrary level of profit as
unreasonable, the pharmaceutical companies donated
A/Victoria and bivalent (A/Victoria plus A/New Jersey)
vaccines to the federal government.

All of this was precedent-setting in the United States.
Though vaccination campaigns, from point of purchase to
distribution, were entirely government-operated in most of the
world, they were a rarity in the United States. Typically,
Americans were vaccinated by a personal physician, school
nurse, or public health clinic nurse. The federal government’s
role was usually limited to identifying what types of vaccines
were needed (through the CDC) and regulating their purity and
safe manufacturing (through the Food and Drug
Administration).

But now the U.S. government was up to its neck in the
vaccine business, and the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
Association sat back comfortably, awaiting its instructions, its
fifty-some members freed of liability concerns.

Though the CDC laboratory had before August 5
successfully ruled out Swine Flu as a cause of the
Legionnaires’ deaths, by the time the influenza vaccine
liability law had been signed by President Ford it was obvious
to the lab boys that solving the Legionnaires’ puzzle was



going to be terribly difficult. Though they worked around the
clock, using every obvious scientific trick they knew to tease
out the culprit, it remained utterly elusive.

Joe McDade and Charles “Shep” Shepherd were stumped.

By August 31, their labs had scanned hundreds of tissue
samples at the subcellular level of magnification with electron
microscopes. They had used fluorescent antibodies against
over a dozen different microbes to see if any of the patients
were infected with the agents, including chlamydia, rickettsia,
typhoid, pertussis, tularemia, plague, coccidioidomycosis,
histoplasmosis, Marburg, Lassa, influenza, and
choriomeningitis. They searched for fifteen different types of
yeast and two types of mycoplasma. The team had also tried
isolating viruses by infecting chicken eggs, monkey cells,
human cells, guinea pigs, and mice with blood samples from
the patients.

Microbiologist McDade and physician-scientist Shepherd
conducted standard tests on blood tissue samples aimed at
finding out what sort of microbe was responsible. They
dumped various antibiotics in cultures, but got no consistent
effects. They had used standard stains for visualizing bacteria
under microscopes and saw nothing.

So they switched tactics. They put blood samples in test
tubes with antibodies against all sorts of different microbes,
and looked for the clumping reactions that meant a positive
reaction had occurred. With this method, they had already
tested for over twenty-six different microbes by the end of
August, including various influenzas, Q fever, mumps,
measles, adenoviruses, and a host of extremely rare diseases.

They tried another tactic.

Lung, liver, and kidney samples from the deceased
Legionnaires were subjected to radioactive assays for heavy-
metal poisoning (by such things as mercury, arsenic, thallium,
nickel, cobalt—a total of twenty-three potentially toxic
metals). And in hopes of finding a pesticide or other toxic
chemical product, the team had already done 300 gas
chromatography and mass spectral analyses by August 31. If



any of these tests had found a contaminant, huge spikes would
have appeared on the graph paper that spewed from the
analytical machines. There were no unusual spikes.33

This really annoyed McDade, who had been with the CDC
just one year but had ten years’ experience in microbiology
detective work under his belt. Meticulous in both his work and
his personal style, McDade routinely took every imaginable
precaution against contamination or error in the lab. The
bespectacled, blue-eyed scientist liked everything around him
to be neat, trim, and predictable.

In his detective work, McDade spoke of the “algorithm of
the investigation,” assigning each clue to its “dot position in
the matrix.” Depending on which clues first fell into place, the
algorithm would move across the matrix in a certain direction.
Normally, the careful scientist had a set of clear
epidemiological dots to assign to the matrix before he even
received blood or tissue samples to study in his laboratory.
And it usually wasn’t long before McDade discovered several
more matrix dots in the lab and the algorithm quickly flowed
to completion.

But this Legionnaires’ Disease paradox wasn’t yielding any
useful clues for the matrix. The epidemiologists couldn’t
figure out how, whatever the culprit was, people got sick. They
couldn’t even narrow the clues enough to tell whether the
killer was a chemical or a microbe.

And absolutely nothing was working in the laboratory.

The CDC lab boys then began to realize the enormity of
their task.

“Something is lurking in those hundreds of tissue and blood
samples amassing in the CDC refrigerators,” Shep told Sencer,
“but it isn’t possible to narrow the search down by broad
categories. We can’t tell at this point whether we should be
looking for a virus, bacterium, fungus, parasite, toxic
chemical, or whatever. We need more information from the
field.”

Sencer deployed two large teams of CDC investigations to
Philadelphia. One concentrated on the Philadelphia hotels, the



other studied the surviving patients and their families.

Fresh out of his residency training in clinical medicine and
just four months away from his extraordinary journey to
Yambuku to assist in the Ebola investigation, Dr. David
Heymann was part of the Legionnaires’ investigation. Lean,
dark-eyed, and shy, he would look back on 1976 years later,
expressing astonishment at his “unbelievable” experiences.
The twelve months from August 1976 to the summer of 1977
would find the twenty-something Heymann in the eye of
microbial storms in Philadelphia, Yambuku, and Cameroon.

When he left Atlanta for Philadelphia in August 1977,
however, the junior EIS officer had no inkling of what was to
come. Nor was he prepared for the public panic in
Philadelphia, the extraordinary complexity of the
Legionnaires’ mystery, or the personal safety concerns that
would ebb and flow discreetly through the CDC team.

Panic does not always go hand in hand with epidemics, nor
does its scale correlate with the genuine gravity of the
situation. Indeed, history demonstrates that population
responses to disease are rarely predictable, often peculiar, and
always key features of frustration for disease detectives who
must sift through public accounts to find clues to the origin
and cause of the epidemic. Where a hefty dose of public
concern was warranted, as in the case of the 1918–19
pandemic, an oddly common feature was nonchalance. The
usually vigorous New York press, for example, reported
virtually no flu news that year until the week of November, by
which time some 20,000 residents of the city had already died,
victims of influenza.34

Similarly, the specter of a latter-day global epidemic
provoked little more than a shrug from most Europeans and
North Americans. A Gallup poll in September 1976 revealed
that while 93 percent of the adult population of the United
States knew what Swine Flu was and were aware that an
apparent strain of the disease had stricken Fort Dix, fewer than
53 percent said they were willing to be vaccinated. The
abstract possibility of a million American flu deaths seems to



have caused no collective or individual panic in the United
States, except, perhaps, in some corners of government.

In contrast, public reaction to the twenty-nine deaths in
Philadelphia was extraordinary. Heymann, completely
uninitiated in matters of public relations and the media, found
himself working in a massive fishbowl, every move made by
CDC team members under the constant, often hostile, scrutiny
of the nation’s citizenry. The perlustration was compounded by
widespread fear of contagion in Philadelphia.

Phrases like “explosive outbreak,” “mysterious and
terrifying disease,” “Legionnaire killer,” and “killer
pneumonia” filled press accounts, as well as the on-camera
statements of Philadelphians and politicians.35 Because
American Legion members were stricken, and the nation had
been polarized during its war with Vietnam, some members of
the highly conservative organization insisted the deaths and
ailments were tied to an unidentified left-wing sabotage. From
the perspective of the left, events in Philadelphia fit neatly
with the then vogue view that an unregulated chemical
industry was raining toxic compounds upon the American
people.

The CDC investigation, led by veteran disease detective Dr.
David Fraser, searched on all fronts, abandoning few theories,
no matter how tenuous. All the disease survivors and their
available relatives, and over 4,400 Legionnaires and families,
were questioned repeatedly, cadavers were autopsied at the
microscopic level, and hospital staff that had treated the ailing
hotel guests were grilled for hours on end. Most of the victims
were Legionnaires, or spouses who had accompanied their
veteran husbands to the convention’s cocktail parties and
banquets. Some hotel staff got sick, but none of their families
appeared to be affected. The only clue that tied all the cases
together was the victims’ presence in the five Philadelphia
hotels that hosted the Legionnaires’ convention.

By September, the focus shifted completely to the hotels in
which the Legionnaires and their spouses had stayed during
the convention. Heymann and half the CDC team were housed
in the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. As the investigation dragged



on, they were just about the only patrons of Philadelphia’s
revered landmark hotel. Less than a year later, unable to
counter the torrent of negative publicity, the Bellevue-
Stratford’s management would be forced to close the seventy-
two-year-old hotel.

Like the lab boys, the CDC field team was stumped.
Members collected air, water, soil, dirt, and materials samples
from every room that had been occupied in Philadelphia hotels
during July. They questioned hotel staff and reviewed
pneumonia records from all local hospitals. None of the
collected samples seemed to contain a questionable microbe or
toxic chemical.

Grabbing at straws, Fraser sent Heymann out to track down
a magician. Just prior to the Legionnaires’ gathering, hundreds
of magicians had held their annual convention in the Bellevue-
Stratford. Heymann’s task was to discern whether the
conjurers had used any unusual devices or chemicals in the
creation of their illusions. The sorcerers had not used anything,
however, that hadn’t been part of the magicians’ standard bag
of tricks for centuries.

Back in Atlanta, Sencer was taking phone calls twenty-four
hours a day from anyone who had a helpful theory. Most came
from “well-intentioned nuts,” as Sencer kindly called them,
but some represented plausible explanations that the CDC
director passed on to his crew in Philadelphia. Though it
meant weeks of interrupted sleep, Sencer felt it necessary to
make himself available at all hours to public suggestions in
order to quell panic and head off accusations of cover-up or
stonewalling at the CDC.

But accusations came anyway. From Congress.

On October 27 the congressional Subcommittee for
Consumer Protection, part of the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee, released a report that not only
condemned the CDC’s efforts in Philadelphia but accused the
agency of sabotaging its own inquiry.36 Chaired by
Congressman John M. Murphy, a Democrat from Staten
Island, New York, the committee lashed out with unusual
venom. The CDC spent too much time trying to prove Swine



Flu had struck Philadelphia, the report charged, and in the
course of its overly virus-focused investigation, lost tissue and
urine samples that might have demonstrated that a toxin or
chemical caused the ailments.

“It appears to be the consensus of opinion that the failure to
save, take, and keep free from contamination the tissue of the
victims of the epidemic is clearly the reason that ultimate
resolution of the cause of the Legionnaires’ disease may never
be found,” the report accused. At the top of the list of potential
chemical killers, the report concluded, was nickel carbonyl, an
odorless, unstable compound that can produce some of the
same symptoms seen among the Legionnaires.

Dr. William F. Sunderman, Jr., of the University of
Connecticut School of Medicine, studied some Legionnaires’
lung tissue samples in mid-September, concluding that
unusually high levels of nickel were present. But by the time
the congressional report was released, an embarrassed
Sunderman was at pains to explain that he had never proven
that the chemical caused deaths among the Legionnaires and
he had reason to believe some of the nickel measured in the
tissues actually came off surgical instruments used in the
original autopsies.37

Congressman Murphy’s attack on the CDC was not waylaid
by the demise of the nickel carbonyl hypothesis, however, and
by December he had escalated his assault, charging it was
outrageous that in a country “supposedly with the most
advanced technology in the world, we find ourselves in a
position of not knowing what happened in Philadelphia.”38

For CDC director Sencer, Congressman Murphy became a
haunting nemesis, whose name and actions provoked unusual
outbursts of anger. The Staten Island representative was, in
Sencer’s mind, living proof that politicians shouldn’t be
allowed to meddle in ongoing scientific investigations. Over a
decade later, Sencer would speak with a happy gleam in his
eyes and a lightened tone of voice about Congressman John
M. Murphy’s 1981 indictment and later conviction for
conspiracy and accepting bribes in the so-called Abscam
scandal.



“What goes around comes around,” Sencer would say.

III
As the CDC toiled over its very full load of enterprises in the
fall of 1976, the public became increasingly skeptical of the
nation’s premier public health agency. And in a year that was
dedicated to the celebration of Americanism, the public came
to question the “can do” outlook that had dominated the
culture ever since World War II.

Here it was, 1976, and the leaders of the scientific
community appeared to many members of the public and the
political arena to be in absolute disarray. Record amounts of
taxpayers’ money, including a then breathtaking sum of $135
million for the Swine Flu campaign, were being expended for
biomedical investigation and public health, yet the nation felt
besieged by confusing medical threats. A dizzying array of
common chemicals seemed to be implicated in cancer,
everything Americans loved to eat seemed to play a role in
heart disease, their long romance with cigarettes appeared
destined to send millions of people to early graves, the
Pentagon’s Vietnam War chemical weapons may have also
harmed American troops —even their offspring.

And now the scientists couldn’t shoot straight. They were
pointing their guns, it seemed, incorrectly at Swine Flu, and
couldn’t figure out what had killed the Legionnaires.

For many members of Congress and the press, the operative
terms now used to describe the government’s Swine Flu effort
were “fiasco,” “debacle,” “farce,” “travesty,” and “waste of
taxpayers’ dollars.”

At the CDC this sudden public revulsion was hard to
stomach. Not accustomed to such controversy, or to juggling
so many epidemic crises simultaneously, the agency was
overwhelmed. Its four-man public relations effort became
entirely defensive, reacting day by day to a torrent of
accusations raining down from hundreds of sources. And
every one of the roughly three hundred scientists at the agency,
including junior EIS officers like Heymann, was up to his or
her neck in work.



By early October, Karl Johnson and Joel Breman had been
dispatched to Zaire to quell Ebola. Heymann was pulled back
to Atlanta to coordinate emergency rescue operations and
backup for the multinational team in Yambuku. The
Legionnaires’ Disease problem dragged on, mysteriously
defying McDade and Shepard’s resolution. And the Swine Flu
vaccination campaign, which officially commenced on
October 1, continued to draw fire.

On October 11 the night edition of the Pattsburgh Post-
Gazette broke the story that two elderly people died shortly
after getting their Swine Flu shots from the Allegheny County
Health Department. Within a couple of hours, newspapers all
over America were hurriedly remaking their final morning
editions, having grabbed the report off the United Press
International wire service.39

Within forty-eight hours the story had escalated radically,
though the actual number of dead never exceeded three, all
over the age of seventy. Reporters led the investigation. The
CDC was strangely silent for several days, giving the public
the impression that journalists were the only professionals
doing any detective work on the cases. Or that the CDC was
covering up something insidious. The allegations poured forth:
all the dead had received vaccine manufactured by Parke-
Davis, which had two months earlier admitted making an
entire batch of vaccine against the wrong flu antigen; the
vaccine was made by “recombining genetic elements,” a point
of great confusion at the time; deaths seemed also to be
occurring in other cities all over America.

“The Scene at a PA Death Clinic” was a New York Post
headline. United Press International ran a daily tally of
additional suspected vaccine-caused deaths.

Science enthusiast Walter Cronkite, whose anchorman
status with the American public was so prominent that insiders
at the CBS-TV network referred to him as “VOG” or “Voice
of God,” brought President Ford before the cameras on
October 13, giving the political leader a massive evening
platform from which to argue that 215 million Americans
should ignore the scare stories and get their shots—just as he



and First Lady Betty Ford would do the following day during a
photo opportunity.

But two days later, the national immunization tally had
reached only 40 million. While that was the best two-week
immunization turnout in U.S. history, it could hardly be
considered cause for joy among those who still believed a
repeat of the 1918–19 pandemic was likely. After all, by
October 16, 1918, influenza had already killed millions. The
gathering of international influenza experts in Switzerland just
ten months earlier had concluded that a minimum of 85
percent of high-risk populations would have to be vaccinated
to ensure society’s protection against an analogous epidemic.

Though the agency fought hard to put a positive spin on the
campaign’s progress, many CDC insiders quietly despaired
and military officials openly declared that the less than
satisfactory turnout was evidence that the American people
would fail to respond in an appropriate and timely fashion
should an enemy hurl biological weapons at the country.

The CDC tried to counter the impact of the Pittsburgh
deaths with an analysis of the statistical relationship between
public campaigns of any kind and cardiac deaths among senior
citizens. Their conclusion: the three deaths were statistical
anomalies, not events caused by the vaccine.

“Persons vaccinated in the [Pittsburgh] clinic died at a rate
of 5/100,000/day in contrast to the expected rate of
17/100,000/day for persons 65 years and older in
Pennsylvania,” CDC scientists argued.40 The FDA tested the
Parke-Davis vaccine immediately following the Pittsburgh
deaths and proclaimed it free of contamination.

By mid-December the number of deaths and illnesses
allegedly linked to Swine Flu vaccines would reach 283, more
than half limited to headaches or mild fevers.41 Two months
later, the agency would report that the fall of 1976 marked an
unusually disease-free time, with the numbers of pneumonia
and influenza-associated deaths at their lowest points since
1972. This terrific record would not be ascribable to the
vaccine campaign; rather, it would be the result of a virtual
absence of influenza virus in North America.42



So it was that long-haired hippies and close-cropped
businessmen found common ground on something: the Swine
Flu shot was not to be trusted.

A year later, President Jimmy Carter’s tactless brother Billy
would best capture the mood by averring that if he “had to get
stoned to death,” he’d rather do it with booze than a Swine Flu
shot.43

On November 2, Gerald Ford lost his bid for the presidency,
and Georgia governor Jimmy Carter, a liberal Democrat, was
elected. The already demoralized federal public health
establishment now had a lame-duck champion for its efforts.
Fewer than 5 million Americans would voluntarily get
vaccinated after November 1; virtually none after word got out
of Guillain-Barré syndrome.

IV
The first case of Guillain-Barré syndrome appeared in
Minnesota, during the third week of November. Days after he
got his flu shot, a man’s arms and legs grew increasingly
weak; his reflexes worsened, eventually ceasing altogether; he
lost feeling in his hands and feet. For all intents and purposes,
he was paralyzed. His physician correctly diagnosed the
ailment as Guillain-Barré syndrome and, suspecting an
association with the flu vaccine, reported the ailment to
officials at the CDC.

First identified in the 1920s by French neurologists Jean
Alexander Barré and Georges Guillain, the syndrome was rare,
usually reversible, occasionally lethal, and normally occurred
in the absence of any other associated illness. No cause or
treatment for Guillain-Barré was known, nor could anybody
explain why some individuals recovered completely after
about a month of paralysis, a few were permanently paralyzed,
and still fewer died of respiratory distress when neurological
symptoms affected their lungs, hearts, or diaphragms.

The first Guillain-Barré report was quickly followed by
others, and the CDC ordered nationwide active surveillance
for syndrome cases in all fifty states.



On December 14 the CDC issued a press release
announcing that thirty people had developed the syndrome
within a month after their Swine Flu vaccinations; an
additional twenty-four Guillain-Barré cases had occurred in
people following a lapse of more than thirty days after
immunization.

Two days later Sencer called a halt to the Swine Flu
campaign, pending further investigation of the Guillain-Barré
cases.

On Christmas Eve the CDC revealed that 172 Guillain-
Barré cases had turned up in twenty-four states. Ninety-nine
cases involved flu vaccines—six of whom had died. The cases
spanned all age groups, genders, and races, and no geographic
clustering of cases could be seen.44 Something was going on.

By New Year’s Eve the reported number of cases had
soared to 526; of these, 257 had received flu shots.

Though CDC officials tried to argue that, like the three
Pittsburgh cardiac arrest cases, these Guillain-Barré episodes
might represent a normal background rate of the syndrome, the
American people—and their politicians —were appalled.
Ralph Nader and his consumer action group called for
Sencer’s immediate resignation. In congressional hearings
during December, Senator Edward Kennedy declared the
Swine Flu campaign dead.

The CDC continued to downplay the association between
the vaccine and the syndrome, though agency insiders had
already concluded that the Guillain-Barré rate among those
vaccinated against Swine Flu was at least four times that in the
unvaccinated population. As further syndrome reports poured
in during the early weeks of 1977, some agency
representatives suggested that the publicity had created
hysteria, prompting cases nationwide of psychologically
induced paralysis and limb weakness. But studies in various
communities showed no such panic, and found that most cases
had been diagnosed by qualified neurologists.45

By the time Jimmy Carter had been inaugurated and named
Joseph Califano as his nominee for Secretary of Health,



Education, and Welfare, the CDC’s Guillain-Barré total had
topped 1,100, half of whom had received Swine Flu shots,
with cases reported in all fifty states. Fifty-eight deaths had
occurred. Agency analysis showed a clear clustering of cases
around the months of November and December, coming on the
heels of the Swine Flu campaign’s peak. The average lag time
between vaccination and developing the syndrome was six
weeks. Over 5 percent of cases were lethal, and nearly a
quarter of the Guillain-Barré sufferers had to be placed on
respirators.

The researchers concluded that America’s normal,
inexplicable Guillain-Barré rate was about one case in every
million people per year, for an expected 1976 total of some
215 cases. But among Swine Flu vaccine recipients, the attack
rate was about ten times greater, at one case in every 100,000
Americans.46

Overnight, lawyers filed claims with the U.S. Attorney
General’s office on behalf of clients alleging they had suffered
ailments of various kinds due to the Swine Flu vaccine. So
great was the deluge that the White House Office of
Management and Budget was forced to approve an emergency
allocation on January 28, 1977, of $1.2 million for immediate
processing of claims. Justice Department attorney Jeffrey
Axelrod and his staff of ten lawyers worked in twenty-four-
hour shifts for several months, rushing to meet the letter of
Congress’s August 1976 liability law to determine which
claims should receive immediate settlement, which appeared
bogus, and which should go to court.

In the end, 4,181 claims would be filed seeking a total of
$3.2 billion. For over sixteen years, the cases would wend
their way through the legal system: by 1993, three cases would
still be pending. Axelrod’s team would end up deciding that
bona fide cases of Guillain-Barré syndrome among vaccine
recipients represented vaccine-caused ailments and would
settle those without court proceedings.

After a decade and a half of legal proceedings, the U.S.
government would settle 393 claims for $37,789,000. Another
1,605 cases would end up in the courts, with 53 resulting in



judgments against the federal government (for a total of $17
million) and another 56 cases lost in litigation (for another
$30,683,000).

By 1993 the U.S. government had paid out nearly $93
million in taxpayer dollars to Swine Flu claimants.47 Though
the final liability to the U.S. government was well below early
dire forecasts of “hundreds of millions of dollars,” it would
prove to be great enough in the eyes of Congress to have a
long-lasting impact on global immunization programs. A gun-
shy Congress, afraid for years to come of approving any
federal immunization efforts for fear of repeating the Swine
Flu fiasco, would prove only part of the vaccination problem.

Swine Flu also left its mark in the judiciary system, setting
precedents for government culpability in cases of large-scale
public health efforts. In years to come, lawyers would file suits
on behalf of clients claiming damages from all sorts of
vaccines. Even the sacred cow of public health—the polio
vaccine—would come under fire. In the 1970s and 1980s,
individuals would sue the U.S. government claiming they got
polio from the 1962 Sabin oral vaccine. In 1993, the federal
district court for Maryland would rule that individuals had a
legal right to sue the government even though the 1962 polio
campaign was originally considered above the law because it
was deemed an extraordinary humanitarian effort.

From the perspective of the microbes, no immunized
individuals mattered: the issue for microbial survival was the
overall rate of immunity in an entire population of potential
human targets. If a critical percentage of the human population
was rendered immune by virtue of vaccination, the microbes,
unable to thrive and reproduce, would either retreat into an
animal reservoir or vanish.

Nobody knew in 1962 in the case of polio, in 1976 in the
case of influenza, or in 1993 for the majority of the world’s
diseases precisely what percentage of a human population had
to be vaccinated in order to defeat the microbes; the
assumption was, and would continue to be, that greater than 80
percent of a population had to be immune to stop most
communicable microbes.



Public health advocates worldwide welcomed the dawn of
mass immunization in the 1950s and 1960s, feeling that any
possible risk to a few individuals far outweighed the
extraordinary benefit to society as a whole that would follow
defeat of such terrible microbial scourges as polio, pandemic
influenza, diphtheria, whooping cough, and typhus. And for
two decades in the United States—the center of more than 80
percent of the world’s vaccine production—insurance carriers,
politicians, drug companies, and the judicial system adhered to
the basic principle that the rights of an immunized society
superseded those of small numbers of individuals. Indeed, the
courts in some states ruled that officials had the right to
overrule the objections of family members in some cases,
forcing vaccination of elderly residents of nursing homes and
children entering the public school system.

Swine Flu threw ice water on the previously warm
relationship between public health and individual rights. It set
a precedent that would haunt all vaccine efforts inside the
United States for decades, and shatter the confidence of
vaccine manufacturers (and their insurers), not only vis-à-vis
their U.S. markets but globally. Many in coming years would
abandon vaccine production entirely; by 1993, only four U.S.
pharmaceutical companies—Connaught Laboratories, Inc.,
Lederle-Praxis Biologicals, Merck & Co., Inc., and Wyeth-
Ayerst—would remain committed to production of vaccines.48

In early 1993, as a result of the courts’ decisions, the U.S.
Department of Justice would settle five 1960s polio vaccine
cases, each individual receiving “seven-figure sums,”
according to Axelrod. Precise figures were sealed by the
courts.

V
By the second week of January, David Sencer could clearly
see the writing on the wall: somebody was going to have to
take the blame for the entire failed Swine Flu effort, and he
was the most likely fall guy. Nobody in Washington political
circles cared much about the disease victories that had



occurred on his watch: smallpox, Ebola, dramatic decreases in
all U.S. childhood diseases.

“Somebody’s head is going to be on a stake,” Sencer told
his staff. As the Guillain-Barré toll mounted and members of
Congress called for their sacrificial lamb, Sencer tried hard to
keep a business-as-usual profile in Atlanta.

On Friday afternoon, January 14, an exhausted Sencer sat in
his office sorting through a stack of messages from the likes of
his nemesis, Congressman John Murphy. He was in no hurry
to return the calls. Three of his key men, Walter Dowdle, Joe
McDade, and Shep Shepherd poked their heads in his office,
asking if the director could spare a moment.

“What’s up?” Sencer asked as the men gathered around his
desk.

Dowdle smiled and said, “Shep and Joe have isolated an
organism that causes Legionnaires’.”

“What!” shouted Sencer as he leapt to his feet, searching the
faces of Shep and Joe for corroboration.

The pair nodded, and Shep told the director, “It’s a
bacterium.”

Sencer grabbed his phone and called in members of the
CDC’s top brass, including public relations director Don
Berreth.

“Now we’re all here. Let’s go over this very carefully,”
Sencer said, looking around at the cluster of his most trusted
scientists.

In painstaking detail, Shepherd and McDade explained what
caused the Philadelphia deaths, and how the mysterious bug
had eluded laboratory discovery for six months. The bacteria
would not grow in the laboratory, for reasons the two scientists
had yet to determine, but they had succeeded in obtaining
evidence of its existence and pathogenicity through a series of
experiments.

First, McDade removed lung samples from one of the
deceased Legionnaires, mashed up the cells, and injected
samples into chicken eggs. After incubating the eggs for some



time, he cracked the shells and extracted the yolk sacs. The
sacs were then also mashed up, and extracts were injected into
the foot pads of guinea pigs; the animals developed symptoms
similar to those seen in the Legionnaires’.

The scientists then took blood samples from thirty-three
disease survivors—samples that presumably contained
antibodies against the causative agent—and mixed them with
the yolk sac isolates. Yes, they reacted, confirming that
whatever was in the yolk sacs was the same agent that caused
illness in those thirty-three people. Conversely, the yolk sac
isolates did not prompt antibody reactions with blood samples
from people who hadn’t had the disease.

McDade explained that he had been stumped for months by
several unusual characteristics of the bacteria. First of all, it
wouldn’t grow under typical laboratory conditions. They had
tried putting samples from the Legionnaires’ blood and tissues
in petri dishes filled with standard fluid media used to grow
hundreds of other bacterial varieties—nothing happened. “At
that point, we figured we were dealing with a virus,” McDade
explained. “So we tried to culture it in medium with
antibiotics.”

Virologists always filled their culture media with antibiotics
in order to eliminate any chance of bacterial contamination.
By using virus-appropriate media, McDade said, they had
wiped out the very organism for which they were searching. It
wasn’t until they injected samples into eggs not treated with
antibiotics—using the eggs as substitutes for petri dishes and
growth media—that they saw clear evidence that living
organisms inhabited the bodies of the deceased human beings.

Another stumbling block had been mice. Specially bred
varieties of mice were the most commonly used laboratory
animals, and throughout the fall of 1976, the CDC scientists
had tried in vain to produce Legionnaires’ Disease in the
rodents. It wasn’t until they switched to guinea pigs that their
efforts bore fruit, and Shepherd and McDade were now certain
that mice were immune to the elusive bacteria.

The men told Sencer that they still didn’t know why the
bugs wouldn’t grow in petri dishes. And they hadn’t been able



to get a look at the bacteria, though they were certain it was
present, swimming about on the fluid surfaces of the
microscope slides. In the matrix, McDade said, they clearly
had enough clues to set the algorithms in motion. It seemed to
him that even lacking such matrix points as visualization of
the culprit organism, the lab boys had enough dots on the
matrix to point their fingers at a bacterial source for the
infections.

Sencer wasn’t sure what the always precise but cerebral
McDade meant.

“It’s just not showing up,” Shepherd explained, “but I’m
sure it’s there.”

“Shep, how sure are you?” Sencer asked, leaning toward the
laboratory scientist.

“Better than ninety-five percent,” Shepherd said, “but I’d
like to run a few more experiments before we go public on
this.”

“No way!” Sencer shouted. He reminded the lab men that in
the real world, far from their isolated laboratories, there was
genuine fear abroad, rage directed at the CDC, congressional
probes, hourly media inquiry, and a serious mandate to get
reasonably reliable information to the public as quickly as
possible. Berreth chimed in, describing the range of angry
press queries his office was fielding.

Shepherd objected to haste, and argued that their findings
should be written up and submitted to a scientific journal for
publication. Yes, he said, it was potentially a six- to nine-
month process, but necessary to maintain scientific credibility.

“I am not going to have Joe McDade made fun of by his
peers,” Shepherd declared.

Sencer chewed the idea over for a moment, turned to
Berreth, and asked, “How fast could you generate a special
issue of Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report?”

Berreth assured his boss that such a CDC product could be
generated and posted by Tuesday. A press conference, he said,
could be held Tuesday afternoon.



“That satisfy you, Joe? If we publish all your data in
MMWR, can you abide by release next week?”

McDade agreed, and dashed off to, as was his wont, triple-
confirm every possible detail before Tuesday. He called his
wife and warned her that neither she nor their two children
would see much of him for the next four days, as he expected
to pull all-nighters right up to Tuesday.

Sensing the CDC staff’s acute need for a morale boost,
Sencer arranged a most unusual press conference for Tuesday,
January 18, 1977. Every CDC staffer was invited to attend, as
were the Surgeon General and members of the Washington,
D.C., health hierarchy.

Just hours before the expected gathering, Shepherd stormed
into Sencer’s office and breathlessly announced, “The same
organism caused the St. Elizabeth’s epidemic!”

On July 27, 1965, sixty-two mental patients living in St.
Elizabeth’s psychiatric hospital in Washington, D.C., had
fallen ill with pneumonia. Within a month’s time, nineteen
more patients fell ill, fourteen had died. Overall, 1.3 percent of
the hospital population had been ill, nearly all of whom had
lived in the same wing of the facility. At the time, authorities
scoured the hospital for clues, and tested hundreds of blood
and tissue samples, but no cause was found.49

Wisely, somebody put blood and tissue samples from St.
Elizabeth’s in the CDC deep freeze, and there they had
remained for eleven years. Until McDade, anxious to make as
strong a case as possible in the Tuesday presentation, recalled
the unsolved mystery and injected the old samples into
chicken eggs, afterward running antibody tests on the extracts.

“Did you get reactions?” Sencer asked.

“Yes. Definitely,” Shepherd effused.

“Well, write it up and we’ll add it to today’s MMWR.”

At three o’clock that afternoon, most Atlanta employees of
the CDC, from janitors to Ph.D.s, were assembled in the
agency auditorium, along with a sizable press corps. As
Shepherd and an exhausted McDade presented their data and



the hurriedly produced MMWR was distributed,50 nobody so
much as whispered. When Shepherd said, “Slide projector off,
please,” and finished his closing statement, a hushed moment
followed.

Then revered virologist Alex Langmuir leapt to his feet and
exclaimed, “Shep, that was great!” Applause and a deluge of
press questions followed, all observed by a grinning Sencer,
satisfied that he had successfully fulfilled his mission—
namely, shielding his staff from politicians and the public
while they went about the business of doing science. Sencer
now felt like gloating.

VI
Sencer’s sense of sweet revenge wouldn’t last long, however.

Two weeks later David Sencer would have the dubious
distinction of being the first federal official fired on national
television, when President Carter’s new Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Joseph Califano, led him out into an
HEW hallway.

“I want to say something nice about you here today,”
Califano said, asking Sencer to name a few of CDC’s triumphs
of late that he could mention to soften the blow. But then
Califano added, “I’m going in there in a few minutes and
announce your resignation.”

That evening, a disheartened Sencer turned on a network
TV newscast and saw film footage of Califano’s whispered
conversation in the HEW hall. In the voice-over to the footage,
the telejournalist told viewers that they were witnessing
Califano’s firing of Sencer.

For years, the Swine Flu events of 1976 would be debated,
analyzed, and scrutinized for lessons that might guide future
public health officials, politicians, and microbe hunters faced
with potential pandemics. After more than fifteen years, little
controversy would be shed, and consensus on what went awry
would elude the American public health community. A year
after the events, Dr. Arthur Viseltear wrote:

 



The short and not so very happy life history of the national
swine influenza program has already become a classic health
policy case study because the elements of policy and politics
are so illustratively intertwined … . If one wishes to find
heroes and villains in the piece, they will certainly be found; if
one wishes to view the Congress as a moribund or trifling
institution, there is abundant evidence to do so; if one wishes
to interpret the actions of the administration and its scientists
as being politically motivated and self-serving, he will find
circumstantial evidence to support the theory; and if one
wishes to view the President’s decision as being based upon
some real or imagined bicentennial or electoral bonanza, he
will also find evidence to support that thesis. But he will also
find, as others have found, men and institutions muddling
through, making their decisions hastily and under conditions
of chronic obscurity, where chance, accident, confusion, and
stupidity play a larger role than certitude or calculation.51

 

On an ominous note, Viseltear concluded: “If the events of
1976 are not to recur, then the Congress and the administration
had better ensure that these issues are addressed now.”

Echoing that sentiment, Neustadt and Fineberg, while
conceding that improper decisions were made in 1976, wrote:

 

We find no villains in the Federal government’s officials and
advisors then and think that anyone (ourselves included) might
have done as they did—but we hope not twice … . These
remain our sentiments. The opposite danger, of course, is that
the lessons of the crash program are learned too well—too
literally—producing stalemate in the face of the next out-of-
routine threat from influenza. Someday there will be one.52

 

Former congressional staffer Silverstein insisted there were
no human culprits in 1976, no grave errors in political or
public health judgment. Rather, he said, the only correct site
upon which to fix blame was the Swine Flu virus itself,



“which failed to appear and ‘justify’ the program of preventive
medicine.”

Among the most haunting questions reviewed repeatedly by
historians and participants in the Swine Flu campaign are:
Where did the Fort Dix flu go? Would the vaccine have
protected Americans if a pandemic had materialized? What
caused Guillain-Barré syndrome, and could it have been
prevented? If a major pandemic of any kind were on the
horizon, would the American people respond to the public
health authorities?

The dominant theory, reached incrementally over
subsequent years, explaining the disappearance of the Fort Dix
flu, was one of competition. Numerous virologists put forward
the view that in any given ecological setting, two very closely
related viruses would be forced to compete for hosts, and the
virus with the greater transmission capabilities would be
victorious. As a rule, viruses could carry only a finite amount
of genetic baggage, and many species of the tiny microbes
sacrificed one set of genetic capabilities for another. Thus, a
highly transmissible virus might carry loads of genes that
conferred the ability to remain alive while suspended in the air
or resting atop steel tables, but sacrificed genes that conferred
the ability to outwit certain elements of the human immune
system or reproduce rapidly inside human cells.

The A/Victoria strain appears to have had the advantage on
the transmission side, as it rapidly spread around the planet in
several cycles, each lasting roughly one year. The A/New
Jersey virus may have been virulent, if it was the cause of
Private Lewis’s death, but it clearly was not particularly
transmissible. So, the argument goes, the two viruses were
both on base at Fort Dix during January 1976, seeking human
hosts to infect. In such a setting, competition would favor the
more transmissible A/Victoria virus.

“The failure to detect spread of influenza A/New Jersey
virus to civilian populations, however, also suggested the
possibility of deficient transmissibility, as did its failure to
thrive in a military population,” wrote Martin Goldfield, the



New Jersey State Health Department scientist who first
isolated the Fort Dix virus.53

Nobody would ever figure out which soldier or recruit was
first exposed to the pig virus, or why Private Lewis, in
particular, succumbed. Not knowing how and why the virus
spread inside the military setting also heightened difficulties in
ascertaining why, conversely, it did not spread to the civilian
population. Even the relative virulence of the A/New Jersey
strain continued to be a matter of debate years later, not only
because the British study in the spring of 1976 failed to find
the virus particularly dangerous to human volunteers but also
because the U.S. Army discovered that several of the most
acutely ill Swine Flu patients at Fort Dix were simultaneously
infected with Haemophilus influenzae, a bacterial disease that
can produce pneumonia.54 CDC studies in 1977 would show
that the A/New Jersey virus replicated fairly slowly under
laboratory conditions.

Throughout 1976 the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases and FDA tried in vain to come up with a
vaccine combination or dose that would raise protective anti-
Swine Flu responses in youthful adults—those around the
same age as Private Lewis. Though it was never the subject of
widespread public attention at the time, the government never
succeeded in developing a vaccine for young adults that raised
much confidence in FDA or CDC circles.

Eventually, the CDC figured out that the Swine Flu vaccine
worked best for adults born before 1957, a year marked by a
massive global influenza A epidemic. Those who survived that
epidemic seemed to respond to the Swine Flu vaccine nineteen
years later as if it were a booster shot. For those born after
1957, however, the vaccine was never particularly effective,
and some scientists—notably Dr. Anthony Morris of the
FDA’s Bureau of Biologies—openly speculated that those
people would have been vulnerable if the A/New Jersey strain
had spread to the civilian population.

“If we go back through time to January 1976 and have a
second chance at decision making, given the same
information, what would we do?” Walter Dowdle asked.55



“We know that antigenic shifts do not necessarily lead to
pandemics and that the vaccine has some risks.

“Knowing this, would the vaccine have been made at all? If
so, would it have been stockpiled or given to the entire
population, all those who wanted it, or only to certain target
groups in the population? With the benefit of hindsight, we
can now make the right decision for 1976. But what about our
decision next time? It is highly unlikely that the circumstances
surrounding the next potential pandemic will be precisely like
those surrounding any other.”

Though errors were clearly made in the handling of a
possible emergence of Swine Flu in 1976, no such flaws could
be seen in the Legionnaires’ Disease effort. After their
dramatic January 18, 1977, announcement, Shepherd,
McDade, and the rest of the CDC team swiftly determined
why the elusive bug was so hard to isolate and grow in the
laboratory.

The Legionella bacterium, as it was dubbed, had peculiar
dietary needs. Standard laboratory culture media wouldn’t
support growth of the persnickety microbe: it needed
supplements of the amino acid cysteine, vitamins, and
minerals, particularly iron. Accustomed to living in what is
politely referred to as pond scum, Legionella preferred dark,
nutrient-rich, almost anoxic environments. It also enjoyed
living inside the cytoplasms of larger one-celled organisms.56

These conditions rendered the organism impossible to see
through microscopes with standard techniques. When treated
with silver, however, the organism clearly revealed itself, and
Shepherd and McDade saw the long, round rods of Legionella
squirming on their slides.

The epidemiology team in Philadelphia meanwhile noticed
that most of the Legionnaires’ Disease sufferers had spent time
schmoozing in the five cocktail suites run by the candidates
for leadership of the veterans’ group. Further analysis revealed
that the bacteria thrived in the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel’s
cooling tower. From that water supply, the hotel derived its air
conditioning. The Legionella organisms were hidden in
biofilm “scums” along the edges of the cooling tower, and



were actively pumped into the hotel’s hospitality suites during
the hot month of July.

It wasn’t long before similar cases of Legionnaires’ Disease
surfaced all over the world. First, the CDC spotted isolated
cases in eleven different states.57 By September 1977, the
federal agency was busily tracking three hospital outbreaks in
Ohio,58 one in Vermont,59 and one in Tennessee.60 The
combined fatalities in the Ohio, Vermont, and Tennessee
outbreaks and sporadic isolated cases in 1977 reached thirty-
two by December, about 25 percent of all reported
Legionnaires’ cases.61

In the fall of 1977 a small epidemic of Legionnaires’ broke
out in a hospital in Nottingham, England, leaving three
patients dead.62

In the summer of 1977 Legionnaires’ struck a brand-new
hospital located in one of the wealthiest parts of Los Angeles.
The Wadsworth Medical Center, a veterans hospital, situated
between the posh communities of Bel Air and Brentwood, was
the site of a yearlong outbreak of the disease that infected
about 3 percent of all patients who passed through the facility,
caused disease in both staff and patients, and claimed sixteen
lives.63

By late 1978 scientists had discovered the Legionella
bacterium in soil samples, ponds, cooling towers, water-driven
condensers, slow-flowing creeks, mud, polluted and silty
water, at construction sites, and in steam turbines. In coming
years, they would find the dangerous organism in shower
heads, grocery store vegetable counter misters, hot tubs,
fountains, and a wide variety of humidifiers and other devices
that aerosolized water.

Clinically, it was soon apparent that the organism was most
dangerous to cigarette smokers, people recovering from
surgery, and individuals who were suffering some type of
immunosuppression. It seemed the bacteria were inhaled from
the environment; never were they transmitted from person to
person. Once somebody was infected, the Legionella were



tough to defeat because they were resistant to a wide spectrum
of antibiotics.

Air-conditioning standards changed after 1976, with federal
agencies all over the world requiring far more stringent
cleaning and hygiene provisions for cooling towers and large-
scale air-conditioning systems.

In the case of Legionella, a new human disease had emerged
in 1976, brought from ancient obscurity by the modern
invention of air conditioning.

At the CDC’s International Legionnaires’ Disease meeting
in 1978, several particularly ominous facets of the bug were
scrutinized. CDC scientists revealed that the organism could
be found in tap water, shower nozzles, and other allegedly
clean water sources. One tap water study showed Legionella
could survive over a year inside pipe biofilms, emerging in
wholly infectious form once the faucet was turned on full
force. It thrived in temperatures from ice cold to steamy hot.
Even distilled water samples occasionally contained small
numbers of Legionella organisms.

A team of scientists from the Denver Veterans
Administration Medical Center was particularly prescient,
predicting the bacteria might survive chlorine purification
efforts. “The residual amount of chlorine recommended (0.2
ppm) for standard water purification may not be sufficient for
killing the LD bacterium when it is present in high
concentrations,” the group wrote.64

Bacteriologist Mortimer Stall, of the University of
California, Davis, warned that the soils and waters of the earth
were replete with organisms not yet identified, many of which
might, like Legionella, one day be provided the proper
circumstances for their emergence as human pathogens. Plant
bacteria such as Serratia and Pseudomonas were known to
cause human disease, he noted, and it would be arrogant for
humanity to assume it had identified all of its flora, marine,
and soil microbial enemies.

“The existence of plant-animal ambilateral harmfulness is
generally unrecognized, even though I have assembled more



than 200 bacteriological and mycological examples, mainly in
the ‘questionable’ category,” Stall told the international
gathering. “It seems, then, that ambilateral harmfulness may
have a significant bearing on the ‘emergence’ of ‘new’
infectious diseases … because the ability of a plant microbe to
harm an animal (or vice versa) in any manner whatsoever
would seem to indicate that the ‘emergence’ of a ‘new’
pathogen is not far off!”

The CDC estimated that somewhere between 2,000 and
6,000 people had been dying every year of Legionnaires’
Disease, probably for decades, certainly since the advent of
air-conditioning technology and, long before that, indoor
plumbing. Prior to the dramatic Philadelphia outbreak, these
cases had simply been dumped into the category of
“pneumonia of unknown etiology.”

Armed with such observations, medical historian Robert
Hudson of the University of Kansas closed the international
gathering on a particularly frightening note. After describing
the Black Death plague of medieval Europe, Hudson warned
that “when we grant that our knowledge of existing
microscopic pathogens is deficient, we necessarily grant the
possibility at least of a return of the great epidemics of the past
… . the possibility exists that a deadly and common organism
could emerge that is easily spread from person to person and
that might be aloof to all available therapeutic and preventive
methods.”

“The Philadelphia event remains unsettling because it shows
the very real limitations of our tools for investigating an
apparently new microbial disease,” Hudson concluded. “If we
are to retain public confidence in the face of some future
serious epidemic, it is important that our limitations be widely
understood. As a medical community, there is no cause to feel
humiliated by the Legionnaires’ affair, but it is altogether
proper that we be humbled.”65

Chagrined by events of 1976, the U.S. public health
community looked to the future, for the first time in the late
twentieth century, with a vague sense of unease.
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LASSA, EBOLA, AND THE
DEVELOPING WORLD’S ECONOMIC

AND SOCIAL POLICIES

 

Improvement in health is likely to come, in
the future as in the past, from
modification of the conditions which lead
to disease, rather than from intervention
into the mechanisms of disease after it has
occurred.

—Thomas McKeown, 1976

 

The microbe is nothing; the terrain
everything.

—Louis Pasteur

 

 

 While his colleagues in Atlanta anguished over Swine Flu
damage control, Joe McCormick was content to finally have a
chance to uncrate several thousand pounds of laboratory
equipment and build his remote Lassa Fever Research Unit in
Sierra Leone. It hadn’t been easy getting all the gear by ship
from Atlanta to Freetown and by assorted trucks along the
sporadically paved roads to Segbwema.

But here he was, at long last, on his own, in charge, doing
what he most loved: science. Months earlier, long before he
was detoured off to the Sudan to chase down the Ebola virus,
McCormick sat down with Karl Johnson and mapped out a
strategy for his Lassa research.

There was so much to do.



He wanted to find out just how widespread Lassa virus
infection was in the West African Mastomys rat population.
McCormick planned to do antibody tests on thousands of
Sierra Leonians to see how many had ever been infected with
the virus.

“While I’m at it, might as well check for antibodies to
Marburg and Ebola. Wouldn’t it be a kick if it turned out those
things were up there,” McCormick told Johnson just before he
left Zaire.

Pat Webb would later join Joe, and that pleased him. She
was one of the best field lab workers he’d ever seen, and
McCormick knew he could count on Webb’s data: it would
always be reliable. He appreciated her caustic, opinionated
way of looking at the world, always coupled with a great sense
of humanity. She could be counted on for ample hilarity.

Not long after getting settled in and starting up laboratory
operations, McCormick received a cable from the U.S.
Embassy in Freetown summoning him for a top secret
meeting. After traversing the backbreaking roads from
Segbwema to Freetown, McCormick was informed that his
presence was required immediately at the U.S. Embassy in
nearby Monrovia, Liberia. It was an official diplomatic
summons, passed from the Liberian government of President
William R. Tolbert, Jr., to the Carter administration in
Washington. The U.S. State Department cabled word to its
embassy in Freetown that Liberia had requested McCormick,
by name. And he had better go.

When McCormick finally reached the U.S. Embassy in
Monrovia, he was informed that the Tolbert government,
which was aligned with that of the United States in Africa’s
crazy-quilt mixture of Cold War allegiances, was concerned
about the recent arrival in the country of four Soviet scientists.
The Soviets, who were interested in Lassa research, had
arrived in Monrovia a few days earlier, unannounced,
requesting unusual and basically unobtainable supplies, such
as tanks of liquid nitrogen and various compressed gases.

The U.S. Embassy set up a formal meeting, attended by
McCormick, the four Soviets, and representatives of the U.S.



and Liberian governments. One of the Soviets was a bona fide
scientist: Sasha Kachenko had collaborated years earlier with
Karl Johnson on studies of hemorrhagic fevers in Russia and
the Ukraine. The true identity of the other three was less clear,
though Joe was certain at least one was a KGB agent. The
fellow certainly didn’t know anything about basic biology. It
was obvious after twenty minutes of vague conversation that
the Soviets had no lucid plan for studying the Lassa virus.

“Hell,” McCormick told embassy officials, “it sounds like
they’re just going to wander around collecting rodents.”

Once outside the embassy, far from electronic surveillance,
the Soviet team pressed McCormick for assistance. They
wanted Lassa antibodies, reagents, and, most important,
samples of the virus. They also wanted to know how to do
Lassa research.

Convinced it would be dangerous to turn over samples of
such a lethal virus to men he was certain worked directly or
circuitously for Soviet intelligence, McCormick simply smiled
and told his luncheon companions that all such requests would
have to be submitted in writing to the director of the CDC in
Atlanta.

Throughout 1977 and 1978 the Soviet researchers continued
importuning McCormick and the CDC for Lassa virus
samples. And the CIA grilled McCormick after every contact
with the Russians. McCormick and then former CDC director
David Sencer were convinced that both sides in the Cold War
feared the other was developing Lassa as an instrument of
biological warfare. As a weapon, Lassa certainly had many
desirable characteristics: better than 90 percent lethality in
nonimmune populations, extraordinary virulence that needed
only minute doses for infection, apparent viral tolerance of a
variety of hostile environments, and, most important, no clear
treatment or antidote. Furthermore, because of the
circumstances surrounding Mandrella’s infection, military
researchers on both sides of the Iron Curtain were convinced
that lethal infection could result from inhalation of the virus.1

The Soviets had first approached the U.S. government five
years earlier, requesting a sample of the Lassa virus during a



Moscow visit by U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.
Because he had publicly vowed complete openness in United
States/U.S.S.R. information exchange as part of ongoing
nuclear and biological arms negotiations between the Nixon
and Brezhnev administrations, Kissinger ordered the CDC in
1972 to accede to the Soviet request.2 Sencer later did so by
personally hand-carrying a vial of the virus to Moscow.

It was, therefore, unclear to the CDC in 1977–78 why the
Soviet researchers in Liberia needed further samples of the
virus, and though the superpowers had signed a treaty
forbidding biological weapons use and development, the U.S.
agency remained suspicious of Soviet intentions.

Though the Soviet effort in Africa over the coming years
was far larger than anything McCormick and Webb could
muster in Sierra Leone on their meager CDC funds, it
accomplished nothing. Four separate teams of Soviets “were
wandering around in a thick fog, with no sense of direction,”
McCormick told Webb. Both the CDC scientists felt that a
golden opportunity to do stellar collaborative work was lost.
The Americans couldn’t conduct research in Guinea because
the United States did not have diplomatic relations with
President Sékou Touré’s left-wing government. Similarly, the
Soviets couldn’t freely roam about the countryside in search of
Lassa in Senegal, Liberia, Sierra Leone, or Nigeria.

For years separate and often isolated research was
conducted, and both superpowers would eventually shut down
their West African Lassa laboratories, leaving the Africans the
ultimate losers. At McCormick’s insistence the CDC would
maintain a collaborative Lassa research effort with Sierra
Leone and occasionally Nigeria well into the 1990s. But the
Soviet operations would be abandoned in 1984 following a
Guinean coup d’état, leaving behind no obvious scientific
legacy.3

As time went on in the late 1970s, McCormick wasn’t even
sure his efforts in Sierra Leone constituted a lasting legacy for
the people of that nation. Though he, Webb, and other CDC
colleagues amassed an impressive store of information, they
had tremendous difficulty in translating the newfound



knowledge into meaningful action. The virus was carried by
the Mastomys rats, which were ubiquitous throughout the
villages, swamps, and forests of West Africa. The rats lived
inside huts and homes, people tolerated—even ate—the
rodents, and the rats urinated on stored grains and the dusty
dirt floors. Once people became ill, they went to hospitals that
failed to follow hygienic practices aimed at preventing spread
of the virus from patient to patient.

McCormick drew blood samples from hospitalized patients
in Sierra Leone’s eastern province, discovering that on any
given day some 5 to 15 percent of the adult patients were
infected with the deadly virus. McCormick and his CDC
colleagues surveyed the remote villages of the country’s
northern savanna area, finding that up to 40 percent of the
adult residents of some locales had antibodies against Lassa,
which proved that they had been previously exposed to the
virus. Nationwide, nearly 9 percent of Sierra Leone’s citizens
tested positive for antibodies against the virus.4

Together with Guido van der Gröen, then with the Institute
of Tropical Medicine in Antwerp, McCormick collected all
available blood studies and data on Lassa from all over Africa
for the World Health Organization. In 1977 a second type of
Lassa virus was discovered in Mastomys rats in Mozambique,
and eventually one or the other Lassa strain was found in the
blood of those rodent species in every country in which they
were able to look, from Mozambique and Zimbabwe in the
southeastern corner of Africa all the way up to Senegal and
Mali in the northwest.

McCormick and van der Gröen told WHO that the scope of
rodent and human infection in Africa clearly showed that what
had seemed an extraordinarily rare and mysterious disease in
1969 when Penny Pinneo took ill was actually a highly
endemic problem in scattered villages across the continent.5

When an infectious vector-borne disease was that
thoroughly entrenched, and its carrier—the rat—that perfectly
adapted to cohabitation with human beings, classic public
health training dictated just three options for limiting the



further spread of the disease: a vaccine, a cure, or elimination
of the vector.

But there was no Lassa vaccine, nor did one appear likely in
view of the lack of interest in developing one at the
laboratories and pharmaceutical companies of the wealthy
nations. McCormick’s initial hopes that stockpiling plasma
from people who had recovered from Lassa would result in a
storehouse of curative antiserum were quickly dashed. He
soon discovered that few people made sufficient antibodies to
be useful in preventing full-blown disease in other infected
individuals. Indeed, he found most people didn’t even muster a
strong enough immune response to prevent their own
reinfection, and repeated episodes of Lassa fever were fairly
common.

In the villages of Sierra Leone, fevers were a constant
presence and had been for millennia. The people assumed
most fevers were caused by mosquito-borne diseases—malaria
and yellow fever—or by sorcery and evil spirits. McCormick
discovered that about one out of every ten cases of high fever
in the villages was caused by the Lassa virus.

Most of the time—perhaps over 98 percent of the time—
people recovered from Lassa fever, but their illnesses lasted
many days, even weeks. During that time they were unable to
work, and McCormick could see the enormous economic toll
Lassa took on the villages. In contrast, if people got infected in
a hospital, through blood-to-blood contamination of medical
equipment, their chances of getting sick and dying were far
greater: 16 percent of such infections were fatal.

McCormick and Webb experimentally treated Lassa with a
new injectable drug called ribavirin. The antiviral drug had
already proven effective in treating some other viral infections
by blocking the ability of the viruses to reproduce. It worked
on Lassa, McCormick and Webb found, provided it was
administered before full-blown symptoms developed.

From the beginning, however, McCormick knew that
impoverished societies like Sierra Leone could never afford to
buy enough ribavirin, build enough hospitals, and train
adequate personnel to curtail Lassa fever deaths. As he



struggled to find a solution, including searching for ways to
eliminate Mastomys rats, McCormick began to appreciate the
scale of the problem. As had many Europeans and North
Americans before him, and as would others afterward,
McCormick was acquiring a deep sense of the “infrastructure”
problem. Every day his midwestern can-do mettle was put to
the test as his time was wasted repairing an electrical
generator, rebuilding a washed-out bridge, sewing up holes in
mosquito nets, negotiating receipt of illegible carbon copies of
documents from self-important bureaucrats, training bright
unskilled people in basic hospital practices, and traveling from
one incredibly remote location to another.

“It does sometimes matter whether you know how many
logs it takes to float a Land-Rover,” McCormick would tell his
colleagues back in Atlanta.

In the late 1970s Sierra Leone had a population of 4 million
people, representing a polyglot mixture of more than ten
tribes, at least five distinct language groups, and three
mutually hostile religions. Most Sierra Leonians survived on
marginal or subsistence agriculture. What wealth existed in the
country was concentrated in the very few hands that had a role
in the management of the nation’s diamond or bauxite mining
and exportation industries.

The average baby born in Sierra Leone in 1977 had about a
one-in-ten chance of surviving a host of infectious diseases
and chronic malnutrition and reaching adulthood; having
approached that milestone, men could expect to live to the ripe
old age of forty-one, women six years longer. Infant mortality
was high: 157 of every 1,000 babies died before their first
birthday. And for those older children and adults who fell ill,
scant curative facilities were available. Fewer than 150
doctors, many of them foreigners, treated the 4 million citizens
of Sierra Leone in a patchwork of hospitals and clinics
nationwide that could provide only about 4,000 hospital beds.
Not surprisingly, most of the population sought medical help
from traditional herbalists and sorcerers, rather than what was
offered in these meager Western-style facilities.



Though the British prided themselves on leaving the stamp
of English civilization upon all their colonies, less than 10
percent of the Sierra Leone population was literate when the
country gained its independence in 1961. In 1787 Britain had
founded the nation of Sierra Leone where no such country had
previously existed, carving out boundaries for a slave-free
state. Though the British continued to play an active role in the
slave trade well into the nineteenth century, the government
was compelled by domestic English dissent in the late
eighteenth century to provide a safe haven for escaped slaves
and the descendants of interracial couples. Thus, Freetown
was created.

Nearly two hundred years later, the creole descendants of
those freed slaves were a distinct but tiny minority population
of some 60,000 people, representing the bulk of the well-
educated elite of the country. In the first decade of self-rule,
Sierra Leone’s creole-dominated government spun wildly out
of control, with corruption, graft, and mismanagement rife
throughout state-operated sectors of the society. Roads,
schools, and hospitals deteriorated, new construction was
concentrated in the country’s three main cities—Freetown, Bo,
and Kenema—and subsistence existence in the villages
became even more difficult.

By the time McCormick and Webb set up their remote Lassa
laboratory, Sierra Leone was coming out of a ten-year period
of political instability and violence, had established a one-
party republic, and was so far in debt to the International
Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and other, largely British,
creditors that annual national revenues were diverted from the
people and projects in desperate need nationwide to pay
interest to lenders in London, Geneva, New York, and Paris.

Unfortunately, there was nothing unique about Sierra Leone.
The lack of basic infrastructures, such as roads, schools,
hospitals, shipping and supply routes, electricity, and
telephone systems, was hobbling African development.
Political instability and the corruption that seemed to go hand
in hand with militarism and elitist oligarchic government were
draining the lifeblood of once proud agrarian societies from
Casablanca to Cape Town.



While the wealthy nations made large commitments to
infrastructural development in Latin America and parts of
Asia, no such obligation seemed to be felt toward Africa. The
continent most ravaged by colonialism, resource exploitation,
slavery, and cultural destruction was, as a result, now starving
and dying of so many different infectious diseases that even
sophisticated physicians often found it impossible to assign
specific causes of death to their patients. Twenty-six of the
world’s seventy most impoverished nations were in Africa. In
most of these countries, the daily caloric intake of the average
person was below that considered essential to support health.6

Several factors well outside the control of even the best-
managed underdeveloped countries were suffocating the
economies of the world’s poorest nations. Western scientists
like Karl Johnson, Joe McCormick, Pat Webb, Pierre Sureau,
and Uwe Brinkmann constantly felt the frustrations of working
in what was then termed the Third World. Though the plight of
the poor nations was hardly a revelation to their own
populations, the genuine causes and effects were often
surprising and disturbing to well-intentioned foreigners.

This paradigm of perpetual poverty became obvious to
McCormick and others like him the moment some piece of
essential machinery broke down: a car, generator, centrifuge,
microscope, autoclave, or respirator unit. Rarely could
someone be found to service the broken equipment because
such wealthy-nation gadgetry was simply too scarce to support
a domestic service economy. So scientists like McCormick
often spent hours under the hoods of their Land-Rovers trying
to identify the culprit in malfunctioning engines.

Once the faulty transmission, for example, was identified,
the next step was finding a replacement. If no other Land-
Rover was available to cannibalize for spare parts, McCormick
would have to order a new transmission, shipped from London
at enormous cost. Because he had U.S. dollars, McCormick
could pay the British exporters for the needed transmission: a
Sierra Leone resident, whose leones were worth less than U.S.
$0.08, had no currency that the British exporter would accept.



Even with the advantage of valued foreign exchange—“4-
X,” as it was colloquially called—in the form of U.S. dollars,
McCormick’s difficulties in obtaining a new transmission
would only have begun. Once the desired part arrived at the
Freetown docks or airport, already having cost McCormick an
enormous amount of money in purchasing and shipping, it
would remain locked up for days or weeks in a government
warehouse while the American negotiated a maze of
bureaucratic paperwork and duty fees. If any single piece of
paperwork was deemed improper, McCormick might never be
allowed his transmission.

And during that time, the precious transmission, whose
value in any African country in 1977 was extraordinary, would
rest in a loosely guarded warehouse, ripe for pilfering.

This scenario was not unique to Sierra Leone, or to Africa.
Rather, it was the state of affairs in nearly all of the world’s
poorest nations in the 1970s, and would remain so well into
the 1990s.

While their populations exploded in size, national debts
mounted, and political instability increased, the world’s
poorest countries searched for ways to raise foreign exchange
capital that would enable them to purchase essential goods for
infrastructural development, such as generators, highway
construction materials and equipment, and hospitals. Those
nations that possessed mineral resources of value to the West
mined their bauxite, copper, diamonds, gold, silver, and other
ores and gems at a furious pace, selling the materials in
exchange for strong foreign currencies or gold. If no such
prized goods could be gleaned from the soils or waters of the
country, governments sought ways to exploit their agricultural,
forestry, or fishing resources for the highly prized foreign
dollar, pound, franc, yen, or mark.

But they soon discovered that the buyers for all their goods
were far better organized than were the scattered competing
sellers. The buyers set the prices, and throughout the 1970s
global pricing for most resources fluctuated wildly. Corn, rice,
coffee, cocoa, wheat, sugar, bananas—all the classic export
crops raised in developing countries—sold at radically



variable prices year by year.7 The variation made it almost
impossible for these countries to plan domestic economic
development.

Despite such market irregularities, the World Bank, the
International Monetary Fund, and major foreign aid spenders
on both sides of the Iron Curtain continued to fund and
promote investments in large-scale projects such as enormous
hydroelectric dams, international airports, and containerized
shipping ports. Such projects, which would often be named
after the receiving nation’s head of state or a recent political
hero, appealed to national pride and the prestige of both
donors and recipient political leaders.

But they usually had no ameliorating impact on the health
of average citizens, and all too often worsened conditions,
giving further advantages to the microbes.

For example, malnutrition was a widespread and
increasingly severe problem throughout the least developed
parts of the world in the 1970s, and would continue to be
serious, occasionally reaching famine conditions, as the
millennium approached. Among the cells of the human body
most dependent upon a steady source of nutrients are those of
the immune system, most of which live, even under ideal
conditions, for only days at a time. As nutritional input
declines, these vital cells literally run out of fuel, fail to
perform their crucial disease-fighting tasks, or, in worst cases,
die off. The body may also lack nutritional resources to make
replacement cells, and eventually the immune deficiency can
become so acute that virtually any pathogenic microbe can
cause lethal disease.

Yet the primary economic change in most of the world’s
poor countries in the 1960s and 1970s involved the creation of
export crop systems. Regardless of their political tendencies,
governments allocated even more prime agricultural land to
production of crops intended for export sale, all in pursuit of
foreign exchange. The result was a decline in domestic food
production and higher local market prices for grains,
vegetables, dairy products, and meat.



Noting that five corporations controlled 90 percent of all
international grain sales, four corporations monopolized 90
percent of the world’s banana trade, and one multinational had
cornered 80 percent of the global markets in corn, soy oil, and
peanut oil, American critics Frances Moore Lappé and Joseph
Collins warned that “multinational agribusiness corporations
are now creating a single global agricultural system in which
they would exercise integrated control over all stages of
production from farm to consumer. If they succeed, they—like
the oil companies—will be able to effectively manipulate
supply and prices on a worldwide basis through monopoly
practices.”8

In the early 1970s the world’s poorest countries formed a
voting bloc in the United Nations, dubbed the Group of 77.
They sought to force an open discussion of world economic
reform issues and use their UN voting leverage to create a
“strategic solidarity” against the multinational corporate
interests of wealthier nations.

Though the Group of 77 effort quite effectively disrupted
United Nations activities for years and resulted in dramatic
personnel changes throughout the entire system, it did not
fundamentally alter the course of events in crop exportation
and food distribution. The Western capitalist governments
generally ignored the Group of 77’s demands when possible,
and effectively counterargued when necessary. The two
primary counterarguments were that food scarcity was a
function of swelling population sizes rather than of global food
distribution patterns. And second, that restricting the activities
of multinational corporations was not only unfair to those
companies and their stockholders but also counterproductive.
In the face of hostile restrictions, they argued, corporate
investors would simply abandon the poorest nations altogether.

Further, in the tense Cold War atmosphere of the 1970s all
debate about the wisdom and fairness of various policies of
development reform was sharply polarized, and it was nearly
impossible for countries to navigate independent nonaligned
pathways toward advancement. In capitalist circles and at the
world’s leading lending agencies, the general view was that
nations had to modernize first, developing industrial capacities



and sizable consumer classes. The benefits of economic
modernization would eventually trickle down throughout
society, resulting in improvements in education, transportation,
housing, and health.

The staunchest advocates of modernization pointed to the
Marshall Plan recovery of post-World War II Europe and the
MacArthur Plan’s efficacy in rebuilding Japan. They argued
that a concerted path toward free market capitalist
industrialism was the ideal way to raise the standards of life
and health of a nation’s people.

Stalinist modernists also promoted the notion of industrial
development first, social advancement second. Throughout the
Soviet Union and the Eastern bloc, massive steel and iron
production foundries were glorified, the workers depicted as
strong, healthy human beings. According to official Soviet
statistics submitted to the World Health Organization in the
1970s, virtually every imaginable infectious disease was on
the decline or had disappeared, thanks to communist policies.
It was widely believed in international health circles at the
time that these statistics were wholly fabricated. 9

Both superpowers and their allies favored funding projects
that had high propaganda value, and most funding was
strategically directed. For example, in 1978, half of all World
Bank lending went to Brazil, Indonesia, Mexico, India, the
Philippines, Egypt, Colombia, and South Korea.10 Half of all
U.S. nonmilitary foreign aid went to ten strategic nations, five
of which were also on the World Bank’s list of key
beneficiaries: Egypt, Israel, India, Indonesia, Bangladesh,
Pakistan, Syria, the Philippines, Jordan, and South Korea.11 In
1952 none of the U.S. foreign aid budget went to Africa. By
1968 U.S. nonmilitary aid to the continent had increased only
slightly: excluding Egypt (which was considered of Middle
East strategic interest), 8 percent of all nonmilitary foreign aid
went to African countries.

Though details of Soviet nonmilitary foreign aid policies
were rarely disclosed, the bulk of its donated largesse went to
Cuba, Vietnam, Laos, the Eastern bloc nations, and key



strategic points of mixed Cold War allegiance, notably Egypt
and India.

From both sides of the Iron Curtain, donors’ monetary
contributions to poor nations were all too often linked to
prestigious showpieces: hydroelectric dams, international
airports, university complexes, tertiary care hospitals. Usually
ignored were community-based projects, such as schools,
medical clinics, skills training programs, or public health
campaigns. Worse yet, donors preferred one-shot investments,
and disappeared for the long-haul maintenance of their high-
profile efforts; even the dams, airports, and massive
construction projects soon took on a shoddy, potentially
dangerous reality under their previously polished veneers.
Lacking the foreign exchange to purchase replacement parts,
hire expertise, or carry out routine maintenance, the poor
countries had no choice but to let cracks go unchecked in their
dams, watch helplessly as the tarmacs of their runways
deteriorated, and use staircases when the elevators of their
fancy office buildings broke down. Over a third of typical
developing country budgets was eaten up by recurrent costs,
while donors insisted on funding only new, prestigious
programs.

Nongovernmental investment in developing countries came
exclusively from the capitalist and social democratic states of
North America and Europe, and was heavily targeted toward
the acquisition of vital resources. In Africa, in 1977, 56
percent of U.S. private investment was in petroleum, 26
percent in mining, and 6 percent in manufacturing.12

From the socialist and nationalist movements and
intellectual circles of South America and Africa emerged the
dependency theory of development. Overall, the dependency
theorists provided cogent criticisms of Western modernization
strategies and investment policies, avoided issues related to
Soviet activities, and had no consensus on an alternative
approach to raising the standards of living and health of the
people of the Third World. They represented more a force of
opposition than an alternative scheme for development.



Most of these critics (notably such intellectuals as André
Gunder Frank, Theotonio dos Santos, Fernando Henrique
Cardoso, and Enzo Faletto) argued that acceptance of loans
and aid from multinational corporations and lending agencies
led to cycles of ever-greater dependency and debt. For
example, the poor country that wishes to build a hospital turns
to a wealthy nation for donations and loans. Once granted, the
hospital’s construction leads to a new dependency on Western-
style medicine, drugs, and machines. Purchasing replacement
parts for American X-ray machines or French autoclaves
exhausts the country’s small foreign exchange resources.
Eventually, the hospital becomes a drain rather than a boon to
the society, adding a budget line to the Ministry of Health’s
already overdrawn accounts. The dependency theorists argued
that poor nations lost out in two ways: they were compelled to
purchase all equipment and expertise from the richer countries,
and whatever products they, in turn, produced had to be sold
back to those same wealthy-nation interests at prices set by the
purchasers. This, they insisted, represented a lose-lose
situation.

By the late 1970s even Western investors were beginning to
recognize that modernization wouldn’t inevitably bring
twentieth-century European standards of living and health to
the Third World. In the early 1970s the U.S. Agency for
International Development had focused on gross national
product (GNP) growth as the crucial measure of success for
Third World countries. By 1977 the agency’s administrator,
John J. Gilligan, was compelled to reverse that policy.

“This approach had certain notable successes,” he said in a
key policy address:

 

During the last quarter century, per capita GNP growth in
developing countries has averaged three percent—nearly the
same growth rate as the rich countries. Average life
expectancy in developing countries has increased from 35
years to 50 years—the level attained in Western Europe only at
the beginning of the twentieth century … . Some developing
countries have achieved such high rates of growth that our



grant aid to them has ended, and our principal form of
economic interaction with them is now largely in trade and
private investment.

These overall gains, however, have masked a crucial fact:
that while some developing countries have achieved dramatic
per capita GNP growth—some at rates of over 7 percent—
many others have made very little progress. These averages
also conceal wide differences in the extent to which various
groups within the poor countries have benefitted from
development. For in most less developed countries, the so-
called modern sector of urban areas and large farms have been
the major beneficiaries of growth, while the urban and rural
poor—whose numbers have been rapidly increasing and who
form the majority in most developing countries —have
generally been left behind.13

 

The World Bank didn’t begin to view health care as a
specific part of its mission until 1975, when its Health Sector
successfully argued that trickle-down modernization would
never adequately remedy the acute needs of the poorest of the
poor. Between 1975 and 1978 the World Bank gave loans or
provided technical assistance for seventy health-related
projects in forty-four countries, ending up the world’s biggest
health lender. During that three-year period, the World Bank
loaned poor countries $400 million for primary health care
facilities and mosquito control; $160 million for family
planning and nutrition projects; and $3.9 billion for water
sanitation efforts.14

At the close of the decade, the World Bank again assessed
its efforts, deciding to shift policy further toward provision of
financing the development of primary health care
infrastructures for, among other things, “promotion of proper
nutrition, provision of maternal and child health care,
including family planning, prevention and control of endemic
and epidemic diseases.”15

As the twentieth century drew to a close, the majority of the
world’s population still suffered and died from diseases due to



unclean water.16 During the 1970s one out of every four
people on earth suffered diseases due to roundworms, acquired
from polluted waters or foods. A World Bank study found that
85 percent of the residents of Java had hookworm. Some 1.7
billion people annually suffered some additional parasitic
infection acquired from polluted water, according to WHO.17

Sometimes a major water development project could
directly increase the incidence of disease by changing the local
ecology in ways that were advantageous to the microbes. The
most often cited example of this was the Aswan High Dam,
with its apparent association with an increased incidence of
schistosomiasis.18

Schistosomes are parasitic organisms with a complex life
cycle in which, at different stages of the organism’s
development, the creature grows inside snails, on the surface
of freshwater plants, and inside human beings. Its eggs are
excreted via human waste into water supplies and are taken up
by riverbank and lakeside snails. Inside the snails the eggs
hatch and the organisms advance into the larval stage. Those
larvae are excreted by the snails back into the lake or river,
where they come to rest on the stems and leaves of underwater
plants, usually along banks. People who bathe, play, or work
in the watery area brush against these plants, and the larvae
readily pass through their skin into the bloodstream.

Depending which species of schistosome is involved
(Schistosoma japonicum, S. haematobium, S. mekongi, S.
mansoni, or S. intercalatum), the larvae make their way into
the human liver, spleen, urinary tract, kidney, rectum, or colon,
where they grow into worms. The worms may remain
indefinitely, secreting their eggs, which the human then passes
on into water supplies, repeating the cycle.

The worms can produce an enormous range of illnesses in
people, from minor local skin infections and virtually
unnoticeable mild fatigue to life-threatening heart disease,
epilepsy, kidney failure, and malignant cancer in the organs in
which they reside. Because the range of symptoms is so vast, it
is virtually impossible to say with certainty how many people



in an endemic area have schistosomiasis: indeed, the definition
of schistosomiasis has always been a matter of dispute.

Given the uncertainties inherent in schistosomiasis
diagnosis, it was always difficult to prove specific trends in the
incidence of the disease. Nevertheless, there was scientific
agreement that the enormous Aswan High Dam radically
changed the ecology of the Nile, slowing the flow of the once
uncontrolled river, preventing annual floods, and creating the
huge Lake Nasser. And those changes prompted shifts in the
schistosome population.

For millennia nearly every Egyptian had lived in close
proximity to the Nile, the rest of the country being largely
desert, so the potential of human exposure to any changed
disease risk along the river was very high. Yet at no stage of
the 1950s planning or construction of the Aswan High Dam
was the ecology of human disease taken into consideration, by
Egyptian authorities, Western financial interests that initiated
the project, or the Soviet government, which, with much
fanfare, completed the dam.

The slowing of the Nile flow rates caused a marked shift in
the types of schistosome species prevalent in Egypt, from S.
haematobium to S. mansoni. For the Egyptian people this
meant a shift from organisms that primarily attacked young
children, mostly producing urinary tract disorders, to
organisms that targeted young adults, causing often severe
disorders of the spleen, liver, circulatory system, colon, and
central nervous system.19 Similar shifts in schistosome
populations and human disease followed construction of the
Sennar Dam in Sudan and the Akosombo Dam in Ghana.

The Aswan High Dam’s impact on schistosomiasis was
questioned by some because there was a lack of sound
comparative data on the incidence of the disease in Egypt prior
to construction. But there was an additional reason to
challenge the wisdom of building massive water projects
without first assessing their potential health impact: Rift
Valley fever.

Carried by mosquitoes (Aedes pseudoscutellaris), the Rift
Valley fever virus was, prior to 1977, considered largely a



veterinary disease that primarily attacked bovine and ovine
livestock, though sporadic cases among ranchers were seen.
First noticed in 1930, when an outbreak of spontaneous
abortions, stillbirths, and adult die-off occurred among sheep
and cattle in Kenya,20 Rift Valley fever epidemics occurred
throughout Africa wherever European livestock species, which
had no immunity to the virus, were introduced to the
continent.21

The virus produced hemorrhagic disease similar to yellow
fever, with marked lethal effects on developing fetuses and
newborns. In nonimmune animals its impact could be
devastating: intravenous injections of minute quantities of the
virus into laboratory mice produced death within less than six
hours in 100 percent of the test animals.22

In 1977, six years after completion of the Aswan Dam,
James Meegan and his colleagues with the U.S. Navy Medical
Research Unit based in Egypt proved that a widespread human
epidemic in the Aswan area was due to Rift Valley fever. Over
200,000 people fell ill, 598 died of hemorrhagic disease, and
livestock losses were so great that the country experienced
severe meat shortages.23 The scientists concluded that the
epidemic began as an isolated outbreak among livestock in
northern Sudan, but spread—either via human migration or
wind-carried mosquitoes—to Aswan. Once in Aswan, the
infected mosquitoes thrived in the 800,000 hectares of dam-
created floodlands. The disease had never previously been
seen in Egypt.

Similar dam-related epidemics of Rift Valley fever would
occur during the 1980s in Mauritania, Senegal, and
Madagascar, and in the 1990s the disease would revisit
Aswan, causing a severe epidemic.24

By the mid-1980s major donor groups, particularly the
World Bank, would acknowledge the health care downside to
dam construction and instruct applicants for major water
project funding to submit disease impact studies as part of
their project proposal. In all cases, however, it would be
decided that the benefits to society of hydroelectricity and
flood control far outweighed the disease potential, particularly



if steps were taken to improve local primary health
infrastructures.

By 1980 the World Bank would conclude, belatedly, that the
worldwide malaria eradication campaign had failed, noting
that cases of the disease had increased an astonishing 230
percent on the Indian subcontinent over a mere four years’
time (1972–76). Most other vector-borne diseases, just a
decade earlier considered easy to eliminate, had experienced
“a startling increase in their incidence over the last decade.”25

Sleeping sickness (trypanosomiasis), bilharzia
(schistosomiasis), river blindness (onchocerciasis), and
Chagas’ disease were all increasing in frequency, often in the
very countries that had been recipients over the period of
billions of donated and loaned U.S. dollars.

Something was clearly amiss. The world’s leading agencies
were forced to retreat from the grand optimism of the fifties
and sixties. Explanations had to be found, blame fixed,
solutions suggested.

By the end of the 1970s the World Bank’s solution was to
urge poor nations to spend more on primary health care and
disease prevention. This was done mostly through persuasion,
such as the World Bank implying that “because of the
emotional appeal of health issues, it may be politically
attractive to redistribute welfare through government provision
of health care.”26

Reaching U.S. health care expenditure levels, even as a
function of per capita annual spending, would, however,
represent an extraordinary feat for most of the world’s poor
nations. According to the Carter administration, in 1976 in the
United States there was a 1:600 ratio of physicians to the
general population; virtually 100 percent of drinking water
supplies were considered free from infectious disease; people
consumed, on average, 133 percent of their minimum caloric
need every day; 99 percent of adults were literate; 3.3 percent
of the federal GNP was directed toward health care spending
for a per capita spending rate of $259.

In contrast, Tanzania, for example, had one physician for
every 18,490 citizens; safe drinking water was available to less



than 40 percent of the population; the average citizen
consumed only 86 percent of the minimum daily caloric need;
34 percent of the adult population was illiterate; and the
government spent 1.9 percent of its GNP on health care for a
total of $3 annually per capita. Even if Tanzania doubled the
percentage of its GNP devoted to health care, reaching U.S.
percentage levels, it would still be spending less than $10 a
year on each of its citizens. To reach U.S. annual expenditure
rates of $259 per citizen, the Tanzanian government would
have to rob nearly every other program in the government.27

“It is stupid to rely on money as the major instrument of
development when we know only too well that our country is
poor,” Tanzania’s one-party state proclaimed in its historic
Arusha Declaration of 1967. “It is equally stupid, indeed it is
even more stupid, for us to imagine that we shall rid ourselves
of our poverty through foreign financial assistance rather than
our own financial resources.”

Tanzania sought to create an infrastructure of modestly
trained paramedics who worked out of tiny concrete or wattle
clinics dispersed throughout the villages inhabited by most of
the nation’s ten million citizens. Between 1967 and 1976, the
Tanzanian Mtu ni Atya Chakula ni Uhai village health
campaigns increased the numbers of maternal/child health
clinics by 610 percent, rural paramedics by 470 percent, and
built 110 new medical facilities (for a total of 152 clinic
structures nationwide by 1976). Life expectancy over that time
increased seven years, reaching 47 (compared to 70 in Europe
in 1976). Infant mortality also showed modest improvement,
decreasing to 152:1,000 babies, compared to a 1967 level of
161:1,000 (with 1976 European infant mortality at
20:1,000).28

Recognizing its acute need for physicians, the government
built Muhimbili Medical School in Dar es Salaam and sent
many bright young Tanzanians overseas for medical training,
hoping to increase its national physician population by about
65 doctors a year. By 1975 the paramedicto-patient ratio was
1:454, but the physician-to-patient ratio had actually
worsened, in part due to anti-Asian bigotry. Many of East



Africa’s besteducated residents were Indians, brought decades
earlier as indentured labor by British colonialists in need of a
literate bureaucratic class. In 1972 Uganda’s dictator, Idi Amin
(whose proclaimed hero was Adolf Hitler), ordered all Asians,
numbering some 50,000 to 80,000, to leave the country
immediately or face execution. No hue and cry of protest was
raised by any other African government. Thousands of
Indians, most of whom had spent all their lives in East Africa,
fled not only Uganda but the continent as a whole.29

Though such problems plagued all the poor nations on the
planet, they were particularly acute in Africa because of its
severe political and military instability. Nowhere else in the
world were governments so recently freed from centuries of
European colonialism. The Portuguese colonies of Guinea-
Bissau, Angola, Mozambique, and Cape Verde only gained
independence in the mid-1970s, after more than a decade of
bloody civil war. In the southern part of the continent, warfare
and instability would persist until the fates of Rhodesia, South
Africa, Angola, and Southwest Africa were decided.
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To the north of those countries (which would eventually be
named Zimbabwe, South Africa, Angola, and Namibia,
respectively), lay a string of majority-ruled independent states
sworn to boycott the still white-ruled southern states and
support their various liberation movements. The Frontline



States, as they were called, included Tanzania, Zambia,
Mozambique, and, to a less militant degree, Lesotho and
Botswana. Guerrilla troops representing the future
governments of the region freely moved inside the Frontline
States, and Lusaka was a sort of command post for SWAPO
(South-West Africa People’s Organization), ZAPU (Zimbabwe
African People’s Union), ZANU (Zimbabwe African National
Union), and South Africa’s ANC (African National Congress).
Political exiles from the troubled south poured into the
Frontline States, exacerbating their already acute economic
difficulties. Furthermore, trade was severely impaired by the
states’ self-imposed boycott of South African ports and
markets.

Elsewhere on the continent, civil instability was legion.
Mobutu brutally smashed all dissent within Zaire. Self-
appointed Emperor Bokassa ruled the Central African
Republic with such brutality that he would eventually be
overthrown by French paratroopers and tried for cannibalism
and genocide. In an alleged anti-corruption cleanup campaign,
junior elements of the military violently seized power in
Ghana. Civil unrest due to religious and tribal disputes raged
through Sudan, Morocco, Ethiopia, Mauritania, Angola, and
Rwanda. Much of the warfare stemmed from the artificial
national boundaries created by colonial powers in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, dividing ancient tribal
lands, extended families, and traditional power structures.

The superpowers, as well as the People’s Republic of China,
sought to manipulate these seemingly endless battles, hoping
to align African governments with either the United States, the
U.S.S.R., or China. As a result, obscene amounts of money
were spent on the military and police forces of impoverished
countries, squandered by dictators who made “gifts” to their
nation’s power elites in exchange for support, wired to the
bank accounts of arms dealers worldwide.

Clearly, those funds were not spent on health care. Consider
the examples of Tanzania and Uganda.

In 1979 Tanzania was celebrating its recent military victory
over Uganda. Though the world’s seventh pandemic30 of



cholera had struck Dar es Salaam and the lethal Vibrio bacteria
coursed through the open sewer lines that crisscrossed the
streets of the capital, little attention was paid to anything but
the war. Pretty young girls proudly proclaimed victory across
their rear ends, wearing kangas made from fabric emblazoned
with the news. Young men wore their military uniforms as
they strutted, heads held high, along Independence Avenue or
past ANC headquarters on Nkrumah Street.

On his way to the Dar es Salaam airport in April 1979,
Yusufu Lule anxiously cast his eyes about, looking for what he
suspected was his last time at the city’s street scene. After
years of exile, he was about to take the reins of government in
Uganda. Though he had agitated for Idi Amin’s overthrow for
years, the prospect of returning was frightening.

“It is chaos. We have a whole generation who don’t know
right from wrong. For years they have seen such brutality—
rape, murder, theft, torture. I am going to a place where
morality has no meaning,” Lule said with apparent dread.

Sixty-eight days later, Lule would be overthrown and
Uganda would spin into a cycle of short-lived and vengeful
governments.

It all began in 1971, when the Ugandan military overthrew
the elected government of Milton Obote, putting a semi-
literate, temperamentally violent man named Idi Amin in
charge of the nation of some 18 million. Ten years earlier,
Uganda had been considered one of the finest jewels in the
British Empire’s crown; a rich cornucopia of agricultural
wealth with a well-established infrastructure of colonial and
missionary schools, hospitals, roads, and trade. But Obote’s
government was also marked by corruption that fueled unrest
and the 1971 military coup.

Amin destroyed the nation’s prosperity and drove his
country into a state of hellishness unlike anything it had
previously experienced.

In 1975 Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere denounced
Amin as “an oppressor, a black fascist, and a self-confessed
admirer of fascism.” A few months later, Amin declared that,



by ancient tribal rights, parts of Sudan, Kenya, and Tanzania
belonged to Uganda. To drive home his point, Amin publicly
executed a group of Kenyan students studying at universities
in Entebbe and Kampala.

By 1977 Amin’s government had committed so many
atrocities both domestically and against its neighbors that the
Western powers and Soviet Union had terminated diplomatic
and trade relations. In response to British condemnation of
Amin’s human rights practices, said to include wholesale rape
of women nationwide, as well as summary executions of tens
of thousands of citizens of all ages, the dictator personally
executed Anglican archbishop Luwum in front of hundreds of
witnesses and television cameras.

“Thousands of innocent Ugandans have been floating in the
river Nile in what the dictator and butcher Amin calls
accidents,” charged Radio Tanzania on the day of Archbishop
Luwum’s execution. “If black African states condemn white
minority rule [in South Africa and Rhodesia], they must also
condemn atrocities committed in black-ruled states.”

By early 1978, according to the International Commission
of Jurists in Geneva, Amin had summarily executed some
100,000 of his citizens, the trade agreement of the East
African Community of Uganda, Kenya, and Tanzania was
formally dissolved, and both Kenya and Tanzania were placed
on war-readiness status.

In October 1978, Amin’s troops invaded the Kagera District
in northern Tanzania. A pastoral area lining the western shores
of Lake Victoria, Kagera had no industry, only one small city
(Bukoba), a scattering of hamlets, and no ability to defend
itself against Amin’s marauding forces. The Ugandan Air
Force softened up the rolling verdant hillsides of Kagera with
bombing raids. Troops followed, laying waste to the thatched
huts and wattle structures of villages from one end of the
district to another. For two months Amin’s troops occupied a
700-square-mile area of Tanzania, killing hundreds of
peasants, practicing deliberate rape of the women that was
intended to humiliate their men, slaughtering most of the



region’s livestock, and driving some 40,000 peasants into
exile.

Nyerere appealed for support from the Organization of
African Unity (OAU) and the United Nations. None was
forthcoming.

In December 1978, Tanzanian troops went to war with
Uganda, fighting over the Kagera region for two months.
Having beaten back Amin’s troops, the Tanzanians pushed on
toward the capital, Kampala.

On April 11, 1979, the Amin government was toppled. Idi
Amin went into exile in Libya, and Tanzania put Lule in
power.

The five-month war between Tanzania and Uganda—which
was puny by international standards—devastated the
infrastructures of Uganda and northern Tanzania, and left the
economies of both nations in a shambles. The combined
impact of war and previous years of Amin’s wantonness left
Uganda in need of $2.3 billion in emergency reconstruction
aid. It hurt Kenya’s coffee trade, which had relied in part on
Ugandan beans. And for the tiny, landlocked nations of
Burundi and Rwanda it brought all trade to a standstill.31

When Lule’s staff took over the national bank, they
discovered that Uganda was $250 million in debt to foreign
interests, and less than $200,000 could be found in the nation’s
coffers. During his six-year reign, Amin simply printed more
money whenever resources dwindled, causing annual inflation
to run at 200 percent a year. Prior to the war gasoline sold in
Kampala for $39 a gallon, housing rents increased 41 percent
in a single year, while per capita income plummeted.32

Well before the war erupted, most health professionals who
could manage to do so had fled the country, and the severe
economic difficulties created by the Amin government
prompted wholesale looting of all undefended facilities.

Widespread famine followed the end of the war, claiming at
least 50,000 lives. Wildlife conservation groups throughout the
world protested as starving Ugandans slaughtered and



consumed elephants, hippos, elands, giraffes, monkeys, and
other animals by the thousands.

Between 1975 and 1980, Uganda, its entire health
infrastructure devastated, experienced epidemics of malaria,
leprosy, tuberculosis, cholera, visceral leishmaniasis (kala-
azar), and virtually every vector-borne ailment known to the
continent.33 A French team found evidence of more exotic
diseases as well, when they took blood surveys of villagers in
western Uganda. Ebola, Marburg, Lassa, West Nile fever,
Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever, and Chikungunya were
among the viruses found in the blood of the region’s
populace.34

Between 1971 and 1977, Uganda had its worst measles
epidemic in over forty years, with high death rates among
children seen all over the country. So great was the country’s
chaos that no agency kept count of the death toll. Gonorrhea
soared during the Amin years, particularly among soldiers.
Because the country was bereft of antibiotics, most cases went
untreated. Routine vaccination for such diseases as whooping
cough and tetanus came to a halt, and the incidence of these
diseases rose dramatically.

Starving, sick refugees poured by the tens of thousands
across borders to Zaire and Sudan, taking their diseases with
them.

Makerere University, which had been the primary medical
training center for East Africa’s doctors, was looted right
down to its electrical sockets and bathroom tiles. By the end of
the 1970s, the nation of Uganda would be completely out of
toilet paper, antibiotics, aspirin, sterilizers, cotton wool, bed
linens, soap, clean water, light bulbs, suturing equipment, and
surgical gowns.35 Rumors of strange disease outbreaks were
rampant, but there was nobody left to investigate these claims.

Such tragic events, with the resultant epidemics and health
crises, were mirrored all over the world. From Pol Pot’s reign
of terror in Cambodia to the Cold War-manipulated battlefields
of Central America, the world’s poorest countries spent
extraordinary amounts of money on domestic military



operations and warfare. And the microbes exploited the war-
ravaged ecologies, surging into periodic epidemics.

The World Health Organization, with a staff of only 1,300
people and a budget smaller than that spent on street cleaning
every year by the city of New York, tried to combat such
seemingly intractable public health problems with donated
vaccines, technical assistance, and policy statements. 36

On September 12, 1978, WHO convened a meeting of
ministers of health from over 130 nations in Alma-Ata37 in the
U.S.S.R. The conference issued what would be hailed years
later as a pivotal document in the international public health
movement: the Declaration of Alma-Ata. Inspired in part by
U.S. Surgeon General Julius Richmond’s Health Goals 1990,
which in 1975 systematically outlined the status of Americans’
health and set goals for improvement, the Alma-Ata
Declaration called for “the attainment by all peoples of the
world by the year 2000 of a level of health that will permit
them to lead a socially and economically productive life.”

The ten-point Alma-Ata Declaration defined health as “a
state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, not
merely the absence of disease or infirmity,” and declared it “a
fundamental human right.” It decried health care inequities,
linked human health to economic development, and called
upon the governments of the world to develop financially and
geographically accessible primary health care facilities for all
their people.

Declaring health a human right forced issues of disease
control onto the newly powerful agenda of global civil
liberties. In 1976 the UN General Assembly voted to enter into
force the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights.38 It was the strongest vilification of tyranny,
discrimination, violations of basic freedoms, and injustice ever
passed by the UN. Also that year the UN passed the
International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural
Rights,39 which specifically recognized “the right of everyone
to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical
and mental health.”



John Evans of the World Bank elucidated three key
demarcations in health problems that he felt were tied to the
economic development and status of each nation: infectious
disease stage; mixed phase; and chronic disease state. In the
poorest, least developed nations of the world, the majority of
the population suffered illness and death due to communicable
and vector-borne diseases. With improvements in economic
development, Evans said, came a painful period of mixing, in
which the poorer members of society succumbed to infectious
diseases while the wealthier urban residents lived longer,
disease-free lives that were eventually cut short by chronic
ailments such as cancer and heart disease.

In the most developed nations, Evans argued, infectious
diseases ceased being life-threatening, some disappeared
entirely, and the population generally lived into its seventh
decade, succumbing to cancer or heart disease. The bottom
line, from Evans’s perspective, was that infectious diseases
would no longer pose a significant threat to postindustrial
societies.

“We must never cease being vigilant,” Richmond said, “but
it is altogether proper to shift resources towards prevention of
chronic diseases. With political will, tremendous strides can be
made.”

Though the World Bank perspective informed most long-
term planning, there were voices within the academic public
health community who loudly questioned the three-phase
assumptions. While not disputing that curative medicine had
made genuine strides, particularly since the 1940s, and
agreeing that control of disease was linked to societal wealth,
they refuted the idea that there might be a direct correlation
between stages of national development and individual
disease. In their view, the ecology of disease was far more
complex, and waves of microbial pestilence could easily occur
in countries with enormous gross national products.
Conversely, well-managed poor countries could well control
pestilence in their populations.

The debate centered on a two-part question: when and why
did most infectious diseases disappear from Western Europe,



and what relevance did that set of events have for improving
health in the poorest nations in the last quarter of the twentieth
century?

University of Chicago historian William H. McNeill spent
the early 1970s studying the impact epidemics had on human
history since the beginning of recorded time, and then reversed
his query to ask which human activities had prompted the
emergence of the microbes. In 1976, his book Plagues and
Peoples40 created a sensation in academic circles because it
argued with the force of centuries of historical evidence that
human beings had always had a dramatic reciprocal
relationship with microbes. In a sense, McNeill challenged
fellow humans to view themselves as smart animals swimming
in a microbial sea—an ecology they could not see, but one that
most assuredly influenced the course of human events.

Like Evans, McNeill saw stages over time in human
relations with the microbes, but he linked them not so much to
economic development as to the nature at any given moment
of the ecology of a society. He argued that waterborne
parasitic diseases dominated the human ecology when people
invented irrigation farming. Global trade routes facilitated the
spread of bacterial diseases, such as plague. The creation of
cities led to an enormous increase in human-to-human contact,
allowing for the spread of sexually transmitted diseases and
respiratory viruses.

Over the long course of history, McNeill said, pathogenic
microbes sought stability in their relationships with hosts. It
was not to their advantage to wipe out millions of nonimmune
human beings in a single decade, as happened to Amerindians
following the arrival of Columbus and Cortez. With the
Europeans came microbes to which the residents of the
Americas had no natural immunity, and McNeill estimated,
“Overall, the disaster to Amerindian populations assumed a
scale that is hard for us to imagine. Ratios of 20:1 or even 25:1
between pre-Columbian populations and the bottoming-out
point in Amerindian population curves seem more or less
correct.”41



This was not an ideal state for the microbes, he argued,
because such massive death left few hosts to parasitize. After
centuries of doing battle with one another, humans and most
parasites had settled into a coexistence that, if not comfortable
for humanity, he argued, was rarely a cause of mass
destruction. Still, he sternly warned, “no enduring and stable
pattern has emerged that will insure the world against locally
if not globally destructive macroparasitic excesses.”

Other historians of disease had tried to link the emergence
of epidemics to the social and ecological conditions of human
beings,42 but none had presented as lucid an argument as
McNeill’s, and it promoted widespread reappraisal of both
historic events and contemporary public health policy.

Nobel laureate Sir MacFarlane Burnet was moved from his
perspective as an immunologist to issue similar warnings
about humanity’s overconfidence. True, he said, vaccines and
antibiotics had rendered most infectious diseases of the
Northern Hemisphere controllable. But, he cautioned, “it is
almost an axiom that action for short-term human benefit will
sooner or later bring long-term ecological or social problems
which demand unacceptable effort and expense for their
solution. Nature has always seemed to be working for a climax
state, a provisionally stable ecosystem, reached by natural
forces, and when we attempt to remold any such ecosystem,
we must remember that Nature is working against us.”43

The policy implications were clear, Burnet said. Start by
looking at the ecological setting of disease transmission. If the
ecology could be manipulated without creating some untoward
secondary environmental impact, the microbe could be
controlled, even eradicated.

René Dubos, who served in the 1970s as a sort of elderly
patron saint of disease ecology because of his vast
contributions to research on antibiotics and tuberculosis during
the pre-World War II period, also favored an ecological
perspective of disease emergence, but laid most of the blame
for epidemics on Homo sapiens rather than on the microbes. In
Dubos’s view, most contagious disease grew out of conditions
of social despair inflicted by one class of human beings upon



another. Dubos believed tuberculosis, in particular, arose from
the social conditions of the poor during Europe’s Industrial
Revolution: urban crowding, undernutrition, long work hours,
child labor, and lack of fresh air and sunshine.

“Tuberculosis was, in effect, the social disease of the
nineteenth century, perhaps the first penalty that capitalistic
society had to pay for the ruthless exploitation of labor,”
Dubos argued.44

For Dubos, unbridled modernization could be the enemy of
the poor, bringing development and freedom from disease to
the elites of societies, but consigning their impoverished
citizens—particularly those living in urban squalor—to lives
of microbial torture.

“The greatest strides in health improvement have been
achieved in the field of disease that responded to social and
economic reforms after industrialization,” he wrote.45 He
strongly felt that infectious diseases remained a major threat to
humanity, even in the wealthy nations, and warned physicians
not to be fooled into complacency by what he termed “the
mirage of health.”

At the University of Birmingham in England, Thomas
McKeown led a team of researchers who reached the
conclusion that rapid urbanization, coupled with malnutrition,
was the key factor responsible for the great epidemics of
England and Wales from medieval times to the beginning of
the twentieth century. Conversely, McKeown credited
improvements in access to nutritious food for England’s lower
classes with at least half the reduction in premature mortality
in the country between 1901 and 1971, and insisted that the
bulk of all improvements in survival preceded the advent of
modern curative medicine.46 McKeown based his assertions
on a meticulous scanning of English and Welsh government
medical records maintained over the period, which indicated
that premature mortality rates decreased radically before the
age of antibiotics.

 



Joe McCormick had heard it all, argued one position or
another over beers with CDC colleagues, and recognized
grains of truth scattered through each position, from the World
Bank to the angry socialist dependency theorists. But all the
hand-wringing and theorizing wasn’t going to provide the
resources needed to get rid of Lassa.

For nearly three years he had been tramping around West
African villages testing residents and rats for Lassa virus
infection. By 1979 McCormick had reached the conclusion
that Lassa was an entrenched endemic disease, causing
thousands of cases of illness of varying degrees of severity
each year. The only way to rid Sierra Leone of human Lassa
cases would be to eliminate contact between the rats and
humans—an option he considered doable if millions of dollars
were spent improving the country’s rural housing and
hospitals.

The alternative was mass education about rat avoidance and
ribavirin therapy for those who suffered Lassa fever. That
prospect was also orders of magnitude too expensive for the
impoverished state.

In late June 1979, McCormick returned to CDC
headquarters to take over Karl Johnson’s job as chief of the
Special Pathogens Branch, leaving Webb in charge of the
Sierra Leone laboratory. For many years to come, he would
return to the West African country to further study the Lassa
virus, hoping to find ways to limit the impact of the disease on
the developing countries of West Africa.

Shortly after his return to Atlanta, the World Health
Organization called to formally request McCormick’s
assistance in investigating a suspect epidemic in Sudan. It was
believed that Ebola was the culprit.

According to Sudanese epidemiologist Osman Zubeir, the
outbreak began sometime in early August in N’zara, spread
quickly, and was still raging when he notified WHO in mid-
September. He placed the area under quarantine, and Zubeir
was preparing a surveillance effort.



McCormick hastily gathered supplies and the first assistant
he could get his hands on—a new EIS officer, Dr. Roy Baron.
Within a matter of hours, the pair were on board a flight to
Khartoum, and McCormick was giving Baron a rapid-fire
lesson on Ebola, Sudan, field operations, and self-protection.

Joe tugged at his dark brown goatee with anticipatory
excitement, relishing a second chance to crack the mysteries of
Ebola. McCormick showed Baron the only available maps of
the region, made in 1955. He described the difficulty of
finding villages, which were deliberately hidden in the ten-
foot-tall Sudan grass and swamps.

And he gave Baron a quick sketch of the political and social
situation. Tensions between the Muslim Nubian and Arab
north and animist and Christian south remained high, though
no civil war had flared since 1972, when Colonel Jaafar
Nimeiri granted the southern area some degree of autonomous
power. The Nimeiri government in Khartoum continued to
maintain highly centralized government oversight over all
matters deemed of national interest, including disease control.

Since McCormick’s last visit to the region during the 1976
Ebola outbreak, the relationship between Sudan’s north and
south had grown more strained, and the Nimeiri government
had been chipping away at the scope of autonomous rule in
Juba. Though few realized it in 1979, the country was on the
brink of a civil war that would flare up when Nimeiri
rescinded southern self-rule in 1983 and would persist for over
a decade. In 1979 the most visible signs of a rift between
Khartoum and Juba could be seen in government-financed
facilities in the south: schoolrooms without desks, books, or
teachers; unpaved, often impassable roads; almost nonexistent
postal services; no central electricity outside Juba; and
hospitals lacking any furniture save the steel-framed,
unmattressed beds.

Twenty-four hours after he got the call from WHO,
McCormick, with Baron in tow, was in Khartoum getting a
quick briefing from federal health authorities. Anxious to get
to N’zara as soon as possible, McCormick left Baron behind in
Khartoum to arrange methods of air-shipping tissue and blood



samples to Atlanta, set up some sort of communications
system, and smooth over relations in the capital.

The next morning, McCormick had breakfast in Juba and
began what would be a maddening three-day search for
transport to N’zara. The area, which had been under strict
quarantine for several days, was almost completely lacking in
gasoline for the handful of functioning Land-Rovers and
ancient British vehicles that comprised the local government
fleet. Furthermore, the people of Juba were terrified: nobody
was willing to guide McCormick into the epidemic zone.

Using every means of persuasion at his disposal, including
offers of cash, McCormick finally garnered a police airplane
and a pilot who agreed to fly him into N‘zara on September
22. En route, the pilot told McCormick that he would land but
not stay. For the entire flight, Joe tried cajoling, threatening,
bribing, and instilling guilt in the frightened police pilot,
hoping to persuade him to remain in N’zara long enough for
the scientist to gather samples that the pilot could fly up to
Baron in Khartoum.

Ultimately, promises of great financial reward upon arrival
in Khartoum triumphed over the pilot’s anxieties, and a deal
was struck: the pilot would remain inside his plane, having no
contact with anybody in N’zara, until dawn.

The plane touched down at 5:30 p.m. on the grassy field
outside N’zara, McCormick hurriedly reminded the trembling
pilot of the rewards awaiting him in Khartoum, swiftly
gathered his supplies, and set out to find his designated
translator.

“I’ve only got a few hours, and it’s going to be dark soon,”
McCormick told the young schoolteacher who translated his
English into the local dialect. “I need to see the sick people
immediately.”

The translator nodded and led McCormick through the
hamlet of mudand-wattle structures to a round hut on the
periphery. Lighting his kerosene lamp and shouldering his
medical bag, McCormick stepped inside.



When his eyes adjusted to the darkness only dimly lit by his
upheld lamp, McCormick saw what he would later describe as
a vision from hell. Some twenty men and women lay upon
grass mats, crammed one against another in a small, dark
atmosphere of overpowering heat and stench. Most were in
agonizing pain, horribly ill, groaning aloud or crying out in
demented visions. Some, their skin in excruciating pain, had
torn off their clothing and lay in naked terror.

McCormick took a deep breath, stepped over to the first
ailing man, and resolved to draw blood samples and gather
vital statistics on every person in the room before dawn.

All night long McCormick, wearing only latex gloves and a
constantly steamed-up respirator for protection, knelt beside
the Ebola victims, giving them thorough physical
examinations, painstakingly noting all information on a pad,
and taking blood samples.

Shortly after midnight, McCormick reached the midway
point in his work: an elderly woman who was delirious,
burning with fever. She seemed to be hallucinating, and
McCormick assumed that his masked visage was disturbing.
He carefully set the lantern on the dirt floor next to his bent
knees, placed a tourniquet on the woman’s upper arm, and
uncapped the needle on a fresh syringe. McCormick paused,
waiting for calm to come over the woman, then deftly inserted
the needle in the ailing woman’s arm, simultaneously releasing
her tourniquet.

The instant the needle hit her vein, the woman thrashed
wildly, the syringe popped out and landed in McCormick’s
thumb. Horrified, he swiftly recapped the needle, squeezed his
thumb, and applied disinfectant to the invisible microscopic
wound site. He looked at the frenzied woman, so ill she
probably hadn’t even realized what transpired. And then he
held his watch up to the lantern.

“Only five hours until dawn’s first light,” he thought.
Mustering composure and deliberately shoving aside all
thoughts of being stuck by the needle, McCormick
scrupulously completed his rounds, prepared all the samples
for shipment, putting them inside a small tank of liquid



nitrogen and placing that in a case of dry ice. He then raced
out to find the pilot.

Once the plane was aloft, McCormick let himself feel his
exhaustion—and fear. He asked his translator for a place to
sleep, and followed zombielike, carrying his supplies to a
thatched-roof hut. He reached into his bag and withdrew a
supply of precious Ebola antiserum that Joel Breman and Peter
Piot had collected in Yambuku three years earlier.

“Nobody really knows if this stuff works,” McCormick
mumbled as he injected himself with two units of plasma. He
then grabbed the radio he’d brought from Atlanta, called Juba,
and got the signal relayed to Khartoum. Once Baron was on
the line, he told the young doctor that samples were on their
way and the pilot should be rewarded.

“Oh, and by the way, I seem to have stuck myself. I just
mainlined some plasma, and I think I’m going to pass out for a
while,” he told Baron.

He then downed the only medicine in which he had any
genuine confidence, given the situation: a bottle of Scotch.

Twelve hours later, he awoke to a N’zara late afternoon,
stepped out into the 100-degree heat, and took stock of the
situation. It was clear that Ebola had struck again. It was also
obvious that he had been exposed to the virus. Recalling his
previous experience with Ebola, McCormick figured the virus
would incubate for five to seven days before he got sick,
leaving him plenty of time to get to the bottom of this
epidemic.

“I was not in a panic,” McCormick would explain years
later. “If I got a fever, my plan was I’d get on the horn, get a
plane in there, and evacuate to Europe. I’d faced the
possibility of dying before, and I just didn’t see the point of
going to some hospital and getting everybody in a stew, sitting
and waiting to get sick, and thinking all the while about the
work I should have been doing in N’zara.”

With a shrug, he added, “I’m a fairly stoic Midwesterner.”



Nevertheless, McCormick had no death wish. Waiting for
him in Atlanta were his wife and three children, aged two to
nine years.

Over the next week, McCormick, joined by Baron and
Zubeir, reconstructed the history of the N’zara epidemic,
collected more samples, and took steps to stop the outbreak.
All the while, he kept a constant eye on that “death hut,” as he
called it, keeping track as the dead were removed by relatives
for burial.

Meanwhile, he was determined to observe enough patients
in Yambuku in sufficient detail to formulate a copious
description of the signs and symptoms of the disease. The
disease seemed to strike people very suddenly: one moment an
individual might be laughing and sharing local moonshine
with a friend, the next he would have a searing headache, be
drenched in sweat, and feel too weak to stand. It was this
seemingly instantaneous illness that the Sudanese people
found especially terrifying. Over the next three days, things
would escalate rapidly. Patients would tremble with chills,
fevers would soar over 105°F, and every joint and muscle
would ache with pain so severe that the Ebola victim could
find no position in which to comfortably lie down or sit. Their
throats would become so sore that most couldn’t tolerate
swallowing their own saliva. Eating was out of the question.

By the fourth day, hemorrhaging would begin. Ebola
victims would vomit blood, excrete blood, bleed profusely
from their gums, and stare at McCormick through bloodshot
eyes.

McCormick soon realized that the frequently used
expression “the patients bleed to death” wasn’t accurate in the
case of Ebola—or for Lassa for that matter. It wasn’t the
bleeding that killed the Sudanese Ebola victims, he concluded,
but shock due to fluid loss. Somehow the virus was causing
the endothelial linings of the patients’ veins to break down,
giving rise to leakage of water from the bloodstream into
neighboring tissue. As vascular volume decreased, the patients
went into shock. If fluids were pumped into the patients’
bloodstreams, the result was death by pulmonary edema,



because leaking veins in the lungs flooded the airways with
fluids.

McCormick treated patients with the Yambuku plasma, with
mixed results: some improved, whereas others showed no
response to the putative antiserum. He wasn’t convinced it was
useful, which added to whatever concern he allowed himself
to feel about his own status.

One afternoon, he spotted the old woman from the death hut
strolling through N’zara, a jug of water on her head, clearly
full of energy. McCormick was ecstatic. CDC blood test
results cabled from Atlanta shortly thereafter indicated that she
alone among those in the death hut was uninfected. Whatever
her ailment, it wasn’t Ebola.

And Joe McCormick had never been infected with the
deadly virus.

With the passing of days the people of N‘zara concluded
that the odd-looking white man with the weird face mask did
seem to have special powers. They observed his actions and
followed those orders that seemed to make sense. The key
order they wouldn’t follow, however, was “bring your sick and
dead to N’zara Hospital.” And for good reasons.

It seemed the hospital was, as it had been three years earlier
during the first Ebola outbreak, the focus of the epidemic.
Shortly before McCormick, Baron, and Zubeir arrived, two
nurses in the hospital died of Ebola, apparently contracted
from patients. The people knew that many checked into N’zara
Hospital; few checked out.

The second and far more difficult problem was the fate of
the dead. In 1976, Don Francis had allayed the people’s
spiritual concerns by performing the ritual burial practices
himself, but the epidemic in 1979 was too big for McCormick
to handle the evacuation of wastes from all the bodies—
especially since those wastes undoubtedly contained viral
contaminants.

So he settled on a novel idea: let those attending funerals
wear respirators, gloves, and surgical garb, and conduct the
burial preparations themselves. In exchange for such



protection, the relatives usually allowed McCormick to
remove tissue and blood samples from the bodies.

Day after day Zubeir and McCormick scoured the high
Sudan grass in search of hidden communities, and negotiated
for the sick and dead. It was a process fraught with cultural
difficulties for both sides, but they usually succeeded.

Within a month, the team had the disease under control and
was able to recommend that Khartoum lift the area’s
quarantine: not a moment too soon, as the entire province was
out of gasoline, most food supplies, and even medical
supplies. Famine would have quickly followed.

When the team reconstructed the events of the summer of
1979, they discovered many parallels with the 1976 outbreak,
but were still unable to say where the virus came from. Once
again, the first case involved a man who worked in the run-
down colonial-era cotton factory that was filled with huge
swarms of bats and a vast array of insects. He fell ill on
August 2 and died of the disease in N’zara Hospital three days
later.

Three of the man’s family members who cared for him fell
ill. So did a man who lay in the bed alongside him in N’zara
Hospital. A woman who frequented the hospital ward, tending
to her ailing husband a few beds down from the first man, got
Ebola. And the two nurses on the ward got the virus.

Every additional illness involved members of the families of
those first five cases or close friends who tended to their
illnesses or burial preparations. All infections could be tied to
some direct blood or fluid contact between an ailing Ebola
victim and another individual. The best nurses—those who
provided the closest care for the patients—were five times
more likely to be infected than their more aloof colleagues.

The team was able to find fifty-six Ebola cases, many
hidden in the tall grasses. Sixty-five percent of those who got
infected died.

Though it seemed obvious to McCormick that some Ebola-
carrying animal or insect lurked inside the cotton factory, none
of the fauna samples he sent to the CDC were Ebola-positive.



Their inability to pinpoint the reservoir for Ebola would bother
McCormick for years, nagging constantly at the back of his
mind whenever he had reason to recall the events in N’zara.
He would always tell anyone who asked, “It’s probably the
bats. We just have to get in there and capture a few more of
them and we’ll find the virus.”

Barring identifying the reservoir for Ebola and eliminating
the culprits from the human ecology of the N’zara area,
McCormick suspected isolated cases of the disease would
always crop up.

“Because the cultural and social structure in Sudan tends to
limit contact with severely ill persons to a few adults in a
relatively secluded compound, sporadic cases of Ebola virus
disease may have little impact on the community at large,” the
team wrote, summarizing their findings.47 “In this outbreak,
however, the hospital appeared to be the focal point for
dissemination of infection to several family units after the
admission of the index patient.”

As was the case with Lassa, poorly run hospitals operating
under conditions of extreme deprivation were the amplifiers of
microbial invasions. What might have otherwise been
individual illness, limited to one or two cases of Ebola, was
magnified in a hospital setting in which unsterile equipment
and needles were used repeatedly on numerous patients.
N’zara Hospital couldn’t afford mattresses for its steel
bedframes or penicillin—it could hardly be expected to throw
away every single plastic syringe simply because it had
previously been used.

McCormick was at a loss for a solution. Once again,
elimination of a disease threat seemed inextricably bound to
economics and development. The poverty of southern Sudan
exceeded anything he had seen before, and McCormick had
little reason to hope that some government or agency with the
wherewithal to do so would deem it politically expedient to
assist such godforsaken parts of the planet.48 Yet McCormick
felt certain that Ebola and other dangerous diseases would
continue to haunt the most impoverished communities on
earth, constantly threatening to explode into epidemics, some



of which might one day lap at the shores of the planet’s richest
nations.

Out of such poverty, from the African Serengeti to the
burned-out tenements of the Bronx, would soon come
microbial invasions that would bear out McCormick’s
prophesy.
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8
Revolution

GENETIC ENGINEERING AND THE DISCOVERY OF
ONCOGENES

 

Man is embedded in nature. The biologic
science of recent years has been making
this a more urgent fact of life. The new,
hard problem will be to cope with the
dawning, intensifying realization of just
how interlocked we are. The old, clung-to
notions most of us have held about our
special lordship are being deeply
undermined.

—Lewis Thomas, 1975

 

Scientists at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology have completed the synthesis
of the first man-made gene that is fully
functional in a living cell.

—Massachusetts Institute of Technology
press release, August 30, 1976

 

 

 The revolution happened with such astonishing speed that
few participants fully appreciated what had transpired. The
collective consciousness of science and medicine changed in
the blink of a historic eye, rendering those who failed to adapt
obsolete overnight. In less than five years every aspect of
biology and medicine was so thoroughly shaken to its core that
science students trained afterward thought it had always been
so. The excitement could be felt from the floors of the world’s
stock exchanges to the halls of parliaments worldwide.



Just as the hopeful spirits of the post-World War II scientific
conquest of the microbes seemed to be flagging, humanity
discovered genetic engineering.

When science learned how to manipulate the genetic
material of plants, animals, and microbes—the DNA and RNA
—an entirely new world revealed itself. Suddenly it seemed
possible to understand the secrets of the microbes, appreciate
at the molecular level how the human immune system
destroyed (or failed to destroy) its microscopic challengers,
and invent radically new weapons to use in waging war on
disease.

Once again, optimism pervaded biological research. Once
again, scientists predicted bold victories over everything from
cancer to malaria. The speed of discovery from the early 1970s
into the 1980s was dizzying, even for those who started it.

“I wasn’t surprised about much of anything until 1966,”
declared Sir Francis Crick in a 1983 interview. “But after that,
well, the last ten years have surprised us enormously. We had
no idea. No idea.”

The English scientist turned and nodded to his American
colleague, James Watson, who readily agreed with Crick’s
assessment. Together in 1953 at Oxford University, with the
unwitting “assistance” of X-ray crystallographer Rosalind
Franklin, they discovered the relationship between an
enormous and strange molecule, deoxyribonucleic acid, and
human genetics. They proved that DNA contained the genetic
code of life, a discovery for which the men shared the Nobel
Prize in Medicine. 1

Reflecting thirty years later on the revolution that had
transpired since, Watson said, “None of this could have been
predicted. Now it’s hard to imagine things going any faster.
But it will be faster. Mysteries will tumble. All is now open to
experimental attack, and problems we can’t even foresee today
will be identified and solved within less than a decade.”

His prophesy would prove remarkably accurate, as massive
global computer interconnections and fax machines would
become the preferred method of sharing the excitement of



biological discovery, the pace becoming so furious that by the
mid-1980s most researchers would consider journal
publication of their findings a matter of historic obligation,
rather than a primary method for informing their colleagues.
By the time results were published, most molecular biologists
would already be two or three experiments further along in
their laboratories.

 

Since the early 1970s, biologists had been working on ways
to chop up DNA and RNA in order to figure out what various
pieces of the genetic code actually controlled. It had been
determined that nearly all living systems had repair
mechanisms to fix damaged DNA. In addition, they knew that
something in the DNA regulated when the genes for, say,
growing fingers were turned on and when they were switched
off. There was also a sense that the malfunctioning of such
genetic signals lay at the core of the causation of cancer,
because tumor cells seemed to behave as if all their internal
policing mechanisms were out of control.

Scientists soon realized that the world of DNA was replete
with specialized proteins that busily moved up and down the
vital molecule’s lengthy sequence performing a myriad of
tasks, ranging from snipping out a single defective nucleotide
to making a copy of an entire DNA molecule, or chromosome.
These proteins, which were themselves made according to
instructions inside the DNA, were the key to regulation of the
massive genetic code. Like switching signals in a vast
computer data base that ensured desired bits of information
were displayed on the VDT screen when—and only when—
the human user wanted to see them, these proteins, particularly
a group known as restriction enzymes, made sure that genes
were expressed only when necessary, cut out if troublesome,
inserted if needed, and remained silent information stored in
the DNA data banks at all other times.

The world’s top molecular biologists concluded that the best
way to decipher DNA was to manipulate these regulatory
proteins and see what effect removal of this or that piece of
DNA might have on the virus, bacteria, or cell it controlled.



Scientists like Stanley Cohen and Paul Berg at Stanford
University made batches of these proteins, mixed them with
DNA, and watched the results. Berg and Cohen soon figured
out how to excise minute, discrete pieces of DNA with the
precision of molecular surgeons. They also learned how to
insert genes into DNA sequences by opening up the DNA,
attaching the desired segments, and then allowing the DNA to
recombine, the new gene now having been incorporated.2

In late 1973, Berg hit on an idea: put genes into harmless
viruses, let the viruses infect cells, thereby carrying the genes
inside. The genes might then be recombined into the cellular
DNA. This was especially easy to achieve by using
bacteriophages—viruses that infect bacteria—to carry
experimental genes into well-understood, simple organisms,
such as the Escherichia coli bacterium. Berg envisioned
treating genetic deficiency diseases one day through just such
a mechanism.

Berg’s idea not only worked but caused an international
upheaval in biology. Within a year every molecular biologist
who could get her or his hands on the proper chemicals and
viruses was using the genetic engineering technique to study
life in a test tube. But Berg worried that his own experiments,
using monkey virus SV40 to carry genes inside E. coli
bacteria, could be dangerous, and in 1974 convened a meeting
of the world’s preeminent biologists to establish safety rules
for their enterprise.

While some critics would attack genetic engineering
research as ungodly or risky, the field was as unstoppable as a
speeding locomotive. What was considered experimental in
1976 was routine by 1979. The SV40 experiments Berg and
Cohen fretted over in 1974 were graduate student training
exercises by 1980. And the term “genetic engineering” was
transformed from an almost whimsical description of a
handful of experiments performed in a few select laboratories
during the mid-1970s to a label applied to a global
multibillion-dollar industry in the 1980s.

For the disease detectives the revolution was a mixed
blessing: on one hand it offered new tools for solving



microbial mysteries, but it was also immediately obvious that
funding—never generously available to parasitologists or
infectious disease researchers—was becoming even scarcer as
resources shifted toward molecular pursuits.

Bright, young scientists followed the excitement—and the
money. And why not? Clearly, in 1976 the opportunity to
work, for example, as one of twenty-four postdoctoral fellows
in the MIT laboratory of Nobel laureate Har Gobind Khorana
manufacturing the first fully functional man-made gene was a
great deal more seductive pursuit than joining a team that used
old-fashioned light microscopes to count the number of
malarial sporozoites in a mosquito.

Yet what the microbe hunters learned when they applied
their newly honed genetic manipulation skills to the task only
heightened their sense of concern. They soon discovered that
microbes could share genes with one another that made them
more formidable human enemies; many viruses not previously
thought to do so could cause cancer; some microbes possessed
the ability to chemically manipulate the human immune
system to their advantage; and there were viruses that could
hide for years on end inside human DNA.

It was Barbara McClintock who first suggested that genetic
signals could move about, be mobile, producing changes in the
fated appearance of an organism. During the 1940s and 1950s,
well before Watson and Crick discovered the link between
genes and the structure of DNA, McClintock studied maize
plants at the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory on Long Island,
New York. She showed that genes could move from one
position to another on maize chromosomes, causing radical
changes in the appearance of corn kernels. The cause of these
differences would not be inherited genes per se, but the
movement or transpositioning of those genes. The movable
genes were dubbed transposons.3 Only years later would the
full impact of her pioneering efforts finally be evident, and
McClintock would be awarded the 1990 Nobel Prize in
Medicine.

A decade after McClintock discovered transposons in
maize, Joshua Lederberg showed that bacteria had movable



bits of DNA that conferred the ability to resist antibiotics. And
by the 1970s, when Berg and Cohen invented the techniques
of genetic manipulation, scientists all over the world realized
that certain bacterial genetic traits commonly jumped about
from place to place within a cell’s chromosome, or between
bacteria. These were not rare events. In fact, it seemed that at
the bacterial level, genetics, far from being the rigid blueprint
envisioned less than a decade earlier, was more akin to a game
of Scrabble in which each organism came into existence with a
finite set of letter tiles, or genes, but jumbled those tiles around
according to a set of rules creating a vast variety of different
words.4

These Scrabble tiles of movable genes could be in the form
of discrete packages of DNA that moved about along the
bacterial genome—Mc-Clintock’s transposons. They could be
singular genes that appeared to leap about almost at random,
designated “jumping genes.” Or they could be highly stable
rings of DNA, called plasmids, that sat silently in the bacterial
cytoplasm waiting to be stimulated into biochemical action.

It became alarmingly obvious that microbes used this
constant game of genetic Scrabble to their advantage in a
variety of ways. Bacteria could occasionally undergo a process
called sexual conjugation, stretching out portions of their
membranes to meet one another and passing plasmids,
transposons, or jumping genes—including genes that
conferred resistance to antibiotics.

Naturally, if humans could manipulate the Scrabble game to
their advantage in the laboratory, so could the microbes in the
real world. It wasn’t a long intellectual leap from jumping
bacterial genes, for example, to viewing viruses as well-
packaged transposons capable of corralling the genetic
resources of the bacterial, or even human, cells they invaded.

The quintessential example of Lederberg’s notion of genetic
entanglement was discovered by Howard Temin at the
University of Wisconsin in Madison and David Baltimore at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology: retroviruses. These
tiny RNA viruses were unique in that they gained entry into
cells and made reverse mirror-image copies of their RNA



(running backward compared with the normal course of
events) to produce a DNA version of their genes. And then
they exploited vulnerable locations along the host’s DNA to
insert themselves, like a transposon, into the cell’s genetic
material. The retroviruses accomplished this feat through the
use of a unique enzyme called reverse transcriptase, which
performed the mirror-image flip of viral RNA genes into
DNA.

Shortly after the discovery of retroviruses, National Cancer
Institute scientists Robert Huebner and George Todaro
proposed a theory to explain the ability of these viruses to
cause cancer. They suggested that there were places along
animal chromosomes where transposons rarely went, and into
which a viral insertion could spell cellular disaster. According
to their hypothesis, if a retrovirus inserted itself near certain
host genes, those cellular segments of DNA would be
switched on, and they, in turn, would cause wild cell growth
and misbehavior—the hallmarks of cancer. Driving their
theoretical point home, Huebner and Todaro named these
cellular DNA sites of special viral vulnerability “oncogenes.”

Baltimore believed in oncogenes. He also believed that
retroviruses were capable of inserting themselves permanently
in animal germ line DNA, right alongside these oncogenes,
and being passed on in that form via sperm or eggs to the next
animal generation. In this way, he reasoned, virally induced
cancers could be inherited. Baltimore cautiously predicted that
human retroviruses would be found that, as theorized by
Huebner and Todaro, triggered cellular oncogenes.

Having shared the 1975 Nobel Prize with Howard Temin
and another leading microbiologist, Renato Dulbecco,
Baltimore turned his attention broadly to the role of
retroviruses and the more traditional RNA viruses in cancer.

“What is cancer?” he asked in 1978.5 “This question is at
the heart of present efforts to control this disease, and the most
manipulable model systems for studying it have been virus-
induced cancers. That viruses cause cancer in animals is a
certainty; that they do so in humans is less certain but
probable.”



Temin and Baltimore, working independently, had already
shown that two retroviruses caused cancer in animals: Rous
sarcoma (in chickens) and Rauscher mouse leukemia viruses.
Other animal retroviruses, by virtue of their ability to get
inside and disrupt cellular DNA, were shown to be associated
with cancer: avian leukosis virus (leukemia in chickens),
Moloney leukemia virus (in mice), Kirsten sarcoma virus (in
mice), Gibbon ape leukemia virus, cow and feline leukemia
viruses, visna virus (in sheep), mammary tumor virus (in
mice), and a host of so-called foamy viruses (found in
monkeys, cats, and cattle).

Faced with these discoveries, Joshua Lederberg said that the
only reasonable way to look at viruses was to recognize that
“the very essence of the virus is its fundamental entanglement
with the genetic and metabolic machinery of the host.”6

During the early 1980s, the genetic engineers discovered
that those genetic entanglements could be deliberately
manipulated in hundreds of different ways, allowing scientists
to learn what tasks a given gene sequence normally performed
by moving, switching off, turning on, or mutating that
sequence. This could be done by inserting artificially
constructed plasmids into cells, or by attaching genes to
bacteriophages—minuscule viruses that infect bacteria.7

In California, Michael Bishop and Harold Varmus were in
pursuit of oncogenes. In their laboratories at the University of
California, San Francisco, long-haired, bearded Michael
Bishop and his taller, leaner bespectacled counterpart Harold
Varmus formed a Mutt-and-Jeff team that zeroed in on the
Rous sarcoma virus. It was such a potent cancer-causing agent
that all chicken muscle cells in petri dishes could be
transformed to cancer cells within twenty-four hours of
infection. Researchers at Rockefeller University had
previously discovered that the virus contained a gene they
called src (for “sarcoma”) that seemed to cause the tumor
transformation of infected cells.

Between 1976 and 1983, Bishop and Varmus discovered
that src was, indeed, a potent cancer-causing virus product that
was a near-duplicate of a gene normally present in chickens.



To differentiate between the two, Bishop and Varmus
designated the viral oncogene v-src and the normal cellular
oncogene c-src.8 The pair of energetic young researchers then
asked just how widespread was the c-src oncogene in the
animal world. To the surprise of many, they quickly
discovered c-src in the DNA of other birds, animals, insects,
and humans.9

Why would humans and chickens share a common gene—
one that caused cancer, no less? Varmus and Bishop quickly
discovered that c-src was the genetic blueprint for the
manufacture of a protein that ended up nestling on the inner
lining of the cell membrane. There, it acted as a kinase,
chemically altering passing proteins by adding phosphate ions
to specific amino acids. This radically changed the
biochemical reactivity of the proteins, and the impact was so
profound that nearly every aspect of cell structure and activity
was adversely affected. The discovery “sent the thrill of
recognition down the spines of biochemists,” Bishop said,10

because they had long recognized that nearly every essential
activity inside a human or animal cell was affected by
phosphorylation.

Other researchers quickly discovered that the same pattern
held true for a variety of cancer-causing retroviruses: the
viruses carried genes that mimicked oncogenes that were
commonly found in the DNA of all animals, humans, even
insects. And those oncogenes controlled very powerful
enzymes that could alter hundreds of different essential
proteins inside cells, causing the cells to transform into cancer.

“The genes of retroviruses assume principles that are very
similar to what we call jumping genes,” Varmus explained.
“And they, too, have evolved mechanisms for getting around,
for picking up new genes, for making mutations. And carrying
out evolutionary changes.”

The retroviral genes “jumped” better along the cellular
genome than did the “garden-variety oncogenes” inside the
cell, Varmus asserted. And they had the ability to insert
themselves into host DNA, reproduce right along with the host
cell, and, as Varmus put it, “carry out God-knows-what.”



Scientists hypothesized that normally oncogenes were
switched on only at given times in an animal’s development.
For example, as a fetus grew, such wild cellular activity might
be key to its development from a fertilized egg to a baby.11

Bishop hypothesized that these oncogenes acted “as a
keyboard on which many different carcinogens can play,
whether they be chemicals, x-rays, the ravages of aging, even
viruses themselves. With the revelation that there were a
limited number of genes in cells that were affected, it became
natural to see them as a keyboard on which many different
causes of cancer play. It’s not an endless keyboard—it’s a
keyboard of perhaps less keys than a standard piano keyboard.
And out of this comes the manifestation of cancer—the
melody, if you wish. An enemy has been found—it is part of
us—and we have begun to understand its lines of attack.”

The discovery of oncogenes would cause a shift in thinking
among cancer experts worldwide, prompting many to wonder
for the first time just how many human tumors were started by
microbes.

And, sure enough, in 1979 researchers at the U.S. National
Cancer Institute, the Tokyo Cancer Institute, and Kyoto
University discovered a retrovirus that caused cancer in human
beings. Dr. Robert Gallo and his NCI colleagues found
evidence of a virus inside the T cells (disease-fighting white
blood cells) of a twenty-eight-year-old African-American man
who had come to Bethesda, Maryland, in 1979 from his
Alabama home for experimental cancer treatment. The NCI
group quickly found two other individuals who suffered T-cell
lymphomas and seemed to be infected with a virus: an
immigrant woman from the Caribbean and a Caucasian man
who had traveled extensively in the Caribbean and Asia.

Two years earlier Kiyoshi Takatsuki, an epidemiologist with
the Tokyo Cancer Institute, had discovered groups of people
living on outer Japanese islands who apparently had cancer
involving their immune systems’ T cells.12 The Japanese
researchers dubbed the disease adult T-cell leukemia or ATL.
Gallo’s laboratory isolated their virus and named it HTLV, or
human T-cell leukemia virus.13 The Gallo group also identified



the existence of an oncogene in the HTLV virus that gave the
microbe the ability to produce leukemia.14 Attempts at
collaboration between the Japanese and American researchers
went awry and Yorio Hinuma and Mitsuaki Yoshida of Kyoto
University announced discovery of a different virus in the
Japanese leukemia patients, named ATLV, or adult T-cell
leukemia virus.15

Ultimately, Mitsuaki Yoshida led a Tokyo Cancer Institute
study in 1980 that compared ATLV and HTLV and found them
identical. They furthermore showed that Japanese monkeys
(Macaca fuscata), Indonesian rhesus monkeys, and African
green monkeys captured in Kenya and held in captivity in
Germany had antibodies to ATLV/HTLV, and that the virus—
or a monkey version of the human virus—could be transmitted
from one cocaged animal to another.16 The finding posed
several questions, the researchers wrote, including “Are
monkeys the natural reservoir of ATLV? Is ATLV
transmissible from monkeys to humans through a certain
vector? What is the mode of infectious transmission of ATLV
in monkeys?”17 The finding, and questions it posed, would be
echoed with other diseases in coming years.

The following year, 1981, David Golde at UCLA found a
patient who was suffering from a particularly aggressive type
of blood cancer, hairy-cell leukemia, so named because the
damaged white blood cells appeared “hairy” under the
microscope. Golde discovered that something in the blood of
this patient was capable of producing the “hairy” effect on
human T-cell lymphocytes grown in the laboratory. Golde
named the patient’s cell line MO.18

Several scientists wondered why Golde’s cell line grew so
well in test tubes, since heretofore it had been nearly
impossible to raise human T cells in the laboratory. Robert
Gallo and UCLA’s Irvin Chen both thought the lab growth
capability plus evidence that “something” from the MO cells
could transform other human lymphocytes indicated that an
infectious cancer-causing agent was involved.

The hunt was on.



Chen discovered a second cancer-causing retrovirus in the
MO cells, which was dubbed HTLV-II (Gallo’s first virus was
then redesignated HTLV-I).19 Chen concluded that HTLV-II
had no oncogene, however, and the cancerous behavior of the
MO cells seemed to be caused by a defective form of the virus
that had emerged in the laboratory as a result of culturing
conditions. The finding was confirmed within weeks in three
other laboratories. 20

The impact of these findings was striking. The U.S.
National Cancer Institute, for example, would quickly shift
resources toward cancer virology, encouraging scientists to
search for other cancer-causing human viruses and to further
elucidate the link between oncogenes and microbes.

“We have found oncogenes. We have sequenced those
oncogenes. And we have learned that we have these genes in
our human genomes normally. That’s both frightening and
exciting,” National Cancer Institute director Dr. Vincent De
Vita said in 1981. “We’ve put one billion dollars into viral
oncology research. Jim Watson asked me to say was it useful
or not. What value would I place on it? Every nickel we’ve
spent or committed so far has been worth it. We’ve had
dividends beyond imagination.”

That year De Vita ordered all the work in the NIH’s
Frederick Laboratory facility switched to the pursuit of links
between viruses, oncogenes, and cancer. Thanks to the new
molecular biology technologies, it was now possible to
conduct such searches with a reasonable degree of speed and
efficiency. One segment of known DNA or RNA from, for
example, HTLV-I could be used as a probe to search quickly
for the presence of its genetic mates in all sorts of animal and
human cells.

The notion that cancer could result from a contagious
process was extraordinary, particularly in view of how hard
cancer patients and scientists had fought for centuries to dispel
precisely that notion. Ever since medical science had learned
to differentially diagnose cancer, people had feared the
disease’s victims. Prejudice and shame often went hand in
hand with the biological horrors of cancer.



That cultural perspective had begun to shift in the 1960s
when the public recognized the link between cancer and a host
of chemical toxins, particularly those contained in smoked
tobacco. While fears of contagion were erased, they were
replaced by apprehension and a considerable amount of anger
directed at the sources of chemical carcinogens.21 During the
mid-1970s, most Western countries had erected government
infrastructures devoted to the regulation and control of human
exposure to such chemical carcinogens, monitoring food,
water, air pollution, pesticides, auto emissions, industrial
waste, housing materials, and so on.

By the time molecular biologists zeroed in on oncogenes
and retroviruses, the political and consumer power of the
environmental movement was quite considerable, particularly
in North America and the Scandinavian countries. That
explains Michael Bishop’s hesitancy to overemphasize the role
of viruses in causation of human cancers. His “keyboard”
metaphor for triggering oncogenes with a variety of
carcinogens—hormones, chemicals, and microbes—was an
important way to reconcile the previous emphasis on chemical
origins of cancer with the new insights into viral mechanisms
of pathogenesis.

In years to come epidemiologists would strive to understand
how such viruses were spread, who gave HTLV-I, for
example, to whom. Japanese and German researchers would
discover antibodies to HTLV-I in African monkeys and
chimpanzees, as well as hunters in Kenya.22 It would quickly
be apparent that HTLV-I infections of human beings were
clustered in populations not only in Japan23 and the
Caribbean24 but also in Surinam25 and Italy.26

Harvard Medical School virologist Bernard Fields, who
tried to perform studies of viral disease agents simultaneously
on the micro, laboratory level and the macro, clinical scale,
wondered just how relevant all this gene jumping was to
human health. He likened viruses to spaceships on a voyage in
to a hostile environment. Their payload—the viral DNA or
RNA, replete with all its jumping gene and transposing
potential—was hidden inside a delivery system that, in



Fields’s analogy, included propulsion and navigation systems
and a protective capsule capable of withstanding the viral
equivalent of an Apollo spacecraft’s heated reentry into
Earth’s atmosphere. To gain access to its target cells in the
human bloodstream, liver, brain, or whatever organ it was
designed to infect, the virus had first to pass through
significant hostile territory: the skin, intestinal lining, mucosal
barriers in the reproductive tract, protective linings of the nose,
mouth, and lungs, and the blood/brain barrier that barred entry
to the central nervous system. Fields sought to keep concerns
about the newly discovered viruses in check, insisting that the
tiniest of microbes would die out if they mutated radically
because they would, in the process of mutation, damage their
vital payload and delivery systems.

A few scientists focused their attention on the origins of
such viruses. Gallo, for example, forwarded the hypothesis
that the HTLV-I and HTLV-II viruses made their way around
the world along the shipping routes pioneered by Magellan
and slave traders. He and Yamamoto asserted that the viruses
originated in African monkeys, spread somehow into the
human population, and then found their way around the world
via sexual transmission between slaves.27 An alternative
theory was that the virus originated in Africa and was carried
by Portuguese sailors to the port city of Kyushu during the
sixteenth century.28

A few months before the discovery of HTLV-II was publicly
announced, the U.S. National Cancer Institute and the Tokyo
Cancer Institute held their 1982 annual Japanese-American
cancer meeting, focusing on HTLV-I. The Japanese had
trouble narrowing the pool of HTLV-I researchers down to the
limit of seven participants who could attend the elite
gathering. Research on HTLV-I had exploded in Japan, with
over a dozen large laboratories attacking the scientific
problem.

For the Americans, the reverse was the case. Besides Gallo
and his staff at the National Cancer Institute, nobody was
devoting much attention to HTLV-I, and many leading cancer
experts in January 1982 pooh-poohed the significance of the



virus. Since the meeting was to be chaired by the Americans,
the National Cancer Institute was at pains to find a leader for
the gathering who was generally familiar with cancer-causing
retroviruses. The institute selected Harvard virologist Myron
“Max” Essex, who was one of the world’s experts on the feline
leukemia virus (FeLV), a retrovirus that caused cancer in
cats.29 The Rhode Island-born Yankee was both a trained
veterinarian and microbiologist. At the time the Japanese-
American meeting took place, Essex was the newly-appointed
Chair of the Department of Cancer Biology at the Harvard
School of Public Health.

As the meeting unfolded it was clear that the Japanese were
studying HTLV-I at a feverish pace, and had made impressive
strides in elucidating the relationship between the virus and
genesis of hairy-cell leukemia.

Gallo was not happy.

“I can’t even get people in my own lab interested in
working on this virus,” Gallo told Essex. “Nobody in the U.S.
is taking this thing seriously, but the Japanese are working like
crazy on it. They’re pulling ahead of us.”

Essex acknowledged that the range and quality of data that
various Japanese scientists had presented were quite good.
Gallo leaned over and looked earnestly into Essex’s eyes.

“Max, you’ve got to get involved.”

Essex protested that his lab was already overwhelmed with
work on other cancer-causing viruses, notably FeLV and
hepatitis B,30 which produced liver tumors. But Gallo’s
insistence won him over.

Essex applied the tools his lab had developed for studying
T-lymphocyte responses to the cat virus to answer questions
about how the human immune system reacted to HTLV-I. He
soon demonstrated that, as was the case with FeLV in cats,
humans infected with HTLV-I had aberrant immune systems.
In particular, their T cells were suppressed or deficient in
number, leading to an overall inadequacy of the entire immune
system.31



Researchers from the Tokyo Cancer Institute showed that
100 percent of the Japanese islanders who had hairy-cell
leukemias were infected with HTLV-I. But about 12 to 15
percent of the adult residents of the area were also infected,
without having cancer: they did, however, suffer a range of
immune system disorders.

Essex was convinced that these striking similarities between
HTLV-I and FeLV pointed to some distant time when the
viruses moved between host species. Similarly, he was
convinced that hepatitis B viruses in various animal species all
evolved from a common ancestor: the genes of the human
virus were over 40 percent identical to those of a liver-cancer-
causing virus found in, of all things, woodchucks.32

In both species, it would later be shown, the virus caused
nearly all hepatocellular carcinomas; perhaps 100 percent of
such tumors in the woodchucks and about 90 percent of those
in human beings. Worldwide surveillance would eventually
reveal that millions of people were infected with the hepatitis
B virus, about 15 percent were chronically ill, and as a result,
perhaps five million developed liver cancer every year.33

Hepatitis B was not a retrovirus, of course, but a large virus
whose genetic material was in organized segments of DNA.
Scientists had no idea how the virus caused cancer, and there
was no clear link between hepatitis B and any known
oncogenes.

By 1980 there was also strong evidence linking some other
DNA viruses to human cancer. As early as the 1960s, Denis
Burkitt, a British physician working in Uganda, had noticed
that a certain type of lymphoma was extremely common in
East Africa, and that its distribution in the human population
seemed to follow a clustering pattern: whole families or
villages might be afflicted in one area, while virtually no cases
of the cancer could be found in a nearby village. He
hypothesized that the disease was caused by a transmissible
virus.34 British researchers Michael Epstein and Y. M. Barr
discovered a new type of herpes virus in cells from Burkitt’s
lymphoma patients.35 The tumor was dubbed Burkitt’s
lymphoma, the virus Epstein-Barr virus or EBV. Like hepatitis



B, EBV was a fairly large DNA virus and scientists could find
no immediate explanation for how it caused the lymphomas.
Similarly, human papillomavirus was linked to genital cancers,
particularly cervical carcinoma.36

Though much about the connection between viruses and
cancer remained obscure, it was an accepted tenet of biology
by 1982 that viruses could directly, or perhaps through
intermediary chemicals or host genes, cause the changes in
cells that were the hallmarks of cancer. It was also generally
accepted that such viruses might take years to produce
clinically noticeable symptoms in those humans or animals
who were infected. Thus, the concept of slow viruses had
emerged—an idea epidemiologists found extremely
challenging because of the difficulty of showing that a
population of people have cancer today due to a virus they
were exposed to ten or twenty years ago.

The remarkable genetic similarities between oncogenes
found in all animals, humans, even insects seemed to signal a
commonly shared point of vulnerability in a huge range of the
planet’s fauna. If a virus adapted to infect, for example, a
monkey and deftly switch on the simian’s oncogene, could it
not also, with some evolutionary or rapid mutation, gain the
ability to enter human cells and switch on the nearly identical
Homo sapiens oncogene?

Given the slow pace of the disease process produced by
such viruses, and the ability of some to hide inside animal or
human DNA, these microbes were extremely difficult to
detect.

How many more might exist in nature?

How many types of cancer might prove to be caused by
such viruses? Were there other diseases slow viruses might be
causing right under the medical establishment’s nose?

In a very short time scientists would unearth frightening
answers to their collective inquiry.
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9
Microbe Magnets

URBAN CENTERS OF DISEASE

When one comes into a city to which he is a
stranger, he ought to consider its situation,
how it lies as to the winds and the rising of the
sun; for its influence is not the same whether
it lies to the north or to the south, to the rising
or to the setting sun. These things one ought
to consider most attentively, and concerning
the waters which the inhabitants use, whether
they be marshy and soft, or hard and running
from elevated and rocky situations, and then if
saltish and unfit for cooking; and the ground,
whether it be naked and deficient in water, or
wooded and well-watered, and whether it lies
in a hollow, confined situation, or is elevated
and cold …

From these things he must proceed to
investigate everything else. For if one knows
all these things well, or at least the greater
part of them, he cannot miss knowing, when
he comes into a strange city, either the
diseases peculiar to the place, or the particular
nature of the common diseases, so that he will
not be in doubt as to the treatment of the
diseases, or commit mistakes, as is likely to be
the case provided one had not previously
considered these matters. And in particular, as
the season and year advances, he can tell what
epidemic disease will attack the city, either in
the summer or the winter, and what each
individual will be in danger of experiencing
from the change of regimen.



—Hippocrates, On Airs, Waters, and
Places, c. 400 B.C.1

I
In 6000 B.C. there were fewer humans on earth than now
occupy New York and Tokyo. Earth’s roughly 30 million
prehistoric residents were scattered over vast expanses of the
warmer parts of the planet, and few of them ever ventured far
from their birthplace. According to what little archaeological
information and scientific conjecture is available, their
microbial threats came primarily from parasites in their food
and water or were carried by local insects.

Over the next 4,000 years the human population slowly
increased and people congregated around rivers, ocean ports,
and sites of rich food resources. Trade routes emerged,
connecting the nascent urban centers, and the city’s residents
thrived off their merchants’ exploits and the taxes they levied
on their poorer rural subjects.

By the time the Egyptians ceased building pyramids, around
2000 B.C., there were several cities with thousands of
inhabitants each: Memphis, Thebes, Ur—the religious or
political capitals of empires. And by 60 B.C. the vast empires
of Rome and China boasted urban centers of tens of thousands
of people, which functioned as the hubs of trade and culture
for the planet’s 300 million residents.

By 5 B.C. Rome’s 1 million residents consumed 6,000 tons
of grains a week. After the fall of the Roman Empire, no city
would again attain such a size for 1,800 years, when London
would become the largest metropolis in history up to that
time.2

Cities afforded the microorganisms a range of opportunities
unavailable in rural settings. The more Homo sapiens per
square mile, the more ways a microorganism could pass from
one hapless human to another. People would pass the agent to
other people in hundreds of ways every minute of every day as
they touched or breathed upon one another, prepared food,



defecated or urinated into bodies of water with multiple uses,
traveled to distant places taking the microbes with them, built
centers for sexual activity that allowed microbes to exploit
another method of transmission, produced prodigious
quantities of waste that could serve as food for rodent and
insect vectors, dammed rivers and unwittingly left cisterns of
rain water about to create breeding pools for disease-carrying
mosquitoes, and often responded to epidemics in hysterical
ways that ended up assisting the persistent microbes.

Cities, in short, were microbe heavens, or, as British
biochemist John Cairns put it, “graveyards of mankind.”3 The
most devastating scourges of the past attained horrific
proportions only when the microbes reached urban centers,
where population density instantaneously magnified any minor
contagion that might have originated in the provinces. And
microbes successfully exploited the new urban ecologies to
create altogether novel disease threats.

Warfare, trade, the occasional need to put down local
peasant uprisings during times of elevated taxation or famine,
religious pilgrimages, and the seductive lure of the city for
adventurous youth guaranteed that continuous cycles of new
microbial invasions would beset urban populations which
generally lacked protective immunity.

The microbes’ transmissive success was guaranteed among
a city’s poor, and every urban center had its marginalized
neighborhoods where malnourished, immunodeficient people
lived in high-density squalor. Urban poverty and disease went
hand in hand not only because insufficient diets weakened
people’s immune systems but also because of their living
conditions. If the Roman patricians occasionally suffered
dysentery because of bacteria in the aqueducts, the plebeians
downstream were guaranteed a doubled exposure due to the
additional bacterial burden of the patrician’s contaminated
waste.

The life expectancy of ancient Rome’s populace was far
shorter than that of the Empire’s citizens in rural
Mediterranean or North African areas. Only about one of
every three Roman residents saw the ripe old age of thirty,



compared with 70 percent of their rural counterparts. Virtually
nobody in the city lived to eighty, whereas about 15 percent of
the pastoral citizens attained that goal.4

Ancient urbanites recognized some of these special hazards.
Accounts going back 2,000 to 4,000 years tell of scourges
carried by lice, bedbugs, and ticks—all disease-associated
insects that the writers noted were more abundant in the dense
housing conditions of the cities. Though their understanding of
the relationship between these insects and specific diseases
was muddy, writers in ancient Egypt, Greece, Rome, India,
and China all drew attention to the insect problem. Similarly,
Galen in Athens and Herodotus in Rome recognized a
connection between the expansion of their cities into marshy
areas and the increase in malaria.5 Chinese records dating back
to 243 B.C. also noted massive epidemics—claiming millions
of lives—which arose constantly from the cities of China’s far-
flung empire.6

On the basis of historical accounts from Greece, Rome,
Europe, and the post-Columbian Americas, twentieth-century
scholars have tried to interpret which diseases plagued ancient
urban centers. For example, during the Peloponnesian War of
430 B.C. a devastating epidemic hit Athens, probably
imported by returning soldiers. Thucydides said of it, “No
scourge so destructive of human life is anywhere on record.
The physicians had to treat it without knowing its nature, and
it was among them that the greatest mortality occurred.”

It was later thought that the epidemic, which Thucydides
said caused illness in every Athenian and killed up to half the
population, was either typhus, the plague, or smallpox.7
Hundreds of great global pandemics followed. Four diseases
that seemed to William McNeill and other medical historians
of the 1970s to have gained particular benefit from the urban
ecology over the previous 2,000 years were pneumonic
plague, leprosy (Hansen’s disease), tuberculosis, and syphilis.
As far as could be discerned from historical records, these
were rarely—if ever—seen prior to the establishment of urban
societies, and all four exploited to their advantage human
conditions unique to cities.



The world has experienced at least two great pandemics of
bubonic/ pneumonic plague, a disease caused by the Yersinia
pestis bacterium—carried by fleas which resided on rodents,
particularly rats. Though the bacterium has never been
eradicated, ideal ecological conditions for its rapid spread
among Homo sapiens occurred only a handful of times in
recorded human history. Once Y. pestis got into the human
bloodstream, either via a flea or rat bite or by inhalation of the
bacterium, it quickly made its way into the lymphatic system.
There, the bacterium killed massive numbers of cells, giving
rise to formation of often grotesque pustules and pus-filled
boils. Bacteria produced in these infected sites then migrated
to the liver, spleen, and brain, causing hemorrhagic destruction
of the organs and demented behavior that during the Middle
Ages was interpreted as intervention by Satan.

The occasional case of plague was seen during the twentieth
century,8 but well before humanity had invented antibiotics to
treat it, the disease had ceased to threaten further pandemics.

Sometime around 1346 the Black Death began on the
steppes of Mongolia: infected fleas infested millions of
rodents which, in turn, raided human dwellings in search of
food. Why the disease emerged that particular year was never
clear, though scientists in the 1980s speculated that the
weather may have favored a rodent population explosion. The
disease made its way rapidly across Asia, carried by fleas that
hid in the pelts of fur traders, the blankets and clothing of
travelers, and the fur of rodents that stowed away aboard
caravans and barges crisscrossing the continent. Rumors of the
Asian scourge preceded its arrival in Europe, and it was said
that India, China, and Asia Minor were literally covered with
dead bodies.9 The Chinese population plummeted from 123
million in 1200 to 65 million in 1393, probably due to the
plague and the famine that followed.

It reached the prosperous European trading port of Messina,
Sicily, in the fall of 1347 aboard an Italian ship returning from
the Crimea, and immediately exploited the city’s ecology. Rats
from the plagued ship joined the abundant local rodent
population. Ailing men from the ship passed the bacteria on to



the Messina citizenry directly, exhaling lethal microbes with
their dying gasps.

As the plague made its way across Europe and North Africa,
each city anticipated its arrival and tried by a variety of means
to protect itself. Travelers were barred entry, drawbridges were
raised to seal the wealthy urbanites off from their less
fortunate peasantry, great purges and outright slaughter of tens
of thousands of Jews and alleged devil worshippers were
staged. The city of Strasbourg alone savagely slew 16,000 of
its Jewish residents, blaming them for spreading the Black
Death.10

Some who had no scapegoats blamed the plague on their
own lack of piety. The Brotherhood of Flagellants were
Christian men who daily beat themselves to the edge of death
to purge the sins that were responsible for their disease. All
over Europe, these men, encouraged by crowds of crazed
aristocrats and peasants alike, would thrash themselves with
leather whips embedded with small iron spikes.

The terrorized European population did everything save
what might have spared them: ridding their cities of rodents
and fleas. The cities fell not only because of rat infestations
but also due to both human population density and hygienic
conditions. Bathing was thought to be dangerous, and few
Europeans ever washed, making them fertile ground for flea
and lice infestation.

The pneumonic form of the plague, which rarely spread in
less populated rural areas, was easily transmitted inside the
densely populated medieval cities. Once a rat-driven bubonic
form took hold, pneumonic cases in humans soon appeared,
spreading the disease with terrifying rapidity.

Each city would be in the grip of the disease for four or five
months, until the susceptible rats and humans had died. The
survivors would then face famine and economic collapse,
caused by the sharp reduction in workforces.

The daily death rates were staggering: 400 in Avignon; 800
in Paris; for Pisa, 500; Vienna buried or burned 600 bodies per
day; and Givry, France, 1,500 daily. By the end, London, with



a pre-plague population of 60,000, had lost 35,000. Half of
Hamburg’s and two-thirds of Bremen’s populations perished.
Most historians believe that at least one-third of Europe’s total
human population (20 to 30 million people) died of the plague
between 1346 and 1350.11 The highest per capita losses were
consistently in the cities.

Over subsequent centuries, there were numerous outbreaks
of urban plague in Europe, Asia, and the Middle East, though
few spread far beyond the cities due to quarantines and to slow
improvements in hygienic conditions.

In 1665, London suffered the Great Plague, a Yersinia
epidemic that claimed over 100,000 lives in a year’s time. The
epidemic began a year earlier, probably in Turkey, and was
carried by trading ships to Amsterdam and Rotterdam and on
to London during the winter of 1664–65. By that summer as
many as 3,000 of the city’s residents perished each day.

The royal family and the aristocracy fled at the first sign of
pestilence, taking up residence in the English countryside. The
residents of London, the world’s largest and most densely
populated city, were left to fend for themselves. They lived in
thatch-roofed, brick, and wood row houses: an ecology made
in heaven for rats.

In considering the pestilence a generation later, Daniel
Defoe recommended that city authorities in the future

… not let such a contagion as this, which is indeed chiefly
dangerous to collected bodies of people, find a million of
people in a body together, as was very near the case before …
. The plague, like a great fire, if a few houses only are
contiguous where it happens, can only burn a few houses; or if
it begins in a single, or, as we call it, a lone house, can only
burn that lone house where it begins. But if it begins in a
close-built town or city and gets a head, there its fury
increases: it rages over the whole place, and consumes all it
can reach.

 

Shortly after the plague subsided, in 1666, London was
overcome by a real fire that engulfed most of the city. McNeill



believed it was the Great Fire which stopped the Great Plague,
burning off the thatch roofs, which were replaced with tile and
slate.

Leprosy, as it was then called, claimed only a fraction of the
lives felled by the plague, but was no less feared. Throughout
history leprosy was dreaded more for its disfiguring and
crippling effects on the human body than for its slow capacity
to kill.

By the 1970s leprosy would be referred to as Hansen’s
disease (named after Armauer Hansen, who in 1873 described
the first definitive differential diagnosis of the disease) by
those who wished to separate the bacterial ailment from the
centuries of horror and prejudice that went with the word
“leper.”

There was great debate in the latter half of the twentieth
century about the age of the Mycobacterium leprae organism
and how long it had been producing significant disease in
human beings. Though the Bible referred to ancient Hebrews
suffering disfiguring diseases often translated as leprosy, the
usually meticulous records of Egyptian scribes bore no hint of
it. Searching for evidence of bone damage produced by the
gnawing bacteria, studies of skeletons revealed no sign
anywhere in the world prior to A.D. 500, when apparently
leprotic bones were buried in the graveyards of Cairo,
Alexandria, and parts of England and France.

A previously unrecognized disease did, however, sweep
over Europe.12 Leprosy seemed to follow the rise of European
cities during the medieval period, reaching a peak sometime
around 1200. Nobody was certain then, or now, exactly how
the fussy, slow organism was passed from one person to
another. It obviously required close contact, but may have
originally been more easily transmitted among the then totally
nonimmune Homo sapiens. Once in a person’s body, however,
M. leprae attacked the nerves and skin cells of cooler,
peripheral parts of the body, causing them to go numb,
weaken, and often be destroyed as a result of unfelt injuries.
The disfigurement that resulted from loss of fingers, toes, ears,



noses, and other external body parts marked “lepers” as targets
for stigmatization and fear.

By 1980 most of the world’s five billion humans had
antibodies to M. leprae, proving they’d been exposed without
apparent harm.

But in medieval Europe leprosy took a high toll and seemed
to spread rapidly through the congested cities. Some biologists
in the 1980s theorized that factors unique to medieval urban
life helped promote the mycobacterium’s spread, including the
lifetime avoidance of bathing, always wearing wool rather
than cotton clothing, and the practice of sharing bedding to
stay warm.

Whatever the case, European leprosy died out with the
Black Death of 1346. Nobody was certain why this was so, but
it was generally suspected that the Black Death decreased the
human density of urban areas, thus reducing human-to-human
contact. It may also have been possible that plague survivors’
immune systems were less susceptible to a broad range of
bacteria, including both Yersinia and M. leprae. Or conversely,
those who were vulnerable to leprosy may have also been less
able to respond to a range of other bacterial assaults.

In leprosy’s place, exploiting the post-plague urban chaos,
came tuberculosis. Unlike the leprosy bacterium, M. tuberculin
was truly ancient, and clear evidence of its affliction of Homo
sapiens dated back to at least 5000 B.C.13 The disease was
described by all ancient literate cultures, except those of the
Americas, and archaeological evidence of bone damage
predated the written descriptions of “consumption,” “phthisis,”
or “tuberculosis,” as it was variously labeled. But the true
impact of the disease wasn’t felt until after the Black Death
when, according to theories popular in the 1980s, the
tuberculosis organism exploited human ecological niches
vacated by M. leprae. An urban environment was not required
for its transmission, but it was clearly advantageous.

The rise of European tuberculosis was not sudden. Like
leprosy, the organism was fastidious and slow-growing,
producing overt and highly contagious illness only after
months, or years, of infection. While the fastgrowing plague



bacteria could kill a human in a matter of hours, few Homo
sapiens were felled by M. tuberculin without prior years of
debilitating illness.

On the other hand, the bacteria could be spread by airborne
transmission, assuring that humans sharing close quarters with
an afflicted individual would be exposed. By the 1980s
scientists knew that infection did not guarantee illness or
death: about one out of ten infected individuals eventually
developed the disease, and without twentieth-century
treatments about half would die.14

But conditions in European cities of the fifteenth to the
seventeenth century were ideal for transmission of M.
tuberculin, especially during the winter, when the practice was
to shut all windows and huddle around a heat source. The
microscopic droplets exhaled by a tuberculosis victim would
drift continuously about the home.

The household might take steps to avoid exposure to visible
droplets of coughed or sneezed tubercular material, but these
were actually harmless. To take hold in the human body the
bacteria had to be carried inside droplets small enough to pass
through the barriers of the upper respiratory tract. Such tiny
droplets could remain suspended in the air, drifting on
currents, for days, containing live, infectious tuberculosis
germs.15

There was only one thing seventeenth-century Europeans
could have done to decrease their exposure to household
tuberculosis: open the windows. One good flushing of the air
could have purged 63 percent of the suspended infectious
particles exhaled each day by an ailing resident, and the sun’s
ultraviolet light would kill those organisms it reached.16

Medieval Europeans had no such options during the winter,
however, particularly in northern latitudes. For poorer city
dwellers especially, it was inconceivable to open windows
during the winter, as fuel of any kind was scarce and
extremely expensive. Europe’s wood had been used to build
her cities.



The rates of tuberculosis slowly but steadily increased. The
hardest-hit cities were also the largest, London particularly. By
the time London was devastated by the Great Plague and
subsequent Great Fire, one out of every five of its citizens had
active tuberculosis. And this time the plague had no purging
effect on a mycobacterial epidemic: the rates of TB continued
to climb long after the 1665 plague passed.

As European explorers and colonialists made their way to
the Americas, they carried the deadly mycobacterium with
them, adding to the disease burden of tuberculosis, which had
already for centuries plagued the Amerindian population.17 By
the time the United States was torn asunder by the Civil War,
tuberculosis was firmly entrenched in its northern cities,
particularly Boston and New York City.

Between 1830 and the eve of the Civil War, Americans’ life
expectancy and death rates fell to the levels that existed in
London. In 1830, with a population of 52,000 citizens,
Boston’s crude annual death rate was 21 per 1,000—half that
of London at the time. By 1850, Boston’s crude death rate
nearly equaled London’s, hitting 38 per 1,000. Tuberculosis
wasn’t the only responsible factor, but it was a major
contributor. Cases of consumption, as it was called, increased
every year in Massachusetts, rising 40 percent between 1834
and 1853.18

The old families of New York City, Philadelphia, and
Boston groaned in disbelief as their cities’ populations
swelled, filth abounded, and disease ran rampant. Immigration,
the Industrial Revolution, crowded slums, no public water
supply, moral decay, no sewage systems—these were but a
few of the factors that the civic leaders blamed for their crises.

The Western world’s urban crises peaked between 1830 and
1896, when Europe and North America suffered four
devastating pandemics of cholera that spread primarily via the
cities’ fetid water and sewage “systems.” Though physicians
of the day didn’t understand why, quarantines didn’t work for
cholera, so the rich generally fled the cities at the first hint of
the dreaded dysenteric disease, leaving the common folk to
fend for themselves. It would be decades before scientists



could prove that cholera was caused by a bacterium that
entered human bodies via contaminated food and water, and
got into the water through the fecal waste of infected people.

The death toll from cholera in the nineteenth century due to
waves of the disease was astonishing: 10 percent of the
population of St. Louis in three months during the 1849
epidemic;19 500,000 New York City residents in 1832; 8,605
Hamburg, Germany, residents in three summer months in
1892; 15,000 residents and hajj pilgrims in the city of Mecca,
and some 53,000 Londoners, in 1847. The Mecca tragedy was
repeated during the hajj of 1865, when 30,000 pilgrims to the
city perished.

Though they had no idea what caused cholera, New York
City authorities were appalled by the 1832 epidemic and
blamed it on municipal filth. Reform followed. The Croton
Aqueduct brought in clean drinking water for the first time,
muddy streets were cobblestoned, and the squalid slums were
slowly upgraded. As a result, subsequent waves of cholera
took a minor toll.

Such was not the case in most other cities, however, where
the connection between urban filth and disease remained a
matter of vociferous debate among civic leaders. The fact that,
without exception, cholera and other epidemic diseases—
including tuberculosis—took their greatest toll among the
most impoverished residents of the world’s metropolises
seemed only to reinforce the belief by those in power from
Moscow to Madrid that lower-class “immorality” was the root
of disease.

During London’s devastating 1849 cholera epidemic,
physician John Snow demonstrated that cholera was
transmitted via water by removing the handle of the Broad
Street pump, the sole water source for an impoverished and
cholera-ridden community. The local epidemic, of course,
came to a halt.

Authorities were unconvinced, however, so during London’s
1854 epidemic Snow mapped cholera cases and traced their
water supplies. He showed that those neighborhoods with little
cholera were receiving water drawn from the upper Thames,



while cholera-plagued areas drew their water from the lower
Thames, which included human waste from upstream.

Snow failed to convince authorities directly of the need to
clean up water supplies, but the epidemics of cholera and other
devastating diseases spurred improvements in basic urban
hygiene all over the industrializing world. Citizens’ sanitary
action groups cropped up in many cities, garbage and waste-
disposal practices improved dramatically, outhouses were
replaced by in-house toilet systems, and “cleanliness” became
“next to godliness.”

Many urban diseases, including tuberculosis, declined in the
cities of the Northern Hemisphere at about the same time as
these social reform campaigns emerged. In addition to these
changes in physical ecology, urban residents’ lives were
improved through such political and Christian reform efforts
as elimination of child labor, establishment of public school
systems, shortening of adult workweeks, creation of public
health and hospital systems, and a great deal of boosterism
about “sanitation.”

At the peak of the Industrial Revolution, before such
reforms were widely instituted, life in the cities had become so
unhealthy that the birth rates were lower than the death rates.
For a city like London this meant that the child and adult
workforce of nearly one million people could be maintained
only by recruiting fresh workers from the countryside. But by
1900 the birth rates soared, the death rates plummeted, and life
expectancies improved markedly. Nearly all contagious
diseases—including tuberculosis—steadily declined, reaching
remarkably low levels well before curative therapies or
vaccines were developed. In England and Wales, for example,
the tuberculosis death rate dropped from a high of 3,000 per
million people in 1848–54 to 1,268 cases per million in 1901
to 684 per million in 1941, just before antibiotic treatment
became available.20

A similar pattern could be seen for infectious diseases,
particularly tuberculosis, in the United States. In 1900, TB
killed about 200 of every 100,000 Americans, most of them
residents of the nation’s largest cities. By 1940, prior to the



introduction of antibiotic therapy, tuberculosis had fallen from
being the number two cause of death to number seven,
claiming barely 60 lives in every 100,000.21

By 1970, tuberculosis was no longer viewed as the scourge
of the industrialized world’s cities.22 The World Health
Organization then estimated that about 3 million people were
dying annually of the disease, some 10 to 12 million were
active TB cases, and with antibiotic therapy the mortality rate
had dropped to about 3.3 deaths in every 100,000 TB cases.
Most new infections were then occurring not in the industrial
cities of the Northern Hemisphere but in villages and cities of
the developing world. The microbe’s ecology had changed
geographically, but continued to be concentrated in urban
areas.23

The enormous decline of tuberculosis in the Northern
Hemisphere was viewed as a great victory, even though at the
time TB raged across Africa, Asia, and South America.

Why this apparent victory over a microbe had occurred—
what specific factors could be credited with trouncing
tuberculosis—was a matter of furious debate from the 1960s
through the 1990s. Resolution of the debate could have been
useful in two ways: in helping public health authorities
anticipate problems in their cities that might promote the
emergence or reemergence of infectious diseases in the future,
and in guiding urban development in the Third World by
identifying which expenditures—drawn from ever-shrinking
national reserves—might have the biggest impact on their
public’s health.

But the waters were muddy. British researcher Thomas
McKeown argued that nutrition was the key—improved diets
meant working people could withstand more disease.24 Rene
Dubos was equally certain that it was elimination of the
horrendous working conditions of the men, women, and
children of the Industrial Revolution, coupled with improved
housing, that merited credit for the decline in TB.25

Medical historian and physician Barbara Bates, of the
University of Kansas, skillfully asserted that the bold TB



control programs of the early twentieth century, sparked by
German scientist Robert Koch’s 1882 discovery of the M.
tuberculin bacterium, which led to mandatory quarantines in
medical sanitariums, had little or no impact on the decline of
the disease.26

Bates insisted: “The goal of prevention was frequently
compromised. Physicians often discharged still infectious
patients, and men and women with communicable disease left
institutions against advice. Instead of a system that cured and
prevented disease, society had built one that met some needs
of sick and dependent people, spared families some of the
burdens of care at home, and reduced the public’s fear of
infection, if not the actual threat. These unanticipated results
grew out of political, social, and economic transactions in
which medical understanding of tuberculosis played only a
subordinate part.”27

Another way to answer the question of what factors had
been key to Europe’s TB decline was to study the disease in an
area that was making a transition during the twentieth century
that was roughly equivalent to Northern Europe’s Industrial
Revolution a century earlier. South Africa fit the bill, and was
a good place to test the hypotheses of McKeown, Dubos, and
others: the country’s European descendants had a standard of
living and disease patterns analogous to their counterparts in
the Northern Hemisphere. But the African and Indian residents
suffered from marked economic and social deprivation. Their
communities bore a striking resemblance to the squalid living
conditions endured by London’s working classes in the 1850s.

Though antibiotics and curative medicine existed, coupled
with scientific knowledge of the modes of transmission of the
bacteria, tuberculosis death rates rose 88 percent in South
Africa between 1938 and 1945. Cape Town’s rate increased
100 percent; Durban’s 172 percent; and Johannesburg’s 140
percent. In the rural areas, despite poverty and hunger, active
TB cases and deaths never exceeded 1.4 percent in any
surveyed group. But in the cities, incidence rates as high as 7
percent were commonplace by 1947. Nearly all TB struck the
country’s black and so-called colored populations.



The key to the increase in TB seemed not to rest with the
health care system, for little had changed during those years.
Nor were the diets of black South Africans much altered—
they had been insufficient for decades.

The answer, it seemed, was housing. From 1935 to 1955,
South Africa underwent its own Industrial Revolution, having
previously been a largely agrarian society. As had been the
case a century earlier in Europe, this required recruitment of a
cheap labor force into the largest cities. But South Africa had
an additional factor in its socioeconomic paradigm: racial
discrimination. The recruited labor was of either the black or
the colored race, prescribed by law to live in designated areas
and carry identity cards which stipulated their sphere of
mobility. The government subsidized an ambitious program of
urban housing development for white residents of the
burgeoning cities, but government-financed housing
construction for black urbanites during the period of
metropolitan expansion actually declined by 471 percent.28

By the 1970s, South Africa was generating 50,000 new
tuberculosis cases a year, and the apartheid-controlled public
health agencies were arguing that blacks had some
unidentified genetic susceptibility to the disease. In 1977 the
government made many of its worst TB statistics disappear by
setting new boundaries of residence for blacks. The TB
problem “went away” when hundreds of thousands of black
residents of the by then overly large cities were forcibly
relocated to so-called homelands, or when their urban squatter
communities were declared outside the city’s jurisdiction and,
therefore, its net of health surveillance.29

If the South African paradigm could be applied broadly,
then, it lent some support to Dubos’s theories, underscoring
human squalor as the key ecological factor favoring M.
tuberculin transmission, but it failed to support Dubos’s other
assertions about the role of working conditions.

One thing that cities of the wealthy industrialized world and
the far poorer developing world had in common was an
ecology ideal for the emergence of sexually transmitted
diseases, particularly syphilis. Certainly people had sex



regardless of where they lived, but cities created options. The
sheer density of Homo sapiens populations, coupled with the
anonymity of urban life, guaranteed greater sexual activity and
experimentation. Since ancient times urban centers had been
hubs of profligacy in the eyes of those living in small towns
and villages.

Houses of both male and female prostitution, activities
mainstream societies often labeled “deviant” such as
homosexuality, orgies, even religiously sanctioned sexual
activity, were common in the ancient cities of Egypt, Greece,
Rome, China, and the Hindu empires and among the Aztecs
and the Mayans. The double standard of chastity in the home
and risque behavior in the anonymity of the urban night dates
back as far as the beginning of written history.

It seemed surprising, then, that syphilis did not reach
epidemic proportions until 1495, when the disease broke out
among soldiers fighting on behalf of France’s Charles VIII,
then waging war in Naples. Within two years, however, it was
known the world over. Syphilis seemed to have hit Homo
sapiens as something completely new, because in the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries it struck in a far more fulminant and
deadly form than it would take by the dawn of the twentieth
century.

Syphilis was caused by a spirochete—or spiral-like—
bacterium called Treponema pallidum, the same organism that
caused the childhood skin disease known as yaws. Evidence of
the existence of yaws clearly dated back to ancient times, yet
of syphilis there was no hint prior to the fifteenth century.

Several twentieth-century theories were offered to explain
this puzzle. The most obvious solution was to blame
Amerindians, Christopher Columbus, and his crew. Their 1492
voyage to the Americas and subsequent return to Spain
coincided with the 1495 emergence of the disease during the
Franco-Italian wars. So it seemed circumstantially convenient
to conclude that syphilis originated among the Native
American peoples, was picked up by Spanish sailors, and
carried back to Spain.



There were, however, two problems with that suggestion.
First of all, yaws was an ancient disease on both continents,
passed by skin contact between people. If yaws had existed on
every continent, certainly the potential for syphilis had also
always been present worldwide.

Second, syphilis wiped out Amerindians in the fifteenth
century with a ferocity equal to the force of its attack on North
Africans, Asians, and Europeans. If it had been endemic in the
Americas, the Amerindians should have developed at least
partial immunity to it.

The most likely explanation for the apparently sudden
emergence of syphilis came in the late 1960s from
anthropologist-physician Edward Hudson, who argued that
syphilis was a disease of “advanced urbanization,” whereas
yaws was “a disease of villages and the unsophisticated.”30 In
Hudson’s view the spirochete could best exploit the ecology of
the village by taking advantage of the frequent cuts and sores
on the legs of children, coupled with the close leg-to-leg
contact of young people who slept together in rural hovels and
huts.

When the spirochete settled under the skin it produced only
a localized infection that eventually healed. Transmission
could occur only during the few weeks when the sore was raw
and skin-to-skin contact could allow the organism to jump
from one person to another. This occurred most easily among
children who played or bedded down together.

Sexual transmission of the spirochete, however, required a
far more complex human ecology in which many hundreds or
thousands of people interacted intimately every day and a
large percentage of the population regularly had sexual
intercourse with a variety of partners.

Other twentieth-century theorists went further, arguing that
the sexually transmitted microbes could only emerge in a
population of Homo sapiens or animals in which a critical
mass—perhaps even a definable number—of adults in the
population had frequent intercourse with more than one
partner. Clearly, they argued, a strict society in which every
adult had sex only with their lifetime mate would have an



extremely low probability of providing the Treponema
spirochete with the opportunity to switch from a skin contact
yaws producer to sexual syphilis.

Conversely, in cities where social taboos were less
enforceable or respected, the possibility of multiple-partnering
and, therefore, sexual passage of disease was far greater.

Following the Black Death of the fourteenth century, most
of Europe experienced two or three generations of disarray and
lawlessness. Death had taken a toll on the cities’ power
structures and, in many areas, the worst of the survivors—the
most avaricious and corrupt—swept in to fill the vacuums.

“The crime rate soared; blasphemy and sacrilege was a
commonplace; the rules of sexual morality were flouted; the
pursuit of money became the be-all and end-all of people’s
lives,” Philip Ziegler wrote.31 The world was suddenly full of
widows, widowers, and adolescent orphans; none felt bound
by the strictures of the recent past. Godliness had failed their
dead friends and relatives; indeed, the highest percentage of
deaths had occurred among priests. Europe, by all accounts,
remained so disrupted for decades.

One could hypothesize the following scenario for the
emergence of syphilis: the spirochete was endemic worldwide
since ancient times, usually producing yaws in children. But
on rare occasions—again, since prehistory—it was passed
sexually, causing syphilis.32 These events were so unusual that
they never received a correct diagnosis and may well have
been mistaken for other crippling ailments, such as leprosy.
But amid the chaos and comparative wantonness that followed
the Black Death, that necessary critical mass of multiple-
partner sex was reached in European cities, allowing the
organism to emerge within two or three human generations on
a massive scale in the form of syphilis.

In the late twentieth century similar debates about the
emergence of other sexually transmitted diseases would take
place—debates that might have been easier to resolve if
questions regarding the sudden fifteenth-century appearance of
syphilis had been settled.



II
By 1980 there were five billion people on the planet, up from a
mere 1.7 billion in 1925.

The cities became hubs for jobs, dreams, money, and
glamour, as well as magnets for microbes.

Once entirely agrarian, Homo sapiens was becoming an
overwhelmingly urbanized species. Overall, the most
urbanized cultures of the world were also, by 1980, the richest;
and with the notable exception of China, the richest individual
citizens usually resided in the largest cities or their immediate
suburbs.

Propelled by obvious economic pressures, the global
urbanization was irrepressible and breathtakingly rapid.

By 1980 less than 10 percent of France’s population was
rural; on the eve of World War II it had been 35 percent. The
number of French farms plummeted between 1970 and 1985
from nearly 2 million to under 900,000.33

In Asia only 270 million people were urbanites in 1955. By
1985 there were 750 million, and that figure was expected to
top 1.3 billion by 2000.34

Worldwide, the percentage of human beings living in cities
showed a steady climb, and from less than 15 percent in 1900,
was expected to exceed 50 percent by 2010.35 About 60
percent of this extraordinary urban growth was due to babies
born in the cities; 40 percent of the new urbanites were young
adult rural migrants or immigrants moving from poor
countries to the large cities of wealthier nations.36

The most dramatic rural/urban shifts were occurring in
Africa and South Asia, where tidal waves of people poured
continuously into the cities throughout the latter half of the
twentieth century. Some cities in these regions doubled in size
in a single decade.37

The bulk of this massive human population surge occurred
in a handful of so-called megacities—urban centers inhabited
by more than 10 million people. In 1950 there were two



megacities: New York and London. Both had attained their
awesome size in less than five decades, growing by just under
2 million people each decade. Though the growth was difficult
and posed endless problems for city planners, the nations were
wealthy, able to finance the necessary expansion of such
services as housing, sewage, drinking water, and transport.

By 1980, however, the world had ten megacities: Buenos
Aires, Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Mexico City, Los Angeles,
New York, Beijing, Shanghai, Tokyo, and London. And even
wealthy Tokyo found it difficult to accommodate the needs of
its new population, which grew from a mere 6.7 million in
1950 to 20 million in 1980.

But this was only the beginning. Continued urban growth
was forecast, and it was predicted that by 2000 there would be
3.1 billion Homo sapiens living in increasingly crowded cities,
with the majority crammed into 24 megacities, most of them
located in the world’s poorest countries.38

Throughout the 1980s a key shift would occur, and most of
the nations experiencing the greatest population growth would
also rank among the poorest countries in the world. They
would be hard pressed to meet the health and service
challenges posed by the cities’ extraordinary escalation in
need.

The World Health Organization concluded that “urban
growth, instead of being a sign of economic progress, as in the
industrialized country model, may thus become an obstacle to
economic progress: the resources needed to meet the
increasing demand for facilities and public services are lost to
potential productive investment elsewhere in the economy.”39

According to the World Bank, African cities were
increasing in size by 10 percent a year throughout the 1970s
and 1980s, which constituted the most rapid proportional
urbanization in world history.

In 1970, in the Americas there were three city residents for
every rural resident; by 2010 the ratio would be four to one.
The same shift was forecast for Europe, both Western and



Eastern. Some Asian countries were predicted to have five
urban residents for every one rural individual by 2010.
 

GLOBAL PER CAPITA EARNIGS



During the 1970s and 1980s this crush of urban humanity
was causing severe growth pains that directly impacted on
human health, even in the wealthier nations. Japan, which was
quickly becoming one of the two or three wealthiest countries
on the planet, was reeling under Tokyo’s expanding needs. By
1985 less than 40 percent of the city’s housing would be
connected to proper sewage systems, and tons of untreated
human waste would end up in the ocean.40

Hong Kong, a center of wealth for the Chinese-speaking
world, was dumping one million tons of unprocessed human
waste into the South China Sea daily. Nearby Taiwan had
sewage service for only 200,000 of its 20 million people, two-
thirds of whom lived in its four largest cities.

But for the poorest developing countries, the burden of
making their growing urban ecologies safe for humans, rather
than heavens for microbes, proved impossible. Except for a
handful of East Asian states which developed strong industrial
capacities (i.e., South Korea, Malaysia, Singapore), the
developing world simply had no cash in 1980.

In addition to growing national debts, developing countries
faced the steady capital drain of paying off development loans
obtained during the 1960s and 1970s and investing in newer
sources of potential revenue generation. Some countries
simply couldn’t bear the burden, and shirked or attempted to
renegotiate their multibillion-dollar loans.

The capital drain would turn into a hemorrhage. In 1980 the
Latin American nations collectively were receiving from their
external creditors—major banks, the International Monetary
Fund, the World Bank—about $11 billion more than they were
losing in capital transfers back to wealthy-nation interests. But
by 1985 these nations would be losing $35 billion more a year
in capital transfers to North America and Europe than they
received in loans and investments.41

Africa was also staggering under the burden of debt
servicing and capital transfer, though the impact wasn’t as
profound in dollar terms as that seen in Latin America. In
1979 the recently elected Prime Minister of the U.K., Margaret
Thatcher, addressed these concerns in frank terms in a speech



before the Commonwealth Conference, convened that year in
Lusaka, Zambia. Ministers from the poorest of England’s
former colonies hoped that Thatcher would extend a pound-
filled hand, but she proffered only the sorry news that the
once-great Empire was itself feeling the economic pinch. In
short, it was time for a global belt tightening.

The cities worsened, some coming to resemble their
teeming counterparts in nineteenth-century Europe. By the
mid-1980s, 100 million newly homeless adults would roam the
streets of developing-world cities; at least 100 million
abandoned street children would haunt the urban nights. Half
the city dwellers of developing countries who were not
classified as homeless would live in shantytowns and slums
that, among other things, lacked safe drinking water. Forty
percent would be without public sanitation or sewage
facilities. A third would live in areas in which there were no
garbage or solid waste collection services.

As was the case in ancient Rome, it was healthier to remain
in the villages and small towns of the developing world—even
in times of drought and crop failure—than to live in the filthy,
unwieldy metropolises. The average child living in a typical
developing-country urban slum was forty times more likely to
die before his or her fifth birthday of a preventable infectious
disease than was a typical rural child in the same country.42

Disasters, and the very real opportunities they afforded the
microbes, were everywhere. The streets of Cairo, for example,
were flooded in December 1982 with sewage water that in
some places was knee-deep. The flooding persisted for day
after day, while authorities struggled to identify its cause.43

Nearly every Egyptian had been, for over 4,000 years,
dependent on a single water supply—the Nile. The river’s
annual floods would carry away a host of human sins in the
form of waste and soil overuse, and leave behind a thick layer
of fresh, fertile silt.

But construction of the Aswan Dam, coupled with Egypt’s
extraordinary human population explosion, had erased the
Nile’s majesty. Now slow-moving and predictable, the Nile
was filling up with silt, fertilizers (which the farmers now



needed because they no longer got the topsoil from the annual
Nile floods), sewage—both treated and untreated—and
industrial waste. Scientists predicted the imminent demise of
Alexandria’s freshwater delta lagoons, a rise in the level of the
Mediterranean Sea, and serious public health risks due to
chemical and biological pollution of the Nile. They suggested
that, given Cairo’s growth rate, there was nothing that could be
done to prevent future environmental and public health
disasters.44

The World Bank rated 79 percent of the housing of Addis
Ababa “unfit for human habitation” in 1978. A quarter of the
city’s houses were without toilet facilities.

A quarter of Bangkok’s residents in 1980 had no access to
health care, according to the World Bank. In the Dharavi slum
of Bombay, then inhabited by over 500,000 people, conditions
were so appalling that 75 percent of the women suffered
chronic anemia, 60 percent of the population was
malnourished, pediatric pneumonia afflicted nearly all
children, and most residents contracted gastrointestinal
disorders due to parasitic infections. In Jakarta in 1980, the life
expectancy was only fifty years, several years less than in the
countryside. By 1980, 88 percent of Manila’s population lived
in squatter settlements constructed of discarded pieces of
wood, cardboard, tin, or bamboo. Forty percent of Nairobi’s
827,000 people in 1979 lived in housing so poor that their
neighborhoods were deliberately omitted from all official
maps.45 The flood of people into the Sudanese capital,
Khartoum, led to epidemics of malaria, diarrheal diseases,
anemia (presumably produced by malaria), measles, whooping
cough, and diphtheria in the early 1980s. In the Ivory Coast,
rural tuberculosis rates by 1980 were down to 0.5 percent—a
success story. But in the large capital city of Abidjan the TB
rate was 3 percent and climbing.46

These and hundreds of other examples of urban squalor and
its concomitant diseases were compounded by large-scale
chronic malnutrition. Except in times of famine, drought, or
other natural disasters—or of the man-made disaster of
warfare—rural residents of even exceptionally poor countries



usually had access to a variety of types of food, including
protein. But when they moved to the city, people had to buy
foods that were produced and marketed by others. Lacking
sufficient earning power to purchase goods, the urban poor
were forced to forgo adequate foods. Even in times of food
plenty for the nation, most of its urban population might, as a
result, be malnourished. This, of course, contributed to
weakening their disease-fighting immune systems.47

III
By 1980, several traditionally rural parasitic diseases were
emerging, for the first time, as urban epidemics.

Uwe Brinkmann, having left Germany following the Lassa
episode and settled at the London School of Tropical Medicine
and Hygiene, traveled all over West Africa surveying the
incidence of onchocerciasis, or river blindness, a disease
carried by blackflies. For two years Uwe, his researcher wife
Agnes, and their young son went from village to village,
primarily in Ghana and Togo, studying the disease and
teaching villagers how to avoid it.

From there, Brinkmann moved on to study primary health
care systems in Yemen and Sierra Leone, schistosomiasis in
Congo and Mali, and onchocerciasis and cysticercosis in
Central America.48

By 1982, when Brinkmann had joined the faculty at
Harvard, he had seen disturbing evidence that the parasitic
diseases that he and other scientists worldwide were so
successful at limiting in the villages and farmlands of
developing countries were invading the cities, often in
different forms.

Cysticercosis was usually produced by tapeworms normally
found in undercooked pork and some other types of animal
flesh. The worms invaded numerous organs of the human
body—the worst cases involving infections of the brain. But
Brinkmann noted that a change in the human/parasite
relationship was occurring in Mexico City—then the world’s
fastest-growing megacity. People were not getting the worms



from uncooked meats, which, as it turned out, they couldn’t
afford to purchase. Rather, the parasite had taken advantage of
the highly favorable ecology provided by the extraordinarily
polluted Tula River, the city’s primary freshwater source. Tens
of thousands of people living in the squalid outskirts of the
megacity downstream of the urban center’s sewage system
were infected with the dangerous Taenia solium parasites.49

By 1980 the tapeworm had found its way to Los Angeles,
carried by human immigrants from Asia and Central America.
Some 500 cases of cysticercosis were treated between 1973
and 1983 at four Los Angeles hospitals. Most involved people
who were infected in their home countries or while traveling
in endemic areas. But at least twelve individuals acquired the
disease in Los Angeles, and random stool sample assays
revealed that some 0.5 percent of the tested population were
infected with the tapeworms. 50

The Ascaris roundworm was another parasite that was
invading cities. The Ascaris eggs lived in a dormant state in
the soil, where they could survive in infectious form for over
ten years. Humans and pigs became infected as a result of
inhaling contaminated dust, oral contact with dirtied hands, or
ingestion of unwashed foods grown in contaminated soils.
Once the eggs made their way to the human gastrointestinal
tract they would mature into worms that would wreak havoc
upon numerous organs, including the entire gastrointestinal
tract, liver, appendix, pancreas, heart, and lungs. The human
would then excrete more parasite eggs, further contaminating
local soils. Prior to the 1970s this cycle was considered an
entirely rural, village-based problem.

During the 1970s in Dakar, however, a third of the city’s
slum residents were infected with the parasite, acquired within
the city limits, while less than 3 percent of their rural
counterparts carried the disease.51 At the same time locally
acquired ascariasis increased dramatically in the city of Cape
Town, South Africa, accounting for 15 percent of all
emergency room admissions for acute abdominal disorders.52

Schistosomiasis turned up in Dar es Salaam (Tanzania),
Harare (Zimbabwe), Kinshasa (Zaire), and Sao Paulo and Belo



Horizonte (Brazil) during the 1970s.

Chagas’ disease, caused by Trypanosoma protozoa and
carried by a variety of insects, was turning up in cities all over
Latin America. Capable of causing encephalitis and severe
heart disease, the Trypanosoma organisms made their way into
the continent’s burgeoning cities, infecting up to 60 percent of
the common household bugs. Eventually the Trypanosoma
found a more direct way to infect people: bypassing the insect
vector, the protozoa entered the blood-bank systems. By the
mid-1980s, blood-bank infection rates would be horrendous: 6
percent in Buenos Aires and up to 20 percent in other
Argentine cities; 15 percent in Brazil’s capital, Brasilia; an
astonishing 63 percent in Santa Cruz, Bolivia.53

For centuries sandflies had been inserting their pointed
proboscises into the human epidermis, injecting
anticoagulating chemicals and withdrawing enough blood to
bloat the insect. In 1824 the flies of Jessore, in Bengal, added
something to this process, injecting parasites along with the
anticoagulants.

Tiny one-celled Leishmania donovani swam into the
bloodstreams of Jessore merchants, visiting traders, women,
and children. Soon kala-azar (as the disease was called) was
attacking the abdominal veins of humans in cities all along the
Ganges, causing deadly pneumonia and dysentery. Such
illnesses may have been occurring for centuries, isolated and
unnoticed. But the 1824 outbreak struck a major trading post,
gaining the immediate attention of British colonial interests
then controlling the subcontinent.

Another round of sandfly-carried kala-azar struck Assam,
India, in 1918, killing more than 200,000 people. Still another
hit the area in 1944.54

Soon leishmaniasis-producing organisms of various species
were turning up in flies that infested cities in Latin America
and the Indian subcontinent, producing both kala-azar and the
cutaneous, or skin infection, forms of the disease. Various
factors seemed to have contributed to the emergence of urban
leishmaniasis, including widespread DDT spraying for malaria
control. When spraying programs were stopped, either because



the mosquito population was effectively controlled or due to
government financial restrictions, the fly population would
surge, filling the ecological niche vacated by the competitive
mosquitoes.55

The surge of sandflies in the wake of the malaria eradication
campaign was often dramatic. In cities and small towns all
over Latin America the insects swarmed in, often hitting
communities for the first time in human history. Pioneers
searching for wealth in the vast Amazon rain forest often
returned to Brazil’s eastern cities with little more than a
whopping leish-maniasis infection. Even if the Latin American
sandflies of the cities hadn’t carried the parasites before, they
now picked up the microbes as they fed on recently returned
Amazon fortune seekers in cities all over the continent.

The Indian kala-azar parasitic strain was able to infect dogs
and domestic animals, as well as humans, providing steady
reservoirs for the microbe’s continued presence in a
community. By 1980 scientists in Colombia and Brazil spotted
the same phenomenon developing in their cities and towns,
primarily among pet dogs and chickens.

Ki denga pepo is Swahili for “it is a sudden overtaking by a
spirit.” The phrase was used by East Africans to describe a
mosquito-carried disease that would abruptly overwhelm
human beings, producing horrible headaches, eye pain, and a
swelling achiness of the joints.

When the disease swept over Philadelphia in 1780, Dr.
Benjamin Rush gave it the moniker “breakbone fever,” a
reference to the aching joints. By the mid-nineteenth century
the disease was endemic throughout the Americas.

And it then had a permanent name—dengue, a Spanish
adaptation of the Swahili denga. In most cases dengue wasn’t
a life-threatening ailment, though it was certainly a miserable
experience for the afflicted. The disease was caused by four
different strains of dengue viruses—cousins of the yellow
fever microbe. The dengue viruses were carried by
mosquitoes, particularly the female Aedes aegypti.



As countries throughout the world conducted A. aegypti
eradication campaigns during the early twentieth century to rid
the earth of yellow fever, dengue outbreaks virtually ceased. A
comfortable dengue silence set in during the 1940s.

Then, in 1953, the city of Manila was hit by an apparently
new form of dengue that caused hemorrhagic petechial skin
rashes—pinpoint-sized red spots, sites of breakthrough
bleeding—shock, and soaring fevers. The disease seemed
more lethal than any previous dengue outbreaks, and was
caused by viral strain dengue-2.56

Five years later dengue hemorrhagic fever, as the new
disease was called, hit Bangkok, causing 2,297 illnesses—
primarily among children—and 240 deaths. Searches of
human blood samples from the past revealed that various
dengue viruses had infected Bangkok residents harmlessly
since 1950, but the population was never infected with
dengue-2 prior to World War II. After the initial urban
outbreak in 1958, however, the dengue hemorrhagic fever
epidemic persisted in Bangkok for five years, eventually
sickening 10,367 people and killing 694.57

U.S. Army medical researcher Dr. Scott Halstead, who was
based at the military’s laboratory in Bangkok at the time,
teamed up with Thai microbiologist Charas Yamarat to figure
out the origin of the apparently new deadly disease. They
determined that, as was the case with yellow fever, the A.
aegypti mosquito that carried the dengue-2 virus was a fully
urbanized insect. Lacking the aggressive characteristics of
wild jungle mosquitoes, A. aegypti only thrived in proximity to
human beings, laying its eggs in open containers of fresh water
and maturing inside human shelters.

When the men closely examined the medical records of
people who suffered acute dengue hemorrhagic fever they
discovered that nearly all of the victims had at some recent
time been exposed to another, milder dengue strain. Though
that first infection caused little or no apparent illness, it
sensitized the humans’ immune systems for the later arrival of
dengue-2.



Usually when people develop strong antibody immune
responses against a virus they are protected against future
exposure to the microbe. But dengue-2 had evolved an
extraordinary ability to exploit human antibodies to its
advantage. When the human antibodies attached to the outer
envelope of the dengue-2 virus, the microbe played a game of
stealth, allowing the antibodies to send their signals to the
large immune system macrophage cells. In a process that was
usually lethal to the microbes, the macrophages would then
engulf the viruses, but instead of dying, the dengue would take
control of the immune system’s primary killer cells.

Thus, dengue-2 evaded the immune system defenses and
gained entry to every organ in the body, carried by
macrophages that acted as Trojan horses for the virus. As the
immune system struggled to overcome its sneaky invaders,
various biochemical reactions were triggered that produced
soaring fevers—as high as 107°F—convulsions, classic
allergylike shock, and death.58

The new dengue disease paradigm spread through South
and East Asia, carried by ever-expanding hordes of A. aegypti
and another species, A. albopictus, otherwise known as tiger
mosquitoes. Unlike A. aegypti, the A. albopictus insects were
sturdy creatures adapted to coexistence not only with Homo
sapiens but also with a wide range of warm-blooded creatures
that thrived in urban environs—even rats.

During the 1950s and 1960s, dengue types 1, 2, and 3 all
made sporadic appearances in the Americas,59 but A. aegypti
control programs were strong enough to prevent epidemics.
Nevertheless, the viruses were present in the region,
particularly in the Caribbean, and the mosquitoes were never
fully eradicated.

The stage was set, and dengue invaded the moment a
slackening in mosquito abatement programs allowed the A.
aegypti population to grow to critical proportions.

In May 1981, the city of Havana experienced the worst
dengue hemorrhagic fever epidemic seen up to that time
anywhere in the world. The epidemic raged for over six
months, causing at least 344,000 illnesses, more than 116,000



hospitalizations, and 158 deaths. At its peak in July some
11,000 Havana residents sickened each day. The epidemic cost
the Cuban government $103 million in control efforts and
medical care—a large sum for the nation of 10 million people
whose per capita annual incomes were less than $1,500 that
year.

Havana, with a population of 2 million and fewer than
25,000 hospital beds, was overwhelmed. More than 10,000
health care workers had to be corralled into full-time dengue
treatment and control efforts, not only in Havana but
eventually nationwide. Nearly 10 percent of the residents of
Havana suffered symptomatic dengue-2 infection between
May and September 1981.

When researchers tested the city’s residents for prior
exposure to dengue, they discovered that the Halstead-Yamarat
theory of serial infections and immune system deception was
correct: 44.5 percent of Cuba’s urbanites had antibodies to
dengue-1 as a result of a very mild epidemic of the virus that
swept imperceptibly over the island in 1977, causing little
more than mass natural immunization of the population.

But that was enough.

When dengue-2 hit Havana it found the urban population
sensitized and ready to succumb to its immune system
trickery.60

The Cuban epidemic sent shock waves through the public
health communities of the Americas. A year earlier, two
residents of Laredo, Texas, had developed dengue
hemorrhagic fever, carried by infected A. aegypti mosquitoes
found in that city, proving that the viruses had made their way
to North America as well.61

In October 1982, New Delhi, India, suffered a mass
epidemic of dengue hemorrhagic fever that sickened more
than 20 percent of its 5.6 million residents. By then the World
Health Organization regrettably had to announce that attempts
to stifle the spread of dengue-2 since its initial appearance in
Manila in 1953 had failed, and the virus was now endemic in



and around the major cities of Burma, Thailand, Laos,
Vietnam, eastern India, and Sri Lanka.

During the 1980s, Duane Gubler, of the CDC’s laboratory in
San Juan, Puerto Rico, would with considerable apprehension
chronicle the steady rise of dengue, of all types, in the cities
and towns of Latin America. Each year the number of
hospitalizations would increase, infected mosquitoes would
expand their territory, and the specter of a hemispheric urban
dengue disaster would become more imposing. By 1990 he
would be forced to conclude that dengue was endemic to Latin
America.62

A key factor in the expansion of dengue threats to the
Americas would be the 1985 arrival on the continent of A.
albopictus. Carried aboard a shipment of water-logged used
tires sent from Japan for retreading in Houston, Texas, the
extremely aggressive mosquitoes—capable of carrying both
dengue and yellow fever—would quickly outcompete more
timid domestic mosquito species in the United States. Within
two years A. albopictus tiger mosquitoes would be seeking
human blood in the cities and towns of seventeen U.S. states.63

“The presence of albopictus dramatically increases the
probability that exotic viruses will be brought into the urban
human environments of the Americas,” Gubler declared. “The
tiger mosquito will feed on anything, a rat for example, and
then turn right around and feed on a human.”

Gubler warned that dengue wasn’t the only virus A.
albopictus threatened to spread: the midguts of the females
were capable of harboring a broad spectrum of viruses,
including types found in other mammals and not yet known in
humans. In contrast, the finicky A. aegypti fed almost
exclusively on human blood; it could therefore spread only
known human diseases.

“We’re in crisis management on this, that’s all,” Gubler
would angrily say. “We just wait for crises to occur and then
get around to intervening. We could have seen this coming, we
could have been vigilant. But the money was never there; the
surveillance was never there.”



When Tom Monath set out to reconstruct the events that led
to the global emergence of urban dengue hemorrhagic fever he
concluded that every historical advance of the microbes and
their mosquito vectors was a direct result of human activities.
Still at the CDC’s laboratory in Fort Collins, Colorado, five
years after his discovery that rats carried the Lassa virus in
West Africa, Monath scoured historical records and
contemporary laboratory evidence for clues concerning
dengue.

He concluded that World War II was responsible for the
emergence of A. aegypti-carried dengue in Asia. Massive
human migrations, aerial bombing campaigns, densely
populated refugee camps, and the wartime disruption of all
mosquito control efforts allowed for an unprecedented surge in
the A. aegypti population: it may very well have numbered
more in 1945 than at any time in the planet’s previous history.
The mosquitoes were able to use bomb craters filled with
water as breeding sites and to draw blood from millions of
human victims of war whose homes were destroyed and no
longer provided nighttime protection from the hungry insects.

Rapid troop movements by air transit, coupled with massive
refugee migrations, allowed the various dengue types to get
into new ecospheres, carried by humans who were unaware
that they were infected. Almost overnight, areas such as the
Philippines, which for centuries had only a single dengue
strain infecting its human and insect populations, were overrun
by all four dengue types. During World War II Japanese,
European, and American troops landed on Filipino soil after
having been in other dengue-infested parts of Asia, such as
Burma, Thailand, Indonesia, islands throughout the Pacific,
and China. The soldiers carried various strains of dengue in
their blood—strains that were absorbed by local Philippine A.
aegypti mosquitoes.

After a few years of circulation among humans and
mosquitoes in Manila, the immune system cycle necessary for
the creation of the acute hemorrhagic and shock syndrome of
dengue-2 was in place. Such serial infection of one dengue
type after another hadn’t been possible before World War II,



Monath concluded, because few—if any—areas of Asia had
endemic dengue of more than one type.

The Korean and Vietnam wars only created further
opportunities for mosquito breeding and dengue cross-
fertilization. By the conclusion of the Vietnam conflict in
1975, dengues of all four types were endemic in urban centers
throughout the region. The Cuban epidemic of 1981,
interestingly, followed a period of intensive cooperative
postwar exchange of personnel between the two countries for
professional training and Vietnamese reconstruction efforts.

By the time dengue hit Latin America in the 1960s,
ecologies that were favorable to A. aegypti in Asia were also
in place in the Western Hemisphere, the result of enormous
tidal waves of migration into the area’s largest cities.
Conditions in the favelas and slums of cities like São Paulo,
Rio de Janeiro, Caracas, and Santiago were similar, from the
mosquitoes’ perspectives, to those in wartime Asia. The surge
in commercial air traffic throughout the world during the
1970s, Monath concluded, facilitated the spread of people
whose bodies were incubating as yet asymptomatic infections
of dengue-1, -2, -3, and -4. Once they arrived in the cities of
Latin America and their dengue illnesses set in, these people
transmitted the four dengue viruses to local mosquitoes and,
eventually, to other human city dwellers.

When dengue hemorrhagic fever broke out in the streets of
Havana the viruses had become so thoroughly entrenched back
in Manila that millions of cases of the disease had occurred,
and epidemics—particularly among children—had become an
annual feature of urban Philippine society. By 1981, as regular
as clockwork, dengue arrived each year shortly after the onset
of every rainy season in Manila; tens of thousands of children
contracted dengue hemorrhagic fever; and 15 percent of those
children died.

It hadn’t been so before World War II. But by 1980 dengue
was one of Asia’s most prevalent childhood illnesses. And
would remain so.

All things considered, Uwe Brinkmann estimated in 1981
that some 300 million residents of cities located in developing



countries suffered debilitating illnesses at any given time due
to chronic parasitic infections, over and above periodic viral
epidemics, such as dengue. And though the costs of prevention
through large-scale housing, sewage systems, potable water,
insect control, and improvement in garbage collection might
have seemed daunting to the governments of poor countries,
Brinkmann argued that the price of doing nothing was far
greater. Treatments for parasitic diseases were either extremely
expensive by Third World standards—$240 for treatment of
leishmaniasis, for example—or nonexistent. Since few such
countries could afford to treat their citizens, the true price was
an ever-greater trend toward urbanization of previously rural
diseases and the tremendous toll they took in human life and
productivity.

Tragically, events during the 1980s would prove far worse
than Brinkmann had imagined.
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Distant Thunder

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES
AND INJECTING DRUG USERS

 

 

The Snake Pit raid is one more illustration
of the ugly games that straights inflict on
gays, driving them underground, to be
periodically chastised by the city’s
conscience, driving them into self-
conscious, paranoid postures, driving
them finally into an up-front struggle for
liberation to establish, once and for all,
that gay is neither perversion nor sissy nor
sick nor faggot nor silly. Gay is good.

The Village Voice, 1970

I
Around midnight on Friday, June 27, 1969, Deputy Inspector
Seymour Pine of the New York Police Department reviewed
procedures with the men under his command in the public
morals section. Under the pretense of liquor license violations,
they were about to shut down a bar at 53 Christopher Street in
Greenwich Village.

It was a homosexual bar, and raids such as this had been a
routine part of New York City “morals” enforcement for
decades. Though rarely legal, the raids succeeded in driving
out of business many establishments catering to gay men and
scaring away closeted men and women who feared being
identified as sexual deviants on police rap sheets.

As they had done many times before, Pine’s undercover
team got out of their unmarked cars and strolled across



Christopher, past the Lion’s Head—an often wild heterosexual
bar—to the Stonewall.

With military precision the men surrounded the gay bar,
Pine went inside, the management was presented with papers
ordering a shutdown: routine closure of the Stonewall began.
One by one the clientele were ushered out to Christopher
Street, where they hammed it up playfully for the gathering
crowd of Greenwich Village onlookers—hippies, gays,
bohemians, the denizens of New York’s most notoriously
offbeat neighborhood. The mood was calm, even playful.

Until the fifteen paddy wagons appeared.

Within minutes a full-scale riot was underway as the
Village’s gay men fought the police, removed colleagues from
custody, and declared the immediate neighborhood “Home of
the Queens.” Rioting would continue throughout the weekend,
often with a joyous giddiness to it.

By Monday morning everyone involved—both rioters and
police—knew something dramatic had happened. Overnight,
new gay political organizations appeared, not only in New
York City but in other cosmopolitan American centers, notably
San Francisco and Los Angeles.1

“The nights of Friday, June 27, 1969, and Saturday, June 28,
1969, will go down in history as the first time that thousands
of homosexual men and women went out into the streets to
protest the intolerable situation which has existed in New York
City for many years—namely, the Mafia (or Syndicate) control
of this city’s gay bars in collusion with certain elements of the
Police Department of the city of New York,” declared a leaflet
from a group calling itself the Homophile Youth Movement,
which urged the city’s gay population to boycott mob-
controlled bars and demand an end to police raids.

Within days printed signs appeared all over the Village,
stating bluntly for “gays” and “straights” alike: “Do you think
homosexuals are revolting? You bet your sweet ass we are.”

The gay liberation movement burst like champagne from a
highly agitated, just uncorked magnum. The politics of the
movement, for many, went no further than open, unabashed



displays of their previously closeted gay sexuality. Groups of
gays in New York and San Francisco stood up, however, and
publicly declared not only their identity but also their right to
their sexuality, and the two cities became magnets pulling
longsuppressed homosexuals from the small towns of
America; indeed, from all over the world.

The cities, it seemed, had more than just economic
opportunity to offer.

A year after the “Stonewall Riots,” New York’s activist
homosexuals staged a commemorative parade in Central Park.
It was attended by a crowd The New York Times estimated at
20,000. The same day, 1,000 gay men marched in Los Angeles
and about 100 in San Francisco.

A wiry young Brooklyn activist named Marty Robinson
mugged for a TV camera crew that day in Central Park, then
changed his mood, stared defiantly into the camera, and said
that the parade “serves notice on every politician in the state
and nation that homosexuals are not going to hide anymore.

No one could have imagined on that day in 1970 that a mere
eight years later June 27 would be commemorated in cities all
over the world as Gay Freedom Day, drawing crowds of well
over 375,000 to San Francisco and tens of thousands more to
the streets of Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, Miami, New
York, and Chicago. There would even be small sympathy
gatherings in Paris, London, Amsterdam, and Berlin. By 1978,
the U.S. gay rights movement mobilized massive protest
demonstrations against a former beauty queen turned
spokeswoman for the far right, Anita Bryant. The outspoken,
“pro-Christian” Bryant had become a leading advocate of both
consumption of Florida orange juice and revocation of the
hard-won civil rights recently afforded homosexuals in a few
cities, notably San Francisco. The leader of San Francisco’s
gay community, Harvey Milk, called upon homosexuals
nationwide to come to the city for the June 27, 1978, Gay
Freedom Day parade to “send a message” to Bryant and other
opponents of gay rights. And they did.

By 1978 San Francisco’s gays were a potent political force.
According to the city’s noted gay chronicler Randy Shilts,2



gay immigration to San Francisco between 1969 and 1978
outstripped California’s gold rush, adding 30,000 gay men to
the population. After 1979, San Francisco would attract an
additional 5,000 gay migrants yearly until 1988.

In November 1978, the U.S. gay rights movement attained
that dubious notoriety offered to all grass-roots efforts whose
leaders are assassinated because of their beliefs. Harvey Milk,
by then the city’s first openly gay elected official—a member
of the Board of Supervisors—was shot dead in his office,
along with the mayor, George Moscone. The assassin was
another supervisor and former police officer, Dan White, who
would later get a light sentence based on his creative plea of
temporary insanity, caused by the overconsumption of sweets
(Hostess Twinkies). The jury’s acceptance of the so-called
Twinkie defense would be interpreted by the gay community
as an obscene display of homophobia.

Milk’s murder placed the political fate of the gay rights
movement in the United States solidly in the ranks of other
civil rights movements. If African-Americans resented
analogies between their civil rights struggles and those of
homosexuals—and there were strong protests over
comparisons drawn between Martin Luther King, Jr., and
Harvey Milk, or between the Stonewall riot and Rosa Parks’s
refusal to sit at the back of segregated buses—the sentiment
had little impact on the youthful exuberance of gay activists.

A party atmosphere pervaded the gay communities of San
Francisco, New York, and, to a lesser degree, Montreal, Los
Angeles, Washington, D.C., Paris, London, Berlin, and
Amsterdam in the late 1970s. Night after night the gay
neighborhoods filled with young men determined to make up
for lost time, dancing through trysts with such haste that
niceties, like partners’ names, might be overlooked.

“I was an ecstatic slut,” Bobbi Campbell would say later of
his days—and nights. A member of the Sisters of Perpetual
Indulgence, a group of humorous drag queens who dressed in
nun’s habits for all major San Francisco public events,
Campbell, and thousands of others like him, found plenty of
time to indulge in the mass revelry.



Worldwide, the 1970s were a time of sexual liberation and
experimentation for young adults—straight as well as gay—
who poured into trendy metropolises from Nairobi to
Amsterdam in search of the excitement and anonymity of
urban nightlife. The birth control pill gave young women
freedom from concern about unwanted pregnancy, and, for the
first time in history, heterosexual exploration seemed safe. In
Europe and North America it was gay men who took greatest
advantage of the new climate; in developing countries,
particularly in Africa, it was young heterosexuals. From
London’s posh West End to downtown Abidjan the nexus of
all this activity was a new sexual milieu: the disco. In bars all
over the world, young adults drank or danced to electronic
music, their eyes peeled for potential partners. In the often
harsh, alienating atmosphere of big, unfriendly cities, discos
provided instantaneous intimacy. If there was potential danger
in leaving the disco with a stranger, it might only enhance the
sexual allure of the adventure. And for millions of women,
particularly in developing countries, this new atmosphere
provided what was often the only potential source of
independent income: prostitution.

Finally, throughout the developing world new patterns of
male employment appeared during the late 1970s and the
1980s. Young men, tied by marriage and family to their
villages or small towns, commuted to large cities for work.
They made their mass exodus every Monday morning,
converging on cities like Nairobi, Harare, Bombay, Lima, and
Abidjan from the countryside, stayed in flophouses or
workers’ barracks until Friday night, and returned to their
villages for the weekend. For many, a disco cycle set in: on
city nights they might pick up a young lady—prostitute or not
—but they returned on the weekends to their wives.3

Such things had happened in cities before. During the days
of Aristotle and Plato, Athens was so replete with (homo and
hetero) sexual activities that even the gods had orgies. But the
scale of multiple-partnering during the late twentieth century
was unprecedented. With over five billion people on the
planet, an ever-increasing percentage of whom were urban
residents; with air travel and mass transit available to allow



people from all over the world to go to the cities of their
choice; with mass youth movements at their zenith,
advocating, among other things, sexual freedom; with a
feminist spirit alive in much of the industrialized world,
promoting female sexual freedom; and with the entire planet
bottom-heavy with people under twenty-five—there could be
no doubt that the size and drama of this worldwide urban
sexual energy was unparalleled.

“Why do faggots have to fuck so fucking much? It’s as if
we don’t have anything else to do … all we do is live in our
ghetto and dance and drug and fuck,” moaned an exhausted
character in Faggots, a play by a gay New York author, Larry
Kramer.

Though the emotional price of all this anonymous sexuality
was obvious to many participants by the close of the 1970s, its
microbial toll was apparent only to those few public health
authorities who were paying attention. It was easy to miss.

 

By 1980 most Americans and Western Europeans were, on
average, remarkably healthy compared with their counterparts
of a previous generation, or with their contemporaries living in
the Southern Hemisphere. Nearly 100 percent of U.S. deaths
that year were due to chronic diseases, accidents, suicides, and
diseases of old age.4

Reflecting this, only 34 percent of National Institutes of
Health resources in the United States were spent on that gamut
of problems that included infectious diseases. The agency’s
infectious disease prevention and control budget had by 1980
declined 16 percent from 1969–76.5

Given the reported mortality statistics, this resource shift
seemed wholly appropriate. Sexually transmitted diseases had
declined dramatically all over the industrialized world since
the discovery of antibiotic treatments for syphilis and
gonorrhea. In the 1920s over 9,000 Americans died each year
of syphilis, and 60,000 children were born infected with the
spirochete. In 1940, just before the introduction of antibiotics,
13,000 Americans died of syphilis. But by 1949, with the



availability of antibiotic treatments, fewer than 6,000
Americans died of syphilis, and all signs pointed toward a
continuing decline as physicians improved their use of the
drugs and more infected people sought treatment. Nobody,
therefore, considered it inappropriate to slash venereal disease
control budgets from a 1949 commitment of $18 million down
to a 1955 U.S. federal expenditure of barely $3 million.

By 1970 fewer than 0.02 of every 10,000 Americans—or
two out of every million—succumbed to syphilis. The
gonorrhea death rate had also plummeted and most physicians
considered both diseases easily curable and, therefore,
controllable.6

But by 1975 the folly of such overconfidence was apparent:
gonorrhea reports in the United States tripled between 1965
and 1975, syphilis reports quadrupled. By the early 1980s over
2.5 million people were getting gonorrhea annually, and
syphilis ranked behind gonorrhea and chicken pox as the third
most common infectious disease in the United States.7

Though few Americans were dying of gonorrhea in the
post-antibiotic era, it was not a harmless disease. It clearly
contributed to infections in the ovaries and fallopian tubes that
comprised pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) in women, with
the resultant risks of major surgery and infertility. About 20
percent of the 850,000 women who contracted PID in the
United States each year between 1977 and 1980 suffered PID
as a result of underlying gonorrhea infection.

A woman who survived a case of PID without obvious
lasting effects was ten times more likely to suffer subsequent
ectopic pregnancies—which could be life-threatening—due to
infectious damage to her reproductive tract. The ectopic
pregnancy rate in the United States soared from 19,300 cases
in 1971 to 42,000 in 1978. Not only did the numbers of
ectopic pregnancies increase, but so did the likelihood that any
given pregnancy would be marred by that dangerous
complication. In 1970 just over 4 out of every 1,000 U.S.
pregnancies was ectopic; a decade later more than 13.5 of
every 1,000 pregnancies was ectopic, a fourfold increase.8



Finally, about 15 percent of all women who suffered from
PID were rendered sterile either as a result of ovarian
infections or hysterectomies necessitated by advanced, life-
threatening disease. One out of five PID cases required
hospitalization. Estimates of the costs—direct and indirect—of
PID by 1978 were already starting to approach the billion-
dollar mark in the United States. By the mid-1980s the U.S.
direct and indirect medical cost of PID would top $2.6 billion
per year, and researchers would predict that, given an
apparently out-of-control increase in the incidence of the
syndrome and its underlying venereal diseases, societal costs
could exceed $3.5 billion by 1990.9

Other microbes could also produce PID, including the
Chlamydia trachomatis bacteria, which by 1983 would cause
some three million new infections a year among American
adults. Like gonorrhea, Chlamydia incidence increased
steadily in the United States throughout the 1970s and 1980s.
The risk of both infections rose in direct proportion to the
number of different sexual partners an individual had over a
given amount of time.10

In 1976 there was a dramatic turn of events, further
worsening the sexually transmitted disease situation.

On August 27, 1976, the CDC reported that two individuals
—one in Maryland, the other in California—had become
infected with an apparently new, mutated strain of gonorrhea
that defied penicillin treatment. On closer examination the
CDC determined that the Neisseria gonorrhoeae made an
enzyme that destroyed penicillin; the strain was dubbed
Penicillinase-Producing Neisseria gonorrhoeae, or PPNG.11

By October the CDC had identified ten more cases of the
penicillin-resistant gonorrhea, and traced all but one of the
U.S. cases to recent travel in East Asia, either by the ailing
individual or by his/her sex partner. At the same time public
health authorities in the port of Liverpool, England, reported
that forty cases of PPNG had surfaced in their city during the
previous eight months.12



By early 1977, PPNG reports were coming in from all over
the United States, and a third of the cases involved U.S.
military personnel recently returned from Asia, particularly the
Philippines.13 The U.S. Navy and Air Force both had
enormous bases in the Philippines, surrounded by a dense
urban sprawl of tens of thousands of people eager to earn U.S.
dollars. Notably, prostitution thrived around both bases, and
black-market penicillin was sold to the brothels and the
hookers.

Surveys in the Philippines revealed that some 40 percent of
all gonorrhea cases in cities near U.S. military bases were
PPNG. And half of all U.S. military personnel stationed in the
Philippines who had gonorrhea were infected with PPNG.

“It seems unlikely that efforts to control emergence of
penicillinaseproducing gonococci will do more than delay
their worldwide spread,” a U.S. National Institutes of Health
panel concluded in 1977.14

The same week the CDC reported the Philippines link, it
also reported on a Georgia man suffering from a new type of
gonorrhea that was resistant to the two other most commonly
used treatments for the disease: spectinomycin and ampicillin.
The CDC scoured over 9,000 gonorrhea isolates collected
nationwide prior to 1976 and found no evidence of the
spectinomycin-resistant strain in the United States prior to
February 1977. It had existed in Denmark, however, where
two cases were discovered in 1976.

By May 1977, the penicillin-resistant PPNG strain had been
spotted in seventeen countries, and all the North American and
European cases traced back to either the Philippines or West
Africa. The United States, by that time, had 150 PPNG cases,
most were in New York City, and three of the cases involved
microbes with triple resistance—penicillin, ampicillin, and
spectinomycin. The CDC warned that physicians had to handle
antibiotic use in their gonorrhea patients very carefully or “the
probability of PPNG acquiring spectinomycin resistance will
increase.”15

Within four years treatment of gonorrhea would become
terribly complicated; not only would there be PPNG and



spectinomycin-resistant microbes to worry about but also a
strain that was resistant to the entire tetracycline family of
antibiotics.16 Soon the microbes were rampant among urban
gay men and black and Hispanic heterosexual males in the
United States. 17

Herpes simplex Type I, or HSV-I, had been a ubiquitous
pediatric disease for as long as anybody had been able to
diagnose the distinctive cold sores it produced. Better than 90
percent of elderly residents of North America and Europe in
1980 had antibodies to HSV-I, indicating that they had been
infected with the virus sometime during their lives. But the
childhood infection rates declined in the industrialized world
during the 1950s and 1960s due to improved personal hygiene
standards and an understanding that herpetic sores shed
contagious viruses.

As a result of declines in the usually less dangerous HSV-I,
herpes simplex Type II (HSV-II) was able to infect a wider
range of people. HSV-I offered the infected human an
opportunity to make antibodies against it which weakly cross-
reacted against HSV-II, offering some protection against the
more dangerous virus.

HSV-II was primarily passed sexually between human
beings. The virus had several characteristics that allowed its
easy passage within a sexually active human population.18 It
could infect nerve cells and hide for years on end inside the
relatively quiet host. At any time—perhaps decades after
infection—the viruses could emerge from those nerve cells,
replicate thousands of copies of themselves, and create painful
sores around the genitals, mouth, or anus of the infected
human. During such times, these areas would be sites where
millions of herpes viruses were shed, and the chances of
passage to a human sexual partner were extremely high—
approaching 100 percent under certain circumstances.

HSV-II was usually found in teenagers and adults, and prior
to the 1970s active cases of the disease were primarily seen
among prostitutes and their clients.19 But a 1981 survey of
middle-class young adults in the city of Toronto found that 15
percent were infected with the genital herpes virus. A Seattle



study concluded that nearly half of the city’s homosexual
population and a quarter of the women living in the
community’s poorer neighborhoods were also infected.

Between 1966 and 1981 the number of Americans treated
by their doctors for genital herpes increased ninefold.

A similar escalation was seen in the U.K., Israel, Thailand,
New Zealand, and throughout Western Europe, where, overall,
visits to clinics for treatment of HSV-II increased at a rate of
12 percent per year from 1975 to 1982.20

Researchers discovered that the virus could lie silently in a
woman’s uterine lining for years, causing damage only when
she became pregnant. Then it might precipitate an abortion, or
be passed to the fetus, producing painful infections all over a
neonate’s body.21 Treatment of the neonates required intensive
care,22 and, in many cases, the illness was fatal.

Despite public alarm, the incidence of HSV-II infection
would continue to rise dramatically, reaching levels in 1986 as
high as 60 percent of all adult men living in key U.S. cities.23

During the 1970s, researchers reported similar rises in
nearly every other microbe known to be sexually transmitted.
Cytomegalovirus, or CMV, was increasingly found in the
blood or genital tracts of men and women attending STD
clinics in the United States, and by 1980 up to 25 percent of
women examined in such clinics had active CMV infections of
the cervix.24

Chancroid, a bacterial disease causing ulcerous sores in the
rectum and genitals, was less common than the other major
sexually transmitted diseases, but the sores served as “portals
of entry,” as public health authorities put it, for the passage of
other microbes into the human body. Chancroid reached its
lowest point in U.S. history during 1975, when fewer than 500
cases would be reported to federal authorities. But almost
immediately the trend reversed itself, and outbreaks occurred
in Orlando, New York City, Boston, Philadelphia, Dallas, Los
Angeles, and other U.S. cities. By 1987 annual U.S. chancroid
reports would soar tenfold, topping 5,000 reports a year—the
1950 level.



Like gonorrhea and chlamydia, the chancroid bacterium—
Haemophilus ducreyi—mutated around antibiotic treatment.
On mobile plasmids that could be passed from one H. ducreyi
to another were genes that made the microbes resistant to
ampicillin, sulfonamides, chloramphenicol, and tetracyclines.
As a result, treatment of chancroid would, by the mid-1980s,
be difficult.25

In 1982 H. H. Handsfield focused on why U.S. medicine
had been so slow to deal with this rise in all sexually
transmitted diseases:

 

… following World War II and the discovery of penicillin,
many doctors and public health authorities believed that
syphilis and gonorrhea, then the most important known forms
of sexually transmitted diseases in the United States, would
shortly be all but abolished. It was widely felt, therefore, that
the problem could be safely left to public venereal disease
clinics. Many private physicians were quite content with this
approach, since it more or less absolved them of having to deal
with diseases widely considered “not nice” and which
confronted the doctor with the difficult and often delicate
problem of contact tracing. The public clinics, however, were
relegated to second class status, underfunded and understaffed,
even within health departments. Simultaneously, there was a
radical de-emphasis of STDs in medical schools: Since the
problem was “under control,” there was obviously little point
in training physicians to deal with it. Whole academic
divisions of “syphilology” disbanded, and venereology
became divorced from both medical research and medical
training. Most U.S. medical schools now provide no more than
a few hours of lectures on STDs, usually during the preclinical
training years, and only a small handful provide clinical
training of any kind.26

 

Between the late 1960s and the early 1980s most STDs also
climbed in Western European countries, but swift public health
action generally prevented U.S.-scale epidemics. In the U.K.,
for example, syphilis began making a comeback in 1968, but a



prompt national control effort brought the incidence down
markedly in 1978 among heterosexuals. Homosexual spread of
syphilis, however, continued unabated. U.K. control efforts
were less successful for gonorrhea, which climbed steadily
after 1957 in all sexually active demographic groups.

No country had much luck controlling the spread of genital
herpes simplex. Between 1970 and 1984, U.K. herpes cases
skyrocketed from 4,000 a year to more than 20,000. On the
other hand, chancroid had practically disappeared from most
European countries by 1980.27

In developing countries the STD crisis was at least as
pronounced as in the United States. Pelvic inflammatory
disease cases accounted for an ever-increasing percentage of
all gynecological visits, particularly in Africa. By 1980, PID
was the reason for 30 percent of all gynecological visits in
Ugandan cities; 26.5 percent in Zambia; 30 percent in
Ethiopia; Nigeria, 30 percent; Kenya, 40 percent; and
Zimbabwe, 44 percent.28 Ectopic pregnancy rates were also
rising, and in some countries were responsible for up to a third
of all maternal deaths.29

Most PID was due to either gonorrhea or chlamydia, both of
which were out of control in the majority of cities in
developing countries. Gonorrhea had become so widely
antibiotic-resistant by the early 1980s that effective doses had
to be a hundred times stronger than doses in 1950. In some
Asian countries over half of all cases involved PPNG, and
strains resistant to more than one antibiotic were on the rise.

The prevalence of gonorrhea among young adults was high
by the early 1980s. The greatest reported incidence was in
Uganda, where 40 percent of the women attending family-
planning clinics in Entebbe and Kampala were infected. In
nearby Nairobi, Kenya, 64 percent of the lower-paid street
prostitutes were infected, and a quarter of Nairobi’s high-class
prostitutes carried the bacteria.

Syphilis rates varied among women attending family-
planning clinics from a low of 1 percent in Saudi Arabia to 35
percent in Khartoum. Among prostitutes, syphilis was



extremely prevalent in most developing countries, and rates of
50 to 75 percent were common.

Chlamydia rates among pregnant women were also
alarming. In rural South Africa, for example, only 1 percent of
women were infected, but in Johannesburg and Cape Town
rates of over 12 percent were seen. Kenya reported chlamydia
rates of 29 percent; Fiji led the world, with 45 percent of its
tested pregnant women found infected with chlamydia.

The numbers were telling a story, issuing a warning that was
largely unheeded.

II
In 1978, Dr. Subhash Hira was looking for a change. Ever
since he finished his medical training in Baroda, India, and
worked in Bombay, the young physician had felt restless.
Opportunities for an honest doctor trained in Western medicine
were limited in India, unless he had family money with which
to start a private practice. It was particularly hard to find
positions that offered a young government physician a chance
to escape the Health Ministry’s bureaucratic stranglehold.

He was, therefore, easily recruited by the Zambian
government to run a new national program to control syphilis,
gonorrhea, and other sexually transmitted ailments—the
“shame diseases.”

When he arrived in Lusaka, Hira immediately noticed that it
was overwhelmingly populated by young people who were
unmarried or who felt unfettered by their vows on Saturday
nights. The city was exploding with new arrivals, and housing
was scarce. Men outnumbered women; many were guerrillas
fighting to overthrow governments in Rhodesia, South Africa,
or Namibia.

In 1978–79 Hira occupied a modest cinder-block office at
University Teaching Hospital, Zambia’s premier medical
school. He designed an STD control program aimed at keeping
case records and planned to replace “shame” with prevention
and treatment.



He also surveyed small groups of Lusakans to determine the
incidence of STDs, something the old Northern Rhodesia
colonial government had never done, and postcolonial
Zambian health officials hadn’t considered a priority given the
crises of malaria, malnutrition, and other deadly pediatric
diseases, like measles.

Hira had no way of knowing what sort of trend his STD
numbers followed, but even taken alone they were startling.
Syphilis was rampant. Responsible for 19 percent of all
miscarriages, it infected 32 of every 1,000 babies born in
Lusaka, about 16 of whom died immediately before or after
birth.30

Fourteen percent of the Lusaka women tested at family-
planning or pregnancy clinics had syphilis; some 11 percent
had gonorrhea. Chlamydia and chancroid were also rampant,
and Hira suspected that the rates of all four STDs would prove
even higher in young men.

Outside of Lusaka and the densely populated area around
Zambia’s copper mines, these diseases were relatively rare, but
Hira noticed that many urban workers returned to their wives
in rural villages during holidays. He wondered how long it
would be before STDs plagued the villages as well. And how
long before the thousands of freedom fighters took Lusaka-
acquired microbes to their home countries.

In 1980, Hira set up an STD testing clinic at the University
Hospital. It was soon swamped. Men and women, some
clutching their children, waited, moved beyond shame to the
more familiar ennui of “queuing up.” Some waited for hours,
as Hira and his assistants desperately tread water before the
tidal wave.

Far away in snowbound Michigan, Dr. June Osborn was
reviewing grant applications for National Institutes of Health
funding to conduct sexually transmitted disease research.
When she had started in her NIH advisory role, Osborn (like
most American STD researchers) was focused on
heterosexually spread herpes simplex, but by 1979–80 she
noticed something troubling: all STDs were increasing, at a



rate of about 1 percent a year in the general population, but by
an incredible 12 percent annually among gay men.

“I fear we’re looking at a new ecology here,” Osborn told
NIH colleagues. Wherever there were large gay communities,
there was also a striking disparity in disease rates, particularly
for syphilis, gonorrhea, and hepatitis B.

For Osborn one of the most startling findings involved the
Entamoeba histolytica parasite. Normally found in the food
and water of densely populated areas in developing countries,
it was rarely seen in the United States. In the late 1970s,
however, it turned up in the bowels of gay men in New York,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, and a few other cities. In
developing countries where E. histolytica was endemic, the
parasites formed bowel cysts, creating ulcerous sores which
shed more organisms, some of which might get into the liver,
causing severe damage.

As reports of E. histolytica outbreaks among gay men
escalated, Osborn and other public health officials became
seriously alarmed. By the close of the decade more than 20
percent of the U.S. gay male population was infected with E.
histolytica—five years before, no locally acquired cases were
reported in the United States. Fortunately, the microbial strain
rampant in the United States was not particularly virulent and
most men had few or no symptoms.

But things were moving quickly—“too fast,” Osborn said—
for the NIH research planners. The all-heterosexual, mostly
middle-aged research advisers simply couldn’t fathom what
was going on in the U.S. gay community at the time.

“Every time we do an NIH site visit the definition of
‘multiple sex partners’ has changed. First, it was ten to twenty
partners per year. That was 1975,” Osborn complained. “Then
in 1976 it was fifty partners a year. By 1978 we were talking
about a hundred sexual partners a year and now [1980] we’re
using the term to describe five hundred sexual partners in a
single year.

“I am duly in awe. Perhaps somewhat disbelieving, but duly
in awe,” Osborn concluded.



Preliminary 1980 reviews seen only by Osborn’s NIH panel
and federal authorities at the CDC revealed that CMV was
spreading quickly among gay men. By 1981 the CDC would
tell doctors nationwide of another unprecedented new gay
male epidemic—of cytomegalovirus. Widespread rectal
transmission of CMV among adults had never been seen
anywhere before.

Reports of rare diseases among gay men were coming in
from public health authorities in Canadian and Western
European cities. In Paris, Amsterdam, London, Rome, Madrid,
Montreal, Toronto, Copenhagen—wherever researchers
looked—the trend was the same.

“We’ve got to pay attention to this ecology,” Osborn
warned. “There’s something disturbing going on.”

To the happy participants in the gay freedom movement, it
was the ecology of sexual liberation. A price to pay, so to
speak, for newfound freedom.

“I calculated that since becoming sexually active in 1973, I
had racked up more than three thousand different sex partners
in bathhouses, back rooms, meat racks, and tearooms,” gay
pop singer Michael Callen wrote. “As a consequence, I also
had the following sexually transmitted diseases, many more
than once: hepatitis A, hepatitis B, hepatitis non-A/non-B;
herpes simplex Types I and II; venereal warts; amebiasis,
including giardia lamblia and entamoeba histolytica; shigella
flexneri and salmonella; syphilis; gonorrhea; nonspecific
urethritis; chlamydia; cytomegalovirus (CMV), and Epstein-
Barr virus (EBV) mononucleosis; and eventually
cryptosporidiosis.” 31

Another factor in the spread of disease was a change in the
culture of homosexuality. In the past, role playing had been a
common feature, with some men always being the passive
receptors in anal intercourse and others consistently the
aggressors.32 But within the culture of gay liberation such role
playing was shunned, even taboo, and more men played both
roles. That changed the ecology of anal intercourse for the
microbes, and allowed a more rapid epidemic spread of
disease. If John, for example, played the passive role one week



and got rectal gonorrhea from Sam, his chances of passing the
microbe to Charlie the following week were greater if John
played the aggressive role. If John remained the passive
player, however, his partners might not contract his gonorrhea.
So if a man had 500 sexual partners in a year, he might receive
an extraordinarily rare microbe from just one of his 250
aggressor partners, then pass it on to 250 men with whom he
took the aggressive role. The potential for rapid spread was
further enhanced by the lack of a strong local immune system
in the anal/rectal area. Thus, the one man could amplify a
weak microbe signal 250-fold, creating an epidemic din.

None of these details of homosexual behavior were
comfortable intellectual terrain for public health scientists in
1980, however. While they charted the upward curves on the
STD graphs in the gay communities of North America and
Europe, and discussed the trends at meetings, few scientists
wanted to discuss the “new ecology.” It was unsettling, and
politically volatile.33

Having obtained his Harvard Ph.D. in virology, Don Francis
was back working for the CDC in Phoenix, Arizona. The
hepatitis B virus remained his greatest concern, and he hadn’t
overlooked its alarming rise among gay men. By 1980 he had
established a national cohort of gay men who agreed to be
tested periodically for hepatitis B. By following these 6,875
men, most of whom were in San Francisco, Francis hoped to
establish the dynamics of the microbe’s spread within the
homosexual population.

Francis had become one of the world’s experts on hepatitis
B. In 1979 he helped investigate an outbreak in India, caused
by injections of hepatitiscontaminated human immunoglobulin
in 325 people.34 From 1978 to 1983 he participated in three
other investigations of nosocomial transmission of the virus: a
Baltimore dentist who passed the virus to six patients,35 a
Connecticut oral surgeon who infected over a hundred patients
during 1978–79,36 and a Mississippi gynecologist who
infected three women upon whom he performed surgery
during 1979–80. In all three cases, transmission ceased with
the routine use of surgical gloves.37



This demonstrated to Francis that the hepatitis B virus,
unlike the food-borne hepatitis A, was primarily transmitted
through blood-to-blood contact. And that contact could be
entirely prevented by a layer of latex.

To Francis this seemed to be ample reason to recommend
that gay men start using condoms, but such proclamations
were uncomfortable for the CDC, which still adhered to the
old venereal disease paradigm of identifying cases, contacting
all their partners, and treating everyone with antibiotics.

But hepatitis B was a virus; it couldn’t be effectively treated
with any drug. And contact tracing was clearly impossible if
an individual had multiple, anonymous sex partners. Francis
saw no alternative but prevention to block transmission of the
virus, by creating either a physical barrier (condoms) or
immunity (vaccination). By 1980 he was actively pushing both
angles and, in his usual gruff but earnest manner, making
enemies among the more traditional bureaucrats and
venereologists at the CDC. Francis, however, was a man with
a mission. Prone to impatience and maverick action, he
became increasingly outspoken about hepatitis B prevention.
On the basis of lab work he had done with Max Essex, and
studies he made of Native Alaskans and their parallel
epidemics of liver cancer and hepatitis B infections,38 Francis
was convinced that the escalating hepatitis epidemic among
gay men presaged a plague of gay liver cancer. He showed that
spread could be blocked with condom use.39 And it was well
known that one out of ten adults newly infected with hepatitis
B went on to become chronic carriers of the virus, potentially
infecting others for decades and putting themselves at risk for
liver cancer.40

In 1978, federal researchers estimated there were
approximately 200,000 hepatitis B carriers in the United
States, but as the gay epidemic struck San Francisco, New
York, Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, Miami, Paris, London,
and other key cities, it became clear that the numbers were
mere guesses.41 By late 1981, San Francisco Health
Department officials would estimate that 73 percent of gay
men in the city “either have or have had” hepatitis B, and



physician Pat McGraw would reckon that at least 1,000 gay
men were carriers, or roughly one in fifty of the city’s openly
gay citizens.42

At CDC headquarters Drs. Harold Jaffe and Jim Curran read
the field reports coming in on hepatitis B and recognized that
all young sexually active Americans—particularly
homosexuals—seemed to stand a far greater chance of
acquiring a sexually transmitted disease in 1980 than did their
counterparts just a decade earlier. The trends, they felt,
augured for loss of what little control public health authorities
still claimed over the STD microbes, and they tried to argue
that case both inside the CDC and at medical conventions.

Jaffe always returned from such meetings sizzling mad. Few
physicians or scientists shared his concerns, and many publicly
retorted as late as 1980 that “there’s really no further need for
an infectious disease specialty” in medicine.

Jaffe, thirty-four, answered to Curran, who was just thirty-
six. Jaffe had a bit of Northeast passion; Curran was a classic
case of Midwest cool. In late 1978 Curran had come to the
CDC from Ohio University College of Medicine, where he’d
been a professor of preventive medicine. He headed the CDC’s
research branch for the Venereal Disease Control Division.

Curran’s low-key style and extremely fastidious presence
led many people to mistakenly conclude that he was a
conservative straitlaced sort. But well before he joined the
CDC, Curran had concluded that the old-fashioned approaches
to venereal disease control—indeed, the very word
“venereal”—were outmoded. He favored new approaches to a
problem he readily acknowledged was out of control.

Like Jaffe, Francis, and Osborn, Curran recognized that
something unique was occurring among gay male residents of
some cities with large homosexual populations. He tried to
warn the physicians Michael Callen called “the clap doctors,”
their patients, and gay organizations. But everybody was
enjoying the party too much. Besides, after so many decades
of maltreatment by every imaginable government agency and
medical organization, including officially being labeled
mentally ill during the 1950s by the American Psychiatric



Association, gay men weren’t about to let another bureaucrat
tell them to slow down.

III
By 1980 thirty-year-old Greggory Howard had been carrying a
heroin addiction for thirteen years. Cut off from his family,
Howard was a member of a community of heroin addicts who
lived amidst the extraordinary squalor of Newark’s burned-out
tenements.

It was shortly after the 1967 riots that Greggory Howard,
then a high school junior, first shot heroin into his veins. His
warm personality and good grades held promise that he might
escape New Jersey’s notorious slum to a better life.

“Life was good to Greggory,” Howard said, always
referring to himself in the third person. “Yes, it was. It really
was. My parents did everything right, they were very good to
me. But Greggory just had … just had to drift away.”

In 1967 racial tensions in the United States were as high as
anyone could remember. The civil rights movement had
passed from polite sit-down demonstrations and peaceful
marches to unfettered rage when its leaders shifted their foci
from the Deep South to the industrialized North. By the mid-
1960s racial tensions had reached a tinderbox level.

Newark ignited in 1967; block after block went up in flames
amid riots between residents of the city’s slums and the police
and National Guard. Tanks patrolled the streets.

Frightened, Greggory stayed out of the fray, but it left him
with a sense of tragedy and hopelessness. Afterward, he took
to walking along Prince Street and Hamilton, staring at the
charred structures that had once housed his friends, teachers,
and relatives, and he tried heroin for the first time. One of his
ex-girlfriends was already shooting up, and she seemed to like
getting high. Why not try?

Now it was 1980. Howard’s nose was broken, a nasty scar
zigzagged across his left cheek, and he walked with a jerk, all
thanks to beatings by dealers, crooks, and hoodlums. Those
veins that hadn’t disappeared were on the verge of collapse or



embolism from the thousands of needles he’d jammed into his
arms, neck, and thighs. Howard’s liver was shot, because of
hepatitis.

To avoid being arrested for carrying drug paraphernalia43

Howard rarely had on his person either heroin or the gear—the
cooker, tourniquet, syringe, and needles—that was needed to
prepare and inject the drug. Like most street-savvy addicts,
Howard always had on hand a supply of minor street drugs,
possession of which did not constitute a major crime: Valium,
marijuana, a variety of “downers” that could help him stay
relatively steady between heroin highs. And when he had the
cash, Howard went to dealers at any of a number of
apartments, abandoned buildings, alleys, parked cars, or parks
and shot up, using works supplied by the dealer or another
junkie.
 

KEY GAY COMMUNITIES AND CENTERS
OF INJECTING DRUG USE, 1980s



“Someday I’m going to detox my ass,” Howard would say,
staring off on a high at Newark’s hundreds of empty lots—the
legacy of 1967.



Heroin, cocaine, amphetamines, and the host of other drugs
easily purchased in the full glare of sunlight in most large
American and European cities hadn’t always been public
health disasters. But they clearly did pose a crisis for urban
health by 1980—an opportunity, a new ecology, for the
microbes.

The anonymity of cities provided cover for illegal activity.
The density of the population offered a steady flow of
consumers, even for self-destructive products. And the
alienation ensured that there would always be people willing
to trade their health, wealth, and esteem for something that
would take their minds to another place, be it alcohol, Valium,
or heroin.

Once it reached Newark, a two-pound bag of pure heroin
might be “cut” or “stepped on” with some other chemical by
90 or 95 percent, giving the wholesaler nearly 200 pounds (90
kilos) of street-quality heroin to sell to a retailer. The retailer
might further cut the drug to increase his profit potential, so
that Greggory Howard’s daily high might be on a solution
ranging from 2 to 15 percent heroin. In 1974, by the time it
reached Newark, one acre’s opium could yield more than $40
million.44

Profits in the opium/morphine/heroin network were greatest
when the risks of police interdiction or interference from
competitors was low. Large cities with slums afforded ideal
environments, particularly if they were near ports or
international airports. If hefty sales could be maintained in the
crime-ridden inner-city areas there was no need to risk law
enforcement’s attention in small towns or tight-knit suburban
communities. In slum neighborhoods where most people were
hostile to the police, retailers could operate with near-
impunity. If kids in the suburbs wanted heroin—and by 1980
many of them very much did—they could come into the city to
obtain supplies.45

Despite expenditures of billions of federal law enforcement
dollars since 1969, when the U.S. Congress voted for a “full-
scale attack” on the heroin problem, the number of heroin
addicts in the United States would rise from 55,000 in 1955 to



1.5 million in 1987 and they could be found, regardless of
race, in any community that offered a steady supply of the
drug.46 In Greggory Howard’s state, New Jersey, by 1980
heroin users were of all races, ages, and economic
backgrounds, though the majority were white men between
twenty-five and thirty-five years of age. About 40 percent of
the state’s heroin users were holding down jobs. Most had
sought treatment several times—and failed several times.47

The urban heroin environment was ideal for dozens of
different microbes. The drug user generally had an impaired
immune system due to the narcotics’ effects, to the constant
injection of other people’s blood cells carried on shared
syringes, and to the numerous compounds used to cut the
product. On the one hand, they had overexcited antibody
responses provoked by all the immune system stimulators,
such as other people’s cells. Many therefore tested positive for
rheumatoid factor and other markers of a system so
overstimulated that it might be producing antibodies against
itself. This autoimmunity could lead to the body’s inability to
distinguish genuine microbial threats from vital human cells.48

On the other hand, the large phagocytic cells of the immune
systems of injecting drug users, which usually bore the
responsibility of ingesting and destroying bacteria and other
invaders, were alarmingly nonresponsive. And the T-cell
system, comprised of cells that usually tipped the rest of the
immune system off to the presence of potential threats, was
seriously dysfunctional, in part because some lymphocytes
bore receptors for opiates, and were dampened directly by
heroin.49

As a result, microbes found the environment of the body of
a heroin user far less hostile than that presented by healthy
Homo sapiens.

The drug user’s basic lifestyle also offered unique
opportunities for microbial passage from human to human.
Most of the addicts shared one another’s injecting equipment.
When an addict injected heroin, or any other drug, some of his
or her blood might be pulled into the syringe when the
equipment was drawn from the vein and the plunger reset. If



the injector was infected with, for example, Staphylococcus
bacteria, the microbes would be withdrawn into the syringe as
well.

All the staph bacteria then required was the genetically
acquired ability to withstand whatever environment the
syringe rested in when not in use. That might mean a few
hours hidden outdoors on a subzero Newark night—conditions
too tough for most organisms. On a hot, humid August night
lying in a watery “cleaning dish,” however, the microbes
found a highly favorable ecology. The least challenging
situation was the shooting gallery, where one person
immediately passed his contaminated syringe to another.

Needles also helped microbes bypass the multitudinous
barriers humans had in their skin, nostrils, and lungs, and go
directly to the bloodstream. Even organisms with weak
“delivery systems,” as Bernard Fields called them, could
thrive in the heroin ecology.

Finally, many heroin addicts lived in acute squalor, ate
poorly, worked as prostitutes for drug money, and used a broad
range of additional intoxicants, each of which uniquely altered
the Homo sapiens ecology in ways the microbes might find
advantageous.

In 1929 malaria caused by Plasmodium falciparum broke
out in downtown Cairo, Egypt, due to needle sharing by local
drug addicts. By the late 1930s a similar heroin-driven malaria
epidemic was spreading through New York City, reaching such
high levels among drug addicts that it was considered
endemic. Six percent of New York City jail inmates at the time
had signs of malaria infection—all of them injecting drug
users. One hundred and thirty-six New Yorkers died of malaria
during the period—none of them had been bitten by
mosquitoes.50 The epidemic stopped when the heroin retailers,
concerned about losing their customers, started adding quinine
to their cut heroin.

Such dealer “benevolence” was more than offset, however,
by routine contamination of heroin products, the result of poor
chemical processing or the use of microbe-supporting
substances to dilute the drug.51



Numerous types of microbes managed to successfully
exploit the heroin ecology. For example, between 1969 and
1974 physicians at San Francisco General Hospital noticed an
increase in endocarditis—life—threatening infections of the
heart. In seventeen of the nineteen cases, the individuals were
drug addicts. And the organism responsible was the Serratia
marcescens bacterium. Despite vigorous antibiotic treatment,
68 percent died. Searches of hospital records as far back as
1963 revealed no prior case of S. marcescens-induced
endocarditis in San Francisco, proving it was a newly
emergent microbial threat.52

Endocarditis was increasingly a problem worldwide in
heroin-plagued cities. Bacteria and fungi entered the
bloodstream on dirty needles and colonized the heart valves
and other components of the vital organs. In most cases,
antibiotic therapy proved fruitless. Prior to 1976 New York
City experienced such endocarditis outbreaks among drug
addicts, caused by Staphylococcus, Enterococcus, Candida,
and Pseudomonas. Chicago, Helsinki, Seattle, Washington,
D.C., San Francisco, and Detroit also witnessed outbreaks
driven by those organisms, as well as S. marcescens.

Bacterial and fungal infections of all sorts became so
prevalent among drug injectors by the mid-1970s that many
began to prophylactically medicate themselves with
antibiotics. An antibiotics black market, operating in tandem
with the heroin trade, developed in many cities in Europe,
Asia, and the United States, servicing heroin users with a
variety of antimicrobials. But their use of these medicinal
drugs was counterproductive, because the black market’s
supplies were sporadic and rarely offered consistent varieties
of antibiotics.

Drug addicts, therefore, became ideal breeding grounds for
antibiotic-resistant organisms. From a public health
perspective the problem was restricted to the drug users
themselves, who in increasing numbers throughout the 1970s
suffered and died from antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

But in 1982 injecting drug users in Boston and Detroit were
taking black-market methicillin whenever they could to



prevent bacterial infections. Strains of the bacteria emerged
that possessed two different types of transferable methicillin-
resistance genes.53 When the infected heroin users were
hospitalized, a new resistant Staphylococcus, dubbed MRSA,
spread to the medical staff and other patients.

Tuberculosis also lurked in the heroin ecology. Health
authorities in most industrialized countries thought the TB
scourge of the pre-antibiotic era was licked, and in absolute
numbers of active cases in humans it certainly had declined
dramatically by the 1970s. But in New York City hospitals in
1979, Dr. Lee Reichman spotted a trend that had gone
unnoticed: TB cases in the city’s poor, black neighborhood of
Harlem were appearing at a rate of 406.6 per 100,000 residents
who eschewed injectable drugs. But among the addicted
residents of Harlem an astonishing 3,740 per 100,000 had
active tuberculosis.54

It seemed reasonable to hypothesize as early as 1979 that
TB was spreading among members of the heroin-addicted
populations of the wealthy nations, even as the disease was
disappearing from their general populations. It might have
warranted concern that decades of TB control efforts might be
defeated if a subpopulation of actively infected individuals
was left alone.

Indeed, Reichman had great difficulty finding a medical
journal willing to publish his 1979 findings, and the paper was
rejected several times, not because of any inherent flaws in the
study, but because the journals simply didn’t consider a high
level of active TB among junkies terribly important.

Reichman absolutely believed in 1979 that injecting drug
users were passing TB infections to one another.
Unfortunately, virtually all societies on the planet held
injecting drug users in contempt, viewing them as dangerous
criminals, pathetically weak individuals, filthy denizens of
ghettos, perilously insane characters, or satanically inspired
deviants. Microbial threats to such individuals were generally
ignored. Nearly every legal system defined some or all drug-
related activities as criminal offenses.



Injecting drug abusers were outcasts, at the bottom of the
social totem poles of nearly every culture on earth.

Furthermore, physicians generally detested working with
addicted patients because the individuals rarely told the truth
about activities that might affect their health, often failed to
follow doctors’ orders, sold their prescription drugs on the
streets, and, if given the opportunity, stole needles and drugs
from the hospitals and clinics they visited. Physicians who
chose to specialize in treating and researching the unique
health problems of drug abusers often suffered denigration
from their colleagues, and wealthy private hospitals wanted
nothing to do with either the drug-using patients or the
physicians who cared for them.55

As a result, few professionals in the world in 1980 were in a
position to notice what was going on in the heroin ecology.

One way drug users legally obtained money with which to
buy narcotics was by selling their blood to hospitals and blood
banks—a practice that would be outlawed in most
industrialized countries by the mid-1980s but would continue
in much of the developing world well into the 1990s. Most
blood banks worldwide in 1980 didn’t test their products for
microbial contamination.

Toward the end of the 1970s a new set of players appeared
on the international narcotics scene; South American cocaine
cartels surfaced that converted the coca leaves of Bolivia,
Colombia, and Peru into a potent white powder. Designed to
be inhaled rather than injected, cocaine appealed to a different
social class. It seemed “clean,” its high produced a surge of
energy rather than opiated enervation. And it was very
expensive.

By 1980 cocaine had supplanted vintage wine in some cities
as the drug of choice for the upwardly mobile. Its popularity
was so great that icons such as pop stars, society matrons,
literary celebrities, and professional athletes were fairly candid
about their using it. Stories of pop heroes running quickly
through $20,000 to $100,000 to support a cocaine addiction
filled the gossip columns.



Few microbes were able to exploit the powder cocaine
ecology effectively. The powder was dry and acidic—an
environment hostile to most organisms. And few addicts could
afford the kinds of long-term habits seen in heroin users that
allowed for the slow growth and mutation of microbes over
several generations of bacterial, fungal, or viral time. But
some people turned to cocaine injections, allowing the
microbes to exploit a new ecology that offered most of the
benefits of the heroin environment.

In 1980 Don Francis found himself in the midst of an
outbreak of a new strain of hepatitis B, spread among injecting
cocaine users in New Bern, North Carolina. It seemed to have
begun among the teenage sons and daughters of the city’s
upper-crust families, who had started shooting cocaine as an
adolescent fad. Soon their poorer peers were following suit,
having discovered that the expensive drug went a lot further
when injected, rather than snorted.

When Francis got called to New Bern to head up a CDC
investigation, ten of the teenagers had died of fulminant
hepatitis B infections of their livers, and many more were sick.
The virus was spread, of course, through shared needles. What
alarmed Francis was how rapidly these kids got sick and died.
These otherwise healthy adolescents were “dropping like
flies,” Francis told colleagues at the CDC. He suspected that it
was what he called “a two-hit phenomenon”; some other bug
was in the kids—possibly also passed by the needles—that
acted in concert with the hepatitis virus to produce a disease
more lethal than either could create on its own.

Francis injected hepatitis extracted from the blood of the
infected New Bern teens into chimpanzees, but no disease
occurred in the animals. For weeks he tried to make other test
animals sick, with no result. In the end Francis was forced to
give up. The New Bern teenagers stopped dying as soon as
they ceased injecting cocaine, and there was no evidence that
the mysterious microbes had found their way beyond the tight-
knit cocaine ecology of the North Carolina city.

Not knowing what lurked out there, waiting for an ideal
ecological opportunity to pounce, galled Francis no end.



Even as he closed the books on the New Bern case, another
microbe was exploiting to its advantage the unique ecologies
of cities on three continents.
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THE ORIGINS OF AIDS

 

 

Everybody knows that pestilences have a
way of recurring in the world; yet
somehow we find it hard to believe in ones
that crash down on our heads from a blue
sky.

—Albert Camus, The Plague, 1948

 

And that was the day that we knew, oh! In
the world there is a new disease called
AIDS. I thought surely this will be the
greatest war we have ever fought. Surely
many will die. And surely we will be
frustrated, unable to help. But I also
thought the Americans will find a
treatment soon. This will not be forever.

—Dr. Jayo Kidenya, Bukoba., Tanzania,
1985

PRELUDE
Greggory Howard stood across the street from the ugly brick
building and watched as junkies went in and reformed addicts
came out.

Howard had tried methadone before—who hadn’t? It was
easy enough to buy on the streets during tough times when the
police were busting local dealers or the supply from wherever
hadn’t made its way to Newark.



But today he was going to walk in that door and sign up for
the methadone maintenance program. Last night’s hit was the
last.

He’d said that before, of course, but this time Howard was
fed up with beatings, arrests, and looking up at the stars from a
filthy alley. He was sick and tired of being sick. He wanted to
“feel good about Greggory again.”

Inside the Essex Substance Abuse Center, fluorescent light
and iron bars greeted him, and Howard almost fled. But then
he spotted the Dixie Cups. Methadone didn’t come in Dixie
Cups on the streets, but he had heard about this. It was almost
impossible to steal a paper cup of neon-pink liquid and sell it
on the streets. You had to drink it down right here, under
glaring lights with the authorities watching.

Howard’s body was trembling with the anticipation of that
pink substitute high.

He stepped up to the iron-barred window and announced
that he would like to quit his heroin habit.

Three thousand miles away in San Francisco, Bobbi
Campbell stood adjusting his nun’s habit. Campbell and
friends from Fruit Punch, a gay men’s radio talk show, had
formed the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence. The dozen or so
Sisters would don their habits and carouse, given any good
public forum. Handsome, black-haired Andy would shed his
usual reserve and twirl a rosary while loudly declaring the
beauty of gay love. Tall, thin Charlie would dance in circles
singing “I Enjoy Being a Girl.” Fred, with scraggly beard and
wire-rims poking out of his face-framing habit, created endless
clever chants, plays on Catholic homilies.

Still in graduate school at U.C. Berkeley, Bobbi, already a
nurse, was the baby-faced member of the group. He wanted
being gay in 1981 to be playful and joyous. Never mind those
serious-politico-homosexual-rights-types who were
embarrassed by flamboyant queens. Nurse Campbell, “Soeur
en Drag,” called himself Sister Florence Nightmare.

Everything about the full-time party that was San Francisco
seemed fabulous to Campbell. True, everybody he knew



seemed to have more than their share of one bizarre illness
after another, but if it was all so joyous, who cared?

In Manhattan, Michael Callen was making music: disco
dance tunes, gay love ballads, anthems. He, too, was
thoroughly enjoying these days of liberation.

“Promiscuous” was a special word for twenty-six-year-old
Callen. By the logic of the day, if it was liberating to openly
declare one’s right to have sex with a man, “it seemed to
follow that more sex was more liberating,” Callen said.

Like many, if not most, of the members of Manhattan’s
exploding gay community, Callen had left small-town
America to escape the claustrophobia of his native Ohio.
Raised a strict Methodist, the slender, nonathletic youth sang
in the church choir and tried to belong. But he clandestinely
devoured literature on homosexuality, most of it written by
straight male psychologists. And he reached two conclusions:
if homosexuality was a sickness, then he had it; and the best
place to be “sick” was New York.

At age seventeen he had arrived in Manhattan, and soon
discovered the gay bathhouses and sex palaces. With the
exception of a several-months-long affair with a gay police
officer, Callen’s life from 1972 to 1981 was an endless string
of sexual trysts and anonymous encounters—well over a
hundred per year.

Thousands of miles and as many cultural leaps away, along
the shores of Lake Victoria, Noticia finally had a dignified job
as secretary to a Bukoba businessman. True, his tiny business
wasn’t much and her pay, even by Tanzanian standards, was
rather modest, but the job was honest and covered her bills.

After a year in Mombasa and Nairobi working as a
prostitute, secretarial work wasn’t at all bad. She had left her
village of Nganga in late 1979 when it became obvious that
her family would never recover from the shame of her rape by
occupying Ugandan soldiers. Now, no man would marry her.

Noticia could not have risen above outcast status unless she
left Nganga. So she had followed the example of many other
Mhaya women of Kagera province and made the long, difficult



journey across Lake Victoria by steamship, then overland
hundreds of miles to the turquoise Indian Ocean.

In the Kenyan seaside city of Mombasa, Noticia serviced
the sexual needs of three or four men a day for very little
money. Later, in the Sofia Town slums of Nairobi, she fared a
bit better, making more money than she had in Mombasa. She
saved enough money to return to Bukoba and start a new,
independent life.

Noticia was a shy young woman, and her voice was as soft
as silk. Her high cheekbones and dignified carriage attracted
the men of Bukoba like bees to honey. They would beg her to
go to the disco to dance, drink Safari beer, and listen to
flattery.

Noticia felt hopeful about her future.

A thousand miles to the south, Dr. Subhash Hira and his
staff at Lusaka University Teaching Hospital went over their
medical records in a routine meeting. It was the usual daunting
list of sexually transmitted diseases: syphilis, gonorrhea,
chlamydia, chancroid, and the like. One of Hira’s assistants
pointed out that there was a woman on the ward suffering from
an unusual case of herpes zoster: tough, perhaps a special kind
of herpes.

Hira suggested that everybody keep an eye out for such
things, and the meeting moved on.

I
In the fall of 1980, Dr. Michael Gottlieb was in his office at
the University of California at Los Angeles Medical Center
when a colleague asked if he would look at a particularly
unusual respiratory case. A short while later, a frail man of
thirty-three waited in one of the outpatient clinic’s private
rooms.

Gottlieb was startled by the obvious severity of the man’s
ailment. He appraised the patient carefully: pale, almost ashen;
extremely thin, bordering on classic anorexia; a mouth full of
the white “cottage cheese” indicative of a fungal infection;
coughing uncontrollably, and evincing severe lung pain. It



looked like pneumonia, but it was exceedingly rare that
Caucasians of this age developed such brutal illness in Los
Angeles.

Gottlieb ordered a bronchoscopy, as well as scrapings from
the mouth sores, and had the sputum samples sent to the lab.
The results astonished him: Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia,
or PCP, filled the young man’s lungs. Caused by a parasitic
protozoa, PCP was almost exclusively seen among newborn
infants in intensive care, terminally ill cancer victims, and/or
elderly individuals living in nursing homes and other group
settings. While nearly everyone had some Pneumocystis in his
or her body, the organism was usually considered harmless
because it was effectively kept in check by the immune
system. What typical patients with PCP shared were
exceptionally weak immune systems and concentrated
exposure to other immune-deficient humans.

One thing was certain: it was rare, to the point of
inconceivable, that this otherwise healthy man would have
PCP.

“This is a red flag for something,” Gottlieb told colleagues
at UCLA. “This patient has no prior history of illness that
should predispose him to Pneumocystis. It makes no sense.”

The lab also reported that the white sores in the patient’s
mouth were caused by Candida albicans fungi, which could
be sexually transmitted. And another sexually transmissible,
usually harmless microbe was found in the patient’s blood:
cytomegalovirus.

Gottlieb took a careful history but learned little to explain
his illness. True, the patient was a homosexual, and had had a
few sexually transmitted diseases, but Pneumocystis wasn’t
spread sexually, and none of the three infectious agents
ravaging him usually caused illness in healthy young adults. It
just didn’t make sense.

When Gottlieb ran blood tests the mystery deepened: the
young man’s antibody-producing capacity seemed intact, but
his T-cell response was virtually nil. T, or thymus-derived,
cells performed a range of crucial functions in response to



infection, including identifying an invader and signaling the
rest of the immune system to take defensive action against the
microbe. Without an intact T-cell system no higher animal—be
it mouse, dog, or Homo sapiens—could hope to halt the
advance of even something as normally benign as
Pneumocystis.

By March the patient had to be hospitalized. Gottlieb and
his UCLA staff tried a variety of experimental and long-shot
drugs on him, including the antiparasitic drugs trimethoprim-
sulfamethoxazole and pentamidine and the antiviral acyclovir.
The patient died on May 3, 1981: the autopsy found
Pneumocystis throughout his lungs.

The terse litany of a medical report could never capture the
drama of this patient’s illness and death. For Gottlieb it had
been shattering to witness, with uncharacteristic impotence,
the patient’s entire body fail, one organ after another,
seemingly overwhelmed by waves of infection.

Even if this had been Gottlieb’s only such case he would
have felt compelled to chronicle the mystery for scientific
scrutiny in some obscure medical journal.

But it wasn’t the only case.

A Los Angeles private practitioner with a sizable gay
clientele had, since late 1979, been spotting numerous cases of
persistent long-term fatigue, reminiscent of mononucleosis,
among his patients. Most of Dr. Joel Weisman’s fatigued gay
men were infected with the usually harmless cytomegalovirus.

In January 1981 one of Weisman’s patients worsened
significantly. In a few weeks, the thirty-year-old man’s lymph
nodes had swollen markedly, he’d lost more than thirty
pounds, developed a pronounced Candida infection, and was
running a daily fever of over 104°F.

By February, when it was clear the man wasn’t improving
with amphotericin B antifungal therapy, Weisman had him
admitted to the UCLA Medical Center. Weisman and Gottlieb
discussed the case, as well as other apparently odd infectious
diseases seen among local homosexuals. When Weisman’s



patient also developed PCP in April, the doctors feared they
were seeing a pattern.

By then Gottlieb had three other homosexual patients under
treatment for PCP, none of whom was responding to treatment.

The similarities were striking: all five men were Caucasian,
gay, aged between twenty-nine and thirty-six years at the time
of PCP diagnosis, suffered PCP along with Candida and
cytomegalovirus infections, had abnormal immune responses,
reported multiple sex partners, and occasionally used amyl
nitrite “poppers” as sexual stimulants.

One admitted to using injectable narcotics.

The “poppers” intrigued Weisman because he knew that use
of the cardiovascular stimulants had recently become a fad all
over the United States. Men believed the stimulants magnified
the orgasmic rush of sex and enhanced their prowess.

Gottlieb wrote up a brief report and sent it to the CDC’s
Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD) division, where Dr.
Mary Guinan found it interesting enough to bring to Jim
Curran’s attention. They discussed the coincidences and,
knowing that a number of STDs were epidemic in the gay
community, speculated whether this might be due to any of
several microbes then rampant in that population. Guinan
pointed out that orders for pentamidine, an anti-PCP drug that
physicians ordered through her office, had jumped from the
usual fifteen requests a year to thirty in the first five months of
1981.

Curran decided to put the Gottlieb paper in the CDC’s
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, and on June 5, 1981,
U.S. physicians read for the first time of a curious new health
problem in homosexual Americans.

The section written by Gottlieb and his Los Angeles
colleagues was followed by an editorial, penned by Curran.

 

 

The occurrence of pneumocystis in these 5 previously healthy
individuals without a clinically apparent underlying



immunodeficiency is unsettling. The fact that these patients
were all homosexuals suggests an association between some
aspect of a homosexual lifestyle or disease acquired through
sexual contact and Pneumocystis pneumonia in this population
… .

All of the above observations suggest the possibility of a
cellular-immune dysfunction related to a common exposure
that predisposes individuals to opportunistic infections such as
pneumocystis and candidiasis.1

 

 

On July 1, 1981, Dr. Paul Volberding opened San Francisco
General Hospital’s first designated cancer clinic. Not long out
of residency, Volberding was pleased to be appointed acting
chief of oncology for the city’s primary public hospital, which
also served as a teaching facility for the University of
California at San Francisco Medical School. He selected as his
nurse Gayling Gee, an experienced health provider whose staff
record displayed a rare mix of administrative and patient care
talents.

No sooner had the clinic officially opened than a nurse from
another ward handed Gee the charts on an indigent cancer
patient who had already been seen by several of the hospital’s
doctors. All of the physicians were baffled by the case. Gee
looked at the diagnosis: Kaposi’s sarcoma.

“Never heard of that one,” Gee said.

“Well, take a look,” the other nurse said. Soon, Gee and
Volberding were examining a thin young man with pleading
eyes. He had made the rounds of doctors, seen the
befuddlement his case prompted, and was frightened.

Volberding studied the purplish-blue splotches on the man’s
body. These endotheliomas—out-of-control growths of the
surface vascular networks on the skin—were a form of cancer
extremely rare in the United States, though common in some
parts of Africa.



“What do you do for a living?” Volberding asked,
wondering if there might be some toxic chemical explanation
for the tumors.

“I’m a hooker,” the man replied. “Can you help me?”

Volberding had no idea how to respond.

Four days later the CDC published a report linking Kaposi’s
sarcoma, PCP, and homosexuality.2 It described twenty-six
cases of gay men in California and New York City who,
though averaging just thirty-nine years of age, had all
contracted the rare skin cancer usually seen in the United
States only among elderly men. Eight of the men had died of
either the cancers or other infections, most succumbing within
a year of diagnosis. All but one of the men were Caucasian;
the one exception was black. All were gay; no information
about possible injecting drug use was provided.

The CDC also reported that the numbers of PCP cases were
up, from five in Gottlieb’s report a month earlier to a total of
fifteen, all in California.

Credit for seeing a link between the skin cancer and prior
PCP reports went to New York City dermatologist Alvin
Friedman-Kien, who had documented an additional fifteen
Kaposi’s sarcoma cases by the time the CDC’s report was
released. That meant that at least forty-one gay men had
Kaposi’s sarcoma in New York, Los Angeles, and San
Francisco, and some fifteen others had Pneumocystis
pneumonia.

A review of the medical records at New York City’s
Bellevue Hospital showed that no men under fifty years of age
had been diagnosed with Kaposi’s sarcoma during the
previous decade. Suddenly, there were thirty-three such cases
in New York City.3 San Francisco had two cases, though
records at the city’s five largest hospitals revealed no Kaposi’s
in men under sixty-five during the prior decade.

“Why, at this time, the disease would appear among gay
men is unclear,” Dr. John Gullet of San Francisco’s St. Francis
Hospital said. “All over the country scientists are working on
this with a sense of urgency. Maybe we have a new virulent



strain of CMV [cytomegalovirus]. That would be the most
plausible explanation.”

He added that the patient he had treated for Kaposi’s “had
no T cells. Zero. Zip.”

Curran, Guinan, and Harold Jaffe were convinced that
something serious was going on, but they lacked the resources
for a full-scale study. Curran appealed to CDC director Dr. Bill
Foege, who was fighting a losing battle with the new budget-
cutting administration of Ronald Reagan. Swept into power in
November 1980 on the promise of slashing the federal
bureaucracy, Reagan vowed to reduce spending in all areas
other than the military, domestic law enforcement, the space
shuttle program, and a handful of other sectors. He had also
promised to cut taxes, and sent a bill for the largest tax
reduction in U.S. history to Congress for approval.

When Curran asked for funds for a full-scale investigation
of the mysterious outbreak among homosexual men, he was
told that massive cuts in the CDC budget were expected. The
White House was, at that moment, lobbying hard for its tax
reduction plan, which would be passed on July 29. Reagan’s
budget-axer, David Stockman, was submitting daily memos to
federal department directors pointing out areas of alleged fat
and duplication in their budgets. Directors such as Foege were
meant to take such memos seriously.

To protect Curran’s budget Foege took the epidemiology
group out of the STD division, which expected severe budget
cuts, and hid it in his own discretionary budget under the name
Task Force on Kaposi’s Sarcoma and Opportunistic Infections.
He told Curran that ought to protect the admittedly paltry
funds from David Stockman’s ax. Nobody in the White House
would know what Kaposi’s was until they researched it and
learned it was a cancer of elderly men—Reagan’s
constituency.

Curran was discreetly named director of the quietly created
task force, overseeing a budget of less than $200,000 and a
staff of twenty, most on loan from other programs.4 The entire
CDC budget for 1981 was just $288 million.

5



Meanwhile, Gayling Gee was having a terrible time dealing
with her Kaposi’s patient. Homeless, moving from one San
Francisco crash pad to another, the young prostitute would
scrounge enough change every morning to buy a cup of coffee,
a doughnut, and bus fare to the hospital.

“Help me, Gayling,” he would plead. “I don’t know what to
do.”

Too weak to work at any trade, he fell way outside the
social services safety net of the day. Gee had no idea how to
help.

In August, Volberding admitted him to the oncology ward:
soon, he was dead.

There was little time to mourn. Volberding and Gee
admitted three other gay men with the same strange cancer,
and elsewhere in the hospital Dr. Constance Wofsy was
handling an ever-increasing load of Pneumocystis cases.6

By the end of August the CDC had reports of 107 cases of
either Kaposi’s sarcoma, PCP, or the two combined in ninety-
five homosexual men, six heterosexual males, five men of
undetermined sexual orientation, and one woman.

“Whatever this is, it’s not going to go away by itself. And it
isn’t an isolated event,” Jaffe told fellow CDC task force
members. Curran and Don Francis, who was assisting the team
from his Phoenix laboratory, felt certain an infectious agent of
some sort was responsible. But Jaffe wasn’t ready to rule out a
role for “poppers” or other factors in the gay scene. At two
recent physicians’ meetings, he had learned eye-opening facts
about sexual practices in the gay community and about the
rapidly growing, largely unreported numbers of cases of what
appeared to be a radical immunodeficiency disease.

“Something terrible is happening,” Jaffe said. “Something
really terrible.”

When the staid, married, heterosexual physician traveled to
San Francisco, Los Angeles, and New York to see things
firsthand he discovered what seemed like an unimaginable
world. Local physicians who specialized in treating gay clients



told him the new disease was related to practices in the
bathhouses. From them, Jaffe learned of “fisting,” “rimming,”
and a variety of stimulating drugs, all of which, the physicians
said, could play a role in the odd ailment. The doctors assured
Jaffe that these were the sexual practices of a clear but very
sexually active minority of the gay community—some having
upward of 200 partners a year.

The San Francisco Health Department’s Dr. Selma Dritz
was a key source for Jaffe. Since 1974 she had logged the
escalation of sexually transmitted diseases within the city’s
gay population. Of the roughly 75,000 San Franciscans who
entered the city’s venereal disease clinics each year during the
1970s, 80 percent were gay men, Dritz said. Between 1974
and 1979 she had seen staggering increases in disease rates
among homosexual men: amebiasis had increased by 250
percent; giardia infections jumped from one in 1974 to 85 in
1979; hepatitis A case reports doubled, hepatitis B tripled.
Twenty percent of randomly tested gay San Franciscans in
1979 were gonorrhea carriers, perhaps 10 percent carried
herpes simplex, and some smaller percentage were infected
with syphilis.7

Most sexually active gay men living in cities like New York
and San Francisco didn’t go to straight doctors—they had their
own physicians. By the time Dritz’s words appeared in a
leading scientific journal, the gay medical world had become
nearly as separated from the mainstream as had the gay
community as a whole. Even venereologists like Jaffe had
barely an inkling of the profound biological events taking
place in the gay population. And as savvy physicians like Dritz
opened his eyes, Jaffe was shaken: what if this new ailment
were caused by a sexually transmissible agent?

By August, CDC sociologist Bill Darrow was thoroughly
convinced that the strange, lethal ailment was caused by some
sexually transmitted microbe. He was also persuaded by the
evidence that other factors, such as “poppers” and “fisting,”
had no direct role in the disease. But he had to prove it.

Toward the end of the summer of 1981 Darrow began to
urge fellow epidemiologist Andrew Moss at the University of



California at San Francisco to get involved in the
investigation. That fall Darrow and Jaffe met with Moss,
hoping he would help the CDC gain access to San Francisco
research data.

Moss listened, asked a lot of questions, and pondered the
implications for San Francisco. In 1983 the city’s top gay
Democratic Party leaders estimated that their constituency was
70,000 strong in a municipality of 650,000 people. If a
sexually transmitted microbe was loose in such a large gay
population, the potential for disaster was obvious.

In his characteristically perfunctory manner, the English-
born Moss made suggestions and comments, never shying
away from sexual matters or, as did most of his scientist
colleagues, mincing words.

“Have you done the math, Bill?” Moss later recalled asking.

“Well, what are you driving at?” Darrow replied.

“Look, we’ve got men in the city [San Francisco] fucking
maybe 300 other men every twelve months, okay? So, for the
sake of argument, let’s say only five percent of the gay
community is that promiscuous. That’s about 2,750 men,
seeing 300 partners a year, for, let’s say, five years. That’s
4,125,000 sexual encounters in five years. Now, even if only
ten percent of those original men—say, 275 of them—were
infected with whatever this is, that would still mean 412,500
sexual encounters in five years. Assume an efficiency of
transmission of, oh, let’s say just one percent to be very
conservative. That still means that 4,125 men in San Francisco
are infected,” Moss concluded.

Darrow succeeded in raising Moss’s interest, and within
weeks the English epidemiologist was discussing with
Volberding the possibility of setting up a disease survey of the
gay community.

Though it wasn’t something Volberding would ever
acknowledge publicly—he’ d taken the Hippocratic oath, after
all, obligating him to treat patients regardless of their ailments
—if this was an infectious disease, he was frightened. He had
seen a number of patients by then, witnessed their slow,



agonizing deaths, and concluded that “this is the worst disease
I can imagine.”

He didn’t want to get it, or to feel responsible for the safety
of Gayling Gee or other staff at San Francisco General
Hospital. Procedures such as bronchoscopies to test for
Pneumocystis, frequent blood tests, and skin biopsies put him
and his staff in contact with the patients’ body fluids.

“I’ve got two kids at home,” Volberding often thought,
never allowing himself to mentally complete the sentence.

Volberding had often faced death among his predominantly
elderly oncology clientele. All physicians had tricks for
maintaining enough emotional distance from their patients’
ordeals to avoid the risk of becoming emotionally paralyzed
and unable to practice medicine. It wasn’t difficult to
accomplish when the patient was fifty years older than the
doctor. But, like Volberding, most of the men with this disease
were white middle-class guys who had gone through college
during the 1960s. The more time Volberding spent with them,
the more he found that he had in common with the dying men.
It was easy to feel afraid.

In coming months, with no words of comfort from the CDC
or the National Institutes of Health, Volberding’s fears
sometimes prompted a call to a fellow clinician in Boston to
say, “Gee, I’ve got a fever. Do you think I might have it?”

Volberding was far from alone. Most of the physicians
caring for the Kaposi’s/PCP patients in 1981–82 were very
worried about their personal safety, as well as the health of
their staff. But the majority pushed on, got past the fear,
adhered to their Hippocratic oath, and treated the patients. No
study to determine the risks to health providers would be
funded until 1984. To allay fears, the CDC would issue a list
of recommendations for safe practices by health providers and
laboratory personnel on November 5, 1982, suggesting that
hepatitis B precautions already in place were adequate. But
hepatitis B infection rates were soaring among health
providers, and few took comfort in the shared “adequacy” of
safety measures taken for the two diseases.8



In Antwerp, Peter Piot closely followed the reports about
the new Kaposi’s /PCP syndrome. He had an insight that gave
him a cold chill.

Ever since his rite of passage into global disease research in
Yambuku, Piot had maintained close links with Africa and the
United States. Unlike most of his Belgian colleagues, Piot
didn’t find Americans crude and vulgar—in fact, he rather
liked them. And he couldn’t imagine embracing the
neocolonialist attitudes toward Africans still so prevalent in
1981 among Belgians. Whenever the money could be found,
Piot returned to America for more training and to Africa for
research.

Which was why the CDC’s reports in the summer of 1981
struck him with a sense of unease and recognition. Since 1978
he had been involved in STD research in East Africa, and
many Africans came through his Belgian facilities for
diagnosis when they suffered from an unusual ailment.
Gottlieb’s report of Pneumocystis cases among Los Angeles
gay men reminded Piot of the Greek fisherman he had treated
in Antwerp in 1978.

The man had commercially fished Lake Tanganyika, from
the Zairian side, during the late 1970s. By the time he had
reached Antwerp for treatment, he was just moments from
death and could give little medical history. The autopsy was so
astonishing that years later Piot would recall performing it in
vivid detail.

The fisherman appeared to be in his late thirties, an
outwardly healthy man. But when Piot opened the body the
stench and sight of “pure and complete rot” greeted him.
Every organ, each bone, all the tissues were covered with
some type of mycobacterium. When Piot cultured samples of
it in his laboratory neither he nor any of his colleagues could
identify the organism. Whatever it was, this strange
mycobacterium was not, in test-tube studies, a killer of human
cells, and this fisherman shouldn’t have died.

Having learned in Africa of the possible future value of
such mysteries, Piot had carefully labeled and frozen samples
of the fisherman’s blood and tissues.



Piot wondered whether a new, lethal sexually transmitted
disease might not be present already in many parts of the
world, hidden under layers of neglect, racism, and poverty, and
possibly masked by other diseases. He reviewed files on other
strange cases that had come through his laboratory since 1978,
finding three more bizarre deaths among Africans who sought
care in Belgium. Though all three were young adults (one was
female), they had, like the fisherman, succumbed to strange
fulminant infections of organisms usually known to attack
only immunodeficient humans: cryptococcal meningitis, other
strange mycobacteria, and Pneumocystis.

All three patients, as well as the fisherman, had come to
Antwerp from Zaire. And they all died before 1980. Could
there be a link, Piot wondered, between whatever was killing
homosexuals in California and these Zairian deaths?

By the end of 1981, Michael Callen was feeling lousy.
Fatigued, feverish, incontinent, he sought help from a
Greenwich Village private practitioner known in gay circles to
be a good “clap doctor,” Dr. Joseph Sonnabend.

The South African-born Sonnabend had been practicing
medicine and conducting clinical experiments in New York for
years, and was known for his brusque, outspoken style. In
December 1981, Sonnabend told Callen that his illnesses were
due to an underlying immunodeficiency of some kind. Unable
to explain its cause, Sonnabend decided to aggressively treat
all the other organisms that were taking advantage of Callen’s
beleaguered state, and put him on a prophylactic therapy with
trimethoprim to prevent PCP.

It would be six months before Callen would be officially
diagnosed as a GRID case—Gay-Related Immunodeficiency
Disease.

Sonnabend asked Callen to participate in a study to test his
hypothesis that the new disease was directly correlated with
promiscuity. Having witnessed the steady rise in infectious
diseases among New York’s gay men, Sonnabend had a hunch
that they had been exposed to ever-greater numbers of
microbes, producing a sort of immune system overload,
causing it to go haywire and self-destruct.



To test the hypothesis, Sonnabend divided his gay patients
according to three tiers of relative promiscuity: monogamy,
fewer than fifty partners a year, and men who, like Callen, had
hundreds of sexual encounters a year. He sent the blood
samples from the men to the University of Nebraska, where
Dr. David Purtilo ran them through a fluorescence-activated
cell sorter which separated out and counted specific immune
system cells.

The study found that in some of the men a special class of T
cells, called CD4 or T-helper cells, was virtually absent. These
cells normally drew the body’s defensive apparatus to the site
of an infection and marshaled responses to rid the bloodstream
of invading organisms. Without CD4 cells the immune system
would be hard pressed to fend off any microbes.

Purtilo’s data indicated that the most promiscuous men had
the lowest CD4 counts, while the monogamous participants in
the study had normal numbers of the T-helper cells.

The finding prompted Sonnabend and Callen to speak out to
New York’s gay community, warning that continued
promiscuity could be lethal. New York gay playwright Larry
Kramer echoed their warnings, issuing pleas for a slowdown
on the sexual fast lane. All three men were rewarded with cries
of outrage, denounced as “anti-gay faggots,” homophobes,
fearmongers, and fools.

Though vilified, the three were not silenced. Sonnabend
flatly told his patients, “You’re fucking yourself to death.”
Callen and Kramer tried to cook up ways to awaken their
fellow gay liberationists to reality.9 Toward the end of summer
of 1981 Kramer called a meeting in Manhattan of like-minded
gay activists. A handful of men turned up to hear his plea for
health action. Money was raised and a name was selected for
their new organization: Gay Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC).
The group’s first public approach to their community was via
the gay press and brochures distributed on Fire Island, the
resort area to which Manhattan’s endless gay party moved
during the hot, humid summer.

They were roundly ignored.



By fall Bobbi Campbell noticed a few purple blotches on
his skin. He had heard of the so-called gay plague. This looked
like the ailment about which he had read.

Campbell went to see University of California at San
Francisco physician Marcus Conant, who had been the first
local doctor to spot Kaposi’s sarcoma in a young homosexual.
In his slight southern drawl Conant confirmed Campbell’s
worst suspicions, and soon the youngest member of the Sisters
of Perpetual Indulgence had joined Paul Volberding’s
expanding clientele at San Francisco General Hospital.

Almost immediately Campbell went public, declaring
himself “The KS Poster Boy,” sporting a canary-yellow “I
Will Survive!” button and giving interviews to any and all
media interested in the plight that he and a growing pool of
San Franciscans shared.

Like Callen and Kramer in New York, Campbell began
preaching caution to fellow gays, though he was less willing to
condemn promiscuity, and personally continued visiting the
city’s bathhouses. To convince gay men of the danger in their
midst, all he thought he had to do was point to his disfiguring,
yet painless, purple tumors, and say, “See this?”

As the Christmas holidays of 1981 approached, scientists
with the CDC and numerous U.S. medical centers reviewed
the data on what they had dubbed GRID, Gay-Related
Immunodeficiency Disease. It had occurred in 270 known U.S.
cases during 1981, most—but not all—of whom were young,
homosexual male adults.

Two leading symptoms marked the GRID syndrome:
Kaposi’s sarcoma and Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia. But
other odd ailments were also seen: thrush, caused by Candida
fungal infections; pronounced herpes simplex-II throughout
the body; blood contamination of active cytomegalovirus with
unknown effect; mononucleosis due to Epstein-Barr virus;
marked lymph node swelling; radical infections of the stomach
and gastrointestinal tract with Entamoeba histolytica; diarrhea
and gastric problems caused by the Cryptosporidium parasite;
similar symptoms caused by, of all things, Mycobacterium
avium, a tuberculosis bacteria usually found in chickens;



galloping infections in many organs of the Cryptococcus
fungus; out-of-control bacterial infections with common
organisms, such as Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli,
and Klebsiella.

One or more of these eventually killed many, if not most of
the patients. A New York study of gay men with Kaposi’s
found that half died within twenty months of diagnosis,10 and
there was dire speculation that the strange syndrome might
prove almost universally lethal.

Autopsies revealed that the young victims displayed severe
organ damage. Vast expanses of tissue were necrotic. Microbes
of all types—bacterial, fungal, and viral—had invaded and it
seemed every organ showed signs of having been colonized
and damaged. Much of the worst damage was caused by
microbes that were usually utterly harmless to humans.11

The only possible explanation was total collapse of their
immune systems.

Gottlieb’s group at UCLA carefully studied the immune
systems of four gay men with PCP, using techniques that were
fairly routine in 1981. First, they measured the abilities of their
patients’ immune systems to muster antibody responses
toward a variety of organisms, and calibrated the levels of
antibody-producing B lymphocytes in their bloodstreams. All
things considered, the men seemed to have normal antibody
and B-cell responses. That meant the arm of the immune
system that produced specialized antibody proteins, tailor-
made to recognize and attack very specific targets, was intact.
But the T-cell side of the men’s immune systems showed total
disarray, and the chaos worsened as patients got sicker.

In 1981 immunologists were just beginning to appreciate
the extraordinary complexity of the T-cellular immune
response, and techniques for separating out various types of T
cells were brand-new. For example, Dr. Len Herzenberg, at
Stanford University Medical Center, had just a few years
earlier invented the fluorescence-activated cell sorter, or
FACS, which sorted different types of blood cells and could be
used either to give researchers a pure cell population to study



or to count how many of some particular type of cell were
present in a blood sample.

Different types of T cells—which were white blood cells—
had various proteins protruding from their surfaces that served
to identify their function and form to other components of the
body. Every single cell, from those that comprised a heart
muscle to the brain’s neurons, had such protein markers on
their surfaces, allowing cells to “see” and “recognize” one
another. Without such “sight” and “recognition” a collection of
billions of cells could not organize itself into the complex
entity that is a magnolia, leopard, or human being.

By the early 1970s immunologists had begun identifying
various protein markers found on the surfaces of T cells, and
understood that these markers distinguished groups of cells
that had different jobs to perform in response to microbial
invasion. This could be visualized by making antibodies in the
laboratory against a given T-cell marker, attaching a
fluorescent molecule to the antibodies, and mixing it all up in
a test tube. If cells of a particular type were in a blood sample,
the fluorescent antibodies would cluster on their surfaces, and
scientists could see and count the cells using a fluorescence
microscope. It was a tedious process, and it took days to count
the marked cells in a patient’s blood sample.

The FACS device reduced the counting time to a matter of
minutes by dripping the prepared blood sample one drop at a
time past a laser beam. The laser bounced off fluorescent cells,
deflecting them into a separate test tube and simultaneously
taking their count.

This and other pioneering techniques enabled
immunologists to distinguish one population of T cells from
another, and by 1981 they had come to appreciate the elegant
complexity of the immune system. Hundreds of distinctly
different types of cells, ranging from tiny, free-floating
lymphocytes to huge, relatively stationary macrophages, were
necessary to recognize an incoming microbe, latch on to the
foe in order to draw the attention of other components of the
immune system, signal secondary and tertiary lines of defense,
and eventually consume and destroy the invader. Once the



enemy was defeated, other immune system cells had to call off
the attack, and dampen the response, lest the entire system
overreact and destroy human cells.

Most of the job of marshaling immune system forces for
microbial attack fell to T-helper cells that bore markers
designated CD4. The job of calling off the attack and calming
the agitated T-helper cells fell to so-called T-suppressor cells,
which bore CD8 markers.

When Gottlieb at UCLA, Henry Masur and his team at New
York Hospital in Manhattan, and Frederick Siegal’s group at
Manhattan’s Mount Sinai Hospital scrutinized the cellular
immune responses of their GRID patients, they discovered that
the CD8-to-CD4 ratios were way off: most of the patients had
too many CD8s and too few CD4s. Furthermore, it seemed the
slow diminution in CD4 cells paralleled the patients’ decline.

As a result, the patients appeared incapable of responding
properly to most secondary infections. They were deficient,
overall, in white blood cells and had radically diminished
abilities to respond to foreign microbes. In some cases the
GRID men’s reactions to such things as Candida or
streptococcus toxins were more than 150,000 times below
normal. As measured in the laboratory, some patients’ immune
systems had no ability to kill any type of invading microbe.

The discovery of such profound immunodeficiency
certainly explained why these men were ravaged by usually
rare or benign microorganisms. But the solution to one
mystery only deepened another: Why was it happening?

Several leading researchers were convinced that
cytomegalovirus, or CMV, was the culprit. They had witnessed
the extraordinarily rapid increase in active CMV cases in the
gay population, jumping in less than a decade from less than
10 percent to over 94 percent of the nation’s homosexuals.12

But there was nothing special about the CMV running rampant
in the gay community, and the virus was a common pediatric
infection that never produced such serious immune system
devastation in children. Some theorized that it was CMV
superinfection—repeated episodes of sexual exposure to the
virus—that resulted in the strange, deadly syndrome.



Acknowledging that CMV superinfection might have
occurred in some of the cases, Masur warned, “In patients with
evidence of cytomegalovirus infection, it is unclear whether
the viral process was the precipitating cause of the immune
depression or the result of reactivation subsequent to the initial
immunosuppressive process. We are not aware of previous
data suggesting that immunosuppression has been frequent
among homosexuals.” 13

Sonnabend and some other New York physicians favored
the multifactorial theory: the notion of microbial overload.
They theorized that gay men had simply been exposed to too
many microbes, of all kinds.

In the fall of 1981 Bill Darrow and a team of CDC
researchers released a survey study of 4,212 gay men who
responded to questionnaires distributed for the federal agency
by the National Gay Task Force. The survey could not
establish how representative the respondents were of the gay
community as a whole (an important drawback), but its
findings were striking for the STDs about which the men were
asked: pediculosis, gonorrhea, urethritis, venereal warts,
scabies, herpes, syphilis, and hepatitis B. For all eight
diseases, gay men had rates of initial and repeated infections
far greater than heterosexual men, and more frequent than had
been seen in a CDC study conducted just five years earlier.
And when Darrow’s team evaluated what seemed to put gay
men at such risk, they found that men who always took the
anal-receptive role were at a somewhat greater risk of
infection.

When Darrow’s group charted their findings, a clear picture
emerged. For all eight diseases, the incidence shot upward
with each increase in the number of reported lifetime sexual
partners. For example, a gay man with twelve lifetime sex
partners had an 8 percent risk of contracting gonorrhea. But a
man with 1,000 gay sex partners in his life ran a 75 percent
risk.

A similar chart showed that chances of contracting one of
the STDs increased depending on the population density of the
individual’s town. The CDC concluded that this further



bolstered the notion that the number of different sexual
partners in a lifetime was key, as small-town residents had less
opportunity to form new gay liaisons.14

The lifetime risk factor seemed to imply a cumulative effect,
making the men increasingly susceptible to disease as a result
of years of microbe overexposure. So, concluded the STD-
overload theorists, GRID appeared when a gay man’s lifetime
load of disease exceeded some crucial point, beyond which the
immune system failed.

A serious problem with this perspective lay in mounting
evidence that GRID was transmissible. How could immune
system dysfunction be contagious?

“The fact that this illness was first observed in homosexual
men is probably not due to coincidence,” Gottlieb wrote. “It
suggests that a sexually transmitted infectious agent or
exposure to a common environment has a critical role in the
pathologies of the immunodeficient state.”15

The only environmental factor under serious consideration
was poppers—the amyl nitrites some gay men used in the
bathhouses. Though many in the gay community and in
physician circles favored the notion that the well-described,
mild immunodepression that could be produced by nitrites
explained the profound disturbance seen with GRID, the
argument was not considered compelling to most scientists in
the field.

There was, of course, a fundamental flaw in trying to solve
GRID on the basis of factors unique to the large U.S. gay
communities: they weren’t the only people suffering and dying
from the mysterious new disease.

Frederick Siegal determined from a review of his medical
records that his first Mount Sinai GRID patient was a thirty-
year-old black woman from the Dominican Republic who died
of profound immunodeficiency and related pneumonia in
1979. She, clearly, was not a gay man, nor apparently was her
husband. She seemed to be a poor housewife with two children
and no history of prostitution, drug abuse, or anything else to
explain the lethal chaos of her T cells.16



In Masur’s first New York City pool of eleven GRID
patients were three heterosexual heroin or methadone users,
one heterosexual cocaine addict, and two homosexual heroin
injectors. In other words, for more than half of the men in the
first New York group, drug use rather than gay sexual activity
might have been the responsible factor. Clearly the phrase
“gay-related immunodeficiency” couldn’t apply to the four
heterosexual drug users; nor could theories of causality that
centered on behavior and infections unique to the most
promiscuous elements of the gay community.

In Europe a smattering of cases among gay men were also
noted in 1981; thirty-six in all, half of them in France. The
first French GRID case was spotted by Dr. Willy Rozenbaum
of the Claude Bernard Hospital in Paris in July, but
Rozenbaum didn’t connect the strange symptoms experienced
by the man, a gay flight attendant, with those described in the
American reports until a month later, when his patient
developed PCP.17

By early 1982, GRID had devastated the immune systems
of at least 310 men and a handful of women in the United
States and Europe since 1978, killing 180 of them, and it
appeared to be transmissible. Yet it still had aroused little
interest or concern (outside a handful of public health circles),
even from the populations at the greatest apparent risk. Total
fiscal year 1981 U.S. federal expenditures on GRID research
at the CDC and, minimally, at the National Institutes of Health
came to less than $200,000.

Fiscal year 1982 (begun on October 1, 1981) promised Jim
Curran a GRID budget of $2,050,000, though the dollars did
not concretely exist on any agency budget line, and twenty-
five scientists, most of whom had to be diverted temporarily
from other CDC programs. Darrow was tracking down the
sexual contacts of known GRID cases, seeking to bolster
evidence of GRID’s transmissibility. Guinan and Jaffe were
running interference with the medical and gay communities,
listening to theories and speculation while pushing for hard
data.



Though Jaffe thought reports of GRID among injecting drug
users just about proved that the syndrome was caused by a
transmissible agent, he couldn’t be sure. Most of the heroin-
using GRID patients were dead by the time local doctors
notified the Task Force on Kaposi’s Sarcoma and
Opportunistic Infections, so Jaffe couldn’t interview the men
to rule out the possibility that they might also have been
homosexuals who were reluctant to reveal their sexuality to
the physicians.

Curran was convinced that GRID was an infectious disease,
but he was a far more political animal than most of the men
and women on his team. He knew that only very solid
evidence would persuade the nation to take steps to stop the
epidemic, and pushed his team to keep searching.

And in the meantime he fended off seemingly endless
countertheories, most emanating from the gay community and
its physicians.

“They seem to constantly want to consider other causes,”
Curran would say. “A lot of people in the gay community are
having a hard time accepting the idea that there is a new
sexual disease. And a lot of heterosexuals want to think it’s
some sort of uniquely gay plague.”

Curran was also fighting on the financial front.

He, infectious diseases division director Walter Dowdle, and
Foege spent hours juggling the CDC’s budget numbers and
personnel lists in a desperate search for funds and scientists.
Among the programs they robbed of funds and personnel
during the first eighteen months of the outbreak were hepatitis
surveillance, rabies control, studies of the long-term effects of
Legionnaires’ Disease, flu vaccine efficacy trials, Joe
McCormick’s Lassa research in Africa, other STD programs,
laboratory supplies budgets, and tuberculosis control.18 At the
close of 1981, Curran drafted a bottom-line budget for his
team’s needs for the coming six months, requesting $833,800.
This modest request prompted dissent from some members of
the team—notably Don Francis—who felt that far greater
resources were necessary. But Foege and Curran thought the
figures were rock-bottom reasonable, and the CDC director



took the request to Assistant Secretary for Health Dr. Edward
Brandt, Jr., four times during December and January.

He was rebuffed.

By early spring 1982, the body count was rising fast, and
Curran and Jaffe were convinced a vast iceberg lay below the
visible tip of PCP/Kaposi’s cases. They knew there had to be
an asymptomatic stage to the disease, and they already had
received reports of what sounded like a prodrome phase
involving swollen lymph nodes and fatigue. Curran had no
money to install permanent health advisers in the cities then
reporting the greatest numbers of cases: Miami, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, and New York. He had no funds for an active
surveillance program to discover just how widespread the
ailment might be in the United States. He couldn’t fund case
control studies of the various populations of people who
seemed to be coming down with the disease. And only through
such studies could the agency possibly say with credibility
how the disease was transmitted, by whom, to whom.

Curran’s tone in memos and letters became increasingly
plaintive.

In April 1982, Curran warned the House of Representatives
Subcommittee on Energy and Commerce, which controlled the
CDC’s purse strings, that “this problem is going to get larger
… and some very, very large studies will probably be
necessary in terms of defining the natural history of the
syndrome. The role that CDC plays in these studies … has yet
to be totally defined.”

Though Foege supported Curran inside the Public Health
Service, and argued repeatedly with higher-ups for funds, he
was circumspect before Capitol Hill politicians. In
congressional hearings he struggled to protect his agency from
larger cuts at the hands of the White House’s budget slashers,
refusing to air the CDC’s behind-the-scenes hostilities.

“As we have in the past when we have a health emergency,
we simply mobilize resources from other parts of the Center,”
Foege told congressional inquirers. “If we reach a point where
we cannot do that, of course, then we will come back and ask



for additional funds, but at the moment that is the way we
intend to handle it.”

Virologist Gary Noble was on Curran’s team, trying to set
up a laboratory in which to search patient blood and tissue
samples for evidence of a new virus. He spent most of his time
writing memos requesting donations of surplus equipment,
tables, and chairs from other CDC labs.19

Off in Phoenix, Don Francis was furious. The moment he
had heard of the PCP cases in Los Angeles months earlier,
Francis had called his former Harvard mentor, Max Essex.
Francis thought, as early as June 1981, that the ailment was
caused by a virus, though he had no idea what microbe might
be blamed. Essex confirmed that it was reasonable to
hypothesize a viral causality.

From 1981 to 1983, Francis worked in Phoenix on blood
samples shipped from Atlanta and gave Noble a hard time
about the essentially nonexistent GRID lab at the CDC.

“You gotta steal resources,” Francis would say. “You gotta
be an entrepreneur, a Milo Minderbinder type,” he said,
referring to Joseph Heller’s Catch-22. “Scrounge!”

Noble offered to relinquish the viral effort to Francis.

“Come on, Gary. I’m in Phoenix, two thousand miles away.
That’s ridiculous,” Francis said. Eventually, however, he
agreed to make monthly trips to Atlanta to review progress
and assist in the “scrounging.”

As 1982 got underway the people most concerned about
GRID organized. In Paris a group of physicians, scientists, and
gay activists formed the French AIDS Task Force;20 its goal
was to trace the origins of France’s cases and determine the
cause of GRID. Having already noted that several of the early
cases were gay men who had traveled to the United States, the
group initially followed the hunch that GRID’s cause was a
transmissible agent that originated in America’s gay
community.

In New York City, Kramer’s GMHC group was busy
preparing a musical benefit, from which they hoped to raise



money to care for the growing numbers of sick, publish
educational pamphlets to distribute in gay bars and
bathhouses, and lobby for research on what they considered a
truly terrifying disease.

San Francisco’s doctors and patients were also getting
organized. Savvy gay political leaders who played prominent
roles in the Democratic Party pooled efforts with Dr. Marcus
Conant to form an organization which after three name
changes would come to be known as the San Francisco AIDS
Foundation. And on Wards 5B and 86 of San Francisco
General Hospital, Volberding and Gee were creating what
would become the first hospital facility in the world dedicated
specifically to the care of people with GRID. Volberding was
seeking Kaposi’s volunteers willing to take experimental drugs
and was lobbying the National Institutes of Health for research
money.

But there was no outpouring of funds anywhere. GRID
researchers worldwide in early 1982 were scrambling for
crumbs and robbing other scientific enterprises to pay for the
detective efforts they felt compelled to carry out.

Though he had no designated research funds, in response to
Darrow’s prodding Moss prepared an incidence survey during
the winter of 1982 designed to give him a sense of just how
many gay San Franciscans might already have GRID, or some
sort of “pre-GRID.”

Moss, with his University of California at San Francisco
colleagues Peter Bacchetti and Michael Gorman, organized
Selma Dritz’s GRID information into a scientifically
accessible form. They indexed the cases by zip code, then
overlaid 1980 U.S. Census information on a San Francisco zip
code map, rating zones according to numbers of never-married
men over fifteen years of age. The zip codes with the most
never-married men were in and around San Francisco’s Castro
District, the hub of the city’s gay community. The majority of
the GRID cases in Dritz’s Health Department files were from
the same neighborhoods.

Moss’s group drew three startling conclusions: “the
incidence of [GRID] in San Francisco is following an



epidemic pattern,” the incidence among all the city’s never-
married men was about 102 per 100,000, but the incidence
among never-married men in the Castro area was 285 per
100,000.21

“Christ, this is big!” Moss told colleagues in an April 1982
seminar presentation of the data. He felt a knot in his stomach
as he plotted projections from the incidence data.

“What we see is that about three out of every one thousand
gay men in San Francisco already have this disease,” Moss
explained. “Now, if we assume the disease is caused by a
transmissible agent, and we also assume this three-to-one-
thousand rate has arisen fairly quickly, from something
approaching zero back in 1977, then we can plot ahead. And it
looks something like this.”

On the graph’s vertical axis were percent-of-gay-
population-infected numbers. On the horizontal axis were
years, from 1977 to 1985.

A line started at near-zero percent infected in 1977, and then
climbed upward at a greater-than-45-degree angle, to 5 percent
infected in 1978, about 15 percent in 1979, and over 40
percent of the city’s gay population already infected as the
group sat in that room, looking at, but not wanting to believe
in, the chart.

By 1985, Moss predicted, three out of every four of San
Francisco’s gay men would be infected if, as most of the
scientists in the room believed, the cause was a sexually
transmissible agent. And if nothing was done to prevent the
horror from unfolding.

Skeptical questions were asked, but Moss was known as an
excellent, careful epidemiologist.

Moss had secretly hoped somebody would find a critical
flaw in his study, revealing it to be overly dramatic or
exaggerated. When no such mistake was identified, Moss was
emotionally shaken, and began having what he called “fits of
paranoia” and nightmares. He would lie awake nights trying to
shake a vision of ten thousand dying men, some of them
undoubtedly his friends and colleagues. The study was a



political hot potato, and the new team of eight scientists and
doctors working under Volberding’s leadership—including
Moss—were at odds over how best to release the findings.
Feeling that the gay community should see the data as quickly
as possible, Moss and Bacchetti discreetly leaked copies of
their unpublished charts to key leaders of the San Francisco
gay elite: members of the Harvey Milk and Alice B. Toklas
Democratic Clubs.

The information would not be formally released for nearly a
year, however, when Conant would describe the study’s
findings in a speech before physicians in New York City. And
it wouldn’t be published until April 23, 1983.

Moss was politically savvy and cynical enough to recognize
that the U.S. President’s most avid constituency was composed
of right-wing religious moralists, and he suspected that his dire
forecasts wouldn’t muster much of a response in Washington.

His worst-case scenarios began to come true. Though San
Francisco and the California legislature authorized research
funds for the unfolding epidemic, pleas to Washington and
Bethesda for funds were met with silence.

“This is an actual nightmare!” Moss said. “The sky is
falling, we know it. You tell them it’s falling, but nobody
listens.” He likened his funding search to “whacking a
brontosaurus on the tail in San Francisco, and praying the
neural message finally makes it all the way up the beast, to its
peasized brain at the NIH and HHS [U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services].”

Throughout 1982 Moss would keep on whacking that tail,
while going on with his research—with or without research
funds.22

 

In New York City, Dr. David Sencer, who had been forced
out of his directorship of the CDC in 1977, was Mayor
Edward Koch’s Health Commissioner. Still in touch with old
allies in Atlanta, Sencer knew that their hunch was that GRID
was infectious and not solely gay-related. In March 1982,



Sencer called a meeting of the physicians in New York who
were most involved in GRID research.

“What do you want, and what do you need?” Sencer asked.

The audience wanted answers to puzzles that were
expensive to solve. What causes GRID? Who in New York
had the disease, and what populations were at risk? How was
GRID spread? What treatments should they give their
patients? Was there any risk that doctors and nurses could get
GRID from their patients—was it seriously contagious?

Sencer agreed to contact the director of the National
Institutes of Health, Dr. James Wyngaarden, urgently
requesting funds to look for the answers. And he assured
Mayor Koch that the CDC was lobbying hard for increased
attention to the problem, obviating the need for large
expenditures drawn from the already stretched municipal
treasury.

But NIH was not convinced that GRID warranted such
urgent, high-priority consideration. Wyngaarden was
appointed by the White House, as was his boss, Assistant
Secretary Brandt. However persuasive the evidence of a
dangerous epidemic might be, they were unlikely to win points
with the White House by calling for urgent concern over what
appeared to be a gay sexual disease.

Reagan appointees throughout the federal public health
structure reflected the administration’s concern for extremely
conservative interpretations of health policy. Vociferous
abortion opponent Dr. C. Everett Koop was named Surgeon
General. Assistant Secretary Brandt was a “states’ rights”
advocate who believed that most sensitive health issues—such
as venereal disease prevention—were best handled locally,
rather than at the federal level. For Health and Human
Services Secretary, Reagan chose a mainstream Republican,
Dr. Richard Schweiker. And Schweiker’s Deputy Secretary
was Dr. Robert Windom, an ultraconservative Florida
physician whose Ask Dr. Bob radio talk show, wildly popular
in conservative circles, had positioned him as a leading
celebrity fund raiser for the 1980 Reagan campaign. CDC
director Foege, a close ally of former President Jimmy Carter,



would soon be replaced by James Mason, a Mormon physician
strongly supported by the conservative senator from Utah,
Orrin Hatch.

Inside the White House, Reagan surrounded himself with
domestic policy advisers who considered even Schweiker and
Brandt too liberal: Jack Svahn, Gary Bauer, Nancy Risque,
Carl Anderson, Bob Sweet, and Becky Dunlap. These
powerful six had their political roots in extremely conservative
religious and policy groups.

As Koop would later describe it: “The Reagan revolution
brought into positions of power and influence Americans
whose politics and personal beliefs predisposed them to
antipathy toward the homosexual community.”23 So sensitive
was the GRID situation in the eyes of the White House that,
far from ignoring the epidemic (as has been alleged by many
critics), key insiders sought almost from the beginning of the
Reagan era to hold all federal actions on the matter under
tight, centralized control. Koop, for example, though he was
the Surgeon General and, therefore, logically the spokesperson
for federal epidemic control, was flatly forbidden to make any
public pronouncements about the new disease. More than five
years would pass before Koop’s gag would be untied. A CDC
budget outline and description of funding needs, written in
response to congressional inquiry, was blocked by Secretary
Schweiker’s office, and Democrats had to threaten
congressional subpoena action to obtain the report in late
1982. Similarly, officials such as the NIH’s Wyngaarden, the
CDC’s Mason, and HHS’s Brandt knew they were expected to
clear all potentially controversial comments on the topic with
the Domestic Policy Council inside the White House.24

With time, some of Reagan’s appointees would surprise
observers at both ends of the political spectrum with their
independence of thought and action. But there was no visible
abundance of it inside the Reagan administration in 1982.

Not surprisingly, David Sencer’s letter to Wyngaarden
didn’t result in the prompt action he and Mayor Koch had
expected. It would be more than three months before the NIH
would issue its first Request for Applications on GRID



research (on August 13, 1982), and a full year before the
selection and granting process would be completed. Checks
for the first formal research grants to basic scientists wouldn’t
be cut until May 1, 1983.25

Researchers on the front lines warned that precious time
was being lost, and the disease was spreading. But the NIH
officially deflected most interest in GRID back to the CDC. In
response to Sencer’s urgent plea, Wyngaarden suggested the
New York City Health Commissioner wait a year, for the
NIH’s next annual grant round. When an internal NIH report,
signed by the director of the National Cancer Institute,
urgently recommended creation of an emergency joint
NIH/CDC task force to study the mysterious disease,
Wyngaarden responded coolly: “While NIH does not bear a
direct responsibility for controlling the outbreak, it is apparent
that an epidemic of this sort may offer significant scientific
opportunities … . I hope that NIH will not fail to capitalize on
any opportunity to contribute … .”26

At the annual meeting of the American Public Health
Association during the summer of 1982, the group’s president,
Dr. Stanley Matek, charged that the CDC was forced to stoop
to “robbing Peter to pay Paul … Peter is currently the money
for venereal disease and other vital public health problems.”

By that time the CDC had spent just under $1 million for
some thirteen months of GRID research.

In roughly the same amount of time—or less—the CDC had
spent $9 million in pursuit of the cause of death of twenty-nine
Legionnaires in 1976–77; more than $1 million on Ebola
hemorrhagic fever investigations in Central Africa; at least
$135 million on Swine Flu investigation and vaccine
development. By the end of 1982, Brandt would defend the
Reagan administration by pointing out that between June 1981
and December 1982 a total of 5.5 million federal government
dollars were dedicated to the GRID effort, dispensed to the
CDC, NIH, and Food and Drug Administration.

This would not appease critics.



“There is no doubt in my mind that if the disease had
appeared among Americans of Norwegian descent or among
tennis players, rather than gay men, the response of the
government and medical community would be different,”
charged powerful Democratic Party member Congressman
Henry Waxman of California. “I want to be especially blunt
about the political aspect of Kaposi’s sarcoma. This horrible
disease afflicts members of one of the nation’s most
stigmatized and discriminated against minorities. The victims
are not typical mainstream Americans. They are gays mainly
from New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco.
Legionnaires’ Disease hit a group of predominantly white,
heterosexual, middle-aged members of the American Legion.
The respectability of the victims brought them a degree of
attention and funding for research and treatment far greater
than that which has been made available so far to the victims
of Kaposi’s sarcoma. I want to emphasize the contrast between
the ‘more popular’ Legionnaires’ Disease—which affected
fewer people and proved less likely to be fatal—and Kaposi’s
sarcoma. What society judged was not the severity of the
disease but the social acceptability of the individuals afflicted
with it.”27

With more than 500 diagnosed GRID cases in America, an
apparent death rate of 50 percent, and no sign the epidemic
would spontaneously abate, the mysterious ailment had
become thoroughly politicized. Battle lines were drawn. Public
health scientists and physicians were forced—against the basic
natures of most—to choose sides. With time the situation
would only worsen, antagonisms would heighten.

Swine Flu and Legionnaires’ Disease had certainly been
politicized epidemics, but scientists working on the front lines
had, for the most part, been shielded from the squabbles and
allowed to pursue their investigations. And they never lacked
sufficient resources. If GRID had been, for example, a lethal
contamination of a commercial food product, there would have
been no question of the CDC’s public health mandate: order a
recall of the product, issue high-profile public warnings, and
identify and disinfect the source of the contamination.



But what constituted proper health action in 1982 for
GRID?

Curran and Jaffe felt a key part of their job was to warn the
gay community. In public forums in New York, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles the CDC scientists labeled GRID “an
epidemic unprecedented in the history of American medicine”
and urged gay Americans to shake themselves out of a state of
collective denial. Curran would point to Bill Darrow’s data
showing that the more sexually active a man was, the greater
his risk of contracting GRID.

Meanwhile, Darrow had for months been using the standard
sociology techniques he had applied to other disease problems
during his twenty-one years with the CDC, to try to disprove
etiologic roles for “poppers,” “fisting,” and other
environmental factors, and prove that GRID was caused by an
infectious agent. He searched for an irrefutable infectious link
between people who had the disease.

A crucial clue came on March 6, 1982, when the Los
Angeles Department of Health got a phone call from a gay
man who had previously been interviewed by CDC
investigators, as had dozens of GRID victims, mostly in
California and New York. The man called from an L.A.
hospital, where his lover had just succumbed to GRID.

“There are two other guys here in the hospital with the
disease right now, and I know they had sex with my lover,” the
man said.

The call was referred to Dr. David Auerbach, an EIS trainee
for the CDC, based in Los Angeles. Auerbach met with the
informant hours later, and heard a sexual saga that began in
October 1979, when five previously unacquainted gay couples
shared a table at a benefit banquet.28

The informant and his boyfriend, like the other four couples,
had a long-standing but nonmonogamous relationship.

During the summer of 1980 one of the couples threw a
backyard barbecue party, inviting a pair they had met at the
benefit, who brought with them a gay prostitute. That night all
five men had sex with one another. Sometime later, the



informant’s lover had sex with a member of the barbecue
crowd.

Two months later, two members of the barbecue quintet
contracted Pneumocystis pneumonia. A few weeks earlier the
informant’s lover had discovered Kaposi’s sarcoma splotches
on his skin.

The three men died on October 6, 1981; February 6, 1982;
and March 6, 1982.

“Six-six-six, you get it?” the informant asked. “Six-six-six!”

Moved by the biblically ominous coincidence of sixes, the
man had called the Health Department.

Auerbach telephoned Darrow in Atlanta, who took the next
flight to Los Angeles.

For several high-paced days Auerbach and Darrow
crisscrossed Los Angeles and Orange counties, interviewing
the eight surviving GRID patients of the nineteen cases
diagnosed in the two counties prior to April 1982. To gain
information on the eleven who had died, the CDC
investigators sought out family members, ex-lovers, and
friends. Many refused to cooperate, but within two weeks the
scientists had solid information sexually linking nine of the
men.

By April 7, Darrow and Auerbach had established that two
members of the barbecue party group had in 1979 and 1980
had sex with two other Los Angeles GRID cases—individuals
who hadn’t yet been linked in any way to the rest of the group.

As they crisscrossed Los Angeles that spring day, something
eerie happened. Two unacquainted men with GRID
independently mentioned a handsome French-Canadian flight
attendant with whom they had had sex. The coincidence was
striking.

The CDC investigators were further “astounded,” they said,
when “on the same day the companion of a third case in Los
Angeles said that his roommate had had sexual contacts with
two friends of this same out-of-California [Canadian] case.”



Though Darrow and Auerbach went to great lengths to
protect the confidentiality of the men they interviewed during
the 1981–82 investigation, even destroying all photographs
and identifying material, somebody close to the inquiry leaked
the Canadian’s name to San Francisco Chronicle reporter
Randy Shilts.

And Gaetan Dugas would be, after his demise, vilified and
crucified, mistakenly named as the man who personally spread
GRID around North America.29 In 1985 Dugas’s photograph
would hang in the STD clinic in Lusaka University Teaching
Hospital in Zambia, captioned: “The Man Who Started the
Epidemic.” Because four of their Los Angeles GRID cases
named Dugas as their sexual partner, the CDC investigators
designated the Canadian as “Patient Zero.” This would later be
mistakenly interpreted as indicative of a primary, causative
role for Dugas.

Darrow flew the following day to New York City to
interview Dugas, the man’s physician, Alvin Friedman-Kien,
having agreed to introduce the two when Gaetan came in for a
checkup.

Darrow was struck by Dugas’s candor and swagger. Though
Dugas had a few Kaposi’s lesions, he seemed unconcerned. He
said he felt fine. And he anticipated sexual encounters in the
dozens of cities he was scheduled to fly into over coming
weeks.

Dugas matter-of-factly laid out his sexual/disease history for
Darrow. By late 1978—Darrow’s study period—Dugas was
averaging 250 encounters a year. Between December 1978 and
April 1982, Dugas guessed, he’d had sex with about 750 men.
He estimated that his lifetime total of sex partners, since he
became active in 1972, exceeded 2,500.

During that time Dugas had suffered ailments that weren’t
diagnosed as GRID until July 1981. In 1979 his lymph nodes
swelled appreciably and he felt as if he had a severe case of
the flu. A few months later he came down with Pneumocystis
pneumonia and was hospitalized in Canada. By early 1981
Dugas had Kaposi’s sarcoma, and in July 1981 he came under
the care of dermatologist Friedman-Kien.



The CDC’s Mary Guinan had interviewed Dugas during the
summer of 1981, and his story was already in the agency’s
files when Darrow asked Dugas to list as many of his sex
partners as he could remember. Dugas had never learned the
names of most of his bathhouse partners. But he was able to
confirm those four Darrow and Auerbach had discovered in
Los Angeles, and add sixty-eight more, including four New
Yorkers whose cases then led Darrow to a cluster of men who
partied on Fire Island during the summers of 1979 and 1980.

By June 1982, Darrow and Auerbach had gathered enough
circumstantial evidence to link forty gay GRID victims to a
casual sexual network that spanned New York City, Atlanta,
Houston, Miami, San Francisco, and Los Angeles. Darrow
presented their evidence to Curran, Jaffe, and other members
of the Task Force.30 Curran and Jaffe found it compelling
proof that GRID was a sexually transmitted infectious disease,
and published the Los Angeles component immediately in the
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report.

But was it?

Auerbach and Darrow thought they were looking at a
disease that rapidly progressed from infection to symptoms,
and death. By focusing on the most recent sexual exploits of
the men they questioned, the scientists got the impression that,
for example, eight members of their study group were infected
by Dugas in 1979 or 1980, and developed symptoms within an
average of ten months thereafter. They reasoned that GRID
was a new disease, and the causative agent had been in the
United States only since 1978.

But it would later be clear that the disease’s latency period
for gay men averaged over ten years, and healthy white,
middle-class men in particular almost never developed
symptoms as serious as Kaposi’s sarcoma or PCP within seven
to fourteen months of infection, as Darrow and Auerbach had
assumed.31

Nevertheless, the cases interconnected so perfectly, with
Dugas at the hub, that Darrow and the entire CDC team were
absolutely convinced that the disease was due to a sexually
transmitted agent. On the basis of those findings, University of



Washington clinical researcher Lawrence Corey urged in
September that further attention be given to use of condoms to
prevent passage of sexually transmitted diseases,32 but Curran
was reluctant to go up against the anti-birth control forces in
Reagan’s powerful advisory circle without stronger evidence
that GRID was caused by a sexually transmitted agent.

Complicating efforts to link GRID cases was increasing
evidence that groups of non-gays were coming down with the
disease. By mid-1982 the Task Force was convinced that
injecting drug users were contracting the disease. Only a
minority of them were gay men, and some were heterosexual
women. While gay men seemed to be uniquely at risk for
Kaposi’s sarcoma, the other prime symptom of the new
disease—Pneumocystis—was striking a broader spectrum of
human beings. One out of four men with PCP was
heterosexual, the CDC reported in June, and of 152 cases
closely scrutinized by Curran’s team, 26 were heterosexual
men and 8 were women. Twenty-one of the 34 heterosexuals
were intravenous drug users.33

A month later the CDC reported that a disease that appeared
identical to GRID had broken out among Haitians. Thirty-four
cases were described among young male and female adults
living in Miami and New York. In addition, the report referred
to eleven Kaposi’s sarcoma cases diagnosed in Port-au-Prince,
Haiti. Most of the individuals were heterosexuals with no
history of intravenous drug use. And in addition to the
opportunistic infections already noted among gay GRID
sufferers, the Haitian patients experienced profound
tuberculosis and toxoplasmosis infections.34 All of the Haitian
patients in New York and Miami had recently immigrated
from Haiti’s poverty and severe political oppression. Most
feared publicity might result in their deportation.

The CDC had actually been informed of the Haitian cases
during the fall of 1981, when Drs. Margaret Fischl and George
Hensley spotted cases at Miami’s Jackson Memorial Hospital,
and Dr. Sheldon Landesman reported treating such individuals
at Kings County Hospital in Brooklyn. Jaffe dispatched
Belgian CDC physician Alain Roisin, who spoke Creole, to



Port-au-Prince, and Roisin was able to confirm that the cases
there were identical to those reported by Fischl and
Landesman.

An unintended result of the CDC’s Haitian report was a new
round of blame. Perhaps, National Cancer Institute physician
Bruce Chabner publicly speculated, the disease was caused by
a “Haitian virus” that was brought back to the United States by
homosexuals. It was suggested that the Caribbean resort had
become a favorite of gay Americans during the late 1970s and
early 1980s. GRID, some scientists said, might even have
originated in Haiti.35

Some North American researchers familiar with the Haitian
situation insisted that most Haitian men denied homosexual
behavior because of social stigmas and that all the Haitian
cases were due to clandestine homosexuality. The fact that a
significant percentage of Haitian GRID patients were female
was conveniently ignored.36

Darrow knew, from his studies of the gay GRID network of
sexual liaisons, that at least one of the New York men was a
flight attendant (not Dugas) who frequently flew to Haiti, and
other East Coast men acknowledged having vacationed on the
island. Dr. Friedman-Kien, who had a large gay clientele, told
Jaffe that many New York men vacationed in Haiti because
they could buy sex for less than five dollars in the
impoverished country, where the average daily wage was less
than two dollars.

As for injecting drug users, the CDC knew that several of
the 1981 cases had involved men who were both gay and
narcotics addicts. These seemingly separate communities had
overlaps, and Jaffe privately pictured what he now considered
to be an epidemic as a series of circles of varying sizes,
overlapping wherever there were people who shared more than
one type of behavior that could put them at risk for the
disease.37

While no causative agent for GRID had yet been
discovered, the uniquely high incidence of the disease among
members of a specific immigrant group prompted finger-
pointing. It would worsen with time, spurred by what Haitians



experienced as racist views of their culture, their lifestyles, and
them selves as individuals. It would, unfortunately, not be the
last time a nation and its people felt unfairly blamed as the
source of the new disease; indeed, such blame would remain a
hallmark of the epidemic for over a decade.

While top federal authorities pondered the significance of
discovering GRID among Haitians, the disease turned up in
three men born with the genetic blood-clotting disease known
as hemophilia. Because they suffered frequent blood loss, the
men had received many injections of Factor VIII blood
coagulant concentrate. The three men ranged from twenty-nine
to sixty-two years of age and came from parts of the country
not yet known to be affected by the epidemic: Denver,
Colorado; Westchester, New York; a small town in
northeastern Ohio.38

Factor VIII was made from the pooled plasma of thousands
of donors, so people with hemophilia were particularly
vulnerable to contaminants in the blood supply. A typical
surgery patient might need six units of transfused blood,
donated by, at most, six people. But individuals with
hemophilia were exposed to the blood of thousands of people
each time they injected Factor VIII. Not surprisingly, they had
high rates of blood-borne diseases, such as hepatitis.

The CDC met on July 27 with the National Hemophilia
Foundation, the American Red Cross, and the FDA, and
mutually agreed to an aggressive surveillance effort.

By December all three of the original hemophilia/AIDS
patients were dead.

Yes, AIDS.

In August the CDC had quietly dropped the term GRID,
changing the name of the disease to Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome to reflect the recognition that it wasn’t
just a disease of gay men.

Five more Americans with hemophilia contracted AIDS in
1982, one of them a seven-year-old boy. And in the fall of
1982 Curran’s team got word that Dr. Arthur Ammann, a
pediatrician with the University of California at San Francisco



Medical Center, was treating a baby with PCP. The twenty-
month-old patient had received multiple transfusions at birth.

AIDS was in the U.S. blood supply. The CDC ended their
report with the following statements:

 

Of the 788 definite AIDS cases among adults reported thus far
[December 10, 1982] to CDC, 42 (5.3%) belong to no known
risk group (i.e., they are not known to be homosexually active
men, intravenous drug abusers, Haitians, or hemophiliacs).
Two cases received blood products within 2 years of the onset
of their illnesses and are currently under investigation.

This report and continuing reports of AIDS among persons
with hemophilia A raise serious questions about the possible
transmission of AIDS through blood and blood products.39

 

For physicians it was alarming news. At the time most U.S.
blood banks and blood factor manufacturers purchased
plasma, and the prime “$10 donors,” as they were called
(though they might earn $100 per donation), were drug addicts
and alcoholics looking for quick cash. New York physician
Frederick Siegel immediately called for cessation of blood and
plasma purchasing as well as stern advice to gay men that they
not donate their blood.

No immediate action followed.

A week after the agency released its blood report, the CDC
announced that four other babies and infants definitely had
AIDS and eighteen were suffering suspicious
immunodeficiencies. None of these children had received
blood transfusions, but most had mothers who either had
AIDS or fit into an already defined risk group for the disease.
Of the thirteen mothers interviewed for the investigation, eight
were injecting drug users, one was both a drug user and a
prostitute, and two were Haitian. The children all came from
areas obviously affected by AIDS: San Francisco, New York,
Newark.



“Transmission of an ‘AIDS agent’ from mother to child,
either in utero or shortly after birth, could account for the early
onset of immunodeficiency in these infants,” the CDC
scientists wrote.40

In San Francisco, Mrs. Profit, as she was called, gave birth
to two children in 1981–82; both had AIDS. A prostitute who
worked San Francisco’s tough Tenderloin district, Mrs. Profit
already had an advanced case of AIDS herself when Dritz’s
public health team caught up with her in late 1981. By that
time Profit was already fairly incoherent, and doctors later
concluded that she had AIDS dementia.

Profit wasn’t able to be of much help to Moss, Dritz, and
other researchers who quizzed her. Though the white woman
worked as a prostitute, Moss concluded it was through her
injecting drug habit that she had become infected. Or via her
extremely secretive and also AIDS-plagued husband, a
heterosexual male who refused to provide the scientists with
any information.

As the new year opened, the United States had its one
thousandth official case of AIDS, and CDC scientists knew the
true numbers were far greater.41

By the end of 1982 the CDC had nailed down every basic
aspect of the epidemiology of AIDS save one: identifying the
causative microbe. But they knew it was infectious, was in the
nation’s blood supply, could be passed by gay men to one
another through sexual intercourse, by mothers to their babies,
and among drug injectors who shared needles.

And though in this matter the CDC erred, the agency
already had evidence of heterosexual transmission of AIDS.
All but five of their fifty-five heterosexual cases were
improperly given a segregated label as “Haitian.” (A
nationality designation did not equal a mode of transmission.)
The other five suspected heterosexual cases were women
whose steady sexual partners were male injecting drug users.42

Though puzzles remained, the essential epidemiological
outlines were in place, and some decisions about public health
action could be taken to stop the epidemic’s spread.



Yet a decade later many of the preventive steps that seemed
obvious in January 1983 would remain untaken. Delays would
be numerous. People would continue to die, and the epidemic
would expand.

II
Though microbes know no politics, and Homo sapiens of all
ideological stripes could be infected with the agent responsible
for AIDS, every aspect of AIDS research, control, and
treatment was highly politicized by 1983.

When it came to AIDS, every organization and agency
seemed to be breaking its own long-standing protocols vis-à-
vis infectious diseases. Municipal public health departments,
afraid of offending gay voters or civil libertarians, were
reluctant to close down bathhouses, despite clear evidence that
many—perhaps most—of the homosexuals diagnosed at that
point with AIDS acknowledged having frequented the baths.
Bathhouse owners, afraid of scaring off customers, only
agreed under legal pressure to post signs warning of the risks
that might be associated with casual sex. Gay rights
organizations all over the United States split politically over
what levels of alarm and action seemed appropriate.

Blood bank administrators gave lip service publicly to
concern about blood supply safety, but privately told
government authorities that no steps could be taken to ensure
product safety without incurring prohibitive costs. And the
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute told Congress that it
had no intention of funding research into the safety of the
nation’s blood supply until the end of 1984. No serious survey
of the nation’s blood supply would be undertaken until
September 20, 1984.43

Throughout the fall of 1982 the National Hemophilia
Foundation (NHF) met with blood industry representatives and
federal scientists in hopes of finding a way to ensure the safety
of products used by its membership. They were repeatedly met
with calls for proof, for data linking something in the nation’s
blood and plasma supplies to the ailments suffered by people



with hemophilia and transfusion recipients. Only the CDC
team wholeheartedly supported the NHF’s call for action.

At the behest of the NHF and CDC a meeting was convened
in Washington, D.C., on January 4, 1983, with leading blood
industry representatives and officials from the Food and Drug
Administration to discuss the first handful of transfusion and
blood coagulating factor AIDS cases. The CDC’s Bruce Evatt,
Curran, and Francis hoped to convince the blood industry to
take steps to decrease the possibility of passing on whatever
caused AIDS via blood, not only to protect Americans who
had hemophilia or were undergoing surgical procedures that
required transfusion but also the millions of people
internationally who relied on blood products from the United
States, the world’s largest blood product exporter.44

Conservative estimates valued the U.S. share of the industry at
$150 million a year. Four American companies dominated:
Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.; Alpha Therapeutic
Corporation; Armour Pharmaceutical Co. (a division of the
Revlon Cosmetics corporation); and Cutter Laboratories. The
domestic blood market, controlled by diverse for-profit and
nonprofit interests, was conservatively estimated to be worth
roughly $250 million a year.45

Less conservative estimates of the global blood industry,
compiled by the Philadelphia Inquirer Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalist Gilbert Gaul, put plasma annual sales revenues at $2
billion, with U.S. companies and blood banks responsible for
over 60 percent of worldwide sales of some 6 million liters of
plasma every year.46

The use of blood products doubled in the United States
between 1971 and 1980, due both to an increase in the number
of surgical operations and to perfection of procedures for
isolation and preparation of Factors VIII and IX, the
coagulants most commonly needed, for genetic reasons, by
people with hemophilia.47 New surgical innovations were
putting unprecedented pressure on the blood supply. For
example, a transplant procedure might require over 150 units
of whole blood for a single patient. In 1980 just over 11
million units of blood were collected in the United States. By



1982 that figure had jumped to 12.6 million, and about 4
million Americans received blood products that year.

All but 2 percent of the nation’s blood supply was
voluntarily donated. Plasma was another matter. Donation of
plasma was a three-hour procedure, during which the
individual’s blood was removed and spun down in a centrifuge
to separate the watery plasma from blood cells. The cells were
then infused back into the donor’s body. Because it was a
demanding, uncomfortable procedure, most of the world’s
plasma came from paid “donors,” and the United States
bought more plasma in this manner than did any other country
in the world. Legally, in the United States, individuals could
sell their plasma twice a week, or up to 60 liters a year, which
was four times WHO’s recommended maximum for individual
“donation.”

Individuals were typically paid around $25 for donating
plasma, and most “donors” were regulars: hard-luck characters
who frequently sought quick cash from local hospitals and
storefront plasma centers.

With fewer than 240,000 units of whole blood purchased in
the United States, and perhaps less than 10 percent, or 24,000,
of those units contaminated with any of the dozens of
microbes known to be passed among injecting drug users, the
odds that any given blood recipient in 1982 could become
infected with, for example, hepatitis B, might be calculated to
be well below 1:11, 997, 600.48 Since nobody knew what
microbe caused AIDS, it wasn’t possible to calculate the odds
in 1983 of becoming infected following transfusion with a
single unit of blood.

But the clotting factors were proteins found in extremely
minute quantities in plasma, and about 5,000 plasma units49

were required to manufacture enough Factor VIII or IX
concentrate to stop serious bleeding episodes among people
with hemophilia. That upped the ante considerably: the odds
of getting hepatitis were probably at least 1:3,000. For people
with hemophilia, each Factor injection carried a reasonably
high chance of infection with some microbe.



The estimate of 1:3,000 was based on an assumed minute
level of contamination among the paid donors. Gay men were
no less altruistic in donating blood in 1982 than were their
heterosexual counterparts. If one conservatively assumed that
4 percent of all blood donors were gay, and 10 percent of them
carried some type of blood-transmissible agent, that could
mean up to 47,000 units of the American donated—unpaid—
blood supplies were contaminated, or 0.003 percent. Again, a
minute risk if one were exposed to only one or two transfused
units of blood, but a considerable hazard for people with
hemophilia.

Retrospective tests of the blood supply would later show
that in 1978 at least one batch of Factor VIII was contaminated
with the AIDS agent. It was dispensed to up to 2,300 men and
boys with hemophilia that year.50

The risk for people with the genetic blood-clotting disease
was compounded by their need for frequent injections,
amounting to between 25,000 to 65,000 international units
(IU) of the crystallized protein powder per year. An average
treatment ampule was equal to 100 IU. Therefore, the typical
person with hemophilia was annually exposed to the blood of
1,250,000 to 3,250,000 people. Severe cases of hemophilia
could require use of products derived from 13,555,000 units of
blood each year. With that level of exposure, even an
extraordinarily rare microbe found in only one out of every 3
million Americans could pose a serious threat.51

Widespread, nonemergency use of Factors VIII and IX
worldwide did not begin until 1975, when the U.S. Congress
created financial incentives for the manufacture and
distribution of the product with the passage of the Hemophilia
Diagnostic and Treatment Center Program Act. By 1982, 75
percent of all people with hemophilia already had abnormal
liver function, due to hepatitis (types A or B) infections, and
more than 90 percent of them had been exposed to the virus.
Though the blood industry was using a heating technique to
eliminate live microbes from blood used in the manufacture of
another human protein product, albumin, it did not heat-treat
clotting factors. A variety of reasons for this were offered, but



they all boiled down to the small size of the hemophilia
product market, the added costs of sterilization, and the lack of
studies demonstrating its reliability in the case of Factors VIII
and IX. In 1980 a single Factor VIII dose cost a patient about
$90.

In 1987, after heat treatment and other blood safety
techniques were common practice, that same dose of Factor
VIII would cost more than $1,000. By 1989 hemophilia
patients would, on average, spend over $50,000 per year.
Despite the more than tenfold increase in costs, the industry
would remain quite healthy, and people with hemophilia in the
United States, Europe, and Japan would continue to receive
lifesaving supplies of the compound.

An estimated 26,000 Americans—most of them boys and
post-adolescent men—had hemophilia in 1983. Their life
expectancy had improved radically because of Factors VIII
and IX; prior to 1970 few could hope to live past the age of
twenty-five, with an average age of 11.2 years. But by 1980,
people with hemophilia were averaging thirty-eight years of
age.

When Curran, Evatt, and Francis met with blood industry
and FDA representatives in January 1983, they had woefully
little data on hand to argue for urgency because of AIDS. But
they did know how rapidly hepatitis B had entered the blood
supply, and statistics on infection among people with
hemophilia were known to all in that room.

Several options were discussed, including use of a recently
developed hepatitis test that could directly detect the presence
of the virus (core antigen) in blood samples. Evatt argued that
many people with AIDS—well over 50 percent—had histories
of hepatitis B infection, and use of such a test could
dramatically decrease the danger of contracting AIDS from
blood products.

Blood bank representatives protested that the
epidemiological link between hepatitis B and whatever caused
AIDS was not as clear as Evatt indicated. Furthermore, they
noted, many authoritative scientists were arguing that the
disease wasn’t due to an infectious agent at all, but to



“poppers” or “lifestyles.” For those who were willing to accept
the notion of a single infectious cause of AIDS, there remained
great reluctance to believe that there could be an asymptomatic
carrier state of the disease that couldn’t be ruled out with a
simple symptoms questionnaire. (Such an asymptomatic state
existed, of course, for most blood-borne diseases.) Finally,
they claimed that such testing would be expensive, adding a
cost of two to five dollars per blood unit, which they would be
forced to pass on to consumers.

Francis lost his temper. He pounded the table and raised his
voice, accusing the blood bank officials of callous disregard of
the health of millions of Americans.52 The meeting
deteriorated amid hot tempers and accusations.

In the end, the group agreed to nothing. A course of
voluntary action that Dr. Frederick Siegel had recommended
six months earlier was adopted by some members of the
industry: actively screen out gay, drug-injecting, and Haitian
donors.53

On March 25, 1983, Assistant Secretary for Health Brandt
formally recommended—but did not mandate—“interim
measures to protect recipients of plasma, blood and blood
products until specific laboratory tests are developed to screen
blood for AIDS.”

The three recommended measures were: to educate donors
about who should refrain from donating, to teach blood drive
workers how to recognize medical histories among donors that
might be indicative of AIDS, and to establish systems for
storing or disposing of suspected AIDS-contaminated blood.

Encouraging educated gay men to refrain from donating
blood was relatively simple, and was largely achieved by the
gay press. But discouraging injecting drug users from selling
their blood and plasma was nearly impossible. As long as
someone was willing to buy, they were eager to sell.

Convinced that a hepatitis core antibody test, however
imperfect it might be, would offer a vital margin of protection
to people with hemophilia, the NHF would continue lobbying
the FDA well into 1983. Strangely, at a time when both



hepatitis viruses and whatever caused AIDS were in the U.S.
blood supply, the Reagan administration radically decreased
the overall size of the Food and Drug Administration, reducing
by 25 percent, among other things, the size of the staff
dedicated to overseeing the blood industry. In the spring of
1983 FDA Commissioner Frank Young announced a 50
percent cut in the number of his agency’s blood industry
quality control inspections. It would be more than five years
before the repercussions of Young’s decision would come
under review, and during that time the industry would grow
dramatically. The American Red Cross alone would expand its
blood program by over 150 percent. So by the time in 1988
when the FDA reconsidered its policies, most blood and
plasma collection and processing facilities would have been
left uninspected for three or four years.

The CDC and FDA would be at odds over the blood supply
throughout 1983, and Assistant Secretary Brandt generally
would side with the FDA’s “wait and see” approach. In
November the National Hemophilia Foundation’s scientific
advisory board decided to demand that the plasma industry use
the hepatitis B core antibody assay to screen out as many
contaminants as possible.

The FDA’s Blood Products Advisory Committee agreed to
meet in Bethesda in December 1983 to debate the NHF’s
demand. But industry representatives gathered in secret on the
eve of the FDA session and devised a stalling tactic: they
would call for creation of a task force, dominated by their
scientists, that would spend several months examining the
blood-testing issue and eventually tell the FDA that it was
unable to reach a consensus.

And that is exactly what transpired: in May 1984 the FDA’s
task force told the agency that it simply couldn’t reach
agreement on use of the hepatitis test to screen out possible
carriers of AIDS. Most of the world’s blood and plasma
supply, therefore, went unsterilized and untested for the first
four years of the epidemic.

For drug injectors like Greggory Howard information about
the new disease was scarce in 1983. No government agency, at



any tier, distributed leaflets or educational materials to the
country’s most derided population. Drug users had no idea that
some scientists wanted them to stop “donating” their blood
and plasma. Howard hadn’t heard of AIDS. All he, and tens of
thousands of addicts like him, knew was that “something
else,” some additional health hassle, was out there. And there
were rumors of fellow junkies who got sick, went into the
public hospitals, and disappeared.

The two federal agencies that were supposed to deal with
the health of people like Greggory Howard seemed utterly
disinterested in the AIDS problem in January 1983. Neither
the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
(ADAMHA) nor the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)
would request funds from Congress for AIDS research until
mid-1983, and neither agency would undertake any research
on the transmission of the disease through the use of syringes
until late 1984.

The most conspicuous lack of interest, however, was at the
National Institutes of Health in Bethesda. Though a handful of
scientists inside the NIH, particularly at the National Cancer
Institute, were using their general research funds to tentatively
explore the AIDS problem, the agency demonstrated no
immediate enthusiasm for solving the AIDS mystery.

“AIDS is the leading cause of death of men between thirty
and forty in San Francisco. And we need more money,” said
Dr. Donald Abrams. Seated in his tiny office on Ward 86 of
San Francisco General, where he and Volberding treated the
city’s swelling AIDS population, the young oncologist
carefully chose his words. He pointed to stacks of files, filled
with handwritten and manually typed pages.

“We’ve collected on our patients reams and reams of data.
We don’t have a computer to analyze the data, so what is the
point of doing all the fancy [T-cell] testing if we don’t have it
put together and can’t publish it?” Abrams asked. “This is a
problem that is unique in the history of medicine. People keep
telling us, ‘The money is coming.’ From this city office, or
that state or federal office. But it never materializes. And then



the reality is that every day we’ve got more patients out there,
waiting for answers in our clinic.”

Though only in his early thirties, after eighteen months of
working with Volberding on the AIDS problem, Abrams
looked exhausted. His voice was weary, his body leaden.

Imbued with something of an activist spirit, Andrew Moss
was able to muster a bit more energy from his team, and
himself. Now ensconced in shoe-box offices at one end of
Ward 86, Moss’s group was trying to make epidemiological
sense of the epidemic. He felt that the only reasonable
approach involved matching AIDS cases with
demographically similar non-AIDS gay and straight San
Francisco men, and following them over time to see what
factors put them at risk for the disease.

But that would be expensive.

There were ten people working with Moss—not one of them
was receiving a dime for AIDS research. Some, appalled by
the epidemic’s toll, were volunteers. Even Moss was,
technically, a volunteer, as all his funding was earmarked for
brain tumor and testicular cancer research.

“Guerrilla science,” Moss called it, only half jokingly. “You
see a crisis and you just go do what you have to do, and figure
out how to pay for it later.”

From the outset Curran had tried to raise interest in the
GRID/AIDS problem inside the NIH. In the fall of 1981 he
went to Bethesda to sketch an outline of what was then known
about the disease, its victims, and the unanswered research
questions. Robert Gallo heard Curran’s pitch, as did several
other key NIH researchers. And though many thought the
situation grave for homosexuals, few were persuaded that the
outbreak posed any intriguing basic research questions.
Traditionally, NIH scientists left epidemic problem solving to
the CDC.

It was not until a year later, when Curran returned dangling
a new tantalizing basic research problem, that the Bethesda
scientists took up the challenge.



“We have evidence that a new infectious agent has entered
the blood supply,” Curran told them. “And it produces severe
immunodeficiency primarily via T-cell changes.”

Now that sounded like a terrific puzzle to Gallo, who
immediately thought of the virus he had recently discovered,
HTLV-I.54 He knew the virus caused immune system
disruptions and cancer, though nothing like what occurred in
people with AIDS. Gallo left Curran’s talk thinking that the
mysterious disease might be caused by some new variety of
HTLV.

Later, Gallo spoke on the phone with Max Essex, at
Harvard, who was familiar with the AIDS problem via Don
Francis. Essex’s lab had long since established that the feline
leukemia virus altered T-cell activity in cats, and he had
tentative evidence that HTLV-I similarly disrupted T cells.55

Essex worked with Curran and Francis, who sent blood
samples to the Harvard laboratory for scrutiny. By June 1982
he had a serious effort underway at Harvard searching for the
cause of AIDS.

Gallo also had an AIDS effort underway.

After some soul-searching about the possible contagious
peril for his staff, Gallo decided that the epidemiology
indicated that the mysterious agent was transmitted by blood,
not through the air. In May 1982 he ordered lab personnel to
start trying to grow a virus out of blood samples from people
with AIDS.

A few months earlier another NIH team had begun
searching for a link between Kaposi’s sarcoma and “poppers.”
Jim Goedert, Bill Blattner, and Dean Mann studied fifteen gay
New York men, comparing their amyl nitrite uses and immune
system status. The study found that five of seven men who
didn’t use poppers had evidence of immune system
dysfunction, compared to five of eight users. They also found
that CMV infection histories were identical in the two groups.
They concluded that amyl nitrites probably didn’t play a role
in the disease, though the drugs could alter immune function.56



And at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, a division of the NIH, a team of scientists led by
Drs. Anthony (Tony) Fauci, Henry Masur, and Cliff Lane were
studying the nature of the immune system dysfunction in
people with AIDS. The NIAID researchers discovered that, in
addition to T-cell abnormalities, gay men with AIDS had
severe problems in their B-cell systems: though they had lots
of B cells of the highly activated antibody-producing type,
other classes of B cells were deficient, even entirely absent.
The NIAID team concluded that the B-cell system recognized
it was challenged by a microbe, but, due to massive disruption
of the T-cell system, was unable to respond with the control
and precision customary when both arms of the immune
system functioned properly.57

With much fanfare the NIH announced on April 25, 1983,
that it was soon releasing $240,000 in research funds to four
external laboratories. A week later the NIH announced six
additional research grants to a variety of institutions. The
money—in total less than $2 million—would fund studies of
the immunology, treatment, genetics, pediatrics, and cancer of
AIDS.

Volberding’s group, for example, was awarded the first
installment of a five-year $526,229 study of pre-AIDS
symptoms and immunologic profiles. Two weeks after the
NIH announcement, Volberding and eleven co-workers penned
a letter to Margaret Heckler, the newly appointed Secretary of
Health and Human Services (Schweiker having resigned on
January 1, 1983). The letter thanked Heckler’s department for
the research funding, but noted that it was less than half the
sum the San Francisco team had originally requested.

“This amount of funding is unrealistic if we are to make
significant progress in finding the cause of this disease,” the
group wrote. “In addition, we are unable to use equipment that
is generally employed by other laboratory personnel because
of the fear of the spread of the AIDS agent. Thus, unless funds
are provided to purchase new equipment for this research, our
work cannot continue.”58



By mid-1983 every aspect of the AIDS research situation
had become a partisan matter in the United States.
Republicans generally defended the pace of research and
financial expenditures, while Democrats attacked the Reagan
administration on all fronts. The situation polarized
irreparably, as the war of words in Congress became
increasingly emotional and hostile. The Democrat-dominated
House of Representatives repeatedly demanded an emergency
posture toward AIDS research. And the Republican-controlled
Senate and White House sought to keep AIDS spending down.
In congressional hearings throughout the summer and fall of
1983 the two parties traded insults and jockeyed for control of
the AIDS agenda.

“The [Democrats] fail to define what would be ‘adequate’
funding,” wrote a group of ten prominent Republican members
of Congress.59 “In addition, temporary diversions of funds to
help meet the AIDS problem should not be considered
permanent … . Finally, the [Democrats’] recommendations
that an independent panel be created to develop a
comprehensive strategy for responding to AIDS should be
rejected as unnecessary.”

Leading the counterattack for the Democrats was New York
representative Ted Weiss, who denounced “inexcusable and
unconscionable gaps in the Federal effort to resolve this crisis”
and accused the Reagan administration of deliberately
delaying or canceling research funds for what he termed “the
Nation’s Number One health priority.”

Medical research money per se was not usually a partisan
matter in the United States. Republican Nixon started the War
on Cancer, Democrats Johnson and Carter bolstered funding
for cancer and heart disease research, and in emergencies—
Legionnaires’ Disease, Swine Flu, Ebola fever—resources had
been found quickly, regardless of which party controlled the
Congress and White House.

But AIDS was unique. It touched every nerve that polarized
Americans: sex, homosexuality, race (Haitians), Christian
family values, drug addiction, and personal versus collective
rights and security.



Of the 1,200 AIDS cases identified in the world by March
1983, all but a handful were in the United States and Haiti.60

The epidemic’s political dimensions would not become
obvious in other countries until the sizes of their respective
outbreaks were sufficient to push the mysterious disease onto
the public agenda.

At the CDC those responsible for finding the cause of AIDS
—Gary Noble and Don Francis—still couldn’t scrounge
enough dollars and equipment to conduct decent laboratory
experiments. The most obvious way to prove that an infectious
agent was involved would be to inject human patients’ blood
samples into laboratory monkeys. If AIDS then appeared in
the animals it would indicate that an infectious agent was in
the patients’ blood. However, the reverse was not true: if
animals didn’t get sick it could be due to an immunity the
nonhuman species had to the humanly contagious microbe.

But the CDC had no primate research money. In August
1982, Francis and Noble injected four marmoset monkeys with
patients’ blood, and waited. And waited. Months went by, and
the marmosets thrived. Francis tried reinjecting the animals
with blood from a different patient. And then, again, waited.

Francis lobbied for other animals, particularly the rare and
expensive chimpanzee, but the CDC didn’t even have facilities
in which to safely and humanely house large primates. In a
joint agreement with Emory University’s Yerkes Regional
Primate Center outside Atlanta, the CDC’s animal research
program wouldn’t begin until the spring of 1983, albeit
moderately, with two chimpanzees and a dozen rhesus
macaques. A year and a half later the agency scientists would
still be waiting for some physical response in the animals to
injections of contaminated human blood.61

The NIH had an enormous primate facility in San Antonio,
Texas (South-west Foundation for Biomedical Research), and
two chimpanzees there were injected with infected human
blood in early 1983, producing rapid T-cell changes and
lymphadenopathy.

In Paris, the Groupe de travail français sur le SIDA (French
AIDS Task Force) had dismissed all environmental factors,



such as “poppers,” almost from the outset because the history
of the French patients so clearly followed an infectious trail.
The first observed case was a flight attendant who got
infected, it seemed, during one of his many trips to the United
States, and passed the infection on to sexual partners in
France. Indeed, frequent travel to the United States was such a
striking hallmark of European AIDS cases among gay men62

that the 1982 appearance of exceptions—of two French
homosexuals with no American connections—was cause for
note in a leading European medical journal.63

One of the most energetic of the French scientists was
Jacques Liebowitch, a physician and immunologist who
argued his cases with almost as much physicality as language.
Gesticulating feverishly, pacing about, jumping in and out of
his chairs, the handsome young Liebowitch had a habit of
reaching an intellectual conclusion and then holding on to it
tenaciously, seeking to convince others along the way, until
data either proved him right or proved him wrong. For
Liebowitch the most intriguing European AIDS cases were not
among gay men—that was simply the American paradigm
implanting itself on European soil, he said. Rather, he was
moved by the occasional African and Haitian immunodeficient
individuals that he and other European doctors had recently
seen.64

In 1982 Liebowitch put forward the hypothesis that AIDS
was a viral disease of African origin that caused illness and
death by, as he put it, “completely burning out the immune
system.” He urged his French medical colleagues to scour
recent records for bizarre immunodeficiency cases among
African-born residents of France or among French citizens
who had traveled or resided in Africa. He further asserted that
the Haitian cases represented a Caribbean expression of the
African phenomenon, linked somehow by travel between
French-speaking African countries and Haiti.

In Belgium, Peter Piot was hard at work on a very similar
hypothesis. From the moment he had heard of the first Los
Angeles PCP cases, Piot had considered the possibility that
AIDS was the culprit in similar ailments among African



residents of Belgium. So had Dr. Nathan Clumeck, a low-key
physician working in Brussels’ St. Pierre University Hospital.
In 1982–83 he was treating five upper-class Zairois who either
lived in Belgium or had come to the former colonial power for
treatment of their profound immunodeficiencies.65

Clearly these African cases veered strongly off the course of
AIDS events defined by the Americans: none were gay, used
injected narcotics, or had visited Haiti. And more than a third
were women. All evidence indicated that AIDS had been
recently imported to the European continent from Africa,
Haiti, or the United States. The American importation centered
on blood products and gay sexual transmissions, while the
African and Haitian cases seemed to involve importation of a
heterosexual pattern of the disease. Regardless of the mode of
transmission, however, it all argued strongly for, as the French
Groupe de travail put it, “a transmissible agent now present in
Europe.”66

It was a heterosexually transmitted microbe as well as a
homosexually transmitted one, the European doctors said. And
most members of the Groupe de travail favored the notion that
AIDS was a viral disease.

France didn’t have an NIH-type financial bureaucracy for
dispersal of scientific research funds. Rather, it had a
somewhat more elitist system that concentrated the bulk of the
country’s biomedical research inside the prestigious Pasteur
Institute in Paris. Though the Pasteur could hardly compare in
size or wealth with the vast American scientific establishment,
it had a distinct advantage in an emergency: individual
scientists with “tenure” could initiate research in nearly any
direction without answering to a bureaucratic superstructure.
Though this was less democratic than the American system,
the Pasteur system did intentionally allow the nation’s
scientific elite tremendous creativity and flexibility. The
leading Paris hospitals—Claude Bernard, Raymond Poincaré,
St. Louis, Pitié-Salpetriere—were free to collaborate with the
Pasteur Institute scientists. In 1982, then, a loose AIDS
collaboration had developed connecting Dr. Françoise Brun-
Vézinet of Claude Bernard Hospital, Willy Rozenbaum of



Pitié-Salpetrière, and a Pasteur group headed by virologist Luc
Montagnier.67

On January 3, 1983, Rozenbaum removed an enlarged
lymph node from the neck of AIDS patient Frédéric Brugière,
a gay man who had traveled in the United States. The precious
tissue was rushed to Montagnier’s lab, where virologist
Françoise Barré-Sinoussi began analyzing it. On January 25,
Barré-Sinoussi told Montagnier she had discovered evidence
of reverse-transcriptase activity in Brugière’s cells.

Only one entity on the planet was known to use the reverse-
transcriptase enzyme: retroviruses. The tiny RNA viruses used
the enzyme to make mirror-image copies of their RNA genetic
material, creating a DNA version of themselves that could be
incorporated into the genes of the animal cells that they
infected.

Two human retroviruses were known to exist at that time—
HTLV-I and HTLV-II—and the bulk of the world’s research on
them was done at Robert Gallo’s laboratory in the National
Cancer Institute. Montagnier initially assumed that the
reverse-transcriptase activity indicated that AIDS was caused
by one of these two agents, and his laboratory notebook for
January describes Barré-Sinoussi’s finding under the later-
scratched-out heading of “HTLV-I.”68

Montagnier telephoned Gallo in early February 1983,
described Barré-Sinoussi’s findings, and a tempestuous
collaboration/competition between the two laboratories began.
Later that month Gallo’s lab also had reverse-transcriptase
activity in laboratory isolates of cells extracted from men with
AIDS.69 Gallo was thoroughly convinced that his initial
insights, voiced the previous year in his fateful phone
conversation with Max Essex, remained accurate: AIDS was
caused either by HTLV-I or by one of its close cousins.

“HTLV is endemic in the Caribbean and seems to be
relatively common in Africa, and of course AIDS has some
link with the Caribbean island of Haiti and with Kaposi’s
sarcoma found traditionally in Africa,” Gallo told the Journal
of the American Medical Association in August 1983.70



Admitting that no cases of AIDS had appeared in Japan, where
HTLV-I was endemic, Gallo asked, “Could the leukemia-
causing virus [HTLV-I] be a variant of the immunosuppressive
virus? We don’t know. But if it is, it’s a very subtle variant
with a minor antigenic difference.”

While Gallo’s and Montagnier’s groups raced to find the
HTLV link, Jay Levy’s tiny team of scientists toiled away in
San Francisco, backed by just a few thousand dollars from the
recently organized California state-university-wide AIDS Task
Force.71 Despite his meager resources, Levy had a key
advantage over the Bethesda and Paris researchers: virtually
unlimited access to a large and cooperative AIDS patient
population. While Montagnier struggled with samples from
one key patient, Gallo with a handful, Levy had blood and
tissue samples from more than forty gay San Franciscans. His
vast research pool let Levy select patients at random, avoiding
any unintended biases that might result from overinterpreting
data extrapolated from one or two patients. It would be several
years before the importance of Levy’s randomly selected
samples would be obvious.

Levy and UCSF colleague John Ziegler had a theory that
“AIDS is itself an opportunistic infection. It causes disease
only in individuals who are already immuno-compromised by
hepatitis B, cytomegalovirus, parasites, or other
immunosuppressive factors.”72

They saw the AIDS disease process in fairly complex terms.
Probably because their entire patient population in 1983 was
composed of gay, sexually active men, they thought AIDS was
the final step in a multistaged process that began with an
immune system assault by an array of other agents—
particularly cytomegalovirus and Epstein-Barr virus—after
which an as yet undiscovered “AIDS virus” entered the
individual’s body.

Levy postulated that “the virus has mutated itself to be such
a close imitator of the immune system—of some component of
the immune system—that when the system tries to attack the
virus, it ends up attacking itself.”



The result, Ziegler said, was a profound autoimmunity, or
immune system self-destruction, in which the mighty forces of
the B- and T-cell systems mistakenly attacked the body’s
defenses. Levy’s guess was that the observed T-cell
imbalances in AIDS patients were the direct result of such a
process.

But other scientists were looking at the same data on AIDS
patients and reaching very different conclusions. Some felt
AIDS was simply a new manifestation of the hepatitis B
virus,73 or of some unknown contaminant of the hepatitis
vaccine, first experimental trials of which had been on gay
Americans.74

A variety of other AIDS causality theories floated about the
popular and scientific literatures during the early 1980s. Most
shared a fundamental flaw: they sought to explain the
existence of the disease solely on the basis of observations in
the American gay community, ignoring contradictory
epidemiological evidence arising from a broader look at all the
people who were contracting AIDS. The majority of
suggestions put forward by credible scientists were subjected
to scrutiny at the laboratory or epidemiologic level, and then
withdrawn or amended by the initial proponents when found
lacking.

But, as had been the case with so many previous epidemics,
there were zealots who denounced their critics in
conspiratorial terms and insisted, long after data proved them
wrong, that the AIDS causality they had identified was correct.
In some cases, their public pronouncements had harsh impacts
on the behavior of people who were potentially at risk for
AIDS.

Among the early AIDS theories that gained the greatest
attention were the notion that the disease was syphilis or that
syphilis acted as a co-factor to some other microbe.75 Many
physicians continued to insist, despite contrary data, that
unique fast-lane practices in the gay communities, including
“poppers,” “fisting,” and the use of steroid skin creams, were
key.76 A New Zealand team asserted that AIDS was caused by



the same tiny odd protein elements then thought to spark
scrapie disease in sheep.77

Two American scientists became controversial in 1983—
and continued to be celebrated into the 1990s in the New York
Native—for their theory that AIDS was caused by African
swine fever.78 A serious veterinary problem, ASFV infected a
variety of different types of pig cells. Human infections with
ASFV were rare events, but could produce fevers and immune
system disruptions. The researchers who hypothesized the
ASFV/AIDS link noted the intersection of events they
believed conspired to create an aberrant form of the microbe: a
1978 outbreak among pigs in Cuba and Haiti, which, they
argued, was part of a CIA effort to destabilize the Castro
government by destroying its livestock; mass movement of
refugees from both islands to the United States in 1980; and
alleged consumption of undercooked pork by New York
homosexuals while on vacation in Haiti.79

Still others favored the notion that AIDS was caused by
“factors” of some kind in blood products used by people with
hemophilia.80 Conversely, some argued that all the cases
allegedly associated with the blood supply were merely
misunderstood ailments of other kinds.81 Thus ignoring
evidence that blood product recipients throughout the
industrialized world were contracting AIDS and that, when
they could be traced, the donors were usually found to have
AIDS.82

A 1983 Tulane University study of men with hemophilia
and their wives proved three key points germane to the
causality debate: (1) AIDS in people with hemophilia was
precisely the same disease as AIDS in gay men; (2) but the
hemophilic patients had no histories of any causes of AIDS
proposed for gay men; and (3) some of the men seemed to
have passed the disease on to their wives. The researchers
concluded that “chronic infection with a blood product-
transmissible agent is the most likely source of the
abnormalities noted. As hemophiliac patients are not generally
exposed to other risk factors previously implicated, future



studies … as to the cause” of AIDS ought not to focus solely
on “persons with nontraditional lifestyles.”83

The CDC gave out mixed messages in 1983. Concluding
their first limited case control study of fifty gay men with
AIDS, the agency researchers said that they “cannot exclude
the possibility that … illicit drug use” and “certain aspects of
their lifestyle” were correlated with AIDS. Though the CDC
team never described lifestyle issues as causative, many
members of the gay community read the results as supporting
a role for “poppers” and such.84

Meanwhile, Francis and Dr. Martha Rogers issued word
from the CDC lab that beyond higher-than-average levels of
CMV and Epstein-Barr viruses, the gay men with AIDS had
nothing in their bodies that could explain their terminal
illnesses. “We suggest that future laboratory studies be
designed to identify an infectious agent that may circulate
freely in the blood or with peripheral blood leukocytes, and
that may also be found in rectal secretions, semen, or other
secretions of homosexual men.”85

Amid the confusion, physicist John Maddox, editor of
England’s most distinguished scientific journal, Nature,
penned an April editorial entitled “No Need for Panic About
AIDS.”86

“There is now a serious danger that alarm about the disease
physicians call acquired immune deficiency syndrome
(unhelpful, AIDS for short) will get out of hand,” he wrote.
“For the characteristics of this previously unrecognized and
perhaps non-existent [emphasis added] condition are so
alarming that the temptation to portray it as a disease invited
by a decadent civilization—a kind of latter-day version of the
fate of Sodom and Gomorrah—is almost irresistible.” Maddox
denounced the “pathetic promiscuity of homosexuals,” calling
it “the most obvious threat to public health.”

Dismissing AIDS as a disease that had occurred among
fewer than one thousand people, 70 percent of whom were
homosexuals, Maddox berated alarmists, adding that



“mercifully, the disease—whatever its causation—is neither
especially infectious … nor certain in its effects.”

By contrast, during the spring of 1983, Curran, Francis, and
Harvard’s Max Essex collaborated on an editorial wake-up call
to be published in the Journal of the National Cancer Institute.
Their intention was to state in no uncertain terms that AIDS
was caused by an infectious agent and to suggest that one of
the candidates for causation of AIDS was HTLV-I.87 Essex
already had evidence that many AIDS patients were infected
with HTLV-I.

“We checked a series of 75 patients with AIDS that were
sent to us from CDC,” Essex explained in May. “And the
patients were classified as either having Kaposi’s or
Pneumocystis. And in that series of 75 … between a quarter
and a third of the patients had evidence of prior exposure to
the HTLV.

“One possibility that I should underline is that the HTLV
has nothing to do with this disease, and that the HTLV is
opportunistically infecting some of the patients with AIDS, but
not all of them,” Essex hastily added.

Gallo was ecstatic. Essex had evidence that implicated his
personal nominee for the AIDS culprit. Gallo’s lab staff had
just isolated HTLV-I from the white blood cells of three New
York City gay men with AIDS, and in a survey of 33 AIDS
patients in New York Hospital, Gallo’s group found HTLV-I in
the T cells of two men. Together, these findings seemed to
argue strongly, in Gallo’s view, that HTLV-I, or one of its close
cousins, caused AIDS.

The four Essex and Gallo papers were published as a
package in the journal Science, along with a study from the
Pasteur Institute group that an official U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services press release that day described as
reporting “isolation of an HTLV-related virus from a
homosexual patient with persistent, multiple
lymphadenopathies and evidence of infections who may be at
risk of developing AIDS.”88

But that wasn’t what the French study showed. Not at all.



On February 4, 1983, the Pasteur Institute’s Charles
Dauguet observed dozens of spherical viruses poking out of
Frederic Brugière’s T cells. However, though the mysterious
viruses under Dauguet’s microscope and HTLV-I were both
spherical, they did not appear to the French scientist to he
identical. More importantly, Montagnier’s group was unable to
get strong cross-reactivity between antibodies against Gallo’s
HTLV-I virus and their AIDS-related microbe. They suggested
that the two agents might share some genetic similarities, but
were clearly different species of viruses.

Nevertheless, at Gallo’s urging Montagnier had inserted the
following in his article: “We tentatively conclude that this
virus, as well as all previous HTLV isolates, belong to a family
of T-lymphotropic retroviruses that are horizontally
transmitted in humans and may be involved in several
pathological syndromes, including AIDS.”

Throughout the summer of 1983 the two competing
laboratories toiled to grow the apparent AIDS viruses in cell
cultures. But the viruses only grew well inside human T cells,
which they also killed. So in a matter of days all the cells in a
culture would be dead, along with the elusive viruses. Barré-
Sinoussi and Chermann tried a variety of unsuccessful
strategies to grow the viruses. Finally, during the dog days of
summer Montagnier’s team figured out that the trick was
continuously, every three days, passing virally infected liquid
(supernatant) from cells grown in the presence of T-cell
stimulators interleukin-2 and phytohaemagglutinin to fresh T
cells, and repeating the process over and over for several
weeks. Eventually one would get a culture dish chock-full of
viruses.

Meanwhile, panic was growing in North America.

Though the absolute number of reported AIDS cases in
Canada and the United States was still below 2,000, the
dimensions of the epidemic were expanding. Drs. James
Oleske at the New Jersey Medical School in Newark and Arye
Rubinstein of the Albert Einstein School of Medicine in the
Bronx were treating babies and toddlers who seemed to have
contracted AIDS from their parents. Oleske was treating



eleven such children, Rubinstein twenty-five.89 All of the
children had a parent who either used injectable narcotics, had
recently emigrated from Haiti or the Dominican Republic, or
was “promiscuous,” as the physicians put it.

“Clearly none of the children that we have seen were
sexually abused or given illicit drugs,” Oleske said in May
1983. “So the implications are that, if you will, ‘normal’
people can acquire AIDS.”

Rubinstein agreed, saying that it was likely most of the
children got the presumed AIDS virus from their mothers
during or immediately after pregnancy, but “we find discrete
immune deficiencies in other members of the [families his
group was studying]. Something that may suggest that the
transmissible agent can be acquired in a different mode: not
only transplacentally, not only sexually, not only by sharing of
needles.”

In early 1983, a joint CDC/Montefiore Medical Center
study in New York City described two women with AIDS who
had no other apparent risk factors save marriage to men who
had the disease.90 By May, Montefiore’s Dr. Neil Steigbigel
had uncovered five more cases of apparent heterosexual
transmission.

“We do feel now that this does show that AIDS should be
considered threatening to the health of our general population,
not only to male homosexuals, abusers of intravenous drugs,
Haitians, or hemophiliacs,” Steigbigel said at the time. “Of
course, if one is dealing with a potentially fatal disease, that is
tremendously frightening. To have a potentially fatal venereal
disease, that is … present in our general population.”

Other studies confirming the sexual passage of the
mysterious AIDS agent flooded in during the summer and fall
of 1983.

In many ways the most alarming news for the CDC’s AIDS
Task Force members came from the users of injectable drugs.
Curran, Jaffe, Francis, Guinan, Darrow, and the others all cut
their public health teeth on sexually transmitted diseases; even
so, they were surprised, even shocked, by what they learned



about the sexual fast lane in the gay community. Before AIDS,
they were similarly ignorant about the drug-using population.
They didn’t know about all the years that Greggory Howard,
and thousands like him, had been stashing their “works” in
shared hiding places. They didn’t know about the allegedly
abandoned buildings filled with the commerce of narcotics.

When New York City and Newark drug researchers brought
their familiarity with the desperate details of drug addiction
into the growing circle of American AIDS scientists, their
insights hit Curran and his colleagues with a jolt: one could
debate theoretical probabilities of contracting AIDS through
sexual transmission, but injecting it into one’s bloodstream
seemed to guarantee infection.

Soon the CDC group was learning about shooting galleries
where junkies could pay to get injected with just about
anything by a dealer who used the same needle and syringe on
dozens—even hundreds—of customers a day. Experts like Dr.
Don Des Jarlais, who ran a drug rehabilitation program inside
Manhattan’s Beth Israel Hospital, told the CDC scientists that
few addicts in 1983 used just one drug: they were addicted to
two, three, or more drugs, often including cocaine, alcohol,
amphetamines, barbiturates, Valium, and other
benzodiazepines. After years of periodic heroin “famines,” due
either to police actions or to wholesaler market manipulations,
expert narcotics users had adapted by mixing their drugs. One
“cocktail” to start the day, another to smooth the rocky edges
of coming down off the first, and still another to shoot the user
straight to temporary paradise.

It was naive in the extreme, the CDC scientists learned, to
build stereotypes around junkies, or to assume that any single
behavior explained the skyrocketing increase in AIDS among
users. The array of individual drug-use patterns could range
from lethargy to hyperactivity. These people were neither easy
to study nor easy to educate.

“We just don’t know what to make of all of this,” Curran
said. “We can’t explain why almost all IVDU (intravenous
drug user) cases are showing up in New York and New Jersey,
while most of the West Coast cases—more than 90 percent—



are among gay men. We don’t really understand the
distribution.”

“All you have to do is walk the streets,” Howard would
claim. “Greggory knows what’s going on.”

Howard was trying to stick with methadone, but it was
tough. The clinic staff treated the junkies like animals, he said,
and it was often questionable which was more demeaning:
pulling down your pants in front of a hulking clinic guard and
struggling to pee into a Dixie Cup while in drug withdrawal so
they could test for heroin; or searching frantically for a usable
vein to bare to a scowling dealer who jabbed the needle in,
shoved down the plunger, released the tourniquet, and turned
to the next customer while you swayed off into suspended
animation.

Though Howard didn’t yet know much about AIDS by the
fall of 1983, he was an expert on lifestyles of the stoned and
addicted. He could have told the CDC team enlightening and
unsettling stories, if they had bothered to ask. But they didn’t.
Curran knew his team was out of their depth when it came to
injecting drug users, and he lobbied hard for research efforts at
the agencies that were supposed to be on top of such things,
particularly NIDA (National Institute on Drug Abuse). But
under the Reagan administration, NIDA was far more
concerned with eliminating drugs than with keeping users
alive.

If anybody had asked him, Howard would have told the
government scientists the same things he said to anyone who
asked. “How much Greggory uses,” Howard would say,
“when he uses it, how he uses it, all depends on what he’s
using. It’s as simple as that.”

If it boiled down to nothing more than heroin—which it
rarely did—one or two injections per day with his personal
works would be adequate. If, however, he mixed heroin with
downers like alcohol or barbiturates, and “wildness” like
injected cocaine or speed, things got more complicated. 91

Heroin might last for hours, but cocaine’s rush persisted for
only minutes. A heavy injected dose of speed might have the
user walking through Newark, barefoot and unfueled by food



or sleep, for two or three days unless he smoothed it over with
some serious downers, like Valium or barbiturates, both of
which would come on faster if the pills were washed down
with high-proof alcohol.

So Howard would explain as he strolled the familiar
Newark slums, the drugs dictated what he did every day, how
many times the needle entered a vein, whose needle it was,
and how many other people used it.

The CDC wanted studies done among drug users as soon as
an AIDS test of some kind was available. If the drug experts
were right, the addicts might have an even greater AIDS
incidence than gay men. But gaining access to drug users,
especially those who weren’t in methadone or rehabilitation
programs, or didn’t live in drug ghettos like Howard’s Newark
niche, would be extremely difficult. The greatest challenge
would be finding drug injectors who simultaneously led
middle-class existences and clandestine lives of addiction.

Even without such data, concern was high that AIDS would
make its way to the general population via addicted prostitutes
or the sexual partners of injecting drug users. The heterosexual
transmission reports—excluding those mistakenly labeled as
“Haitian cases”—were predominantly among the female
sexual partners of male drug addicts.

Another grave concern for the CDC stemmed from reports
by two U.S. primate research centers of outbreaks of what
looked remarkably like AIDS among their monkeys, in
California92 and Massachusetts.93 Though these were not of
particular concern to the general public, scientists worried that
whatever new virus was killing people might have fairly
recently arisen from monkeys. If that were so, then few, if any,
humans could be expected to have natural immunity to the
monkey microbe.

As public awareness of the epidemic’s widening scope
increased, so did panic. Police officers in San Francisco
demanded, and received, specially designed masks and gloves
for their protection when performing artificial resuscitation or
“handling” of “potentially dangerous” citizens. A New York
City garbage collector was terrified that he had become



infected as a result of grabbing a trash bag from which
protruded a syringe. Also in New York the city’s Health
Department was swamped with calls from fearful citizens
asking whether it was safe to share laundry facilities with gay
men, whether the virus could be passed via seats or handrails
on the subways, or on public toilet seats.94

In Europe, thoroughly respectable, usually conservative
scientists were openly comparing AIDS to the plague.95

And inside America’s gay community a great political-
cultural battle was being waged. Many men were duly terrified
and were radically altering their behavior. Bathhouses in San
Francisco, for example, reported 40 to 60 percent declines in
revenues during May 1983.

But as June 27 approached—the anniversary of the
Stonewall riot, now celebrated as Gay Freedom Day—
shouting matches reverberated through the halls of
government in San Francisco and New York. Those most
concerned about AIDS feared that the party atmosphere and
bathhouse frolicking that had prevailed since 1969 was too
dangerous in 1983. Opponents of bathhouse restrictions
derided such sentiments as government-inspired paranoia,
intended to stifle the gay liberation movement.

San Francisco Public Health Director Mervyn Silverman
and New York City Commissioner of Health David Sencer
were caught in the middle, forced to decide the fates of local
sex parlors and bathhouses while the opposing sides in the gay
community issued political threats. The battles would remain
heated for over two years, and neither city’s leading health
officials would survive politically. Eventually the
establishments would be closed, though after-hours, semi-
clandestine gay sex clubs would continue to exist, albeit
illegally, into the 1990s.

“It’s sort of depressing,” an exhausted Silverman said just
days before the Gay Pride Parade and Stonewall remembrance
brought over 300,000 celebrants to San Francisco. “You have
individuals who are filled with anxiety about AIDS. And
because of that anxiety they are going to the bathhouses and



indulging in high-risk sex to relieve that stress. It’s very, very
paradoxical.”

Bathhouse owner Hal Slate, proprietor of the Cauldron,
corroborated Silverman’s observation. “So we’re caught in a
Catch-22 where we’re now dealing with an extraordinary level
of stress and anxiety and confrontation with death, all of it
surrounding the very mechanism that we see as there for us to
help us deal with our anxiety and stress,” Slate said.

Though he proselytized about the dangers of AIDS, Bobbi
Campbell continued to patronize the baths. He and Michael
Callen had created a new self-help and political action group
called PWAs—or People With AIDS. He had watched several
friends die, and by the spring Bobbi had changed his self-
appointed title from KS Poster Boy to AIDS Poster Boy of
1983. He had also suffered more than eight major
opportunistic infections, had been in and out of local hospitals
several times, and was getting scared.

A few months earlier, Campbell had nursed a close friend
named John, who eventually died of AIDS.

“Seeing him in ICU [intensive-care unit] with tubes in his
nose was horrifying to me,” Campbell said. “More horrifying
than where I was at myself. I could deny sometimes that I was
sick. But I couldn’t deny it anymore, seeing him lying there.
And I could see myself, or others I love, lying there.

“John and I talked, I left, and in a week or so he was dead. I
cried and I cried, went out and got drunk. And I said, ‘I’m
alive, goddamnit! I’m alive!’ And I am alive, and I want to
make that real for myself. I do face death, but until I’m dead,
I’m alive, damnit.”

The Gay Freedom Day celebrations took place in New York
and San Francisco, and the bathhouses remained open. Though
they were the largest such festivals in U.S. history, participants
could feel the change. Who could doubt that the party was
over when contingents of men with AIDS marched in the
parade—or were pushed in wheelchairs?

Warning signs were posted in gay establishments, bowls of
free condoms were placed in gay bars and hotels, Health



Department pamphlets were distributed advising men to
practice safe sex, and the world witnessed it all on
international television. Elegant drag queens, Dykes on Bikes,
Whores Against Wars, the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence, the
San Diego Gay Softball League, the Harvey Milk Democratic
Club, Women Against Imperialism, and a host of other
photogenic gay contingents filled television screens as somber
announcers remarked on the odd juxtaposition of such frivolity
with an epidemic.

The television coverage ignited backlash. The Reverend
Billy Graham cried out that “AIDS is a judgment of God.”
Television evangelist and leader of the Moral Majority Jerry
Falwell denounced “perverted lifestyles,” saying in a
nationally televised sermon, “If the Reagan administration
does not put its full weight against this, what is now a gay
plague in this country, I feel that a year from now, President
Ronald Reagan personally will be blamed for allowing this
awful disease to break out among the innocent American
public.

“AIDS is God’s punishment,” Falwell concluded. “The
scripture is clear: We do reap it in our flesh when we violate
the laws of God.”

Bobbi Campbell shortly thereafter denounced the religious
leaders before the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.

“I don’t consider myself a sinner, and I don’t think this is
God’s will!” the AIDS Poster Boy shouted. “I’m angry at
Senator Jeremiah Denton from Alabama, who said, ‘Oh, let
the faggots die.’ I’m angry at the people who fire us and evict
us from their homes. It’s our crisis. We need support, not
hate.”

Some scientists complained that a “Plague of Fear” was
overwhelming efforts to control the viral plague rationally.96

Meanwhile, the scientific competition also heated up.
Shielded from most of the public turmoil, the laboratories of
Jay Levy, Luc Montagnier, and Robert Gallo generated their
own controversy as they raced to discover the virus that
caused AIDS. Though no further evidence to support HTLV-I



came to light, Gallo continued to publicly proclaim it the most
likely suspect, even providing elaborate schemes for the
virus’s evolution and global spread.97

But both Levy and Montagnier were certain by summer’s
end that HTLV-I was not the cause of AIDS.98

In September hostilities between the French and Gallo’s
group escalated from the level of rivalry common to
competing laboratories to something markedly worse when
Gallo and Montagnier each addressed a virology meeting at
the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratories in New York. Gallo
presented his arguments in favor of an HTLV-I role in the
disease, garnering polite applause from colleagues.
Montagnier, however, dropped a bombshell, announcing five
crucial accomplishments. First, he said, a new virus (hinted at
in his earlier paper in Science but now clearly identified) had
been discovered and dubbed LAV, lymphadenopathy-
associated virus. Second, LAV was successfully cultured from
the cells of five pre-AIDS patients who had profoundly
enlarged lymph nodes and from three people with AIDS (a gay
man, a Haitian woman, and a man with hemophilia). Further,
LAV had an affinity for infecting T cells, particularly helper
cells that had CD4 receptors on their surfaces. Using a
specially made screening test, Montagnier’s group had shown
that in 63 percent of pre-AIDS cases and 20 percent of full
AIDS cases, antibodies against LAV could be found.
Montagnier suggested that the lower antibody response in
sicker people was due to LAV viral destruction of their
immune systems.

Finally, he insisted that all forms of analysis of LAV showed
that, far from being a close cousin to HTLV-I, it was a member
of the lentivirus family, which included a number of slow-
killing veterinary diseases, such as visna in sheep and equine
infectious anemia (EIAV) in horses.

An extremely controversial thirty-minute exchange between
Montagnier and Gallo followed. It would haunt them, and
science as a whole, for over a decade. Gallo asked his French
rival eight questions, as was his right in such a meeting. Gallo
would insist more than ten years later that his queries were



meant to point out inconsistencies or weaknesses that might
merit further investigation. Montagnier, however, found
Gallo’s remarks rude and insulting, and felt the American was
throwing down an unmistakable gauntlet. Other scientists in
the room were taken aback by the unusually naked
competition. Gallo’s line of questioning was aimed at
disproving the causative role of LAV or, failing that, at
undermining Montagnier’s assertions that LAV was a
lentivirus rather than a sibling in the HTLV-I family.

What ensued over the following twelve months was a race
to the finish line, with the three laboratories exchanging
niceties—even viral samples —while fighting tooth and nail.
Right to the moment he crossed that finish line, well after
Montagnier announced the LAV findings, Gallo would
continue to insist that HTLV-I was the likely cause of AIDS,
and his efforts to prove it would be backed up by the CDC
imprimatur in the form of Harold Jaffe, Don Francis, Jim
Curran, and other members of the AIDS Task Force.99

Essex would continue walking a middle line, finding
antibody evidence that 10 to 12 percent of people with AIDS
were also infected with HTLV-I, but constantly underscoring
that “we certainly don’t have any proof that this agent causes
AIDS.”

Andrew Moss reflected as the year 1984 approached that
“there was an enormous PR boom about HTLV, which a lot of
people thought would be the AIDS agent, and it’s turning out
not to be. I think this year has been mostly about PR, funding,
and politics. It seems to me that the history of the science of
the AIDS epidemic is that there was this wave of science done
by people before there was funding. Which was done by
scientists mostly by bootlegging and using what they had.”

Moss chuckled and rolled his eyes at the new computer on
his office desk. Then he added with a sigh, “That’s what we
did—we scuffled for funds for a whole year. Now that the
funds have been gotten, many people will finally be able to do
some research.”

Though he at last had some research funding of his own,
Moss remained angry. He was uncomfortably aware that his



forecasts of the AIDS toll on San Francisco’s gay population
were coming true, and that he, an epidemiologist and
statistician educated at Stanford and the London School of
Economics, was now cast as a death counter. “Well, if it’s
numbers you want, San Francisco had the real plague in 1907,
and it caused hysteria because sixty people died. Well, we will
have more than a hundred AIDS deaths in San Francisco this
year, and next year [1984] we will see between two and three
hundred AIDS deaths. That’s really a very large number. And
it is inconceivable to me that we would be facing such a
prospect and frankly, as a society, not be alarmed about it if it
were not an epidemic of a stigmatized group of people.”

In Atlanta, Jim Curran also ended the year counting deaths:
2,042 cumulative AIDS cases reported since May 1981, and
1,283 were already dead. He predicted that the epidemic
would continue to expand in 1984, but not at 1983’s rapid
pace.

On April 7, 1984, the Pasteur group published details on
some of the cases Montagnier had described at Cold Spring
Harbor seven months earlier, as well as evidence that LAV was
in the French blood supply.100 This revelation sparked no
policy action on the part of either French or American blood
industry authorities. It did, however, prompt the CDC to send
coded blood samples to the Paris laboratory, which quickly
returned verdicts: 90 percent of the samples that the CDC later
confirmed came from AIDS patients were positive for
antibodies for LAV.

“I think it looks very good,” declared an obviously excited
Don Francis. “The French work is very exciting.”

At the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
located a stone’s throw from Robert Gallo’s lab, Dr. Malcolm
Martin was even more ebullient, declaring LAV “the best
game in town right now.”

Gallo and Essex were unconvinced.

“I think HTLV has to be considered the leading candidate at
this time,” Essex told The Wall Street Journal,101 hinting that
proof would soon be forthcoming from Gallo’s lab. Gallo



declined to comment directly, but “informed sources close to
Gallo” told The Washington Post that a major announcement
was imminent.

And it was. On April 23, 1984, HHS Secretary Margaret
Heckler convened a press conference in the agency’s offices in
Washington, D.C., to announce discovery of the virus that
caused AIDS. She was not there to sing the praises of the
French effort, but to declare victory for her agency’s National
Cancer Institute. With Gallo at her side, Heckler announced,
“Today we add another miracle to the long honor roll of
American medicine and science.

“Today’s discovery represents the triumph of science over a
dreadful disease,” Heckler averred, forecasting development
of an AIDS vaccine within five years.

Gallo’s group had discovered a retrovirus in people with
AIDS, dubbed HTLV-III. And the group had created a cell line
that, unlike the system in use at the Pasteur Institute, could
grow permanently in the presence of the virus. So his team
needn’t transfer fluids from one culture dish to another for
weeks on end to get a viral sample. The cell line, designated
HT, would easily serve as the basis for a rapid AIDS blood
test, Gallo said, because it was now possible to make mass
quantities of viruses for human antibody screening.

The Gallo group noted the prior French LAV finding and
was ambiguous about whether HTLV-III and LAV were
different microbes. It was, they said, impossible to say for
certain, because the poorly characterized French virus “has not
yet been transmitted to a permanently growing cell line for
true isolation.”102

Gallo then predicted that an AIDS vaccine would “be
available within two years.”

Responding to word that the Pasteur Institute and the French
press had not taken Gallo’s anointment as “Discoverer of the
AIDS Virus” kindly, Gallo told the Journal of the American
Medical Association that “there was not, is not, and never has
been any fight or controversy between us and the French
group.”103



The French and American labs would present mountains of
point-counterpoint research papers over coming months
supporting an etiological role for LAV or HTLV-III,
respectively. Because the National Cancer Institute group had
developed the virus-producing HT cell line, they were rapidly
able to screen blood samples for infection using a simple
antibody test called an ELISA (enzyme-linked immuno-
absorbent assay). By November 1984, the ELISA test was
being used by researchers in both the United States and
Europe to test blood samples for infection and to
experimentally screen blood donations.104

And by November–December, both LAV and HTLV-III had
been cloned in the laboratory and analyzed at the genetic
level.105

Jay Levy’s group would rapidly announce discovery of yet
another retrovirus, dubbed ARV (AIDS-Related Virus), in gay
men with AIDS.106 By then they had cloned and characterized
that microbe as well.107

In December, British researchers who ran a series of
immunologic tests on LAV and HTLV-III declared that the pair
were “a single species of virus” that infected T cells by
attaching itself to the CD4 receptor proteins that protruded
from helper cells and some types of macrophages.108

By February 1985, all three viruses were completely
genetically sequenced and something quite curious was
revealed: HTLV-III and LAV differed by less than the usual 1
percent—an amount attributable to human error. In other
words, Montagnier said, “they are identical.” That implied that
during all those months of competition and exchanges of
samples something had happened to Gallo’s viral cultures.
They may have become contaminated with the Pasteur virus.

In contrast, Levy’s ARV clearly differed, with 6 percent of
its genetic sequence at variance with that in LAV and HTLV-
III. 109 And little similarity was found between HTLV-
III/LAV/ARV sequences and HTLV-I or HTLV-II. But, as
Montagnier had said over a year earlier, that was to be
expected: the AIDS virus was a close cousin to well-known



lentiviruses, which produced slow-killing immune system
disruptions in horses, sheep, and goats.

Working with Gallo, Dr. Flossie Wong-Stahl would soon
show that under natural circumstances of infection the AIDS
virus mutated rapidly, and it was impossible in nature to find
two different viruses a continent apart that varied genetically
by less than 1 percent.

Eventually it would be shown that Levy’s ARV, drawn from
randomly sampled San Francisco gay men, was a genuine
natural isolate, clearly indicative of what was circulating
among unsuspecting human beings. In contrast, HTLV-III and
LAV—which were the same agent—had undergone significant
genetic changes during all the manipulations it was subjected
to in the attempts to culture it in the Paris and Bethesda
laboratories. It was not a “natural virus.” in that, as time would
tell, its key outer envelope sites bore only a partial
resemblance to wild viruses.

HTLV-III, LAV, and ARV would all be renamed the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Most American laboratory
research in the coming decade would be based on HTLV-III,
most French on LAV, and all initial vaccine efforts would
target the HTLV-III/LAV lab strain: a false target, time would
show. Levy’s ARV strain would have been a far wiser choice.

Having found HIV, and developed a blood test for
antibodies against the virus, scientists optimistically looked
forward in January 1985 to quickly solving all the unanswered
epidemiological, pathologic, and virology questions about
AIDS. A vaccine and an effective treatment couldn’t be far
away, they thought.110

III
In the beginning it was called “Juliana’s disease.”

It was first noticed in the village of Lukunya, on the
Ugandan border sometime in early 1983.

A handsome Ugandan trader had come through selling cloth
for women’s kangas patterned with the name Juliana. A
village girl with no money traded the stranger sex for a kanga,



as did several other women who coveted the beautiful Juliana
cloth.

Some months later the first girl became sick; she had no
appetite, could hold down no food, and had constant diarrhea,
which filled her with shame. Nothing more mortified the
Mhaya people of northern Tanzania than being babylike,
unable to control the expulsion of their own bodily wastes. In
a few weeks she wasted away, grew weak, and had to be
carried everywhere. Before she died, two other women, also
adorned in Juliana’s cloth, came down with the strange
disease.

The people of Lukunya decided that the Ugandan was a
witch, and that Juliana’s cloth had evil powers. To conquer
Juliana’s disease, healers toiled to lift the stranger’s curse.

The people had reason to be suspicious of Ugandans. They
were still smarting from their invasion by Idi Amin’s
Ugandans in 1978 and Tanzania’s war with Uganda in 1979.
During that time, thousands of Tanzanian soldiers poured into
the villages and bivouacked there for weeks on end. As many
as 6,000 Tanzanian soldiers were in villages normally
occupied by less than a thousand people.

Knowing how bad the blood had been between the Mhaya
of Tanzania and the Ganda of Uganda, the people were not
surprised when the traditional healers were unable to lift the
powerful curse and the death toll continued to rise.

Within a year the curse had spread to the neighboring
villages of Kanyigo, Bukwali, Kashenye, and Bunazi. In the
village clinics the medical assistants at first dismissed the
illnesses as just retribution for having consorted with “unfair
dealers from across the border.” By 1984, however, Juliana’s
disease cases were appearing at Dr. Jayo Kidenya’s hospital in
the Kagera District’s capital, Bukoba, and the Ndolage
Missionary Hospital on the other side of the district. The
Bukoba doctors were convinced the disease was something
new. None of their treatments could slow its terrifyingly rapid
progress. Kidenya was puzzled because the adults died like
children, wasting away as if they were infant measles cases
compounded by malnutrition. Some patients had stubborn



viral and bacterial infections that could not be treated with
Kidenya’s small array of antibiotics. Rumors of widespread
witchcraft were spreading throughout the Kagera region, and
Kidenya felt compelled to solve the Juliana mystery.

He had few resources for medical detective work. The
destitute Tanzanian government hospital he ran imposed
unyenyekevu modesty and lowered the expectations of all who
toiled under its tin roof, including Kidenya. Ten years earlier,
the soft-spoken, enthusiastic supporter of President Julius
Nyerere’s Ujamaa program had studied in snowbound
Bucharest, thinking a European medical degree would garner a
prestigious posting in the capital, at Muhimbili Hospital.

But here he was, forced to augment his meager salary with
weekend farming, living by Lake Victoria in an area suffering
from the ravages of the war. Ironically, the roughly 10,000
residents of Bukoba found the Ugandan capital of Kampala
easier to reach than far-off Dar es Salaam.

Kidenya and his wife, a nurse, were homesick for their
homelands in the far south where the soft consonants of
Swahili rolled off the tongue. Uncomfortable in this distant
outpost, Kidenya waited anxiously for the weekly steamship
from Mwanza to bring his mail and hospital supplies.

All too often, however, it arrived nearly empty, the cargo
pilfered by its handlers during the 1,000-mile journey from
Dar es Salaam. The often reordered electric generator, the
refrigerator for vaccines, the long-overdue supply of sterile
syringes, the penicillin and surgical equipment never arrived.

Around February or March 1984, Kidenya and his staff
noticed that several of their patients had genital ulcer disease
that wouldn’t respond to normal treatment.

“This is most strange,” Kidenya said to medical assistant
Justhe Tkimalenka, who readily agreed, and confided that he
was afraid of the new patients: it wasn’t right for people to die
from genital ulcers.

Kidenya admitted that he was also frightened.



“These are very dreadful venereal ulcers,” Kidenya later
explained to a visitor. “Very deep. Very frightening. We treat
these people for chancroid, but they never respond. And they
develop long-standing diarrhea and persistent fevers. They all
have severe weight loss—the most severe we have ever seen
in this hospital in adults.”

Kidenya, Tkimalenka, and the hospital’s stout surgeon,
Clint Nyamuryekunge, scoured medical records for clues. A
recent graduate of Muhimbili Medical School,
Nyamuryekunge was convinced that the puzzle could be
solved using the scientific method. As bombastic and
aggressive as Kidenya was discreet, Nyamuryekunge argued
that all they needed was a good pool of plague patients to
compare with a group of normal venereal disease patients.

Kidenya contacted the directors of other hospitals in the
Kagera region—a difficult procedure in an area with no
telephone service. He surmised fairly quickly that everyone
was seeing cases of strange, lethal venereal diseases, and
issued word to bring them to Bukoba.

Shortly, in September 1984, a village paramedic brought
nearly two dozen patients to Bukoba in a single day, and
Kidenya ordered that blood and stool samples be taken from
all. Studies of the samples with microscopes and special stains
revealed nothing. The patients all told a similar tale of a young
barmaid in their town who gave Juliana’s disease to the men,
who in turn gave it to their wives.

The three doctors pooled their meager resources and
financed a trip to the capital for Nyamuryekunge. Carrying
blood samples and all available information on the patients, he
traveled southeastward for days by boat, truck, bus, and car,
finally reaching Muhimbili Medical School, where his former
professors studied the samples, read the reports, and debated
the nature of Juliana’s disease. In the end they agreed only on
one thing: nobody could find a microorganism that could be
causing the illness. That meant it must be something new.

Dr. Fred Solomon Mhalu, the university’s chief
microbiologist, had led the nation’s recent fight against cholera
and was charged with training Tanzania’s future pathologists.



He suggested that Nyamuryekunge go to the medical library.
“Something about this Juliana’s disease reminds me of things I
have read from America,” he said.

The young surgeon found Gottlieb’s description of
Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia cases among Los Angeles
men, the CDC’s reports on acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome in Haiti, the list of symptoms in the New England
Journal of Medicine, and evidence in Science of a new
retrovirus discovery in laboratories in the United States and
France. He carefully compared the Kagera patients’ symptoms
and the Muhimbili laboratory findings from their samples with
the observations in the American medical journals.

It was a perfect match, except for the types of patients
involved: Kagera had no homosexuals, drug users, or
hemophiliacs on Factor VIII. Mhalu suggested that
Nyamuryekunge focus on the information about Haitian cases.

Bursting with the information, Nyamuryekunge made the
long trek back to Bukoba, and briefed Kidenya and
Tkimalenka on his discovery.

“And that was the day,” Kidenya later recalled, “that we
knew, oh! In the world there is a new disease called AIDS.”

The three doctors then realized that their battle against this
new virus was hopeless. Even in medically sophisticated New
York City all the patients were dying.

Kidenya later remembered that the news hit him like a death
sentence for his people.

“I thought surely this will be the greatest war we have ever
fought. Surely many will die. And surely we will be frustrated,
unable to help. But also I thought the Americans will find a
treatment soon. This will not be forever.”

It was January 1985.

For more than a year, the three of them struggled to
convince other Tanzanian physicians that AIDS had come to
the country.

“We told them watch out, there is AIDS in Tanzania,”
remembered Nyamuryekunge. “But this was causing turmoil.



The doctors were refusing to believe us. They were saying,
‘How do you know you have AIDS? You don’t have a good
laboratory! You might be confusing diabetes mellitis! You
can’t be sure! You are just raising a false alarm.’”

The Bukoba doctors had no way of proving that Juliana’s
disease was AIDS. The doctors urged the Ministry of Health to
get the blood test for AIDS from America so that the debate
could be settled.

Following an official request for the CDC’s assistance,
Nyamuryekunge’s samples were shipped to Atlanta, and Jim
Curran’s team quickly confirmed that they indeed contained
the human immunodeficiency virus. Surprised to discover
AIDS in an area as rural and remote as Kagera, Curran
immediately dispatched CDC investigator Don Forthal to
Tanzania.

Forthal’s tour of Bukoba Government Hospital began with
outpatient clinics, immunization rooms, maternal/child care
centers, and the maternity ward, facilities that were minimal
but clean. But when they entered a general patient ward the
difficulties Kidenya’s team faced daily became obvious. Every
spartan steel-framed bed was occupied. Thin mattresses and
stained sheets were all the comfort most patients were
provided. The smell of soiled sheets filled the air, competing
for the senses’ attention with the din of groans and
conversation, amplified as it reverberated off the stark brick
walls. The tattered window screens, intended to protect
patients from malarial mosquitoes, flapped in the morning
breeze.

“I couldn’t believe what I was seeing,” Forthal later said.
“In just seven days I saw maybe twenty-four or twenty-five
patients, all sick as hell with AIDS. No doubt about that. All in
this one little Bukoba hospital. These patients were so much
worse off than American AIDS cases. The disease is different
over there. They were just wasting away before your eyes; I
could see a difference in these people in seven days’ time.”111

Kidenya later showed an inquiring American journalist the
full range of the Kagera crisis. In the general medicine ward, a
woman sat stiffly on one bed, holding a small bundle. She



looked well fed, but appeared listless and depressed. Her eyes
were vacant. Kidenya approached her saying, “Jambo, mama.
Habari gani?” He carefully lifted the bundle. The woman
neither watched nor resisted as Kidenya dramatically unfolded
the tiny wad of cloth to reveal a suddenly screaming,
emaciated baby girl. Her eyes seemed enormous and her limbs
stuck out like afterthoughts, flailing weakly and aimlessly.

“This,” Kidenya said, “is malnutrition. This child looks to
be a year old, but actually is three years old. This mother is
from Uganda. For months she and her child starved. Now she
has recovered, but for the child it is much harder.

“As you can see,” Kidenya said, “we have many problems
here. AIDS is only one.” He paused, and as the mother slowly
rewrapped the now silent child, he added thoughtfully, “And in
truth I do not know—perhaps this, too, is AIDS. We cannot
test, so we cannot tell. The child is not responding to
treatment.”

The visitor was guided to a wing detached from the rest of
the hospital: a long, white row of cells, separated from one
another like a line of shoe boxes or concrete bunkers.

Joined now by Tkimalenka, Kidenya ushered the visitor into
the overpowering stench of one of the cells, where two women
lay, one of them on the ground, wrapped in ancient sheets
soiled with her own waste. Seeing this, Kidenya and
Tkimalenka exchanged words in Swahili and the assistant
stepped outside to signal a nurse.

“These two ladies are with HTLV,” Kidenya said, using the
term HTLV as code in front of the patients. The word AIDS
struck such horror that many would kill themselves, usually by
ingesting the pesticide Thiodan, if they heard such a diagnosis.
Dozens of Kagera’s citizens were rumored to have taken the
faster Thiodan route to their deaths, and local stores were
unable to keep up with the sudden increase in demand for the
poison.

Pointing to a young woman who sat listlessly upon her bed,
Kidenya said, “You can see her hair is straight, a bit red, and
rare. Surely they are wasted. They look very sad.”



Kidenya asked the young woman her name.

“Noticia,” she replied.

He asked if she would tell her story for the visitor.

“Jambo. Karibou,” Noticia said, struggling to muster a
welcoming smile. Her long response in Swahili was delivered
in a quiet, flat monotone, quite uncharacteristic of Tanzanian
use of the language. Kidenya listened patiently to her medical
history. She was skeletal. Her lips were ulcerated and small
sores dotted her skin. Yet it was obvious that Noticia had once
been a remarkably striking woman.

As she spoke to Dr. Kidenya, her eyes glazed over; she
knew she was going to die. Birds chirped in the background
and the hospital cooks could be heard nearby stirring mashed
yams in a cauldron over an open fire. Noticia spoke so softly
over the noise that Kidenya bent down and put his ear within
inches of her mouth.

Her illness began a few months ago, Noticia explained,
when she noted an abscess on her neck. Later similar purplish
things appeared all over her body. She poked a bony leg out
from under the sheets and barely nodded in its direction,
guiding the visitor’s eyes to what seemed to be a Kaposi’s
sarcoma tumor on her calf.

Noticia gulped for air, and continued.

“I became very weak. I developed fevers and chest tightness
and coughing.” As if to accent that point, Noticia cleared her
throat and a fit of coughing ensued.

“Initially she thought she had TB,” Kidenya explained while
Noticia rested. “We started to treat her for TB, and at first she
responded. But then after a month the coughing returned and
she had large swellings on her cervix.”

Noticia whispered something in Swahili, and Kidenya told
the visitor, “She is saying that she knew it wasn’t TB. Now,
she says, she is twenty-three years old but she feels as if she is
a hundred. She is feeling weak, her limbs cannot carry her
body. She feels like sleeping all the time.”



With obvious reluctance, Noticia related the story of her
travels to Kenya, her work in Sofia Town, and the typist job
she had recently been forced to quit because she was too weak
to push the keys.

As Noticia finished, Tkimalenka spoke softly to the inert
form lying on the ground, then replaced her sheet. Noticia
watched anxiously, and seemed relieved when Tkimalenka
assured her the other patient was still alive.

Outside the cell Kidenya and Tkimalenka agreed that both
women would be dead before the end of the week.

The grim picture repeated itself in one chamber after
another, and a social pattern emerged from those willing to
discuss their lives before AIDS struck: most of the men were
former combatants in the Uganda-Tanzania war and/or
traveling salesmen and smugglers who regularly crossed the
region’s borders to trade with counterparts in neighboring
countries; most of the women had worked at some recent time
as “disco girls,” barmaids, or prostitutes, and several, like
Noticia, had traveled outside the Kagera District to ply their
trades.

Mythologies were instantaneous companions of history in
the communities surrounding Lakes Victoria, Albert, Edward,
and Kivu. Whether people were by nationality Ugandan,
Kenyan, Tanzanian, Burundian, Rwandan, or Zairian, they all
told tales in early 1985 of bewitched fabric, Juliana’s disease
or “slim disease,” and the witches, “whores,” or visitors who
brought it to their people. The Mhaya women, considered
particularly beautiful by the men of the region, were also
commonly referred to as prostitutes, and in local Swahili
dialect the word Mhaya was used interchangeably with the
word kahaba, prostitute.

“One aspect of that notion is quite true,” Tkimalenka, a
Mhayan, said. “You get prostitutes in Dar from all regions. It
is fair to say that the majority of prostitutes are coming from
this region. But the people who are dying are not all Mhaya.
So we can’t accept the notion that AIDS is a disease of the
Mhaya.”



Still, Bukoba’s young men claimed that AIDS was spread
by women.

“People are aware of the girls. Afraid of them,” twenty-
eight-year-old Henry shouted over music in the Bukoba disco.
A bachelor, Henry declared that he had “no intention of
getting married. I am looking for a girl, but I can’t choose
which girl has AIDS or doesn’t. I am very afraid, because it is
death, you know. No medicine. Perhaps I will wait to marry,
wait until there is a cure.”

And the women, most of whom now boycotted the disco,
said with equal certitude that the Juliana disease carriers were
all men.

“I know my boyfriend is seeing other women when he
travels to this place or that place,” a young hotel clerk
explained. “But what can I do? When he comes home he is so
handsome and I reach out and say, ‘Oh, darling, darling,’ and
all is forgiven.”

The Tanzanians of Kagera were adamant that the disease
came from Uganda, and with equal certainty the Rakai
residents across the border pointed their fingers at the
Tanzanians. Most people didn’t know what a virus was—there
was no word for it in Swahili, the closest approximation being
vinidogodogo, or very little thing. But they did know that evil
existed and could be manipulated by witches and sorcerers to
inflict harm on their enemies.

It made sense, then, to assume that the new disease came
from old enemies.

Kidenya, Nyamuryekunge, and Tkimalenka rejected such
superstition and searched for hard facts. They counted the sick
and the dead, knowing their total represented a mere fraction
of the true AIDS tally. Villagers knew the disease was
incurable and therefore wouldn’t make arduous journeys on
foot to district hospitals. Nevertheless, by the end of 1985 the
Kagera District’s hospitals had seen 206 AIDS cases, 35 of
whom had died in the facilities. Kidenya guessed that they
were seeing 5 to 10 percent of the cases.



Blood samples collected by Forthal from local residents
were analyzed at the CDC, revealing that antibodies to HTLV-
III/LAV were present in 41 percent of the first hundred
patients diagnosed symptomatically by the doctors.

Of particular concern to Kidenya and Nyamuryekunge was
the discovery that people with AIDS were about five times
more likely to have had a series of injections for some reason
during the previous two years than were other patients in their
hospital.

It worried Kidenya that in America AIDS was spreading via
the dirty needles used by people addicted to narcotics. The
local practice, born of economic necessity, was to reuse
syringes and needles so often that the tips had to be sharpened
on whetstones so they could still puncture human skin. Such
was the custom in his own hospital, Kidenya said. “But for the
time being we believe the problem is not so bad in our clinics.
Our people know they must at least try to be clean. But, you
see, there is another type of drug supplier, an injectionist. For
us, these people are very hard to find. They hide in the fields
or whatnot. But they may happen to get hold of a syringe and
perhaps some antibiotics. And without any medical knowledge
they sell injections. So, you see, the people may go to them.
And surely these injectionists do not worry about sterile
needles.”

The problem had only worsened since the villagers had
heard of AIDS. Knowing that the licensed doctors had no cure
for the disease, those who suspected they might have Juliana’s
disease turned to the injectionists, who, like the snake-oil
salesmen of America’s Wild West, claimed their potions could
cure anything.

To show his visitor the true scope of the Kagera District’s
AIDS problem, Kidenya negotiated privately with the regional
party leader for a petrol ration and organized a trip north
toward the Ugandan border. The first stop on the tortuous,
muddy drive was the Bunazi Rural Clinic, staffed only by
medical assistants and midwives. The chief medical assistant
gave a tour, anointing each concrete hole with an illustrious
title, such as “pediatric ward” or “maternity ward.” But few



rooms had beds, there was no surgical theater, and the
pharmacy had little more than chloroquine and aspirin. In a
small side room a woman held pieces of paper, each bearing
information about patients. A man was bent over a
microscope, studying samples of blood, urine, or stools. No
other equipment graced the room.

“This is our pathology laboratory,” declared the medical
assistant. As he said this, a gust of wind swept all the samples
and papers onto the dirt floor. The medical assistant led his
visitors on to a general men’s ward. As was the case in
Bukoba, the term AIDS was never used, but two men were
pointed out as suspected HTLV cases. Both were war veterans,
coughing from tuberculosis and obviously dying. The assistant
explained that usually such cases would be transferred to
Bukoba, but there was no petrol for the truck. Asked how
many AIDS cases had been sent from Bunazi to Bukoba, the
medical assistant said only six.

Asked about syringes, the medical assistant pointed to a
small kerosene-fueled autoclave containing several steel
syringes and other equipment awaiting sterilization.

An hour further along the muddy road a small village was
perched on the Ugandan border. The area was occupied for
nearly a year by invading Ugandan troops in 1978. Then
Tanzanian soldiers had bivouacked there while battling the Idi
Amin government. The village bore the scars of war: bullet
holes along the walls, abandoned, rusted vehicles, the
complete absence of any valuable supplies.

Tkimalenka parked in front of the only building in the tiny
hamlet that didn’t sport bullet holes. A bright-faced, energetic
young woman stepped out of the modest tin-roofed structure
and, recognizing Tkimalenka, grinned and shouted, “Karibou,
Bwana! Jambo!”

She urged the group inside, where, as eyes adjusted to the
dark, three large, barren concrete rooms came into focus. In
one there were three beds without mattresses. “They took the
mattresses in the war,” the village paramedic explained. In
another there was no furniture, but a strong cord hung from the
ceiling. “This is where we used to weigh the babies to see if



they were well. But that was before somebody stole the scale,
which hung from the cord.” The third room was her office,
containing a wooden chair, a small steel desk, and a bare
wooden shelf.

“This is my office,” she said proudly. “Where I keep track
of the health of everybody in the village.”

Atop her desk rested a foot-long shiny steel box. She
opened the box to reveal two glass syringes, ten needles, and a
dead fly resting in fetid water.

“Do you use these syringes?” the visitors asked.

“Yes, when we have something to give. Right now we have
nothing. But sometimes we have vaccines for the children, or
antibiotics. So then, yes, I use these,” the young woman
answered.

She described how she sterilized the equipment. Without
electricity or kerosene, she couldn’t use an autoclave. She had
no alcohol with which to swab the needles. Before any round
of injections she would hang a steel pot full of water on a
tripod over a wood fire outside, boil the equipment, let it cool,
and inject whoever needed vaccines or medicines. In such a
situation it wasn’t usually possible to sterilize the needles
between each patient, she explained, but she was able to make
sure that the needles were clean from one period of use to
another. Proud of her work, and of the polite smile on
Kidenya’s face, the young woman graciously thanked the
group for their visit. Later, when the young woman was out of
earshot, Kidenya admitted that the sterilization procedure
concerned him.

Back in Bukoba the group discussed the implications of
such severe shortages of syringes. If one child in the village
became infected with the AIDS virus, all the preschoolers
might be infected in a single day’s measles immunization
campaign.

“Yes, yes, that is very bad. But what about the blood
supply?”



Nyamuryekunge shifted his bulk in his chair and reminded
the group that he was a surgeon. “It is most difficult for me
because we do not have the AIDS blood test.” No one could
find the prospect of transfusing contaminated blood more
alarming than a surgeon, given that virtually all surgical
procedures entailed loss of blood that must be replaced to
ensure patient recovery. Yet a single blood test cost more than
Tanzania’s annual per capita medical spending of less than
three dollars.

“You see, when I have an elective operation, not an
emergency, but the operation itself requires a transfusion, then
I’m not very keen to perform that operation,” Nyamuryekunge
said. “But when the patient must have emergency surgery, then
either the patient dies of AIDS in five years or he dies now. So
in that case I give the blood now. Save the life now and let’s
pray the blood is not infected with the virus.”

Kidenya sighed and said he hoped that the steps they were
taking to educate the people of Kagera about the disease
would soon stop the epidemic. Or that the Americans would
shortly find a cure.

“It pains me to care for an AIDS patient. It really pains me.
Because whatever I give I know it is not helping the patient,”
Kidenya said. “I don’t fear contracting the disease, but it pains
me to know that whatever I do, whatever book I turn to, it’s
useless. Your heart is not settled at all. At times I feel the
disease is torturing our patients too much. I would like a
disease which kills quicker. This one is too slow in killing. The
patient wants to see you, demands your help. The help you
cannot give.”

Mr. Rutayuge, the hospital’s wiry, older administrator,
listened. It was his task to order supplies from Dar es Salaam
and then fight like hell to see that they reached Bukoba intact.
Now the doctors couldn’t tell him what to order. Nothing, they
said, would help. And so many were dying in his district that
Rutayuge began to enter their names in the ledgers where he
once itemized supplies and revenues.

“For so long the young people have been running around,
not listening to their elders. Even before the war with Uganda



some of them were running around. Crazy. They don’t listen to
the old ways. After the war it was worse. Discos, prostitutes,
babies, so many babies!” Rutayuge’s frail body shuddered; he
seemed to be fighting back tears. “Now some of the elders say
to them, ‘Look here, we told you! Now you are sick. You are
paying for all your running around.’”

Rutayuge appeared to be a practical man, not the sort who
normally waxed philosophical or grim. He was a hospital
administrator who, day to day, devised ways to replenish
medical supplies for a rural clinic that hadn’t “officially”
received anything in weeks, perhaps months. With no budget,
but plenty of ailing patients, Rutayuge negotiated deals with
Ugandans, Rwandans, Burundians, even distant Kenyans,
exchanging local goods for fuel, bandages, streptomycin,
sheets, bedpans, painkillers for the dying, vaccines for the
young, and aspirin for the rest.

He looked at his ghastly ledgers and said, “There is no
future. It is the end of the world. Without young people how
can there be a world?”

 

Bukoba’s plight was little known in the rest of the world.
Long after Forthal returned to the CDC, confirming the
seemingly odd information that a major rural epidemic was
unfolding in Central and East Africa, a preconceived dogma
continued to dominate the world’s perceptions of AIDS: that it
was a disease primarily seen among gay men and injecting
drug users, that all the African cases were emerging in major
cities, and that the heterosexuality of AIDS in Africa was due
to “special cultural factors,” such as ritual circumcisions and
clitoridectomies.

Some of the misperceptions were the result of the way news
of Africa’s epidemic unfolded. And some were due to less
excusable factors, such as racism. Before the discovery of HIV
and the development of blood test kits, several cases of AIDS
among Africans were symptomatically diagnosed in Europe,
particularly in Belgium and France.112 As of November 1983,
22 percent of all European AIDS cases were among people
originally from sub-Saharan Africa.



 

Long before the antibody test was commercially available,
the Pasteur group isolated LAV from the blood of a married
Zairian man and woman living in Paris, and concluded that
“there is strong evidence that AIDS is endemic in central and
equatorial Africa.”113

But it was the Belgians, particularly Peter Piot and Nathan
Clumeck, who most aggressively pursued the AIDS/Africa
link. Both men were seeing Zairois and Rwandan AIDS
patients in Belgium, and they earnestly believed that major
epidemics were underway in the two countries.114 Clumeck
and his Belgian colleagues conceived of a quick way to learn
what might be transpiring in Rwanda. In October 1983 they
mailed questionnaires to all the doctors working in the Centre
Hospitalier de Kigali, the capital’s main medical facility,
describing the symptoms of AIDS and asking if such patients
had been seen. Responses in hand, they went to Kigali in
January 1984 and ran T-cell tests on twenty-six patients whose
symptoms most clearly fit the CDC definition of AIDS: any
combination of Pneumocystis pneumonia, Kaposi’s sarcoma,
wasting syndrome, dementia, chronic high fevers and
secondary disease due to typically nonvirulent agents, such as
cryptococcus and cytomegalovirus.

After four weeks in Kigali, Clumeck and his colleagues
returned to Brussels, convinced that “AIDS could be endemic
in urban areas of central Africa.”115

In early 1983, Peter Piot attended a meeting on sexually
transmitted disease in Seattle and spotted Jim Curran in the
audience. Knowing Curran was in charge of the U.S. AIDS
effort, Piot dashed over and asked him to step outside for a
moment.

“Look, we have Zaire cases of AIDS in Brussels,” Piot told
Curran. “And I think they all got the disease in Zaire. I’m
looking for money. Nobody in Belgium wants to support such
a study.”

Piot proposed to return to Zaire and study the nation’s
possible AIDS problem. Curran was noncommittal, explaining



that his office was overwhelmed by efforts to prove to
American skeptics that the new infectious disease even
existed.

So Piot turned to Dr. Richard Krause, then director of the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases in
Bethesda, and made the same plea. Krause offered a small
scientific grant, provided the Belgian took the NIAID’s Dr.
Thomas Quinn along to Zaire. Filled with a sense of urgency
and already having spent over a year searching for research
funds, Piot readily agreed.

Krause strongly believed that GRID was an example of the
kinds of newly emerging disease problems which he had
previously warned the U.S. Congress about, and he made it a
point to fly to Antwerp to meet with Piot in September 1983,
shortly before Piot and Quinn were to depart for Zaire.

Also at the September meeting in Antwerp were the CDC’s
head of special pathogens investigations, Joe McCormick, and
CDC laboratory expert Sheila Mitchell. Piot was not pleased.
After having been ignored by Curran months earlier, he found
the agency’s apparently newfound interest in African AIDS
distasteful and felt McCormick was trying to “horn in” on his
study.

McCormick professed to be surprised by Piot’s antipathy,
and explained that he had been planning a Zaire investigation
for months. His presence at the Antwerp meeting was at the
bidding of Krause, who realized that Quinn, who had strong
experience with AIDS in the United States but had never been
to Africa, couldn’t possibly handle such an investigation on
his own; and Piot, though a veteran of the 1976 Ebola
investigation, had no formal connections with the Mobutu
government.

Only McCormick had been invited by the government of
Zaire—a formal request for an AIDS investigation having
been arranged by McCormick’s old friend Kalisa Ruti, chief
counselor to the Minister of Health. Furthermore,
McCormick’s African research experiences were extensive,
and since his 1979 brush with Ebola in Sudan, Joe had
continued investigating hemorrhagic diseases on the continent



and in the laboratory. He had, for example, established that
people living in the Haut-Ogooué region of Gabon, a rain
forest area, were routinely exposed to Ebola, and 6 percent of
that population had antibodies to the virus.116 He and Karl
Johnson had completed RNA maps of the Zaire and Sudan
1976 strains of Ebola, proving that McCormick’s initial
hunches were correct: the microbes represented two different
viruses that, in an apparently amazing coincidence, appeared
simultaneously in two locales.117

On their flight to Kinshasa the American and European
scientists argued over who would be in charge of the Zaire
investigation. Piot felt that the entire mission had begun in his
Antwerp laboratory, and insisted that the effort should
therefore be under his leadership. And he noted that Quinn
was similarly less than pleased about McCormick’s presence.
In years to come such tensions between non-Zairian scientists
conducting research in that African country would recur with
nearly every investigative effort, contributing to difficulties in
understanding the depth and nature of the Central African
epidemic.

When the scientists reached Kinshasa, they found that the
Ministry of Health and physicians from the University of
Kinshasa and Mama Yemo Hospital were quite keen to learn
whether some of the strange ailments they were seeing in their
patient population were due to AIDS. The team, officially
headed by Piot, set to work immediately, identifying possible
AIDS cases in the hospital, confirming their infections in the
laboratory, and determining how the disease was spreading in
Kinshasa. The most difficult task—counting T cells one by
one on microscope slides—fell to Sheila Mitchell, whose
ability to set up a makeshift lab and excel under extremely
difficult conditions drew praise from all the Zairian, Belgian,
and American men involved in the investigation.

Key among the Zairian physicians was Dr. Kapita Bila
Minlangu, who had already recognized the country’s AIDS
problem. During the first few days of their investigation,
Quinn, McCormick, and Piot identified possible AIDS cases
on the Mama Yemo wards, most of which had already been



pinpointed by Kapita. In addition to the patients present on the
wards, Kapita had for several months been saving medical
information on odd cases that came through the facility.

Two things were immediately obvious: AIDS was claiming
many of the patients in Mama Yemo, Ngaliema, and Kinoise
hospitals; and women and men were equally likely to have the
disease. Both findings stunned the foreign scientists, whose
view of the disease had been shaped by the American and
European AIDS model.

Even though the cause of the disease and appropriate blood
test kits weren’t yet available, Mitchell had little difficulty
confirming most of the suspected AIDS cases because many of
the patients had no T-helper cells.

A total of thirty-eight AIDS cases were identified and
confirmed based on T-helper cell counts; 53 percent were men,
47 percent women. An astonishing 26 percent of the patients
died during the three-week period of the study, and the foreign
scientists observed the same eerie phenomenon Forthal would
witness in Bukoba: patients grew sicker almost by the hour,
and died before their eyes. The average patient had been
symptomatic for only ten months, and all of them had lost
more than 10 percent of their total body weight during that
brief time.

Comparing their histories with those of controls (patients
hospitalized for ailments that clearly could not be AIDS),
McCormick found the AIDS patients were more likely to have
traveled outside the Kinshasa area, to be either divorced or
unmarried, and to have had more than one sex partner during
the previous year—the twelve-month median among AIDS
cases was seven sex partners.

They found no evidence that any of the cases involved
intravenous drug use or homosexuality.

But they did find heterosexual clusters, linked in much the
same way as Bill Darrow’s Los Angeles gays. They even
established that some of the people in Mama Yemo Hospital
had had sex with individuals who were on the list of Belgian
AIDS cases, demonstrating that the Africa/Europe sexual net



could be as complex and far-flung as the gay American one
detected by Darrow. Some of the Zairian females were
prostitutes; others were the monogamous wives of men who
had sex with prostitutes.

When the foreign scientists left Zaire they had no doubt
whatsoever that they had witnessed a heterosexual epidemic,
and Piot and McCormick, both of whom had studied sexually
transmitted diseases in Africa, were deeply concerned. They
knew that syphilis, gonorrhea, chancroid, Chlamydia, and
Candida were rampant in most non-Arab African countries,
even though none of those microbes was known to exist on the
continent prior to Euro-Arab colonialism and the slave trade
eras. The two scientists feared that AIDS might follow that
pattern of rapid emergence, quickly overrunning the continent.

The Zairian/European/American group wrote up their study
and submitted the paper to the New England Journal of
Medicine. It was rejected because the peer review panel could
not believe the disease was heterosexual and insisted that the
team had overlooked some other mode of transmission or an
unusual African custom that might be spreading the disease.
They received similar rejections from a dozen other medical
and scientific journals. The Zaire results went unpublished for
nearly a year—a year during which Kidenya’s group struggled
to understand what was killing people in Bukoba, and a year in
which AIDS surfaced, unrecognized, all over East, Central,
and Southern Africa. Finally, after much revision, the study
appeared in the British journal The Lancet in July 1984.118

Knowing that the existence of AIDS in neighboring Zaire
had been proven in October 1983 would certainly have been
helpful to Dr. Subhash Hira, whose STD clinic in Lusaka was
then filled with mysterious ailments. He had counted a steady
increase in particularly aggressive herpes zoster cases since
the first had been observed nearly two years earlier.

By late 1983, Hira was seeing patients who were dying of
bizarre pneumonias, tuberculosis, and herpes. It rang a bell,
and Hira leafed through French and American AIDS reports in
the university library. Though the symptoms he’d seen
mirrored those described in San Francisco, New York, and



Paris, Hira knew that nobody in Zambia injected narcotics and
homosexuality was so rare as to be considered nonexistent
among the Bemba, Ndebele, and thirty-five other ethnic
groups of the country.

Still, Hira pursued the hypothesis that AIDS was in Zambia.
He had his staff tally the numbers of herpes zoster cases seen
in the STD clinic since 1980, and the results prompted him to
speak to Zambian Minister of Health Dr. Evaristo Njelesani.

What Hira told Njelesani in the Zambian spring of 1983 was
that between 1980 and 1982 herpes zoster cases in Lusaka had
increased tenfold.

“This all looks like AIDS,” Hira told Njelesani, who was
both impressed and concerned.

“How can we be sure?” the minister asked. Hira suggested
that the Americans might have a way to test his patients, and
Njelesani ordered Hira to find the proper groups in the United
States with which to collaborate.

But it would be nearly a year before Hira had answers. Only
toward the end of 1984 did researchers at the U.S. Army’s
Walter Reed Hospital in Washington, D.C., complete an
HTLV-III search on blood samples from twenty suspected
Lusaka AIDS cases: the virus was found in eighteen.

As soon as Hira got the results in the post, he rushed to
Njelesani’s office. Minister Njelesani studied the Walter Reed
paper, refolded it, placed it in his suit pocket, and ordered Hira
to immediately set up a national AIDS effort, coordinating all
activities directly with his office. Njelesani imposed one strict
rule from the outset: tell the press nothing. The Health
Minister feared that Zambian AIDS would be exaggerated,
affecting tourism and the national economy. And he was upset
by rampant speculation in American and European medical
journals (though not yet commonly seen in the popular press)
that suggested that Africa was the origin of the AIDS virus.

“We have brought to Africa many viruses that were serious
for them, and now we get back from them some retroviruses,”
Luc Montagnier had recently told a visiting journalist in Paris.
“It’s nothing wrong, just a fact. Also the origin of man is



Africa, so it is not surprising to find old viruses in this part of
the world. Countries should not hide from it. They cannot
escape it. These are facts.”

 

Joe McCormick had no difficulty convincing health
authorities in Zaire and Belgium to take AIDS seriously. And
the authorities in Kinshasa were enthusiastic about
McCormick’s suggestion that a joint Belgian/Zairian/
American AIDS research center be established in the country.
McCormick’s headaches didn’t start until he returned to
Atlanta, where Curran supported a long-term Zaire AIDS
study, and outgoing CDC director Bill Foege was eager to be
helpful; but Reagan’s newly appointed CDC director, James
Mason, seemed lukewarm toward the idea. At Foege’s urging,
McCormick spoke directly with Assistant Secretary of Health
and Human Services Brandt.

“There’s a one-to-one sex ratio of AIDS cases in Zaire,”
McCormick told Brandt, “proving that AIDS can be, and is, a
heterosexual disease.” Brandt absolutely refused to believe
McCormick, maintaining that some overlooked factors had to
be involved in Zaire. AIDS, Brandt insisted, simply was not a
heterosexual disease.

It would be more than a year before the Reagan
administration’s health leadership would accept the idea that
AIDS in Africa was primarily heterosexual. The
administration would never fully acknowledge that the virus
might also be heterosexually transmitted in the United States.
Indeed, disputes over heterosexual transmissibility of the virus
and the applicability of the African (read: black) experience to
the Euro-American (read: white) context would rage within
the upper echelons of the U.S. government throughout the
eight-year-long Reagan administration and well into the term
of his successor, George Bush.

The Euro-American scientific community would be
similarly divided over interpretations of African AIDS and
heterosexual transmission of HIV, and that tension would
persist well into the 1990s. Because AIDS had first been noted
among gay American men, many scientists and politicians



insisted that the modes of transmission of the virus were
rigidly limited to those first observed in the United States—
anal intercourse, injecting drug use, blood product
contamination, and “Haitians.”

But, of course, there was heterosexual transmission of AIDS
in America, in Europe, in Haiti—in every geographic location
on the planet into which HIV had infiltrated. Among the very
first cases of AIDS reported in New York City were
heterosexually acquired infections.

Some public health officials critical of the Reagan
administration quietly argued that there was a racist subtext to
the debate: nearly all heterosexual cases reported worldwide
by mid-1984 involved people either living in Africa or of
African heritage. In Europe and the United States nearly all
clearly identified heterosexual transmissions reported to
authorities by mid-1984 involved blacks or Hispanics; most
were immigrants or visitors from African countries, the
Dominican Republic, Haiti, and Puerto Rico.

A well-intentioned effort to gather evidence for
heterosexual transmission of the virus began, its focus
consciously directed at Africa. In essence, European and North
American researchers had domestic agendas that underlay
much of their African research.

But Jacques Liebowitch reflected a sentiment more popular
among AIDS researchers at the time, saying, “We built a focus
on Zaire … [to look at] people who didn’t fit into any of the
other known risk groups, such as being homosexual.”119

Joe McCormick had no such initial intent for Project
SIDA,120 as the joint Zairian/American/Belgian research effort
would be called, nor were the physicians of Kinshasa
particularly interested in seeing precious resources wasted on
proving what their medical charts already made clear: namely,
that AIDS in their country was a heterosexual disease. Curran
and McCormick decided that Project SIDA would be a serious
African AIDS research center, designed to answer questions
important to Africans. Curran immediately began scrambling
for funds, carefully avoiding Brandt’s office, while
McCormick tried to find the right CDC scientist for the job.



The creation of Project SIDA went on quietly in Atlanta and
Kinshasa while most of the Euro-American research effort in
Africa continued to focus on two issues: heterosexual
transmission and the scope of Africa’s epidemic. As soon as
the Pasteur group had a crude LAV test available, they
collaborated with McCormick, Piot, and Quinn on analysis of
the blood samples collected in Kinshasa hospitals. They
confirmed that 97 percent of the patients Kapita had diagnosed
as AIDS cases had antibodies against LAV (HIV). Most
troubling: so did many of the controls, which indicated that
there was an asymptomatic stage of the disease and that
infection was far more prevalent in Zaire than it had initially
seemed. Seven percent of the apparently non-AIDS patients
hospitalized for noninfectious reasons came up antibody-
positive, as did 5 percent of the new mothers who were on the
obstetrics ward of Mama Yemo Hospital in 1980. In addition,
serum collected from a mysteriously ill woman on the Mama
Yemo obstetrics ward in 1977, who died of apparent immune
deficiency in 1978, proved positive for antibodies to LAV.

Both the rate of adult infection in Kinshasa and the apparent
age of the Zairian epidemic merited serious concern. By
contrast, the French overall rate of apparent LAV infection in
1983 seemed to be less than 0.3 percent. 121 The Pasteur group
was at the time receiving blood samples from other African
countries, and had evidence for similarly alarming rates of
LAV (HIV) infection in the general populations of Rwanda
and the Central African Republic.

During the 1983 winter holidays Jonathan Mann answered
his phone in Albuquerque. Joe McCormick—a scientist Mann
admired immensely but had never met—introduced himself
and got down to business.

“How would you like to work in Africa?”

Mann was stunned. But the CDC’s New Mexico-based
epidemiologist and bubonic plague expert listened intently as
McCormick described what he had seen in Kinshasa.

Though Jon and Marie-Paule Mann had three young
children, and none of them had lived in a developing country,
it didn’t take much to convince the family to move to



Kinshasa. For Parisienne Marie-Paule it meant speaking her
native tongue; the kids relished the adventure. And Mann
recognized with considerable excitement the scientific
importance of such work.

Curran, who had long been impressed with Mann’s work,
was quite pleased with the choice. Mann had displayed a talent
for handling dicey political and press issues during his tenure
in New Mexico. This skill, demonstrated from the first day
Boston-born Mann had arrived in the state and faced public
concern about a case of bubonic plague, would be crucial. The
often tense status of relations between the U.S. and Zaire
governments and the competing interests of AIDS researchers
from all over the world who were eager to investigate the
African epidemic would test Mann’s mettle.

By March 1984, McCormick and Mann were in Kinshasa,
working with Kapita, Drs. Nzila Nzilambi, Ngaly Bosenge,
Kalisa Ruti, and other Zairian scientists to establish Project
SIDA. McCormick acted as Mann’s mentor, passing on in the
course of a month as much as he could about Zairian
languages, customs, and politics, as well as how to properly
play the role of an outside American expert when working in a
postcolonial, impoverished country lacking in basic
infrastructural support.

Mann learned his lessons well—perhaps too well from the
perspective of other foreign scientists and members of the
press. He never spoke to outsiders without first clearing his
comments with the Zairian Ministry of Health; he fought off
foreign researchers who failed to collaborate with Project
SIDA on its terms; and primary among those terms was a
willingness to collaborate as equals with Zairian scientists and
abide by the press and publication limitations set by the Zaire
government.

“I’ll tell you anything you want,” Mann would say to all
non-Zairian callers, “if you come here with a letter from the
Zaire government. But without that letter, I won’t talk to you
at all.”

Ten years later some rival scientists would still speak
bitterly of Mann’s policies at Project SIDA, claiming that he



froze them out of Zaire and treated the country’s AIDS
epidemic as his personal “turf.” But Zairian scientists would
have nothing but praise for Mann, as well as for Piot. Project
SIDA would prove to be the most prolific AIDS research
effort on the continent from 1984 until its closure, due to civil
war in Zaire, in 1991.

While most other African governments either were confused
about the extent of their epidemics and still in the rudimentary
stages of local research or were deliberately maintaining
public silence out of a sense of national pride and economic
concern, Zaire was quite open. An unfortunate side effect of
the government’s candor was a series of false international
assumptions that would persist for over a decade: that Zaire
had the worst of Africa’s epidemics; that AIDS definitely
started in Zaire; that all other AIDS outbreaks could be traced
back to a Zairian origin.

Though Mann was in charge, Project SIDA included Drs.
Henry Francis and Tom Quinn of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases. Together with their Zairian
colleagues, the team did HIV prevalence studies showing that
by 1985 the general population infection rate in Kinshasa was
about one-third that seen among gay men in San Francisco,
and that multiple heterosexual partners, medical injections
with nonsterile needles, and foreign travel were the key risk
factors.122

As the dimensions of the global AIDS epidemic grew, the
CDC organized the first International Conference on AIDS,
which convened in April 1985 in Atlanta. About 2,000
scientists and reporters from thirty nations attended the grim
gathering, during which the scale of what was by then
considered a pandemic became apparent.

Though the Atlanta meeting would, correctly, draw attention
to Africa’s plight, it would later be established that nearly all
the assumptions, and the data upon which they were based,
were false. As the scientists assembled in Atlanta, AIDS was
indeed emerging in Central Africa. But it was not doing so via
some of the means described or on the terrifying scales
presented.



At the meeting, Luc Montagnier said blood tests on samples
drawn in Kinshasa in 1970 showed that one out of every 220
men and women then had antibodies to LAV (HIV); in 1980,
he claimed, one out of ten Kinshasa adults was antibody-
positive. And, he told the gathered scientists, AIDS was
spreading within African households by a variety of nonsexual
means. Robert Gallo disputed the household transmission
claim, but agreed that AIDS was rampant in Africa, noting that
65 percent of children in Uganda tested positive for antibodies
to HTLV-III (HIV).

Nathan Clumeck reported that 88 percent of the female
prostitutes tested in Kigali, Rwanda, had antibodies to HIV—
up from 70 percent levels of infection in 1982 blood samples
drawn from local prostitutes. The general population, Clumeck
said, had an infection rate by the end of 1984 of 9 percent. 123

Dr. Robert Biggar, of the U.S. National Cancer Institute,
reported that infection with both the HTLV-I and HTLV-III
(HIV) viruses was extremely common all over Kenya, even in
remote pastoral areas. On the basis of HTLV-III antibody tests
run on blood samples collected by the CDC in Kenya in 1982–
84 during various disease studies (not AIDS), Biggar claimed
that over half of the Kenyan population had at some time been
infected with the AIDS virus and nearly a third had antibodies
to HTLV-I. The strongest responses, he said, were among the
nomadic Turkana people of northern Kenya, nearly 80 percent
of whom were infected with the AIDS virus. 124 Biggar also
claimed that up to 15 percent of the children, 25 percent of the
elderly, and 20 percent of young adults in the remote Kivu
District were infected with HTLV-III. 125 And he told reporters
that over half the young women tested on the antenatal ward of
Lusaka’s University Teaching Hospital—55 percent, to be
precise—carried antibodies to HTLV-III (HIV) in 1984.

Similarly terrifying levels of infection in Africa were
reported by a team working with Robert Gallo. On the basis of
HTLV antibody tests of stored blood samples that had been
collected by the National Cancer Institute in 1972 and 1973
from schoolchildren in Uganda as part of a Burkitt’s
lymphoma study, the team concluded that 66 percent of the



children were infected with HTLV-III (HIV) nearly a decade
before anybody realized that AIDS existed. The blood samples
had been collected in the remote West Nile region of Uganda,
an area of tiny villages located amid swamps and heavy
rainfall.126

Finally, Max Essex and his Harvard colleague Phyllis Kanki
referred to the recent discovery of a virus in captive rhesus
macaques in U.S. primate centers that produced an AIDS-like
ailment in the monkeys. The virus was dubbed STLV-III
(mac), or simian T-lymphotropic virus type III (macaque). The
virus, they said, grew easily in human T cells. A second virus,
dubbed STLV-III (agm), was announced at the meeting. It was
found, Essex said, in half of all tested wild African green
monkeys, or vervets.127 Essex told the gathering that it was
reasonable to assume that AIDS started as an African monkey
disease, and only recently, through an unknown means,
entered the human population.

Though the essence of nearly every one of these headline-
grabbing reports would later prove false, they made their
impression: the world was convinced that Africa was
witnessing an older, widespread epidemic that originated in
monkeys and spread among humans of all ages on the
continent via heterosexual transmission and some as yet
unclear “household” means.

For the three lone Africans present at the “international”
meeting—Project SIDA’s Kapita and Nzila and Pangu Kaza
Asila of Zaire’s Ministry of Health—much of what transpired
in Atlanta was deeply offensive. Mann had insisted that the
CDC pay to bring the Zairian scientists to the meeting, but he
also worried that one of them might unwittingly say something
to the aggressive North American press corps that would have
dismal repercussions back in Kinshasa. Because none of the
Zairois had ever dealt with Western journalists, Peter Piot was
asked to stay with them at all times.

Though Kapita, Pangu, and Nzila were upset by allegations
that AIDS was Africa’s dubious gift to the rest of the world,
they managed to keep their anger to themselves until
approached by an American journalist who said, “We have all



heard what Max Essex said here about AIDS originating as an
African monkey disease. Tell me, Doctor, is it true that
Africans have sex with monkeys?”

Kapita seethed. The three Zairois pretended not to
understand the question, though English was one of the four or
five languages they spoke with some degree of facility.

“Peter, s’il vous plait, que est-ce-qu’elle a dit?” Kapita
asked Piot, hoping the journalist would give up trying to get an
answer. Piot was enraged. He whispered a warning in French:
“Ne répond pas.” But Kapita told Piot to translate a response
to what he considered an exceedingly rude and demeaning
query.

“Madam, I don’t know what you’re talking about,” Kapita
said. “We don’t do those things. But I believe that in Europe
they make movies where women have sex with dogs. And I’ve
also heard that in the U.S. there are all these dogs as pets at
home, and that they sometimes, well, you know what I mean
…”

It would not be the last time that distinguished African
scientists would be grilled by foreigners—both fellow
scientists and journalists—about a variety of alleged sexual
and cultural practices that some Westerners believed explained
Africa’s nonhomosexual AIDS epidemic.

“They just can’t seem to accept that you can pass the virus
by putting a penis into a vagina,” Piot exclaimed at the Atlanta
meeting. “I just can’t understand this. These people are
supposed to be scientists, after all. Would somebody please tell
me why a virus would be willing to go from a penis to an anus,
but not from a penis to a vagina? These people are
disgusting!”

Piot knew better than anyone at the meeting, save perhaps
Kapita, Nzila, Pangu, and Mann, that world press coverage of
the statements made by Gallo, Essex, Montagnier, Biggar, and
other Western scientists would have a chilling impact on AIDS
research in Africa. He felt certain that many African
governments would react to the finger pointing by shutting



down what few research efforts were underway, just as the
AIDS epidemics were emerging in their countries.

Sitting in a stairwell of the conference center trying to
collect his thoughts, Piot could only shake his head and
murmur, “This is a disaster.”

Matters worsened following the Atlanta meeting. As
Western scientists continued to point at Africa, the continent’s
leaders—as Piot had predicted—responded in kind.

“African AIDS reports are a new form of hate campaign,”
decried Kenya’s President, Daniel arap Moi.

“If scientists cannot find a home for the virus, Africa is not
the solution to their dilemma,” declared Kenya’s Minister of
Health, Peter Nyakiamo, in a speech before his country’s
Parliament.

“There is no indication whatsoever where the disease
started,” Dr. Fakhry Assad, director of the World Health
Organization’s communicable disease program, said. “The
disease as we know it appeared here at the same time as in the
United States.”128

The AIDS finger pointing was hitting impoverished Africa
at a particularly difficult time. Major wars and insurgencies
raged from the Horn of Africa to Cape Town, most fought as
Cold War proxy battles fueled by rival industrialized world
interests. In addition, several African nations suffered military
coups during the early 1980s, prompting additional diversions
of scarce resources toward military expenditures, usually at the
expense of health and education spending.129

In addition, several countries were in the grip of their worst
drought of the twentieth century, notably Mali, Mauritania,
Mozambique, Zambia, Ethiopia, Somalia, Sudan, and Cape
Verde. Scientists argued that the drought, and the famines and
massive refugee migrations it produced, were due to structural
changes in global meteorological patterns, possibly due to
global warming. The Sahel desert belt across the northern part
of the continent, they said, was expanding, claiming millions
of acres of what had recently been arable land.



Peter Usher, UN adviser to Kenya, said there was a good
chance that Africa’s drought plight was truly something new,
and worsening. “Which could mean that Africa is getting drier,
and the future consequences are going to be even more serious
than they are now,” Usher said.

Bradford Morse, chief administrator of the UN Office for
Emergency Operations in Africa, asserted that at least twenty
African countries were facing severe drought conditions and
food shortages in 1984–85, and at a minimum 30 million
Africans were at risk of starvation as a result. In addition, he
said, at least 10 million drought refugees were on the move,
having abandoned their Sahel belt homes in search of food.

“This is the greatest single phenomenon of this sort in
human history,” Morse declared.

Ethiopian climatologist Workineh Degefu warned that
whether or not fundamental changes were taking place in the
planet’s atmosphere and weather patterns, history was moving
relentlessly toward increasing human need for resources on the
continent as populations swelled and demands for farmland
and firewood increased. As had happened in the American
Midwest during the 1930s, overfarming was producing dust
bowls, rendering the once fertile, feral lands nonarable
wastelands.130

But African leaders knew that the world wasn’t much
interested in their drought and famine. The crisis began in the
late 1970s, but drew little global interest until 1985, when
African journalists finally managed to get film of the
Ethiopian disaster broadcast on British television and a group
of rock-and-roll performers subsequently staged a seventeen-
hour benefit concert, called “Live Aid,” that was simulcast in
152 countries, raising $70 million for African relief.

African leaders were less than pleased about the attention
their AIDS situation was garnering, particularly as they had no
idea exactly how serious it really was. Few, if any, of them
believed in 1985 that AIDS could possibly match the severity
of the drought and famine, or of the region’s malaria epidemic,
or of its general economic woes.



In Zambia, Njelesani was angry that Robert Biggar told
international reporters the results of blood tests done in the
country before clearing the data with Lusaka collaborators.
Elsewhere on the continent antagonisms were developing
against foreign researchers—“safari scientists”—who would
dip into a country for a few days, possibly a couple of weeks,
leave with cases of blood samples, and write up their results
for major medical journals without first clearing the data and
interpretations of it with local collaborators.

A chill settled over the nascent African AIDS research
community.

Nathan Clumeck and Belgian colleagues decided to convene
a meeting on AIDS in Africa during the fall of 1985—in
Brussels. By the early summer some African leaders were
protesting, saying they wouldn’t go to Europe to discuss
Africa, particularly if the Americans and Europeans were
going to continue blaming Africa for originating the AIDS
epidemic. Eventually the governments of Zaire and Burundi
pulled all their papers from the Brussels meeting, Project
SIDA followed suit, and the CDC took its cue from Zaire, also
withdrawing its support and presentations from the
conference.

A second, competing meeting was organized by the CDC
and WHO to take place in Bangui, capital of the Central
African Republic, four weeks before the Brussels gathering.

Shortly before the Bangui meeting Robert Biggar’s group
published a study that unintentionally provided the first
evidence of the serious errors scientists had been making in
estimating the size of Africa’s epidemic. Biggar’s team noted
that it seemed strange that the early HTLV-III (HIV) blood
tests had discovered the highest incidences of infection in
remote areas where nobody seemed to have overt AIDS. So, in
May 1984, Biggar’s group had journeyed to the Kivu District
of eastern Zaire, taken blood samples from 250 hospital
patients, and tested them back in the U.S. National Cancer
Institute laboratories for antibodies to HTLV-I, HTLV-II,
HTLV-III (HIV), and Plasmodium falciparum malaria. They
found that about 80 percent of the people had antibodies to



malaria, far fewer reacted positively to the three HTLV
viruses, and the same age groups—even the same individuals
—that reacted most strongly against malaria also responded to
one or all of the HTLVs.131

It was soon apparent that the initial HTLV assays were
useless when executed on the blood of people chronically
infected with malaria, leishmania, or other parasites, all of
which produced what in laboratory lingo was termed “sticky
sera.” The first HTLV tests involved mixing suspect blood
with antibodies to one of the viruses—say, HTLV-III (HIV). If
viruses were present in the patient’s blood, the antibodies and
viruses would form complexes that would stick to the test
surface and could be seen following a rinsing step. But
parasitically infected blood—particularly malarial blood—
formed nonspecific “sticky” complexes that also adhered to
test surfaces through rinsings. Thus, the first HTLV-III (HIV)
tests produced huge numbers of falsely positive findings.

Given that nearly everyone living below Africa’s Sahara
Desert chronically carried some malarial parasites in their
blood, it was surprising that early AIDS researchers didn’t
obtain results naming every single African as an AIDS carrier.
Instead, they found 50 to 90 percent alleged infection rates.
The discovery of the HTLV test flaw meant that all estimates
of African AIDS and HTLV-I infection rates made on the basis
of that set of assays were thoroughly erroneous.

Some African countries did have serious emerging AIDS
epidemics in 1985, but they were certainly not on the orders
described at the Atlanta conference. Project SIDA estimates of
infection rates of just under 10 percent in some Kinshasa
groups were based on LAV antibody tests, which were less
vulnerable to the “sticky sera” problem and would prove
reasonably accurate.

Amid the exaggerated reports there were several crucial but
less dramatic studies that received little immediate attention.
Key among them was a joint Anglo/Zambian/Ugandan study
of an apparently new disease seen in the Rakai District of
Uganda, just across the border from Tanzania’s Kagera
District. Called “slim disease,” the ailment produced dramatic



weight loss and overwhelming fatigue, eventually proving
universally lethal. The researchers used an improved British-
developed HTLV-III (HIV) test on forty-two “slim disease”
patients, finding AIDS antibodies in thirty-four. They also
discovered that 17 percent of their healthy Ugandan controls
were antibody-positive. The implication was that AIDS and
“slim” were the same disease.

“Slim,” they argued, surfaced in Uganda at about the same
time as the “gay plague” appeared in California and New
York. There was certainly no evidence that AIDS was endemic
in Africa. So, they said, blaming Africa for being the origin of
AIDS had no clear basis in available fact.132

Speculation arose that the coincident responses in the early
HTLV tests to the retroviruses and malaria might indicate that
there was mosquito transmission of the virus. This prompted
panic not only in Africa but in other parts of the world where
Anopheles insects were pervasive. Members of Project SIDA
and Curran’s group at the CDC tried to counter this concern by
pointing out that most victims of feeding malarial mosquitoes
were small children who took no precautions to protect
themselves from the insects and weren’t yet immune to the
parasites. Yet over 95 percent of all known AIDS cases
involved adults.133

The epidemiological argument was not enough to quash
speculation about mosquitoes, however, and throughout the
1980s concern that insects could transmit the virus would be
repeatedly resurrected, particularly by those who were anxious
to argue away heterosexually spread outbreaks of AIDS in
places such as Belle Glade (Florida), Haiti, Brazil, and
India.134

By the time African, American, and European scientists
gathered in October 1985 in Bangui, there was a fair amount
of antagonism in the air. Franco-American tensions were
evident, as the Pasteur group and their allies became more
vocal in their claims that Gallo’s group had stolen not only
credit for discovery of the AIDS virus but possibly the virus
itself. Some Belgians were angry about the threatened boycotts
of their upcoming Brussels meeting. And the Africans shared



varying degrees of wrath about the Western portrayals of their
epidemic.

Joe McCormick, who engineered the Bangui meeting, made
sure that representatives of all points of view were invited, and
pushed WHO’s Assad to be forceful in his management of the
discussion. In McCormick’s mind the rivalries and anger were
only contributing to the epidemic’s spread and its emergence
in new areas. He wanted the Bangui gathering to accomplish
four things: air everybody’s grievances, flush out a true
apolitical sense of the dimensions of the pandemic, create a
working diagnostic definition of AIDS that could be used in
poor countries in the absence of blood-testing capabilities, and
set priorities for future research—particularly in Africa.

On McCormick’s covert agenda was convincing Assad of
the severity of Africa’s AIDS crisis, with the aim of creating a
special World Health Organization AIDS program. As far as
Joe was concerned, the political fallout of misguided AIDS
research and tensions left WHO as the only option for
international leadership of pandemic control.

On his way to Bangui, Max Essex passed through Kinshasa,
where he met with Jonathan Mann and told him that he had
additional evidence for the existence of two different AIDS-
like viruses in African monkeys—evidence he felt proved an
African origin of the disease.

“Don’t talk about that in Bangui,” Mann said. “You’ll get
killed. People will be insulted. It would be disastrous.”

International politics, sensitivities to racism, nationalism—
all of that was new to Essex. Even years later Essex would say
he couldn’t understand why his remarks in Atlanta had caused
such a furor in Africa, and he wasn’t clear why Mann was
urging him to censor himself in Bangui. But, recognizing that
Mann lived in Zaire and seemed to understand such matters,
Essex agreed to save his remarks for the Brussels gathering.

Meanwhile, Essex had set up a long-term collaborative
relationship with Dr. Souleymane MBoup of University
Cheikh Anta Diop in Dakar, Senegal. The scientists working
with Essex and MBoup in the West African country were



beginning research on the relationships between various
monkey and human AIDS viruses. Essex, who still believed
that all the HTLV viruses—including HIV—were closely
related, was also looking for evidence of simian T-
lymphotropic virus (STLV) and HTLV-I infection in
Senegal.135

Mann had other concerns. He was deeply upset by what he
considered “bad science” done over the previous year by
American and European “safari scientists” in Africa. While
Project SIDA was at pains to train Zairian technicians and
collaborate fully with colleagues in Kinshasa, most other
Westerners seemed to give only lip service to collaboration.

“Bad collaboration yields bad science,” Mann said.
“Suppose a group of foreigners came to some place in the U.S.
Midwest, went to a few small hospitals, collected blood
samples, then flew home. And then, without consulting with
their supposed Midwest collaborators, published a paper in a
major international medical journal saying that thirty percent
of all adult Midwesterners were HIV-positive,” Mann would
say. “That would be bad enough—that’s bad science on the
face of it, extrapolating to a whole population on the basis of
isolated, possibly unique, cases. But now suppose you find out
your test was all wrong. You goofed. Maybe the real rate of
infection in those Midwest hospitals was only two or three
percent. Do you honestly think those people in the Midwest
would forgive you?

“Why is there no apology? Why hasn’t the National
Institutes of Health apologized? The U.S. government? When
and where will this error be rectified?” Mann asked.

There never would be formal apologies to the affected
African governments from either Western governments or
scientific institutions. Most of the journals that published the
claims of mosquito transmission and rampant AIDS
throughout Africa never printed formal retractions or
apologies. In a few cases tiny corrections appeared months
after initial publication, escaping the notice of the world press
and scientific community.



“We can’t behave like gods-in-the-sky when we work in
developing countries,” Mann would say. “And we can’t
publish without fear of impunity, without a sense of
responsibility to the people we study.”

These and other grievances were aired at the Bangui
meeting, and McCormick’s goals for the gathering were met.
Western scientists had an opportunity to see abstract concepts
like “infrastructural development” or “economics-driven
prostitution” come to life when their hotel-room taps produced
no water or prostitutes pawed them in elevators in the Central
African Republic’s best accommodations.

“The most crucial obstacle to comprehending the African
AIDS epidemic and bringing it under control is the lack of
[local] training and tools of communication and analysis,”
McCormick said. And the Western scientists, most of whom
were on the African continent for the first time in their lives,
had a chance to experience firsthand the significance of
McCormick’s remarks when they tried to telephone their
American or European offices or buy batteries for their
shortwave radios.

Assad, too, wanted the African government representatives
at the conference to get past their resentments and face the
reality of AIDS. At one point he demanded that each country
representative tell the assembly exactly how many AIDS cases
had been diagnosed and what were the suspected infection
rates in their nations. On a first pass around the room most
African country representatives hedged—some denied any
knowledge of AIDS in their nations. Assad then told the
group, “You’re not being honest. I know, I’ve been there, I’ve
seen AIDS in your countries.”

Assad threatened to cut off WHO shipments of cholera
vaccines and other vital supplies to countries that didn’t speak
up candidly. The following day, most African representatives
provided numbers, though everyone knew that no country had
epidemiology surveillance systems that could keep track of all
its citizenry, and the data greatly underestimated the region’s
AIDS epidemic.



Rwanda reported that they’d seen 319 AIDS cases since
1983, 86 in small children. Kenya reported ten cases; four
were foreigners. Zaire cited the Project SIDA data, which
found antenatal clinic infection rates in Kinshasa of about 6
percent. Zambia reported that of 143 women who gave birth at
University Teaching Hospital in Lusaka in the days prior to the
Bangui meeting, seventeen were infected with HIV, as were
fifteen of their babies.

Assad became a convert to the AIDS cause, and readily
agreed with McCormick’s opinion that a special epidemic
effort had to be coordinated out of WHO. McCormick made
his private pitch to Assad. He wanted an office established in
Geneva that would serve as an international clearinghouse for
AIDS information and technical expertise. He wanted it to
have enough WHO clout to be able to intervene in
multinational scientific disputes.

Assad readily agreed, and asked Joe to do the job, but
McCormick had other ideas.

“There’s somebody I want you to meet,” he said.

Later, McCormick introduced Assad to Mann, and before
the Bangui gathering ended, Mann had agreed to become
director of a new global AIDS program. For the next six
months he would commute between Geneva and Kinshasa,
trying to ensure the survival of Project SIDA while giving
birth to a new global AIDS effort. There was just enough
money in Assad’s budget to pay for Mann’s plane tickets and a
part-time secretary. His salary would still be paid by the CDC.
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The Project SIDA group soon found explanations for more
of the misleading information that had surfaced in Atlanta and
via Western medical journals. The apparent cases of household
transmission in Africa turned out to be the results of mother-
to-child transmission during pregnancy, the birth process,
blood transfusions, and breast feeding.136 The extraordinarily
rapid AIDS deaths that had been observed in the Lake Victoria
region did not seem to hold true in Kinshasa, where a years-
long asymptomatic infection stage appeared to precede AIDS
in Zairian men and women, just as it did in gay American
men.137

Older children (aged two to fourteen years) were getting
infected through nonsterile needles used both in hospitals and
by illegal injectionists, and by blood transfusions given to treat
anemia episodes brought on by malaria.138

Similarly, the 6 percent seropositivity level they discovered
among Mama Yemo Hospital personnel was not the result of
spread within the facility, but of receipt of contaminated blood
transfusions, multiple sex partner heterosexual activity, and
nonsterile medical injections.139

Biggar, Njelesani, and other American and Zambian
scientists coauthored a study reassessing rates of HIV
infection in Lusaka’s hospital, using the new British-made
HTLV-III (HIV) test. They found that rates of infection—far
from Biggar’s prior estimate of 55 percent for the general
Zambian population—actually peaked in 1985 at 29 percent
seropositivity, seen among patients in Hira’s STD clinic. In the
antenatal ward 8.7 percent of the women were infected;
hospital employees had a 19 percent infection rate.140 But
even the new, lower figures ranked among the highest
infection rates in the world. Furthermore, with no cure or
vaccine in sight, Njelesani could foresee a horrendous growth
curve for the future of Zambia’s epidemic.

Little news of the African debate of 1983–86 or of the
spread of AIDS around the continent reached the remote
Government Hospital in Bukoba. Drs. Kidenya and
Nyamuryekunge were still fighting credibility battles with



their Tanzanian colleagues when the continent’s health
leadership gathered in Bangui. And their hospital
administrator continued to enter the names of the dead in his
supplies ledger.

As the first January snow of 1986 fell outside his Geneva
office, Fakhry Assad reflected on the Bangui meeting.

“The nine [African] countries141 that officially attended the
meeting all said, ‘What can we do about it? We are paralyzed.
We have no infrastructure, no treatment, no education. We
have nothing to give.’ This had been completely overlooked
by people from the outside,” Assad said. “Frankly, just to say,
‘Educate your people in regards to sex,’ how many would
really believe in it? You have to have serious sero-surveys,
interviews to assess the problem locally. And even if you find
clear evidence of an epidemic, what means will you use to
educate? Are you going to do it over the radio: who has
transistors? Any country, if he has the means to control a
disease, he will. But here [with AIDS] he can only say, ‘I have
a problem, and I don’t know how to solve it.’”

Those most deeply involved in the AIDS fight now realized
the microbe had won the first round, successfully emerging in
outbreaks on at least three continents in Homo sapiens
populations ranging from heroin addicts in U.S. ghettos to
heterosexual neurosurgeons in Kinshasa; from Michael Callen
and Bobbi Campbell to Noticia.

The virus had gone from epidemic to endemic status in key
population groups around the world. It had defeated the
powers of science that just a decade earlier had led public
health planners to confidently agree to cut their sexually
transmitted disease budgets.

By the time Assad reflected pensively in his Geneva office,
Campbell was dead, Callen was battling yet another round of
opportunistic infections, Noticia’s body was buried in a banana
grove in her home village, and Greggory Howard was walking
the streets of Newark preaching the AIDS gospel to junkies
huddled around trash fires, telling them, “I have the HIV as a
result of my drug abuse.”



“I’m listening to him, man, cuz he’s one of us,” said a tall,
thin African-American self-described “junkie homosexual.”
Stabbing the air to drive his points emphatically home,
Howard’s fan said, “He speaks the truth, man. We all know
this AIDS thing is a killer. Especially for us black people. I’m
telling you, man. I’m telling you.”

IV
Because of the legacy of blame, accusation, and exaggeration
concerning AIDS in Africa it was impossible to have an
apolitical, “pure science” discussion of the origins of the
human immunodeficiency virus during the 1980s. Not until the
Sorbonne’s Mirko Grmek published his book on the subject in
France in 1989142 would discussion begin to free itself from
the fetters of prior blame. Still, there would remain in the
1990s a decided timidity in AIDS academic and policy circles
about broaching the subject of the origins of the global
pandemic. The official line of the World Health Organization,
first enunciated by Assad in 1985, would remain the agency’s
position in 1994: AIDS emerged simultaneously on at least
three continents.

Few scientists accepted that position, recognizing it for what
it was—a political compromise. But publicly they went along
with WHO’s stance because it was too politically dangerous to
do otherwise. Far too much finger pointing went on during the
1980s to allow anybody by 1990 to feel that an environment of
complete intellectual freedom could surround the question of
the origin of AIDS.

“So the origins debate will go on,” wrote Canadian analyst
Renée Sabatier in 1988.143 “It is probably optimistic to hope
that it will be conducted without continuing imputations of
blame, and without a continuing belief by others that blame is
being imputed. But scientists, media, and politicians alike
would do well to exercise great restraint in this discussion,
since feelings of being blamed are already seriously
hampering efforts to control AIDS.”144

Shunning the subject, some scientists would simply say,
“Well, it doesn’t matter, really. AIDS is here, the pandemic is



spreading all over the planet. Let’s deal with the here and now.
What’s past is past.”

Or, as Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda put it in 1987:
“What is more important than knowing where the disease
came from is where it is going.”

But few researchers honestly held such a belief. For if AIDS
could emerge so successfully worldwide in the age of genetic
engineering, antibiotics, sophisticated biochemistry, and global
telecommunications, what other microbes might in the future
exploit similar conditions? If humanity hoped to prevent its
next great plague, it was vital to understand the origins of this
one.

Once the HIV antibody tests for screening blood samples
had been perfected, the “sticky sera” problems solved, and the
Bangui symptomatic definition of AIDS drawn up, it became
possible to look backward and ask when and where AIDS had
occurred prior to its recognition in California in 1981.

Given the numbers of sexual partners many gay men had
prior to becoming infected with HIV, it was considered nearly
impossible to trace the epidemic back in time through that
population. Researchers could never know who gave the virus
to whom, and when.145

The clearest tracings could be accomplished by following
the AIDS/ hemophilia population, because blood-bank records
and stored plasma allowed researchers to match some
infections to the HIV-positive donors and to put dates on the
times of infection.

Unfortunately, to protect themselves from potential lawsuits
brought by people who acquired HIV as a result of
transfusions or use of plasma products, many European and
American hospitals deliberately destroyed old records and
blood samples. Under U.S. law they were required to maintain
such records and samples only for five years, and by 1986
hospitals and blood banks all over the country began actively
shredding their pre-1982 paper trails and purging computer
files. By allowing such wholesale destruction, the U.S.



government condoned elimination of a crucial set of clues in
the AIDS mystery.

CDC studies of HIV/blood connections in Los Angeles,
however, revealed that the earliest date of HIV infection of a
person receiving contaminated blood-clotting products was
1978. It was an isolated case, however; the bulk of all blood
product infections in the United States occurred in 1983–
84.146

It would be tempting to conclude that, given the
extraordinary numbers of donors’ microbes to which people
with hemophilia were annually exposed, HIV either didn’t
exist in North America prior to 1978 or was so rare as to
escape chance exposure even for individuals who injected
products derived from the pooling of the blood of over
300,000 people a year. Widespread home use of Factors VIII
and IX wasn’t possible, however, until 1975, so it is
conceivable that HIV was present in the U.S. blood donor
population for decades prior to 1975, but at such a rare level—
say in one out of every million Americans—that the chance
passage of blood products wasn’t of sufficient likelihood to
produce disease that would be noticeable at the population
level until 26,000 people with hemophilia started to routinely
inject themselves with clotting factors derived from the plasma
of tens of thousands of donors per year.

A study by the U.S. National Institute of Drug Abuse found
that serum drawn from injecting drug users in 1971–72 tested
positive for antibodies to HTLV-III (HIV). Some 1,129
samples obtained from 238 individuals who were surveyed for
other reasons at that time were reexamined using the Abbott
ELISA test for HTLV-III (the standard test): about 10 percent
were positive. The possibly infected samples, which came
from all over the United States, were retested using a more
precise method—the Western Blot—and fourteen were
positive, for an infection rate of 1.2 percent.147

Virologist William Haseltine of the Dana Farber Cancer
Institute at Harvard ran tests on 1979 blood samples from New
York City injecting drug users; 30 percent, he said, were
positive for antibodies to HTLV-III (HIV). “It was the



druggies, not the gays, who started it,” Haseltine declared. 148

The Boston scientist never published his New York City drug
users data, which was sharply criticized by researchers who
worked closely at the time with the city’s heroin- and cocaine-
using populations.

Nevertheless, the assumption that the AIDS epidemic of
North America began among gay men had to be viewed
cautiously; even in Michael Gottlieb’s original group of five
gay men suffering Pneumocystis pneumonia—the study that
first alerted the world to the presence of a new disease—one of
the men had a history of injecting narcotics. Henry Masur’s
first report in 1981 of AIDS in New York City described
eleven cases, five of whom were injecting drug users; one was
both gay and an injecting drug user. And among the original
four cases in San Francisco were Mrs. Profit and her husband,
both drug injectors. Gay American men in the 1970s were no
less likely than other population groups to indulge in such
drug use—indeed, some studies found gay men two or three
times more likely to have injected narcotics, and Harold Jaffe’s
earliest representations of the epidemic’s demographics drew
sharp attention to the numbers of men in 1981–83 who had
histories of both activities.

Darrow’s research showed that the social conditions for
emergence and spread of HIV were ideal in the gay
communities of the late 1970s in the United States and Europe,
particularly because the population was highly mobile and
extraordinarily sexually active.

“We found that the earliest cases included gay men involved
in international travel,” Darrow and his colleagues wrote.149

“It is impossible to conclude that any of these men is
responsible for introducing the virus to the United States. In
fact, the virus may have evolved or arrived in some other way.
Our purpose is not to pinpoint the source or cast blame, but to
show that social conditions in the mid-1970s provided a
unique opportunity for the introduction and transmission of an
insidious and highly fatal viral disease.”

Before the HIV blood test was available, doctors in St.
Louis concluded that the bizarre illness and death of a fifteen-



year-old under their care in 1968 had been due to AIDS.150

The teenager was born and raised in St. Louis, had never
traveled outside the immediate area, was black, and admitted
to “several years” of heterosexual activity. The doctors were
unable to cure his medical problems, including galloping
Candida infections, devastation of his lymphatic system,
Kaposi’s sarcoma, and fulminant infections of Epstein-Barr
virus and cytomegalovirus.

“Although some claim that AIDS is newly imported to the
continental United States, the typical features exemplified by
our native-born American patient suggest that the syndrome is,
at least in part, endemic and appeared more than ten years
before the current epidemic,” the researchers concluded.

In 1987 scientists presented evidence that the blood of
“Robert R.,” as the St. Louis case was designated, contained
antibodies to HIV, concluding that the virus had been present
in the United States in 1968.

“If a virus related to HIV has been present in the United
States, Africa, or elsewhere for several decades, its failure to
spread in an epidemic fashion earlier may reflect either a
recent genetic change in the virus and/or sociocultural factors
involving sexual practices or numbers of sexual partners,” they
wrote.151

In 1959 a forty-eight-year-old sailor died of Pneumocystis
pneumonia and apparent immune deficiency in New York
City. The man had traveled widely around the world and was
Haitian-born. Though samples of his blood were not available
for analysis thirty years later, researchers concluded
retrospectively that the sailor died of AIDS.152

In Europe several previously unexplained deaths would in
the mid-1980s be ascribed to AIDS, among them: Danish
surgeon Margrethe Rask, who had long worked in rural Zaire,
died in 1977 of acute immune deficiency and Pneumocystis
pneumonia,153 and a widely traveled Norwegian sailor, who
died in 1966. Over the next decade his wife and one of his
three children—born in 1967—also died of immune



deficiencies. Later blood tests showed that the three had
antibodies to HIV.154

Prior to that there were numerous unsolved cases of
apparent immunodeficiencies reported in Europe; the most
clearly AIDS-associated involved another well-traveled sailor
who died in Manchester, England, in September 1959; in 1983
his doctors retrospectively diagnosed the case as AIDS.155

All available evidence indicated that the visible AIDS
epidemics began simultaneously around 1979 in the United
States and Haiti. A review of 1,328 cancer biopsies performed
in Port-au-Prince during 1968–77 showed no Kaposi’s
sarcoma diagnoses. Yet between June 1979 and November
1981 a dozen cases of the rare cancer were diagnosed in the
Haitian capital.156 A French research team tested 211 blood
samples collected from adult Haitian immigrants living in
Cayenne, French Guiana, in 1983. Using both the standard
ELISA HTLV-III (HIV) antibody test and confirmatory
Western Blot assays, they discovered that 2.7 percent of the
men and 4.9 percent of the women had antibodies to the virus.
All of the HIV-positive Haitians had been in Guiana for at
least two years, and some since 1974.157 No Guiana-born
individuals tested positive.

Among the original sixty-six AIDS diagnoses of Haitians
living either in the eastern United States or Port-au-Prince,
only nine definitely fell ill prior to 1981; eight in 1980 and one
in 1979.158

According to one theory explaining Haiti’s relatively high
early incidence of AIDS, the country was the unfortunate
recipient of the U.S. epidemic, carried there by vacationing
gay men who hired local male prostitutes. An opposing
argument suggested that the gay epidemic may have originated
in Haiti. Again, the putative connection was male prostitution
and wealthier North American gay vacationers.159

There were then two proffered explanations for HIV’s prior
presence in Haiti. The first, espoused by Robert Gallo and
Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government public health
professor Yamil Khouri, saw a connection between Zaire and



Haiti. Zaire imported nearly 10,000 Haitians a year for short-
term contract work between 1960 and 1975. Under the
Gallo/Khouri theory, HIV already existed in Zaire at that time,
and was carried back to Haiti by returning contract workers.160

Always on Peter Piot’s mind when he contemplated the
origins of the global epidemic was that Greek fisherman he
had treated for AIDS in 1978. When the ELISA test became
available, Piot tested the fisherman’s blood, confirming that
the man who had spent most of his adulthood fishing in Zaire’s
Lake Tanganyika had, indeed, died of AIDS.

By 1984 Piot and other researchers had determined that 3 to
4 percent of the women who gave birth in Kinshasa hospitals
in 1980 carried antibodies to the virus, but none of Nairobi’s
pregnant women was infected until 1982. By 1984 the
infection rate among them was still only 2 percent, Piot said,
arguing that “AIDS arrived in Kenya around ’82 or ’81. In any
case, later than in Central Africa.”

Between 1981 and 1984 infection rates among Nairobi’s
poorest prostitutes soared from about 4 percent to over 59
percent, lending further credence to assumptions that Kenya’s
epidemic was a new, still exploding one. The highest Kenyan
infection rates were among recently immigrated Ugandan and
Tanzanian prostitutes.161

Evidence from countries peripheral to the equatorial center
of Africa—Zimbabwe, Zambia, Mozambique, southern
Tanzania—paralleled Kenya’s: AIDS appeared to have
radiated outward from the Lake Victoria region, reaching
adjacent areas sometime after 1980.162

For example, Dr. Jeff Luande, head of Tanzania’s
Tumorcentre, located in Dar es Salaam, closely followed
Kaposi’s sarcoma cases in his country. Working back in time
through medical records, Luande said, it was apparent that
changes began taking place among the country’s cancer
patients sometime in 1982. Patients from the country’s north,
particularly Bukoba, began to appear for cancer treatment that
was complicated by numerous infectious diseases, particularly
the previously rare Pneumocystis pneumonia.



Luande, who had received his medical training at Harvard,
had a great deal of experience with cancer treatment, and it
was a certainty, he said, that the type of Kaposi’s sarcoma he
began to see in 1980, first in a trickle and later in torrents, was
different from the endemic African form of the skin cancer.
The traditional KS, he said, presented with hard, round
nodules on the skin of the arms and legs that would enlarge
and darken over a period of years. It was undoubtedly a
surface skin disease, slow to become malignant, relatively
easy to control.

But the new type of KS spread very rapidly and instead of
hard nodules, the AIDS KS was splotchy, lighter in color,
comparatively soft, and painless to the patients. The lesions
were rarely round; rather, they were “spindly,” he said. And
AIDS KS tumors could be found all over the body—not just
on the arms and legs. Luande was particularly intrigued to find
so many patients with KS lesions around lymph nodes. This
type of Kaposi’s sarcoma, he insisted, “is a different, new
disease.”

Similar shifts in Kaposi’s sarcoma were seen elsewhere in
Africa. In Kinshasa, the numbers of KS cancers tripled
between 1970 and 1984. And the case reports of the new,
aggressive type of KS leapt eightfold in 1981 alone. Zambia
and Uganda also reported startling jumps in the numbers of
aggressive KS cases during 1982.163

Based on seroepidemiology—the evidence obtained from
blood tests—the highest African infection rates prior to 1984
seemed to have centered on the equator, with latitude ranges of
about five degrees northward and ten degrees to the south.
Longitudinally the epicenter seemed to range from 15 to 35
degrees. The geographic area, then, encompassed a largely
tropical region that included parts of Angola, Zaire, Uganda,
Rwanda, Burundi, Tanzania, and Zambia.

The highest infection rates in the region were among female
prostitutes, in greatest measure involving women originally
from the eastern Lake Victoria region.

Summarizing these findings in a speech before the Second
International Conference on AIDS in Paris in 1986, Zaire’s



Kapita said, “Something dramatic happened in 1975.” Prior to
that year aggressive Kaposi’s sarcoma cases were so rare as to
be considered exotic; beginning in 1975, however, the
numbers of aggressive KS cases diagnosed in Kinshasa
doubled every year. Prior to 1975 cytomegalovirus infections
were also rare in Zaire: afterward, they, too, increased
dramatically every year, Kapita said.

Kapita could not explain these events. He could only
reiterate that “something happened in 1975.”

San Francisco’s Jay Levy, working in collaboration with
Italian and other U.S. scientists, tested a variety of different
blood and tissue samples collected in Central Africa between
1964 and 1975, finding no evidence of HIV infection. The
samples came from Tunisia, Algeria, Uganda, Zaire,
Cameroon, and Senegal.

“Our data, as well as epidemiologic studies in Africa,
suggest that the AIDS virus was not prevalent and did not
spread in that continent until recently,” Levy’s group
concluded. “Thus, HIV appears to have emerged in Africa
about the same time as in the United States.”164

If human factors were the key to the emergence of HIV,
there were obvious events in the United States and Europe that
could have contributed to sudden viral spread in or around
1975: the gay bathhouse scene, a rapid increase in injecting
drug activities, the international expansion of the blood
products industry. Less clear were which social factors might
have played a role at that time in Central Africa.

The period 1970–75 was marked by guerrilla warfare, civil
war, tribal conflicts, mass refugee migrations, and striking
dictatorial atrocities in some parts of Central and Southern
Africa. Such strife could have affected the historic course of
HIV in both direct and indirect ways. Most African military
conflict was low-intensity: the weaponry and the strategies
were more typical of protracted guerrilla operations than of the
Northern Hemisphere’s conventional or nuclear warfare.
Rather, opposing forces sought to simultaneously cripple one
another economically, politically, socially, spiritually, and
militarily, often claiming horrendous numbers of civilian lives.



In protracted low-intensity warfare the deeds of war could
not be carried out anonymously. The enemy had faces.
Soldiers seized villages and imposed their rule on civilians.
Brutality and rape easily became companions to more
legitimate forms of combat.

The net results were several human activities that were
advantageous for sexually transmitted microbes: increased
multiple partner sexual behavior (whether voluntary or not),
famine or malnutrition that stressed immune systems, large-
scale migrations of people from remote areas to central zones
of food supplies or safety, increased prostitution, and
diminution or devastation of health care services.165

During 1970–75 sub-Saharan Africa was the victim of so
much strife that it would be difficult for scientists to pinpoint a
“worst case” event that could be blamed for the sudden
scourge of HIV. It was, for the continent, a time of tremendous
instability. The former Portuguese colonies (Angola,
Mozambique, Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau) were given self-
rule only in 1975; civil war and revolution raged across
Africa’s southern belt (South Africa, Namibia, Angola,
Mozambique, Zimbabwe); and dangerous despots exerted
brutal rule over several nations, and manipulated ethnic
conflict, noticeably in the Central African Republic, Uganda,
and Zaire. Finally, the entire region was locked in conflict with
the only economically powerful nation on the continent, the
apartheid state of South Africa.

Uganda’s crisis was probably the most acute. Idi Amin’s
ruthless rule was unchallenged and absolute during the early
1970s and the concomitant massive social and economic
disruption is well documented. Over 45,000 Asians were
expelled from the country, tens of thousands of black
Ugandans sought refuge in neighboring countries, virtually all
foreign investors and professionals fled, and Amin, hungry for
expanded territorial control in Africa, spent the country into
bankruptcy purchasing arms on the world’s open market.

As the Amin government printed ever more currency, the
official economy became worthless, and the marketing hubs
shifted from the old urban centers to remote areas that were



conducive to smuggling. Tiny Lake Victoria fishing villages
were transformed overnight into busy smuggling ports. As a
business, prostitution was second only to the black market.166

For most women there were only two choices in life: have
babies and grow food without assistance from men, livestock,
or machinery, or exchange sex for money at black-market
rates.

Nowhere was the situation more acute than in the Rakai
District, along the Tanzanian border. The area became a vast
lattice of mud roads, brothels, and smuggling centers through
which flowed a steady stream of truckers carrying cargoes
bound for Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi, and Zaire.

The 1979 overthrow of Amin would only continue the
crisis, putting it in the hands of President Milton Obote.
Famine would strike, particularly in the West Nile region of
northern Uganda. An estimated 300,000 had already fled that
area as refugees from Amin’s brutality. They had taken up
unwelcome residence in eastern Zaire, Uganda’s Rakai
District, and southern Sudan. As famine conditions worsened,
the refugee flow would turn into a tidal wave, and the 1983
census would reveal that 57 percent of the region’s former
residents were either dead or living elsewhere.

The famine would expand in 1982 into southern Uganda—
particularly the Rakai and Mbarara districts—and ethnic
tensions would become violent. Clashes between local
residents and the tens of thousands of refugees in the area
(who came not only from northern Uganda but also from
Rwanda, fleeing political massacres), would drive even the
black-market economy into chaos.

Nearly all of Africa’s social and political upheavals had
multilateral ramifications, and several served as proxy Cold
War confrontations between the United States and the Soviet
Union. The region’s governments and insurgents were armed
to the teeth, and even local tribal warfare became increasingly
high-tech and costly in human lives as the decade wore on.
The civilian toll, both in direct loss of life and in social
disruption, home-lessness, famine, and refugee migration, was
severe.167



 

Sorting out which, if any, of these upheavals might have
played a role in the emergence of Africa’s AIDS epidemic
seemed a daunting task. In addition to such obvious dramatic
events there were the long-term and escalating phenomena of
rapid population growth, even more rapid urbanization, and
tremendous poverty.

McCormick considered the problem of deciphering what, if
anything, happened from the point of view of HIV in 1975,
and decided that the easiest first step would be to pull those
old vials of blood from the Yambuku and N’zara epidemics
out of the CDC’s deep freeze and test them for HIV
antibodies.

He discovered that 0.8 percent (5 of 659) of the blood
samples collected around Yambuku in 1976 were infected with
HIV. The infected individuals ranged in age from nine to fifty
years; three were female, two male. Similarly, just under 1
percent of the serum samples he had collected in southern
Sudan in 1979 had antibodies to HIV.168 McCormick selected
Belgian-born CDC epidemiologist Dr. Kevin De Cock to do
the fieldwork, and in early 1985 De Cock made a difficult
journey to Yambuku, this time in search not of Ebola but of
HIV.

His task was to find the five individuals who had tested
positive in 1976 and take fresh blood samples. He also wanted
to gather a representative blood sampling of the area for
general HIV analysis at the CDC.

De Cock found the local Zairois fed up with all the poking
and testing, the unpleasantness of being studied by dozens of
foreigners nine years earlier still fresh in the collective
memory. There was a haunted, eerie feeling to the place,
which still reeled from the terrible, frightening plague of 1976.
De Cock was led to graveyards, shown the rows of those
family members who were buried one after another as Ebola
swept over the population. And every adult spoke on a time
scale in which all the world’s history was “before Ebola” and
events since the fall of 1976 were “after the virus.”



He found two of the individuals who had tested HIV-
positive in 1976. A middle-aged man and woman were
healthy, still tested HIV-positive, and the woman’s T-cell count
seemed normal. The man had an abnormally low T-cell count.

The other three 1976 HIV-positive individuals had died, all
victims of an ailment that could have been AIDS. One of the
dead was a woman who lived in Kinshasa from 1972 to 1976
as a “free woman,” returning to Yambuku shortly before the
Ebola epidemic began. “Free woman,” or femme libre, was a
Zairian euphemism for prostitute.

The overall prevalence of HIV-positive individuals in the
Yambuku area in 1985 was the same as in 1976: just under 1
percent.169 Though the virus was present, there had never been
a Yambuku AIDS epidemic.

As McCormick, De Cock, and Zairian colleague Nzila
analyzed the data, they reached a set of conclusions: HIV had
been present in remote regions of Central Africa for a long
time, infecting small numbers of people. The social customs of
traditional village life limited the spread of HIV and other
sexually transmitted diseases, they argued, as extramarital and
premarital trysts were condemned and virtually impossible to
conceal in the claustrophobic atmosphere of the tiny
communities scattered throughout equatorial Africa.

“The stability of HIV infection in rural Zaire over a long
period contrasts sharply with the epidemic spread of the virus
in major African cities,” they wrote. “Our findings suggest that
the traditional village life in the Equateur province carries a
low risk of HIV infection. The disruption of traditional life
styles and the social and behavioral changes that accompany
urbanization may be important factors in the spread of AIDS
in Central Africa.”

To bolster their conclusion that urbanization and its
concomitant erosion of traditional sexual taboos and lifestyles
was key to the emergence of HIV in Africa, the CDC and
Project SIDA scientists devised a unique experiment: they
took blood samples from people living and working along the
Congo River, Zaire’s equivalent of a superhighway for



shipment of goods and travelers. In this way they hoped to
track the social pattern of the spread of the virus.

They found a clear pattern of HIV dispersal radiating from
river inns, where the male boat workers and traveling
salesmen would spend their nights in the company of
prostitutes. In the far eastern section of the river, just below
the Yambuku area, very few riverside residents, including
prostitutes, were infected. But as they progressed
southwesterly along the Congo River, drawing ever closer to
Kinshasa, the incidence of HIV infection rose steadily among
the femmes libres, boatmen, salesmen, and local residents. The
highest rates of infection were near the river’s end, inside
Kinshasa.

“In many ways an urban center may be considered an
ecosystem that can amplify infectious diseases,” they
concluded.170 “This appears to have happened with HIV in
various African cities. The conclusion we draw from our study
is that AIDS in Central Africa has spread not simply because
the virus is present, since in one remote area that prevalence of
HIV infection has remained low for over a period of 10 years.
A change in the interaction between the agent, the host, and
the environment is usually required for an epidemic to
develop. In this context, we believe that social change,
including the effects of urbanization and population
movements, merits consideration in our attempt to understand
the changing patterns of disease.”

Understanding how human activities were related to the
presence and spread of HIV in Central Africa before 1981 still
didn’t answer questions about when and where the virus first
emerged. The 1959 Manchester case argued for HIV’s
presence somewhere along the sailor’s voyages around the
planet, going back nearly three decades. But how long had it
been in Africa?

Max Essex’s group at Harvard, together with scientific
teams from Emory University in Atlanta, Duke University in
North Carolina, and the University of Washington in Seattle,
tested 1,213 plasma samples collected between 1959 and 1982
in Zaire, Congo, South Africa, and Mozambique: one 1959



sample repeatedly tested positive for antibodies to HIV. It
came from an individual (gender not known) who resided in
colonial Leopoldville in 1959. Leopoldville was renamed
Kinshasa when Patrice Lumumba took power; the 1959
sample was designated the “Leopoldville strain.”171

The debate about where and when the human
immunodeficiency virus emerged was radically affected by
two other discoveries: that Old World monkeys carried HIV-
like viruses, but New World simians did not; and that there
was a second species of AIDS virus, dubbed HIV-2, which
seemed to exist only in Africa.

The discovery of monkey AIDS viruses dated back to the
earliest days of the recognized human epidemic, when
scientists with the California Primate Research Center in
Davis noted similarities between disease symptoms
experienced by gay men and those seen in four strange disease
outbreaks among monkeys in their research facilities. The first
outbreak occurred in 1969 and lasted six years. During that
time, forty-two macaques suffered lymphomas and a host of
opportunistic infections related to severe T-cell immune
system depression. Two other outbreaks of macaques suffering
immune deficiency and disease occurred in the California
facility between 1976 and 1978.172

The disease, dubbed SAIDS, or simian AIDS, was produced
experimentally by injecting the blood of two dying monkeys
into four healthy rhesus that had been separately housed. All
the injected animals became sick, some developing Kaposi’s-
like skin patches.173 The California work indicated two things:
the disease was transmissible, it could be experimentally
created in susceptible animals, and it had existed—at least
among captive macaques—since 1969.174

As described earlier in this chapter, in 1985 researchers at
Harvard University and the New England Regional Primate
Center discovered two simian AIDS viruses infecting their
captive animals. The viruses were dubbed SIVmac
(previously, STLV-IIImac) and SIVagm (STLV-IIIagm). While
SIVmac seemed to be dangerous to macaques, Max Essex’s



group found that most African green monkeys carried SIVagm
without any apparent ill effects.175

In March 1986 the Franco-American dispute over discovery
of HIV was replayed, as Essex’s Harvard group clashed with
Montagnier’s Pasteur lab over discovery of a second species of
human AIDS virus. Dubbed HTLV-IV by Essex and LAV-II by
Montagnier, the viruses were found exclusively in West
Africa.176

For nearly six years the two laboratories would argue over
who first discovered the second AIDS virus (eventually named
HIV-2), how dangerous the virus was to human beings, and
what its relationship was to the monkey viruses.

The Harvard group’s virus was found in the blood of
healthy Senegalese female prostitutes, and the individuals’
immune responses to SIVagm and HTLV-IV were equally
strong.177 Describing his new virus as “the missing link,”
Essex asserted that it was very close to the monkey virus, and
harmless to human beings. Between February 1985 and
January 1987, Essex’s group analyzed sera obtained from
4,248 West Africans, discovering HIV-2 infection rates that
ranged from zero to a high of 19.8 percent among female
prostitutes. Few, if any, of the infected individuals were sick,
and Essex suggested that HIV-2 might be a “harmless
progenitor of HIV-1” that conferred immunity against AIDS
upon those carrying the West African virus.178

A battle ensued, with Montagnier’s group warning that a
new lethal virus was rapidly spreading across West Africa, and
Essex’s laboratory insisting that the microbe was basically
harmless.

“We’re saying that we’re at the dawn of a new epidemic due
to a virus that looks like HIV-1, the AIDS virus, but is
different, and can induce AIDS,” said the Pasteur’s François
Clavel. “There is an epidemic that is rapidly spreading over
West Africa of, if you like, HTLV-IV or HIV-2. And it is
accompanied by AIDS.”

And Montagnier announced in 1987 that his group had
treated thirty individuals who were infected with HIV-2,



seventeen of whom had died of AIDS. “This virus is
cytopathic for T4 cells,” Montagnier said.

It would eventually turn out that both groups were right and
wrong. Essex’s closest colleagues at Harvard and in Gallo’s
lab would do a detailed genetic analysis of HTLV-IV and
SIVmac, eventually concluding that the viruses were not just
close cousins, but were identical viruses. Presumably, they
argued, contamination occurred in Essex’s laboratory, resulting
in the mixing of monkey and human samples. 179 Essex and
Kanki would eventually publish a concession on the point,
acknowledging that their HTLV-IV was essentially identical to
a particular macaque strain of SIV found in an animal in the
New England Regional Primate Center, samples of which had
been in the Harvard lab. But years later Essex would remain
personally unconvinced that a contamination error had actually
occurred.

“There’s no reason whatsoever to consider SIV and HIV-2
different viruses. You don’t consider rabies a different virus if
it’s in bats or dogs or people. You don’t consider eastern
equine encephalitis a different virus if it’s in mosquitoes or
birds or horses. But for some reason this one people will
forever think of as a totally different virus if it’s called SIV in
monkeys or HIV-2 in humans,” Essex would say.

Montagnier’s laboratory would be credited with discovery
of HIV-2, but would prove wrong about the lethality of the
virus. With time it would become clear that HIV-2 was, as
Essex and Kanki claimed, far less virulent and perhaps less
infectious than HIV-1.180 In Senegal, M’Boup would track
HIV-2 for nine years, concluding that it was an older, less
dangerous virus, found primarily in middle-aged female
prostitutes.

As the technology for analyzing genetic material improved
during the 1980s,181 it became possible to compare all the
various monkey and human AIDS viruses nucleotide by
nucleotide, noting where similarities and differences existed.
Using such techniques, scientists would begin to construct
family trees for the viruses: lineages of evolution. At the heart
of the technique, which was called molecular epidemiology or



archeoepidemiology, were a few key assumptions: the more
alike two viral genetic sequences were—the higher their
degree of homology, as scientists phrased it—the greater was
the likelihood that they shared a recent common ancestor, or
that one virus was descendant from the other; because genetic
divergence required time, degrees of viral variation could be
correlated with a timetable of years or centuries; there were
certain genetic features that were so essential to the survival of
HIVs and SIVs that they would be conserved over generations
of viruses; and it was unlikely that evolution progressed from
humanly infectious virus to monkey virus, therefore the family
tree began with SIV.

Each of these assumptions would be challenged with time,
but the basic approach would survive criticism, remaining in
use well into the 1990s.

Gallo’s lab used such techniques to determine the genetic
DNA sequences of SIVagm, HIV-1, and the Pasteur group’s
strain of HIV-2, discovering that the two human viruses (HIV-
1 and HIV-2) shared about 43 percent genetic homology. In
other words, they were more different than they were alike.
The SIVagm and HIV-1 were also about 43 percent
homologous. But SIVagm and HIV-2 shared 72 percent of
their genetic sequences. 182

Vanessa Hirsch’s group at Georgetown University in
Washington, D.C., found 91.4 percent homology for the
envelope genes of SIVagm and SIVmac.

A joint Pasteur Institute/New England Regional Primate
Center study of HIV-2, SIVagm, SIVmac, and HIV-1
confirmed the Georgetown findings, showing that SIV and
HIV-2 were close, sharing over 75 percent homology. In
contrast, HIV-1 had only 40 percent homology with either
virus.

As for HTLV-IV, Essex’s virus, the Paris/Boston team
concluded that it was “a laboratory acquired contaminant”:
SIVmac.183 And Beatrice Hahn, then working with Robert
Gallo, announced that STLV-III and HTLV-IV were “99%
identical and we conclude they are the same virus.”184



The scientific community recognized that they had a
problem on their hands as long as emphasis remained on
analysis of monkeys raised or studied in captivity, because the
animals were in unnaturally close contact with species of
simians they would never see in the wild. Under such
conditions disease and contamination were commonplace.

The key lay with the very difficult task of capturing and
testing reasonable samplings of wild primates. A Japanese
team of scientists did just that, testing enough wild African
green monkeys to be able to say definitively that SIVagm was
a bona fide wild virus found in about half of all wild African
greens on the African continent, but not found in Asian
monkeys. 185 The same team sequenced their wild monkey
virus, and showed that it was equally similar/dissimilar to both
HIV-1 and HIV-2. That meant that neither human virus came
recently from SIVagm: rather, they both evolved at some
equally distant time from the monkey virus, probably through
some intermediaries.

The discovery of other simian AIDS viruses helped clarify
the picture. The Japanese team found that wild mandrills
carried another virus, SIVmnd. And that virus shared the same
percentages of genetic homology with SIVagm, HIV-1, and
HIV-2. That put another distant point somewhere on the AIDS
family tree.186

Eventually, viruses were found in sooty mangabeys
(SIVsm1 and SIVsm2), stump-tailed macaques (SIVstm),
cynomolgus monkeys (SIVcyn), and chimpanzees (SIVcpz).
And careful examination of the genetic sequences of these and
various HIV viruses would reveal that some particular strains
of HIV-2 and SIVs were so similar that scientists concluded
cross-species transmission had occurred within the post-World
War II period; some were convinced that monkey/human
transmission was still occurring, albeit rarely, in the 1990s.187

Tragic proof that SIV infection of humans could occur
would be found in a July 2, 1992, memo from the office of
NIH director Bernardine Healy. Two U.S. lab workers had
become infected as a result of bites, needle sticks, and
scratches while handling macaques or their tissue. One



technician had early symptoms of HIV-2 disease. Genetic
analysis of the SIV-2 strain found in one of the workers would
show a near-perfect match with a strain found in a sooty
mangabey. The scientists who did the genetic analysis would
conclude: “Our findings support both the idea that this
lentivirus can cause zoonotic infections and the hypothesis that
HIV-2 originated from SIV.”188

Eventually some consensus was reached. The macaque
virus (SIVmac) and HIV-2 were so similar that some scientists
took to using a new notation system for the two: HIV-
2/SIVmac.

In Liberia in 1989, a team of researchers led by Beatrice
Hahn of the University of Alabama in Birmingham tested 372
villagers living in the country’s remote northern region and
944 employees of the huge Firestone rubber plantation. Three
individuals were HIV-1 positive, five carried HIV-2. Detailed
genetic analysis of two of the HIV-2 strains found in the
Liberian men revealed remarkable homogeneity between the
local human virus and two monkey viruses: SIVsm and
SIVmac. Capture and testing of wild sooty mangabeys found
in Côte d’Ivoire and Liberia revealed that 10 percent of the
animals carried SIVsm. And the SIVsm virus had pieces of
genetic information otherwise found exclusively in HIV-2.

The researchers concluded that SIVsm, found in wild
mangabeys, SIVmac—only seen in captive macaques—and
HIV-2 were all members of “a single, albeit genetically
diverse, group of viruses. Although the evolutionary origins
and transmission patterns of this virus group remain to be
defined, there is mounting evidence that the sooty mangabey is
a natural reservoir and that the human infection probably
represents a zoonosis (a disease communicable from animals
to man under natural conditions).” 189

Hahn concluded that SIVsm was probably a sooty
mangabey virus that first infected rhesus macaques when the
species were co-housed in captivity in a primate research
facility or zoo, probably within the previous twenty years. And
HIV-2, she averred, was derived from the mangabey virus. She
suggested that mangabey-to-man transmission of the SIVsm



was an event that had occurred periodically for decades, and
still took place in the 1990s, as a result of scratches, bites, or
blood exposures people experienced in West Africa while
hunting the animals, transporting captured mangabeys, or
butchering the monkeys and preparing their meat for human
consumption. 190

If the monkeys had carried SIVsm in days prior to
colonialism, human exposure and HIV-2 cases might have
occasionally occurred across a vast expanse, from Senegal to
Ethiopia. But since the advent of colonialism the rain forest
niches of sooty mangabeys had steadily undergone
destruction, shrinking the animals’ terrain down to a tropical
jungle region of Central and West Africa, particularly Congo,
Cameroon, Gabon, Liberia, Côte d’Ivoire, Sierra Leone,
Guinea, Ghana, Burkina Faso, and Senegal. The postcolonial
terrain of sooty mangabeys exactly matched the human HIV-2
region.

In 1993 the Smithsonian Institution’s Natural History
Museum in Washington, D.C., extracted pieces of DNA from
preserved monkey tissue in the museum’s archives. They
discovered that 57 percent of the wild-caught sooty mangabey
samples, dating back to 1896, carried an SIVsm strain that was
virtually identical to that found in 1971 and 1981 wild animal
samples. That study proved that the monkey virus, which was
essentially the same as HIV-2, had been prevalent in Africa for
at least a century.

And it begged a critical question: Why wasn’t the human
disease—HIV-2-caused AIDS—also prevalent prior to 1980?

There was one notable epidemiological exception in the
pattern of HIV-2 distribution in human beings: Pygmies. For
millennia the Pygmy people had lived in the dense rain forests
of Cameroon, Congo, and the Central African Republic,
surviving as the continent’s most expert jungle hunters.
Monkey meat had always been part of the Pygmy diet, and the
people—particularly the male hunters—had frequent, often
combative, contact with simians.

Yet blood test surveys of Pygmy volunteers revealed no
cases of HIV-2 or HIV-1 infection. Both the CDC (David



Heymann and Pat Webb) and the Pasteur group (Françoise
Brun-Vézinet) screened blood samples extracted from
Pygmies during the late 1970s and again in the 1980s, finding
no HIV carriers. That seemed to argue that HIV-2/SIVsm
zoonotic flux was a relatively recent one, related in some
fashion to urban lifestyles.191 Perhaps, scientists theorized,
HIV-2 was a virus that had for decades gone back and forth
between humans and monkeys, never evolving particularly
well to meet the challenges of infecting either species. In a
sense, they argued, HIV-2, SIVsm, SIVmac, and perhaps other
simian viruses represented a large fluid genetic pool that
shuffled about among a range of primates—including Homo
sapiens—in West Africa. In contrast, HIV-1 had become such
a genetically specialized human killer that scientists were at
pains to find ways to infect research monkeys and apes with it,
and could not produce clear-cut AIDS in any nonhuman
primate.192

As evidence mounted supporting Essex and Kanki’s original
assertions that HIV-2 was less virulent than HIV-1 (though
they were wrong to conclude that HIV-2 was harmless),
researchers began looking aggressively for evolutionary clues.
Natural carriers of the various SIVs were unharmed by the
viruses within them, and SIVagm, for example, was dangerous
only when it spread from an African green monkey to another
simian species.

If HIV-2 were the older, more highly evolved of the two
AIDS viruses, then there ought to be many human beings who
carried it harmlessly. Essex, Kanki, and MBoup believed that
was the case, and their Senegal surveys certainly revealed that
well over three-quarters of all HIV-2-positive people in that
country were healthy.

In 1989 a German research group discovered a completely
healthy woman from Ghana who carried a previously
unidentified strain of HIV-2 that bore only 76 percent genetic
homology with the classic HIV-2 strains found elsewhere in
West Africa, and only 76 percent homology to SIVsm. The
group asserted that the Ghanaian HIV-2 strain represented
something further back in the evolutionary chain—something



close to a common ancestor of other HIV-2s, SIVmac, and
SIVsm.

“In our evolutionary tree, HIV-2alt [the Ghanaian strain] is
closely related to this common ancestor and branches earlier
than SIVsm/SIVmac and the HIV-2 prototypes,” said
researcher Ursula Dietrich of the Chemotherapeutisches
Forschunginstitut in Frankfurt. “It is still unclear whether the
host of a common ancestor of the HIV-2/SIVsm/SIVmac
group was human or simian … . Because captive monkeys
were injected with human material [in vaccine studies] back in
the 1960s, artificial transmission from a human to a simian
host could have occurred. It is possible, therefore, that SIVagm
and SIVmac are fundamentally human viruses. In addition, the
finding of HIV-2alt, a virus in a human which is evolutionarily
older than SIVsm, could indicate that all subtypes of the HIV-
2/SIVsm/SIVmac group are of human origin.”193

In light of such discoveries, several means for human-to-
monkey transmission of HIV-2 were suggested, including:
tissue culture research in Europe and North America during
the 1960s in which monkey and human cells were deliberately
mixed, or human cells were injected into captive monkeys;
and general export of simians worldwide, and those animals’
exposure to human handlers on two or more continents.194

Most arguments, accusations, and scientific attention
focused, however, on the more lethal HIV-1. And there, the
waters were considerably muddier.

It wouldn’t be until 1990 that a simian virus bearing
significant homology with HIV-1 would be found—in
chimpanzees. A Pasteur Institute team, led by Simon Wain-
Hobson, discovered SIVcpz in two out of eighty-three wild
chimpanzees tested in Gabon. When the Paris group did
molecular analysis of the SIVcpz virus they found that it was
remarkably similar to several HIV-1 strains, and only distantly
related to HIV-2 and all other known SIVs.195

In the case of two of the viruses’ most important regulatory
genes, crucial to the microbes’ abilities to get into cells and
reproduce (designated gag and nef), the chimp virus and HIV-
1 had about 75 percent homology. Since within the world of



all known HIV-1 strains major genetic groups often varied
from one another by about 30 percent, the Gabon chimp virus
was as similar generally to HIV-1 as the various subtypes of
HIV-1 were to one another.

Another SIV chimpanzee strain was found in Cameroon,
and it was only 50 percent homologous to the Pasteur group’s
Gabon strain. That seemed terribly puzzling, until researchers
discovered a bizarre HIV-1 strain among Cameroonian people,
dubbed ANT70,196 or Type O. It was highly different from all
other HIV-1s, but nearly identical to the new chimp virus.197

In 1987, in an attempt to sort out confusion and keep track
of the burgeoning genetic information on different AIDS
viruses, the U.S. government’s Los Alamos National
Laboratory decided to dedicate some of its considerable
supercomputer space to a special GenBank AIDS project. At
its helm, Dr. Gerald Myers kept track of the decoded
sequences of every human and monkey AIDS virus in the
world. In addition, GenBank became the repository for the
genetic sequences of thousands of other species of organisms,
as well as the discoveries of the Human Genome Project, an
international effort to decipher the entire contents of Homo
sapiens’ twenty-three chromosome pairs.

Using computers to scan sequences for patterns and
similarities, the GenBank group was able to construct a family
tree, viral bit by viral bit. With PCR and the computerized
telecommunications systems that allowed scientists to
instantly relay their findings to one another and to GenBank,
the AIDS viral files mushroomed in six years to include over
170 sequences, thus reaching proportions that gave Myers and
his colleagues information that was statistically highly
significant.

When the accumulated HIV-1 data was computer-analyzed,
six distinct groups, or “clades,” emerged. Within clades the
various types of HIV-1 differed by less than 20 percent. The
clades were designated A through F, and scientists
immediately saw that the various HIV subtypes clustered in
distinct geographic areas.



For example, Type A was found in people in Central Africa
and India. It was logical that a Central African family of
viruses would make its way to India, as tens of thousands of
Indians lived in the African region and regularly traveled to
the Indian subcontinent. Type B was the only clade of HIV
found in North America. Its members could also be found in
Peru, Europe, Brazil, southern Thailand, and several parts of
Africa.

The most lethal clade—one whose members seemed to kill
human beings with terrifying efficiency—was Type D, which
was found almost exclusively in Africa’s Lake Victoria region,
encompassing Rwanda, Uganda, and Tanzania.

Within clades were so-called quasispecies, swarms of HIV
types commonly found within individual AIDS patients,
varying genetically by less than 10 percent.

And between the six clades, the GenBank group discovered,
was a consistent 1992 variation of 30 percent.

When the GenBank group looked at viral strains collected in
a given geographic location over a period of years they could
see that HIV-1 was evolving—or mutating—at an overall rate
of 1 percent per year.198 Assuming the 1 percent rate had been
a consistent feature of the virus since its emergence, that
would mean the clades had a common HIV ancestor that
existed just thirty years prior, perhaps around 1962. And after
ten years of mutating along a single course, the HIV family
tree had spread out suddenly, yielding the six distinct clade
lineages.

Myers called this “the Big Bang,” a deliberate turn of the
phrase used by physicists to describe the moment when the
density of the universe reached critical mass, causing an
inconceivably massive explosion that generated all the nuclear
subparticles and mass known to exist. On a humbler scale,
Myers suggested that sometime in the early 1970s a biological
event occurred that resulted in the sudden and explosive
divergence of what had been a virtually linear evolutionary
path for HIV-1. He could only speculate as to when and where
that event—whatever it might have been—occurred.



Interestingly, the GenBank group’s observation, based on
viral genetics, that “something explosive” happened in the
early 1970s coincided reasonably well with Project SIDA and
Kapita’s assertion, based on disease epidemiology in Central
Africa, that a radical change took place in the region around
1975.

Beatrice Hahn’s group, as well as the University of
California, San Diego, team headed by Russell Doolittle, were
convinced that the human virus was a distant descendant along
a lineage that began with SIV in African green monkeys.
Because all seven species of African greens carried the virus
harmlessly, and some animals located in the wild over 1,000
miles apart had identical SIV strains, Hahn felt certain that the
virus originated in the common ancestor of all African green
monkeys—a species that theoretically inhabited the
continent’s rain forests over 10,000 years ago.

One disconcerting finding, however, was that African green
monkeys in the Caribbean in the 1990s did not carry SIVagm.
The animals were all descendant from two vervet monkeys
brought from Africa by Spanish sailors to the islands
sometime in the sixteenth century. If SIVagm was an ancient
virus that had infected half the monkeys in the wild for
centuries, it would seem logical that 50 percent of their
Caribbean descendants should be infected. Desrosiers argued
that the Caribbean situation could be due to a simple
progenitor effect: if all the region’s African greens were truly
descendant from two wild monkeys, pure chance could have
resulted in a Spanish sailor’s selection of an uninfected pair of
African animals.

If SIVagm was the ultimate father of all SIV/HIV viruses,
the lineage events between that monkey virus and HIV-1 were
sparse and mysterious. The only HIV-1 clade that didn’t fit
Myers’s “Big Bang” theory was Type O, the West African
group that included the ANT70 strain, which bore striking
similarity to SIVcpz. Hahn and Myers guessed that the Type O
clade appeared well before the rest of the HIV-1s, perhaps
decades earlier.



Going back even further in time, Doolittle’s group
compared the HIVs and SIVs to other so-called lentiviruses,
showing that, as Doolittle put it, “HIV and visna virus [in
sheep] are about as much alike as your average fungus is to a
Homo sapiens.”

But HIV was more akin to the sheep virus than to HTLV-1
and HTLV-II, once considered by Gallo, Essex, and many
other American scientists to be the most likely candidates for
either the etiology of AIDS or the ancestral origin of the AIDS
virus.199

The availability by 1990 of advanced techniques for finding
and analyzing viral genes hidden in samples of human blood
or tissue prompted some scientists to go back and reanalyze
the oldest HIV-1 antibody-positive samples to see if the
individuals were, in fact, infected with the AIDS virus.

The “Robert R.” samples collected in 1968 in St. Louis did
not, as it turned out, contain HIV viruses. Nor did the 1970
Zaire samples originally tested by the Pasteur Institute. These
individuals apparently did not die of AIDS. The 1959
“Leopoldville strain” was lost by American scientists and,
therefore, could never be confirmed.

The PCR data seemed to confirm Myers’s assertion that
HIV-1 underwent some radical event after 1970; before that it
was either virtually harmless or nearly noninfectious to human
beings.

But the New York City laboratory of Dr. David Ho (at the
Aaron Diamond AIDS Research Laboratory) used PCR
techniques to study samples taken in 1959 from the
Manchester sailor. The sailor was, indeed, infected, and the
strain of HIV-1 found in his tissue—extracted painstakingly
from paraffin histology blocks made thirty-five years earlier
by the Manchester hospital—fit perfectly in the Type B clade.
Indeed, Ho concluded that the Manchester sailor was infected
with a virus that “looks just like a contemporary European
HIV-1 B-type strain.”

That seemed to throw a serious monkey wrench in Myers’s
Big Bang theory. Myers, however, felt the sailor was an



aberration; “the preponderance of evidence still argues for an
explosive event in the mid-1970s,” he said. Furthermore, he
insisted that the HIV-1 virus was fairly new, certainly only a
few decades old, not centuries.

Ho and a number of other virologists disagreed, arguing that
HIV-1 was “an ancient virus” that had existed at a low level in
human beings for centuries. If an explosive surge occurred in
the 1970s, as all epidemiological evidence indicated, it was
due to human events, not to biological changes in the virus.200

And what might those human events have been?

First of all, they had to have taken place simultaneously on
at least two continents: Africa and North America. Though the
Manchester sailor had the AIDS Type B strain in 1959, he
could have become infected during travels to the United States
or Canada. There is no evidence that he traveled in Central
Africa. In the early 1980s all original European AIDS cases
directly or indirectly involved visitors from North America
and Africa.

If one of the explosive epidemics preceded the other—
Africa’s or North America’s—it could not have been by many
years; perhaps one preceded the other only by months.

In light of this duality in occurrence many people sought
iatrogenic or conspiratorial explanations for the appearance of
HIV-1. One set of theories shared the belief that HIV-1 entered
the Homo sapiens population via vaccine products. Topping
the suspect list was a batch of live polio vaccine that was
prepared on African green monkey kidney cells.201 The
vaccines derived from that batch were widely dispensed
between 1957 and 1960 in Zaire, Rwanda, and Burundi.
Another polio vaccine distributed by Lederle in 1977 was
suspected of containing “C-type particles” that some critics
later claimed were AIDS viruses. A scientific panel was
assembled in the United States in 1992–93 to review available
samples of early polio vaccines, as well as the safety and
laboratory techniques used by polio pioneers of the late 1950s.
After careful study it was concluded that the polio vaccines
were HIV-free.202



There were several other reasons to reject the polio vaccine
hypothesis. To begin with, HIV-1 and SIVagm were only
distantly related at the genetic level, so it seemed unlikely that
in less than twenty years’ time viruses originally from African
green monkey cells could have mutated some 60 percent of
their nucleotides to produce HIV-1.203

Another theory, that a contaminated polio vaccine batch
allegedly used in 1977 by American homosexuals to treat
herpes was actually the source of AIDS, could be dismissed
both because the vaccine was not AIDS-CONTAMINATED
and because the timing was wrong. Clearly, 1977 was too late
a date. Furthermore, the 1977 vaccine was used widely on
populations that did not go on to develop AIDS—Polish
schoolchildren, for example.

Two far more elaborate theories of vaccine origin of the
AIDS epidemic put the blame on the global campaign to
eliminate smallpox. The first version of the smallpox idea was
promoted by The Times of London in 1987. It claimed that
long-latent, ancient HIV infections were activated when
people were vaccinated against smallpox. Failing to prove a
connection between HIV and the smallpox campaign, five
years later the same newspaper would lead an international
campaign to discredit HIV’s role in AIDS altogether.

The second twist on the smallpox theory, whose chief
proponents were an anti-genetic engineering group called the
Foundation for Economic Trends and an anti-vivisectionist
organization in Los Angeles, claimed smallpox viruses grown
on cow cells recombined in test tubes with the bovine
leukemia virus, producing HIV.204 Genetic sequence analysis
of the smallpox and BLV viruses indicated that it would be
impossible to create, through either deliberate or mistaken
recombination of the two, anything that even remotely
resembled HIV.

Nevertheless, a retired physician living in London, Dr. John
Seale, asserted in 1985 that the AIDS virus was absolutely the
result of genetic engineering—the deliberate outcome of
biological weaponry experiments conducted at Fort Detrick,
Maryland, by the U.S. Army.



“I’m totally convinced it’s man-made,” Seale said.

In an editorial published by the Royal Society of
Medicine,205 Seale argued that HIV was the result of
deliberately mixing bits of the genetic sequences of BLV, visna
(from sheep), two other lentiviruses found in horses and goats,
and HTLV-I.

“It looks like a recombinant virus to me,” Seale said,
adding, “We are accusing the retrovirologists as a group of
making this virus.”

As evidence for his assertions Seale cited the work of Soviet
scientist S. Drozdov of the Soviet Academy of Medical
Sciences in Moscow. Drozdov and other Soviet scientists
were, in turn, influenced by retired East Berlin scientist Jacob
Segal, of Humboldt University. Segal wrote a report, read
throughout Eastern Europe, that claimed the AIDS virus was
made at Fort Detrick in 1977 from a deliberate mixture of
visna and HTLV-I. Though it had been the subject of discreet
discussion inside the Soviet bloc for over a year, the Segal
report was first publicly distributed at the 1986 Summit of the
Nonaligned Movement, which convened in September in
Harare, Zimbabwe. Over subsequent months the Segal and
Seale reports got wide international play, particularly in
developing countries.206

The seventy-six-year-old Segal claimed to be the victim of
CIA harassment. And he said that he possessed, but refused to
reveal, documents proving that U.S. prisoners were injected
with various experimental combinations of visna and HTLV-I
until the perfect lethal form, HIV, was found. All this, he said,
took place in 1977.

That such sophisticated forms of cloning hadn’t yet been
invented in 1977 did not seem to faze Segal. And the
Segal/Seale notion that AIDS was the result of a sinister CIA
plot found favor in many quarters, particularly African
countries that felt unjustly targeted and blamed by American
scientists as the origin of AIDS. A popular Soviet cartoon
pictured an American scientist who was exchanging a test tube
full of swastikas for a wad of cash, proffered by a general. At
the characters’ feet lay dead bodies.



In a blame-counterblame campaign, the U.S. State
Department widely distributed a detailed denial in 1987,
charging the KGB had concocted the entire campaign in order
to discredit American government credibility in developing
countries.207 Years later, following the fall of the Berlin Wall,
the Soviet National Academy of Sciences would formally
apologize for the accusation, acknowledging that it had been
KGB-inspired.

Another theory of deliberate recombination came from Los
Angeles anti-vivisectionist Dr. Robert Strecker, who gained a
large following in 1987 by again claiming, on the basis of a
supposed BLV connection, that the CIA made the AIDS virus.

“The AIDS virus was manufactured by crossing BLV and
visna virus from animals into man to make the AIDS virus,
and growing it in human tissue culture, and that’s AIDS. And
that’s not complicated,” Strecker said in a fund-raising speech
before wealthy North Hollywood residents. Asked why such a
monstrous thing was done, Strecker said the CIA “requested it,
to make cancer.”

“Why would they want to make cancer?” he was asked.

“You’d have to ask them, I don’t know. I don’t know!
Everybody wants to know why, why, why! I’m just telling you
how they did it. I’m not going to tell you why, that’s for you to
find out,” Strecker concluded.

Though Seale, Segal, and Strecker disappeared from the
AIDS scene fairly quickly, they were replaced all over the
world by others who saw in the apparently sudden appearance
of HIV something terribly insidious, deliberate, even
conspiratorial. The New York Native gay newspaper spent
years promoting the notion that AIDS was caused by a CIA
attempt to wipe out the agricultural economy of Cuba through
release of African swine fever virus—the true cause of AIDS,
they said, not HIV. Years later the same newspaper would
abandon the African swine fever theory, claiming instead that
AIDS and chronic fatigue syndrome were the same disease,
both of which were caused by HHV-6, a herpes-type virus. A
Vietnam War veteran living in St. Cloud, Minnesota, devoted
years of his life to dispersing letters and pamphlets naming



dioxin chemicals as the cause of AIDS: again, a conspiracy
was afoot, involving a massive cover-up of the worldwide use
of Agent Orange and the poisoning of the planet by the
petrochemical industry that was destroying humanity’s white
blood cells. In 1986 the North Korean government charged
that AIDS was created in a South Korean laboratory by, of
course, the CIA with the goal of wiping out the North
Koreans. The fact that virtually no Koreans had AIDS in 1986
was ignored.

Sir Fred Hoyle and Chandra Wickramasinghe, British
astronomers, announced in 1986 that the AIDS virus came
from outer space.

And sidestepping altogether the issue of the origin of HIV,
University of California at Berkeley virologist Peter Duesberg
declared that it didn’t matter where HIV originated. The virus
had nothing to do with AIDS, he said. Duesberg claimed that
AIDS was not an infectious disease and had no association
with any virus: the disease commonly called AIDS had existed
since the beginning of time, but seemed “epidemic” in the
1980s because people were injecting narcotics, snorting
nitrites, taking amphetamines, getting parasitic diseases that
scientists labeled “AIDS,” and leading what he called “a self-
destructive gay lifestyle.”208

“I don’t mind to be shot up with it as long as it is a clean
virus, without other junk, because I’m fully convinced it’s not
the cause of AIDS,” Duesberg said.

While Duesberg’s theories were debunked point by point by
scientists all over the world, the public attraction to his ideas
was strong, in part because they suggested that such things as
consistent condom use might not be necessary. And because
blame for having a deadly disease could be leveled straight at
the victim—the individual who led a “bad lifestyle” that
caused an illness.209

Though evidence for HIV as the cause of AIDS, the bona
fide existence of a pandemic of infectious immunodeficiency,
its evolutionary link to a family of monkey viruses, and its
recent large-scale outbreak on earth was overwhelming,
collective denial coupled with historically valid feelings of



group persecution would continue to support acceptance of
dark, conspiratorial theories. The most striking example of this
was provided by University of Maryland researchers Stephen
Thomas and Sandra Crouse Quinn, who conducted public
opinion polls between 1988 and 1990 among working- and
middle-class African-American residents of suburban
Maryland, Washington, D.C., Atlanta, Charlotte (North
Carolina), Detroit, Kansas City (Missouri), and Tuscaloosa
(Alabama). Among 999 surveyed members of church
congregations, 65 percent either agreed with or were unsure
about the statement: “I believe AIDS is a form of genocide
against the black race.” Nearly 40 percent of African-
American Washington, D.C., college students agreed with the
statement: “I believe there is some truth in reports that the
AIDS virus was produced in a germ-warfare laboratory.”210

Grasping at straws to explain a spectacularly tragic and
explosive disease event that wasn’t supposed to happen, that
just a decade earlier politicians and physicians proudly
proclaimed the stuff of history, humanity was at a loss to look
objectively at the rapidly spreading new microbes and reach
collective understanding of their origin. Like Marburg, Ebola,
Lassa, Machupo, the 1918–19 influenza, and a variety of other
viruses described in this book, the HIVs and SIVs that seemed
to suddenly appear out of nowhere—dropped from the sky, as
Hoyle would have it—actually existed in various forms in
nature for decades, or centuries.

“Simian viruses have evolved in simians in parallel with
human viruses,” Joe McCormick said in 1987, discussing the
origin of AIDS. “And the virus in humans has been around for
a very long time. For quite a long time, I believe, in Africa.
And I believe a whole family of these viruses … have co-
evolved.”

Viruses had generally proven to be remarkably adaptable
microbes, capable of altering both their “payload” and
“delivery” systems (as Bernard Fields called them) to exploit
changes in the animal world around them. If any potential host
species underwent significant ecological change, selection
pressure would come to bear upon the viruses. Those species
that were closest to Homo sapiens on the evolutionary tree,



chimpanzees and gorillas, seemed to have suffered the most
from time’s arrow, their populations over the millennia having
greatly diminished. Restricted ecologically by their diets,
chimps and gorillas had to reside in niches that were inside or
near tropical rain forests or forest/savanna junctions. As the
forest lands diminished, so did the sizes of their niches.
Monkeys, too, had suffered niche encroachment or destruction
at the hand of Homo sapiens, and many species had lost over
half their original territory since the first arrival of European
and Arab slave traders.

Two key features of those monkey populations that thrived
despite the habitat shrinkage were their ability to adapt to
Homo sapiens’ pressure and their cross-species group
behavior. For example, the tough African green monkey
species was adept at scavenging human eating and food
storage areas and would boldly raid houses.

In the wild, many monkey, and occasionally chimpanzee,
species lived and traveled in mixed troops. This worked well
when the various species within the mixed troops had
different, noncompetitive diets. And the advantage was clear: a
larger pack allowed for greater protection from predators and
more effective use of a limited ecology.211

From the microbial point of view, shrinking primate habitats
and mixedtroop behavior opened the possibility for cross-
species transmission among three or more monkey/chimp
species. In such an environment various SIV strains had ample
opportunity to move from immune hosts to vulnerable simian
species. And an immune species that thrived alongside Homo
sapiens, such as vervet African green monkeys, might
conceivably serve as an SIV/HIV conduit, carrying viruses
back and forth between mixed monkey troops and humans.

It was speculation, of course. No one could be certain how
the immunodeficiency viruses zoonotically moved among
primates in ancient Africa.

Lentivirus expert Dr. Matthew Gonda, of the National
Cancer Institute, argued that biology played no substantial role
in the sudden explosion of HIV, which, he said, “has been



around for thousands of years.” Rather, “the key lies with the
demographics of Africa.”

In that vein, Dr. Anthony Pinching, of St. Mary’s Hospital
Medical School in London, maintained that “HIV could have
been present, and even causing disease, in a human population
in a remote rural region for some time, yet remain undetected.
It could then have been transmitted to others following the
movements of peoples, especially to the urban areas of Africa.
Its subsequent spread would reflect the existing modes of
sexual contact in these urban areas … . The new seed was thus
propagated on the existing soil of human behavior.

“If African countries had had the resources available in the
USA during the mid-1970s, we would have seen AIDS
emerging [then] as a sexually transmitted disease,” Pinching
said.212

Abraham Karpas, of Cambridge University, felt that human
behavior was the key, but put primary blame on widespread
use of nonsterile syringes in Africa, which “arrived together
with antibiotics. As the early generation of antibiotics came
only as injectable medicines, the needle and syringe became
inseparable from their therapeutic effect. Even now, injectable
medication is the treatment of choice in Africa and in other
countries.”213

 

In retrospect, social conditions in 1975–80 were clearly ripe
for the emergence and spread of even an extremely rare virus.
Witness the case of HTLV-I and HTLV-II. Discovered at about
the same time the AIDS epidemic was first noted, both were
considered extremely rare human microbes, found almost
exclusively in remote pockets of the Homo sapiens population.
In 1980 studies showed fewer than 1 percent of the general
populations of Europe, Japan, and North America were
infected with HTLV-I. But people with hemophilia were
rapidly getting infected in the United States: by 1981, one out
of nine Georgians with hemophilia carried HTLV-I, as did one
out of six New Yorkers with hemophilia.214 HTLV-I would
prove endemic to pockets of Japan, the Caribbean basin,
Melanesia, and Africa, and immigrants from those areas would



carry the viruses to new regions. By 1993 the New York City
borough of Brooklyn would have an HTLV-I infection rate of
5 percent of the adult population—up from about 0.01 percent
a decade earlier.215

Like HIV, HTLV-I would be linked to homosexual
transmission. In Trinidad, for example, gay men would prove
seven times more likely to carry the virus than straight men,
and up to 15 percent of gay Trinidadians would test positive
for HTLV-I in 1986.216

Similarly, HTLV-II would initially be found among Native
Americans (in the United States, Panama, Colombia) and be
considered an extremely rare event outside those populations.
But in 1989 Irvin Chen’s UCLA group discovered HTLV-II
virus in 21 of 121 injecting drug users in New Orleans,
Louisiana.217 Studies of injecting drug users in Miami and
Newark, New Jersey, revealed similar rates of HTLV-II
infection, and showed that strains found in the three cities
varied genetically by less than 6 percent, implying that their
emergence in drug users spanning such distances was an
extremely recent event.218

The origin and spread of the HTLVs, which was not
particularly controversial, could have served as a useful
illustration of the principles at work with HIV. The HTLVs
were ancient—probably older than HIV—yet they seemed to
have spread radically outside isolated human pockets only in
the late 1970s or early 1980s. Historical blood sample analysis
demonstrated that this rapid spread was not an artifact of
discovery. The factors for the viruses’ emergence from
isolated human groups to larger populations were apparent:
injecting drug use and needle sharing, multiple partner sex
(both gay and heterosexual), blood products, and transfusions.

It is probably impossible to pinpoint which factor(s) played
the greatest role in HIV-1’s emergence from an apparently
obscure virus that, for example, infected less than 1 percent of
the rural Yambuku and N’zara populations in 1976, and
perhaps 0.1 percent of isolated populations of Europe or North
America during the same period, twenty-four months later
exploding into a global pandemic that threatened to kill as



many as twenty million adults and over one million children
by the year 2000. But Joe McCormick’s reminder to “look at
human beings” was helpful.

“Human beings have done it to themselves,” McCormick
said. “And that’s not moralistic, it’s just a fact.”

In Africa, many factors undoubtedly played a role in
amplifying the otherwise rare incidence of HIV. The
epidemiologic record argues for amplified emergence
somewhere around the eastern Lake Victoria/northwestern
Zaire region. Crucial data that could help solve that area’s
AIDS puzzle was never collected, undoubtedly for political
and logistic reasons: missing from the equation are
representative blood samples from veterans of the
Tanzanian/Ugandan war, female victims of rape during that
war, and the first wave of female prostitutes that left the war-
torn area in search of livings in nearby urban centers.

Nevertheless, it is tempting to conclude, as many of the
physicians of the Bukoba and Rakai districts have, that the war
played a pivotal role in the emergence of HIV-1 in Central
Africa.219

Primary truck routes for shipment of goods between the
eastern port cities of Dar es Salaam and Mombasa to
landlocked Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, and eastern Zaire all
passed through the former war zone. And by 1990 the link
between those truck routes and the spread of HIV, via brothels
and femmes libres along the roadsides, would be thoroughly
documented. Finally, the extraordinary incidence of HIV-1
infection in the area, as well as the presence of the particularly
lethal D clade of the virus, argued for an especially volatile
epidemic.

The postwar dispersal patterns of prostitutes and truckers
from the region mirrored the second wave of Central Africa’s
HIV-1 epidemic.

HIV-1’s emergence in North America was almost certainly
driven by the overlapping injecting-drug-using/gay male
population, but here again the crucial data were missing. It
was not possible to work backward in time to the pre-1975



period in New York, San Francisco, Miami, Newark, and Los
Angeles to determine which group first had a significant level
of HIV-1 infection.

Of note, however, was the fact that gay men of the 1970s
were very actively interacting with the U.S. and European
medical systems due to their high rates of STDs and
comparatively good incomes, which allowed them full access
to health care. Several national and local health surveys were
underway in the U.S. gay population in the 1970s. And many
of America’s prominent physicians and nurses were
themselves gay. Yet the HIV epidemic wasn’t detected in that
population until 1981.

In contrast, the injecting-drug-using population was
generally outside the medical system, even in countries that
had nationalized health care. Drug users interacted primarily
with emergency rooms and so-called street clinics. As noted
earlier, the medical profession found drug users a difficult,
even distasteful, population and few doctors were closely
following health trends in that group during the 1970s.
Arguably, it would have been easy for isolated early cases of
AIDS to go undetected in drug users.

There was a crying need for what Gerald Myers called
“fossil viruses,” particularly from Western Europe and North
America, to help solve the mystery of the 1959 Manchester
sailor. Was he, as Myers asserted, an aberration? Or were there
European pockets of low-level HIV endemicity in ports of call
along his 1950s voyages?

If HIV originated in Africa during the 1970s, scientists must
explain why only the Type B clade of the virus had taken hold,
after fifteen epidemic years, in Europe and North America.
And why HIV-2 had yet to take hold on either continent.
 

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA



Another piece of missing data concerned the remarkable
coincidence of HIV-2 and areas of former Portuguese
colonization (Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, São Tome
and Principe). The only East African site of HIV-2 was in
Mozambique, and West African ex-colonies had among the



highest incidences of HIV-2. It would have been helpful if
somebody had systematically tested Portuguese and African
veterans of the 1965–75 colonial wars to determine whether
these soldiers caught, and spread, the virus.

For an obscure blood-borne virus to find its way into large
segments of the world’s population a crucial amplification step
must have taken place. Something new and radical must have
occurred that fundamentally altered an ancient homeostatic
relationship between humans and the microbe. Ideally, such an
amplifier would have provided the microbial population with
several key opportunities to spread rapidly outside of its
ancient niche.

Between 1970 and 1975 the world offered HIV an awesome
list of amplification opportunities: multiple partner sexual
activity increased dramatically among gay North American
and European men and among African urban heterosexuals;
needles were introduced to the African continent on a massive
scale for medical purposes, and then resupplied so poorly that
their constant reuse on hundreds, even thousands, of people
was necessary; heroin use, coupled with amphetamines and
cocaine, soared in the industrialized world; waves of other
sexually transmitted diseases swept across the same regions,
lowering affected individuals’ resistance to disease and
creating genital and anal portals of entry for the virus; the
global blood market exploded into a multibillion-dollar
industry; primate research expanded; and governments all over
the world turned their backs, convinced, as they were, that the
age of plagues and pestilence had passed.

Though it had been the focus of attention of some of the
greatest minds in contemporary biomedical science on at least
four continents, nobody by 1994 had yet pinpointed a time,
place, or key event responsible for the emergence of HIV-1.

But the human factors responsible for amplification of that
event, for the rapid expansion of an isolated infection to an
outbreak cluster and later epidemic, were very well
understood. The World Health Organization was able to
delineate those factors repeatedly in pamphlets, and the UN



General Assembly would adopt resolutions that cited factors
for societal emergence of HIV.

Yet the virus would continually find vulnerable Homo
sapiens all over the world, for the human factors responsible
for spread of the virus would resist change. Governments of
countries without AIDS would smugly deny the correlation of
such behaviors with the inevitable arrival of the virus. And in
nation after nation, when AIDS arrived it would find
conditions ideal for rapid spread, and politicians would be
unwilling to take unpopular steps to acknowledge the threat,
thereby possibly altering the epidemic’s course.

Understanding how humanity aids and abets emerging
microbes would soon be Jonathan Mann’s most important
lesson, learned, ironically, in one of the planet’s coziest, safest,
most sanitized locales.
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Feminine Hygiene (As Debated, Mostly, by

Men)
TOXIC SHOCK SYNDROME

 

In general the adaptive relationship
between microorganism and host is
effective, only for the precise
circumstances under which adaptation
evolved—in circumstances which
constitute physiological normalcy for the
host concerned. Any departure from this
normal state is liable to upset the
equilibrium and to bring about a state of
disease.

—René Dubos, 1961

 

I have an obligation to women to be
cautious, to prove Koch’s Postulate first,
and then—and only then—tell the women
of America what they should do.

—Dr. Michael Osterholm, 1981

 

 

 During the summer of 1982 an angry Dr. Michael Lange took
the podium at a GRID conference in New York City and
decried the paucity of concern and research funds from the
U.S. government. With 177 GRID (AIDS) deaths recorded, he
said, the mystery was receiving virtually no attention. In
contrast, Toxic Shock Syndrome, which, he claimed, had
killed only 85 women in four years, was grabbing headlines,
national attention, and federal dollars.



It was not a comparison likely to win over women’s health
advocates as converts to the GRID cause. Although it was
certainly true that the death toll was relatively small,
controversy surrounded every aspect of the heated
investigation into the cause of Toxic Shock Syndrome, the
pathogenesis of the disease, and what steps should be taken to
prevent further cases. And for nearly two years American
women would be held in the grip of a national anxiety that was
fueled by confusion at the highest levels of the public health
establishment.

While the cause of AIDS would be determined within two
and a half years of recognition of the presence of a new
disease, the emergence of Toxic Shock Syndrome, or TSS,
would prompt a national debate on its etiology and
pathogenesis that would persist in the United States for over a
decade. And early steps taken by top public health authorities
to limit the spread of TSS would come under sharp fire,
attacked as “wrongheaded” and ill-conceived.

So much was certain: Homo sapiens females had monthly
reproductive cycles, during which time they built up a
nutrient-rich uterine endometrium that was prepared to receive
a fertilized egg and, once the ovum was implanted, functioned
as the blood-rich placenta, feeding the growing fetus. If no egg
was implanted, the new endometrium shed out of the uterus,
via the vagina, exiting the female’s body. The blood-rich
expulsion typically lasted for two to six days, during which
time the female bled.

It had been so since the beginning of Homo sapiens time.
And since the beginning of human civilization, women—and
men—had sought solutions to the menstrual bleeding problem.
Some ancient cultures solved questions of social
embarrassment and unsightly bleeding by banning all
menstruating women from public view. Hidden away in a
designated hut, or in her own home, the female would spend
her period away from the males. Such a solution was
economically ill-advised for most cultures, however, as
women’s labor, though rarely valued on a par with males’, was
still too essential to be easily dispensed with for three or four
days a month.



So the females invented clever solutions to the bleeding
problem: over forty centuries ago women in Sumer used
medicated lint tampon devices, in the early Egyptian dynasties
women made diaperlike wraps of papyrus, Roman women
inserted woolen balls into their vaginas, medieval Japanese
women placed rolled paper tubes in their vaginas. Nineteenth-
century American females used rags, cloth diaperlike
contraptions, and home-rolled cotton sticks.1

None of these ingenious methods created ideal solutions to
the bleeding problem, and as women began entering twentieth-
century industrial and office workplaces the often
embarrassing feminine hygiene issue moved to the forefront.
In 1936 a Denver physician named Earle Haas invented a
cardboard tube-within-a-tube of compressed cotton that
enwrapped a dangling string, and packaged it all so that the
outer tube could be inserted into the vagina and the inner tube
would act as a plunger, shoving in the compressed cotton plug.
The string hung down, allowing for easy removal of the cotton
plug.

All in all, it was a clever design that caught on immediately,
despite a widespread hue and cry about the immorality of such
a device. It was said that tampon insertion stimulated the
female excitatory nerves, prompting wanton masturbation. It
was also asserted that tampons would puncture the hymen,
thus destroying a girl’s premarital proof of virginity.

But Haas had no trouble selling his patent to Tampax
Incorporated of Palmer, Massachusetts, which promptly
proceeded to manufacture the devices. It was a sensation:
within a generation most menstruating females in North
America used tampons, and 90 percent of all tampon users
relied on a single brand—Tampax. A smattering of smaller
manufacturers competed for market shares in the United
States, Canada, and post-World War II Europe. By the 1960s
tampons were in widespread use wherever in the world women
could afford to buy them.

Hundreds of millions of women used billions of tampons
throughout their reproductive lives. And though history
showed that other approaches to the bleeding problem had



been associated with elevated risks of some infectious
diseases, commercial tampons were sold without any more
regulation than hammers or soap. In the United States no
federal or state health agencies oversaw tampon production,
and the products were never submitted to any required set of
safety tests.

During the early 1970s Tampax encountered serious
competition as four multinational corporations launched
tampon products aimed at grabbing a share of the huge baby
boomer market of young women born during the post-World
War II American population explosion. The Kimberly-Clark
Corporation, Procter & Gamble, Playtex, and Johnson &
Johnson entered the market, offering a variety of modifications
on Haas’s old cardboard-and-cotton design.

The competition turned to a feeding frenzy when the
National Association of Broadcasters lifted their long-standing
ban on radio and television advertising of tampons, and
newsmagazines followed suit, accepting explicit menstrual
product ads. By 1975 all five tampon manufacturers were
spending millions of dollars on advertising each year. And the
key pitches made to women centered on two things: comfort
and security. There were few ways companies found to
improve upon the relative comfort of the old cardboard
tampon design, though some offered plastic tube applicators as
an alternative.

Security was Tampax’s vulnerable point, for no matter how
careful a woman might be, there were those humiliating
occasions when the old tampon failed to do its job. Playtex
targeted this issue by offering perfumed tampons and the ad
slogan: “When you’re wearing a tampon you don’t worry
about odor. But should you?”—implying that small, unseen
leaks could still be detected by the sharp olfactory senses of
co-workers, friends, and dates.

These new products were allowed on the market without
any demonstrated prior proof of safety for either the plastic
inserter designs or the perfumes. Following an outcry from
Planned Parenthood, Playtex put labels on their perfumed



tampon boxes, warning that some women might experience
discomfort or irritation from the chemicals.2

Meanwhile, competition in the tampon industry escalated
radically.

Recent entrants into the field turned to their marketing
analysts to determine how better to exploit weaknesses in
Tampax’s long-standing monopoly, and the unanimous answer
was “absorbency.” Thanks to feminist challenges to male
workplace dominions, American women were filling jobs
never, or rarely, before open to their gender. No woman who
was among the first of her gender to work as a police
detective, firefighter, bank executive, or television news
anchor could afford the embarrassment of the bleeding
problem.

The first breakthrough in absorbency came in 1974 out of
the Procter & Gamble laboratory, where engineers concocted a
product based not on cotton and cardboard but on polyester
fibers and plastic. Dozens of different types of natural
stabilizing fibers had previously been mixed in with cotton to
increase absorbency and maintain the tampon’s shape inside
the vagina. Reportedly among them in the 1950s was
asbestos.3

Procter & Gamble’s use of synthetic fibers, however,
changed the entire picture because it allowed engineers an
almost unlimited number of ways to vary the shape and
relative absorbency of tampons. They could manufacture what
amounted to small sponges that ranged from low-density
polyester to a very high-density, superabsorbent synthetic.

As was the case with Playtex’s introduction of perfumes and
plastic inserters into the vaginal ecology, no regulatory agency
or medical organization questioned the insertion of
petrochemical by-products into the nutrient-rich environment.
Again, no safety tests were required. Indeed, with all five
competitors quickly putting similar synthetic products on the
market, the entire industry declared tampon content to be a
matter of trade secrecy.



Among the synthetic materials used in marketed
superabsorbent tampons in 1979–81 were polyurethane,
polyester, collagen, polyvinyl alcohol, acetyl cellulose, and
carboxymethyl cellulose.

In 1979 Procter & Gamble released a tampon comprised of
highly compressed beads of, alternately, polyester and
carboxymethyl cellulose. The product was, as its name
implied, something a woman could Rely upon to prevent
embarrassing bleeding accidents, as the synthetic composite
was capable of absorbing nearly twenty times its own weight
in fluids, and would expand to take the shape of, and fill, the
vagina.

With a huge advertising kickoff, Rely hit the North
American market and quickly gained enough popularity to
radically alter the balance of power among tampon
manufacturers. The notion that a tampon could be left in for
hours—all night long—without any fear of unsightly failures
was extremely attractive to young consumers. Other
manufacturers retaliated immediately, marketing Assure!,
MaxiSorb, SuperPlus, and other new synthetic superabsorbent
products.

The impact on female genital ecology was immediately
obvious, as the new tampons were capable of absorbing more
fluid than most women actually had in their vaginas at a given
time.4 As the tampons swelled, expanding to touch the vaginal
walls, dryness made the usually mucus-coated areas
vulnerable. If one of the new tampons was left in the vagina
long enough —say, five or six hours—it might adhere to the
vaginal walls, and removal would leave behind a residue of
synthetic pieces.5 Some women experienced pain as they
removed the new tampons, resulting from the adherent
sections of the devices actually tearing cells off the vaginal
wall. And still other women required medical assistance to
withdraw tampons that had expanded so much that they were
too big to come out of the vagina in one piece.

Though nobody officially questioned the introduction of
Rely and its competing synthetic products, there were studies
that might have served as warnings about the vaginal



ecological impact of the new tampons. Tests on rabbits, for
example, showed that sterilized tampons made from collagen,
polyurethane, polyvinyl alcohol, or acetyl cellulose produced
lesions and ulcerations in the vagina’s epithelial tissue. In
addition, cell regrowth in the epithelium plummeted markedly:
by 18–29 percent with collagen and 84–100 percent with other
fibers.6 Another 1979 study, not intended as tampon research,
found that carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) served as an ideal
filter for bacterial toxins. In particular, the researchers noted
that CMC did a wonderful job of filtering toxins made by
Staphylococcus bacteria. 7

From the moment superabsorbent tampons hit the market
there were published accounts of vaginal ulcerations, lesions,
and lacerations.8

In January 1980, Dr. Jeffrey Davis, of the Wisconsin
Division of Health, notified the Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta that something potentially dangerous was afoot: he
had spotted a sudden surge in Toxic Shock Syndrome cases in
the state.9 On July 15, 1979, a young menstruating woman was
admitted to the emergency room of a Madison, Wisconsin,
hospital, suffering from shock. Over the subsequent months of
1979, six more TSS victims were admitted to Madison
hospitals. All but one of them were menstruating females: the
exception was a thirty-six-year-old man. Madison was the
state’s big college town, heavily populated by postadolescents.
All the TSS patients were white, otherwise healthy, and oddly
infected with Staphylococcus aureus.

Back in 1977, a Denver pediatrician, James Todd, reported
having treated seven children, aged eight to seventeen, for an
acute life-threatening ailment he called Toxic Shock
Syndrome. The children were infected between 1975 and 1977
with bacteria S. aureus, which had taken hold in their bodies
in an unusual manner, secreting a poison into the youngsters’
bloodstreams. 10 The unidentified toxin produced a host of
symptoms in the children: fevers of over 102°F, diffuse red
rashes all over their bodies, the death and subsequent shedding
of skin cells, a marked and dangerous drop in blood pressure,
vomiting, diarrhea, muscle aches, kidney dysfunction, liver



failure, elevated blood clotting and platelet formation, mental
confusion, and loss of consciousness.

One of Todd’s patients was a fifteen-year-old girl who had a
heavy vaginal discharge and was in a state of shock for two
days. Though she eventually survived, the teenager was at
death’s door for eight days, periodically losing consciousness,
and she lost two toes to gangrene. Her vaginal discharge
contained a strain of S. aureus bacteria that was remarkable
for two features: it was genetically resistant to the entire
penicillin class of antibiotics, and it appeared to secrete some
unique toxin.

Two of Todd’s patients were less fortunate than the
teenager: one boy died, and another developed “shock lung”
that required a laparotomy and resuscitation.

“We suggest that the toxic-shock syndrome is a new
staphylococcaltoxin-related disease,” Todd’s group wrote,
adding that “the acute illness which we have described and
called the toxic-shock syndrome seems to affect older
children.”

Todd scoured the medical literature for clues, hoping to find
evidence that somebody had previously noted such a severe
reaction to Staphylococcus infection. He discovered the
strange account of a twelve-year-old girl in New York City
who developed what looked like scarlet fever in 1927. But it
wasn’t scarlet fever; it couldn’t have been, because the girl
was infected with staph bacteria, not the streptococci that
caused the bright crimson rashes that were the hallmark of The
Fever.11 Back then, Dr. Franklin Stevens, at the Columbia
University College of Medicine and Surgery in Manhattan,
treated that ailing girl, whose fever topped 105°F. Her body
was covered with “raspberry-like reddened spots,” Stevens
wrote, and the child complained of pain in her thigh: the result
of an unknown injury. When pus was drained from the wound,
it was found to be full of staph bacteria.

The New York physician soon saw two more strange
Staphylococcus-caused scarlet fever cases, in a pair of eight-
year-old boys. Much as Todd would do in 1978, Stevens
puzzled over the occurrences and marched off to Columbia’s



medical library in search of clues. He happened upon the 1899
account of rabbit experiments conducted by a German
physician, Von Lingelscheim. The German scientist produced
scarlet fever in the animals by injecting them with S. aureus.

Fourteen years later, in 1941, in Baltimore, Drs. Henry
Aranow and W. Barry Wood spent three months struggling to
save a fifteen-year-old girl who also suffered from scarlet
fever, due, again, to S. aureus. The Baltimore girl’s symptoms
seemed to be a perfect blend of those seen in Stevens’s twelve-
year-old in New York and Todd’s fifteen-year-old Denver
case. Like the New York girl in 1927, the Baltimore teenager
complained of pain in her thigh, ran a 105°F fever for days,
and had “raspberry” formations all over her skin. And as was
the case with Todd’s ailing teen, the Baltimore girl had
discharges from her vagina that were found in the laboratory to
be filled with Staphylococcus.12

During the mid-1970s Japanese pediatrician Tomisaku
Kawasaki noticed another odd syndrome in children, involving
Staphylococcus infection that produced skin shedding and loss
of fingers and toes.13 Todd had no idea whether Kawasaki
syndrome, as it was subsequently called, was a manifestation
of the same illness he was seeing among Denver children.
Certainly, there were differences. The Japanese children were
far more likely to suffer heart infections, while Todd’s kids
seemed to go into shock. In addition, the Japanese children
seemed to be much younger than Todd’s. On the other hand,
Kawasaki syndrome surfaced in Japan at about the same time
Todd first noted TSS cases in Denver. 14

Meanwhile, Minnesota state epidemiologist Dr. Andrew
Dean reported finding five TSS cases during 1979. Both the
Wisconsin and Minnesota cases involved teens and adults,
about 95 percent of whom were female.

Following the 1980 New Year, the CDC issued an alert to
physicians, noting that an apparently new syndrome was
surfacing, involving an ancient organism—S. aureus.

As calls poured in from around the country during February
1980, the CDC decided to form a task force to investigate the
phenomenon, led by the agency’s Drs. Bruce Dan, George



Schmid, and Kathryn Shands. Dan was in charge of the
epidemiological detective work, Shands of laboratory analysis
of the staph stains collected from TSS victims. Schmid
oversaw group operations.

By May 1980 the federal agency had confirmed forty-three
more cases of Toxic Shock Syndrome, and some
commonalities were beginning to emerge. 15 The most striking
of these were that 95 percent of the cases were female, and 95
percent of the females were menstruating at the time they
developed TSS. In most instances, TSS struck on the second
or third day of their periods.

The race was on to solve the Toxic Shock mystery, and from
the outset the investigation was fraught with scientific
backstabbing, rivalries, name-calling, and controversy—most
played out in the bright glare of television lights and news
photographers’ flash bulbs. There would be little interestfree
information for public digestion.

One of the first controversies concerned the CDC’s
definition of Toxic Shock Syndrome, which was drafted by
Shands and Todd in February 1980. Though it underwent
revisions during the year, the basic case definition remained
that of an acute syndrome involving a high fever, scarlet fever-
like rash, skin peeling, radically lowered blood pressure, and
at least three of the following systemic symptoms: diarrhea
and vomiting; muscle aches; vaginal or throat infection;
kidney malfunction; liver failure; disorientation or
confusion.16 By focusing on such acute cases, critics charged,
the CDC was missing a large pool of people who suffered a
milder form of the ailment, and thus underestimating the full
extent of the emergence of what might be a new strain of
Staphylococcus.

“We’re using a case definition that is epidemiological, not
clinical,” Minnesota state epidemiologist Dr. Michael
Osterholm said diplomatically. “That means we miss a lot of
cases. But it also means that all the cases we name are
genuine. The trade-off is that there is no way to answer basic
science questions about why these people developed acute



shock syndrome, while others who were infected with
Staphylococcus developed mild or even no symptoms.”

Among the first 100 cases reported to the CDC, the agency
selected 43 that met the stringent definition of TSS. That
meant 57 cases went unexplored—at least some of which
might have proven to be milder manifestations of staph
infection. As publicity increased, so did the number of
ostensible TSS cases that fell outside of the CDC definition.

Throughout the summer of 1980 the number of reported
TSS cases rose steadily, reaching 408 reports between January
1975 and October 1980. Of those 408, 14 were in men. The
men, of course, had contracted the disease through means
other than tampon exposure. They were the anomalies. In five
years, 394 cases had occurred in women, 40 of whom had
died. Some 95 percent of those women had been menstruating
at the time, and 100 percent were tampon users.

The news coverage was terrifying. “Teenager dies of
tampon use. Details at eleven!” “Toxic Shock Syndrome
survivor tells her story tonight on Eyewitness News.” “Centers
for Disease Control warning women to beware of tampons.
Stay tuned for more!”

Most American women reacted with a sense of
helplessness: how could something which had become such an
essential part of women’s lives turn out to be potentially
deadly?

The staphylococcal strain responsible for TSS was
genetically resistant to all penicillin-class antibiotics. Many of
the acute cases had suffered previous, milder forms of the
disease, suggesting that there was some sort of cumulative
effect. To the degree that the Minnesota, Wisconsin, and CDC
laboratories could be certain, on the basis of currently
available technology, the recent TSS sufferers were all
infected with the same staph strain. There was absolutely no
evidence of person-to-person transmission of the microbes.
The outbreaks seemed to cluster in distinct geographic areas of
the United States, notably the midwestern states of Wisconsin
and Minnesota.



And, according to the CDC, most of the female TSS cases
involved superabsorbent tampons. In September 1980 the
CDC released its third report,17 pointing the finger at Rely
tampons. In a controlled study of forty-two TSS victims and
another pool of non-TSS tampon users, the CDC found that 71
percent of the TSS victims used Rely brand tampons. Other
brands came in with markedly lower incidences of TSS:
Playtex was used by 19 percent of the cases, Tampax 5
percent, Kotex 2 percent, and OB 2 percent. The CDC pointed
out that “consumer use of Rely tampons has increased as the
apparent incidence of TSS has increased.”18

The CDC’s investigation also found that a third of the TSS
sufferers had had a previous episode of milder menstrually
associated symptoms. And the agency suggested that
“tampons play a contributing role, perhaps by carrying the
organism from the fingers or the introitus into the vagina in the
process of insertion, by providing a favorable environment for
growth of the organism or elaboration of toxin regardless of
the manner in which the organism is introduced, or by
traumatizing the vaginal mucosa and thus facilitating local
infection with S. aureus or absorption of toxin from the
vagina.”

Though the CDC was convinced that Rely was the bad actor
in TSS—and had so informed Procter & Gamble prior to the
September 19 release of the agency’s findings—the federal
scientists were aware that state epidemiologists in Minnesota
and Wisconsin had evidence that weakened their case.
Osterholm’s group surveyed all female TSS cases that had
occurred in Minnesota since early 1979, finding that only 35
percent used Rely. Though more TSS sufferers had used Rely
compared with matched non-TSS women (35 percent versus
18 percent), the rates were markedly lower than those reported
by the CDC.

On September 22, just days after the release of the CDC
report, Procter & Gamble voluntarily removed Rely from the
marketplace. And they went a step further: together with the
Food and Drug Administration, the company designed a
massive ad campaign telling women not to use their product.



The campaign, which began October 6, ran on network
television and radio and in over 1,200 newspapers nationwide
for four weeks. The FDA, meanwhile, urged women to get rid
of their existing supplies of Rely, and recalled inventories of
the product from stores nationwide.19

Procter & Gamble wouldn’t comment on the cost of the
campaign, but it clearly was in the tens of millions of dollars.
It was unprecedented. As one FDA official privately put it:
“We’re not used to having such strong company cooperation in
a product removal case. And we’ve never seen a company
volunteer to spend millions of dollars to tell people not to buy
their product.” Procter & Gamble, for their part, couldn’t be
accused of pure altruism. As company representative Marjorie
Bradford put it: “Procter & Gamble makes over eighty-eight
consumer brands of household and hygiene products. We must
maintain a reputation for safe and effective products.”
Bradford didn’t mention the half dozen lawsuits filed by
consumers of Rely.

Together with the FDA, the company ran hundreds of
market surveys, testing their “do not use our product” ads on
women in shopping malls all over America. According to the
FDA the ads were 97 percent effective in conveying two
messages: don’t use Rely, and avoid use of all tampons until
the Toxic Shock mystery is solved.

The “don’t use Rely” campaign was not applauded by all. In
their ads Procter & Gamble quoted the CDC as saying,
“Women can almost entirely eliminate their risk of TSS by not
using tampons. Women who choose to use tampons can reduce
their risk by using them intermittently during each menstrual
period.” The other manufacturers were outraged, and expected
to see their future tampon sales plummet. Tampax took out ads
in The New York Times and Washington Star denouncing Rely,
and offering their product as a healthy alternative.

The American College of Gynecologists, representing most
of the nation’s 23,000 gynecologists, issued a warning to
women during the first week of October: avoid using tampons
—all tampons.



Quietly, some non-CDC scientists involved in investigations
of TSS cases were nervous about the agency’s position on
Rely, and tampons generally. As Osterholm put it: “We had a
hepatitis A outbreak in Minnesota a few years ago among
people who ate hot dogs. We took tough action and moved
quickly on the hot dogs. But it turned out the culprit was the
relish. You’ve got to be very careful about these associative
findings.”

On October 8 the CDC hastily published the results of a
small Utah TSS study that seemed to further implicate Rely.20

The study compared the tampon use patterns of 29 Utah
women who developed TSS during 1979–80 with the behavior
of 91 age-matched females who did not have TSS. Sixty
percent of the TSS cases involved use of Rely, compared with
a Rely use rate among controls of only 23 percent.

Ralph Nader’s Health Research Group in Washington, D.C.,
was not happy. The public advocacy organization, and its lead
physician, Dr. Sidney Wolfe, were convinced that the federal
government was dragging its feet with the tampon industry,
putting the female public at peril. Wolfe attacked part of the
message contained in the FDA/Procter & Gamble ads: namely,
the statement that “tampons do not cause TSS.”

“They most certainly do!” Wolfe asserted. Convinced that
the CDC’s targeting of Rely was justified, Wolfe charged that
the ads produced by Procter & Gamble were unsatisfactory.
Though 97 percent of women got the proper messages from
the television ads, according to most market surveys, only 89
percent correctly interpreted the company’s print
advertisements.

Under pressure from the Health Research Group, the FDA
held public hearings on TSS in October, and after listening to a
range of testimony from women’s groups, medical and
scientific organizations, and the CDC, issued its first set of
tampon regulations.

It was the first time any federal agency had sought to
regulate tampon safety.



The FDA ordered tampon manufacturers to put instructions
inside their product boxes, describing TSS and explaining the
healthy, safe ways to use tampons. Though the agency wasn’t
certain what “healthy and safe use” might be, there was
general agreement that frequent tampon changes—shorter
durations of use—were fundamental. The manufacturers were
also ordered to list all the ingredients of their tampons and
inserters on the product boxes. Also on the outside of the
boxes the manufacturers had to list the various available
tampon sizes, indicating where on that scale the enclosed
devices fit. And the FDA reclassified tampons as Class Three
Medical Devices, thus, for the first time, legally requiring
premarketing safety tests.

With lawsuits, and the female death toll, mounting, the
tampon industry complied without the usual formal corporate
protests that typically accompanied escalations in FDA
regulation.

Rely tampons had barely been off the market four weeks
when Osterholm reported a surge in TSS cases in Minnesota.
Reflecting on his earlier study that found that 34 percent of
TSS cases had used Rely, Osterholm said the CDC had
reached the wrong conclusions in September.

“No other brand showed such a marked difference, so Rely
does stand out. But that only accounts for a third of the cases
—what about the other two-thirds?” Osterholm said in
November. “We say there is risk with all tampons.”

Describing tampons as an “amplifying factor,” Osterholm
added that “when we say tampons are guilty, it could be
something correlated with wearing tampons.”

Todd was also distressed.

“All of our [Denver] cases occurred before Rely got on the
market in Colorado,” Todd said. “TSS is not caused by
tampons. Absolutely not. What we don’t know about TSS far
outweighs what we do know. You can go to a bar and get
twelve theories about where TSS came from. I think TSS is a
disease in search of a [bacterial] toxin.”



In response, the CDC’s Schmid said he and the agency were
standing by their Rely study. “The timing for the release of
that information was very critical. You act as quickly as you
can, based on your findings,” he said, noting that Wolfe and
other activists were accusing the agency of not moving with
adequate haste.

By late November, however, Schmid readily agreed that the
focus needed to shift from targeting tampon brands to figuring
out what actually caused TSS. And by late December, CDC
officials were conceding that “all tampon brands are suspect
now,” as well as tampon alternatives, such as sea sponges.
Two TSS cases had surfaced during the fall among women
who, afraid of getting the disease by using tampons, had
switched to the then chic alternative, natural sponges.

Operating on the assumption that the tampon acted as “a
growth media,” FDA officials said that leaving a tampon in the
vagina for long periods of time “is not helpful.” For the five
years prior to the appearance of TSS, the key advertising pitch
in the volleys fired by competing manufacturers was aimed at
offering ever-longer amounts of “freedom” from concerns
about leakage, through the use of higher-absorbency fibers. As
a result, women had extended the amount of time they used a
single tampon from an estimated range of one to three hours to
an average of 6.8 to 7.2 hours, according to the CDC.

Like many local public health officers, Dr. Betty Agee of
the Los Angeles County Health Department noted a
continuing TSS problem after Rely’s withdrawal from the
market. She saw no correlation with the brands women used,
but did see “a consistent pattern of use of higher-absorbency
tampons.” Sixty percent of the Los Angeles County cases
involved not Rely but Playtex superabsorbency tampons, Agee
said.

In Connecticut, where Rely was never even sold, there was
a sizable incidence of menstrual TSS involving all four of the
other tampon brands. And in California, where Rely hit the
market in May 1979, the upward surge in TSS cases began in
1977, coincident, local authorities said, not with a specific



brand but with the introduction by all manufacturers of higher-
absorbency products.21

There were three possible explanations for the apparent
statistical correlation between TSS in women and
superabsorbent tampons: like the Rely connection, it could
have been a misleading indicator related to some as yet
undiscovered underlying mechanism; something inside the
new synthetic products could actually promote the growth of
Staphylococcus;22 or the superabsorbent products were simply
left inside the vagina too long, serving as a sort of petri dish
for bacterial growth.23

In early October, Dr. Keith White, director of the American
College of Obstetrics and Gynecology, linked TSS to the
carboxymethyl cellulose fibers used in some superabsorbent
tampons. Such fibers, he asserted, were making the vagina
abnormally dry and causing tiny lacerations in the vaginal wall
through which Staphylococcus entered the bloodstream. A
parallel theory had it that the carboxymethyl cellulose also
bolstered the size of the staph population by serving as a
chemical source of sugar for the bacterial colonies.24

In the CDC lab, however, Shands was unable to grow staph
bacteria on the CMC fiber alone. At the National Institute of
Occupational Safety and Health laboratories in Cincinnati
scientists showed that the fibers were merely coated with
CMC, which acted as a lubricant, probably reducing vaginal
irritation. CMC, they noted, was contained in most popular
eye drops, and there were no reports of increased
conjunctivitis with its use.

In addition, there was a fundamental error in theories that
linked fiber-induced lacerations to TSS: the bacteria didn’t
need to enter the bloodstream to produce TSS. In fact, if the
bacteria did get into the bloodstream, a different disease
resulted: septicemia. Toxic Shock Syndrome was produced
when the bacteria colonized a mucosal area and secreted
deadly toxins. The toxins were tiny molecules that could
readily make their way into the bloodstream in the absence of
cuts, scratches, ulcerations, or other injuries to the vaginal



wall. If the fiber-cut/bloodstream theory of the disease were
correct, the result would have been a very different disease.

As 1980 came to a close the Wisconsin group surveyed its
TSS cases, all but two of which involved menstruating females
who took ill after January 1979. They found that S. aureus
could be cultured from the vaginal discharges of three-quarters
of women with TSS,25 but only from 2.6 percent of randomly
selected healthy women who attended a Wisconsin family
planning clinic.26

“If a new strain of Staph. aureus with the potential to
produce an unidentified toxin has evolved, it seems likely that
conditions in the vaginas of some menstruating women who
are using tampons enhance growth of the organism, production
of the toxin, or absorption of the toxin,” the Wisconsin group
wrote.

By January 30, 1981, the CDC was exultant, claiming there
had been a marked reduction in TSS cases, from a high of 119
cases reported in August to 37 in December. The agency
credited their swift action against Rely for bringing the
epidemic under control.

But overall statistics offered a less sanguine picture.
Between January 1975 and October 1980 a total of 408 TSS
cases, with 40 deaths, were reported. By January 30, 1981, the
total had reached 941 cases and 73 deaths. Critics charged that
publicity surrounding Rely had contributed to an apparent
decline in late November/early December cases, but Rely’s
withdrawal from the market was just a blip on the social radar
screen. The real story, they argued, was that frightened women
turned away from tampons—all tampons—in record numbers.
Tampax reported a 25 percent drop in sales for the eight weeks
following the massive Rely/FDA ad campaign, and other
tampon manufacturers noted sales declines that ranged from
15 to 25 percent.

“Removal of Rely was clearly wrong,” Todd said in
January.27 “If I were Procter & Gamble, I’d sue FDA for $75
million!”



Behind the scenes a bitter feud was raging between
scientists in and out of the CDC over what precisely was the
connection between tampons, S. aureus, and Toxic Shock
Syndrome. Publicly CDC officials projected confidence in
their position on Rely. But privately there was far less
certainty.28

“The only thing we know is that tampons soaked in blood
support bacterial growth,” the CDC’s Shands said. Privately,
the CDC’s Dan acknowledged that the strain of
Staphylococcus responsible for menstrually related TSS
appeared to be new. And he admitted that there might well be
evidence to support the assertions of a maverick UCLA
scientist, Patrick Schlievert, that the new staph strain produced
a lethal toxin, unlike any that had previously been discovered
in the bacteria.

But publicly the CDC scientists, as well as Jim Todd,
denounced immunologist Schlievert, accusing him of weaving
bizarre theories in public view, failing to publish his work in
refereed scientific journals, and seeking the media spotlight for
personal glory. In the Midwest, however, where TSS was
taking its greatest toll, Schlievert’s theories were considered
right on the money, so much so that Minnesota collaborators
would soon woo the immunologist away from sunny
California, convincing him to take a post at the University of
Minnesota Medical School in 1982.

Schlievert got onto TSS research two years before the
CDC’s January 1980 announcement of the existence of the
new ailment. A Pennsylvania physician was handling an odd
case of what seemed to be Kawasaki syndrome, or perhaps
scarlet fever, and needed help. He sent the patient’s blood
samples to Schlievert in Los Angeles. The immunologist
isolated a previously unidentified streptococcal poison from
the patient’s blood, dubbing the substance “pyrogenic
exotoxin,” meaning fever-producing poison secreted by a
bacterium.29

Convinced that he might have stumbled upon the molecular
cause of both scarlet fever and Kawasaki syndrome, Schlievert



set to work testing the effect of pyrogenic exotoxin on mice
and rabbits.30

While the CDC was preparing to move against Procter &
Gamble’s Rely tampons, Schlievert was busy isolating
pyrogenic exotoxin from TSS patients’ blood and mucosal
samples, sent to him from Minnesota by Osterholm. He
quickly confirmed the presence of the toxin, and warned
Osterholm that pursuit of a tampon connection, though there
probably was one, was diverting attention from the real issue:
staphylococcal poison. Using Los Angeles samples sent to his
lab by Agee, Schlievert confirmed the presence of pyrogenic
exotoxin there as well.

CDC scientists were openly skeptical. While agreeing with
Schlievert’s assertion that the TSS staph strain was making
some new, or usually extremely rare, toxin, Bruce Dan and
Kathryn Shands were less than thrilled about discovery of
pyrogenic exotoxin.

“More work needs to be done to prove that Schlievert’s
candidate is the actual toxin,” Shands said. There were, she
said, several candidates for the TSS toxin.

Schlievert, who was a young, aggressive academic scientist,
responded with the kind of certitude that was often
misinterpreted as arrogance. “I’m already beyond the stage of
trying to figure out what causes the disease,” he said. “I don’t
care what the CDC says.”

Having isolated the toxin and shown that it produced
disease in animals, Schlievert set out to prove Koch’s
Postulate. Named after 1905 Nobel laureate Robert Koch, the
Postulate was a statement of the experimental evidence
required to establish the causal relationship between a given
microbe and a particular disease. To prove that an organism or
agent actually caused a disease, Koch (who discovered the
cause of tuberculosis) said a scientist had to identify the
presence of the agent in every case of the disease; isolate the
organism and grow it (or its toxin) in the laboratory; show that
the laboratory-grown sample caused the disease when it was
injected into animals; and then re-isolate the organism, or
toxin, from the ailing laboratory animals.



Schlievert isolated toxin from TSS patients and injected it
into rabbits. Within a matter of hours the rabbits developed
classic Toxic Shock Syndrome, complete with high fevers,
markedly low blood pressure, and mucosal secretion of S.
aureus. He was then able to re-isolate the toxin from the
rabbits’ infected mucosa. Two weeks later Schlievert gave the
by then recovered rabbits a subcutaneous second injection of
the toxin. Half the animals developed scarlet fever-like rashes.

When Schlievert measured various components of the
immune systems of the rabbits, he found that T-cell levels
jumped following the first toxin injections. Four days after the
injection, with the animals still ailing, their antibody
production levels (particularly of IgM) were way down, while
their total white blood cell counts were two and a half times
above normal. It seemed that suppressor T cells, which were in
astonishing abundance, were stifling the rabbits’ antibody
responses.

By day ten, the toxin had killed off most of the rabbits’ T
cells, and Schlievert saw a surge in the antibody-producing B-
cell population. In particular, IgG antibodies filled the
bloodstream, where they sought out their toxin targets. By day
twelve the rabbits’ blood was full of tightly bound complexes
of these antibodies coupled with the toxin molecules—some of
which were still attached to the T cells they had invaded.

The immune system then became confused, Schlievert said.
It saw the T cells, as well as the toxin, as its enemy and began
to autodestruct. The result was autoimmune disease.

On the basis of what he saw in rabbits and mice, Schlievert
put forward the following hypothesis of the human disease: a
new form of S. aureus was in the United States (and, based on
case reports, by 1981 in Sweden and Canada); the strain
possessed a set of genes that coded for pyrogenic exotoxin A;
first-time infection resulted in a mild form of flu-like disease
that did not meet the CDC definition of either TSS or
Kawasaki syndrome; that first exposure did, however, set in
motion a chain of events in the immune system that sensitized
the patient; following a second or third round of exposure to
the Staphylococcus toxin the individual’s immune system went



into a self-destruct mode, and the unchallenged toxin produced
Toxic Shock Syndrome.

Schlievert’s model named the menstrual cycle as the ideal
vehicle for such a bacterial mechanism. A woman would
undergo a sensitizing round of Staphylococcus exposure
during one menstrual period and would recover, but the
bacteria would remain in her vagina. With the following
menstrual flow the bacterial population would surge—aided,
no doubt, by the provision of an ideal tampon growth surface.
And the improperly sensitized immune system would
autodestruct.

In Schlievert’s hands the model was so clearly demonstrable
that he could accurately predict the precise range of symptoms
he would produce in a rabbit, based on the quantity of toxin he
used and on what dose schedule he injected the animals.

“Tampons are just a passive co-factor in this disease,”
Schlievert said. “The disease can be produced by your garden
variety staph. But five years ago [1975] we got a new staph
variety in the U.S.”

In addition to being resistant to the penicillin-class
antibiotics, the new staph strain was very bad at doing some
things classic Staphylococcus did, such as kill red blood cells,
produce skin boils, and break up fatty acids in the human
body. But it seemed that the new strain grew particularly
rapidly—100 to 2,500 times faster than normal staph bacteria.

“There was nothing the [tampon] industry could do to put
out a safe product once this strain surfaced,” Schlievert said.
“The disease won’t go away without tampons. It just needs a
nutrient-rich environment. If you stopped all tampon use in the
country today, the organism would adapt. It’s just going to pop
up somewhere else.”

Lending support to his theory of immune system disruption,
Schlievert and Osterholm discovered autoimmune diseases in
some TSS survivors. Osterholm had a patient in Minnesota
who suffered acute Toxic Shock for five weeks; a few weeks
after her recovery the patient developed lupus, a classic
autoimmune disease. At UCLA another TSS survivor



developed such severe lupus that her spleen—the organ that
produces B cells—was removed. A survey of twelve other Los
Angeles TSS survivors revealed that 75 percent of them were
making antibodies against their own cells.

Based on dose studies in rabbits, Schlievert calculated that a
single milligram of the pyrogenic exotoxin was enough to kill
a 220-pound person. From the blood of one woman who died
of TSS, Schlievert extracted over ten milligrams of the toxin.

By the close of 1980 Schlievert was deeply frustrated. He
had been sending his data to the CDC, he’d cooperated with
public health officials in four states, and he had shared data
with Todd’s group in Denver, yet the federal scientists
continued to discount his findings. Todd accused Schlievert of
grandstanding, and told inquiring reporters that “Patrick needs
to calm down and publish his findings. Otherwise nobody will
take him seriously.”

Schlievert was trying to publish his studies, but Science, the
New England Journal of Medicine, and the Journal of
Infectious Diseases had by November 1980 all either rejected
his paper or told Schlievert that they weren’t publishing any
TSS studies.

“Something really needs to be done about this situation,”
Schlievert said. “I find it very disgusting. I have to defend
what I’m doing. It shouldn’t be this way. They [CDC] won’t
tell me what they’re doing, but they demand that I tell them
every single thing I do.”

In January 1981, Todd called for a national scientific forum
to settle the dispute. As time went by, the Denver physician
was increasingly persuaded by Schlievert’s data. He became a
convert.

The Institute of Medicine (a division of the prestigious
National Academy of Sciences in Washington, D.C.)
subsequently convened a special meeting on TSS, and
delineated areas of consensus, dispute, and needed additional
research.31 Schlievert and the CDC’s Dan finally agreed to a
laboratory research protocol that could settle the dispute.
Schlievert sent a “cookbook,” as he called it, describing the



methods he used to isolate the toxin and prove its role in TSS.
The CDC, in turn, sent Schlievert a set of coded blood
samples, and various Staphylococcus strains, not telling him in
advance which came from TSS patients. By March it had all
checked out, and the CDC team co-published with Schlievert
the discovery of TSST-1 —Toxic Shock Syndrome Toxin-1.32

Though the CDC team and Schlievert were now “on the
same side of the fence,” as the UCLA scientist put it, there
was bitterness. Schlievert, Todd, and Osterholm all felt that
they had suffered for publicly disagreeing with the agency, and
resented the CDC’s tendency to quash contrary ideas.

Toxic Shock Syndrome gradually fell off the front pages of
the nation’s newspapers and television news, but the problem
did not disappear. The CDC continued to report Toxic Shock
Syndrome cases in 1982,33 1983,34 and 1984.35 The numbers
of cases declined, and the epidemiological pattern steadily
shifted from the 1980 paradigm that was overwhelmingly an
ailment of menstruating women to a more generalized disease
that struck a broad spectrum of society, male and female alike.

By April 1984 a total of 2,509 Toxic Shock Syndrome cases
had been reported to the CDC; 110 (or 5 percent) were fatal.
Of the 2,295 cases in women, 89 percent were menstruating
when they fell ill. And 93 percent of the total cases (male and
female) that occurred in 1980 involved menstruating women;
that dropped to 71 percent in 1983.

Over the years it would become apparent that the highest
incidence of TSS was among people of Scandinavian and
German extraction, presumably because of a unique genetic
susceptibility to staphylococcal infection. That explained the
geographic clustering inside the United States in areas such as
Wisconsin and Minnesota, to which generations earlier
Scandinavians and Germans had immigrated.36 Outside the
United States, the highest incidences of TSS would be seen in
Sweden, Denmark, and Germany. TSS cases had by 1984,
however, also occurred in every state in the United States, as
well as Canada, most Western European countries, Japan,
Australia, New Zealand, Israel, and South Africa.



Close CDC examination of the tampon use patterns of 285
women who contracted the disease during 1983–84 revealed
that tampon absorbency was strongly correlated with the risk
of contracting TSS, though the chemical content of the
tampons was not.37

And when the VLI corporation of Irvine, California,
introduced a contraceptive vaginal sponge to the U.S. market
in July 1983 (called Today), the FDA almost immediately
received reports of TSS cases associated with the product.
With Today, most cases occurred in nonmenstrual days, and
the risk of a woman contracting the disease while wearing the
sponge was forty times greater than the odds for a
nonmenstruating woman who didn’t use the product. The
sponge was designed to be worn for twenty-four hours, during
which it presumably served as a Staphylococcus growth site
much as did superabsorbent tampons used for shorter
durations of time.38

The Institute of Medicine report had recommended that
women avoid using superabsorbent tampons. And Wolfe’s
group petitioned the FDA in 1982 to have tampon
manufacturers legally required to state product absorbency
according to a standardized scale. Wolfe’s group wanted the
recently developed Syngyna absorbency assay to be used as
the gold standard.39

The following year the FDA did work out an agreement
with industry. On tampon boxes appeared two TSS messages.
The first stated: “ATTENTION: Tampons are associated with
Toxic Shock Syndrome (TSS). TSS is a rare but serious
disease that may cause death.” In addition, the terms “Junior
absorbency,” “Regular absorbency,” “Super absorbency,” and
“Super Plus absorbency” were standardized, and charts listing
their relationship to blood absorption were put on all boxes.40

Toxic Shock Syndrome continued to be a problem in the
industrialized world well into the 1990s. Infection was, by
1990, clearly associated with surgery, tampon use, and skin
injuries.41



Clinically, evidence continued to accumulate in support of
Schlievert’s original hypothesis of toxin-driven immune
system misfunction. For example, during the 1985–86 flu
season in Minnesota nine people developed TSS as a
complication of flu; five died. The victims ranged from five to
fifty-six years of age, and none of the cases were associated
with tampons or menstruation.

Physicians were able to culture S. aureus from the throats
and nasal passages of the TSS sufferers, and the bacterial
strain was a prolific manufacturer of both TSST-1 and another
staph poison, enterotoxin B. The scientists hypothesized that
influenza infection caused throat and nasal irritation. The
patients probably became infected with staph by wiping their
contaminated hands over their noses or holding their hands
over their mouths while coughing. Those who developed acute
TSS probably had been exposed to the organism before, which
sensitized their immune systems. Or the influenza had already
laid havoc to the immune system, and the staph toxins simply
took advantage of an already dangerous situation.42 Physicians
in Virginia reported a similar case, involving an athletic,
healthy eighteen-year-old boy who died of TSS following a
bout of flu. They warned that “a newly recognized syndrome
of postinfluenza toxic shock syndrome may be emerging.”43

Jim Todd, having come around to a complete acceptance of
Schlievert’s TSS hypothesis, examined the use of
corticosteroids in the treatment of Toxic Shock. If Schlievert
was correct, giving steroids to TSS victims would be a good
idea because the chemicals dampened the immune response.
Todd compared twenty-five TSS patients who received
steroids during their illnesses with twenty who did not. The
steroid recipients fared far better, recovering more quickly
from TSS and suffering shorter periods of feverish
hypertension.44

Tomisaku Kawasaki, who had been working since 1967 on
the syndrome that bore his name, was not at all convinced that
adult Toxic Shock Syndrome was the same thing as the illness
he originally observed in Japanese children. By the mid-1980s
Kawasaki syndrome was diagnosed in thousands of children



worldwide every year,45 primarily among infants. For most
children the ailment was relatively harmless, but in a minority
of cases the syndrome was extremely dangerous, as aneurysms
developed in their coronary arteries, causing death due to a
heart attack.

Individuals who became infected with Staphylococcus
through using contaminated needles to inject recreational
drugs ran a high risk of endocarditis heart attacks. And while
aneurysms of the coronary artery were not seen among such
adult patients, brain aneurysms (cerebral or systemic) were
observed.46

Schlievert and his supporters were nearly certain that
Kawasaki syndrome was nothing more than the response of
immune-naïve infants to the same, or similar, bacterial toxins
that caused TSS in adults. He persuaded Kawasaki to send
coded samples of blood from children who suffered Kawasaki
syndrome or other ailments, and Schlievert used his assays for
TSST-1 to try to determine which samples came from children
with the mysterious disease. Schlievert’s TSST-1 antibody
assays correctly identified half the Kawasaki syndrome cases
and did not mistakenly identify any of the controls.

In order to prove Koch’s Postulate, however, Schlievert
needed to show that injections of TSST-1 could produce
Kawasaki syndrome in animals—a feat that, by 1994, he had
yet to accomplish.

In collaboration with researchers from the National Jewish
Center for Immunology and Respiratory Medicine in Denver
and Boston’s New England Medical Center, Schlievert
demonstrated in 1993 that Kawasaki syndrome in at least some
children was related to the TSST-1 toxin. Sixteen children with
Kawasaki were compared with fifteen youngsters who were
suffering fevers and rashes due to other causes. Bacteria that
secreted TSST-1 were found in the blood or mucus swabs of
thirteen of sixteen Kawasaki patients, compared with only one
of the controls. And the toxin produced proliferation of a
specific population of T cells in the kids with Kawasaki (VB2
+ T cells); there was no such cellular population expansion
seen in the controls. 47



The 1993 Kawasaki study had provided further evidence for
another Schlievert observation: namely, that the strain of S.
aureus that produced TSST-1 was genetically unique, and had
not played a significant role in human disease prior to 1975.

A survey of dozens of samples of TSS-producing bacteria
from diverse geographic locales showed that they were all
descendants of a single clone of Staphylococcus.48 In addition
to producing the killer toxin, the apparently new strain of staph
was dependent on its hosts for supplies of the amino acid
tryptophan. (Normal Staphylococcus make their own
tryptophan.) In laboratory cell cultures the new strain actually
looked different to the naked eye: normal staph colonies
thrived on red blood cells and appeared golden in color, but
the new strain seemed unable to digest beef or human blood
cells and colonies were white or blanched.

The new strain grew up to 10,000 times faster than normal
staphylococcal colonies, churning out massive quantities of
the TSST-1 poison, as well as enzymes that rendered it
immune to penicillin, ampicillin, and other members of the
penicillin-class of antibiotics.

In laboratory tests, TSST-1 and five other toxins extracted
from various staph strains proved to be the most potent T-cell
stimulators ever found.49 In the short run, the immune chaos it
produced could lead to huge expansions in the CD4 T-cell
population (the same population that is destroyed by the AIDS
virus). That, in turn, caused secretions of CD4-related
chemicals that produced the symptoms of high fevers, shock,
and rashes. If lab animals or people were continually
reexposed to the toxin, as was the case for many menstruating
women who suffered increasingly severe monthly bouts with
the bacteria, this CD4 T-cell overstimulation could lead to a
wasting syndrome, anorexia, and chronic overproduction of
key immune system chemicals. 50

This dramatic immunological effect resulted in TSST-1’s
designation as a “superantigen”—an extraordinarily potent
immune system stimulator capable of inducing a cascade of
activities within the system.



Using sophisticated molecular biology techniques
developed in the late 1980s, various scientists were able to
show that the unique genetic characteristics for the virulence
of the toxic shock staph strain, as well as those responsible for
its inability to consume red blood cells and produce
septicemia, all clustered together as a continuous segment of
bacterial DNA. Furthermore, that segment of DNA was
mobile—it could move around along the bacterial
chromosome.51 In most cases, it took up residence alongside
either the gene for production of tryptophan or, less frequently,
that responsible for making another key amino acid that was
occasionally deficient in TSST-1 strains, tyrosine. 52

The strain’s ability to withstand penicillin was due to
another transposable DNA segment that caused production of
an enzyme, beta-lactamase, which rendered penicillin
harmless to the bacteria. This penicillin-resistant genetic
segment was first observed in staphylococci shortly after the
introduction of penicillin into clinical medicine in North
America and Europe, and was known to move about in the
microbial world as a plasmid.53

The two transposons (TSST-1 and beta-lactamase) appeared
to be linked in the new staph strain; TSST-1 was never present
in a Staphylococcus bacterium without beta-lactamase, and
their expression seemed to be simultaneous.

So a tempting conclusion was revealed: perhaps the Toxic
Shock Syndrome outbreak followed a unique genetic event in
which a plasmid that carried both gene sets was absorbed into
an S. aureus bacterium sometime in the 1970s under ecologic
circumstances that were ideal for that organism’s growth and
rapid multiplication.

It was tempting to conclude that misuse of penicillin
antibiotics was responsible for the event. Because the poison
genes and those for antibiotic resistance appeared to be carried
together on a plasmid, selection pressure imposed by penicillin
use could have caused the mutation event. That was, of course,
pure speculation. Proving such an event took place—much
less where and when it happened—was impossible.



However the new strain originally emerged, its debut
elicited a strong human response. A multimillion-dollar
industry was shaken, menstruating women were terrified,
scientists feuded, and the credibility of two U.S. federal
agencies—the FDA and the CDC—was challenged.

As was the case with HIV and so many other microbes, the
new poisonous microbe was victorious. Despite the frenetic
(though ineffective) efforts of Homo sapiens, the microbe
succeeded in carving out a biological niche in the human
world and taking permanent hold.

By 1994 Toxic Shock Syndrome was an enduring addition
to the list of human pathogens, and though it no longer
attracted lawsuits and front-page news, the novel S. aureus
strain was causing nearly as many infections, ailments, and
deaths in the 1990s as it had in 1983. Though Rely had been
off the market for over a decade, and tampon boxes were
covered with a variety of warnings, menstruating women
continued to come down with TSS, particularly those who
used superabsorbent products.

One could only take comfort in the fact that the disease, if
quickly diagnosed and treated, was curable. Though the TSST-
1 bacterium was resistant to penicillin antibiotics, it was
vulnerable to other classes of the drugs.

At least, so far.
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The Revenge of the Germs, or Just Keep

Inventing New Drugs
DRUG-RESISTANT BACTERIA, VIRUSES, AND

PARASITES

 

Consider the difference in size between
some of the very tiniest and the very
largest creatures on Earth. A small
bacterium weights as little as
0.00000000001 gram. A blue whale weighs
about 100,000,000 grams. Yet a bacterium
can kill a whale … . Such is the
adaptability and versatility of
microorganisms as compared with
humans and other so-called “higher”
organisms, that they will doubtless
continue to colonise and alter the face of
the Earth long after we and the rest of our
cohabitants have left the stage forever.
Microbes, not macrobes, rule the world.

—Bernard Dixon, 1994

I
As Toxic Shock Syndrome demonstrated, the bacterial world
was in a state of constant evolution and change. The mutability
of bacteria, coupled with their ability to pass around and share
genetic trumps in a microscopic game of cards, seemed to
increasingly leave Homo sapiens holding losing hands.

Staphylococcus had plenty of tricks that extended well
beyond Toxic Shock Syndrome. Despite the Age of
Antibiotics, staph infections remained potentially lethal. By
1982 fewer than 10 percent of all clinical staph cases could be
cured with penicillin—a dramatic shift from the almost 100



percent penicillin susceptibility of Staphylococcus in 1952.
Most strains of the bacterium accomplished the feat of
penicillin resistance in the same manner as had the TSST-1
strain: by absorbing the beta-lactamase plasmid into their
DNA. Once the plasmid was fully incorporated into the
bacterial genome, and passed from one microbial generation to
the next, physicians witnessed their patients failing to improve
with therapy.1

Fortunately, alternative drugs existed that did not use the
beta-lactam mechanism to neutralize staph, so physicians
weren’t alarmed. They switched en masse from penicillin to
methicillin during the late 1960s, and though a smattering of
hospitals in Paris, London, and throughout the United States
reported apparent methicillin resistance cases, the overall
outcome was positive. Once again, humanity had
Staphylococcus on the run.

But in the early 1980s, clinically significant strains of
Staphylococcus emerged that were resistant not only to
methicillin but to its antibiotic cousins, such as naficillin. For
example, in May 1982 a newborn baby died on the neonatal
ward of the University of California at San Francisco’s Moffitt
Hospital of a strain that was resistant to the penicillins,
cephalosporins, and naficillin. The mutant strain had drifted
about the hospital and the local community for three years,
infected a nurse on the neonatal ward, and then found its way
to three babies. The only way the hospital could prevent
further cases was to aggressively treat the ward staff and
babies with antibiotics to which the bacteria remained
susceptible, close the ward off to new patients, retrofit all
organic material on which dormant staph might lie (rubber
fittings on equipment, curtains, sheets, etc.), and scrub the
entire facility with disinfectants.

This was, unfortunately, not an isolated event. Outbreaks of
resistant bacteria inside hospitals were commonplace by the
early 1980s, particularly on wards that housed the most
immune-compromised patients: people who had suffered
major burns, prematurely born babies, individuals with
endstage cancer, people who had undergone major surgery,
intensive-care patients.



Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
outbreaks increased in size and frequency worldwide
throughout the 1980s.2 By 1990, MRSA would represent a
clear economic and health crisis for hospitals all over the
globe. The incidence of MRSA infections and deaths would
soar steadily, spreading from massive urban medical centers
outward, eventually reaching to suburban clinics and rural
treatment centers.3

In 1992 roughly 15 percent of all Staphylococcus strains in
the United States were methicillin-resistant; nearly 40 percent
of those strains isolated from patients in large American
hospitals were MRSA. Significant MRSA problems were soon
showing up in far-Hung locations, from rural Ethiopia4 to
Perth, Australia.5 By 1993 only one surefire Staphylococcus
killer would remain: vancomycin.6 And even the reliability of
vancomycin was in jeopardy, as some physicians reported the
existence of MRSA strains that could not readily be cured with
the last of the available anti-staph drugs.7

Switching from inexpensive penicillins to methicillin
increased drug treatment costs for a typical patient
approximately tenfold; changing to vancomycin meant turning
to one of the most expensive antibiotics on the market. It was a
burden in the wealthy countries, but not prohibitive. The
increased cost was beyond the reach of poorer nations,
however, rendering some staphylococcal infections, practically
speaking, untreatable.

Staphylococcus was everywhere: all Homo sapiens, as well
as some mammalian pets, had staphylococci in their bodies.
Most of the time the staph one person passed to another
through a handshake, or that a weekend gardener absorbed
while turning up soil for a bed of tulips, was rendered
harmless by the human immune system. But if the bacteria
happened upon a cut, wound, burned skin area, or immune-
stressed human, the infection might be extremely
advantageous to the organism.

This explained why hospitals and child care centers seemed
to be particularly fertile ground for the microbes. Every
employee—nurse, doctor, orderly, teacher—could serve as a



mobile unit that carried the microbes from one potential
human host to another. The vast majority of hospitalized
humans had surgical wounds or were suffering ailments that
occupied the full attention of their immune systems; similarly,
small children in day care centers could be relied upon to have
plenty of scrapes, cuts, runny noses, unwashed hands, and
dirty faces.

Recognizing the problem, humans living in wealthier
nations adopted standardized antibiotic practices, giving the
drugs, for example, to all preoperative patients to prevent
postsurgical infections. And small children got antibiotics
almost as a matter of routine for all manner of infections.

Yet the microbes persevered, resisting the prophylactic and
treatment uses of antibiotics. In the United States in 1992
some 23 million Americans underwent surgery, nearly every
one of them receiving preoperative antibiotics. Up to 920,000
of them developed postsurgical bacterial infections, the
majority of which were due to Staphylococcus, particularly
MRSA.8

Outside day care centers and medical facilities, most
dangerous Staphylococcus infection was acquired either at
random by an ailing individual (one battling cancer, AIDS,
heart disease, etc.) or an injecting drug user. In a 1986–89
Danish survey about 7 percent of community-acquired major
MRSA infections were the results of sharing contaminated
needles: that rate exceeded 10 percent in many inner-city areas
of the United States.9

Super-strains of staph that were resistant to huge numbers of
potential drugs existed naturally by 1990. For example, an
Australian research team treated a patient infected with a strain
that was resistant to cadmium, penicillin, kanamycin,
neomycin, streptomycin, tetracycline, and trimethoprim. Since
each of these drugs operated by specific biochemical
mechanisms that were used by a host of related drugs, the
Australian staph could resist, to varying degrees, some thirty-
one different drugs.10

In a series of test-tube studies the Australians showed that
these various resistance capabilities were carried on different



plasmids that could be separately passed from one bacterium
to another. The most common mode of passage was
conjugation: one bacterium simply stretched out its cytoplasm
and passed plasmids to its partner.

Using PCR genetic fingerprinting techniques to trace back
in time over 470 MRSA strains, a team of researchers from the
New York City Health Department discovered that all of the
MRSA bacteria descended from a strain that first emerged in
Cairo, Egypt, in 1961. By the end of that decade the strain’s
descendants could be found in New York, New Jersey, Dublin,
Geneva, Copenhagen, London, Kampala, Nairobi, Ontario,
Halifax, Winnipeg, and Saskatoon. A decade later they were
seen planet-wide.11

Fortunately, staph wasn’t resistant to vancomycin.

Not yet, anyway.

Staphylococcus wasn’t the only bacterial organism that was
successfully using plasmids, jumping genes, mobile DNA,
mutations, and conjugative sharing of resistance factors to
overcome whatever drugs Homo sapiens threw at them. 12 In
fact, by 1993 nearly every common pathogenic bacterial
species had developed some degree of clinically significant
drug resistance. And over two dozen of these emergent strains
posed life-threatening crises to humanity, having outwitted
most commonly available antibiotic treatments. 13

“The increasing frequency of resistance indicates the need
for a stronger partnership between clinical medicine and
public health,” wrote the CDC’s director of bacterial research,
Dr. Mitchell Cohen, in 1992.14 “Unless currently effective
antimicrobial agents can be successfully preserved and the
transmission of drug-resistant organisms curtailed, the post-
antimicrobial era may be rapidly approaching in which
infectious disease wards housing untreatable conditions will
again be seen.”

NIH senior scientist Richard Krause labeled the bacterial
situation “an epidemic of microbial resistance.” It seemed that
new strains of bacteria were emerging everywhere in the world
by the late 1980s, and their rates of emergence accelerated



every year. In the United States alone, such emergences were
adding an estimated $200 million a year to medical bills
because of the need to use ever more exotic—and expensive—
antibiotics, and longer patient hospitalizations for everything
from strep throat to life-threatening bacterial pneumonia.
When the costs of extended hospital care were added, the
estimated increase due to antibiotic resistant organisms topped
$30 billion annually. 15 Though these trends started in huge
inner-city hospital complexes, striking elderly and extremely
ill patients, they had by the 1990s reached the level of
universal, across-the-board threats to Homo sapiens of all
ages, social classes, and geographic locales.

Jim Henson—famed puppeteer-inventor of the Muppets—
died in the spring of 1990 of another common, allegedly
curable, bacterial infection. An apparently new mutant strain
of Streptococcus struck that was resistant to penicillins and
possessed genes for a killer toxin very similar to that which
Patrick Schlievert had discovered in the Toxic Shock
Syndrome strain of S. aureus.

Indeed, it was Schlievert who first spotted the new organism
in 1989,16 and dubbed the disease strep A-produced TSLS
(Toxic Shock-Like Syndrome). By the time Henson
succumbed—just a year after its discovery —lethal human
cases of TSLS had been reported from Canada, England,
Scandinavia, Germany, several places in the United States, and
New Zealand. 17 In addition, streptococcal strains of all types
were showing increasing levels of antibiotic resistance. In the
early 1970s these antibiotics, particularly erythromycin and
penicillin, were almost universally effective against
Streptococcus, and the appearance of strep-related
complications, such as rheumatic fever and impetigo, were
marks of inadequate medical care, not antibiotic failure. 18

According to Columbia University antibiotics expert Dr.
Harold Neu, a dose of 10,000 units of penicillin a day for four
days was more than enough to cure strep respiratory infections
in 1941. Then, most streptococcal infections in the United
States involved bacteria of the strep A type, and the number



one life-threatening complication of strep infection was scarlet
fever.

That strep A strain appeared to be particularly vulnerable to
penicillins and other common antibiotics, and it disappeared
entirely from the clinical scene. American and European
medical students of the 1960s had only picture books to refer
to in order to learn what this once-common disease known as
scarlet fever was.

With its ecological competitor out of the way, tough strep B
strains quickly emerged, primarily among newborn babies. By
the late 1970s strep B was the most serious life-threatening
disease in neonatal units all over the industrialized world, and
75 percent of all infections in babies under two months of age
were fatal, despite aggressive antibiotic treatment. 19

In the late 1980s strep A returned, with the emergence of the
hearty new strain that killed Jim Henson. While strep B
continued to dominate the world’s baby wards, strep A struck
people of all ages, and did so without any clear pattern of host
vulnerability. But by 1992 the same ailment required 24
million units of penicillin a day, and might, despite such
radical treatment, still be lethal.20

Even more serious was the emergence of virulent, highly
antibiotic-resistant strains of Streptococcus pneumoniae, or
Pneumococcus. The bacteria normally inhabited human lungs,
and usually did so without causing undue harm to their Homo
sapiens hosts. If, however, a person inhaled a strain of S.
pneumoniae that differed enough from those to which he or
she had previously been exposed, the individual’s immune
system might not be able to keep the organisms in check. And
any condition that weakened a host’s immune system could,
similarly, allow the pneumococcal population to explode.

Over the years subsequent to the introduction of penicillin,
strains emerged that could resist common antibiotics. For
example, parents and pediatricians noticed during the 1980s
that their young children seemed to suffer increasingly from
ear infections, and otitis media-caused hearing loss became an
urgent problem. By 1990 about a third of all ear infections in



young children were due to Pneumococcus and nearly half
those cases involved strains that were resistant to penicillins.21

Initially bacterial resistances were incomplete, meaning that
some of the organisms would die off with penicillin treatment,
the child’s ears would clear up, and both parents and physician
would believe the illness had passed. But not all the
Pneumococcus colony inside the child’s ear had, indeed, been
killed. With time, the surviving microbes would multiply, and
after a few weeks the child’s ears would again be in pain. If
the parents pulled leftover penicillins out of their medicine
cabinets and treated the child again, they would possibly see
another apparent recovery in the child. But this time the S.
pneumoniae colony was more resistant, fewer of the bacteria
were killed by the drugs, and otitis media returned quickly
with a vengeance.

The old S. pneumoniae scourge of rheumatic fever, in which
the bacteria colonized human connective tissue, had virtually
disappeared from the Western industrialized world by 1970. A
dangerous ailment, rheumatic fever usually struck children
aged five to fifteen years, causing arthritislike pain in the
joints and potentially lethal infections of the heart. In the
preantibiotic era rheumatic fever survivors often suffered
lifelong heart and arthritic problems due to damage wrought
by the bacteria.22

In 1985 rheumatic fever broke out among white middle-
class residents of the Salt Lake City region of Utah. In just
three years’ time the incidence of the disease skyrocketed
eightyfold (between 1982 and 1985), and nearly a quarter of
the patients suffered recurrences of the disease despite
aggressive antibiotic therapy.23 The Salt Lake City rheumatic
fever outbreak was followed by increasing numbers of cases of
the disease occurring all over the United States, and the
upward trend would continue into 1994.24

At about the same time Salt Lake City physicians were
trying to comprehend their sudden surge in rheumatic fever
cases, doctors in Oklahoma noted a striking increase in cases
of multiply resistant pneumococcal infection. Hardest hit in
the Oklahoma outbreak were the state’s poor black urban



residents—the overall rate of strep pneumonia in blacks was
60 percent higher than that seen in whites. The disease struck
with the greatest severity among the state’s poorest residents
and elderly citizens living in nursing homes. More than 15
percent of those who developed the pneumonia died.25

Of course, such ailments as rheumatic fever, strep
pneumonia, and general respiratory infections with
Streptococcus in young children had never disappeared—or
even significantly diminished—In the poor countries of the
world. Strep infections of the upper respiratory tract and lungs
of small children remained, by 1990, major causes of sickness
and death in poor countries. The World Health Organization
estimated in 1992 that about 2 billion children per year
suffered acute respiratory tract infections, 4.3 million of whom
died as a direct result. About 800,000 of the deaths each year
were due to neonatal bacterial infections, primarily of S.
pneumoniae or Haemophilus influenzae.26 And overall, 80
percent of the deaths were due to bacterial infection of the
children’s lungs,27 the remainder being the result of viral
infections (measles, respiratory syncytial virus, influenza, and
whooping cough).

In poor countries the prevention and management of
pediatric respiratory diseases had to be handled with scarce
resources, available antibiotic supplies, and little or no
laboratory support to identify the organisms infecting
children’s lungs. So health professionals defined the disease
process not in terms of the organisms involved but according
to the parts of the body infected and the severity of those
infections. In general, infections of the upper respiratory tract
—which were usually viral—were milder, while deep lung
involvement signaled potentially lethal bacterial disease.28

In 1990 the World Health Organization concluded that the
best policy in developing countries was to assume that all
pediatric pneumonias were due to bacterial infections, and
treat children with penicillins in the absence of laboratory
proof of strep or H. influenzae infection.29 Studies done in
India, Nepal, and Papua New Guinea showed that presumptive
antibiotic treatment of acute respiratory infections reduced the



number of child deaths in the test areas by more than a third.30

Even more striking, there was a 36 percent reduction in child
deaths due to all other causes: preventing or curing respiratory
infections in children stopped not only those lung infections
but a host of other secondary pediatric diseases.31

That was the good news.

The bad news was that penicillins and other antibiotics
offered no more benefit to children with mild, usually viral,
respiratory infection than did basic nondrug home care.32

Antibiotics have no effect on viruses.

“Our results show that there is no justification for use of
ampicillin to treat mild ARI [acute respiratory infection]
among Indonesian children,” wrote a University of Indonesia
team. “This practice is both expensive and potentially harmful
and is not in the interests of the medical community, the
Ministry of Health, or the Indonesian people.”33

The key danger, of course, was that village paramedics,
lacking the training and laboratory support to correctly
distinguish viral versus bacterial, and mild versus acute
disease, would overuse antibiotics. And that, in turn, would
promote the emergence of, among other things, antibiotic
resistant S. pneumoniae.

Soon, because of drug use policies in both the wealthy and
the poor countries, antibiotic-resistant pneumococcal strains
turned up all over the world, some able to withstand exposure
to six different classes of antibiotics simultaneously.34 By the
1990s S. pneumoniae strains had outwitted all
aminoglycoside-type antibiotics, chloramphenicol,
erythromycin, and all penicillin-type drugs, leaving physicians
with few options, and epidemiologists worrying about when
vancomycin resistance would also turn up in that bacterial
species.

Genetic analysis of the various new mutant S. pneumoniae
strains offered some clues as to the origins of these
emergences. One multiply resistant strain (dubbed 23F) first
appeared in Spain in 1978 in a hospital setting, bearing all its
resistance capabilities save invulnerability to erythromycin.



That trait was acquired when the organism, carried by an
infected human, made its way to Ohio. Subsequent
improvements in the bacterium’s ability to withstand hostile
drug-laden human ecologies came as the organism’s
descendants made their way to South Africa, Hungary, the
U.K., back to Spain, and then again to the American Midwest.
By 1992 it was possible to trace every known type of 23F S.
pneumoniae back to a single mutant clone that arose in the
1970s in Spain.35

The nightmare example was S. pneumoniae type 19A,
which emerged in Durban, South Africa, in May 1977. Five
small children came down with the new strain while
hospitalized for other reasons at King Edward III Hospital;
three died. When the 19A strain was tested in the laboratory it
was discovered that it was resistant to a huge list of drugs:
penicillin, ampicillin, cephalothin, carbenicillin, streptomycin,
methicillin, cloxacillin, erythromycin, clindamycin,
gentamicin, fusidic acid, chloramphenicol, and tetracycline.36

Recognizing the futility of standard antibiotic therapy, the
Durban physicians switched to rifampin plus fusidic acid for
treatment. Though the organism was somewhat resistant to
fusidic acid, it was vulnerable to rifampin.

But the new mutant strain could not be contained. A month
after the first baby fell ill in Durban, a three-year-old boy was
hospitalized in Johannesburg for heart disease. There, he
developed pneumonia due to strep 19A infection, and only
recovered after over six weeks of treatments with a variety of
antibiotics. Soon it was apparent that the super-strep bug had
infected dozens of pediatric patients and hospital personnel,
and the entire measles ward was overrun by the mutant
microbe. Three of the measles patients died of 19A
pneumonia.

Vigorous control measures were taken, including treating all
infected hospital personnel with high doses of rifampin and
scrubbing down the Johannesburg and Durban pediatric wards.
Nevertheless, 19A was never eliminated, and the mutant
bacterium resurfaced periodically over the years. In a 1978
survey of Johannesburg’s six leading hospitals, over half of all



pneumonia patients were found to carry the 19A strain. Fifteen
percent of all pneumonia cases in Durban that year also
involved strep 19A.37

Bacteriologist Alexander Tomasz at Rockefeller University
in New York later did genetic analysis of the 19A strain,
making what he termed “an astonishing discovery.” The
Durban strain matched one that surfaced ten years earlier in a
little boy living in a remote rural village in Papua New
Guinea. By means Tomasz was never able to determine, the
bizarre bacterium made its way to South Africa a decade later,
and from there to Spain, Hungary, England, the United States,
and eventually all over the world.

“But the point is,” Tomasz said, “all these bacteria can be
traced to a single clone. And it all started with one transformed
bacterium.”38

In response to antibiotic pressure, the microbes altered far
more than their ability to withstand the drugs. Tomasz
discovered that the strep pneumococci weren’t very efficient at
absorbing plasmids, as were most other bacteria. But they
compensated for that failing by being voracious DNA
scavengers. Tomasz actually caught them in the act with his
camera and microscope, gobbling up long strings of random
DNA. As a result, they changed the biochemical composition
of their cell walls so radically, he said, “that we must actually
say that these are new species.”

Inside their DNA, Tomasz found massive numbers of genes
that were just plain wrong—they weren’t pneumococci genes
at all.

Such emergences of drug resistance usually took place in
communities of social and economic deprivation.39 Poor
people all over the world were more likely to self-medicate,
purchasing antibiotics on the black market, over the counter in
many countries, or borrowing leftovers from relatives. Without
consulting often costly physicians, and certainly in the absence
of expensive tests that could determine the drug sensitivities of
the bacterial strains with which they were infected, the world’s
poor were compelled to guess what drug might cure the
disease that was ravaging their children or themselves.



This state of affairs guaranteed that a sizable percentage of
the human population were walking petri dishes, providing
ideal conditions for accelerated bacterial mutation, natural
selection, and evolution.

Whether one looked in Spain,40 South Africa, the United
States, Romania, Pakistan, Brazil, or anywhere else, the basic
principle held true: overuse or misuse of antibiotics,
particularly in small children and hospitalized patients,
prompted emergence of resistant mutant organisms. 41

The basic problem with the antibiotic approach to control of
pathogenic bacteria was evolution. Long before Homo sapiens
discovered the chemicals, yeasts, fungi, and rival bacteria had
been making antibiotics and spewing the compounds around
newly claimed turf to ensure that rival species couldn’t invade
their niches.

The rivals, of course, had long since evolved ways to
rapidly mutate to withstand such chemical attacks. So rivals
would make different chemicals, their foes would mutate
again, and the cycle repeated itself countless times over the
millennia. Humans simply accelerated the natural process by
exposing billions of microbes at a time to drugs derived from
the natural chemicals, and doing so with less lethal efficiency
than had the microbial competitors in their ancient
microscopic turf fight.

Often the genetic changes the microbes underwent in order
to overcome the antibiotics offered unexpected additional
advantages, enhancing the bacteria’s ability to withstand wider
temperature variations, outwit more elements of the host
immune system, or kill host cells with greater certainty.

So the patterns seen with Staphylococcus and Streptococcus
were mimicked with other dangerous microbes.42 Leprosy,
which was caused by Mycobacterium leprae, was easily
treated prior to 1977 with the antibiotic dapsone. But that year
a dapsone-resistant strain of the bacterium surfaced in
Ethiopia.43 Though dapsone remained the drug of choice for
treatment of leprosy, resistance increasingly rendered use of
the antibiotic problematic. Within ten years the situation had



become severe, with high percentages of the M. leprae strains
from all over the world appearing invulnerable to the drug: 37
percent in Chingleput, India; 39 percent in Dakar, Senegal, and
Paris, France; over 30 percent of strains in Guadeloupe,
Martinique, and New Caledonia; a quarter of those in Fujian,
China; and over half of all M. leprae in Shanghai and Jiangsu,
China.44 Subsequently, resistance emerged all over the world
to the alternative drug, rifampin, and in Ethiopia a patient was
found to have essentially untreatable leprosy, suffering from a
strain that was invulnerable.45

Gonorrhea was also increasingly difficult to treat, having
acquired widespread penicillin resistance during the 1970s and
spectinomycin insensitivity by the mid-1980s.46 The next
drugs in line, then, were cefoxitin and tetracycline, and
treatment was sufficiently complicated to require special
guidelines from the CDC and WHO.47 In addition to the
penicillin-resistance plasmid N. gonorrhoeae strains had
acquired during the late 1970s, gonorrhea also took on a
plasmid around 1985 that gave it the ability to withstand
tetracycline.48

So the New York Academy of Medicine in 1989
recommended that physicians inject the antibiotic ceftriaxone
into their gonorrhea patients and give them oral doxycycline.49

In addition to being considerably more expensive and
available only in injectable form, ceftriaxone was a sulfur drug
to which many people (up to 20 percent in the United States)
were allergic.

By 1990 physicians all over the world were using
ciprofloxacin, ceftriaxone, or another member of the quinolone
group of antibiotics to treat gonorrhea, finding the drugs
highly effective. But in 1992, Australian physicians reported
that the drugs were becoming less effective in treating patients
who had recently traveled in Southeast Asia. By mutating
changes in its cell wall, making itself less permeable to all the
quinolone drugs, N. gonorrhoeae was, once again,
outmaneuvering another line of human defense. A few
resistant cases turned up in England as well—again, among
recent travelers to Southeast Asia.50 Presumably the



widespread black-market availability of antibiotics in much of
Southeast Asia contributed to selective emergence of
quinolone-resistant gonorrhea.

The most dangerous emergences of resistance to antibiotics
for people living in poor countries were those in bacteria that
caused intestinal disease and diarrhea. In 1991, 80 percent of
the people living in the world’s poorest countries had no
sanitary facilities for the disposal of human wastes. Even in
the moderately developed countries—nations with middle-
class populations and some industrial capacity—about half the
people lacked sanitary toilet/sewage facilities.51 Under such
circumstances it was easy for a water- or food-borne microbe
to enter the water supply, be ingested by a human, grow and
thrive in the human’s gastrointestinal tract, and then be
expelled via human feces back into the community water
supply.

Not surprisingly, diarrheal diseases were a major cause of
death among young children in poor countries. In 1991 the
World Health Organization estimated that 3.2 million children
annually died before reaching their fifth birthday, victims of
diarrheal diseases.

Whether new antibiotic-resistant intestinal pathogens
emerged first in the industrialized world or in poor countries
made little difference on the net outcome: the microbes’
greatest toll was taken among the world’s poorest, weakest
children. And as resistant strains pushed up the costs of
treatment, forcing the use of more expensive antibiotics,
doctors in poor countries had little choice but to ration the
drugs, triaging access.

During the early 1960s, Shigella dysenteriae became the
first diarrheal bacterium to emerge with resistance to
penicillins. In the absence of antibiotic treatment S.
dysenteriae killed up to 20 percent of the children in whom it
caused disease, and fatality rates as high as 15 percent had
been seen in adults. Even the less severe types of Shigella (S.
flexneri, S. sonnei, and S. boydii) could be lethal diseases in up
to 10 percent of those people who fell ill. And natural



immunity to the organisms was weak—nearly half the Shigella
survivors suffered recurring disease.

In September 1983 a middle-aged Hopi woman living on
her tribe’s national lands in Arizona was hospitalized with
Shigella dysentery. Doctors soon realized that she suffered
from an altogether new mutant strain of the microbe that was
resistant to ampicillin, carbenicillin, streptomycin,
trimethoprim, sulfamethoxazole, sulfisoxazole, and
tetracycline. It turned out the woman had a long history of
urinary tract infections, for which she had taken trimethoprim
and sulfamethoxazole off and on for at least three years.

Her intestines had become a breeding colony for resistant
bacteria. Subjected repeatedly to antibiotic assaults, the
microbes shared resistance plasmids. Colonies of Escherichia
coli were apparently already in possession of a plasmid
bearing genes that conferred resistance to trimethoprim and
sulfamethoxazole, and they shared that plasmid with Shigella
in the Hopi woman’s gastrointestinal tract.52 Though health
authorities did what they could to limit the spread of the super-
bug, by 1987 up to 21 percent of all Shigella infections among
the Hopi and nearby Navajo were caused by the mutant strain.
Nationwide, 7 percent of all Shigella infections in 1986
involved the super-bug, and a third of all cases were also
ampicillin-resistant.

In Ontario, Canada, even higher levels of Shigella resistance
were apparent by 1990: eight out of every ten human illnesses
with the organism involved resistant strains. And half of all
Shigella infections were caused by bacteria that were resistant
to four or more antibiotics. 53

Again, the most devastating impact of such multiply
resistant Shigella was felt in the world’s poorest nations. When
a new multiply resistant strain reached the African country of
Burundi, for example, the nation’s Ministry of Health was
unable to come up with enough foreign exchange to purchase
alternative drugs from wealthy-nation pharmaceutical
companies. So untold numbers of people died of dysentery.54

Similarly, between 1960 and 1993 several other enteric
bacteria—species that infected the human gastrointestinal tract



—acquired profound genetic abilities to resist Homo sapiens
weaponry. These included E. coli, Klebsiella, Proteus,
Salmonella, Serratia marcescens, Pseudomonas, Enterococcus
faecium, Enterobacteriaceae, and cholera. The situation by
1990 was quite grave, particularly in poor countries that
lacked sufficient resources or capital to eliminate the
unsanitary conditions responsible for the transmission of the
microbes from humans to the water supply and from food to
humans.55

Salmonella, the leading cause of food poisoning, was
appearing in the Caesar salads served up in restaurants on
Manhattan’s posh Upper East Side, or in taco stands along the
border caminos of Juarez, Mexico.56 By 1993 it was an
essentially untreatable diarrheal disease, as no known
antibiotic seemed capable of reducing the three to four days of
agony a typical Salmonella infection produced in Homo
sapiens.57 Fortunately, the microbe rarely caused anything
more dangerous in its human hosts than headaches, acute
stomach pain, diarrhea, nausea, and dehydration.

One of the most disturbing prospects for physicians
worldwide was the emergence around 1988 of vancomycin-
resistant Enterococcus faecium and faecalis. With vancomycin
the only remaining reliable treatment for staph and strep
infections, there was great concern that resistant enterococcal
bacteria could share their resistance genes with the other,
otherwise untreatable microbes.

“It hasn’t happened yet, but everybody thinks it will,” CDC
bacteriologist Bill Jarvis said.

Such a bacterial strain, if it did emerge, would be virtually
incurable and extremely dangerous, for it would possess not
only special drug-resistant genes but also those for heightened
virulence.

Physicians and scientists working outside the field of
bacteriology in the 1990s generally assumed that, as had been
the case before, another class of antibiotics would be
developed and the problem would go away.

But they were wrong.



“There’s nothing on the shelf. Nothing in the pipeline. If we
lose vancomycin we’re going to be back to the 1930s with
staph,” Jarvis said. The same could be true for Streptococcus.

“That would be the real nightmare,” predicted the CDC’s
Bill Jarvis.

The nightmare began unfolding in 1988 with first reports of
vancomycin-resistant E. faecium strains surfacing all over the
world, usually appearing first inside hospitals.58

For example, a handful of hospitalized patients in New York
City hospitals fell ill with vancomycin-resistant strains during
1988: their cases were isolated, and there was no evidence of
bacterial spread to other patients or into the community.
Between September 1989 and March 1991, however,
vancomycin-resistant strains of enterococci emerged in twenty
different New York City hospitals. A survey of the first
hundred of those New York cases revealed that ninety-eight
people became infected while in the hospital; two acquired
their infections in the community.

Forty-two of the hundred patients died; incurable
enterococci was the direct cause of death for nineteen of them,
a contributor in the remaining terminal cases. Most of the dead
were elderly individuals.

When laboratory molecular studies were done on bacterial
samples from twenty-one of the patients, New York City
Health Department researchers found that nineteen were
resistant to all available drugs. And individuals who were
infected with the super-resistant strains also progressed to full-
blown blood disease (septicemia) more quickly.59

By 1994 all of the Greater New York City large hospitals
had cases of vancomycin-resistant enterococci, and infection
control had become a major crisis for facilities throughout
eastern New Jersey, New York City, and neighboring suburban
counties.60 Similarly grim outbreaks of vancomycin-resistant
super-bugs were seen in London,61 Sheffield, England,62 and
Ancona, Italy.63



A CDC survey of key U.S. hospitals found that by 1994
some 7.9 percent of all reported Enterococcus infections
involved vancomycin-resistant strains. On the nation’s
intensive-care units, where the risk of infection was highest,
vancomycin-resistant strains accounted for just 0.4 percent of
all enterococcal infections in 1989, and 13.6 percent by 1993.
The highest incidence of the problem was in New York City
hospitals, where 8.9 percent of all enterococcal infections
were of vancomycin-resistant strains.64

Inside American hospitals the emergence of super-
enterococci was facilitated by practices that allowed the
organism to instantly spread from one susceptible human to
another: electronic thermometers,65 catheters and surgical
instruments,66 intravenous lines, mechanical ventilation, and
overuse of cephalosporin-type antibiotics.67 The latter
increased the risk of hospital-acquired enterococcal infection
because the cephalosporin-type antibiotics had no effect on
enterococcal bacteria but did devastate colonies of rival
microbes, rendering the treated human especially vulnerable.

By the end of 1993, with vancomycin-resistant enterococci
reports coming in from all over the world, CDC and WHO
scientists waited anxiously for the seemingly inevitable—
exchange of the vanA or other resistance plasmids from the E.
faecalis or E. faecium to Staphylococcus or Streptococcus . It
had been done experimentally. European scientists had proven
the microbial species capable of such a feat.68 It only remained
for nature to take its course.69

The human gastrointestinal tract was an ideal ecology for
such microbial events as plasmid exchanges because it was
densely populated with dozens of species of both pathogenic
and helpful—commensal—organisms. More bacteria lived on
a single square inch of the human intestine than there were
humans on the entire planet. There were more microbes
colonizing a given human’s body than there were human tissue
cells.

As anybody who had ever taken antibiotics knew, many
microbial residents of the gastrointestinal tract performed
beneficial functions. As they digested food for their own



purposes, these bacteria assisted in the task of breaking down
the fats, sugars, proteins, and unwanted chemicals that
regularly flowed through the human body. In their absence,
human digestion was a difficult, often painful process, as
signaled by the constipation, cramps, and gas that often
resulted from antibiotic treatment. Antibiotics disrupted the
balance of both commensal and pathogenic microbes.

Not long after the advent of the antibiotic medical
revolution, an equally radical change in veterinary and
livestock practices took place. Expensive livestock lived
longer when their ailments were treated with antibiotics.
Prophylactic treatment seemed even wiser, as animal
husbandry soon included routine antibiotic dosing of chickens,
cattle, and dairy cows. The shelf life of meat, poultry, eggs,
and dairy products was extended through antibiotic treatment
of the animals.

On the face of it this made sense. Why risk Salmonella
poisoning due to consumption of undercooked meat if it was
possible to sterilize the steer’s body before slaughter? Why not
extend the unrefrigerated shipping distance of eggs by
injecting them, or the hens, with antibiotics?

Of course, the microbes were every bit as likely to share
genes and mutate around the antibiotics while inside the gut of
a cow as they were in a Homo sapiens intestinal tract. So in
addition to the five billion humans on the planet that might
take antibiotics, there were billions of cows, chickens, pigs,
cattle, sheep, ducks, and other livestock undergoing
prophylactic or treatment exposure to the chemicals, more than
doubling the global selective pressure upon bacterial
populations.

In the 1970s, Dr. Stuart Levy of Tufts School of Medicine in
Boston showed that giving high doses of antibiotics to
chickens resulted in the emergence of resistant Salmonella
strains that could be found in both the meat and the eggs of the
animals. 70 Only thorough high-heat cooking could safely
destroy the mutant organisms before humans consumed the
poultry products.71



A Dutch study in 1990 showed that the use of expensive
fluoroquinolone-type antibiotics on chickens and eggs led to
the emergence of strains of the enteric bacteria Campylobactr
jejeuni and C. coli that were resistant to the drugs in people.72

Two years later Spanish physicians reported that half of all
uncooked chicken in the country contained strains of the
bacteria that were resistant to fluoroquinolones. In 1989 the
Spanish group had seen virtually no evidence of such resistant
strains in randomly tested human stools; by 1993 half of all
samples contained the resistant C. jejeuni/coli.73 The same
Spanish group had discovered in 1988 that chloramphenicol
use in pigs led to the emergence of a strain of resistant Yersinia
enterocolitica that made its way into humans who ate pork.74

In February 1983 an unfortunate landmark was reached
when Michael Osterholm in Minnesota discovered that low-
level livestock use of antibiotics led to mutant bacterial
emergence and subsequent human disease.75 Having recently
learned the wily ways of the microbes during their
controversial investigations of Toxic Shock Syndrome, the
Minnesota State Health Department’s Osterholm and the
CDC’s Mitch Cohen and Scott Holmberg were already on the
alert for emergent bacteria when hospitals statewide began
reporting an increase in Salmonella newport food poisonings.

“This is definitely out of the norm,” Holmberg said.
“Newport is a southern bacterium. You never see it up there.”

The S. newport bacterium was almost exclusively found in
animals and foods common to the near-tropical states along
the Gulf of Mexico, yet dozens of people, some acutely ill,
were turning up in the ice-cold climes of Minnesota. And the
bacterial strain found in their bodies was resistant to penicillin,
ampicillin, carbenicillin, and tetracycline.

The patients who took ill in the 1983 Minnesota outbreak
were far sicker than was usual: six of them had to be
hospitalized for more than a week, several had passed bloody
stools, and all of them had suffered at least one of the
following symptoms: high fever, diarrhea, stomach cramps,
chills, and vomiting.



The investigators first searched victims’ medicine cabinets
looking for contaminated or aberrant antibiotics, but that
proved to be a blind alley. So they turned to the patients’
kitchens, hoping to find something unusual in the individuals’
eating habits. But what they found were absolutely typical
Minnesota diets: lots of meat, potatoes, dairy products, eggs,
frozen foods, and prepackaged snack foods.

After several months of frustrated investigation, Osterholm
sent out an official memo to his counterparts in neighboring
states, asking for clues and suggestions. South Dakota officials
called immediately—they had five cases. North Dakota had
one. And the common thread between the tristate cases
suddenly was obvious: all the sick individuals had consumed
hamburger meat shortly before taking ill.

Osterholm, Holmberg, and Cohen traced the hamburger
shipments to a herd of cattle that had been grazing in the area
where the South Dakota cases were clustered. From there, the
105 cattle were shipped to southern Minnesota and slaughtered
on January 8, 1983. Fifty-nine beef carcasses were further
processed for retail sale in a Nebraska packaging center on
January 10, and shipped to beef brokers in Minnesota and
Iowa. From there they were sent to supermarkets across the
region. The investigators estimated that 40,000 pounds of
contaminated beef, mostly in the form of hamburger,
eventually reached Minneapolis, and an untold quantity
reached markets in North and South Dakota and Iowa.

It turned out that the herd had been fed antibiotic-laced feed,
dosed at levels well below legal standards, thought to be
utterly safe. Over time, resistance developed in the Salmonella
that were infecting the cattle. Most of the humans who fell
violently ill were taking antibiotics for other problems, such as
sore throats, when they consumed the contaminated
hamburger meat. The first antibiotics had cleared their bodies
of many other microbes, creating a wide-open, noncompetitive
field for S. newport colonization.

In a few cases people passed their hamburger-acquired
Salmonella on to others, via hospital instruments or household
exposure. 76



Levy felt that the Minnesota case proved the folly of
continuing to regulate human use of antibiotics in the United
States and much of the industrialized world while allowing
virtually unregulated sales of the drugs to the agricultural
industry, to veterinary medicine, and to most of the world’s
human population, since few countries required prescriptions
for purchase of antibiotics.77

Despite these and a host of other examples78 of the
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria from meat, dairy,
and poultry products to human consumers, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration, its counterparts in Europe, and the
European Community (under the Maastricht Treaty) all failed
to take actions that might have limited the use of antibiotics on
animals. Government agencies were reluctant to take steps that
might impinge upon their country’s competitive status in
world agricultural markets.

One of the clearest and most troubling examples of
animal/human cross-species transmission of mutant bacteria
was Escherichia coli. The bacteria were ubiquitous, rod-
shaped microscopic creatures found in the intestines of all
humans and many other mammalian species. Most of the time,
in most people, they were harmless. And there was no
microscopic organism that was better understood than E. coli,
as it had been the focus of the majority of the world’s
molecular and cellular biology research since the 1940s.
Scientists liked to work with E. coli because all the complex
machinery of life was there to study, packaged inside a
predictable tubular structure which, almost like clockwork,
stretched itself out every 120 minutes, duplicated its DNA,
divided down its middle, and—voilà—there were two E. coli.
The hearty bacteria would readily perform this feat of
reproduction in the laboratory, always doubling their total
population every two hours.

Of course, the bacteria were capable of similar feats of
reproduction inside human intestines. If unchecked by the
host’s immune system, or if of a particularly virulent strain
prone to producing tough toxins, the bacteria would cause
diarrhea and vomiting. Typically, this occurred in small



children whose immune systems weren’t yet fully developed,
and the ailment was particularly dangerous in malnourished or
otherwise seriously ill infants.

In 1982 something new showed up: E. coli 0157:H7. It was
an apparently novel organism that was capable of causing
dangerous hemorrhages of the colon, bowel, and kidneys of
human beings of all ages. And it hit suddenly in several U.S.
states, as if out of nowhere. 79

Ten years later the details of 0157:H7 emergence would
remain obscure, but its source would not: most cases came
from contaminated meat. Like most E. coli strains in the
1980s, it was moderately resistant to ampicillin and
tetracycline. More important, the mutant bacteria appeared to
have acquired the ability to produce Shigella-like toxins.
Studies of dozens of emergent bacterial species showed that
genes for antibiotic resistance and virulence often resided in
the same regions of the microbes’ DNA, and could move
together from one organism to another. Thus, the same
selection pressures that led to the emergence of resistance—in
this case, use of antibiotics on livestock—also promoted
greater virulence.

Because of both agricultural and medical misuse of
antibiotics, E. coli strains of all kinds were rapidly acquiring
broad ranges of resistance during the 1970s and 1980s.80

Stuart Levy showed in 1989 that E. coli readily spread from
pigs and cows to people living and working on a farm. And the
resistance factors themselves could move from E. coli that
were inhabiting a pig, for example, to bacteria that were
infecting other higher animals, including humans.81

In 1991 in the apple-growing region of Massachusetts there
was a small outbreak of E. coli 0157:H7 infection, producing
serious illness in twenty-seven people, ten of whom required
hospitalization. All the cases occurred during the fall apple
harvest months. It turned out that the bacteria were in local
apple cider. And the cider was made from apples plucked from
trees that were fertilized with livestock manure. Presumably,



then, the manure was the excreta of 0157:H7-infected
animals.82

The stage was set for public health disaster.

In January 1993 more than 500 people in Washington State
became seriously ill after eating hamburgers prepared in
ninety-three Jack-in-the-Box fast-food restaurants. Fifty of the
hamburger consumers developed the E. coli hemorrhagic
syndrome, and four of them—all small children—died. The
culprit was E. coli 0157:H7, which had arisen in the cattle and
was in the hamburger.83

Three months later a smaller outbreak occurred in a Sizzlers
restaurant in Grants Pass, Oregon. Five diners were
hospitalized in that E. coli 0157:H7 incident.

Politics immediately entered the picture, as consumer and
legal groups demanded that the U.S. government take steps to
ensure public safety. They claimed that upward of 25 million
Americans suffered food poisoning each year, 6,000 of whom
were victims of E. coli 0157:H7. The Clinton administration
responded by ordering increased meat inspections. But the
administration took no steps to get to the source of the
problem: the unregulated use of antibiotics on livestock.

II
Many bacteria were capable of using sporulation to their
advantage in the face of antibiotics and other threats. Like
plant seeds, they would go dormant, toughen their cell walls to
a nearly impermeable state, and wait. When conditions were
favorable, the bacteria would reactivate, their cell walls once
again becoming permeable. Some forms of resistance involved
the bacteria’s use of genes that triggered sporulation when the
microbes were threatened, or created an even less vulnerable
cell wall at the time of sporulation.

Under such conditions, microbes could drift about
unharmed in solutions designed specifically to kill them.
Disinfectants, such as chlorine- and ammonia-based cleansers,
soaps, fungicides (yes, fungi could also sporulate), extremely



salty or acid solutions, even high heat could all be withstood
by hearty sporulation mutants. 84

By 1992 a number of organisms, including strains of
cholera, E. coli, and the Legionnaires’ Disease bacteria, had
developed some resistance, via such sporulation mechanisms,
and other means, to chlorine. “Resistance” might have been a
misnomer—“partial tolerance” comes closer, because the
microbes were able to survive in doses of chlorine that usually
killed their species. To ensure safe drinking water in the
presence of such bugs, higher doses of chlorine were needed.

Dumping more chlorine in Lima, Peru’s water system at the
height of its 1991 cholera outbreak provoked little local
objection. But in the wealthy United States, where public fear
of cancer far outweighed concerns about infectious diseases,
thousands of municipalities were lowering their chlorine levels
during the late 1980s and the 1990s. Though most evidence
indicated that the real chemical carcinogens were chlorinated
pollutants, such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) or
dioxins, much public anger was aroused toward all uses of
chlorine, including sanitation.85 Greenpeace, the
Environmental Defense Fund, and other leading environmental
organizations argued that chlorinated compounds accumulated
in human body fat and the cancer risk rose over time with each
additional chlorine exposure.86

That put government—from the municipal to the federal
level—in a tight spot, forced to balance the need to limit
environmental carcinogens against the threat of infectious
diseases. At a time when chlorine-resistant strains were
emerging, governments were being pressured to lower
sanitation uses of disinfectants.

The first warning shot from the microbes came in January
1987 at West Georgia College in Carrollton, Georgia. Students
in record numbers fell ill with acute gastroenteritis due to
Cryptosporidium, a one-celled tiny parasite. Not much larger
than most bacteria,87 Cryptosporidium caused painful
intestinal infections and severe diarrhea.



Rural Carroll County, with a population of only 64,900
people, suffered 13,000 cases of cryptosporidiosis in less than
a month. Every household that received water from the central
municipal system was struck. The Carrollton water supply met
federal standards for water purification, and researchers at the
time were uncertain why the outbreak had occurred.88

Two U.S. federal agencies whose charters occasionally
conflicted on matters of community exposure to chlorine—the
Environmental Protection Agency and the Centers for Disease
Control—had passive surveillance systems in place. Neither
agency conducted active surveillance, aggressively searching
for cases of contamination or the emergence of newly resistant
strains of microbes. The problem was left to the states and
municipalities. And the quality of local surveillance activity
varied radically from state to state; some states had no ongoing
system in place.

Even this admittedly weak federal data base showed,
however, that there was trouble afoot. Between 1991 and
1992, thirty-four outbreaks of disease associated with drinking
water were reported to the federal agencies. In 27 percent of
the cases the microbial contaminant was identified; 68 percent
were unsolved mysteries. Half the cases involved an identified
malfunction or deficiency in local water treatment and
purification procedures; but in 6 percent of the cases
investigators were unable to identify how the water got
contaminated.89

The key microbes involved were Giardia, Cryptosporidium,
hepatitis A, and Shigella. Ten of the outbreaks occurred in
communities that used proper chlorine purification. In some of
the cases treatment failure occurred when microbially
contaminated agricultural wastes got into the water supply.
And though Giardia had, since the early 1970s, been the
dominant microbial contaminant in U.S. drinking water, by
1992 cryptosporidiosis cases equaled those of giardiasis.
Cryptosporidium were commonly found in cows and their
excreta.

In at least three outbreaks the local water treatment facilities
were, by all standards, top of the line. They used proper



amounts of chlorine, kept the water moving at a rate that could
make it impossible for sporulated bacteria to form protective
colony clusters adhering to solid surfaces, and passed the
water through efficient filtration systems.

Yet the systems failed.

“Evidence suggests that a substantial proportion of non-
outbreak-related diarrheal illness may be associated with
consumption of water that meets all current water quality
standards,” the CDC concluded. The agency was also forced to
conclude that “Cryptosporidium oocysts are resistant to
disinfection by chlorine.”

The clearest evidence of chlorine failure could be seen in
the sudden surge of Legionnaires’ Disease, cryptosporidiosis,
and giardia among people who used chlorinated hot tubs,
swimming pools, and public spas.90

In April 1993 some 400,000 residents of Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, fell ill with cryptosporidiosis, and the city’s AIDS
population faced a mortal threat in their drinking water, as
their immune systems couldn’t control the microbe. The
problem was blamed on a combination of chlorine-resistant
Cryptosporidium and a decrease in filtration efficiency due to
a drop in water levels that left the liquid unusually high in
particulate levels. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
laboratory studies later showed that the Milwaukee strain
could actually live on Clorox.

In July 1993 some 35,000 residents of New York City had
to switch to boiled water when it was discovered that E. coli
0157:H7 had made its way into the water supply. The bacteria
survived chlorination and a faulty filtration system. And
residents of the nation’s capital and outlying Virginia suburbs
were forced to boil their water for a week in December 1993
because Cryptosporidium had made its way into the
Washington, D.C., water supply, due to the same set of factors.
Similarly, in 1993 in Cabool, Missouri, the water supply,
despite chlorination, was contaminated with E. coli 0157:H7;
three elderly residents of the town died as a result.91



In a review of the U.S. water systems the Natural Resources
Defense Council, a citizens’ action group, concluded that
nearly one million Americans were falling ill annually due to
water contamination and 900 were dying as a result. The
organization named 250,000 violations of federal drinking
water laws nationwide.92 Some 83 percent of the nation’s
water systems—those that serviced small towns and rural
areas—went virtually unmonitored by state and federal
agencies, the organization charged.

The precise mechanisms that Cryptosporidium, Legionella,
E. coli, and other organisms used to resist chlorine weren’t
fully understood, but indications were that some mirrored
membrane pump systems used by microbes to resist other
would-be antimicrobials. Special proteins that spanned the
protective membrane of a microbe grabbed undesirable
chemicals that had managed to get inside, dragged them
through the membrane, and pumped the chlorine, antibiotic,
detergent, or other compounds back outside before the
chemicals could do any harm. It was an expensive way for a
microbe to rid itself of a poison because it took molecular
energy to operate a pump. But it worked, and when survival
was at stake, some energy expenditure was a small price to
pay. Bacteria, fungi, and parasites used such pumps to rid
themselves of everything from antibiotics to arsenic, from zinc
to chloroquine.93

As the 1990s dawned, physicians all over the world were
recognizing the limitations of their old armamentarium, and
again switched to new classes of antimicrobial drugs.
Government agencies from Johannesburg to Oslo were at
pains to spot newly emerging resistant organisms before they
produced epidemics. Pharmaceutical companies were
searching for radically new ways of attacking the microbes.

“We’re running out of bullets for dealing with a number of
these infections,” Nobel laureate Joshua Lederberg warned.94

“Patients are dying because we no longer in many cases have
antibiotics that work.”

Though he considered emerging viruses a far more
significant threat to humanity, Lederberg worried about the



sorry state of development of new antibiotics and
disinfectants. It was a problem, he said, “much more of an
organizational, political, and cultural nature than a technical
one. It’s a race against the microbes.”

With the advent of PCR technology a great deal of scientific
attention was devoted to trying to understand how bacteria
acquired such resistance and virulence capabilities. The
molecular detective work allowed scientists to trace the mobile
DNA units from microbe to microbe.

“Bacteria are cleverer than men,” concluded Columbia
University’s Dr. Harold Neu.

“Bugs are always figuring out ways to get around the
antibiotics we throw at them,” said Harvard Medical School’s
Dr. George Jacoby. “They adapt, they come roaring back.”95

The tricks commonly used by bacteria to spread or absorb
helpful genes included the plasmids, sexual conjugation,
transposons within their own genomes, and mutations at single
sites along their DNA. The world, it turned out, was awash
with highly mobile segments of DNA. And bacteria were
terrific scavengers. Keeping track of all the newly discovered
plasmids and mobile DNA pieces seemed an impossible task,
though in 1993 the World Health Organization issued contracts
to research groups bent on trying.

Thomas O’Brien, whose Harvard Medical School laboratory
was among those toiling for WHO to catalogue the world’s
plasmids, declared in 1992 that what the world faced was not
so much an antibiotic resistance crisis as an “epidemic of
plasmids.”

At the molecular level the microbes possessed
multitudinous ways to outwit any given antibiotic.96 Inside an
animal’s intestinal tract was a veritable soup of plasmids and
resistance factors. Some offered the microbes blueprints for
the production of chemical pumps—like microscopic bouncers
protecting clientele from undesirable riffraff—that bailed
antibiotics out of the cell. Terrific evaders, the bacteria rarely
generated overt counterattacks, making enzymes that actually
destroyed an antibiotic. Instead, they adapted to the new



chemical environment, rich in whatever antibiotic was in use,
by building a tougher membrane wall or changing whatever
biochemical process the drug was supposed to affect. If, for
example, a drug such as tetracycline was designed to inhibit
bacterial protein synthesis activity on the microbe’s smaller
ribosome, the bacteria simply changed the vulnerable protein
factors so that the point sensitive to the drug no longer existed.

Every time Homo sapiens made a molecular socket wrench
to undo some vital bacterial function, the wily microbes
simply changed the vulnerable assembly to a Phillips-headed
screw.

Most of these powerful defense weapons had probably
existed in microbes, and in individual animal or plant cells, for
aeons. They performed services for the organisms that
extended well beyond resisting antibiotics or attaining greater
powers of infectiousness and lethality. For example, species as
diverse as yeast, human cancer cells, and malaria parasites all
could process a similar set of genes—designated mdr or pgp—
that provided the blueprints for membrane pumps. The yeast
used the acquired ability to pump out pheromones (or external
hormones) that attracted one yeast to another. Human cancer
cells used the genes to expel chemotherapy drugs. Plasmodium
falciparum used the genetic traits to get rid of chloroquine.97

Plasmids played a role in the evolution not only of bacteria
but possibly of all species on the planet. Their movement
among microbes, or from microbes to plants and animals, was
thought by many scientists to have long been crucial to
adaptation and change.98

Acquisition of one set of genetic characteristics might well
have a cascade effect, resulting in an entirely new range of
capabilities for the microbe. For example, a plasmid carrying
genes for neomycin-kanamycin resistance also had part of a
gene for bleomycin resistance. E. coli that absorbed this
pRAB2 plasmid, as it was called, not only acquired the ability
to withstand those antibiotics but also became more fit. Along
with the bleomycin resistance came a genetic ability to rapidly
repair genetic damage to DNA. With that capability, E. coli
could live longer and suffer fewer deleterious mutations.99



Plasmids and transposons also had some influence over
their own expression, once they gained entry into a cell. Many
contained genes called integrons that integrated the mobile
DNA into the organisms’ genomes. Some had regulatory
genes that could switch on and off both their own plasmid or
transposon genes and key genes inside the microbial
chromosome. 100

In this way, DNA moved not only between various bacterial
species but between entire families of organisms: between
bacteria and yeasts, between plants and bacteria, between
complex parasites and their hosts’ cells.101

It required a very small leap of logic to conclude that
retroviruses such as HIV, HTLV, and feline leukemia virus
were originally transposons. Over time, these bits of mobile
genes (in the form of RNA, rather than DNA) acquired various
regulatory genes from the microbes they inhabited. With
passing generations, they gained sufficient genetic
sophistication to be able to manufacture hard protective shells
or envelopes, inside of which would safely reside their RNA.
This gave them, in Bernard Fields’s lexicon, both payloads and
delivery systems, allowing them to become viruses. 102

Though dozens of different types of antibiotics had been in
use against bacteria and some parasites since the 1940s,
humanity had very few antivirals at its disposal. As was the
case with drugs aimed at bacteria, resistance was a critical
problem shortly after introduction of the key antivirals:
acyclovir, ribavirin, amantadine, foscarnet, ganciclovir, and
the HIV drugs.

By 1981 the U.S. genital herpes epidemic had reached crisis
proportions in much of the world, so word of a drug that might
cure the disease raised considerable excitement. Acyclovir,
developed by the Burroughs-Wellcome pharmaceutical
company, was a terrific success. 103 The drug could prevent
latent herpes viruses from resurfacing to produce genital
disease, cold sores, shingles, and a variety of other disorders.
Both in pill form and as a topical cream, acyclovir brought
relief to herpes sufferers and was hailed as a revolution, much
as penicillin had been four decades earlier. 104 But even in the



original promising studies, physicians noticed that cessation of
acyclovir use could immediately—within less than twenty-
four hours—result in a herpes surge, typically producing more
severe disease in the patients than was seen in people who
used placebos. That implied two things: the drug was unable to
accomplish much more than forcing the virus to remain in
hiding inside nerve cells, and it might be exerting selection
pressure on the viral population that resulted in even more
virulent pathogens.

The most serious life-threatening herpetic ailment was
encephalitis due to infection of the brain. By the late 1980s
physicians all over the world were reporting horrendous
herpes encephalitis relapses in their patients following
cessation of acyclovir use.105

Well before acyclovir got the FDA’s green light for
commercial distribution in the United States, physicians close
to its research efforts were worrying publicly about resistance.
Some were even concerned about the chemical similarity
between acyclovir and other available antivirals, saying that
“the possibility of cross-resistance is at least worrisome.”106

Despite concerns about emergence of highly resistant herpes
viruses, surgeons almost immediately began using the drug as
a postoperative prophylactic much as they had long done with
antibiotics, 107 particularly for patients undergoing transplants
and other procedures that required deliberate
immunosuppression.108

Scientists had long known that some herpes viruses—
perhaps fewer than one in ten million—were naturally
genetically resistant to acyclovir, meaning that even before
acyclovir was invented, some of the viruses had an innate
ability to outwit therapy. 109 And researchers soon showed that
resistant strains, once emerged and established within the
human body, persisted for years, with or without continued use
of acyclovir.110

At the molecular level there were several different ways
herpes viruses could become resistant to acyclovir, and it was
clear that some mutations observed in clinical settings were



new—that is, the virus mutated during exposure to acyclovir.
In many cases the viruses could become invulnerable with a
simple point mutation—one tiny change in their DNA. The
most successful genetic changes were those that affected one
of two key viral enzymes: DNA-polymerase, which the virus
used to make copies of itself; and thymidine kinase, a
chemical also crucial to viral replication. Mutations in these
enzyme genes cost the viruses a great deal: they became
resistant, but at the cost of some powers of infectiousness and
virulence. The trade-off was overcome, in part, by the
intermingling of the mutant viruses with normal ones that still
possessed the powerful genes. So, for example, virus
populations hidden inside human nerve cells would be
protected from the drugs and the immune system until they
were activated and exited their protective neural seclusion.
The normal viruses would possess the genes that allowed that
exiting process and warded off the immune system, while the
less virulent mutants were prepared to survive acyclovir.

In 1992 British scientists warned, “There is a possibility that
[acyclovir]-resistant strains of herpes simplex virus with
epidemic potential eventually will emerge and reduce the
efficacy of this drug. The time-scale for the emergence of such
resistance is unclear.”111

That epidemic acyclovir resistance would eventually occur
seemed an inevitability to most observers: the only issues were
when and where. The answer, it turned out, was AIDS.
Because of the overlapping epidemiological risks of AIDS and
many herpes viruses, people battling the first disease often
suffered horrible bouts of the second. AIDS physicians began
in the late 1980s putting patients with histories of prior
herpetic illnesses on prophylactic acyclovir, or treating
occasional flare-ups of herpes with longer durations of the
drug. Not surprisingly, by 1989 virulent acyclovir-resistant
mutants appeared in AIDS patients.112

In 1990 an otherwise healthy twenty-seven-year-old
American came down with genital herpes. Because his case
wouldn’t respond to normal acyclovir treatment, the young
man came under the care of National Institutes of Allergy and



Infectious Diseases physician Stephen Straus, a longtime
acyclovir expert. Straus treated the ailing man with ever-
higher doses of acyclovir, eventually stopping when he
reached toxic levels that were six times that normally used to
treat the infection.

It was the first time Straus had seen such a case in an
otherwise immunologically healthy adult. The patient wasn’t
infected with the AIDS virus, and hadn’t suffered any prior
ailments or required surgery. The patient, who was gay, had
three sexual partners during the 1990 period in which he got
infected. One of the partners was dually infected with HIV and
the mutant herpes virus. Straus believed that the herpes mutant
had first developed in the immunocompromised HIV-positive
man and then had been passed sexually to the unfortunate
twenty-seven-year-old.113 The new mutant was distinctly
dangerous because it had not traded off virulence for
persistence. Furthermore, the mutant possessed the ability to
resist another antiviral drug: ganciclovir. It was a multiply
resistant, fully pathogenic virus that could be sexually
transmitted.

“And now my suspicion is that this [mutant strain] will
become more frequent, but the pace of that increase in
frequency is unclear,” Straus said.114

HIV-positive Americans and Europeans were treated to a
pharmaceutical cornucopia that helped them survive one
microbial onslaught after another. And many individuals were
simultaneously taking more than a dozen different drugs.
Furthermore, physicians who failed to control herpes
infections in their AIDS patients using acyclovir often
switched to drugs that were designed to treat other viral
diseases. Ganciclovir and foscarnet, for example, were
primarily used to treat cytomegalovirus (CMV), which
commonly struck HIV-positive people. As acyclovir failures
were increasingly reported, many physicians switched to the
two anti-CMV drugs.115

Unfortunately, resistance to both ganciclovir and foscarnet
quickly emerged among cytomegaloviruses that were infecting
HIV-positive individuals. It was as if one plague of contagious



immunosuppression was fostering a subset of mini-epidemics
of viral resistance.

CMV resistance to ganciclovir or foscarnet seemed by 1992
to be an inevitable consequence of prolonged use of either
drug in HIV-positive individuals. Physicians had to balance
the need to control herpes and mild CMV infections during
early stages of HIV disease against the necessity of having
something in reserve that would still work—to which the
microbes wouldn’t be resistant—during the final throes of
AIDS. In particular, a significant percentage of long-term
AIDS survivors would go blind, victims of CMV retinitis, if
the viral strains in their bodies developed resistance to both
drugs.116

As was the case with acyclovir resistance in herpes viruses,
CMV invulnerability to ganciclovir and foscarnet was
achieved by single point mutations in the viruses’ DNA coding
for either DNA polymerase or a key kinase. 117 It was
tempting to conclude that a commonality of mutation sites
existed for highly divergent types of viruses. And, indeed, in
1993, physicians from around the United States reported
treating patients who had foscarnet resistance in both their
herpes simplex and cytomegalovirus populations. The
resistance was of clinical significance, and in some cases the
patients also suffered acyclovir-resistance, leaving doctors
with no good treatment options.118

Further complicating decisions about the uses of these drugs
were indications that the herpes-type viruses could directly
stimulate the activation signals within the HIV genome,
promoting production of more AIDS viruses. Seen first in test-
tube experiments, the microscopic partnership between the
viral species was confirmed in 1993 in studies of six gay men
in Los Angeles who were simultaneously infected with herpes
simplex-1 and HIV. Not only did the two viral species
stimulate one another, but they shared cellular homes and
intermingled so completely that a sort of hybrid virus —part
HIV, part HSV-1—appeared.119

The most notorious drug resister was the human
immunodeficiency virus itself. From the moment



azidothymine, or AZT (trade name: Zidovudine) was
introduced into use on AIDS patients it was clear that the
window of opportunity for its utility was limited by the virus’s
ability to mutate into a resistant form. Initially thought to be an
event that emerged in AIDS patients after two or three years of
AZT use, it became clear that some strains developed
resistance almost immediately following exposure to the drug.
And there were indications that AZT-resistant strains of HIV
could be transmitted from one person to another. 120

Physicians followed the models already set for treating
bacteria in the face of resistant antibiotics: they added on other
drugs, either in sequence or in combination with AZT. So ddI
(dideoxyinosine), ddC (dideoxycytidine), nevrapine, FLT
(deoxyfluorothymidine), zalcitabine, 3TC (3-thiacytidine), and
carbovir (didehydrodideoxyguanosine) were tried as
alternatives or adjuncts to AZT.

Resistance emerged to all of them.

One thing the drugs shared was their target: the key enzyme
used by HIV to make a DNA copy of its RNA genome,
reverse transcriptase. As Howard Temin had shown during the
late 1980s, HIV was one of the most mutable microbes on the
planet. And the key to that mutability was the reverse
transcriptase enzyme. Helpful mutations could persist for
years, even be passed from one human host to another.121

Not surprisingly, there were soon HIV strains that were
multiply resistant to AZT plus other antiviral drugs, or to
combinations of ddI, ddC, and others. 122 So grim was the
situation that the head of San Francisco General Hospital, Dr.
Merle Sande, threw his hands in the air in a deliberately
dramatic gesture at a National Institutes of Health meeting and
bellowed, “We need better drugs!”123

Such sentiments were echoed by doctors who were trying to
treat influenza infections in acutely ill elderly individuals
infected with amantadine- or rimantadine-resistant strains of
the virus.124

In short, it seemed that viruses, because of their rapid
reproduction rates and high degrees of inherent mutability,



were even more likely than bacteria to find ways around the
drugs humans threw at them. Piling on more drugs, or using
drugs in higher doses for longer periods of time, hadn’t
prevented the emergence of untreatable bacterial strains. Why
did pharmaceutical companies and physicians believe such
tired old antimicrobial tactics could defeat viruses?

“You can’t expect physicians to be concerned about public
health,” Mark Lappé had opined one sunny spring afternoon in
his Berkeley office at the University of California. It was 1981
and Lappé’s book Germs That Won’t Die had just been
released. No one had yet heard of AIDS or drug-resistant
clinical viruses or chlorine-resistant Legionella.

“It’s hard to put the large view into day-to-day medicine.
And it’s a real tragedy. And you can’t sue a doctor for
violating an ecosphere, but you can sue for failure to give an
antibiotic that you think would have enhanced the possibility
of patient survival. It’s a real dilemma,” Lappé had said.

A decade before the resistance crisis was acknowledged by
mainstream science, he said that medicine and public health
were locked in a conflict over drug-induced emergence of new
microbes—a conflict that couldn’t easily be resolved. It was
the physicians’ job, Lappé said, to individuate decisions on a
patient-by-patient basis. The mission of the doctor was to cure
individual cases of disease. 125 In contrast, public health’s
mission required an ecological perspective on disease:
individuals got lost in the tally of microbial versus human
populations.

When Lappé looked at American hospitals in 1980 he didn’t
see the miracles of modern medicine—heart transplants,
artificial knees, CT scans. Lappé saw disease, and microbes,
and mutations.

“It’s incredible,” Lappé said. “You can go into a hospital
and you will have a four in a hundred chance of getting an
infection you’ve never had before, while in that hospital. In
some hospitals the odds are one in ten. What you will get in
that hospital will be much worse than what you would have
been contaminated with at home. They are the most tenacious
organisms you can imagine. They can survive in the detergent.



They can actually live on a bar of soap. These are organisms
that are part of our endgame.”

Decrying improper use of antibiotics as “experiments going
on all the time in people, creating genuinely pathogenically
new organisms,” Lappé occasionally lapsed into a grim global
ecological description of the crisis —a perspective that critics
charged in 1981 grossly exaggerated the scope of the problem:

 

Unfortunately, we played a trick on the natural world by
seizing control of these [natural] chemicals, making them
more perfect in a way that has changed the whole microbial
constitution of the developing countries. We have organisms
now proliferating that never existed before in nature. We have
selected them. We have organisms that probably caused a tenth
of a percent of human disease in the past that now cause
twenty, thirty percent of the disease that we’re seeing. We have
changed the whole face of the earth by the use of antibiotics.

 

By the 1990s, when public health authorities and physicians
were nervously watching their antimicrobial tools become
obsolete, Lappé’s book was out of print. But everything he had
predicted in 1981 had, by 1991, transpired.

III
For developing countries, access to still-reliable antibiotics for
treatment of everything from routine staph infections to
tuberculosis and cholera had reached crisis proportions by the
1990s. In 1993 the World Bank estimated that the barest
minimum health care package for poor countries required an
annual per capita expenditure of $8.00. Yet most of the least
developed countries couldn’t afford to spend more than $2.00
to $3.00 per person each year on total health care.126 With
over 100,000 medicinal drugs marketed in the world (5,000
active ingredients), it was possible for government planners to
lose sight of their highest-priority needs, purchasing
nonessential agents rather than those necessary for their
populations’ survival. And the scale of global disparity in drug



access was staggering: the average Japanese citizen spent $412
in 1990 on pharmaceutical drugs; the typical American spent
$191; in Mexico just $28 per year was spent; Kenyans spent
less than $4.00 per year; and Bangladeshis and Mozambicans
just $2.00 per year, on average.

It was in the wealthy and medium-income countries where
billions of dollars’ worth of antibiotics and antivirals were
used and misused. And it was in the wealthy nations that
resistant strains most commonly emerged. But it was the poor
nations, unable to afford alternative drugs, that paid the
highest price.

“The development of new antibiotics is very costly,” wrote
Burroughs-Wellcome researcher A. J. Slater, “and their
provision to Third World countries alone can never be
financially rewarding; furthermore, only about 20% of world-
wide pharmaceutical sales are to Third World countries. The
industry’s interest in developing drugs for exclusive or major
use in such countries is declining.”127

Some poor countries sought to offset rising drug costs and
microbial resistance by developing their own pharmaceutical
manufacturing and distribution capabilities. In the best-
planned situations, the respective governments drew up a list
of the hundred or so most essential drugs, decided which could
(by virtue of unpatented status and ease of manufacture) be
made in their countries, and then set out to make the products.
Local manufacture might be carried out by a government-
owned parastatal company, a private firm, or—most
commonly—a local establishment that was in partnership with
or a subsidiary of a major pharmaceutical multinational.

Though such drug policies were strongly supported by all
the relevant UN organizations and, eventually, the World
Bank, they were considered direct threats to the stranglehold a
relative handful of corporations had on the world’s drug
market. The U.S.-based Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
Association, which represented some sixty-five U.S.-
headquartered drug and biotechnology companies and about
thirty foreign-based multinationals, strongly opposed such
policies. In general, the companies—all of which were North



American, European, or Japanese—felt that local regulation,
manufacturing, marketing restrictions, or advertising
limitations infringed on their free market rights.128

Given that these companies controlled the bulk of the raw
materials required for drug manufacture, and purchase of such
materials required hard currency (foreign exchange), most of
the world’s poor nations were unable to actuate policies of
local antibiotic production.129 At a time when all forms of
bacteremia were on the rise in the poorest nations on earth—
notably in sub-Saharan Africa130—the governments were least
equipped to purchase already manufactured drugs or make
their own.

Not all the blame for the lack of effective, affordable
antibiotics could be justifiably leveled at the multinational
drug manufacturers: domestic problems in many poor nations
were also at fault. Distribution of drugs inside many countries
was nothing short of abominable. In developing countries,
most of the essential pharmaceuticals never made their way
out of the capital and the largest urban centers to the
communities in need. On average, 60 to 70 percent of a poor
country’s population made do with less than a third of the
nation’s medicinal drug supply, according to the World Bank.

Perhaps the classic case of the distribution crisis involved
not an antibiotic but an antiparasite drug. During the early
1980s the U.S.-based multinational Merck & Company
invented a drug called ivermectin that could cure the river
blindness disease caused by a waterborne parasite,
Onchocerca volvulvus. About 120 million people lived in
onchocerciasisplagued areas, most of them in West Africa.
And WHO estimated that at least 350,000 people were blind in
1988 as a result of the parasite’s damage to their eyes.

It was, therefore, an extraordinary boon to the governments
of the afflicted region and WHO when Merck issued its
unprecedented announcement in 1987 that it would donate—
free—ivermectin to WHO for distribution in the needy
countries. No drug company had ever exhibited such
generosity, and WHO immediately hailed Merck’s actions as a
model for the entire pharmaceutical industry.



But five years after the free ivermectin program began,
fewer than 3 million of the estimated 120 million at risk for
the disease had received the drug. Cost was not the issue.
Infrastructural problems in transportation and distribution,
military coups, local corruption,131 lack of primary health care
infrastructures in rural areas, and other organizational
obstacles forced WHO and Merck to privately admit in 1992
that the program to cure the world of river blindness might
fail.132

The World Bank and many independent economists argued
that such problems would persist until developing countries
instituted national health care financing policies133—a
daunting vision given that the wealthiest nation in the world,
the United States, only embarked on a course toward
implementation of such a policy in 1994. The pharmaceutical
industry argued that developing countries had proven woefully
unable to produce quality medicinal drugs on an affordable,
high-volume basis. Lack of skilled local personnel,
overregulation and bureaucratization, corruption, and lack of
hard currency for bulk purchase of supplies and raw materials
were all given as reasons for developing country inadequacies.
Restrictions on multinational access to local markets were
doomed, the industry asserted, to exacerbate the situation by
denying the populace needed drugs.134

From the perspective of developing countries, the
pharmaceutical industry and Western governments that acted
in its support were solely concerned with the pursuit of profits,
and would conduct any practice they saw fit to maintain their
monopoly on the global medicinal drug market. Such
practices, it was charged, included bribing local doctors and
health officials, manipulating pricing structures to undermine
local competitors, advertising nonessential drugs aggressively
in urban areas, dumping poorquality or banned drugs onto
Third World markets, withholding raw materials and drugs
during local epidemics, and declining foreign aid to countries
whose drug policies were considered overly restrictive.135

While charges and countercharges flew, the crisis in many
parts of the world deepened. According to the World Bank, the



world spent $330 billion in 1990 on pharmaceuticals, $44
billion of which went to developing countries. The majority of
the world’s population in 1990 lacked access to effective,
affordable antibiotics.

In 1991, with the world facing a tuberculosis crisis, it was
suddenly noted that the global supply of streptomycin was
tapped out. The second-oldest antibiotic in commercial use
was no longer manufactured by any company. Unpatented,
cheap, and needed solely in developing countries, it offered no
significant profit margin to potential manufacturers. When
drug-resistant TB surfaced in major U.S. cities that year, the
Food and Drug Administration would find itself in a mad
scramble to entice drug companies back into the streptomycin-
manufacturing business.

IV
It wasn’t just the bacteria and viruses that gained newfound
powers of resistance during the last decades of the twentieth
century.

“It seems we have a much greater enemy in malaria now
than we did just a few years ago,” Dr. Wen Kilama said. The
director-general of Tanzania’s National Institute for Medical
Research was frustrated and angry in 1986. He, and his
predecessors, had meticulously followed all the malaria
control advice meted out by experts who lived in wealthy, cold
countries. But after decades of spending upward of 70 percent
of its entire health budget annually on malaria control, Kilama
had a worse problem on his hands in 1986 than had his
predecessors in 1956.

“More than ten percent of all hospital admissions are
malaria,” Kilama said. “As are ten percent of all our outpatient
visits. In terms of death, it is quite high, and it is apparent that
malaria is much more severe now than before.”

Ten years earlier the first cases of chloroquine-resistant
Plasmodium falciparum parasites had emerged in Tanzania; by
1986 most of the nation’s malaria was resistant to the world’s
most effective treatment. Like nearly every other adult in the
nation, Kilama had suffered a childhood bout with malaria,



fortunately in the days before chloroquine resistance surfaced.
Natural immunity to malaria among survivors like Kilama was
weak, and whenever he was under stress he would be laid up
with malarial fevers.

“It is a very unusual individual in this country who doesn’t
have chronic malaria,” Kilama said.

Though he was speaking of Tanzania, Kilama might as well
have said the same of most of the nations of Africa, Indochina,
the Indian subcontinent, the Amazon region of Latin America,
much of Oceania, and southern China. Most of the world’s
population in 1986 lived in or near areas of endemic malaria.

Since the days when optimists had set out to defeat malaria,
hoping to drive the parasites off the face of the earth, the
global situation had worsened significantly. Indeed, far more
people would die of malaria-associated ailments in 1990 than
did in 1960.

For example, the Pan American Health Organization and the
Brazilian government had succeeded in bringing malaria cases
in that country down to near-zero levels by 1960. In 1983 the
country suffered 297,000 malaria hospitalizations; that figure
had doubled by 1988. Despite widespread use of DDT and
other pesticides, the Anopheles darlingi mosquitoes thrived in
the Amazon, feeding on the hundreds of thousands of
nonimmune city dwellers who were flooding the region in
search of gold and precious gems. The situation was
completely out of control.136 By 1989 Brazil accounted for 11
percent of the world’s non-African malaria cases.137

A 1987 survey of malaria parasites extracted from the blood
of nearly 200 Brazilian patients revealed that 84 percent of the
Amazon isolates were chloroquine-resistant; 73 percent were
resistant to amodiaquine; nearly all the isolates showed some
level of resistance to Fansidar (sulfadoxine/pyrimethamine).
Only one then-available drug remained effective against
malaria in Brazil: mefloquine.138

By 1990 more than 80 percent of the world’s malaria cases
were African; 95 percent of all malarial deaths occurred on the
African continent. Up to half a billion Africans suffered at



least one serious malarial episode each year, and typically an
individual received some 200–300 infective mosquito bites
annually. Up to one million African children died each year of
the disease.139 And all over the continent the key drugs were
failing.

The first reported cases were among Caucasian tourists on
safari in Tanzania and Kenya during 1978–79.140 As early as
1981 chloroquine’s efficacy was waning among Kenyan
children living in highly malaria-endemic areas, and higher
doses of the drug were necessary to reverse disease
symptoms.141 Within two years, truly resistant parasites had
emerged in Kenya, and laboratory tests showed that 65 percent
of the P. falciparum parasites had some degree of chloroquine
resistances.142

By 1984 reports of people dying of malaria while on
chloroquine, or failing to improve when taking the drug, were
cropping up all over the African continent: from Malawi,143

Namibia,144 Zambia,145 Angola,146 South Africa,147

Mozambique, 148 and locations scattered in between. Public
health planners watched nervously, wondering how long
chloroquine—the best and most affordable of the antimalarials
—would remain a useful drug.

Kilama and his counterparts in other African nations tried
mosquito control measures, but the insects quickly acquired
their own resistance to the pesticides. They tried eliminating
watery breeding sites for the mosquitoes, but, as Kilama put it,
“what can you do when these creatures can breed thousands of
offspring in a puddle the size of a hippo’s foot? During the
rainy season there is absolutely nothing.”

Kilama’s staff regularly tested children living in northern
equatorial districts of Tanzania for chloroquine resistance, and
watched in horror as the parasites’ sensitivity to the drug
declined logarithmically between 1980 and 1986.
Furthermore, isolated cases of mefloquine and pyrimethamine
resistance were reported in the country.149

The CDC developed a simple field test kit for drug
resistance that was widely distributed in Africa in 1985.



Immediately a picture of the resistance emergence patterns
developed. The problem began along coastal areas of East
Africa, particularly Zanzibar, Mombasa, and Dar es Salaam. In
these areas two factors may have played a role: a highly
mobile Asian population that traveled frequently to India and
other regions of resistant malaria, and relatively high
availability of chloroquine through both legal and black-
market venues. From there, resistance spread along the
equatorial travel routes connecting traders from Kenya,
Tanzania, Malawi, Zambia, Zaire, Burundi, Rwanda, and
Uganda—the same trade routes implicated in the spread of the
region’s AIDS epidemic. The problem eventually spread
outward, from Addis Ababa to Cape Town, from Senegal to
Madagascar.150

Studies of the newly emerging P. falciparum strains showed
that the mutations involved in resistance, once present, were
permanent features in the parasitic line. The resistance
mechanisms involved several different genes: partial
insensitivity could result from a single mutation, total
resistance from two or more. Wherever the single-mutation
somewhat insensitive strains emerged, fully resistant mutants
soon followed.

The mutants seemed to grow faster in laboratory cultures
than did normal P. falciparum, indicating that they might have
acquired some type of virulence advantage.

And finally, resistance was cropping up not only in regions
where chloroquine was heavily used but also among people
who rarely took the drug. That implied that the mutation and
emergence didn’t require heavy selection pressure. And it also
posed serious questions about what policies governments
should pursue to preserve the utility of the precious drug.151

By 1990 chloroquine resistance was the rule rather than the
exception in most malarial regions of Africa. In addition,
physicians noticed that chloroquine-resistant strains of P.
falciparum seemed somewhat insensitive to treatment with
quinine or quinidine, probably because of the chemical
similarities of the three drugs.152



Between 1988 and 1990 a seemingly new disease emerged
—cases of lethal adult cerebral malaria in East and Central
Africa. Individuals who had acquired some degree of
immunity during childhood would suddenly as young adults
be overtaken with fever and the demented behavior produced
by parasitic infection of the brain. The suddenness of both the
onset and death in such cases was startling.

In most cases the cerebral malaria victims had lived their
adult lives in urban areas, far from their childhood villages and
daily exposure to bloodsucking mosquitoes. Once a year,
perhaps, they would return to their old village home to visit
relatives and would be reexposed to the parasites. As far as the
parasites were concerned, these city dwellers, though African,
were no less vulnerable to malaria than a Caucasian tourist.
The immunity to P. falciparum disappeared within twelve
months—or less—in the absence of regular reexposure to the
parasites. There was no absolute protective immunity in
anyone exposed to malaria—nothing akin to the lifelong
immunity that resulted from a smallpox vaccine.

As the death toll among young adults increased, so did the
economic costs. In 1993 the World Bank estimated that the
loss of productive adult workers to malaria could within two
years cost African economies $1.8 billion—a staggering figure
for such impoverished societies.153

Mortality due to malaria in 1993 was at a historic all-time
high in Africa.

“Cerebral malaria is now estimated to be responsible for a
fatality rate of more than twenty percent of malaria cases, even
in urban areas … . Mortality and morbidity rates due to
malaria, as monitored in specific countries, appear to be
increasing. For example, reported deaths due to malaria
increased from 2.1 percent in 1984, to 4.8 percent in 1986, to
5.8 percent in 1988 in Zaire. Malaria deaths as a percent of
mortality in Zaire increased from 29.5 percent in 1983, to 45.6
percent in 1985, and to 56.4 percent of all mortality in 1986,”
reported the American Association for the Advancement of
Science.154



Resistance to chloroquine, mefloquine, Fansidar, quinine,
trimethoprim, and quinidine were all rising rapidly, with some
areas (particularly Zaire) reporting that virtually all malaria
cases were caused by chloroquine-resistant strains by 1990.

Uwe Brinkmann, then at the Harvard School of Public
Health, was watching the steady rise in malaria cases,
resistance, and deaths, and in 1991 set out to calculate the toll
the newly emergent P. falciparum were taking in Africa, in
both direct medical and indirect societal costs. He predicted
that by 1995 malaria would be costing most sub-Saharan
African countries 1 percent of their annual GDPS.155

By 1995 in Rwanda, Brinkmann’s group predicted, “the
direct cost of malaria per capita will exceed [Ministry of
Health] expenditure per capita.” This posed an obvious
question: What will societies do when their malaria burden
exceeds all available hospital beds, drugs, health providers,
and finances?

At the CDC, where Kent Campbell, Joel Breman, and Joe
McCormick were devoting their attention by the close of the
1980s entirely to the malaria problem, a new issue cropped up.

“What is malaria?” Campbell asked. “If a population is
universally infected, and periodically ill, what exactly is the
disease we call malaria?” 156

It wasn’t an academic question. By the late 1980s the CDC
scientists and their African counterparts were witnessing a
dangerous new malaria disease paradigm on the continent.
Small children who suffered fevers were immediately given
chloroquine by their parents—easily obtained either from
government clinics or on the black market. The kids would
recover from their fevers, but the partially resistant parasites
would remain in their bodies. Unable to mount a strong
immune response, the children would suffer more bouts of
severe malaria, receive additional doses of chloroquine or
quinine, and continue to harbor the parasites. Over time, the
parasite load would build to critical levels in their blood,
causing significant damage to their red blood cells.



Just a decade earlier all African children had either died or
survived severe malaria in their first weeks of life, and from
then on been at no greater malarial risk than adults. However,
thanks to chloroquine treatments, by the late 1980s tens of
thousands—perhaps millions—of African children were
surviving those early malarial fever bouts, but lapsing into
fatal anemia episodes at later ages ranging from six months to
nine years. The only way to save such a child’s life would be
to transfuse huge amounts of nonmalarial blood as quickly as
possible into his or her body.

In 1985, Kinshasa’s Mama Yemo Hospital performed about
1,500 such pediatric transfusions; a year later, that figure leapt
to 6,000.

By the end of 1986, one out of every three children admitted
to Mama Yemo suffered from a chloroquine-resistant strain.

That was also when pediatric AIDS started to soar in
Kinshasa.

In an anemia crisis, seconds matter in the race to save a
child’s life. Even if an impoverished African clinic had the
tools to test donated blood, they didn’t have the time.
Typically doctors would simply grab a relative whose blood
type matched appropriately, and pump blood straight from the
donor to the child. A review of 200 children who were
transfused in this way at Mama Yemo in 1986 showed that 13
percent got infected with HIV as a result.

“The doctors knew they were transmitting AIDS,”
Campbell explained. “But they were trying to ensure the
survival of these children. It’s a crapshoot, it really is. They
saw them die day in and day out then, so they were making a
clinical decision that was the best that they could do.”157

In field trials in Malawi, David Heymann looked to see if it
was possible to use drugs either to eliminate the parasites from
pregnant women, thus at least decreasing the chances that
babies would be born infected, or to boost maternal immunity
so much that mothers would pass powerful antibodies on to
their breast-feeding babies. Clearing all parasites from a
pregnant woman’s body required over $10.00 worth of



antimalarials—too expensive in countries that spent less than
$3.00 per capita annually for all health needs.158 And giving
chloroquine or quinine to newborns was fruitless, for Joe
McCormick showed in Kenya that the average infant or
toddler living in East African villages got 50 to 80 infectious
mosquito bites per month. Other studies showed that half of all
infectious bites ended up as malaria cases.

At the same time, the territory of the Anopheles mosquitoes
was expanding. Usually the mosquitoes had very limited
temperature and altitude flexibility; ideally, they preferred
tropical sea-level conditions. But as the sheer density of the
human population increased, and massive numbers of
immune-naïve people moved back and forth between rural and
urban areas, the mosquitoes braved their way into previously
uncharted territory. Heymann witnessed the expansion of
malaria in Rwanda, for example, where for centuries the
disease and Anopheles mosquitoes were limited to lowland,
densely populated areas. Similarly, in Swaziland he saw the
expansion of the fruit-canning industry, located in the
lowlands, draw people from the remote highland areas of the
country, where Anopheles mosquitoes weren’t found. They
were recruited to work in the canneries in the malarial
lowlands. Lacking any immunity and confronted with drug-
resistant parasites, the highlanders died off in huge numbers.
Those few lucky enough to survive carried the parasites in
their blood back up to the mountainous communities where
local mosquitoes picked up the microbes while feeding on the
migrant workers.

Next door in Malawi, Heymann watched throughout the
1980s as the incidence of chloroquine-resistant malaria and
malarial deaths rose steadily. In 1980 fewer than 5 percent of
all child hospitalizations were due to acute anemia; by 1986
that percentage had tripled.159

Back at CDC headquarters in Atlanta, Campbell was still
trying to answer his fundamental question: What is malaria?
For much of their childhood virtually all Africans were
infected with the parasites—did that constitute malaria?
Clearly not, he decided. Was it malaria when an infected child



developed fevers? Again, Campbell decided, the answer was
no, as many ailments could produce fevers in young children.
The presence of the malarial parasites did not necessarily
mean that those particular bugs were responsible for a child’s
fever.

“Furthermore,” Campbell said, “we cannot continue to treat
every fever as if it’s malaria, because the roster of drugs is
getting shorter.” He knew, however, that within twenty-four to
forty-eight hours what appeared to be a vague fever could,
after a single red blood cell reproduction cycle for the
parasites, spell death.

Answering these questions became an obsession for
Campbell, as well as the other old Africa hands at CDC: Joel
Breman, Joe McCormick, and David Heymann. Stumping
from one cluster of malariologists to another, in Geneva and
London, at Oxford and Harvard, before U.S. congressional
subcommittees and in meetings with the Côte d’Ivoire
Ministry of Health, Campbell would ask the same basic
question: What is malaria?

And everywhere he went the question was greeted first by
disbelief—how could America’s supposed leading malaria
expert ask such a stupid question? Campbell didn’t mind if he
sounded naive. The tall, lanky marathon runner would stretch
his long legs out from his seat, and in a style reminiscent of
Jimmy Stewart’s sly, falsely modest characters, repeat his
question in a slow Tennessee drawl. Invariably the experts left
these meetings shaking their heads and asking the same
question: What is malaria?

Many other disease states were defined by the presence of
antibodies against a particular microbe. A vague case of
malaise, fever, and nausea could be ascribed to influenza if
anti-flu antibodies were found in the ailing human’s
bloodstream. But here, too, Campbell saw difficulties with
defining malaria, because of the strange and transient nature of
immunity to the parasites.

When malarial parasites were injected through a female
Anopheles proboscis into a human’s bloodstream, they were in
the form of small sporozoites. The sporozoites had a unique



coating, bearing a set of specific protein antigens. At each
stage in the parasites’ life cycles thereafter—schizonts and
merozoites—the organisms bore still another set of antigens
on their cell membranes. Because the various stages of the
parasite’s growth presented different sets of antibodies, the
human immune system was in a bind. It might make
antibodies against one stage and not the others. Or it might
mount a T-cell response against one, or none, of the stages.

The sporozoite stage of malaria elicited a particularly
strange immune response: people could have millions of
antibodies drifting through their bloodstreams, even attaching
to the sporozoites, and still die of malaria. One key study
involved Kenyan adults who were presumably “immune” to
malaria because they were surviving constant exposure to the
contaminating mosquitoes. The volunteers were given high
doses of chloroquine and Fansidar
(pyrimethamine/sulfadoxine) to rid their bodies of parasites.
Their antisporozoite antibody levels were measured. And then
the individuals were followed for ninety-eight days to see what
transpired.

By the end of the study, 72 percent of the supposedly
immune adults had become reinfected with P. falciparum
parasites. In a similar study of small children, 100 percent
were reinfected within ninety-eight days.160 And there was no
correlation between their likelihood of being reinfected and
the levels of anti-malaria antibodies in their blood.161

Laboratory and animal studies showed that T-cell responses
were critical to controlling sporozoites, particularly the classes
of T cells called CD4.162 The problem with such T-cell
responses was that they were usually very specific, capable of
recognizing a malaria enemy only if a very particular kind of
antigen was present on the sporozoite surface. So narrow was
the range of T-cell response that if a single amino acid
building block in the proteins protruding from a sporozoite’s
surface differed, the T cells wouldn’t recognize the malarial
invasion and no effective immune response would be
mounted. Such specificities were called epitopes, and each
different malaria epitope could be coded for by a single gene



—or even a tiny part of one gene—in the parasite’s DNA. That
meant that one tiny mutation might be enough to allow the
malarial parasite to evade the human T-cell immune
responses.163

As a result, a person whose T-cell system was able to
control malarial parasites found in, say, Bujumbura in 1989
wouldn’t be able to handle malaria in Kinshasa or Brazil or
Thailand.164 Indeed, if the individual left Bujumbura and
returned twelve months later, his or her T-cell system might
not recognize the strains then present in Burundi’s capital
city.165

These findings simply reinforced Kent Campbell’s sense of
perplexity. The parasites, despite the existence of proteins on
their surfaces that clearly signaled alarms to the immune
systems,166 managed to elude all the host’s defenses, and
nothing short of extraordinary doses of antimalarial drugs
could dislodge the microbes.

In the face of rising microbial resistance to the
antimalarials, even the drugs were increasingly proving
incapable of ridding human bodies of the parasites.

Oddly enough, as time wore on, Campbell reached the
conclusion that it was a good thing, if one lived in an area with
endemic malaria, to have some parasites in one’s body at all
times. In the absence of parasites there was soon no immunity
whatsoever.167 If some malarial sporozoites inhabited one’s
liver, or merozoites one’s red blood cells, the body made IgG
antibodies. With luck, enough antibodies and activated T cells
were present to create a condition of tolerance: each creature
tolerated the other. The parasites put up with constant
onslaughts from the immune system, and the human managed,
most of the time, to accept the infection of some number of red
blood cells and hepatocytes.

Once again the dogged Campbell queried: “What is
malaria?” If not this state of chronic infection, which
occasionally got out of balance to produce fevers and chills,
what exactly was the disease that WHO claimed appeared in
over 300 million people a year by 1990, killing 3.5 million?



Campbell liked to remind fellow malariologists of the old
British colonial scourge, blackwater fever. It was the British
who figured out how to mix quinine with water and cover the
bitterness with Bombay gin. The result —the gin and tonic—
went a long way to prophylaxing the British Army against
malaria. But overuse of quinine, both medicinally and in heavy
gin-and-tonic doses, created the new disease of blackwater
fever. Victims urinated dark fluid, ran high fevers, felt
miserable, and often—25 to 50 percent of the time—died.

It was decades before British physicians figured out that
blackwater fever was an iatrogenic disease. After repeated
episodes of malaria, each of which was treated with escalating
doses of quinine, the nonimmune Europeans fell ill with what
they thought was another infectious disease. Scientists
eventually determined that quinine caused blackwater fever.
Overuse of the powerful drug to counteract malaria led to
quinine’s attachment directly onto the membranes of red blood
cells. The protruding quinine molecule attracted the attention
of the immune system, which misinterpreted its presence on
the red blood cells as an indication of an alien invasion.
Antibodies and T-cell killers attacked the quinine-labeled red
blood cells, killing them. The dying blackwater fever patient
was, thus, the victim of his own medical attempts to cure
malaria.

In the early 1980s researchers tentatively demonstrated that
chloroquine could also have a deleterious effect on the human
immune system. Test-tube studies indicated that the drug could
hamper the immune system’s ability to recognize some threats
and properly stimulate antibody response. 168

In 1983 a U.S. Peace Corps volunteer died of rabies while
working in Kenya, though the twenty-three-year-old had
previously been vaccinated against the disease. Because she
had been taking chloroquine prophylaxis for malaria for
several months prior to her death, CDC researchers decided to
see if the drug’s dampening effect seen on immune system
cells in test-tube studies was hampering similar activities in
human beings.



In 1984 CDC scientists tested the immune systems of Peace
Corps volunteers working in eight countries, comparing
responses to rabies vaccines among chloroquine users with the
responses of those not taking the drug. Chloroquine, taken in
recommended prophylactic doses, clearly diminished
volunteers’ ability to make antibodies against rabies following
vaccination. Three months after vaccination, the chloroquine
users had about half the antibody response to rabies seen in
Peace Corps volunteers who didn’t take the drug.169

Though nobody knew exactly how chloroquine worked, in
terms of either limiting malaria or dampening the immune
response, Campbell was certain by 1990 that the drug had little
or no effect directly on the parasites.170

“It treats the fever without directly attacking the parasites,”
Campbell said.171 He concluded that the pediatric malarial
anemia syndrome sweeping across Africa in the 1990s was
iatrogenic, as was the AIDS epidemic in that age group that
stemmed from the emergency blood transfusions given to the
gravely ill children. The first was a disease that resulted from
overuse of chloroquine, the second from use of HIV-infected
blood.

The parasites developed partial resistance to the
chloroquine, and the drug dampened the children’s immune
responses. Though chloroquine kept down the kids’ fevers, it
did nothing to slow red blood cell damage. The children’s
hemoglobin counts steadily descended despite all treatments,
until so few viable hemoglobin molecules remained that the
children’s bodies were starving for oxygen.172

The anemia syndrome, Campbell concluded, was not
malaria. It, just like blackwater fever, was a man-made disease
that resulted from improper use of an antimalarial drug.

Improper, by the way, was defined as precisely the use
patterns suggested by World Health Organization policy. For
over two decades WHO told African health planners to train
mothers living in endemic areas to assume that all fevers in
small children were due to malaria and immediately treat the
youngsters with chloroquine.



From all of this Campbell reached two conclusions:

“Life cannot be made into policy guidelines from Geneva,”
and “Malaria is a disease that responds to antimalarial drugs.”

The definition of malaria, then, was that it was a disease
whose existence was proven by reversing it with drug
treatments.173 At least in the African context, when the disease
no longer responded to chloroquine treatment because of
resistance, it was transformed into a different syndrome.

In 1992, having concluded that WHO policies were
inadequate and the CDC’s analysis better reflected their
situation, scientists within Malawi’s Ministry of Health
recommended a change in policy. And Malawi became the
first African nation to abandon chloroquine.

Fortunately, Africa still had options. Though resistances to
other antimalarials had emerged, they were not widespread,
and alternative, albeit considerably more expensive,
medications were available.174

In southern Asia, however, where chloroquine resistance
first appeared in the 1950s,175 the malarial parasites were often
multiply resistant to all the readily available drugs.

Though most Asian malaria was due to the less dangerous P.
vivax parasite, the sheer density of parasite-carrying mosquito
populations in tropical southern Asian areas was far greater
than was seen in Africa with Anopheles gambiae and P.
falciparum. In addition, many Asian nations had lively
pharmaceutical black markets and/or over-the-counter sales of
antimalarials as early as the 1950s. Finally, in some Asian
regions both P. falciparum and P. vivax were present, creating
a mixed malarial population.

It wasn’t long after the first laboratory reports of
chloroquine-resistant strains in Asia that treatment failures
were correlated with the emerging mutants. In 1962, for
example, three members of an American medical research
team working in western Cambodia came down with severe
malaria, despite taking prophylactic chloroquine. Analysis of
the Cambodian P. falciparum strain, as well as a Malaysian



strain, showed that they were resistant not only to chloroquine
but also to pyrimethamine and proguanil. 176

A team of National Institutes of Health researchers tested
the drug-resistance capabilities of several Cambodian and
Malaysian P. falciparum strains directly by injecting samples
into prisoners confined in the federal penitentiary in Atlanta,
Georgia. In this ethically questionable manner (due to the
strong potential of coercion among alleged research volunteers
in a research environment), the NIH scientists demonstrated
that only one of the six Asian strains remained susceptible in
1963 to chloroquine and three strains were resistant to all four
of the leading antimalarials of the day (chloroquine, proguanil,
mepacrine, and pyrimethamine).177

A decade later—still five years before the first resistant
parasites emerged in East Africa—chloroquine resistance was
widespread in Thailand, Burma, Bangladesh, India, Indonesia,
the Philippines, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Vietnam,
Australia, Laos, Japan, Singapore, Papua New Guinea, the
Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, and China.178

To counter the trend toward nearly universal P. falciparum
chloroquine resistance in Asia, WHO recommended the use of
multiple-drug treatments. The thinking, which paralleled
contemporary approaches to antibiotic resistance in bacteria,
was that emerging resistance could be snuffed with
simultaneous use of other drugs, one of which was sure to kill
off the mutant strains.179

But it wasn’t long before multiple resistance expanded in
the P. falciparum parasites. In the wake of widespread social
disruption, a mass refugee exodus, and a genocidal campaign
conducted by the Khmer Rouge, a new malaria strain emerged
in Cambodia that was strongly resistant to both chloroquine
and Fansidar. The mutant strain struck a refugee camp located
along the Thai-Cambodian border, causing widespread
disease. The CDC responded by recommending a switch from
standard chloroquine plus Fansidar treatments for malaria in
the region to a combination of quinine and tetracycline.180



Resistance spread and grew stronger all over Asia
throughout the 1980s at a pace that was staggering.181

During the same time period many of the Anopheles
mosquito species that carried malarial parasites in Asia
developed resistance to DDT, making insect control both more
difficult and costly. Some of the insects expanded their
territories, appearing in ecologies not previously thought to be
suitable for their breeding and feeding.

Even more troubling, the ratio of P. falciparum to its less
dangerous cousin P. vivax changed in many places between the
mid-1970s and the late 1980s. In India, where over 90 percent
of all malaria was the milder P. vivax form in 1976, by 1989
only 65 percent were vivax, the remainder falciparum. In Sri
Lanka, where falciparum had been virtually nonexistent, by
1990 close to half of all disease was due to the more
dangerous parasite. Burma saw the percentage of falciparum
jump from 60 percent to more than 90 percent.182

One of the great tragedies was Nepal, which had been the
success story of America’s earlier efforts to eradicate malaria.
Between 1950 and 1970, Nepal’s malaria rate was reduced by
an extraordinary 99 percent, from 2 million cases and 300,000
deaths per year to a mere 25,000 cases and fewer than 200
deaths. But by 1985 the country’s malaria incidence had
doubled, and mortality had increased due to parasite
resistance. Similar patterns were seen throughout southern and
western Asia.183

During the Vietnam War the U.S. Army invented
mefloquine and in the early 1980s it was tested on civilians as
an alternative to chloroquine. By 1987 mefloquine had
supplanted most other antimalarials, becoming the drug of
choice in much of Asia. It was a highly effective drug, offering
minimal toxicity, at a time when no other agent appeared to
guarantee protection against P. falciparum in Asia.184

But in 1986, along the Thai-Cambodia border, malarial
strains resistant to mefloquine alone, and in combination with
chloroquine and Fansidar, emerged. In addition, strains
appeared in the crucial area that were less responsive to



quinine, rendering some malaria cases untreatable. By 1990
the mefloquine cure rate in Thailand had plummeted from 98
percent to 71 percent. And the following year halofantrine, the
only remaining marketed drug, which had never even been
used in the country, was rendered close to useless in Thailand
by virtue of P. falciparum resistance.185

When the new mefloquine-resistant P. falciparum strain
emerged, Cambodia was in a state of civil war, a 16,000-strong
United Nations peacekeeping force was poised to enter the
area, and 360,000 refugees bivouacked across the border in
Thailand were scheduled for imminent repatriation. It was an
opportune moment for the microbe.

The new strain was resistant to chloroquine, Fansidar,
mefloquine, and their chemical cousins. That left only two
available drugs, quinine and tetracycline. Neither was ideal.
Quinine was a poor prophylactic drug, tetracycline a weak
treatment.

By March 1992, WHO estimated that more than half of all
malaria cases in Cambodia involved the new strain, and
control seemed impossible because years of civil war had left
the country’s public health system in a state of ruin. The
National Cambodian Malaria Control Office, such as it was,
estimated that some 10,000 people died of the new malaria in
that country in 1991. But officials conceded it was just a
conservative guess.

At her laboratory in the Harvard School of Public Health,
Dyann Wirth worked at a feverish pace in 1992–93, trying to
understand the nature of the mutation in the new strain and
find a way to defeat it. She concluded that the parasite had
produced a large, unique protein that nestled in its membrane.
When the drugs entered the parasite’s environment, the protein
acted as a pump, shunting the chemicals out of the P.
falciparum. Though such a mechanism had previously been
seen for chloroquine resistance, Wirth and several other
scientists were convinced that the new strain had a pump that
evicted nearly all the antimalarial drugs.186

Evidence that such a pump existed was strong. A heart
disease drug called verapamil, which blocked calcium



pumping across cellular membranes, could reverse drug
resistance. Some scientists urged WHO to release drugs that
combined verapamil and chloroquine: one drug would shut
down the pumps, the other would stop the parasite.
Researchers saw evidence of such pumps in test-tube studies:
when they compared resistant malaria to nonresistant, the
resistant strains had forty to fifty times more chloroquine on
the outside of the parasite.

The pump mechanism was genetically controlled by at least
two so-called mdr (multidrug-resistance) genes. No one knew
how the malaria parasites got mdr genes—such genes had
previously been seen operating in mammalian cancer cells,
pumping out chemotherapy drugs. Nevertheless, Wirth was
convinced that mdr genes not only were present in the super-
resistant bugs but were amplified so that the parasite made
huge numbers of the pumps.

“Once this kind of mechanism occurs, it means resistance
will emerge even before the drug can be invented,” Wirth said.

It was tempting to conclude that the pump mechanism
explained why the pace of resistance had so accelerated.
Though chloroquine resistance first emerged in the 1950s, it
and most of the other early antimalarials remained effective
worldwide for decades. But in the 1980s resistance emerged at
an extraordinary pace, seemingly from the moment drugs were
introduced in some Asian areas, particularly Thailand and
Cambodia. Most early mutant P. falciparum strains resulted
from apparently random point mutations, and those strains
were resistant to one drug at a time. But by the end of the
1980s, Indochina seemed to be awash in multidrug-resistant
parasites.

Perhaps, malariologists whispered nervously, the presence
of a pump mechanism provided the parasites with a way to
quickly outwit new drugs, by fine-tuning their pumps to adapt
to each new agent. If that were so, the resistance trend would
only worsen, and accelerate, wherever in the world the malaria
parasites possessed such pumps.187

In 1989, after forty years of effective trouble-free use,
physicians treating people in Papua New Guinea who were



infected with P. vivax parasites noticed that chloroquine no
longer cured that type of malaria.188 Though resistance
problems had been apparent with P. falciparum almost from
the beginning of the chloroquine revolution, P. vivax had
always remained vulnerable to the drug.

Malariologists had hoped that the Papua New Guinea P.
vivax cases were nothing more than an odd fluke—perhaps
even a failure due to improper treatment—but in 1993
chloroquine-resistant P. vivax appeared in Indonesia (Irian
Jaya).189 Because P. vivax had a more complicated life cycle
inside humans, and spent far longer in the liver, the parasite’s
vulnerability to drugs differed from that of P. falciparum.

“There is no obvious replacement for chloroquine,”
researchers said.190

“We are in a crisis,” declared WHO’s parasitic disease
expert Tore Godal. “The situation is truly alarming.”

Only one alternative drug remained. For over two thousand
years Chinese herbalists had treated malaria with extracts from
the sweet wormwood, or Artemisia annua, plant—called
qinghao in Chinese. The plant’s chemicals had long been used
to bring down fevers. In 1972 Chinese scientists succeeded in
isolating the responsible chemical in qinghao, giving it the
name qinghaosu (or, alternatively, arteether and artemether). In
the 1980s, as they witnessed the rapid rise of drug resistance
throughout the malarial world, WHO and the Walter Reed
Army Institute of Research teamed up to conduct studies of
the drug. And in 1994, with much fanfare, WHO announced
completion of successful field trials of the drug in Vietnam.

WHO possessed the patent. And no drug company was
interested. Critics wondered why WHO was embarking on
such a mammoth project, given that synthesized slightly
altered versions of the chemical were in development
elsewhere.191

Meanwhile, WHO officials spoke candidly about the need
to “protect” the Chinese drug from the social conditions in
Southeast Asia that led to the downfalls of chloroquine,
halofantrine, mefloquine, quinine, Fansidar, proguanil, and



every other antimalarial. But in late 1993 a French traveler
picked up a strain of P. falciparum in Mali, West Africa, that
was resistant to everything, including the new Chinese drug.
Researchers discovered four strains of P. falciparum in Mali
that were resistant to qinghaosu, though the drug wasn’t
widely available in the country.192

Insiders like Brinkmann and Campbell were skeptical. They
had seen the conditions in Asian malarial regions up close,
understood how the mosquitoes and parasites spread, and
doubted that without strong political will in key countries any
drug could be protected.

Political will was in short supply. And biology was working
against public health.

Ten percent of Southeast Asia was rain forest, involving
sixteen ecologically distinct types of forests. Malaria in the
region was forest malaria, which meant that standard mosquito
control measures were ineffective. How could one spray DDT
in a wet, humid, dense tropical jungle?

At least thirty major species of mosquitoes carried malaria
in Asia, many of which fed on a range of other animals as well
as humans. Among them, these mosquitoes had adapted to
breed and feed in every possible Asian forest context: a
bamboo stump filled with rainwater, an irrigation canal, jungle
pools, puddles of muddy water left by the feet of marching
soldiers, elephant footprints, wheel ruts, rice paddies, lagoons.

These sturdy insects spanned most elevations of southern
Asia. And they fed on people at all sorts of times of day and
night. Many were resistant to the key pesticides, and most
were “wild mosquitoes,” meaning that they stayed away from
open spaces and human habitations, preferring the safety of
dense tropical foliage.

People who lived or worked in the forested areas were
constantly bitten by mosquitoes. For centuries an ecological
balance existed between the humans and the parasites, via the
mosquitoes. A large percentage of the humans would die of
the disease during infancy, but survivors, who were
“vaccinated” every day by mosquitoes that injected parasites



into their blood, were immune, or, as Kent Campbell would
put it, tolerant.

Efforts to eradicate malaria severely disrupted that balance.
Temporarily successful mosquito control programs eliminated
the daily “vaccinations,” and immunity immediately
disappeared. Prophylactic use of antimalarials fended off
disease, but also lowered immunity. In periodic times of drug
scarcity, surges of malaria cases could be seen.

The female mosquitoes, which fed voraciously on a range of
creatures (from reptiles to humans), absorbed all kinds of
microbes from animal blood. Different strains of malarial
parasites co-inhabited the insect’s gut, and there was evidence
of genetic exchange and shuffling occurring between the
various microbes inside the mosquitoes.

Entomologists felt certain that the roughly thirty identified
species of malaria-carrying mosquitoes represented only a
small percentage of all the Asian forest insects that were
capable of serving as vectors for the parasites. It was,
however, extremely difficult to study and taxonomically
identify insects in such densely forested ecologies.

“Malaria is an ecological disease,” wrote Indian scientist V.
P. Sharma.193

Human beings in these regions were highly mobile in the
1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. Warfare and civil strife, religious
persecution, economic necessity, and natural disasters
prompted tens of millions of families and individual laborers
to migrate within countries and between nations. More than
half a million Cambodians alone were refugees during the
1980s. The Indonesian government transplanted nearly seven
million people in 1990 to colonize forested outer islands.

With this mass movement came great risk for malaria. Most
of the migrating humans either came from nonmalarious
regions and had no immunity or were moving between areas
inhabited by distinctly different strains or species of parasites.
When a concentration of such immune-naïve Homo sapiens
settled alongside a forest area, the mosquito population
swelled and malaria was soon rampant.



Warfare and civil strife, such as the Vietnam War or the long
Khmer Rouge insurgency in Cambodia, not only produced
mass human migrations but directly disrupted the ecology in
ways that were advantageous to the mosquitoes. Rain-filled
bomb craters, abandoned water-soaked military vehicles, and
such leavings of war created ideal breeding sites for insects.
As Asia’s human population exploded in the 1980s, desperate
people pushed into forest lands, chopped and burned their way
to the creation of farmlands. Public health and medical
systems were nonexistent in much of Asia’s forested area
because the human inhabitants were usually poor, often
migratory, and increasingly resided in areas not previously
inhabited by people.

In many regions flagrant overuse of antimalarial drugs
resulted, as adults and children alike swallowed whatever they
could afford in an attempt to protect or cure themselves.
Poorly trained paramedics widely dispersed drugs to anyone
who was suspected of having malaria.

“I have never seen such a low level of health infrastructure,
even in Africa,” Ethiopian malariologist Awash Teklehaimont,
a scientific consultant to Indochina for WHO, said.
“Chloroquine injections are done openly, in the marketplaces,
by quacks, under full view of the police,” he added, referring
to Cambodia in 1992. With local physicians paid only five
dollars a month, it was perhaps unremarkable that the shelves
of government clinics seemed always to be empty, while the
black market had no shortage of supplies.

If there was a single Asian focus of all this
social/ecological/medical interaction, a place where resistant
strains most often appeared, it was the gem-mining area
straddling the Thai-Cambodian border. On the Thai side were
squadrons of underpaid police and soldiers, anxious to look
the other way when fortune seekers illegally entered the area,
and equally eager to grab them as they exited, taking a
percentage of the ruby and emerald harvest. On the
Cambodian side was the Khmer Rouge army of Pol Pot, which
exacted their percentage from the gem miners to support
continued insurgency.



As word of the lawless access to fortunes spread during the
1980s, men poured into the area from all over Asia: Indians,
Burmese, Thais, Cambodians, Lao, Vietnamese, Chinese.
They moved surreptitiously, avoiding border patrols, police,
soldiers, and, of course, health authorities. The area they
moved into was one of dense rain forest inhabited by more
than a dozen different species of wild, falciparum-carrying
mosquitoes.

“It’s a remarkable situation,” Uwe Brinkmann said, having
spent time observing the gem miners. “All day long they sit or
squat in the streams and rivers zigzagging through the rain
forest. It’s steaming hot and humid—you can’t imagine the
heat. They wear no protective clothing, and they stand in
mosquito breeding areas all day long sifting the water and mud
for gems. At night they sleep in open sheds.”

It was these fortune seekers who proved to be the best
customers for the antimalarial black market. They purchased
anything, and used anything, to keep the disease at bay. Most
of the time they used drugs improperly, encouraging
development of resistant strains.194

Not surprisingly, it was there that multidrug resistance
emerged. In 1983 the combined use of mefloquine and
Fansidar cured 96.7 percent of all malaria in the gem-mining
area. By 1990 the same drug combination cured less than 21
percent of all cases. In practical terms, malaria acquired in the
region was incurable.

Men who contracted malaria in the area but weren’t too sick
to travel did their best to sneak past layers of police, armies,
and border guards to get home, clutching whatever riches they
had sifted from the Khmer streams. But it was tragedy that
they carried with them, for in their bloodstreams lurked
resistant parasites that were soon sucked up into the probosci
of feeding mosquitoes from Bangladesh to Nepal. And so the
epidemic spread.

Despite expenditures of billions of dollars by
governments,195 the UN, and numerous Western agencies,
malaria was completely out of control in Asia in 1994.



In 1977, WHO finally abandoned all hopes of eradicating
malaria. In 1978 it outlined a global strategy that linked
malaria control to primary health care. But in the absence of
adequate primary health systems in most of the affected area,
that policy, too, failed.

By 1992, WHO was forced, reluctantly, to admit that there
was no global strategy for malaria control. Rather, every
individual ecology in each endemic nation needed to develop
its own environmentally and socially tailored plan of action.
What might work in an African savanna certainly would not
be effective in a swampland or an Asian mahogany forest.

WHO had discovered ecology.

Weary of failure and angry about corruption in malaria
vaccine development efforts,196 the U.S. government moved in
1993 to slash its financial commitment to malaria control
efforts. Federal expenditures declined steadily between 1987
and 1990, and in the winter of 1993 two agencies of the
government were at loggerheads over whether or not to
completely cease funding overseas malaria programs.197

When Teklehaimont viewed the crisis in southern Asia he
couldn’t help but worry about his home, Ethiopia. In 1992
Ethiopia experienced its worst malaria epidemic in Homo
sapiens history, with more than 20,000 people killed by the
parasites in less than six months. At least 10 percent of the
cases were chloroquine-resistant, and the victims were of all
ages. When Teklehaimont personally surveyed households in
an area of 13,000 people, he found 759 dead.

And that terrible epidemic was in the face of only
chloroquine resistance.

What will happen if the Cambodian multiresistant parasite
gets to Africa? Teklehaimont wondered.
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Thirdworldization

THE INTERACTIONS OF POVERTY,
POOR HOUSING, AND SOCIAL DESPAIR

WITH DISEASE

The States Parties to this Constitution declare,
in conformity with the charter of the United
Nations, that the following principles are
basic to the happiness, harmonious relations
and security of all peoples:
—Health is a state of complete physical,
mental, and social well-being and not merely
the absence of disease or infirmity … . —
Unequal development in different countries in
the promotion of health and control of
disease, especially communicable disease, is a
common danger.

—Constitution of the World Health
Organization, July 22, 1946

 

 

 Heavy, purple-tinged clouds filled the equatorial sky, blotting
out the harsh noon sun. It was stifling hot, and the air was so
moist that beads of condensation mixed with sweat on the
skin. Three men struggled to push a bicycle uphill along a road
made of thick clay mud, rutted deeply from the two or three
vehicles that had passed from Bukoba, bound for Uganda,
since yesterday.

Wrapped in white cloth and elephant grass, a five-foot
bundle lay stretched across the handlebars. The somber trio
maneuvered their way past a steady stream of pedestrians,



most of whom bore enormous bundles upon their heads or
carried a huge Nile perch dangling from their shoulders, the
fish so massive that its mud-covered tail trailed along the road.

Each time the men hit a large rut, one of them carefully
steadied the bundle, while the other two gave the bicycle a
strong shove. Passersby, recognizing the nature of the bundle,
carefully avoided staring and ceased their laughter or chatter.
Even the wild young boys who dodged school and helped
smugglers get their goods across the Ugandan border grew
silent when they spotted the bicycle’s burden.

The journey eased when the men reached a plateau and
turned off the road onto a well-beaten footpath. Winding their
way through dense, verdant banana groves, they occasionally
passed a mud-and-thatch home. Residents greeted them with
nods or a quiet “Jambo,” children scurried to their mothers’
sides, staring wide-eyed at the bicycle and its load. As the trio
moved on, clusters of people gathered up specially wrapped
bundles, called children to their sides, and fell in line. Soon a
procession of a few dozen residents of Kanyigo had formed.

In the distance could be heard the high-pitched ululating of
female voices. The procession drew near to the mournful
sound and a child stationed along the path spotted the bicycle
and ran ahead to alert others of its approach. The keening
suddenly stopped, and for a moment the only sounds were
those of squawking Lake Victoria birds and human feet
tromping over mud.

The villagers of Kanyigo reached a small clearing,
surrounded by banana trees. To one side was a round thatched-
roof house. On the opposite end of the clearing a group of men
took turns shoveling out a large hole in the clay soil. In the
center of the clearing stood a thirty-five-year-old man wearing
a button-down shirt, dark cotton pants, and a brightly colored
print sash. As the bicycle trio approached, the man drew close
to him five small children, aged two to seven years, each of
whom wore sashes identical to his.

Without exchanging words, the trio greeted the man and his
children, silently untied their elephant grass-wrapped bundle,
and carried it into the hut. As they entered the home, the



women’s wailing resumed inside. Its volume and pitch were at
first painful to hear, and some of the gathered children,
unfamiliar with social propriety, cupped their hands over their
ears. Mothers quietly clucked disapproval; the children
obediently dropped their hands and stared with apparent fear at
their sash-adorned counterparts.

The families took turns approaching the father and children.
Whispered greetings, bowed heads, proffered gifts, some tears,
an occasional hug.

Some of the adults stepped into the hut, stopping for a
moment until their eyes adjusted to the darkness, and then
groped their way through the crowded one-room home to a
seat upon the clean floor of packed dirt. They sat in concentric
circles surrounding the five-foot bundle that had quietly been
set in place by the bicycle trio. An older woman occasionally
lost control, wailing loudly and flailing about so wildly that
her friends were forced to restrain her.

AIDS had claimed another life in Kanyigo. The thirty-two-
year-old woman, who now lay upon her floor, swaddled in
cloth and elephant grass, left behind a husband and five
children.

“She was suddenly attacked by stomach pain four months
ago,” the widower said. “So she went to her birth village, the
next village over, to stay with her family. She had no appetite.
She wasn’t eating anything. We tried to force her to drink tea,
eat bread. We really tried to force it on her. But it was no use.
At eleven o’clock yesterday morning she collapsed and died.”

The man spoke in a monotone, too overwhelmed to express
emotion. He looked down at his children, who stoically stood
by his side, stifling their tears. His eyes swept over them and
then settled on the visiting Mzungu. He studied the American
for an instant before speaking.

“It is a great deal of work for me to feed them, care for
them, and do my work. Why don’t you take the children? I
give them to you.”

I



Jonathan Mann was tremendously excited. True, there were
any number of things that could still go awry; diplomatic
noses might start bleeding, political shenanigans could well
break out. But he and his highly energetic—and sly—staff of
the World Health Organization’s Global Programme on AIDS
had for months carefully and strategically planned for this day.

“We are entering a new era,” Mann had assured an
international press corps. “We will make 1988 the year we turn
the tide against the AIDS virus.”

And here he sat, his bow tie straight, hair brushed, as usual,
straight back off his forehead, wearing a natty tailored
European suit, giving him the air not of a CDC epidemiologist
but of a French diplomat. He looked out over the largest
gathering of Ministers of Health ever assembled. Of the
representatives of 148 nations who now sat before him in the
vast Queen Elizabeth II Conference Center in London, 117
were Ministers of Health or their country’s equivalent. Every
key nation, save one, was represented by the most politically
powerful health official in their land: Mann was ashamed to
say that the exception was his own country. Still not wishing
to give AIDS a priority status, the Reagan administration sent
Dr. Robert Windom, who ranked two notches down the power
ladder from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, Otis
Bowen.

Never in history had the majority of the world’s top health
officials gathered to discuss an epidemic. No scourge—not
malaria, smallpox, yellow fever, or the plague—had ever
commanded such diplomatic attention. Some 700 delegates
and 400 journalists were also present in the London hall on
this ice-cold January morning in 1988 to witness the World
Summit of Ministers of Health on Programmes for AIDS
Prevention. Mann felt that it was a coup for his program, for
WHO, and for millions of powerless people with AIDS.

Mann urgently hoped to drive home a message to the
world’s health leadership: AIDS is spreading; if it hasn’t yet
emerged in your country, it will, unless you plan now, follow
our recommendations, educate your populations, and embrace
condom-based programs as a prevention strategy.



As of January 26, 1988, some 75,392 cases of AIDS had
officially been reported to the World Health Organization. But
that figure was a gross understatement of the true dimensions
of the pandemic: most nations lacked genuine systems for
amassing and recording such health statistics. Mann tactfully
didn’t mention from the podium what everyone in the
audience knew to be true; namely, that many nations were
deliberately covering up their epidemics for political and
economic reasons. Such delicate issues would be dealt with
later, in private arm-twistings and minister-to-minister
preplanned strategic confrontations.

Mann differentiated the ways in which the AIDS virus was
spreading from person to person. In what he called Pattern I
countries, such as those of North America and Western
Europe, AIDS was spreading primarily via the sharing of
needles between intravenous drug users and sexually among
gay men. In Pattern II countries, such as those of Africa, AIDS
was a heterosexual disease.

Though he was cautious in his public choice of words, it
was Pattern III nations that most concerned Mann as he spoke
in London. Asia, the communist bloc, the largely Muslim
Middle East, and much of the Pacific region had only very tiny
outbreaks of AIDS. Some of these countries were truthfully
reporting no cases of the disease, and several more were
accurately stating that the handful of cases in their countries
all involved foreigners or citizens who had acquired HIV
while living overseas. In those Pattern III countries, the
relative handfuls of cases were equally likely to have resulted
from heterosexual, homosexual, needle, or blood exposure.

Pattern III, in other words, represented the potential future
of the worldwide AIDS epidemic. There was still a window of
opportunity for public health action that might successfully
prevent HIV from emerging in the majority of the world’s
populations.

Many of the Pattern III political leaders had already
recognized the threat of HIV importation, of course, and taken
their own steps to curb such events. However, Mann and his
staff, which included smallpox hero Daniel Tarantola, were



appalled by many of the anti-emergence measures some
countries had taken. Privately, Tarantola had already spent
months flying all over the world in attempts to convince many
of the same ministers who now sat in the London conference
hall that AIDS wasn’t anything like smallpox. There was no
vaccine that one could require that immigrants and visitors
receive. The virus didn’t manifest itself symptomatically for
years—perhaps over a decade—in ways that indicated its
presence even to the infected individual. And the AIDS blood
test wasn’t foolproof.

“What are you going to do, test every immigrant five or six
times a year, every visiting student once a week? If you think
you can keep the virus out of your country with legislation and
testing, you are wrong,” Tarantola told public health officials.

Mann was worried that the world would become a
patchwork of repressive public health regimes with laws
aimed at keeping a virus, as well as its potential carriers—
gays, Africans, prostitutes, drug users, poor immigrants—out.
He feared that it would push populations that already existed
at the margins of global society further away from the
mainstream, medicine, and all hopes of disease control.
Indeed, restrictions intended to control populations at greatest
danger for HIV infection might actually have the reverse
effect, exacerbating the social and economic conditions in
their lives that drove them to adopt risky behaviors. Simply
put, he felt certain that this moment in London was pivotal to
deciding whether HIV’s emergence in most countries would
be prevented through education of local populaces or
temporarily stalled by repressive laws.

“Our opportunity—brought so clearly into focus by this
Summit—is truly historic,” Mann told his distinguished
audience. “We live in a world threatened by unlimited
destructive force, yet we share a vision of creative potential—
personal, national, and international. The dream is not new—
but the circumstances and the opportunity are of our time
alone. The global AIDS problem speaks eloquently of the need
for communication, for sharing of information and experience,
and for mutual support; AIDS shows us once again that



silence, exclusion, and isolation—of individuals, groups, or
nations—creates a danger for us all.”

Though his words were received with thunderous applause
and a standing ovation, Mann knew that many of those before
him who were loudly slapping their hands together and
politely nodding approval were, back home, promoting
policies of mandatory quarantine of HIV-positive individuals,
escalated repression against homosexuals, even public
execution of AIDS sufferers.

As a scientist, Mann knew that the men and women now
looking up at him on the dais, studying his smile and careful
public modesty, were People of Politics. They might wear the
titles of health officials, but their modi operandi were less
those of the laboratory or hospital than those of the
maneuvering, backstabbing, and power plays seen in
parliaments and presidential inner circles. What the ministers
said publicly here in London would be at least as much for
domestic consumption as for the sake of any global effort to
stop the pandemic.

Anticipating such limitations, Mann and his Global
Programme on AIDS (GPA) staff had toiled for months in
preparation for this moment. Lifelong WHO veterans, and
occasional renegades, Tarantola and Manuel Carballo showed
Mann how to maneuver around the labyrinthine and often
byzantine United Nations bureaucracy. Swiss-American Tom
Netter, having spent years covering the rise of Solidarity and
the fall of communism in Poland for the Associated Press,
plotted every step of the GPA’s interactions with the
international media. Spanish-born Carballo, who knew every
nook and cranny of the World Health Organization even better
than WHO Director-General Halfdan Mahler, helped spot the
few potentially influential individuals within the bureaucracy
who understood the urgency of the AIDS epidemic.

“This is a place where people put URGENT! on requests for
pencil supplies,” Mann said in wonder. “The concept of
genuinely dire emergency has almost no meaning here.”

Carballo couldn’t have agreed more. One of the happiest
days of his life was when he joined the GPA staff. He felt



charged up, at the top of his performance and truly
impassioned about his work, possibly for the first time in his
life.

They all did: American epidemiologists Jim Chin and David
Heymann, Venezuelan biologist José Esparza, British public
health expert Roy Widdus, Tarantola, Mann, and the dozens of
scientists and public education experts who came to Geneva
under special contracts to advise the GPA. They shared a
mission: stopping the further spread of AIDS. And as
Heymann and Tarantola had done before in their efforts to stop
smallpox, these men were willing to bend every UN and WHO
rule as far as possible to stop the pandemic. They were
believers. Between them they shared the ability to write and
converse in at least fifteen languages. And they had a
camaraderie that was quite uncharacteristic of the usually
opportunistic careerist atmosphere pervading most United
Nations programs.

When Mann had originally left Kinshasa to take the reins of
power in Geneva in November 1986, he had a total working
budget of $5 million, a part-time secretary, and three
epidemiologists who were borrowed from other programs.
Mann’s own salary was still paid by the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control.

By the time he reached London for the January 1988
Summit, less than two years later, forty-year-old Mann
commanded a far-flung AIDS program, a considerable staff,
and a budget of over $50 million, with $92 million promised
for 1989. It was, by WHO bureaucratic standards, a meteoric
rise.

And none of it went unremarked by Mann’s WHO peers,
who headed other disease programs. With the envy of
Cinderella’s stepsisters, they watched as the cinder maid
grabbed all the attention and the Prince’s love at the ball.

That Mann had unique access to Director-General Mahler
and could enter the chief’s office without first passing through
the usual rungs of intermediary power was noticed. That
Mahler increasingly mentioned AIDS in his speeches, placing
it with each oration higher on the WHO totem pole of



priorities, was noticed. That U.S., Canadian, and Western
European currency poured into Geneva specifically earmarked
for the GPA was noticed. That Dr. Jonathan Mann, this
Johnny-come-lately international bureaucrat, was almost daily
gracing the front pages of leading newspapers and magazines
from Tokyo to Casablanca was inescapable.

While Mann, Tarantola, Heymann, Carballo, and the rest of
the AIDS staff did their best to create a highly publicized
sense of worldwide emergency and mobilization, jealousy
simmered in the hallways of the vast Geneva complex. In the
enormous vaulted lobby of WHO headquarters, experts on
cholera, malaria, diarrheal diseases, schistosomiasis, health
economics, polio, and vaccine development gathered in
discreet clusters by the three-story-high glass wall that
afforded a view of Lake Geneva and Mont Blanc. And they
whispered. They cited the Programme’s own statistics on
AIDS—those modest numbers of underreported cases—and
asked why the new disease should command such resources
and attention when other microbes were killing tens of
millions of people. They noted that Mann and some other
Programme staffers were Americans, and assured one another
that all the concern was only in place because AIDS was
killing homosexuals in New York and San Francisco.

And even that increased their envy: they admired the skills
and energy of the American and European gay activists who
relentlessly lobbied WHO, knowing that cholera victims in
Bangladesh or Cambodian malaria patients would never be
able to mount similar campaigns on their behalf.

Mann and his team either were oblivious to the talk behind
their backs or chose to ignore it. In either case, when
questioned directly about comparisons between WHO
commitments to, for example, malaria versus AIDS, the
Programme group would say that all global health programs
were underfunded and not one dollar or yen of AIDS monies
should be gathered at the expense of other health efforts.

And they would politely remind critics that AIDS was a
newly emerging epidemic which, by definition, would swell to
claim tens of millions of lives if not stopped immediately. On



that point Mann enjoyed the full support of the director-
general.1

The staff of the Global Programme on AIDS discussed quite
consciously among themselves the inherent contradictions in
the need for a state of emergency to halt a newly emerging
disease versus the essential nature of WHO and the United
Nations system. Though Ebola, Marburg, Lassa, and other
emergencies had received the quick attention of WHO, they
couldn’t serve as models for action against AIDS. First of all,
each had surfaced as seemingly confined local emergencies.
Second, they, at least in part, burned out on their own. Third,
the microbes caused almost immediate disease in those who
were infected, with an alarming level of mortality; there could
be no doubt to the populaces or their governments that a state
of emergency was warranted. Fourth, fairly simple measures,
such as provision of sterile syringes, could stop the primary
spread of the diseases.

In contrast, HIV surfaced almost simultaneously on three
continents and was quickly a feature on the health horizons of
at least twenty different nations. Not only was there no sign
that AIDS might burn out on its own; scientists could see no
evidence of the famous bell-shaped curve of infection and
disease.2 Far from causing immediate disease and death, HIV
was a slow burner that hid deep inside people’s lymph nodes,
often for over a decade, before producing detectable
infections. As a result, a society could already have thousands
of infected citizens before any sound of alarm was rung, and
even when the first AIDS cases appeared, their numbers were
small enough to allow governments to feel comfortable about
ignoring the seemingly trifling problem. Denial was all too
easy a response to AIDS.

Furthermore, no facile measures could be taken by a
government to bring AIDS to a halt. Unlike Ebola, Marburg,
drug-resistant cerebral malaria, or Lassa, HIV hit specific
social targets. It was a sexual disease. It was associated with
homosexuality, promiscuity, and drug abuse. It pitted public
health against organized religion and the moral pillars of
society.



It was, in short, easy to ignore and uncomfortable to
confront.

The World Health Organization, acutely aware of the
unsettling aspects of AIDS, initially chose the first route—
ignoring the emerging disease.3 From 1981 to late 1986 barely
a whisper about AIDS emanated from Geneva. By the time
Mann and his crew started sounding every alarm they could
get their hands on, HIV had successfully emerged and reached
full-fledged epidemic status in all the major cities of North
America and Western Europe, as well as most of the urban
centers of sub-Saharan Africa.

The GPA group felt justified in, figuratively speaking,
yelling about AIDS at the top of their lungs.

But yelling, figuratively or literally, simply wasn’t done
inside the World Health Organization. Mahler might approve,
but his underlings, and officials elsewhere in the UN system,
did not. Indeed, in the entire United Nations system, “yelling”
was the exclusive right of the General Assembly and the
Security Council. The peripheral UN agencies were intended
to plod.4

Rubbing against the bureaucratic grain, the Programme staff
group moved with both haste and deliberation. They decided
on a strategy for control of AIDS in which vaccine and drug
research efforts, already underway in key wealthy nations,
received the Programme’s encouragement but not significant
emphasis. With no cure in sight, the Programme’s best focus,
they felt, was on prevention of further spread of HIV. Though
details would come much later, during 1987 the GPA outlined
the need for national AIDS programs in every country—
programs that would coordinate mass education campaigns
about the disease. Societal awareness was the first step—that
was Tarantola’s job. To prevent further spread of HIV it was
crucial that every nation’s blood banks be free of HIV, sterile
syringes had to be available to health providers, and people
who were infected with HIV had to be counseled carefully so
that they wouldn’t pass their virus on to others. Counseling
was Carballo’s job. Anti-AIDS programs had to be
coordinated not only within countries but worldwide.



And perhaps most important in Mann’s mind was the need
to eliminate the atmosphere of discrimination and prejudice
that surrounded every aspect of AIDS.

“Discrimination simply drives AIDS underground,” Mann
repeatedly asserted. “The epidemic doesn’t go away, it simply
becomes harder to see, more alienated from public health. If
you drive it underground, you guarantee its spread.”

With those vague principles in mind, the Programme
targeted sequentially each of the international bodies whose
support the GPA staff felt was crucial. On May 15, 1987, the
Fortieth World Health Assembly, the legislative body of
WHO, passed the Global Strategy for the Prevention and
Control of AIDS,5 endorsing the strategy of the Global
Programme on AIDS.6 That gave the Programme its mandate,
power, and seal of approval. In subsequent months Mann and
his team sewed up further political support by gaining formal
endorsements at the Venice Summit of the European
Economic Community and the Economic Council of the UN.
And on October 26, 1987, Jonathan Mann did something no
WHO functionary at his level had ever done: he addressed the
General Assembly of the United Nations. For the first time in
its history the UN passed a resolution on a specific disease,
formally endorsing WHO’s leadership in the war against
AIDS.7

Over the next three months the Programme staff carefully
prepared for the London Summit, further detailing its strategy
for control of the emerging pandemic, collecting data on the
epidemic’s scope, and carefully monitoring the AIDS-related
activities of governments around the world. Though they
loudly decried all attempts to keep AIDS at bay through
legislation against HIV-positive individuals or members of
social groups considered at greatest risk for exposure to the
virus, the GPA members watched helplessly as eighty-one
nations passed such laws.8 As the New Year and the London
Summit approached, at least ten more governments were
debating passage of similar legislation and the international
mood was growing ugly.9



In the Middle East tough laws in some Islamic countries
passed in 1986–87 made failure to submit to HIV tests and
“promiscuous” behavior punishable by imprisonment.

In Western Europe the EEC repeatedly condemned all
efforts to legislatively restrict the travels, employment, or
reasonable freedoms of people infected with HIV.
Nevertheless, laws and condemnations were forthcoming.

Just four days before the opening of the London Summit of
Ministers of Health, on January 22, 1988, American Gene
Meyer was forcibly detained by British authorities when he
attempted to enter the U. K. It was the second time Meyer had
faced such problems with British authorities: in September
1987 immigration officers at London’s Gatwick Airport,
surmising that Meyer was a homosexual, read his diaries, saw
references to medical tests, assumed he had AIDS, and
designated the man “medically undesirable.” Meyer was
eventually permitted entry on January 22, 1988, when a very
embarrassed Ministry of Health intervened, countermanding
immigration officials.

There were contradictions to EEC cries of openness in other
Western European government efforts, particularly directed
against Africans. Belgium, West Germany, Greece, Finland,
and Spain all passed new legislation, or interpreted preexisting
public health law, to permit expulsion or visa denial to HIV-
positive foreigners who were seeking work permits or student
credentials. In practice, these regulations were primarily
directed against Africans and, in the case of Germany, Turks.

Germany offered a unique set of challenges to the Global
Programme on AIDS and the rest of the European Community.
On the one hand, Germany was one of the first countries to
respond to AIDS with a national education campaign,
distributing 27 million leaflets on the disease during 1985 and
promoting condom use.

But a gay, retired U.S. Army sergeant living in Nuremberg
was arrested by German authorities in February 1987 and
charged with knowingly spreading the disease to his sexual
partners. He was ultimately convicted and sentenced to four
years’ imprisonment. A German homosexual was shortly



thereafter brought up on similar charges. As AIDS panic in
Bavaria increased, and public support for the arrests was loud
and clear, Bavaria’s Interior Minister, August Lang, announced
that all prostitutes, civil service job applicants, drug addicts,
immigrants, prisoners, and foreigners applying for extended
residency permits would be required to undergo HIV blood
tests. Days later the Bavarian city of Munich announced plans
to dismiss all HIV-positive civil servants.

The Bavarian actions received a surprising amount of
support from German residents of other, typically more liberal
states. Federal Interior Minister Friedrich Zimmermann was
prompted to order the nation’s border patrol to deny entry to
all foreigners who carried the AIDS virus.10 The European
Community was outraged. Officials denounced the German
actions as clear violations of Community principles of
freedom of movement on the continent.

In November 1987 the president of the German Federal
Court of Justice, Gerd Pfeiffer, announced that in the absence
of an HIV vaccine it might soon prove necessary to tattoo and
quarantine people who were infected with the virus. The last
time Germany had carried out tattoo-and-quarantine measures
on its residents was during World War II, when “misfits,”
Jews, and other “undesirables” were placed in concentration
camps and exterminated. Not surprisingly, Judge Pfeiffer’s
pronouncement sent shock waves throughout the world.11

The Eastern bloc and the Soviet Union posed special
difficulties for Mann and his colleagues, because, in general,
the communist states claimed not to have much—or any—
AIDS, and they wanted to keep it that way.

The Soviet Union, after long denying that it had any
indigenous AIDS cases, issued fiats in late 1987 requiring
testing of most foreigners and giving the KGB and the police
powers to order HIV tests—refusal punishable by
imprisonment—on its citizens.12

Elsewhere in the communist world two nations clearly stood
out: Cuba and China.



No nation on earth had ordered as broad a sweep of AIDS
regulations as had Cuba. Between March 1986 and January
1988 the government conducted 1,534,993 HIV tests,
according to the Ministry of Health, and the intention was to
test every citizen and nontourist visitor to the country, or 10.4
million people.13

By January 1988 the Cuban government had identified 174
HIV-positive individuals and placed them under lifetime
quarantine. Several of the infected people were recently
returned veterans of the Angolan civil war, in which Cuban
military advisers played a pivotal role in defense of the
Luanda government. More than 300,000 Cubans returned from
Angola between 1975 and 1987; HIV-1 was clearly present
and causing AIDS in Angola at least as early as 1983.

In the People’s Republic of China there were also practices
underway that troubled the GPA. Beginning in December
1986, the Chinese government instituted mandatory testing for
all foreign students: in reality, the edict was carried out with
greatest vigor on Americans and Africans.14 Students who
failed to comply with the tests were barred entry or deported.
The mandatory testing list had expanded by 1987 to include all
foreigners who wished to stay in China for more than a year
and all Chinese citizens returning from overseas.

By the time the world’s Health Ministers gathered in
London for their AIDS Summit, China had already tested
more than 10,000 foreign students, 20,000 returning Chinese
students, and thousands of foreign businessmen: all in a period
of less than four months. In addition, the Chinese government
issued strict laws against “illicit sexual contacts with
foreigners,” which included all forms of nonmarital sex. All
foreigners caught having such relations with Chinese citizens
could be deported, and the government stipulated that
entertaining local citizens in one’s hotel room—regardless of
what actually transpired in the room—would be considered in
violation of the law.

Asia was a very special concern for the World Health
Organization; though AIDS hadn’t yet emerged in most of the
area, those familiar with social and medical practices in much



of the region felt sure that the virus could easily overwhelm
the continent. WHO Director-General Mahler was so worried
that in mid-1987 he broke with the usual diplomatic UN
niceties that precluded mentioning countries by name when
sounding an alarm. He predicted that a “major catastrophe”
loomed for Asia if the continent failed to come to grips with
AIDS, and specifically named India, Bangladesh, Thailand,
Indonesia, and the Philippines as countries at greatest risk.
Mahler did not break with UN decorum far enough to
enunciate the reasons for naming those particular countries,
but WHO officials privately voiced deep concerns about
rapidly rising heroin and prostitution markets in urban centers
of those countries.

Some of the countries in question seemed to recognize the
veracity of Mahler’s comments and responded aggressively.
The nature of their responses, however, troubled WHO.

Thailand, for example, had a thriving sex and prostitution
trade. Long a major source of foreign exchange for the nation,
the prostitution and “entertainment services” industry swelled
radically during the Vietnam War, as Thailand was designated
an official R&R (rest and recreation) site for U.S. military
personnel. By the end of the war Thailand’s revenues from the
sex trade equaled a quarter of all rice trade income.15 Not
wishing to call attention to potential problems in so lucrative
an industry, the Thai government ignored all WHO pleas to
institute nationwide AIDS education campaigns and promote
condom use. Instead, Thailand alternately tried to repress or
ignore the virus, imprisoning some HIV-positive foreigners
while issuing so-called AIDS-free certificates to male and
female prostitutes who serviced tourists.

India also perceived AIDS as a foreign problem and
declined to conduct any form of domestic AIDS education. By
the end of 1986 India had in place laws requiring HIV tests of
all foreign students. As was the case in so many other
countries, these laws were almost exclusively—and often
brutally—enforced against African students.

Despite such measures, by mid-1987 scattered surveys of
female prostitutes in India were already revealing that AIDS



was emerging in the country. As the numbers of documented
AIDS cases in India rose during 1987, the Ministry of Health
declared that foreign students and tourists were chiefly
responsible, as were “foreign priests attending Christian
conventions.”

By the end of 1987 fear of foreigners with AIDS had
reached such heights that villagers in Goa fell upon a group of
German tourists, smearing them with dung because of their
allegedly filthy foreign ways.

Other Asian countries responded with similar anti-foreigner
laws and actions, notably Japan, South Korea, Indonesia,
Malaysia, and Singapore.

The Global Programme on AIDS staff scrambled to
convince Asian leaders that such policies would only hinder
efforts to prevent the emergence of an enormous AIDS
epidemic on the continent. But the Asian nations correctly
pointed out that their policies were modeled after those of the
most powerful nation on earth, the home of Jonathan Mann,
the country leading the world’s AIDS research effort, the
nation with the greatest number of officially reported AIDS
cases: namely, the United States of America.

The Reagan administration’s decision to follow an overall
policy of trying to control AIDS through the use of legal
instruments was a huge thorn in Jonathan Mann’s side. At a
time when the GPA was stressing public education as the
primary tool for preventing the spread of HIV, the U.S.
government was torn asunder by sentiments that no form of
tax-funded AIDS education should be permitted. And tensions
at the White House mirrored a severely dichotomous response
toward the AIDS epidemic at the level of grass-roots America.
All across the country by 1986 the populace was deeply
divided between those who favored a nonjudgmental
education-driven approach to the epidemic and those who
wanted HIV-positive people and members of identified high-
risk groups segregated by some means from the rest of society.

During 1987 more than 350 items of AIDS-related
legislation were debated by politicians in U.S. states, most of
them aimed at restricting the activities of HIV-positive



individuals or at mandating testing of various population
groups.

In June 1987, Howard Phillips, who had influence at the
White House because he chaired a powerful right-wing group
dubbed the Conservative Caucus, called for passage of a
federal law giving “every hospital, every private business,
every property owner, every school … the right to [HIV] test
people who seek to use its facilities.” And he said that
“quarantining is something that we have to consider.”

The foci of attack were homosexuals, “immoral lifestyles,”
drug users, and sinners—the purported purveyors of viral ruin.
Like their Islamic counterparts in the Middle East, many
Christian political leaders in the United States were convinced
that there was a religious message to be derived from AIDS,
an epidemic that would best be stopped through moral virtue.

The year 1987 was unique in recent American history in
that Christian moralists ran against one another in national
elections, and a disease rose to the dubious status of a pivotal
issue in state, federal, even presidential elections.

Ronald Reagan’s second term in the White House wasn’t
scheduled to end until January 1989, but campaigning for the
November 1988 election began extraordinarily early. His Vice
President wanted to be next in line for the job, but George
Bush was no shoo-in. Sensing that the national mood was
volatile, and no single issue or candidate had yet captured
widespread support, more than a dozen men were already
stumping for office in the spring of 1987, a full year before the
first round of scheduled primary elections. And right up until
election day in November 1988, AIDS would figure
prominently in their campaigns.

Pat Robertson, a Baptist minister and founder of television’s
Christian Broadcasting Network, ran against Vice President
George Bush in the Republican Party primaries. Robertson
maintained that scientists were “frankly lying” when they
claimed that HIV could be transmitted heterosexually, and
asserted that condoms were useless to prevent infection. He
supported the right of employers to fire and landlords to evict
people who were infected with the virus. And he told his



Christian followers that they were engaged in “a holy war”
against the debauchery and decadence that he said were at the
root of AIDS.16

The Moral Majority, a Christian fundamentalist political
body led by the Reverend Jerry Falwell, had long proclaimed
that AIDS was the wrath of God against homosexuals. By
1987 the organization, which had backed the previous
presidential election of Ronald Reagan, was nervous about
supporting Reagan’s heir apparent. AIDS was one reason for
that nervousness, as the organization felt that George Bush
might cave in to the “AIDS Lobby,” as patient advocates were
called, and allow sexually explicit education about the disease.
Even federally funded basic research on AIDS was opposed by
the group.

“What I see is a commitment to spend our tax dollars on
research to allow these diseased homosexuals to go back to
their perverted practices without any standards of
accountability,” declared Moral Majority director Ronald S.
Godwin.

In his first major speech addressing the AIDS epidemic,
delivered before the College of Physicians in Philadelphia on
April 2, 1987, President Reagan assured the nation—for the
first time—that he was concerned about AIDS and considered
it “Public Enemy Number One.”

“The federal role must be to give educators accurate
information about the disease. How that information is used
must be up to schools and parents, not government,” Reagan
said. “But let’s be honest with ourselves. AIDS information
cannot be what some call ‘value neutral.’ After all, when it
comes to preventing AIDS, don’t medicine and morality teach
the same lessons? … I think that abstinence has been lacking
in much of the education.”

The President’s comments reflected an ongoing dispute
within his administration over the proper tactics for control of
AIDS and prevention of the emergence of HIV in geographic
and demographic parts of the country not yet touched by the
virus. Reagan’s Surgeon General, Dr. C. Everett Koop, wanted
frank discussion of abstention, the AIDS epidemic, and safe



sex to be conducted in the nation’s schools. But Reagan’s
Secretary of Education, William Bennett, adamantly opposed
such plans, favoring instead efforts to identify and control HIV
carriers through compulsory HIV testing of all hospital
patients, marriage license applicants, prison inmates, and
foreigners applying for immigration visas.17

Vice President Bush was straddling his roles as adviser to
Reagan and candidate for the presidency. He played to voters
on the right, calling for mandatory marriage license HIV tests
and public identification of people who were infected.

It all came to a head in Washington, D.C., June 1–5, 1987.
More than 10,000 scientists, physicians, and reporters
descended upon the nation’s capital for the Third International
Conference on AIDS.

In the vast expanse of the Hilton Hotel’s conference room,
scientists searched for seats, shielding their squinting eyes
from the glare of television lights that created, alternately,
bright areas and deep, eerie shadows. Around the periphery
milled clusters of activists, dressed in black jeans and black-
and-white T-shirts emblazoned with Act Up slogans. The hall
was filled with nervous energy that confused most of the
foreign scientists: for four days they would witness a uniquely
American exercise in democracy and confrontation that some
would find distasteful, others inspiring.

The keynote speaker, U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett
Koop, dressed in his starched white Public Health Service
uniform, looked at the sea of enthusiastic scientists and
activists with genuine surprise. What began as a polite
reception swelled into nearly hysterical cheering, chanting,
shouting, and foot-stomping as thousands of activists and
American scientists signaled their support for Koop’s dissident
position within the Reagan administration. Koop was stunned.
Just two years earlier most of the people in the room would
have booed him off the stage because of his staunch, often
radical opposition to abortion. But now they gave him a hero’s
welcome unlike any the seventy-one-year-old Brooklyn-born
physician had experienced.



“Stop it! You’re embarrassing me!” he shouted, and like
obedient schoolchildren, the crowd fell silent, took their seats,
and behaved themselves.

In contrast, when presidential candidate George Bush took
to the podium, activists stood silently, their backs turned to the
Vice President, many holding placards aloft condemning
Reagan administration policies. Cameras rolled,
photographers’ bulbs flashed, and hundreds of scientists stood
one by one to join the activists in turning their backs on the
Vice President of the United States.

On the final day of the gathering, American and French
scientists took the podium together to denounce not only the
Reagan administration’s policies but those of governments all
over the world that, they said, were “based on irrational fears
rather than science.” They urged scientists to sign a petition
calling for an end to discriminatory HIV-testing policies, an
end to immigration and travel restrictions for people with HIV,
and all other forms of what they considered repressive
approaches to AIDS control.

“AIDS is a touchstone of politics, of racism, of bigotry,”
Mann told the conferees. “We see a rising wave of stigmatism
around the world. AIDS has become a threat to free travel and
global movement. People all over the world are seeking
answers—simple answers—as the pandemic spreads. People
are promoting sex cards, tattoos, quarantines, police lists,
deportations, home burnings, incarcerations of select
population groups.

“How our societies treat HIV-positive individuals will test
our collective moral strength. This test will present itself with
increasing challenge in the coming years.”

Though Mann’s remarks received thunderous applause that
day in Washington, and were carried by the media worldwide,
the message many powerful politicians derived from the Third
International Conference on AIDS was quite the opposite.
They saw shouting homosexuals showing disrespect for
national leaders, and upstart scientists daring to tell them how
to govern. And they didn’t like it.



Two weeks after the close of the AIDS conference the U.S.
Congress voted unanimously—96 to 0—to mandate HIV tests
for all applicants for legal immigration to the United States.18

The same week governors of three states—Minnesota, Texas,
and Colorado—signed laws permitting local authorities to
quarantine indefinitely HIV-positive individuals who seemed
by virtue of their sexual activities to pose a threat to society.

Throughout the summer of 1987 debates raged in state and
federal legislative assemblies over restrictive versus educative
approaches to controlling the spread of AIDS. And with the
autumn came both more action inside the U.S. Congress and
an escalation of presidential electioneering. In October the
U.S. Senate voted nearly unanimously—94 to 2—to cut off all
federal funds for AIDS education efforts targeted at
homosexuals. At issue was a comic book designed by a New
York men’s group that depicted graphically how men could
safely have sex with one another in the midst of the AIDS
epidemic.

“Christian ethics cry out for me to do something,”
Republican Senator Jesse Helms said, claiming the comic
books would promote sodomy in America. “I call a spade a
spade, a perverted human being a perverted human being. This
subject matter is so obscene, so revolting, it is difficult for me
to stand here and talk about it. I may throw up.”

By the time the world’s Ministers of Health gathered two
months later in London, the United States had federal laws
requiring HIV tests of foreign students, immigrants, long-time
visitors, all military personnel and applicants for military
service, U.S. overseas foreign service personnel, and
applicants for the domestic youth employment service called
the Job Corps. Entry to the United States could be barred to
any noncitizen known to be HIV-positive, and though Bush
had in oratory opposed discrimination against people with
AIDS, HIV-positive applicants for foreign service, military, or
Job Corps positions were, by law, denied employment.

Before the London meeting the GPA staff had reviewed all
the legal and political activities surrounding AIDS and
concluded that they were witnessing, in slow motion, many of



the same social responses that had followed the arrival of the
plague in fourteenth-century Europe. In both cases there were
actually three different social epidemics within the larger
biological epidemic.

First, with the initial emergence of the microbe—plague
bacteria or HIV—came denial in all tiers of society. The
tendency was to ignore the microbial threat, or assume only
“they”—some distinct subpopulation of society—were at risk.
The microbes exploited such denial, spreading rapidly while
humans made no attempts, through their personal or collective
behaviors, to block any of the avenues of transmission of the
organisms.

The second social epidemic was fear. Some event in the
biological epidemic would suddenly shock a society out of its
state of denial, propelling people into a state of group terror. In
fourteenth-century Europe it was often the plague death of a
popular cleric or a local lord or the sudden public expiration of
a child that prompted panic. The timescale was quick: plague-
infested rats might arrive in a town on Tuesday, local human
deaths might begin in the harbor area by Thursday or Friday,
and a riveting event could spark widespread panic by the
middle of the following week.

But AIDS was a slow killer, and the biological epidemic
unfolded in each country over a span of many months or years.
So the first social denial stage might persist for over a decade.
Fear might also linger for years, giving rise to all sorts of panic
responses and inappropriate actions, such as setting fire to the
home of two HIV-positive children with hemophilia in Florida.

Eventually, the Programme staff knew, the social epidemic
of fear usually yielded to a wake of repression. Fear-driven
government response was usually irrational, prompting attacks
on the victims of disease, rather than the microbes. During the
plague such fear-driven repression led to the wholesale
slaughter of Jews and of women accused of witchcraft.
Though outright genocide certainly hadn’t surfaced in
response to AIDS, Mann’s staff felt certain that in the absence
of strong political leadership guiding populaces toward



rationality, the epidemic could have violent consequences in
some societies.

As HIV emerged in new areas of the world, Mann hoped to
find a way to break this chain of social epidemics; to push
governments out of denial before they had an epidemic on
their hands; or failing that, to move a society out of fear to
effective action, rather than panic-driven repression. The GPA
group knew that they were breaking new ground, that few
societies had ever in history responded wisely or rationally to
major epidemics, and that lessons learned with AIDS could be
applied to combating future emergences of all sorts of
microbes. They searched for answers.

In Nigeria, Dr. F. Soyinka studied his society’s response to
AIDS in 1987. Nigeria had very few cases of the disease, as it
was located far from Africa’s AIDS epicenter. Nevertheless,
Soyinka and other physicians knew it was only a matter of
time before HIV took its toll in Nigeria, so they waged a
massive monthlong television, radio, and newspaper campaign
to warn the public. At the campaign’s end, Soyinka surveyed
residents of Lagos.

He was sadly surprised to discover that “85 percent believe
AIDS is a disease of the white man. They believe it can only
be gotten if you have sex with a white man.”

A 1987 Gallup poll conducted in thirty-five nations showed
that 96.5 percent of the people questioned had heard of AIDS,
but most respondents were deeply confused about how
dangerous the virus might be, how one got infected, and which
activities put a person at risk. Similarly, U.S. CDC surveys
year after year revealed that nearly every adult American had
heard of AIDS and knew that it was caused by a virus. But
about half thought one could become infected by donating
blood, by being bitten by an insect, and/or by sitting on a
public toilet.

Throughout the world there was an alarming confusion
between the myths and the realities of AIDS, producing either
continued denial or highly exaggerated fear.



A complicating factor unique to AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases was the nearly universal dislike of
condoms. All over the world, men felt that condoms
diminished their pleasure and women had little or no control
over their use. Nobody enjoyed talking about condoms during
lovemaking, and it could be dangerous for a woman to request
that her lover or husband use one: there were widespread
reports of men beating their wives or partners in response to
such requests.

Studies of gay male behavior in San Francisco showed that
crucial to individual protective action, such as consistent use
of condoms, was a high level of fear, brought about by
witnessing the deterioration and AIDS death of a close friend,
relative, or lover. Similarly, on a societal scale it was apparent
that few cultures were able to confront AIDS until the death
toll had become sufficiently high to have given more than 10
percent of all adults a firsthand view of the horrendous
disease.

But that was unacceptable. How could Jonathan Mann, the
GPA staff, the World Health Organization, or the planet’s
citizenry sit back and wait for a massive death toll before
taking effective action? How could they allow the microbes to
emerge in one geographic or cultural place after another, infect
tens of thousands of people, slowly—over a period of years—
cause visible disease and deaths, and be utterly endemic to the
societies before action was then taken to stave off an
epidemic?19

Studies all over the world were revealing the scale of the
problem. For example, by 1987 more than 5 percent of the
adult population of Brazzaville, Congo, were infected with
HIV, and the visible AIDS death toll was already obvious to
even the casual observer. Yet researcher Marc Lallemont found
that pregnant women in the city were in “an almost complete
state of denial, perhaps the most complete I’ve ever seen.”
Lallemont surveyed hundreds of women who were making
prenatal visits to local clinics and discovered that more than
half of them insisted AIDS was caused by mosquito bites,
despite numerous government educational campaigns stating



just the opposite and warning about sexual transmission of the
disease.20

In 1986 the U.K. government launched one of the highest-
profile AIDS education campaigns seen anywhere in the
world. It was a case where most of the elements for success
appeared to be in place: top-level political will, resources,
national television accessibility, and a heightened media
interest. Yet the campaign was eventually judged a failure, as
it succeeded in raising AIDS awareness and fear but failed to
put a dent in public misperceptions about how the virus was
transmitted or general disdain for those who carried HIV.21

In no country, it seemed, had a government found the secret
to preventing further spread of HIV once the epidemic became
endemic.22

At the Global Programme on AIDS, Manuel Carballo said
that the epidemic was forcing researchers all over the world to
evaluate—and reevaluate—the effectiveness of a whole
battery of standard public health weapons, in hopes that
something besides a chilling death toll could motivate
individuals and governments to take rational steps to protect
themselves from the virus.

“What makes the AIDS effort especially difficult,” Carballo
said one afternoon shortly before the London Summit, “is that
those who are at greatest risk are those who are divorced from
traditional values and culture. They have had to innovate new
cultures. They find friends in bars and clubs. And nothing in
the relationships is stable.”

Without social stability, people were hard to reach, whether
they were gay men frequenting bars in San Francisco, migrant
workers in Mexico, newly urbanized young women in
Kinshasa, Burmese prostitutes in Bangkok, or injecting drug
users in the Bronx. Such people were deeply separated from
the traditional mores of their respective societies, often cut off
from their families and mainstream workplaces.

In the 1960s, René Dubos wrote extensively about the
special vulnerability to the microbes among people who lived
lives of poverty. History demonstrated repeatedly that, with



rare exceptions, the microbes exploited the weak points of
economically bereft lives: chronic malnutrition, prostitution,
alcoholism, dense housing, poor hygiene, and egregious
working conditions.

Carballo and his colleagues recognized that there was more
to microbial vulnerability than the social-class arguments put
forward by Dubos. When information was the key to self-
protection, there were gradations of Homo sapiens
vulnerability that, yes, could be rooted in economic class, but
could also stem from social alienation. People who were
treated as outcasts from the dominant culture in which they
lived could be denied vital lifeprotecting information or public
health tools. If the larger society reviled a particular subgroup,
its marginalization could be a risk factor, Carballo argued,
every bit as crucial as a contaminated syringe.

Carballo saw a confluence of social factors at play in the
emergence of HIV in societies: marginalization, social
alienation, poverty, and discrimination. In his mind, they
united to form a social bridge across which HIV traveled into
one society after another.

As Panos Institute AIDS researcher Renée Sabatier put it: “I
think there is a very real danger that we’re going to end up as a
[world] society divided between those who were able to
inform themselves first and those who were informed late.
Those who have access to information and health care, and
those who don’t. Those who are able to change, and those who
aren’t. I think there is a real danger of half of us turning into
AIDS voyeurs, standing around watching others die.”

On January 28, 1988, the London Summit endorsed the
GPA’s fifteen-point declaration that called for openness and
candor between governments and scientists, opposed AIDS-
related discrimination, gave primacy to national education
programs as means to limit the spread of AIDS, and reaffirmed
the GPA’s role in international leadership. Mann and Mahler
viewed it as a triumph.23

But even as they smiled for the cameras and signed the
declaration, seeds of failure were being sown. The declaration
said nothing directly about quarantines, immigration policies,



or forced deportations, delegates to the Summit having
concluded that no agreement on those pivotal issues could be
reached between the 149 nations. Worse yet, representatives of
critically important countries—like China and the U.S.S.R.—
openly scoffed at the GPA’s attempts to promote educative
efforts over restrictive measures. China’s delegate denied the
existence of homosexuals, drug users, and prostitutes in his
country, thus insisting AIDS couldn’t threaten the People’s
Republic. And Soviet Minister of Health Yevgeny Chazov
insisted that Slavic genetic superiority had rendered the
populace immune to the virus.

Despite the efforts of the GPA, the pandemic spread
relentlessly, always emerging first in communities that were
on the outer periphery of societies’ margins. Mann, Tarantola,
Carballo, and the rest of the GPA staff zigzagged madly about
the planet, living in a perpetual state of jet lag, as they
frantically tried to squelch the tandem fears of HIV emergence
and social denial, fear, or repression.

With each passing day in 1988, Mann became more strongly
convinced that disease emergence was a human rights issue, in
the strictest legal sense of the phrase. Though the
physician/scientist had never before been exposed to
international human rights law, some of those working around
him had—particularly Katarina Tomasevski, an attorney and
public health expert who served as a consultant to the GPA.
Tomasevski introduced Mann to the body of international
human rights law. And Mann, in turn, increasingly framed
GPA policy pronouncements on such issues as international
freedom to travel, HIV screening of refugees, access to health
care for prostitutes, and discrimination against homosexuals in
the context of the major instruments of human rights law.24

Tomasevski demonstrated that most of the government actions
the GPA found repugnant, such as deportation of HIV-positive
Africans from Asian countries following enforced testing and
detention, were violations of international legal pacts to which
the offending nations had previously agreed.

In the United States, attorney Larry Gostin, of the Boston-
based American Society of Law and Medicine, was carefully
documenting the astonishing growth in AIDS-related



legislation and precedent-setting legal decisions. He, too, felt
that basic tenets of international human rights and national
civil rights law were being violated or eroded.25

While the staff of the Global Programme on AIDS became
more outspoken about the connection they perceived between
human rights and the spread of HIV, anger and jealousy were
building all around them. Some critics began dropping hints to
the international press corps about “left-wingers in Geneva.”
Among Mahler’s top aides were men who made no bones
about their feelings that the GPA was reflecting “homosexual
politics.” Human rights, though a topic of serious discussion
within most other UN agencies, had never received much
attention at the World Health Organization.

“WHO human rights policies were characterized as
incoherent, fragmented, inconsistent. We really didn’t get
moving on human rights until it was thrust upon us,” WHO
rights expert Sev Fluss said. What thrust human rights up to
WHO’s front burner was AIDS, and specifically references in
the London declaration to abolishing discrimination and
inequity.

“Medical people think of human rights as torture and so on.
They don’t think of it as what they do. And they certainly
don’t think of a constitutional right to health care,” Fluss
explained.

“When AIDS first emerged, our response was disastrous,”
Fluss conceded. “People thought it was like Ebola and
Marburg, which went away without creating a global
epidemic. A flash in the pan, that’s what they thought.”

But as early as 1983 ten countries passed legislation
specifically targeting AIDS, and Fluss thought it rather
intriguing that a new disease was prompting so many laws. By
the time the GPA was established, twenty-one more countries
had passed major AIDS legislation, and Fluss had an office
designated as the WHO Health Legislation Unit. But the HIV
pandemic kept spreading, right past all those laws, national
border patrols, HIV-testing centers, and alleged human genetic
superiority. Within nations it spread to new population groups,
made its way from urban centers to rural areas, crossed class



boundaries. Between nations it surmounted virtually every
obstacle, save condoms, that humans placed in its way—and
certainly each legislative barrier.

II
By 1988 Western economists and African leaders were asking
out loud, “Will this epidemic slow, or even destroy, African
development? Is it possible that AIDS will destroy all the
development programs we have spent the last three decades
building?”

The disease, which so recently had been added to the
agenda of international human rights, was also becoming a
bona fide macroeconomics issue, threatening both fiscal and
social development in the world’s poorest nations. It seemed
too horrible to contemplate, yet inescapably apparent, that the
global AIDS pandemic might well make the world’s poorest
nations much, much poorer. After years of struggling to rise
above Third World status, these nations might be slipping
backward on a wave of Thirdworldization.

The World Bank’s Mead Over pioneered much of the
research on the economic impact of AIDS in Africa, which
between 1988 and 1993 was supplemented greatly by the
research of economists, mathematical modelers, and
epidemiologists in the United States, U.K., France, and at
WHO.

They began their calculations with several key assumptions:
first, that African nations entered the AIDS era already
severely impoverished. For example, the 1987 GNP per capita
in the United States was $16,690. In Tanzania it was $290, in
Zaire a mere $170.

Second, no African nation faced a single epidemic crisis.
Since the 1970s a host of new microbes had successfully
emerged and swept across the continent: drug-resistant
malaria, drug-resistant tuberculosis, urbanized yellow fever,
Rift Valley fever, and waves of measles epidemics, to name a
few. That meant that the health care systems of African nations
were already stretched to their limits. Given scarce resources
for health care—averaging $1.00 to $10 per capita annually—



any additional burden seriously endangered the viability of
entire national medical systems.

Compounding the problem was the seeming synergy
between microbial epidemics. Wherever AIDS became
endemic, tuberculosis followed closely. One epidemic sparked
another: malaria and HIV fed upon one another, as did
cytomegalovirus, Epstein-Barr virus, syphilis, gonorrhea,
chancroid, and a host of others. Though no one had a detailed
empirical grasp of the relationship, it was clear throughout
Africa that wave upon wave of infectious diseases influenced
one another, and further taxed the health care systems and
economies of afflicted nations.

A third assumption was that AIDS would have a uniquely
harsh impact because of who in Africa were the microbe’s
primary targets. Studies all over the continent showed that
among the hardest-hit social groups was the well-educated
urban elite. These were the young adults who had attended
universities in Boston, Oxford, Moscow, and Paris, acquiring
skills that could be used to navigate their countries out of
postcolonial stagnation into prosperity and infrastructural
order. But they were also among the few Africans who
possessed disposable incomes and could afford to indulge in
the carefree nightlife of cities like Kinshasa, Nairobi, Harare,
and Yaoundé. Long before anyone had heard of AIDS, the
continent’s educated elite was unknowingly becoming infected
in the discos, brothels, and nightclubs of Africa’s glittering
nocturnal ambience. To economists, who placed productivity
values on human lives, that meant that AIDS was taking a
particularly sharp toll on Africa’s future.

A fourth consideration was the familial nature of the
epidemic. In Africa, whole families seemed to die off, each
survivor’s burden increased by the need to care for the sick
and compensate for the decline in family income brought
about by the deaths of adult providers. In some devastated
areas, such as the Lake Victoria region, familial destruction led
to the economic collapse of whole villages. And, with time,
that could have a ripple effect through all tiers of the regional
economy.



All economic forecasts had to begin with estimates of the
size and forecasted scope of a country’s current epidemic.
Nobody, however, including those who reported countries’
AIDS statistics, believed that the officially reported numbers
came close to reflecting the true scope of the HIV/AIDS
epidemics in developing countries. But what was the reality?26

Some African countries were still holding back accurate
information about the scope of their epidemics as late as 1990,
particularly when sensitive groups—such as the military—
evidenced high infection rates. Still other countries were
overwhelmed by famines, civil wars, and political instabilities
that rendered the business of disease record keeping all but
impossible. And all African countries were hampered by
severe infrastructural problems that hindered diagnosis,
treatment, and reporting of AIDS.27

HIV infection rates in some groups were already staggering
by 1988, and would reach positively horrendous proportions
by 1993, when some studies would find, for example, that
upward of 40 percent of women of reproductive age in key
African cities carried the virus.28

Even without solid epidemic estimates economists who
were paying attention to Africa’s pandemic were, as early as
January 1988, predicting financial hard times for the continent:
patchworks of small-scale famines;29 “an economic disaster”
based on the direct costs of AIDS care, HIV-testing costs,30 a
year’s supply of condoms,31 AZT and other drugs for
opportunistic infections (where such pharmaceuticals were at
all available); and loss of net industrial and agricultural
productivity due to deceased workforce. They warned that
AIDS was creating “a global underclass,” over and above the
previously existent world community of impoverished
individuals.32

Direct AIDS costs—drugs, hospitalization, health care
personnel—were very low in the African countries when
compared with the United States, simply because of the
differences in availability of such resources and lower labor
costs, according to studies by the World Bank’s Over and
collaborators in Tanzania and Zaire. They estimated that direct



HIV-positive lifetime costs for the United Kingdom topped
$20,000; under the U.S. health care system it averaged more
than $50,000.33 In contrast, Zaire spent less than $600 in direct
AIDS costs per average patient, Tanzania about $800.34

But when the researchers compared various African
diseases in terms of years of productive life lost—
economically significant life for society as a whole—HIV
infection ranked roughly equal to the other top scourges,
sickle-cell anemia, birth injury, and neonatal tetanus. And
what were the monetary values of those lost productive lives?
In 1985 dollars, the group estimated the average Zairian life
lost to AIDS had a top value of $3,230; the equivalent
Tanzanian loss was valued at $5,316.

When those values were compared with national GNPs per
capita, that meant that a typical Zairian AIDS death equaled
about 19 years of per capita GNP, a Tanzanian about 18.3
years. If such numbers were multiplied by thousands or tens of
thousands of losses in the two nations’ epidemic futures, it was
clear that the result could be financial ruin for the already
desperately poor countries.35

But such an analysis had its limits because it assumed that
costs and values would be stagnant over time. In an expanding
epidemic, however, costs were compounded over time as
family and workplace burdens increased due to multiple
deaths: their combined impact was more than additive. For
example, a farming family might be able to compensate for the
loss of productivity due to the death of one adult, but after two
or three deaths it would no longer be possible to till the soil or
harvest a crop, particularly in areas lacking all forms of
agricultural machinery.

From Mead Over’s point of view, the real compounding
crisis was loss of skilled and professional labor. A national
bank in a country like Zaire would typically be operated by a
handful of well-educated men, with no surplus labor pool upon
which to draw for replacements. For many professions
Africa’s generation of twenty-five- to forty-year-olds was the
first in the continent’s history to achieve expertise. With
colonialism so recently defeated, this was not surprising, but it



did place most sub-Saharan economies in extraordinarily
vulnerable positions in the face of an expanding epidemic.

“Indirect costs are twenty times as important as direct costs,
because AIDS is striking people in their productive years. That
is the real problem. I think the impact of the indirect costs on a
typical East African country over the next twenty years could
be to reduce the growth rates of the national economies from
two or three percent, where they are now, to close to zero
percent,” Over said. “That means a zero GNP growth. That’s a
worst-case scenario. So what we’ve got is a menace on the
horizon.”

The real question was whether the AIDS epidemic might
destroy the Third World’s arduous efforts to pull itself out of
perpetual poverty and disease into political stability and
economic growth. After the expenditures of billions of dollars
of foreign aid and loans from wealthy nations—and after
accruing massive debts—some of the world’s poorest nations
were just beginning to turn the tide.

Jonathan Mann felt it essential to get a handle on the
development issue, not only because it was intrinsically
important but also because solid empirical answers to the
economic question would most likely affect investments in
AIDS prevention programs at the international, national, and
local levels.

The task fell to the GPA’s Jim Chin. A year earlier Chin had
been running infectious disease programs for the state of
California, living a comfortable, albeit generally routine, life
in Berkeley. There, he had commanded a staff of about 400
people and oversaw an annual $65 million budget. In 1989,
however, the cautious American found himself facing the
formidable task of forecasting the fate of a continent. With a
total staff of five people and a tiny piece of the GPA’s $90
million budget, Chin toiled in a cramped Geneva office.
Though by nature an affable social animal, Chin approached
his new job with introspection and conservatism, consciously
lowballing his estimates lest he later be accused of playing
Chicken Little.



Chin collaborated with Tanzanian scientist S. K. Lwangwa
to develop models that, first, could determine how many
unreported AIDS cases were currently occurring in Africa;
second, how large the current pre-AIDS HIV epidemic might
be; and, finally, what might be the epidemic’s growth rate and
future toll.

In 1989 the pair published a study that predicted that a
typical East or Central African country already in the grips of
a severe AIDS epidemic could expect by 1991 to have HIV
infection in one out every five of its citizens.36

“That’s lowball,” Chin said. “It’s the high-end estimate
based on an overall conservative set of assumptions. It could
be a lot worse. Our most conservative estimate is that there
will be 575,000 new AIDS cases in Africa in 1991, for a
cumulative total of more than 800,000.”

Sitting at Chin’s side, Mann listened attentively, then said
with a heavy voice that the 1990s would be far worse.

“I would like to be optimistic,” Mann said, “but I think we
must be realistic. Not until 1985 did the message really come
home that AIDS was a global problem. In retrospect, probably
historians will say it took too long. We are consistently faced
with situations where the reality far exceeds our grasp. It’s
legitimate to ask, ‘Are we able to see clearly enough? Or,
when we look into the future, is the horror of it all simply too
much even for us to confront?’”37

But by 1990 Chin’s estimates were even grimmer. He was
saying that 8 to 10 million were infected, perhaps 5 million of
them in Africa. It would prove the first of many upward
revisions.38

By the time WHO’s July 1990 revised forecast was
released, Jonathan Mann and much of his GPA staff were
gone. They had lost a power struggle within the Geneva-based
organization, and Mann had developed a contentious
relationship with the new WHO director-general, Hiroshi
Nakajima. Mann’s enemies within WHO were legion: all those
months of greening with envy over the upstart American’s
meteoric rise finally paid off.



Japanese physician Nakajima, who had headed WHO’s
Asian regional office during the period when multidrug-
resistant malaria spread across the southern region, was clearly
uncomfortable with Mann’s very public persona and high-
profile AIDS program. He shared the views of those who had
long whispered derisive comments about the GPA in the WHO
hallways. Nakajima felt that disease programs should be
managed in accordance with established WHO protocol. It was
a reasonable expectation, except for one key point: established
protocol did not provide for the contingencies presented by a
rapidly expanding worldwide epidemic.

In Mann’s stead Nakajima placed another American
physician, Michael Merson. For most of his professional life
Merson had worked for WHO in Geneva, managing programs
for respiratory and diarrheal diseases. Merson understood
WHO protocol.

An unfortunate political battle ensued, with leaders in the
world’s AIDS control effort taking sides for or against Mann,
Merson, Nakajima, and the professional positions each took on
approaches to the pandemic.

In Merson’s first six months heading GPA, the program
upwardly revised its estimates of the size of the global
pandemic three times. By September 1990 the official WHO
estimate of the cumulative number of AIDS cases was 1.2
million, 400,000 of which were infants and small children—90
percent of whom were in sub-Saharan Africa. And the new
WHO year 2000 projection was for 25 to 30 million HIV
infections worldwide.

With concern mounting about the Thirdworldization that
AIDS might bring upon Africa, Peter Plot teamed up with
Mead Over to do a systematic analysis of the relative cost of
HIV compared to other, better-understood diseases. After
carefully computing the per capita burden in terms of
productive healthy years of life lost, Piot and Over concluded
that the direct costs of treating HIV disease, even in the
absence of AZT and other expensive drugs widely available in
North America and Western Europe, far outstripped those of
any other common ailment in Africa.39



The impact was already being felt keenly in some sub-
Saharan countries. Malawi’s entire health care system, for
example, was in genuine peril of collapse under the burden of
HIV, and the nation’s public health leadership in 1990 issued
desperate pleas to WHO, the World Bank, U.S. AID, and other
Western organizations for funds.40

Even as Africa’s leaders began to absorb the dire economic
implications of the WHO and World Bank AIDS studies,
critics were emerging who charged that the well-intended
analyses grossly underestimated the epidemic’s impact. For
example, nurse Eunice Muringo Kiereini, a Kenyan woman
who chaired the WHO Regional Nursing/Midwifery Task
Force, claimed that the studies failed to consider the special
economic roles women and children played in African
economies. Ever since the beginning of Africa’s mass
urbanization it was the continent’s young men who left the
farms and villages in favor of jobs in the cities. Few village
women had the option of abandoning their traditional
lifestyles. As a result, in many parts of Africa villages were
populated by females of all ages, male children, and elderly
men, many of whom were too feeble to work. Young men
would return to their wives and children periodically, but their
lives were elsewhere.

So it was the women and children of Africa who maintained
the continent’s agricultural economies, Kiereini said.

“Women are hit the hardest by the international structural
injustices prevailing in the Third World,” Kiereini explained.41

“The majority of countries in Africa are dependent for foreign
earnings on the export of one or two agricultural products such
as cocoa, tea, coffee, etc. Trade in these products is grossly
imbalanced in the favour of the rich countries. Prices are so
low and unstable and the market is controlled by foreign
interests. A country in this situation sinks even deeper into
poverty.

“It is true to say that women and children who provide 80%
—90% of the labour force earn extremely low income at the
end of the day. The little money they are paid is controlled
fully by men. Consequently, women and children are trapped



in the vicious cycle of structural poverty. In this kind of
situation there is little or no money available to meet the basic
needs of the family.”

Though in some parts of Africa women were less valuable
than local livestock—as evidenced by prevailing bride-prices
and dowries—it was they who raised the continent’s futures:
its crops and children. When husbands contracted HIV in the
cities and passed the virus on to their wives during periodic
return visits to the villages, AIDS appeared in rural areas that
were completely lacking in health care and social support
systems. The affected women continued to plow the soil with
their hand hoes, lugging babies on their backs, until their
AIDS-devastated bodies collapsed. And with each female
death Africa’s agricultural productivity declined another,
barely perceptible notch. The cumulative burden of these
declines, Kiereini warned, could, by the year 2000, be more
desperate for some countries than their losses of professional
elites. The demise of Africa’s female agricultural workers
could, she warned, lead to acute food shortages.

Even uninfected, healthy African women were being forced
out of productive roles in agricultural sectors by the AIDS
epidemic. In most African societies, both traditionally and
under modern codified law, women had virtually no basic
rights. They were, legally, their husband’s property, as surely
as were his cows or goats.

If the husband died, his property reverted not to the wife but
to his relatives. The crops that the widow had tilled became a
new source of prosperity for the in-laws. The widow and
children, now landless, often lacking even changes of clothing,
had to find a means of survival.

In the short run the village and overall societal economies
experienced little if any impact from this process because the
in-laws continued to harvest crops. But as the epidemic
expanded, and even those in-laws were infected, Africa faced
the creation of an unprecedented rural underclass of
desperately impoverished, often starving women and children.
Further, it was obvious that eventually the cumulative load of



deprived widows would exceed the available labor force of in-
law inheritors, causing declines in crop production.

Worse yet, one of the few survival options left to widows—
perhaps the only way they could feed their children—was
prostitution. So, impoverished by AIDS, the woman would be
forced into a life that virtually guaranteed that she, too, would
die of the disease.42

By 1991 the gender ratio of AIDS in Africa was shifting,
reflecting higher infection rates among women. For example,
researchers from the University of California at San Francisco
studied nineteen- to thirty-seven-year-old women in Kigali,
Rwanda. A third of the randomly sampled women were HIV-
positive. Even among women previously thought to be at very
low risk for HIV because they were monogamous throughout
their lives, the infection rate was 20 percent. The same group
also showed that many women in Rwanda were dying of
AIDS but not being counted in national statistics because their
symptoms didn’t fit with the male-based WHO definition of
the disease. The researchers suggested that the true extent of
AIDS in African women might be two to three times the
diagnosed numbers.43

Josef Decosas, of Canada’s International Development
Agency, argued that the continent’s women were caught in “an
epidemiologic and demographic trap” from which they could
not be freed without greater social equity. Decosas contended
that any hope of slowing Africa’s devastating epidemic before
it brought financial ruin to much of the continent was
inextricably tied to improvement in the status of Africa’s
women.44

Researchers at the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization,
based in Rome, tried to calculate the impact AIDS would have
on African agricultural production. Their best estimate was
that Africa’s overall labor force—predominantly women—
would be reduced by 25 percent by 2010.45

Another factor compounding estimates of the
socioeconomic costs of AIDS was the epidemic’s continuing
geographic expansion. Though every political leader on the



continent knew by 1989–90 what caused the disease and
which social measures might prevent its spread, agonizingly
few took steps to warn their populaces prior to HIV’s full-
scale emergence in their midst. South Africa, for example, was
spared significant HIV emergence until the late 1980s. There
is no evidence that the virus existed in the country prior to
1986, and for the first three years it was almost exclusively a
disease of gay white men who had traveled in Europe and
North America.

By 1989, however, HIV was emerging in South Africa’s
black population. The microbe found advantages in apartheid
policies regarding migrant labor: men from throughout the
country, as well as nearby Swaziland, Mozambique, and
Malawi, were granted work permits for jobs in the gold and
diamond mines, but were not allowed to bring their wives and
children. Living in squalid barracks, the men frequented
brothels in the mining towns whenever possible. Each
prostitute became an AIDS amplifier.

By 1991 local experts were estimating that as many as
400,000 black South Africans, mostly men, might be HIV-
positive. Given that black infection rates were thought to be
near zero two years earlier, this represented explosive
growth.46

Similarly, Ethiopia, which had long been spared the AIDS
scourge, witnessed a phenomenal explosion of cases in 1991–
93. As late as 1986 the country had no evidence that HIV had
emerged within its borders. In February of that year the first
AIDS case was diagnosed in Addis Ababa. By 1992 local
experts estimated that more than 800,000 Ethiopians were
infected, with the highest rates of infection—nearly 15 percent
—seen among military personnel.47

Roy Anderson and his team at Imperial College in London
predicted that AIDS in fifty-three African nations—including
several north of the Sahara—“would reverse the size of
population growth rates over timescales of a few to many
decades.”48

In other words, even though African countries had some of
the highest population growth rates in the world, the epidemic



was likely to outstrip that explosion and some countries might
eventually experience negative population growth.

The World Bank predicted two immediate consequences of
AIDS in hard-hit African areas: a radical slowdown of national
GDPs and tremendous competition for scarce health care
resources.

The latter was already occurring, prompting fears that
secondary and tertiary disease epidemics would emerge in the
wake of AIDS because countries would no longer have the
resources to control other bacterial, viral, and parasitic
microbes. Given that HIV/AIDS monopolized less than 1
percent of the continent’s meager health budgets prior to 1984,
the trend toward resource absorption by the AIDS epidemic
was disturbing.

The World Bank estimated in 1991 that HIV/AIDS
commanded more than 4 percent of Tanzania’s health budget,
even with fewer than 10 percent of all AIDS cases receiving
hospital attention. But the situation was worse elsewhere:
AIDS was eating up 7 percent of Malawi’s health budget, 9
percent of Rwanda’s, 10 percent of Burundi’s, and an
astonishing 55 percent of the Ugandan health budget.49

In early 1991 physicians in Zambia predicted that
HIV/AIDS would soon overtake malaria, becoming the
number one illness requiring hospitalization in the country.50

A month later physicians in Lusaka reported that HIV/ AIDS
had, indeed, overtaken malaria and accounted for the use of 80
percent of the city’s hospital beds. Barclays Bank complained
of radically increased rates of absenteeism due to employee
attendance at AIDS funerals and personal sick days. By 1992
in Lusaka, bus companies were requiring several days’
advance notice for booking transport to funerals, due to
backlogs. And copper production, Zambia’s and Zaire’s
primary sources of foreign exchange, was slowly declining
due to lost labor and AIDS illnesses. In 1990 the countries
produced 800,000 tons of copper for export; by 1993 that was
down to 600,000. Life insurance companies in Zimbabwe and
South Africa faced bankruptcy as AIDS-related claims
mounted. Coffee production declined by 5 percent in Uganda’s



hard-hit Rakai District between 1991 and 1993. Large-scale
tobacco farmers in Zimbabwe took to distributing condoms to
their workers in hopes of preventing a labor crisis.

The U.S. Census Bureau assisted counterpart African
agencies in trying to count the population impact of AIDS. In
early 1994 the agency announced that infant and child
mortality was 15 percent higher in Zambia than had been the
case in 1984. Since infant mortality rates were used worldwide
as a gauge of development, the finding meant that Zambia’s
overall status represented a reversion to pre-1980 levels of
development. Similar findings were made for Malawi and
Uganda.

Following his dispute with WHO Director-General
Nakajima, Mann joined the faculty of the Harvard School of
Public Health in Boston and founded the Global AIDS Policy
Coalition. Together with former GPA colleagues Tom Netter
and Daniel Tarantola, Mann organized yet another analysis of
the scope and future of the AIDS pandemic. The Coalition’s
estimates, which were based on the Delphi Survey
technique,51 were far grimmer than those promulgated by
WHO.

By 1992, they estimated, 12.9 million people worldwide had
been infected with HIV, 2.7 million of whom had already
developed AIDS.

By the year 2000 a minimum of 38 million people would
have been infected with HIV, according to the Global AIDS
Policy Coalition, but “a more realistic projection is that this
figure will be higher, perhaps up to 110 million.”

In that scenario, 25 million people would have died of AIDS
between 1980 and 2000.52

Anderson’s group in London predicted a terrifying future
for those African societies in which HIV had already, by 1990,
become endemic to the general population. Barring
development of a vaccine or effective means of controlling
further spread of the microbe, HIV infection rates would
exceed 80 percent of the sexually active population within
forty-five years of the emergence of the virus in a given



African society. Following that model, if HIV emerged around
the Lake Victoria region, for example, during the period of
hostilities between Uganda and Tanzania (1977–79), eight out
of every ten adults living in the area in 2020 would either have
AIDS, have already succumbed to the disease, or be HIV-
positive.

In 1993 the United Nations Development Program
estimated that Africa’s HIV/AIDS epidemic had already cost
the continent (in combined direct and indirect effects) some
$30 billion.53 And the World Bank said that many African
countries faced “catastrophically costly consequences.”54

In the spring of 1994 the U.S. Census Bureau delivered the
most horrible prognosis to date. Based on up-to-the-minute
seroprevalence data, the Bureau predicted that by 2010 there
would be 121 million fewer human beings in sixteen countries
than would have been the case in the absence of AIDS. The
countries—Brazil, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Central African
Republic, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Haiti, Kenya, Malawi,
Rwanda, Tanzania, Thailand, Uganda, Zaire, Zambia, and
Zimbabwe—were expected to also experience radical
reductions in overall population growth rates and increases in
infant mortality, child mortality, and premature death rates.55

Life expectancies for several countries were expected to
plummet: Uganda, without AIDS, would have had an average
life expectancy of 59 years by 2010. With AIDS, that was
forecast to drop to a mere 32 years. Haiti’s life expectancy
would decline from a projected 59 years to 44. Meanwhile,
premature death rates, already climbing in the early 1990s
because of AIDS, were expected to have doubled, compared
with 1985 levels.

Hope had to rest with the children of Africa, the continent’s
next generation of potential bankers, lawyers, economists,
farmers, business financiers, and planners. But studies in
Zambia, Zaire, and Malawi revealed that many AIDS orphans
died shortly after their mothers’ demises, even though the
children were not themselves infected. The causes of death
were numerous, usually falling under the pediatric catchall
“failure to thrive.” Many of the children hadn’t been fully



vaccinated against measles, polio, and other common diseases.
Most were malnourished. And many languished without their
mothers, lacking the love and attention of any alternative
adult.

“There is no doubt, AIDS threatens to alter the economic
and social fabric of many societies, which may affect the
development process,” Uganda’s United Nations
representative James Baba said in December 1991. “The major
problem AIDS presents today is the factor of creating an
increasing number of orphans which traditional societies are
beginning to fail to cope with. The traditional extended family
systems that once absorbed and catered for such orphans are
being stretched to the limit by the sheer enormity of the
problem. As a result, the extended traditional family system is
breaking down. The social and economic cost it imposes is
simply too demanding.”56

The U.S. Agency for International Development used
mathematical models to estimate the impact of orphans in East
Africa. In the year 2015 alone, the agency scientists predicted,
2.4 million mothers would die of AIDS, each leaving an
average of three orphans. Thus, it was possible that in a single
year in East Africa 7.2 million AIDS orphans would be
generated. 57 Other studies forecast 355 million AIDS orphans
in Central and East Africa by the year 2000, or up to 11
percent of the region’s entire population of children up to the
age of fifteen.58

Meanwhile, the U.S. Census Bureau predicted dire upturns
in infant and child mortality in several African nations, due
both to direct AIDS deaths and to neglect of children orphaned
by the deaths of parents who succumbed to the disease. Hard-
won improvements in those two key measures of national
development were expected to evaporate. By 1994, the Bureau
said, Zambia had already experienced a staggering 15 percent
increase in infant mortality, compared with 1984, and Malawi,
Uganda, and Zaire had suffered nearly comparable increases.59

“The concept of a war on AIDS with its goal to stop HIV is
seriously flawed and should be discarded,” Decosas wrote.60

“Most regions in the world have a well-established epidemic



of HIV. This epidemic requires a social response ranging from
a review of legislation to a rethinking of the national industrial
development plans. It also urgently requires new programmes,
new approaches, and some radical reforms in health care and
public health.”

For the exhausted few adults of Kanyigo all the forecast and
debated numbers for Africa’s future AIDS toll, loss of
productivity, and abandoned orphans were just so much hand-
waving by abstract people living in even more ephemerally
imagined places, like Washington, London, and Geneva. But
there was nothing surreal about AIDS or the tragedy it had
created.

What was harder to imagine every day, Kanyigo elder
Cosmos Bilasho said, was the future: How could there be a
future if no one was here today to raise the children?

III
As the train pulled out of the Rome station Subhash Hira made
another quick scan about the floor, making certain that he and
his Indian colleagues were still in possession of all the
suitcases, valises, shopping bags, and carryalls they had
already toted over so many thousands of miles. It was the
natural reflex of an experienced Third World traveler.

Physically, Hira had changed little over the years. He
sported the same—or identical—round wire-rimmed glasses
that had been perched upon his nose thirteen years earlier in
1978 when he had first arrived in Lusaka to head up Zambia’s
sexually transmitted disease program. Aside from some gray
hairs, Hira hadn’t aged much; he still possessed boundless
energy.

But inwardly Subhash Hira was a very different man.
Keeping track of Zambia’s horrific AIDS epidemic had taken
away a bit of his soul, left scars on his spirit. He sighed a lot
and didn’t seem to notice it until someone asked, “Hira, what’s
wrong?”

“People born in the post-plague era never could imagine
what it had been like then,” Hira said, speaking above the



chugging train’s din. “People said to me when AIDS started in
Zambia, ‘You are looking at the bubonic plague in the Middle
Ages, and ten years down the line you will see the same kinds
of mass deaths.’ And I thought it was exaggeration. How
could we even be thinking of thirty to forty percent HIV
seropositivity? Six years ago, in 1985, it was only three
percent in pregnant women in Lusaka.”

Hira looked out the window at the spectacular countryside
of Tuscany, but seemed not to see anything. His mind’s eye
was on the wards of Lusaka’s University Teaching Hospital.
As he spoke, Hira’s Indian colleagues eavesdropped, worried
expressions filling their faces. They were all on their way to
the Seventh International Conference on AIDS in Florence,
where they hoped to spark discussion of HIV’s emergence in
Asia.

“I am moving home soon, to Bombay,” Hira said with a
hedged smile. There was no escaping the homesickness he had
felt all those years in Lusaka. The circumstances of his return
were less than ideal. But when he glanced at his four
colleagues, two sari-adorned women and two men wearing
Western-style suits, Hira’s face lightened up. Obviously, he
was content with the notion of working with his own people.

But his smile soon evaporated and his voice was muted
when he explained, “AIDS has come to India. I must do
everything in my power to ensure that what I have witnessed
this last decade in Lusaka does not occur in Bombay or
Calcutta or Delhi or Madras. HIV is emerging all over India. It
may even be too late already. It may even be too late.”

It was. By 1991 HIV had already appeared in several Asian
populations. Dr. I. S. Gilada, secretary-general of the Bombay-
based Indian Health Organization, estimated that 100,000
female prostitutes in his city were infected, 2 million
nationwide, with the highest rates—up to 70 percent —seen
among India’s Tamil women who worked as prostitutes in
Bombay. Dr. Jacob John, of Christian Medical College in
Vellore, reckoned that a third of the female prostitutes in that
Indian city were HIV-positive, as were 6 percent of the men
tested in sexually transmitted disease clinics.



WHO’s Jim Chin estimated in 1991 that about 250,000
Indians were infected in toto, but characteristically added,
“That’s a lowball guesstimate.”

In Asia’s most prosperous countries AIDS remained a
stranger. A nationwide 1991 survey of blood donors in Japan,
for example, found that the infection rate was less than 0.002
percent; Japan seemed virtually free of HIV. Similarly,
Singapore had by mid-1991 seen only eighty HIV infections,
according to Dr. Roy Chan of the Singapore AIDS
Commission.

But wherever poverty was high, HIV seemed to have made
its entry into Asia well before 1991.

Shortly before the opening of the Seventh International
Conference on AIDS in Florence, during June 1991,
Representative Jim McDermott, a physician and Democrat
from the state of Washington, released the results of an AIDS
investigation he conducted for the House of Representatives.
The report drew appalling conclusions about the Asian
pandemic, prompting many fellow politicians to discreetly
voice concerns that McDermott was deliberately exaggerating
the situation to skew foreign aid commitments. As time would
show, however, McDermott’s report underestimated the scope
of the Asian pandemic.61

After touring India, Thailand, and the Philippines at the
request of Speaker Tom Foley, McDermott reached the
conclusion that “Asia is the sleeping giant of a worldwide
AIDS epidemic.” He estimated that as of June 1991 some 1
million Indians were already infected with HIV and in the year
2000 India and Thailand combined would have 12 million
infected citizens. McDermott predicted that Asia’s epidemic
would, within perhaps just five years’ time, outstrip that of
Africa.

With all the prior warnings, prognostications, and clear
evidence of the devastation AIDS was inflicting upon Africa,
how could the microbe have so overwhelmed Asia? Why
hadn’t humanity succeeded in preventing HIV’s emergence on
the continent? As late as the fall of 1989 valid surveys of Thai
drug users and prostitutes revealed infection rates below 0.04



percent—seemingly negligible. Yet within a mere twenty
months that 0.04 percent infection rate among Chiang Mai
prostitutes had soared to more than 70 percent. In just twenty
months the virus emerged, spread in an epidemic fashion, and
became endemic among key population groups in Thailand.
That constituted the most rapid HIV emergence in the history
of the global epidemic.

How could this have happened? In retracing the virus’s
pathway across Asia, scientists and public health experts
gained greater evidence supporting the GPA’s earlier theories
that human rights violations, poverty, and the behavior of
Homo sapiens played crucial roles in the emergence of
disease. Indeed, the only way to comprehend Thailand’s
astonishingly rapid HIV emergence was to recognize the
intimate coupling of social, political, biological, and economic
factors.

African history, tragically, repeated itself in Asia. Lessons
went unlearned. As had many African societies, most Asian
countries initially tried to legislate away the virus by
restricting the activities and movement of potential carriers.
When that appeared to fail, governments simply refused to
acknowledge the virus in their midst, penalizing physicians
and experts who raised public alarm about AIDS. Official
AIDS figures reported to the World Health Organization
reflected attempts by most governments to downplay the
impact of AIDS.62

During the last weeks of 1987 a meeting on AIDS in Asia
was convened in Manila, under the partial sponsorship of
WHO. Few cases of the disease had, at that point, surfaced in
any Asian nation except one, and that country was populated
predominantly by Caucasians: Australia. Though Australia
was geographically in the Pacific Rim, most Asians considered
the country, and its epidemic, European. But Dr. John Dwyer,
the avuncular director of AIDS research at the University of
South Wales in Sydney, did his best to convince those in
attendance at the Manila conference that the pandemic was
coming, and it would hit Asia not in the manner of its attack
upon Europe but as it had Africa.



Dwyer pointedly reminded his colleagues that incidences of
syphilis, gonorrhea, and other sexually transmitted diseases
were rapidly rising throughout Asia; that female prostitution
was rampant in almost all of the continent’s sprawling centers,
and male prostitution in several cities; that opium smokers
were abandoning that drug and their pipes in favor of heroin
and syringes; and that many parts of Asia were suffering levels
of poverty and malnutrition comparable to those seen in
Africa.

India’s first AIDS cases included recipients of contaminated
U.S. blood products manufactured by Cutter Biological, a
California-based company, and of anti-RhD vaccines made by
Bharat Serums and Vaccine, Ltd., an Indian firm.63

During 1985–89 the Indian Council of Medical Research
tested more than 2 million people, finding 764 who carried the
virus; half of them were female prostitutes. By the end of 1989
the infection rate was soaring. A Bombay survey revealed that
4.9 percent of the city’s female prostitutes were infected.64 As
evidence of HIV’s presence in India mounted, proposed
legislation outlawing sexual intercourse with foreigners was
introduced into the Maharashtra state legislature. Though it
was defeated, the proposed law reflected a strong mood at that
time in Indian society.

So poor were educational efforts that a 1989 survey of a
sampling of India’s AIDS patients revealed that even they
hadn’t heard of the disease. Only 4 percent professed to have
heard of AIDS before contracting it; most, long after their
diagnosis, still had no idea what the disease was. An important
factor contributing to ignorance was illiteracy—94 percent of
those who were interviewed were unable to read the few AIDS
brochures or news articles that were published in India.65

By mid-1990 the infection rate among Bombay’s prostitutes
had risen to 10 percent and 5.6 of every 1,000 blood donors in
the city carried the virus. The director of the Indian Medical
Research Council, Dr. A. S. Paintal, estimated that Bombay’s
infection rates had reached such proportions that every day
100,000 sexual acts were performed with HIV-positive female



prostitutes.66 One Bombay STD clinic was finding infection
rates among prostitutes of 40 percent.

At the same time, blood donor infection rates rose to 1
percent, and India saw its first cases of HIV involving
injecting drug users. Sixty-two heroin users in Manipur were
cited in government notices in April 1990. Concern about the
blood supply grew when a government survey uncovered 510
HIV-positive blood donors in the state of Gujerat. Among
them, 430 were “professional donors,” individuals so poor that
they subsisted off the meager funds earned by regularly selling
their blood. Despite such clear evidence of the microbe’s
presence in the national blood supply, by the Indian
government’s admission less than 5 percent of all commercial
blood was screened for HIV in 1991. That figure wouldn’t
budge much in 1992.

Data on HIV infection rates grossly underestimated India’s
crisis because most high-risk individuals were by 1991
actively avoiding testing. Their reluctance stemmed from
widespread knowledge that in Manipur some 100 HIV-positive
people were placed in permanent seclusion, chained to their
beds, and barred from further social interaction.67 That drove
other potentially infected people underground, away from the
public health system.

One group that was able to penetrate the mistrust was the
government’s cholera program, which enjoyed widespread
respect among India’s poor. Their 1991 survey in Manipur
revealed that an astonishing 80 percent of heroin injectors
were HIV-positive.

The microbe had been handed another bit of good fortune.
Beginning around 1987, when Burma, once the richest nation
in Southeast Asia, was given the World Bank’s least developed
country status, the traditional opium trade was transformed
into a heroin market. It was no longer necessary to ship raw
opium paste to Marseilles or other European locales for
processing into heroin, thus reducing Burmese profits. But
with the shift in opiate processing, heroin was suddenly
available for local consumption. Within the so-called Golden
Triangle—Burma, southern China, and Laos—opium, and



now heroin, production outstripped the 1960s market share
held by Turkey and Afghanistan.

In Manipur, which bordered Burma, the sudden availability
of the far more powerful heroin drew opium users like bees to
honey. Needles, however, were in short supply.

HIV appeared in Manipur riding the crest of the heroin
wave. Former opium smokers clumsily experimented with
tourniquets, cookers, and syringes, clustering in groups to
share not only the knowledge of how to get high but the
equipment with which to do so. In less than sixteen months
opiate users went from less than 10 percent heroin injectors
with under 1 percent HIV seroprevalence to more than 95
percent heroin addicts, mainlining the purest and most
powerful smack in the world. And 80 percent of them had
within that time also mainlined HIV.68

Stunned by the rapidity of HIV’s march across India, the
World Health Organization mustered $20 million and the
World Bank $100 million for the most aggressively funded
AIDS education campaign ever planned. But from the start the
effort seemed doomed, as political leaders throughout India
failed to lend their support, some states refused to participate,
and allegations of impropriety, even embezzlement, buzzed
about the health system. For example, reluctant to face the
political flak that would shower down from all over India’s
business community if the foreign aid millions were spent
outside the country, the government purchased more than a
billion defective condoms from a local manufacturer and
raised prices on quality imported products.

“We’re sitting on a volcano. We won’t be able to cope,”
Maharashtra AIDS researcher Geeta Bhave declared. When all
the hundreds of thousands of HIV cases progress to AIDS, she
predicted, India’s health care system would collapse.

Even HIV-2, previously found almost exclusively in West
Africa, emerged in India. By June 1993, STD clinics in Tamil
Nadu, Bombay, and Goa reported that 2 to 3 percent of their
clients carried the second species of AIDS virus.



German researchers studied the genetics of HIV-1 and HIV-
2 viral strains found in various parts of India, finding further
evidence for quite recent emergence of the viruses in the
country and extraordinarily rapid spread. No matter where
they looked, they found infected Indians, and there was no
sign that the viruses’ spreads were concentrated
geographically, as they were in North America and Europe.

The HIV-1 strains were all quite similar and matched
closely to a strain of the virus found in South Africa. Given the
large number of Indian-descended people living in South
Africa and their frequent travels back to India, this was not
surprising. But it was astonishing, the researchers said, to
discover so little genetic difference between HIV-1 strains in
Bombay, Goa, Manipur, and other locations separated by
thousands of miles.

“We conclude that these [HIV-1] strains must have been
introduced into India very recently and are spreading very
rapidly,” the German research team said.69

HIV-2 also showed little genetic diversity in India, again
indicating that the virus had arrived in the country very
recently. Further, all HIV-2 strains appeared to be descended
from a common ancestor, indicating that a single infected
individual brought the virus from West Africa; its emergence
and spread within Indian society occurred with extraordinary
speed.

By comparing HIV-1 and HIV-2 incidence rates throughout
India in early 1993 with the amount of genetic diversity seen
in the various viral strains, the Frankfurt research team
estimated that India’s epidemic was growing by 1 million new
infections a year. If Congressman McDermott’s estimate of 1
million infected Indians was correct for 1991, and the
Frankfurt growth rate held true, the world’s oldest continuous
civilization would be confronting about 10 million HIV cases
in 2000.

But, of course, epidemics couldn’t be expected to grow at a
stagnant rate over time because the more people infected in a
society, the greater the potential for additional infections.
Thus, growth rates themselves grew with time. When officials



at WHO plotted India’s AIDS forecast they were reluctant to
put precise figures on the nation’s future epidemic. But they
were able to compare its growth rate with Africa’s: while the
slope of Africa’s pandemic arched upward at a gentle angle for
the 1990s, India’s forecast was a sharp line soaring up at a 60-
degree angle.

“This is threatening to clear the world,” Kenyan AIDS
physician Mboya Okeyo said. “Africa first. Then India, then
Southeast Asia. Then, who knows?”

In 1993 Subhash Hira moved back to Bombay. Having
witnessed the emergence of AIDS in Zambia he was now
determined to do all in his power to slow the deadly virus’s
race across his homeland.

If India’s epidemic was racing, Thailand’s was moving at
supersonic speed. Thai Ministry of Health studies showed that
HIV-1 infection rates in nearly every sector of society were
well below 2.5 percent in 1989. Eighteen months later double-
digit infection rates were the norm all over the country.70

Something particularly strange and troublesome happened
in Thailand: two separate lineages of HIV-1 emerged, each
exploiting entirely different population groups. Among
Bangkok’s heroin injectors there appeared a B-class virus that
looked genetically like a typical American HIV. But a very
different HIV emerged in Thailand’s prostitute and
heterosexual populations, one that closely resembled a virulent
virus seen in Uganda. The two strains moved on separate paths
in Thailand, and as of 1993 there was no evidence of cross-
mixing of their genetic material.71

So Thailand, biologically speaking, had two separate
epidemics, both of which grew at unprecedented rates.

The Thai situation demonstrated the folly of dismissing the
threat of an emerging microbe merely on the basis of initially
small numbers of cases. And it showed, once again, the links
between human rights and the emergence of microbes new to a
particular society. In the beginning of its epidemic the Thai
government took many of the toughest steps advocated by
hard-liners elsewhere in the world. A special HIV quarantine



unit was established in Lard Yao Prison in Bangkok. When, by
June 1989, tests indicated that up to 44 percent of the female
prostitutes in Chiang Mai were HIV-positive, the government
issued decrees in an attempt to crack down on the brothels. As
rates of infection soared among heroin addicts, the government
ordered Thai police to come down hard on the drug trade and
narcotics injectors. Infected foreigners were deported.

Thailand also took positive steps that drew praise from
WHO, including establishing the first national HIV sentinel
surveillance program in the developing world. By carefully
and continuously monitoring levels of HIV infection in key
subpopulations of Thai society, the Ministry of Health kept
close tabs on the nation’s burgeoning epidemic.72 It may well
have been the best-documented HIV emergence in any society
in the world.

Despite these efforts the virus spread at record speed
throughout the Southeast Asian nation, primarily via its
enormous sex industry. As word of the new plague spread, few
Thais took steps to protect themselves. Denial, Thai health
official Dr. Chai Podhista said in 1992, was the number one
problem.

“We have an expression in Thailand,” Podhista explained.
“It goes, ‘If you don’t see the body in the coffin, you don’t
shed a tear.’ Rapid spread of the virus is possible—is ignored
—because there hasn’t yet been mass death. And there won’t
be for a few years. Hundreds of thousands of people are all
getting infected at once, in a clandestine epidemic. Years from
now when they all get AIDS the entire Thai society will go
into a state of shock.”

In early 1990 a variety of nongovernmental organizations
waged impressive AIDS education campaigns, particularly
among female prostitutes, and by late 1990 more than 90
percent of the prostitutes working in Chiang Mai were using
condoms. But for the majority of the women it was too late:
they were already infected.73

At the most crucial moment in its emergence into Thai
society, HIV was handed a social gift: human chaos. In
February 1991 there was a coup in Thailand, bringing a



military junta to power.74 AIDS programs came to a grinding
halt; the flow of nearly all foreign aid, including monies
earmarked for HIV control, stopped abruptly. AIDS programs
generally fell apart, and the military regime responded to the
HIV threat with the sorts of repressive actions that typify
juntas: conducting raids on brothels, shutting down those that
failed to provide adequate bribes, and rounding up children,
alleged slaves, and foreign men and women working in the
houses of prostitution. 75

During this time there was little apparent change in the
sexual appetite of male customers. Foreign sex tourists
continued to flock into Thailand from all over the world,
particularly Japan76 and Germany. And local Thai men
showed no signs of slackening their demand. A 1989–90
survey showed that more than a quarter of randomly queried
Thai men had sex outside their marriage that year, most of
them with male or female prostitutes.77 A year later no
apparent change was observed, and upon compulsory entry to
the Thai military more than 97 percent of the twenty-one-year-
old recruits admitted to having frequented brothels.

As more and more of Thailand’s prostitutes became
infected, and concern about AIDS rose, brothel owners began
actively recruiting virgins and young girls. This allowed them
to market safety for their male clientele, though, of course, it
remained extremely risky for the women/girls. Various studies
indicated that between 1991 and 1993 the demographics of
Thailand’s female prostitute population shifted dramatically,
particularly in the northern Chiang Mai area, which bordered
on Burma. The average ages of the prostitutes plummeted (to
include nine- to twelve-year-olds), and the number of Burmese
women working in the brothels soared, topping 40 percent by
1993.

According to Amnesty International and Human Rights
Watch, nearly all the Burmese female prostitutes were slaves,
either sold outright by their parents to brothel brokers or
signed on to indentured servant contracts from which they
couldn’t extricate themselves once they reached Thailand. Few
of the girls, most of whom were under eighteen years of age at



the time of their sales/recruitments, understood that they were
to be prostitutes. The vast majority were illiterate, spoke no
Thai, and were virgins when they reached their new brothel
homes.

Periodically, Thai police would raid the brothels, round up
Burmese nationals, and march them off to the border. Some
women, fearing what lay in store for them on the other side,
gave sexual favors to the police in exchange for allowing them
to return to lives of prostitution.

But what could possibly be more horrible than the lives of
sex slavery to which they had been subjected in Thailand?

In September 1988 the Burmese government was
overthrown in a coup that brought the most corrupt elements
of the country’s business and military communities to power.
Ne Win took the reins of control, running an authoritarian state
that cracked down mercilessly on its citizenry while
assiduously protecting the nation’s opium/heroin producers.
The country, which was renamed Myanmar,78 sank into chaos.
Amid reports of torture and mass executions, as well as
economic despair, demonstrations broke out all over Burma in
1990, led by supporters of Aung San Suu Kyi. Though she
won the national presidential elections in May 1990 and
subsequently received the Nobel Peace Prize, Aung was
placed under house arrest. As of mid-1994 she remained a
homebound prisoner of the military state.

The government’s actions after the 1990 elections only
worsened, and the nation became dangerous for all vocal
advocates of human rights. Small wonder, then, that Burmese
poured illegally across the Thai border by the hundreds every
day, and some 300,000 were estimated to have immigrated by
1993. It was perhaps less than surprising also that
impoverished parents were willing to sell their daughters to
brothel brokers.

In April 1992, Commander Bancha Jarujareet of the Thai
Crime Suppression Division announced that twenty-five HIV-
positive Burmese brothel girls that had been rounded up by his
officers and deported back to Burma were dead. According to
the Thai policeman, Burmese officials injected cyanide into



the women and set their bodies afloat in a border stream as a
warning that Burma would take whatever steps necessary to
keep AIDS out of the country.

In Burma, heroin was locally produced and could therefore
be purchased cheaply with the internationally worthless
Burmese currency. But syringes required foreign exchange,
and the abusive Burmese state had become an international
pariah, cut off economically from the rest of the world.79 By
1992, WHO estimates put HIV infection rates among
Rangoon’s heroin injectors at over 76 percent, but that was a
conservative guess. Even if these people knew about HIV,
understood how the virus was spread, and were motivated to
protect themselves, they couldn’t do so.80

Fortunately for the Thai people, their nation had, in contrast,
a courageous local hero who was willing to take politically
dangerous steps to slow the country’s skyrocketing epidemic.
Mechai Viravaidhya worked within the Ministry of Health and
outside the government (depending on who was in power)
tirelessly promoting condom use. Equally comfortable arguing
with a brothel owner in a Bangkok red-light slum or twisting
the arm of a member of the Thai cabinet during a celebrity
golf match, Mechai forcefully pushed a “100 percent condom
use” policy.81 But even Mechai knew that the real battle had
been lost. AIDS was endemic in Thailand, and in 1993 the
government predicted that 3 million adults (out of a population
of 25 million over the age of fourteen) would be HIV-positive
by the year 2000.

As was the case in Burma and India, the Golden Triangle
heroin connection was having an effect on promoting HIV
emergence in southern China. Though the government denied
it, China had serious heroin, prostitution, and sexually
transmitted disease incidences that were readily apparent to
even casual observers as early as 1987.82 The most severe
problem was in China’s southern Yunnan province, which
shared borders with Laos and Burma and had long been an
opium center. Yunnan narcotics traffickers, like their
counterparts in Burma, had learned how to process opium into
heroin. By 1991 heroin was in ready supply in Yunnan;



syringes were not. The pattern there mirrored what had
occurred with HIV among heroin injectors in Manipur and
Rangoon, and by 1993 the World Health Organization was
estimating that up to a third of Yunnan heroin users were
infected.83

Less than a year later WHO announced that heroin was
driving a terrible HIV epidemic in Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam. Among heroin users the HIV rate climbed from less
than 2 percent to more than 30 percent in about nine months’
time.84

As had been the case with Africa’s AIDS epidemic, Asia
watchers wondered aloud whether the pandemic might reverse
the region’s famed “Economic Miracle,” causing a
Thirdworldization effect. If local epidemics continued to
expand at their breathtaking 1989–93 rates, Asia could be
expected to overtake Africa in HIV numbers before the turn of
the century. And ironically, the fiscal cost to Asia would be
greater precisely because the continent’s economy had boomed
so impressively during the 1980s. With greater prosperity
came higher costs. The dollar value of productive capacity lost
due to worker illness and death was greater in Asia (compared
with Africa) simply because there was a larger highly skilled
labor force and incomes across the board were higher. Direct
medical costs were higher as well, because of the availability
of more sophisticated—and costly—health care systems.

Still, it seemed at first glance unimaginable that AIDS could
make a dent in Asia’s economic boom. Only a handful of
countries (the Philippines, Papua New Guinea, Burma, and
Cambodia) experienced negative GNP growth during the
1980s, and many Asian countries had growth rates that were
five to seven times greater than those of the United States and
Switzerland.85

Like Africa, however, much of Asia was simultaneously
undergoing other disease emergences that could be expected to
compound or synergize with HIV/AIDS. These included
dengue, hepatitis (A, B, C, D, and E), multiply drug-resistant
malaria, tuberculosis, drug-resistant cholera, and virtually
every known sexually transmissible microbe. Though no one



knew how to calculate the additive or multiplicative economic
impacts the interlocking epidemics might have, it was clear,
biologically and epidemiologically speaking, that
interconnections existed.

In mid-1993 the GPA estimated that 1.5 million residents of
South Asia were HIV-positive, most of them Indian or Thai
citizens. For Thailand, specifically, WHO estimated that
450,000 people were infected by late 1992.86

But WHO’s numbers were surely overly conservative.
Newer data demonstrated that the rate of expansion of the
country’s epidemic, far from slowing as many hoped, was
accelerating alarmingly.87 The only hopeful slowdown in
Thailand’s plague was seen among injecting drug users in
Bangkok, who readily snapped up sterile syringes when they
were made available.88

Mechai Viravaidhya estimated that Thailand’s cumulative
AIDS death burden by the year 2000 would be 470,000 to
560,000 adults. Based on an average productivity loss of
$22,000 per dead worker, that could inflect an indirect loss of
$7.3—$8.5 billion on the Thai economy. Direct treatment
costs for those people would be between $61 and $167 million
out of a total annual Ministry of Health budget of just over $40
million.89 In 1992 a single day of AIDS hospitalization in
Bangkok cost an average of $298.73; Thailand was in the
unfortunate position of having reached Western standards of
curative medicine and hospitalization while its populace still
earned Third World wages. By 1992 Thai officials were
predicting that the epidemic would push the nation’s health
and medical advances backward, as an overwhelmed system
collapsed under the economic costs and the sheer load of
AIDS cases.90

Drawing on slightly different estimates of both the forecast
epidemic size and indirect costs, WHO predicted a total
economic burden from AIDS of $9 billion for Thailand by the
year 2000.91 And the GPA told World Bank officials as early
as October 1991 to expect a possible economic downturn in
South Asia during the latter half of the decade: it was a view



shared by the Thailand Development Research Institute in
Bangkok.92

The U.S. Census Bureau issued dire forecasts for Thailand,
based on HIV-prevalence rates as of early 1994. The Bureau
predicted that by 2010 Thailand would have experienced such
severe devastation due to AIDS that the country’s population
growth rate would have plummeted to—0.8 percent (from a
pre-AIDS predicted +0.9 percent); there would be 25 million
fewer people in the country than would have been the case in
the absence of AIDS; life expectancy would take a nosedive
from what would have been 75 years to a mere 45 years; child
mortality rates would more than triple (reaching some 110 per
1,000 children born); and the nation’s crude death rate would
soar from about 6 deaths per 1,000 to more than 22 per
1,000.93

Though few analogous economic analyses had been done
for India, Burma, the Philippines, or other Asian countries in
the grips of HIV, there was a clear consensus in international
public health circles by 1993 that the pandemic would, at the
very least, exert a Thirdworldization effect upon the health
care systems, tourist industries, and government-funded social
service sectors of hard-hit countries. Worst-case scenarios
forecast sharp declines in both agricultural and industrial
productivity with resultant declines in GDPs.94 The United
Nations Development Program and the Asian Development
Bank predicted in late 1993 that the HIV epidemic would
increase general levels of poverty and, by the year 2000, cause
local famines in key areas.

Such dire economic forecasts, whether they concerned the
projected impact of AIDS on Africa, Asia, or Latin America,95

were always intended to draw the attention of wealthy donor
states. The nations of North America, Western Europe, and, to
a lesser degree, Japan and the Soviet Union had always been
forthcoming with cash when a crisis struck, even if the
quantities were more symbolic than substantial. If the cash
was offered at interest, Africa and Latin America might cringe,
but Asia had an excellent debt-repayment record.

 



Throughout the world hope for a global AIDS bailout rose
as Berliners clawed away at the wall that had physically
divided their city for three decades. What began with
dockworkers in Gdansk in the early 1980s built slowly for
years in pockets of antiauthoritarian resistance that spanned
from Prague to Riga, from Vladivostok to Berlin. Once the
Berlin Wall fell there was no turning back: the ideal and reality
of communism were dead. And with the end of communism
came capitalist dominance and Western victory in the Cold
War. Threat of global thermonuclear annihilation suddenly
seemed quite remote. Politicians all over the world spoke of a
Peace Dividend. And suddenly the world had surplus cash,
they claimed, and long-neglected social programs could now
be subsidized. For a few moments in history, it seemed, people
around the world were remarkably optimistic.

But no Peace Dividend appeared. People craned their necks
looking for it, soon spotting a shadow emerging on the
horizon. Excitement yielded to despair and frustration as they
recognized the shadowy Dividend for what it was:
international recession.

After all the celebrations and dancing in the streets of
Prague and Berlin settled down, the West got a good, hard
look at what lay behind the Wall, inside the long-sequestered
world of communism. And they discovered that Stalinists from
Uzbekistan to the Baltics had been juggling the books for
decades. The East was broke.

Worse yet, its populations, which had long had nearly every
aspect of their lives controlled by the state, were ill prepared to
build strong civic societies. With their economies in a
shambles, cynicism quickly overcame the brief sensation of
elation for most Europeans.

Reunification of the two Germanys was concretized on
October 3, 1990, amid fetes and fireworks, but by the end of
that year official unemployment in the former GDR had soared
from zero to more than 350,000 adults.

Overnight the former Cold War multitrillion-dollar spending
became a latter-day Marshall Plan for reconstruction of the ex-
communist world. Ten billion dollars shifted from coffers in



Bonn to national bank vaults in Moscow in a single day. And
that was just one of many West-to-East transfers.

Not only was there no Peace Dividend, there was newfound,
long-term structural agony. Even the booming Asian
economies felt the pain as demand for autos, electronics, and
consumer goods dropped in Europe and North America.

While much of the world watched the demolition of the
Berlin Wall during the fall of 1989 with astonishment and
elation, Hans Seyfarth-Hermann dashed about Checkpoint
Charlie tossing condoms at the crowds of East Germans as
they poured through. The bewildered East Germans snapped
the packets out of the air and examined what looked like
matchbook covers. They read this brightly colored inscription:
“You will see many tantalizing things during your visit to West
Berlin. Enjoy yourself, but remember, we have AIDS.”

Inside each putative matchbook was a latex condom.
Political openness, it appeared, could carry a price tag. If it
was true, as the old Stalinist leaders claimed,96 that AIDS
hadn’t made its way yet into most of Eastern Europe, the fall
of the Wall would surely put an end to the political barriers
that had allegedly kept the microbe at bay.

Seyfarth-Hermann and fellow AIDS activist Julian Eaves
were in a Berlin gay bar called the Dark Cellar the night of
November 9, 1989, when they overheard Germans speaking in
a startling accent. The two of them realized that the men were
from Saxony, part of East Germany, and that they were filled
with excitement that night, Eaves later recalled, “trying to
enjoy the wild life in the big city.” Eaves and Seyfarth-
Hermann recognized that their Saxon gay counterparts knew
nothing about AIDS and safe sex. They also were sadly aware
that some West Berlin gays, sick and tired of “latex sex,”
might take advantage of the Easterners’ ignorance.

The two activists spert the following day making hundreds
of the special packets which they later tossed at the hordes of
Saxons and other Easterners crossing through Checkpoint
Charlie.



“Everything that is new is welcome now in East Germany,”
Eaves explained. “The old stigmas have been thrown away,
and everything is possible. We hope East Germany will
achieve a world level in everything, except AIDS deaths.”

No one could imagine that just four months later prostitutes
in West Berlin would be on the verge of staging a protest strike
over the thousands of competitors that flooded in from the
East every Friday night to earn valuable deutsche marks over
the weekend. Hungry for hard currency, young women, most
of whom didn’t really consider themselves prostitutes, would
pour into Berlin to turn a few quick tricks, often for as little as
five deutsche marks. The regular hookers would be outraged
because the newcomers would charge far less than the former
going rate, and they wouldn’t require that their customers wear
condoms.97

Within three years the Eastern prostitutes would be a regular
feature of red-light districts all over the wealthier West.

HIV would also ride Europe’s new heroin trail. Opening up
the formerly secluded states rang bells of opportunity for
organized criminal elements on both sides of the former Wall.
Poland, in particular, would become both a center for a locally
produced opiate called kompot and a transfer point for pure
heroin imported from other parts of the world and destined for
distribution in Central Europe.

The first serious emergences of HIV in Eastern Europe were
not via either prostitution or heroin injection, however. Rather,
they came by means that reflected the tragic state of medicine
in much of the communist bloc.

Though there had been isolated AIDS cases in Russia for at
least four years, HIV really emerged during the early spring of
1988 in Elista, capital of the Kalmyk Republic, located on the
Caspian Sea. A baby languished on the pediatric ward of the
town’s hospital, suffering every imaginable ailment. Doctors
were stumped, unable to reach a diagnosis, until one suggested
sending blood samples from the infant to Valentin Pokrovsky,
a virologist doing AIDS research in Moscow. Pokrovsky
confirmed that the child was infected with HIV.



The child’s father, it turned out, had visited the Congo in
1981, where he apparently was exposed to HIV. He passed the
virus sexually to his wife, who, in turn, transmitted HIV to the
child.

It was tantamount to treason to publicly acknowledge
shortages of vital goods during the regime of Joseph Stalin,
and forty years after the dictator’s death many Soviet citizens
remained reluctant to step outside normal bureaucratic
channels in order to draw attention to production deficiencies.
In 1988, however, prior to news from Elista, U.S.S.R. Minister
of Health Alexander Kondrusev publicly decried the country’s
sorry state of medical supplies. In particular, he warned that
the nation needed to use 3 billion syringes per year, but was
only manufacturing 30 million annually, and importing none.
Simple mathematics indicated, then, that the average syringe
was being used 100 times. Kondrusev warned that this syringe
shortage could spell disaster.

He would soon prove remarkably prescient.

The AIDS baby at the Elista hospital was treated by staff
who used the same syringes to withdraw blood samples from
and administer drugs to all the babies on the neonatal ward.
For more than three months the nurses unknowingly injected
HIV into all of the babies and, in a few cases, their mothers.

As the numbers of AIDS babies mounted, the overwhelmed
Elista doctors ordered some of the infants shipped to a hospital
in Volgograd. And again, the medical staff reused syringes
over and over, soon having infected nearly every child on the
Volgograd baby ward.

The incidents were kept quiet until early 1989 when a
Russian trade union newspaper, Trud, broke the story.
According to Trud, Health Minister Kondrusev had grossly
underestimated the enormity of the gap in the Soviet Union
between the number of injection procedures of one kind or
another that were performed by health providers and the
annual production rate of sterile syringes.98 While leaders in
Moscow received single-use sterile injections, the masses
living in outlying areas relied on hospitals that suffered
permanent supply shortages. So in Elista and Volgograd, for



example, health care workers had little choice but to reuse
syringes 400 or 500 times, occasionally honing the needles on
a whetstone so that they would still pierce skin.

It was horribly reminiscent of the events in Yambuku
Hospital in 1976, where Belgian nuns used a handful of
syringes hundreds of times per week, unwittingly spreading
the deadly Ebola virus. That, however, occurred in a remote,
impoverished region of Central Africa; the Soviet Union was,
allegedly, part of the advanced industrialized world.

For three years Soviet health leaders counted the numbers as
similar hospital outbreaks of HIV surfaced in Rostov,
Astrakhan, and Stavropol.

By June 1990, Vadim Pokrovsky was telling the world that
260 children had become infected with HIV as a result of
unsterile needles.99

Moscow’s Second City Hospital for Infectious Diseases was
designated the nation’s AIDS treatment center and half the
patients on its wards were children under five years of age. As
fear of AIDS mounted in the Soviet medical community,
widespread shortages were reported not only of syringes but of
latex gloves, sterile catheters, surgical gowns, transfusion
equipment, dental drills and probes, and other essential
supplies. In the new atmosphere of perestroika, young
physicians for the first time spoke frankly about the
inadequacies of the Soviet medical system.

The result was widespread public panic and a sharp decline
in willingness to undergo invasive medical procedures.
Dentists, vaccinators, physicians—all health providers noted a
drop in attendance, particularly in large cities where the media
gave serious attention to the young physicians’ disclosures.

Dr. Mikhail Narkevich, newly appointed head of AIDS
education in the Ministry of Health, was forced to concede that
the nation’s economic difficulties were so grave that adequate
medical supplies could not possibly be available until 1992–
93. By 1994 Russian physicians would be crying out even
more loudly for supplies that still hadn’t materialized.



In the absence of supplies sufficient to limit the spread of
HIV within medical facilities, panic further increased. There
were anecdotal reports of people beating AIDS patients and of
health care workers refusing to go near people who carried the
virus. The Ministry of Health was forced in 1991 to offer
higher salaries to doctors and nurses who worked with HIV/
AIDS patients as compensation for the perceived risks
involved.

But Soviet leaders were preoccupied with far more pressing
issues than supplies of syringes. The country was literally
falling apart. Food shortages, riots, separatist uprisings,
political instability, and a face-off between the hero of
glasnost, Mikhail Gorbachev, and upstart leader Boris Yeltsin
monopolized national attention. By 1991 the Soviet Union no
longer existed. By 1993 two major coup attempts had
threatened the stability of the Russian Republic, and
insurrections had occurred inside most of the former Soviet
socialist states.

AIDS was overshadowed by history. And the microbe
spread, unfettered by any serious efforts on the part of human
beings to limit its modes of transmission. Prostitution and drug
abuse stepped into the economic vacuum of social
restructuring. Criminal elements gained control of many
foreign trade sectors, and syringes remained in short supply.

By late 1993 the microbial situation was clearly out of
control. Before the Berlin Wall fell, Russia’s syphilis rate was
4.3 cases per 100,000 people annually. Amid the national
chaos, health officials said they were witnessing a syphilis
epidemic. In St. Petersburg, for example, the incidence of
syphilis increased eightfold between 1989 and 1993, with most
of the newly infected individuals young, destitute female
prostitutes. In the same city the incidence of gonorrhea among
teenagers had soared 150 percent by 1993, as compared with
1976 levels. And in the same subpopulation syphilis incidence
was up 400 percent.

Dr. Nikolai Chaika, of the St. Petersburg Pasteur Institute,
announced that all Russian disease data, including numbers of
HIV/AIDS cases, were unreliable due to the “complete



collapse of Russian medicine.” The social fabric of Russian
society was unraveling, he said, and people were turning to
behaviors that virtually guaranteed the spread of disease.

Thirdworldization had set in. Russia, as well as nearly all of
the other former Soviet states, was rolling backward on the
development scale. Epidemics of all sorts of diseases were
reported anecdotally, though most were impossible to verify
given the collapse of epidemiological systems. In the summer
of 1992 cholera outbreaks were reported in Makhachkala,
Nizhny Novgorod, Krasnodar, Naberezhnye Nizhny, and
Moscow. The Tass news agency reported an outbreak of
anthrax among peasants in the Altai region and typhoid fever
in Volgodonsk. Even a case of bubonic plague was reported
from Kazakhstan.100

In March 1993 special counsel to President Boris Yeltsin,
Dr. A. V. Yablokov, addressed the grave state of the Russian
people’s health in a speech before the nation’s Security
Council.101 He revealed that in 1991 Russia’s “total losses due
to premature mortality amounted [to] 2.23 million person-
years of labour activity … . It is obvious that prevention of
population health losses due to premature mortality from
socio-economically conditioned causes is the most important
strategic direction in improving safety and security of life of
peoples of Russia [his emphasis].”

The primary cause of Russia’s massive excess death burden
was suicide, which rose by 20 percent between 1991 and 1992.
Alcoholic self-destruction, drunk-driving accidents, and
homicides ranked as the remaining top causes of the excess
death rates.

Meanwhile, he said, the nation’s medical and public health
system had deteriorated to the point where in 1991, 70 percent
of all pregnancies involved serious complications, “only half
of deliveries were considered normal,” anemia rates among
pregnant women had increased by 61 percent in just three
years, and maternal mortality rates were five times those in
Western Europe. And preventable deaths—those ascribed
directly to drug shortages or medical and public health failures
—had risen sharply since 1990.



“Among these are all forms of tuberculosis, some infectious
diseases (measles, whooping cough, tetanus, typhoid fever) …
respiratory diseases, pregnancy complications, diseases of the
perinatal period,” Yablokov said.

Life expectancy in Russia was lower in 1990 than in 1964
(70.1 years versus 70.4) and real life-span measurements for
some areas of the country were as low as 44 years.

Separate EC studies of Russian health revealed that
tuberculosis rates were climbing sharply. In Siberia in 1990
there was a TB incidence of 43 cases per 100,000 people (as
measured by positive sputum). By 1993 that ratio had more
than doubled, to 94:100,000. Over the same period Moscow’s
TB rate jumped from 27:100,000 to 50:100,000. The principal
cause of the escalation was said to be the lack of foreign
exchange with which to purchase European- and American-
made antituberculosis drugs; without treatment an ever-
expanding pool of contagious individuals was spreading the
disease to others.102

Perhaps the most striking example of Russian
Thirdworldization was the 1993 outbreaks of diphtheria in St.
Petersburg and Moscow.

A hallmark of the old Soviet Union had been its tremendous
success in universal vaccination and resultant declines in the
incidence of former scourges such as measles, whooping
cough, polio, and diphtheria. By 1976 the numbers of
diphtheria cases diagnosed in the U.S.S.R. approached zero.

But in 1990 diphtheria reemerged in Russia, with 1,211
cases reported from St. Petersburg, Kaliningrad, Orlovskaya,
and Moscow. The epidemic took off, with reported cases and
geographic spread increasing steadily well into 1994. In 1991
nearly 1,900 diphtheria cases and 80 deaths were reported in
Russia. Though the bacterial disease could be treated with
antibiotics, deaths occurred due to the sorry state of the
nation’s health care systems.

During the summer of 1993, when nearly 1,000 cases were
reported in a single month in Moscow and St. Petersburg, the
British government issued travel advisories recommending



that its citizens be revaccinated prior to traveling in the former
U.S.S.R. And the numbers kept rising: between January and
August 1993, nearly 6,000 Russians came down with
diphtheria, 106 died.103

There had been massive waves of migration from outlying
rural and rustbelt areas of Russia into Moscow, St. Petersburg,
and, to a lesser degree, Kaliningrad and Orlovskaya. Most of
the migrants were economic refugees, hoping to find work in
the country’s largest cities. But they soon discovered quite the
opposite, according to Russian authorities, and many
thousands ended up living inside public transport stations—
train depots, airports—in squalid conditions. Over 40 percent
of the diphtheria cases occurred among these homeless.

Diphtheria had been virtually eradicated from the United
States because of strict rules about preschool vaccination of
children with the so-called DTP shots. But DTP shots had also
been meticulously administered in Russia since the early
1960s. Nearly every new diphtheria case in the country had
involved individuals who were previously vaccinated.

Officials concluded that the vaccine didn’t, as previously
thought, work for a lifetime. It might offer less than five years’
protection against the disease. The reason, they said, was not a
failure of the vaccine, but its success.

It seemed that thirty years of worldwide vaccination had
drastically reduced the numbers of diphtheria microbes in the
world, and most people lived their lives never being naturally
exposed to the bacteria. Natural exposure in the 1960s,
however, acted like booster shots, constantly rejuvenating
lagging immunity: that explained why health officials had then
mistakenly concluded that the vaccine provided lifetime
protection. But by the 1980s most people’s immune systems
never saw diphtheria, and the natural booster effect didn’t take
place.

In response to global concern that the Russian epidemic
might spread to other parts of the former Soviet Union, the
Baltic States, or Scandinavia, the Russian Ministry of Health
announced in 1993 a five-year plan to revaccinate up to 90
percent of all the nation’s citizens. Some UN officials



privately questioned whether the Russians were responding
with the proper amount of urgency and haste: a handful of
diphtheria cases were reported during the summer of 1993 in
Finland and the Baltic States. 104 Still other skeptics
questioned the wisdom of a mass adult vaccination campaign
in Russia, given the country’s acute shortage of syringes.
Considering the lesson of Elista, they asked, might such an
effort only hasten emergence of blood-borne microbes, such as
hepatitis B and HIV?

The Elista tragedy was closely mirrored by events in
Romania, where the government of communist dictator
Nicolae Ceausescu covered up the existence of thousands of
institutionalized orphans who were the legacy of decades of
strict bans on all forms of contraception. Further, the
Ceausescu regime hid evidence that many of these children
were infected with HIV,105 the tragic outcome of common use
of contaminated syringes106 and the primitive belief that
injecting adult blood into children gave them strength.107

When the Iron Curtain was lifted, it revealed the Third
World status of the old communist regimes, and conditions
which only worsened amid the infrastructural chaos. And with
that revelation came recognition of countless opportunities for
the further emergence of not only HIV but all manner of
microbes.

But there was no need to search behind the Iron Curtain, the
Bamboo Curtain, or below the Sahara to witness microbial
exploitation of Thirdworldization. The process was occurring
during the 1980s and the early 1990s inside the wealthy
nations of North America and Western Europe.

Despite the AIDS epidemic, most of the public health
community, which was not involved in infectious diseases
work, remained optimistic during the 1980s. So much so that
health became a matter of personal responsibility. Health
economists tallied up the costs of diseases that were
preventable through diet, exercise, cessation of tobacco or
illicit drug use, elimination of alcoholism, and the like,
reaching the conclusion that personal health decisions were no
longer the exclusive purview of individual choice. Smokers,



they concluded, cost the rest of society billions of dollars. So
did alcoholics. And fat people.

“The cost of sloth, gluttony, alcoholic intemperance,
reckless driving, sexual frenzy, and smoking is now a national
and not an individual responsibility,” wrote Dr. John Knowles,
president of the Rockefeller Foundation. “This is justified as
individual freedom—but one man’s freedom in health is
another man’s shackle in taxes and insurance premiums. I
believe that a right to health should be replaced by the idea of
an individual moral obligation to preserve one’s own health—
a public duty if you will.”108

Public health advocates warned, however, that it was
exceedingly unfair, and unrealistic, to hold poor Americans
responsible for their health—to condemn them, as it seemed
Knowles did, for their inability to afford ideal foods,
membership in exercise clubs, and temperance in all sexual
and intoxicant affairs. Further, they warned that the medical
triumphs that had sparked such rosy calls for personal
responsibility were fleeting. In the face of rising poverty, they
said, the old scourges would return.109

It wasn’t necessary to go to Africa to see AIDS orphans or
whole families buried side by side. New York City alone
would have more than 30,000 AIDS orphans by the end of
1994, Newark over 10,000. The U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services predicted that there would be 60,000
AIDS orphans in the country by the year 2000.110 Just as
AIDS was exhausting the extended-family networks in much
of Africa, so it was taxing the social support systems in
America’s poorest communities.

With every passing year in America’s AIDS epidemic the
impact upon the nation’s poorest urban areas grew more
severe. It compounded the effects of other plights—
homelessness, drug abuse, alcoholism, high infant mortality,
syphilis, gonorrhea, violence—all of which conspired to
increase levels of desperation where dreams of urban renewal
had once existed.

As the virus found its way into communities of poverty, the
burden on urban public hospitals was critical. Unlike Canada



and most of Western Europe, the United States had no system
of national health care. By 1990 an estimated 37 million
Americans were without any form of either public or private
health insurance. Too rich to qualify for government-supported
health care, which was intended only for the elderly and the
indigent, but too poor to purchase private insurance, millions
of Americans simply prayed that they wouldn’t fall ill.
Another 43 million Americans were either chronically
uninsured or underinsured, possessing such minimal coverage
that the family could be bankrupted by the required deductible
and co-payments in the event of serious illness.111

Any disease that hit poor urban Americans
disproportionately would tax the public hospital system. But
AIDS, which was particularly costly and labor-intensive to
treat, threatened to be the straw that broke the already
weakened back of the system.112

“We are fighting a war here,” declared Dr. Emilio Carrillo,
president of the New York City Health and Hospitals
Corporation, which ran the city’s network of public medical
facilities. “People are sick and dying from AIDS, tuberculosis
is rampant, malnutrition, drug addiction, and other diseases
resulting from poverty are also at epidemic levels, while at
every level of government, city, state, and federal, the health
care system is facing cutbacks. Only the number of sick people
and people in need of basic health care is not being cut back.
Among them there have been no reductions, no downsizing.
They are still coming in to us for treatment.”

A 1990 survey of 100 of the nation’s largest public hospitals
(conducted by the National Association of Public Hospitals)
revealed worsening situations in all American cities and
predicted collapse of the “public safety net” offered by the
system. A microbe that had emerged in America only a decade
earlier was threatening to topple the system.

By 1987, 3 percent of the women giving birth in hospitals in
New York City were HIV-positive, as were some 25 percent of
their babies, according to the U.S. Public Health Service.
Nearly two-thirds of those mothers and babies were born in
public hospitals located in largely African-American or



Hispanic neighborhoods of Brooklyn and the Bronx. The
following year the state of New York concluded that one out
of every 61 babies born in the state was infected with the
virus. But that rate varied radically by neighborhood: in posh,
semi-rural communities located far from New York City fewer
than one out of every 749 babies was born HIV-positive in
1988. But in desperately poor neighborhoods of the South
Bronx one out of every 43 newborns, or 2.34 percent, was
infected—and every one of them was born in a public
hospital.113 Those numbers could only be expected to worsen
as the epidemic’s demographics shifted into younger,
predominantly heterosexual population groups.114

A significant percentage of the nation’s HIV-positive
population was also homeless, living on the streets of
American cities. A 1991 study, led by Andrew Moss, of
homeless men and women in San Francisco found that 3
percent of those who had no identifiable risk factors for HIV
exposure were infected. Another 8 percent of the homeless
were HIV-positive due to injecting drug use, prostitution, or
sex with an infected individual. Overall, more than one out of
every ten homeless adults in San Francisco carried the
virus.115

HIV wasn’t the only microbe that was exploiting
opportunities in America’s urban poor population: hepatitis B
(which by 1992 was responsible for 30 percent of all sexually
transmitted disease in America), syphilis, gonorrhea, and
chancroid were all appearing less commonly in Caucasian gay
men and with alarming, escalating frequency in the
heterosexual urban poor, particularly those who used crack
cocaine or heroin. By 1990 two-thirds of New York State’s
syphilis cases, for example, were African-Americans residing
in key areas of poverty, and within that population male and
female infection rates were equal.

In 1993 the New York City Health Department announced
that life expectancy for men in the city had declined, for the
first time since World War II, from a 1981 level of 68.9 years
to a 1991 level of 68.6 years. This occurred even though
outside New York City life expectancies for men in the state



had risen during that time from 71.5 years to 73.4 years.
Though rising homicide rates played a role, city officials
credited AIDS with the bulk of that downward shift. By 1987
AIDS was already the leading cause of premature death for
New York City men of all races and classes; by 1988 it was
the number one cause for African-American women as well.

Well before AIDS was claiming significant numbers of
Americans, Harlem Hospital chief of surgery Dr. Harold
Freeman calculated that men growing up in Bangladesh had a
better chance of surviving to their sixty-fifth birthday than did
African-American men in Harlem, the Bronx, or Brooklyn.
Again, violence played a significant role in the equation, but it
was not critical to why a population of hundreds of thousands
of men living in the wealthiest nation on earth were living
shorter lives than their counterparts in one of the planet’s
poorest Third World nations. Average life expectancy for
Harlem’s African-American men born between 1950 and 1970
was just 49 years. Freeman indicted disease, poverty, and
inequitable access to medical care as the primary factors
responsible for the alarming death rate among African-
American men.116

Well before a new tuberculosis epidemic struck several U.S.
cities, the warning signs were there for all to see: rising
homelessness, fiscal reductions in social services,
complacency in the public health sector, rampant drug abuse,
and increases in a number of other infectious diseases. The
emergence of novel strains of multiply drug-resistant TB came
amid a host of clangs, whistles, and bells that should have
served as ample warning to humanity. But the warning fell on
unhearing ears.

During the Ronald Reagan presidency American fiscal
policies favored expansion of the investment and monetary
sectors of society and simultaneous contraction of social
service sectors. Economist Paul Krugman of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology estimated that 44
percent of all income growth in America between 1979 and
1989 went to the wealthiest 1 percent of the nation’s families,
or about 800,000 men, women, and children. On the basis of
Federal Reserve Board data, Krugman calculated that total



wealth (which included far more than the cash income
measured above) was more concentrated in the hands of the
nation’s super-rich than at any time since the 1920s. By 1989,
the top 1 percent richest Americans controlled 39 percent of
the nation’s wealth.

Several studies showed that by the end of 1993 more than
25 million Americans were hungry, consuming inadequate
amounts of food. In 1993 one in ten Americans was compelled
to stand at least once a week on a breadline, eat in a soup
kitchen, or find food through a charitable agency. And the
numbers of people living below the federally defined poverty
line increased three times faster between 1982 and 1992 than
the overall population size. In 1992 some 14.5 percent of all
American citizens lived in conditions of legally defined
poverty. Most were single mothers and their children.117

Though difficult to measure precisely, the numbers of
homeless people in America rose steadily between 1975 and
1993,118 and the demographics of the population shifted from
the traditional hard-core group of older male vagrants and
alcoholics to a younger, more heterogeneous contingent that
included large numbers of military service veterans,
chronically institutionalized mental patients, individuals with
severe cocaine or heroin habits, and newly unemployed
families and individuals. Estimates of the size of the nation’s
homeless population ranged from about 200,000 to 2,200,000,
based on head counts in emergency shelters and a variety of
statistical approaches to the problem.119

Even more difficult to calculate was the rise in housing
density in urban areas. As individuals and whole families
faced hardships that could lead to homelessness, they moved
in with friends and relatives. One estimate for New York City
during the 1980s suggested that 35,000 households were
doubled up in public housing, along with 73,000 double-
density private households. Assuming each family averaged
four members, that could mean that more than 400,000 men,
women, and children were packed into double-density
housing.120



Finally, a large percentage of the urban poor population
cycled annually in and out of the criminal justice system.
Young men, in particular, were frequently incarcerated in
overcrowded jails and prisons. In 1982 President Ronald
Reagan called for a war on drugs: by 1990 more men were in
federal prisons on drug charges alone than had comprised the
entire 1980 federal prison population for all crimes combined.
The pace of federal, state, and county jail construction never
came close to matching the needs created by the high arrest
rates. As a result, jail cells were overcrowded, and judges
often released prisoners after shortened terms, allowing them
to return to the community. This, too, would prove
advantageous to the microbes.

Some of the microbial impact of this urban
Thirdworldization might have been controllable had the U.S.
public health system been vigilant. But at all tiers, from the
grass roots to the federal level, the system was by the mid-
1980s in a very sorry state. Complacent after decades of
perceived victories over the microbes, positioned as the runt
sibling to curative medicine and fiscally pared to the bone by
successive rounds of budget cuts in all layers of government,
public health in 1990 was a mere shadow of its former self.

An Institute of Medicine investigation determined that
public health and disease control efforts in the United States
were in a shambles. Key problems included “a lack of
agreement about the public health mission” between various
sectors of government and research; a clear failure of public
health advocates to participate in “the dynamics of American
politics”; lack of cooperation between medicine and public
health; inadequate training and leadership; and severe funding
deficiencies at all levels.

“In the committee’s view,” they wrote, “we have let down
our public health guard as a nation and the health of the public
is unnecessarily threatened as a result.”121

An example of public health’s disarray that proved painfully
embarrassing to officials during the 1980s was provided by
measles. In 1963 a safe, effective measles vaccine became
widely available in the United States and childhood cases of



the sometimes lethal disease plummeted steadily thereafter. In
1962 half a million children in the United States contracted
measles; by 1977 fewer than 35,000 cases were reported
annually and many experts forecast that virtual eradication of
the disease would soon be achieved.

But problems were already apparent in 1977: many children
who were vaccinated before the age of fourteen or fifteen
months later developed measles, and researchers soon
understood that timing was crucial to achievement of effective
immunization. Vaccination schedules were adjusted
accordingly, executed nationwide with vigor, and the number
of measles cases in the country continued to decline. The only
serious emergences of the microbe took place in communities
where a significant number of parents refused, for religious
reasons, to have their children vaccinated.122

By the early 1980s the United States had achieved 99
percent primary measles vaccination coverage for young
children and fewer than 1,497 measles cases occurred in the
country in 1983.

In 1985, however, a fifteen-year-old girl returned from a trip
to England to her Corpus Christi, Texas, home and promptly
developed the roseola rash that was characteristic of measles.
The virus quickly spread through her high school and the local
junior high school. Ninety-nine percent of the students had,
during infancy, received their primary live-measles
immunizations; 88 percent had also had their recommended
boosters. Nevertheless, fourteen students developed
measles.123

Blood tests performed during the outbreak on more than
1,800 students revealed that 4.1 percent of the children,
despite vaccination, weren’t making antibodies against the
virus, and the lowest levels of antibody production were
among those who hadn’t had boosters. All the ailing teens fit
that category. The clear message was: (1) primary
immunization, in the absence of a booster, was inadequate to
guarantee protection against measles; and (2) having even a
handful of vulnerable individuals in a group setting was
enough to produce a serious outbreak.124



The crucial importance of proper timing of vaccination and
booster follow-up was further supported by other measles
outbreaks among groups of youngsters whose primary
vaccination rates exceeded 97 percent. 125 In 1989 the measles
rate in the United States climbed considerably. More than
18,000 cases of measles occurred, producing 41 deaths: a
tenfold increase since 1983. Forty percent of the cases
involved young people who had received their primary, but not
booster, vaccinations; the remainder had had no shots, or their
vaccinations were administered at improper times.

Though some pediatricians and policy makers found the
1989 numbers worrisome, nobody forecast an epidemic.
Measles epidemics were considered Third World problems by
1989.

But an epidemic did occur. The incidence of measles in the
United States leapt by 50 percent between 1989 and 1990.
More than 27,000 U.S. children, half of them under four years
of age, contracted measles during 1990; 100 died of the
disease.

Hardest hit was New York City, with 2,479 reported measles
cases.

CDC investigators were baffled by the severity of illnesses
in the 1990–91 epidemic.

“These kids are much sicker, and death rates are definitely
higher,” the CDC’s Bill Atkinson said. “We don’t know
whether it’s because the strain of measles out there is more
virulent, or the kids are more susceptible.”

Many of the ailing children, particularly in New York City,
had never been vaccinated. They hadn’t even received their
primary shots, much less boosters.

“Now the majority of cases are in unvaccinated children,”
Dr. Georges Peter, chair of the American Academy of
Pediatrics, said. “Measles is the most contagious of all the
vaccine-preventable diseases. The nature of the problem has
clearly changed—it is undoubtedly a failure to vaccinate. And
what this really is, is indication of a collapse in the public
health system, of lack of access to health care.”



What was going on? Were parents deliberately keeping their
children away from doctors? Were Americans suddenly phobic
about immunizations?

The answers, it turned out, could be found in the
demographics of the population of children with measles. The
vast majority lived in large cities—New York, Chicago,
Houston, Los Angeles—and were nine times more likely to be
African-American or Hispanic.

As the epidemic persisted in 1991, worsening in New York
City’s African-American and Hispanic populations, it was
evident that the microbe had successfully emerged in
populations of poor urban people with little or no access to
health care. This underlying social weakness also facilitated
surges in whooping cough and rubella cases during 1990–
93.126

In 1978 the U.S. Surgeon General had declared that measles
would be eradicated from the country by 1982, and an
ambitious immunization campaign was mounted. By 1988,
however, conditions of poverty, health care collapse, and
public health disarray had grown so acute that the United
States had a poorer track record on all childhood vaccination
efforts than did war-torn El Salvador and many other Third
World countries.127

In some inner-city areas—notably in New York City—only
half of all school-age children had been vaccinated. For much
of the urban poor in America the only point of access to the
health care system was the public hospital emergency room.
Families spent anxious, tedious hours queued up in urban ERs
because they felt that they had no choice: there were no clinics
or private physicians practicing in the ghettos, few alternative
sources of basic care. But few poor families were willing to
put up with a daylong line in the ER simply to get their
children immunized, particularly if it meant loss of a day’s
pay.128

Further study of the measles crisis revealed that some deaths
and many cases—indeed, most at the key hospitals—went
unreported. The city of New York uncovered up to 50 percent
underreporting in the region’s largest inner-city hospitals



during the 1991 epidemic. It was possible that up to 5,000
cases of the disease occurred in New York City, though only
half that number were officially reported.129

In 1993, World Health Organization adviser Dr. Barry
Bloom, of the Albert Einstein School of Medicine in the
Bronx, announced that the United States had fallen behind
Albania, Mexico, and China in childhood vaccination rates. 130

At the World Summit on Children convened by the United
Nations in September 1990, the Bush administration was in
the dubious position of having, on the one hand, to pledge
sweeping concern for the health and survival of the world’s
children while hoping no one would publicly note that the
health status of America’s impoverished kids rivaled that of
children in much of Africa and South Asia.

“This society is so wealthy, obviously this country is better
off than the Third World. But this country should be ashamed
of the child mortality rates and health,” decried Jim Weill, of
the Children’s Defense Fund, at the Summit. “The U.S. ranks
19th in the world on infant mortality, 29th in low birthweight
babies, 22nd on child mortality for children under five, and,
perhaps most amazing, 49th in the world on child
immunization, for our non-white children. We kill our
children.

“Let’s face it, when it comes to America’s children we live
in the Third World.”

Not only had America’s cities sunk to Third World levels of
childhood vaccination and access to health care, but its
surveillance and public health systems had reached states of
inaccuracy and chaos that rivaled those in some of the world’s
poorest countries. 131

Weill’s words had barely been uttered when officials at the
CDC acknowledged that America’s public health system was
also doing a worse job of handling tuberculosis than did many
African nations.

Multiply drug-resistant TB had arrived. Microbes had
emerged that were so broadly resistant to antibiotics that, in
practical terms, they were invulnerable.



Tuberculosis didn’t reemerge overnight in the United States.
On the contrary, the new mutant microbes made numerous
tentative incursions into the Homo sapiens population over a
period of years. It wasn’t a surprise attack.

It almost seemed as if human beings were deliberately
ignoring the plentiful warning signs.

 

Though tuberculosis had never disappeared, its incidence
had declined steadily in the United States since the 1880s, and
hit record lows following the introduction of antibiotic
treatment. The robust Mycobacterium tuberculosis was
impossible to eradicate, as half the world’s population at any
given time was infected with the bacteria. For most people M.
tuberculosis infection was a benign event: the microbe was
kept in check by the immune system and the individual never,
throughout his or her life, fell ill.

On average, infected people had a 10 percent chance of
developing active disease sometime during their lives, and a 1
percent chance of coming down with a lethal TB illness. Thus,
statistics would indicate that about 2 billion human beings
were infected with the microbe in 1988; 200 million would
during their lives suffer tuberculosis and 2 million would die
of the disease.

But those neatly averaged numbers belied the true nature of
the risks of TB and the disease’s extremely unequal
distribution worldwide.

From the earliest days of Western tuberculosis research,
scientists and physicians had recognized that the microbe
moved hand in hand with poverty. Though there were famous
cases of TB among more affluent individuals, most of the
world’s tuberculosis victims had always been the poorest
citizens.

The nature of the association between TB and poverty was
hotly debated throughout the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries,132 but the salient points were clear. The M.
tuberculosis bacterium was, like its close cousin the M. leprae,
which caused Hansen’s disease, an extremely slow-growing



microbe that under most circumstances spent its life either
under attack from the human immune system or lying low,
causing no disease. Its best hopes of vigorously reproducing,
developing a large microbial colony within a human being,
and causing disease lay with either a diminished host immune
capacity or continuous reinfection of the human being.

Diminished immune systems were plentiful wherever Homo
sapiens lived in squalor and poverty. Malnutrition played an
important role, though chronic infections with other microbes,
such as tropical parasites, influenza, and amoebas, were also
factors. Any ailment that taxed the immune system could
create opportunities for M. tuberculosis.

M. tuberculosis exploited vulnerabilities. It was an
opportunist. For decades it might silently lurk inside a Homo
sapiens awaiting a moment when defenses were down, and
then, when the victim’s immune system was preoccupied with
malaria or cancer, famine or pneumonia, it would strike.

It was also possible for people living in densely crowded
situations to be continuously reexposed to the M. tuberculosis
exhaled by others, which greatly increased their risk for
developing an active case of the disease. That was why TB
had historically been so strongly linked with urbanization and,
in particular, slum housing and institutionalization.

Certainly it could have been predicted that the arrival of a
new disease that produced severe immune deficiency and
struck particularly hard in communities of poverty would
spawn a reemergence of tuberculosis. If such communities had
already been witnessing a slow, steady rise in TB cases, well
before the new wave of immunodeficiency arrived, a
resurgence of tuberculosis seemed a virtual certainty, unless
public health mitigating actions were taken.

In 1947, when antibiotic therapy for TB was still considered
a novel treatment and disease prevention technique, 134,946
cases of tuberculosis were reported in the United States. By
1985 the uses of streptomycin, rifampin, isoniazid, and other
antibiotics, coupled with an aggressive public health effort to
identify and treat TB cases, had brought the U.S. caseload
down to 22,201. Fewer than 30,000 Americans had actually



contracted tuberculosis each year since 1977, and the majority
were elderly individuals of European descent who had carried
the M. tuberculosis microbes in their bodies for decades, only
falling ill as their aging immune systems failed to keep the
bacteria in check.

Well before the actual numbers of TB cases began to swell,
the demographics of the disease shifted. Between 1961 and
1969 more than 80 percent of all active TB cases in the United
States were among people over sixty-two years of age, most of
them readily treated without hospitalization through basic
long-term antibiotic therapy. During that time the U.S. federal
government spent $69,287,996 on TB control.133

Between 1975 and 1984, however, the numbers of active
TB cases reported among elderly Americans and Caucasians
of all ages declined sharply. White male cases dropped 41
percent, white female cases 39 percent. In contrast, though TB
was declining across the board, its downturn among non-
whites was far slower: only 25 percent for males and 26
percent for females. And the age distribution of cases had
shifted: by 1984 only 29 percent were over sixty-two years of
age. In the non-white population less than one out of every
five active TB cases that year involved a person over sixty-two
and fully 20 percent were between the ages of twenty-five and
thirty-four. 134

As early as the mid-1970s, Lee Reichman, then head of
tuberculosis control for New York City, was seeing a marked
increase in active cases among injecting drug users and
vagrants living in Harlem, most of them young men.
Reichman’s attempts to sound alarms about the new trend
were muffled by a medical establishment that had already
written TB off as a historical artifact. 135

There were other clear warning signs. Between 1980 and
1986 five different surveys documented a relationship between
the rise of homelessness in America and surges of TB in
young adult populations. The spread of tuberculosis within
emergency homeless shelters was demonstrated, and it was
even clear to the CDC by 1984 that new mutant strains of
drug-resistant TB were spreading among the urban indigent.



136 A striking 1980 study of young adult men living in
subsidized single-room occupancy housing for the otherwise
homeless in New York City found that 98 of 101 came up
positive in skin tests for TB infection, and 13, or 6 percent,
had active disease as measured by laboratory analysis of their
sputum. The 13 were carrying contagious pulmonary disease,
meaning they could exhale the microbes onto others.137

By 1986 nearly half of all active TB cases reported in the
United States were among nonwhites, most of them African-
American. There could be no doubt that dramatic changes
were underway by the mid-1980s. Tuberculosis had clearly
shifted to younger, predominantly African-American and
urban populations. Geographically, it had shifted from areas
such as Virginia to New York City, Miami, and scattered urban
sites. The CDC itself noted the shift in 1986, which coincided
with the first upward trend in TB cases reported in the United
States since 1953. The agency also believed that “HIV
infection may be largely responsible for the increase in
tuberculosis in New York City and Florida.”138

From the beginning of the AIDS epidemic, researchers in
both the United States and Haiti had noted that HIV-positive
Haitians had a high rate of tuberculosis. Indeed, published
reports stated as early as 1982 that Haitians suffering from
AIDS in Port-au-Prince were more likely to die of tuberculosis
than of any other opportunistic infection. But American
officials took little notice of this observation. Like their
counterparts throughout the Western world, U.S. physicians
tended to view the TB risk for people with HIV as a Third
World problem.

They were partly right; tuberculosis was an enormous, and
escalating, problem in the developing world.

In 1990 Africa’s most famous contemporary hero, Nelson
Mandela, developed acute tuberculosis during his twenty-sixth
year of imprisonment. Spitting up blood during the bitter Cape
Town winter, Mandela was gravely ill. At the age of seventy at
the time, Mandela fit three classic risk groups for active
tuberculosis: elderly, living in cramped, densely populated
quarters, and black. In South Africa, 15 percent of infected



blacks went on to develop active TB, compared with only 3
percent of whites, largely because of inequities in housing and
health care.

As early as 1984, Project SIDA researchers in Zaire had
seen a direct link between rising TB rates in that country and
the HIV epidemic. Five years later, the World Health
Organization’s TB and AIDS programs issued a joint
statement calling attention to the linkage and warning of
growing parallel pandemics. In particular, the WHO report
noted that 60 percent of all AIDS patients in Haiti had active
TB, as did 20 to 60 percent of all African AIDS patients (rates
varying geographically across the continent). 139

Though many developing countries quickly took steps to
follow the WHO recommendations, the United States and
most of Western Europe were unmoved.

There were several disturbing facets to Africa’s new TB
epidemic—again, offering clues that should have served as
warnings to officials in the wealthy nations. Some HIV-
positive patients seemed to suffer not only activated disease
from long-dormant M. tuberculosis infection but also new
infection. That meant the disease was spreading and could be
posing an increased risk for general populations, not just those
who were infected with HIV.140 Where endemic tuberculosis
rates were high, TB was “the single most important
opportunistic disease related to HIV infection in the
developing world,” according to researchers based in Côte
d’Ivoire.141 HIV-positive patients did not respond well to the
two cheapest antituberculosis drugs, thiacetazone and
streptomycin; the drugs were four times more toxic in people
with HIV, even lethal. This posed enormous problems in terms
of the cost of tuberculosis treatment. 142 And the relative
severity of tuberculosis in HIV-positive people did not vary
appreciably with the stage of HIV disease. Indeed, for many
Africans tuberculosis was the first ailment that tipped off
physicians that they might have AIDS. Thus, hundreds of
thousands—perhaps millions—of people in developing
countries, who didn’t yet realize that they were infected with
HIV, were at tremendous risk for tuberculosis. 143



By 1990 public health experts in some African countries
were predicting not only utter defeat in their decades-old
tuberculosis control efforts, but also potentially dire economic
impacts that would further compound the grim damage the
AIDS epidemic was expected to cause.144 On the wall of the
Geneva headquarters of the Global Programme on AIDS hung
a graph tracking the AIDS and TB epidemics of Burundi,
Malawi, Zambia, and Tanzania. The two epidemics tracked in
clear tandem, each growing at exactly the same rates.

Despite all these observations the CDC concluded in early
1989 that the goal of eliminating tuberculosis from the United
States by the year 2010 remained attainable and the nation’s
TB control efforts were essentially on track.145

The following year, however, the CDC’s tone changed to
one of alarm as fuller assessment of American TB reports
revealed that the decade of the 1980s had witnessed a 28,000-
person excess caseload of tuberculosis. Indeed, the downward
slope TB had been following since 1953 plateaued in 1984–85
and climbed steadily, so that by the end of the decade the
United States had almost as many cases of the disease as had
been seen in 1980. The biggest increase was among inner-city
African-Americans—TB cases in that group skyrocketed by
1,596 percent between 1985 and 1990.146 Between 1985 and
1991 there was an overall 18.4 percent increase in tuberculosis
cases in the United States,147 most of it attributable to the HIV
epidemic.148

 

When the crisis hit, Dr. Karen Brudney was one of those
who could say, “I told you so.” Not that it gave her much
satisfaction. She was far too overwhelmed with her huge
tuberculosis caseload to spend a lot of time wagging her finger
at public health bureaucrats. The street-savvy, tough-talking
physician made up in spades with attitude for what respect her
thin, wiry female frame might otherwise fail to muster from
the kinds of clients she served every day in the city’s Lincoln
Hospital, located in the Bronx. Equally comfortable
conversing in English, Spanish, French, or Haitian Creole,
Brudney barked her commands and castigations just as freely



to the drug dealers, alcoholics, thieves, and ex-convicts as she
did to New York’s model citizens. If any of them took this
thirty-something white lady for a pushover, they were in for a
big surprise.

On an icy late-winter day in 1992, Brudney paced the
hospital’s outpatient TB clinic, clearly agitated. The waiting
room was packed with people of all ages who chattered loudly,
mostly in Spanish, or watched the Puerto Rican soap opera
flickering from the television that was secured to the wall by
two separate sets of locks and chains. Unfortunately, none of
the men, women, and children crammed into the Health Stat
10 waiting room were Brudney’s patients.

As she angrily moved up and down the clinic hallway,
avoiding the crowds and gurneys with the skill of an
experienced rush-hour driver, Brudney grumbled.

“Clinic’s been open an hour and not one single client is
here. We’ll be lucky if two out of the twelve clients that are
supposed to be here actually show up for their TB checkups.
We’re only open once a week, they can’t get their meds
without coming to clinic, but we never get a better than fifty
percent turnout,” Brudney said, taking yet another look at her
client list. “If they don’t show up, it means they’re not taking
their meds. And if they’re not taking their medication, they’re
contagious.”

Her eye caught sight of a particular name—“Joanne”—and
Brudney’s aquiline face screwed up into an expression of
disgust.

“This one! Ugh!” Brudney exclaimed. “This one is
somebody they should lock up. She’s out there infecting
everybody. She’s already been responsible for one outbreak,
one where people died. And the strain she’s carrying is
multiply drug-resistant. If she showed up right now I wouldn’t
even want her in clinic, exposing everyone.

“What the hell would I do with Joanne if she did show up—
which, of course, she won’t. If I ordered a mandatory
detention on her I’d need a bed here in the hospital. That’s a
whole day’s work, a mountain of paperwork, a real nightmare.



Then suppose I succeed in getting a bed, who’s going to pay
for the twenty-four-hour guard on her? And she’s not going to
stay, guard or no guard. What’s security going to do, shoot
her? Chain her in shackles in her bed?

“That woman is carrying a mutant TB strain that is virtually
untreatable, 50 percent fatal. She’s spreading it all over New
York City. And there’s nothing—nothing—I can do about it,”
Brudney exclaimed as she snapped Joanne’s chart shut.

Minutes later Vernon, a thirty-three-year-old African-
American male, strolled in unannounced. He didn’t have an
appointment, but so what—nobody else had shown up. Even
an amateur could tell that Vernon had tuberculosis: his six-
foot-one frame was down to 149 pounds, his movements were
slow, from deep in his lungs came periodic painful coughing
fits, and his eyes had that ghostly look that comes with acute
illness. Characteristically, Vernon compensated for his illness
with a forced kinetic energy that could be mistaken for an
amphetamine high.

“You’ve lost more weight, Vernon. You taking your pills?”
Brudney asked.

Vernon launched into an earnest, lengthy description of his
daily medication routine, insisting that, despite all their side
effects and the painful injections involved with one of his four
medications, he was taking all fifteen pills and one shot a day,
just as instructed. Brudney rolled her eyes, grunted a smirking
sound, and let it be known that she’d heard all this before from
Vernon.

“I’m not ashamed,” Vernon insisted. “I’m dealing with it. I
really am. This time.”

“Yeah, this time,” Brudney responded. The physician called
in a social worker and, in front of Vernon, told the patient’s
story. Vernon enthusiastically added details along the way,
seemingly proud of his dubious battle with tuberculosis. In
early 1989 Vernon had been hospitalized with what appeared
to be pneumonia. Three weeks later the hospital lab returned a
different verdict: tuberculosis. There was nothing special at the



time about Vernon’s strain of M. tuberculosis; it was garden-
variety TB.

So Vernon was released from the hospital and ordered to
take two relatively inexpensive, extremely effective drugs
every day for six months: isoniazid and rifampin.

“But you screwed up, didn’t you, Vernon?” Brudney said.

Shrugging his shoulders, Vernon said, “I figured anytime I
felt bad, I’d just go to the emergency room and get more
pills.”

After a year of sporadic, improper use of the drugs,
Vernon’s tuberculosis bacteria mutated, becoming resistant to
both drugs. Since he had long disappeared off the City Health
Department’s radar screen, investigators were sent out in
search of Vernon.

But he had disappeared.

“I move around a lot,” Vernon said, vaguely referring to
several emergency homeless shelters and the apartments of
friends and relatives.

Then he had suffered a major tuberculosis relapse and in
November 1991 ended up back in Lincoln Hospital, spitting
up blood. For ninety-four days Vernon struggled at death’s
doorstep in Lincoln, his lung mucus coming up clear.

“That’s bad,” Vernon said, though he deferred to Brudney
for an explanation. The TB colonies in his lungs had formed a
hard, calcified cavity inside of which they thrived, protected
from his immune system and from the four powerful drugs
that dripped via an intravenous line into his bloodstream all
day, every day, for three months.

Since his discharge from Lincoln Hospital in January 1992,
Vernon had been having night sweats and felt fatigued. “But
I’m alive, and I’m gonna stay that way.”

“You are, if you take all of your medication,” Brudney
scolded.

Vernon swore that every morning he was swallowing eleven
pills, comprising three different antibiotics. And he insisted



that he was always home after breakfast when the public
health nurse came to inject amikacin into his shoulder.

“Man, that hurts,” he said. “Stings, man. Burns going in,
and takes its time getting there.”

Brudney, for the first time since he arrived, fully agreed
with something Vernon said.

“It’s a four-cc injection, and it’s excruciating. And you
wouldn’t have to be putting up with it if you had taken your
pills in the first place,” she said.

Vernon was now living at home in the South Bronx with his
mother and older siblings. He had a girlfriend and a fifteen-
month-old daughter, both of whom, so far, were free of TB.
Until he got well, Vernon would live on welfare and social
security funds, but, he said, “I’m gettin’ a job working on a
movie that’s shooting in Harlem, just as soon as I lick this
TB.”

Brudney made a few notes on Vernon’s chart, handed the
patient his prescriptions, and shook her head as he exited.

“Everything that man says is a lie. It’s amazing. Every
single word,” Brudney insisted. “For months he’s been
checking in and out of homeless shelters, using false names so
the Health Department couldn’t find him. And why? So he
could deal drugs. I don’t know, he may even be selling his TB
meds on the street. Some of the patients do.”

Brudney noted that since 1989 Vernon had missed more
than 75 percent of his appointments, was hospitalized four
times, and was found hiding under an alias on two occasions.

“That’s what we’re up against.”

Two years earlier, Brudney and Columbia College of
Physicians and Surgeons colleague Dr. Jay Dobkin had warned
government officials that men like Vernon were breeding drug-
resistant tuberculosis. The pair studied TB treatment records
for Harlem Hospital, a public facility located in the middle of
one of New York’s poorest neighborhoods, which, more than a
decade earlier, Lee Reichman had identified as one of the
communities with the highest incidence of TB in the United



States.149 By 1985 it was also a neighborhood ranked in the
top ten nationally for homelessness and narcotics use.

Brudney and Dobkin examined the records of all patients
hospitalized for tuberculosis between January 1, 1988, and
September 30, 1988. Eight out of ten of the patients were men
twenty-five to forty-five years of age, half of them were
homeless, the remainder were listed as “unsteadily housed.”
More than 80 percent of the patients were unemployed, 79
percent were alcoholic, and 40 percent were HIV-positive.

More than a quarter of the patients—26 percent—were
hospitalized for tuberculosis relapses, meaning that they had
failed to properly take their medications. And a startling 89
percent of the patients disappeared sometime after hospital
discharge, never returning for their mandated checkups and
drug prescriptions. A subgroup of the patients—women who
were addicted to crack cocaine—were 97 percent
noncompliant with tuberculosis medication.

“Within 12 months of discharge, 48 of 178 (27%) patients
were readmitted with confirmed active tuberculosis at least
once,” Brudney and Dobkin wrote.150 “Almost all of those
discharged were again lost to follow-up, with 20 percent
admitted a third time as of April 1989.”

The two physicians noted that New York City spending for
tuberculosis control stood at $40 million in 1968, more than 80
percent of which was spent on outpatient services, tracking
patients, and ensuring their compliance with medication
orders. In addition, the federal government added $1.4 million
annually to New York’s TB effort during the 1970s.

By 1988 that federal commitment had fallen below the
$200,000 mark and New York City officials had dropped their
fiscal expenditures for tuberculosis control to less than $2
million a year. In addition, at a time when the patient
population was largely homeless and extremely difficult to
follow, nearly all resources were directed to hospitalization
costs rather than outpatient services and patient compliance
issues.



Meanwhile, the CDC had been monitoring laboratory tests
on tuberculosis antibiotic resistance, finding a clear correlation
between the number of times an individual had been treated
for TB and the levels of resistance in the patient’s tuberculosis
bacterial population. For example, based on lab data amassed
between 1982 and 1986 on patients with resistant TB strains,
the individuals were four times more likely to have isoniazid
resistance if they had been previously treated for TB, more
than three times more likely to be resistant to streptomycin if
previously treated, and so on for all available drugs.

In 1986, just as tuberculosis was making its reemergence in
America, the federal government pulled the plug on the CDC’s
drug-resistance tracking program. That explained, in part, why
the new TB epidemic blindsided the watchdog agency.

If significant numbers of TB patients in New York City
were, as Brudney and Dobkin demonstrated, failing to adhere
to proper medication schedules, the CDC’s findings indicated
that widespread drug resistance was a virtually guaranteed
outcome.

When multiply drug-resistant strains of tuberculosis spread
from the largely impoverished homeless population of New
York City to their doctors, jail guards, and fellow patients
inside hospitals, panic broke out. Though the first incidents
occurred as early as 1989, word of the full extent of the
problem and the number of health providers and patients so
afflicted didn’t get out until early 1992.151 When the statistics
were released by the CDC and the New York City Department
of Health, nurses, physicians, people infected with HIV, and
the general population were briefly shaken out of their
complacency.

During the first quarter of 1991, it turned out, 42.5 percent
of all new tuberculosis cases diagnosed in New York City
were caused by mutant strains that were resistant to the
primary treatment drugs, isoniazid and rifampin. Worse yet, 60
percent of the relapse cases seen during the first twelve weeks
of 1991 were multiply drug-resistant. Nowhere else in the
nation were M. tuberculosis resistance levels that extreme.
New Jersey and Florida ranked second and third nationally



with 6.3 and 5.3 percent MDR (multiply drug-resistant) TB
rates, respectively. Averaged nationally, 21.5 percent of all
relapse TB cases were MDR, as were 8.2 percent of new
cases.

By 1989, New York had become the nation’s epicenter of
four epidemics, each of which fed upon the other: HIV/AIDS,
MDR tuberculosis, heroin addiction, and crack cocaine use.

Three dreadful hospital tuberculosis outbreaks in New York
and a fourth in Miami drew sharp attention to the
interconnection between MDR-TB and HIV. In each instance a
patient with active drug-resistant tuberculosis was in the same
clinic or ward with HIV patients, and the immunodeficient
individuals were terribly susceptible to both infection and
death. Death rates among the newly infected HIV-positive
patients ranged from 91 to 100 percent, most dying less than
sixteen weeks after infection.152

So grim were the prospects for the newly infected HIV-
positive patients that officials referred to them as individuals
who posed no direct public health threat: they didn’t survive to
leave the hospital. They could, however, pose a risk for those
who cared for them in the hospital.153

When scientists with the CDC, various New York-based
institutions, and research centers around the United States
worked their way backward to understand why and how drug-
resistant tuberculosis had emerged in the United States more
than forty years after the invention of curative drugs, they
were forced to conclude that the nation’s public health system
had failed on every front.

Twenty-six people caught TB in three Boston homeless
shelters between February 1984 and February 1985; two died.
Laboratory analysis revealed that fourteen of the individuals
were newly infected with a strain of TB that was resistant to
isoniazid and streptomycin. Searching for the source of the
outbreak, researchers found two candidates, both of whom had
MDR-TB. The first was a thirty-three-year-old alcoholic who
had been in and out of TB treatment for ten years. The other
was a fifty-seven-year-old diagnosed schizophrenic who had
suffered two bouts of TB since 1980.154 The outbreak



demonstrated both that tuberculosis readily spread inside
homeless shelters and that individuals who failed therapy
could become carriers of chronically active MDR-TB.

The most important points of vulnerability in the public
health system were made apparent when a thirty-two-year-old
man died of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis in Davidson
County, North Carolina, on April 20, 1984. The cause of death
was not confirmed as TB until over three months after his
funeral; it took the North Carolina State Laboratory more than
five months to determine the drug-resistance characteristics of
the man’s TB strain. By then the individual had been six feet
under for four months, his doctors having treated him with
drugs rendered useless by a strain that proved resistant to
isoniazid, rifampin, ethambutol, and streptomycin.155

The system failures proved even more embarrassing when
investigators from the CDC tested the North Carolina victim’s
close friends, discovering that the dead man’s next-door
neighbor had suffered chronic tuberculosis since 1978, passed
it on to his live-in girlfriend, her brother living in Washington,
D.C., and a drinking partner. All the cases had escaped the
public health safety net, though they had been seen by
physicians. And all were infected with powerfully drug-
resistant mutant bacteria. All male members of the cluster died
of the disease—only the female survived. The man who
appeared to have been the first TB case was an alcoholic, and
the group spent hours drinking together in a local bar. Because
the antituberculosis drugs could not be tolerated with alcohol,
the individuals failed to follow medication instructions.

And nobody from the city, county, or state public health
systems took steps at any time between 1978 and 1985 to track
the recalcitrant patients or force medication compliance.

The 1990s witnessed dangerous epidemics of MDR-TB first
in Miami, San Juan (Puerto Rico), and New York City, later
scattered all over the nation. Retrospective analysis of the New
York City outbreak showed it began in September 1989 and
continued well into 1994. In every case laboratory analysis of
patient sputum and tissue samples was so slow that many
victims were long dead by the time physicians knew which



drugs might kill the particular TB strains in the victims’
bodies. Median time for laboratory diagnosis of tuberculosis
was nine weeks, and median additional lab time for
determining the bacteria’s drug-resistance patterns was six
weeks. In other words, half of all New York City medical
laboratories took nearly four months to reach a definitive
diagnosis, and many required five to six months’ lab time.
New York’s lab times were considered typical for the nation as
a whole.156 Though HIV-positive people were the most
vulnerable victims in the epidemic, health care workers, prison
guards, homeless shelter employees, fellow HIV-negative
patients, and relatives were also infected as the airborne
mycobacteria spread.157

To save money in the mid-1980s federal and state
politicians had slashed TB control and surveillance budgets.
By the time officials realized what had hit them, TB was
draining financial resources at an astonishing rate. In 1991
direct tuberculosis treatment costs in the United States topped
$700 million,158 and the costly cases kept coming well into
1994. In the state of New York, in 1991 direct hospital
expenditures for TB ran to more than $50 million. 159 In
response to the MDR-TB epidemic the city of New York had
to build a special 140-bed tuberculosis unit in the Rikers
Island jail, at a total cost over three years of $115 million. The
city’s public hospitals spent $4 million to construct air-flow-
controlled isolation rooms for TB patients that, for the first
time, guaranteed that no other hospital employees or patients
would be compelled to breathe air that was contaminated by
an individual with tuberculosis.

In addition, the federal government had to increase TB
spending from $17 million in 1991 to $54.9 million in 1992,
much of which went to New York City.160 When all the costs
of the 1989–94 MDR-TB epidemic were totaled it was clear
that more than $1 billion was spent to rein in the mutant
mycobacteria. Saving perhaps $200 million in budget cuts
during the 1980s eventually cost America an enormous sum,
not only in direct funds but also in lost productivity and, of
course, human lives.



Amazingly, even as federal concern escalated, and TB
reports from all over the country demonstrated a national
upward trend in tuberculosis, cities and states, other than New
York, continued to slash their TB budgets. A survey of 25
large-city health departments revealed that between 1988 and
1992 sixteen of them slashed their TB budgets.161 Though TB
caseloads rose during that period in twenty-three of the cities,
MDR-TB appeared in virtually all urban centers, expensive
hospitalization was required in nearly twice as many cases,
and the length of average treatment time increased by two
months, cuts were the order of the day in most municipalities.

By 1993 the MDR-TB epidemic had made its way to the
suburbs, such as New York’s Long Island and Westchester
County. 162 Jails and prisons all over the country reported
MDR-TB outbreaks similar to that seen in Rikers in 1990–91.
And Los Angeles, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, and Miami all
reported surges in the incidence of tuberculosis generally and
MDR-TB in particular. Though New York City succeeded in
bringing its TB incidence down that year, it remained fifty
times greater than the national average—which itself was
pretty bad. The CDC determined that 14.2 percent of the
nation’s tuberculosis cases in 1993 involved MDR-TB.

Further, studies showed that any diminution in the number
of reported tuberculosis cases could only be considered a brief
respite so long as the underlying conditions responsible for the
emergence of MDR-TB remained unchanged. For example,
Dr. Fred Gordin led a seventeen-center federal study in 1991–
92 for the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, looking at 4,314 indigent individuals around the
country who were infected with the human immunodeficiency
virus. About a quarter of the individuals came from poor
communities of New York City, notably Harlem, the South
Bronx, and eastern Brooklyn.

Skin tests of New York individuals were 28 percent positive
for TB infection, compared with a national infection rate
among HIV-positive poor people of less than 8 percent.
Because it had long been known that HIV-positive people
failed to respond to the TB skin test due to the beleaguered



state of their immune systems, Gordin went a step further. He
conducted anergy tests on the individuals aimed at
determining whether they could give skin-test responses to
anything, and then used a mathematical model to estimate
what percentage of the anergic patients were infected with
tuberculosis.

The result, Gordin said, was alarming: 51 percent of the
New York area individuals were TB-infected.

“It is really very scary in New York,” Gordin said. “We
have found 10.2 percent of the New York cohort have actually
had TB already, which is mind-boggling. It’s what you’d
expect in a Third World country.”

Another disturbing finding came out of the National Jewish
Center for Immunology and Respiratory Medicine in Denver,
Colorado. Established at the turn of the century when
physicians believed that fresh mountain air held curative
powers for people with tuberculosis, National Jewish was, by
1990, the last fully operational TB sanitarium and research
center left in the United States. Its chief TB physician, Dr.
Michael Iseman, was widely considered the preeminent expert
in the United States on diagnosis and treatment of the disease,
and doctors all over the country typically sent their most
desperately ill tuberculosis patients to National Jewish.

It came as grim news, indeed, when Iseman announced that
even in his hands, in the best TB treatment center in the entire
world, MDR-TB was extremely lethal. Of 171 patients (all
HIV-negative) suffering from M. tuberculosis strains that were
resistant to isoniazid and rifampin—as well as other drugs, in
most cases—35 percent showed no response whatsoever to
treatment with remaining, theoretically effective, drugs. And
among those who did initially improve under Iseman’s care,
many suffered relapses. Despite radical treatments, including
surgical removal of TB-filled lungs, more than half the
patients never recovered from the disease; either they fell into
the sort of lifelong tubercular state that Edgar Allan Poe and
Charles Dickens had described eloquently more than a century
earlier, or they died. Most of Iseman’s patients were not HIV-
positive, and the Denver physician blamed the poor efficacy of



the second- and third-string antituberculosis drugs for the
dismal treatment outcome. 163

When MDR-TB struck the United States in 1991, the CDC
was swamped with requests for assistance from state agencies
that were searching for second- and third-string drugs. The
agency identified twenty-nine regions of the United States (of
fifty-nine questioned) that were experiencing extreme
shortages in anti-TB drug supplies. The U.S. government
scrambled to persuade multinational drug companies to rapidly
increase their production capacities. 164

A confluence of events had played key roles in the
emergence of New York’s MDR-TB epidemic. First, President
Ronald Reagan’s declaration of a war on drugs and call for
mandatory imprisonment for a range of drugassociated crimes
coincided with an enormous surge in heroin and crack cocaine
use in New York. Studies showed that some 80 percent of all
MDR-TB index cases in 1989–90 (not including the secondary
HIV-positive cases) were injecting drug and crack users, many
of whom, as a result of federal and local crackdowns, drifted
in and out of the jail and prison system. In 1991 some 295,000
arrests were made in New York City, 120,000 of which
resulted in some period (days to years) of incarceration. Most
city inmates were incarcerated for only short periods while
they awaited arraignment or trial, so the situation from a
microbial point of view, between the densely crowded jail
ecology and the general community, was quite fluid. On any
given day, 26 percent of the female inmates and 16 percent of
the males were HIV-positive, providing the microbes with an
enormous pool of unusually vulnerable Homo sapiens.

Thus, what may have begun as isolated cases of MDR-TB
among handfuls of scattered recalcitrant tuberculosis patients
—men and women like Vernon—was amplified inside the
city’s jails into a full-scale epidemic.165

The social revolutions that would be necessary to reverse
years of heroin and cocaine infiltration into the very fabric of
the lives of hundreds of thousands of Americans staggered the
imagination, as did the scale of what would be required to
properly house all the homeless, employ the jobless, end the



cycle of mass incarcerations, and stem all the other social tides
that doomed most of America’s urban poor to lives of
tremendous microbial vulnerability. The public health
community, overwhelmed by the social dimensions of the
crisis, turned to Science and beseeched researchers to find
simpler solutions in their laboratories.

Perhaps Thirdworldization of American cities couldn’t be
stopped; TB’s reemergence might, however, be aborted with
the proper magic bullets.

But the scientific community was woefully ill prepared to
meet the challenge. Having long since switched most medical
research priorities to chronic diseases, and only recently
having developed an infrastructure for AIDS research, the NIH
was caught with its pants down.

Impressed by the urgency of pleas for assistance emanating
from both the public health community and a terrified HIV-
positive population, National Institute for Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) director Dr. Anthony Fauci
convened an emergency meeting on tuberculosis in Bethesda
on February 10, 1992. All of America’s leading tuberculosis
experts were invited—all forty or fifty of them.

Looking around the sparsely attended room, Barry Bloom, a
TB expert for WHO and researcher at the Albert Einstein
School of Medicine in the Bronx, addressed Fauci directly,
saying, “If I were you, I’d ask myself how there could possibly
be scientific expertise in this country on tuberculosis if you’re
only handing out twenty-three research grants a year.”

Acknowledging that total NIH expenditures on TB research
had amounted to just $3.5 million a year, Fauci asked, “Yes,
but if we throw $50 million at it next year would there be
expertise, would we be able to seduce new investigators into
this area of research on an urgent basis?”

Bloom sighed.

“It’s true, we can’t get rolling fast. There’s a generation gap
of people who know something about this disease,” Bloom,
himself in his fifties, said. “Essentially everything that is
known about tuberculosis was figured out before 1948, when



antibiotics came into use. And virtually all research stopped
after that. Dead stop.”166

The situation was no better overseas. Though TB claimed 3
million lives a year, newly infected 8 million people annually,
and was the single largest cause of infectious disease deaths
during the 1980s, it drew little scientific attention in the
wealthy world. Until the U.S. MDR-TB epidemic began there
was virtually no scientific interest in pursuing the developing
world’s big killer. The cries of years of neglect voiced at the
NIAID meeting in 1992 were echoed in the halls of science in
London, Tokyo, Paris, Geneva, Amsterdam, Stockholm,
indeed worldwide.

Once money was thrown their way, scientists did succeed in
1992–94 in discovering the genetic basis of at least one type of
M. tuberculosis antibiotic resistance,167 identifying 500
genetically distinct tuberculosis strains in twenty-nine U.S.
outbreaks occurring in 1991–92,168 developing an ingenious
way to “see” drug-resistant strains in the laboratory using the
luciferase chemical found in fireflies to light up resistance
genes,169 and figuring out how the bacteria managed to hide
inside CD4 cells of the immune system.170

But these were just first shots out of a scientific cannon that
was in for a long siege. Everybody knew that. If the emerging
MDR-TB epidemic was to be stopped, public health would
have to use methods immediately at hand.

When U.S. and European experts cast their eyes about in
search of successful tuberculosis control programs that had
managed to prevent significant emergence of drug resistance,
they were a bit embarrassed to see that the best efforts were
carried out in the poorest nations. 171 In Tanzania, war-torn
Nicaragua, the Zululand province of South Africa, China, even
Mozambique in the midst of a civil war, tuberculosis was
better managed than it was in the wealthy world.

Brudney and Dobkin compared the dismal 11 percent
patient compliance rate they saw in Harlem Hospital with
treatment successes in Nicaragua during the same period (late
1980s) and reached the startling conclusion that the tiny



Central American country, with per capita incomes of less than
$585 per year, had achieved a far better level of TB control
than had New York. Using a basic strategy of finding active
tuberculosis cases and putting the individuals on two months
of carefully monitored daily medication (isoniazid,
streptomycin, or thiacetazone), followed by ten months of
lower-dose continued daily treatment, the Nicaraguan Ministry
of Health achieved an almost 75 percent cure rate during a
civil war. In contrast, New York’s cure rate was below 50
percent.172

In Zululand, South Africa, between mid-1991 and the close
of 1992, health care workers managed to successfully treat 83
percent of all tuberculosis patients, lost track of only 13
percent, and had a mere 7 percent mortality rate. This level of
success was achieved despite a large local HIV epidemic and
major tribal conflicts that often disrupted local social services.
As had been the case in Nicaragua, the key to success was
careful monitoring of patient medication.173

Tanzania and Mozambique employed similar methods of
community-monitored medication to keep their incidences of
tuberculosis down, and at very low cost. Before the East
African nations were overwhelmed by HIV, their TB rates
were extremely well controlled and treatment compliance
exceeded 80 percent. As the HIV epidemics exploded,
however, the incidence of TB also climbed. Still, both
countries managed to prevent significant TB spread in the
HIV-negative community.174

Harvard medical economist Christopher Murray did a cost-
effectiveness analysis of the East African TB control efforts,
and concluded that they made far more fiscal sense than any
programs in the United States. He then teamed up with Karel
Styblo, who had designed the East African programs, and
Annik Rouillon of the International Union Against
Tuberculosis and Lung Diseases to assess the success rates and
costs of TB control programs all over the world. The team’s
conclusions, submitted to the World Bank in mid-1991, were
striking. 175



“There is no country in the developing world that has a
treatment compliance rate as bad as New York City,” Murray
said. “New York has around 10 percent compliance. While
India, which is very bad, has 25 percent compliance. China has
80 to 90 percent. Mozambique in a civil war attained 80
percent.”

Treatment success rates of 80 percent or better were the
norm in many of the world’s poorest nations. 176 No nation’s
TB control system did a poorer job than did the United States
in identifying tuberculosis cases,177 successfully treating those
cases, and keeping track of their outcome and possible
contacts for spread of the disease.

In 1992, the CDC and the New York City Department of
Health adopted what amounted to a Third World tuberculosis
control strategy. Millions of dollars were spent to train
nonprofessionals to work as Directly Observed Therapy
(DOT)178 officers, monitoring patient compliance with
medication. When patients continued to refuse their
treatments, incarceration in designated medical facilities was
used as a last resort.179

The plan went into action too late to spare Dr. Frantz
Meedard from acquiring MDR-TB from one of his patients in
Metropolitan Hospital in Harlem. Too late to prevent his
suffering a year of undiagnosed illness followed by twenty-
seven months of multidrug therapy that included injections of
amikacin—“so painful that I used to cry,” Meedard said. But
once he was cured, in late 1992 Meedard eagerly jumped at
the chance to run the Harlem Hospital DOT program. Within
ten months he had cut the hospital’s dismal noncompliance
record, losing track of only 8 percent of his TB patients and
getting 18 percent successfully through their entire medication
program.

“We’re still worse than most of the Third World,” Meedard
said in late 1993, “but I’m determined. I tell the patients,
‘Look, I went through it. So can you.’”
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All in Good Haste

HANTAVIRUSES IN AMERICA

 

Neither rat nor man has achieved social,
commercial, or economic stability. This
has been, either perfectly or to some
extent, achieved by ants and by bees, by
some birds, and by some of the fishes in
the sea. Man and the rats are merely, so
far, the most successful animals of prey.
They are utterly destructive of other forms
of life. Neither of them is of the slightest
use to any other species of living things.

—Hans Zinsser, Rats, Lice, and History,
1934

 

 

 Long-distance runner Merrill Bahe was on his way to his
girlfriend’s funeral on May 14, 1993, when he found himself
gasping for air. Suddenly, and quite dramatically, Bahe was
overcome with fever, headache, and respiratory distress. In the
presence of his grief-stricken relatives, Bahe gulped
desperately for air in their car, en route south to Gallup, New
Mexico.

Minutes later the nineteen-year-old Navajo athlete was
dead.

His twenty-four-year-old girlfriend had died in a small
Indian Health Service clinic located sixty miles away from
Gallup a few days earlier after an identical bout of sudden
respiratory illness. And within the week her brother and his
girlfriend, also young, athletic Navajos, who lived in trailers
near Bahe’s, fell mysteriously ill; the young woman died.



Word spread across the Navajo Nation of 175,000 people,
living in an area of seventeen million acres spanning four
states—Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah. Because
the borders of the four states met in the area, the region was
called Four Corners. The locale for many John Wayne
Westerns, Four Corners was surrounded by massive tracts of
sparsely populated sandstone landscape that plunged into
majestic canyons and arched upward forming dramatic ridges
and peaks. It was a place where people spoke of “big sky” as
they gazed across the psychedelically colored desert to the
wide expanse that reached to the horizon.

The entire Navajo Nation was soon buzzing with the news
of three strong, young members of the community who
suddenly found themselves gasping in vain for air.1

Before Merrill Bahe was carried into the emergency room
of the Indian Health Center in Gallup, resuscitation attempts in
the ambulance had failed. Bahe was declared DOA, dead on
arrival. His death shocked the already bereaved families and
sent a chill through the medical staff.

Attending IHS internist Bruce Tempest was struck by
Bahe’s youth and athleticism, and he recalled discussing a
similar case over the phone with an IHS colleague at another
Navajo clinic. When he realized that the other case was Bahe’s
fiancée, Tempest took three decisive steps that eventually cast
Bahe’s death in the light of a national epidemic investigation,
rather than a mere routine case of unexplained illness.

First, he called the state medical examiner, alerting the
forensic pathologist to the possibility of a communicable
disease problem. The New Mexico examiner, Richard Malore,
immediately declared jurisdiction, placing Bahe’s body under
an autopsy order. Then the investigator walked across the
street and similarly took custody of Bahe’s fiancée’s corpse.

While pathologists prepared the bodies for full autopsies
that would keep them working around the clock over the May
14 weekend, Tempest took his second decisive step, reaching
again for the telephone. The Navajo IHS was unique in that its
clinics were spread out over an area so vast that some
physicians never had an opportunity to meet one another. But



they were in constant telecommunication, and IHS physicians
known for their particular expertise received dozens of calls a
day from other doctors working in American Indian clinics
from Colorado all the way down to Window Rock, Arizona,
hundreds of miles to the south.

Tempest, who had worked in the area for the IHS since
1967, was known for his unique problem-solving facility in
confusing situations. As a result, he already had on his desk in
Gallup the medical files on a Navajo woman who had died
mysteriously in a distant clinic around Christmastime of an
apparently similar acute respiratory distress, and he had served
as a telephone adviser on a couple of other puzzling
pulmonary cases during the spring.

Now he got on the horn and called all those attending
physicians, asking for details on the earlier respiratory death
cases.

“So by the end of the day, Friday [May 14], I was able to
compile a list of five healthy young people who had died of
acute respiratory distress syndrome,” Tempest later said.

He called in the New Mexico Department of Health and
IHS epidemiologist Dr. Jim Cheek. The state set its
laboratories in motion, testing the autopsy samples and
reviewing medical charts, looking for evidence of respiratory
diseases that had haunted the Navajos for decades: bubonic
plague, Hemophilus influenza, viral pneumonia, and influenza.

The obvious and immediate autopsy finding was that the
lungs of Bahe and his girlfriend were so severely fluid-filled
that they weighed twice as much as would normally be
expected for young adults of their sizes.

If Tempest or someone else in Four Corners hadn’t spotted
the cases and sent alerts immediately in the proper directions,
the mini-epidemic would have gone unnoticed, according to
sources at all levels. Tempest never hesitated, however. Nor
did his counterparts in the New Mexico Health Department.

By May 16, the state medical examiner and the labs were
unable to find evidence of flu, or any other common viruses or
bacteria, in the autopsied materials. On Wednesday, May 19,



when Tempest alerted Jim Cheek, the IHS chief
epidemiologist had already heard rumors of “weird deaths” in
the northeastern part of the Navajo Nation from a Navajo co-
worker in his office. Cheek hadn’t paid them much attention at
the time. New Mexico state epidemiologist C. Mack Sewell
told Cheek the initial conclusion was that the first couple had
died of pneumonic plague.

Isolated cases of the bubonic form of the plague had
occurred sporadically among the Navajos for decades, carried
by wild prairie dogs. Since the early 1970s, when Jonathan
Mann ran the New Mexico epidemiology program, the state
had maintained a strong and vigilant plague surveillance
program, quickly spotting the occasional case. Far less
common was pneumonic plague, in which the bacteria grew in
the victims’ lungs and could be spread through the air from
one person to another.

New Mexico had an extraordinary plague laboratory—
possibly the best in the world—and the state had seen enough
cases over the years to be able to rapidly diagnose and stop an
outbreak. On the basis of their symptoms, state health officials
therefore hypothesized that Bahe and his girlfriend had died of
pneumonic plague.

But that wasn’t what the laboratory concluded. No plague
bacteria could be found in the victims’ blood or tissue
samples.

Cheek set his small IHS team into action, immediately
exploring three avenues: hospital records on other recent
unexplained respiratory deaths in the area, a computer search
on chemicals known to cause such symptoms, and an
investigation of the Bahe home and community.

ARDS, or acute respiratory distress syndrome, was typically
the final cause of death of millions of people worldwide every
year. Most cases, 50 to 90 percent, occurred in elderly people,
burn patients, victims of traumatic injuries, or other
individuals for whom a clear cause of the rapid lung fluid
buildup was evident. But in a minority of cases, no obvious
basis for the respiratory distress could be found, and doctors
usually listed cause of death as “ARDS of unknown etiology.”



Cheek’s team scoured IHS medical records for the spring of
1993 looking for unknown etiology ARDS cases. Five popped
up—overlapping with Tempest’s list—and Cheek had them
investigated.

Meanwhile, Cheek suspected a toxic chemical as the culprit
for the first two cases. A computer search turned up several
possibilities, but “the one that fit the bill perfectly,” Cheek
said, was phosgene. Used during World War I by the Germans,
phosgene could cause symptoms of ARDS over twenty-four
hours after exposure. A sister compound, phosphene, produced
more rapid symptoms, but was also known to cause ARDS.
After snooping around a bit, disease detective Cheek learned
that phosgene had long been banned in the United States and it
would be exceedingly difficult to produce toxic levels of the
chemical through such practices as arc welding, which could
create trace amounts of the compound.

But phosphene, he discovered, was legally used to kill
prairie dogs. Over the winter CDC scientists working out of
the agency’s laboratory in Fort Collins, Colorado, had
predicted that record snowfalls in the 1992–93 season in the
Four Corners region would result in an increase in the
springtime prairie dog population. And with that, the scientists
forecast, would come increased plague. As it turned out, the
region was inundated with record levels of snowfall. Putting
the phosphene pieces of the puzzle together, Cheek thought,
“Aha! We have something here. Somebody has been doing
some prairie dog eradication.”

But his enthusiasm was soon dampened by an investigative
visit to the Bahe dwelling, a trailer. He found no sign of
phosphene containers, chemical spray apparatuses, or residual
chemicals. In fact, he found nothing out of the ordinary in the
empty trailer, except, perhaps, an unusual amount of mouse
feces scattered here and there. Cheek assumed that the rodents
had invaded the trailer after it was abandoned by the ailing
humans.

While he poked about Bahe’s trailer, gathering rodent feces,
dishes, clothing, and other articles for laboratory scrutiny,
Cheek took no special precautions for his own safety. It hadn’t



occurred to him that whatever killed the three Navajos might
still be present, in a transmissible form. So he wore no
respirator mask, no special latex gloves, no protective unit.

Cheek would later marvel about his foolishness and luck.

By May 20, Cheek had a list of ten suspected cases, all from
the Four Corners area, and he was stumped. The thirty-five-
year-old physician had been in the New Mexico area for only
seven months, and he was running out of ideas. So, having
spent the previous two years working as a CDC Epidemic
Intelligence Service officer, he called the agency’s top
epidemiologist and his old friend Rob Breimen.

“I wondered if it might be some kind of mycoplasma
[bacteria], because they’re so hard to culture in the laboratory.
I thought maybe that’s why we weren’t finding anything,”
Cheek later said.

Breimen, who had been involved in previous investigations
of equally puzzling outbreaks, including Legionnaires’
Disease, was intrigued, until he tossed ideas around for a
while, sighed, and tried to dismiss the issue as “a small
problem.”

But try as he might to focus on the more pressing issues on
his Saturday working agenda, Breimen couldn’t shake Cheek’s
intriguing puzzle from his mind, and on Monday, May 24, he
phoned Albuquerque for a faxed rundown of the cases.

That same day the New Mexico Department of Health sent
letters to all the state’s physicians, describing the mysterious
disease and requesting immediate notification should other
cases be seen.

The next day Breimen shared the curious list of ten suspect
ARDS cases with a few CDC colleagues, all of whom agreed
that there was something awfully odd about such sudden
deaths among healthy young people.

The following night Breimen was on a four-hour conference
call with the New Mexico and Arizona state epidemiologists.
The trio went over the details of some nineteen suspected
cases found in the two states—not all of which were among



Navajos. Twelve had died. The victims ranged in age from
nineteen-year-old Bahe to a fifty-eight-year-old woman. Most
had taken ill during the month of May. With the Memorial Day
weekend approaching, the three epidemiologists were anxious
to figure out whether or not they had a genuine epidemic on
their hands—one that might suddenly explode over the federal
holiday when most government scientists and physicians were
on vacation.

That same Wednesday, the CDC’s physician-scientist
Louisa Chapman was going over some old chronic fatigue
syndrome data when an anonymous caller from the Navajo
Nation rang up, requesting urgent advice. Nervous, the man
identified himself only as a dentist, and wanted to know if he
should close down his office.

“Why would you want to do that?” asked Chapman, a tough
scientist whose baby face belied her nearly ten years of
experience in infectious disease investigations.

“Well, we’ve got young people dropping dead all over the
reservation,” the panicked dentist told her, adding that he was
worried that whatever was killing the Navajo Nation’s youth
might be transmissible during dental procedures.

“I don’t know what you’re talking about,” Chapman said,
wondering whether she was the victim of a crank caller.

“Okay, turn on CNN right now,” the dentist said, just before
he hung up.

Chapman didn’t have a television in her office, so she didn’t
see the report that described an outbreak of “Navajo disease.”
Instead, she stepped next door and mulled the situation over
with a colleague. They decided the responsible thing to do was
to send a heads-up notice on the dentist’s queries by computer
to the agency’s viral disease group. A few minutes later
Chapman found herself in the middle of the Four Corners
puzzle, as computer messages poured in from other CDC
staffers and her old friend IHS epidemiologist Cheek.

The next day, Thursday, May 27, Chapman went to her
regularly scheduled grand rounds at the local Veterans
Administration Hospital, where she saw Dr. Jim Hughes, the



director of the CDC’s Center for Infectious Diseases.
Chapman filled Hughes in on the mysterious outbreak, adding,
“I’d like in on this one.” Hughes, an affable leader who always
tried to “keep the troops happy,” smiled and acknowledged
Chapman’s eager interest.

When Hughes returned late Thursday morning to the CDC,
his deputy, Dr. Ruth Berkelman, told him that the Indian
Health Service and the state of New Mexico had formally
requested CDC assistance in solving the Four Corners
mystery. Now the vaguely interesting puzzle which Chapman
had expressed a desire to work on just an hour earlier was a
matter of official urgency. Still, what little he knew at that
point led Hughes to believe that it was a fairly small problem.

Berkelman, whose specialty was newly emerging diseases,
begged to differ.

“There’s something about certain calls,” Berkelman told her
boss. “You get a feeling for these things.”

Respecting Berkelman’s expert opinion, Hughes told her to
put together an emergency meeting. As they spoke, residents
of New Mexico were opening their morning paper, the
Albuquerque Journal, which carried the headline: “Mystery
Flu Kills 6 in Tribal Area.”

When Louisa Chapman walked into the infectious disease
conference room that Thursday afternoon, she was stunned.
Never in her six years at the CDC had she seen so many top
officials and scientists crammed into one room for a disease
investigation. She felt a familiar thrill as her adrenaline started
pumping.

All the people in that room, and the staff they represented,
were already stretched thin with a dizzying array of epidemics
—more than the agency had ever handled over a six-month
period in the CDC’s history.2

This came at a time when the CDC’s 1994 budget
reauthorization, though large at $2.2 billion, required the
agency for the first time to conduct several ambitious
immunization and disease prevention programs. (The agency’s
name was changed to the Centers for Disease Control and



Prevention, underscoring the shift.) As a result, Hughes and
his top-level counterparts throughout the agency were in the
process of eliminating 518 jobs in nonprevention divisions of
the CDC—about 7 percent of the agency payroll.

C. J. Peters, who had left the U.S. Army’s laboratory at Fort
Detrick a year earlier due to Department of Defense budget
cutbacks, told meeting participants that his CDC Special
Pathogens Branch was already so overextended that he was
going to have to borrow scientists to process blood and tissue
samples as they came in from the Four Corners area. All
suspect materials sent to the CDC were first studied in the
high-security P3 and P4 laboratories, until proven safe enough
for use in standard research facilities.

Inside the P4 component of the CDC’s security lab,
scientists wore full-body respirator-fed suits when they
worked with animals or conducted experiments on bench tops.
Most of the cellular work was done in airtight glass-and-steel
boxes that scientists accessed by inserting their hands into
heavy rubber gloves that were permanently attached to the
boxes. All research animals were kept in similarly air-sealed
housings and scientists took special precautions to avoid being
bitten or scratched by primates or rodents.

It took a special kind of person to work under such
restrictive and tense conditions. Some P4 workers likened it to
spending a lifetime in outer space because even the tiniest of
invisible holes in a hose, glove, or respirator suit could let in a
lethal atmosphere.

Peters knew it was going to be hard to find additional
personnel capable of working in his P3/P4 facilities.

The meeting resolved to send epidemiologist Dr. Jay Butler,
along with two EIS officers, out to Four Corners immediately.
A shy, blue-eyed marathon runner, Butler first learned of the
mysterious Four Corners deaths on Friday morning, and was
in Albuquerque that afternoon. In the few hours between the
staff meeting and his flight to New Mexico, Butler hastily
prepared for the unknown.



The next day, May 29, he pored over X rays and medical
records in Albuquerque. Together with colleagues from the
New Mexico Department of Health, the University of New
Mexico medical staff, and the IHS, Butler and his two CDC
assistants made up a list of twenty-five possible explanations
for the deaths and posted it on a large board. Then, drawing
from their collective experience and knowledge of strange
diseases, they eliminated most of the options.

By five o’clock the forty experts in the room had a short list
of hypothetical causes that included some unknown chemical
toxin, a new virulent flu strain, a new coxiella (sheep)
bacterium, anthrax, Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus,
Hantaan virus, or “something completely new.” Though the
researchers had no evidence as yet that any of these microbes
or chemicals were rampaging through Four Corners, all fit the
disease patterns that had been observed.

That pattern typically started with flu-like symptoms: fever,
muscle aches, headaches. After a period of a few hours to two
days, those symptoms escalated to include coughing and
irritation in the lungs. These were caused by leaks in the
capillary network feeding the lungs, through which poured
fluids. Within a matter of hours patients would become highly
hypoxic, unable to absorb oxygen that they hungrily inhaled.
Starving for oxygen, the heart would slow down and death
could soon follow, caused by either cardiac failure or
pulmonary edema.

Butler noticed that those doctors in the meeting who had
personally handled such cases were clearly emotionally
affected by the drama of patients’ deaths and the futility of
their medical efforts.

While the New Mexico meeting was getting underway, a
similar gathering of experts was winding down in Hughes’s
office at the CDC. Breimen and other physicians in the room
were going over the latest medical reports faxed from Cheek’s
Albuquerque office.

After an hour of discussion, the CDC list of hypothetical
causes of the outbreak was almost identical to the one then
being compiled in Albuquerque. And Hughes could see no



way to narrow the scope. It troubled him that two completely
different categories of agents—toxic chemicals and infectious
microbes—were on the list. He remembered that the 1976
Legionnaires’ Disease outbreak, which claimed fifty-nine lives
in Philadelphia among those attending a summer convention,
was bogged down for months with a similarly broad range of
causes under consideration.

Hughes grabbed the phone and called the man who solved
the Legionnaires’ Disease puzzle in 1977, discovering a new
bacterium, dubbed Legionella, in the hotel air conditioning
system. Thirty minutes later, Joe McDade strolled into the
meeting. After they gave him a brief status report, McDade
quietly narrowed the options.

“It’s unlikely to be a toxic chemical because few chemicals
cause fevers,” McDade said, suggesting that the effort focus
on the microbes.

“You’ve got to develop an algorithm of the disease,”
McDade said, using terms most of those in the room had heard
from him before. “You start by ruling out what is known. And
then you get to work on isolating the virus. My guess is it’s a
virus.”

He suggested that C. J. Peters’s group test the patient
samples they’d received from Four Corners against antibodies
for every virus they had in stock.

“Throw out a big net and see what comes in,” McDade
urged.

Peters agreed, but reiterated his urgent plea for additional
personnel. Over the next few days, “loaners” would join the
fifteen staff scientists in the P3/P4 lab, some coming from
state agencies as well as other sectors of the CDC.

While the Special Pathogens staff toiled in maximum
security over petri dishes full of patients’ blood and some
twenty different types of viral reagents, Cheek, Butler, and the
state epidemiologists in the Four Corners area were having a
hard time getting useful information from the friends and
relatives of the deceased. The local press, having gotten wind
of the story several days earlier, was crawling all over the



Navajo Nation asking questions many residents found
offensive. Furthermore, they were publishing information that
the privacy-minded Navajo considered distasteful.

In Navajo culture it was taboo to speak of the dead or utter
their names for several days after their demise, yet reporters
were doing their jobs, knocking immediately on relatives’
doors to ask for details about the lives and deaths of Merrill
Bahe and the eighteen other known ARDS victims. Matters
worsened when an Arizona newspaper published details about
one patient, drawing extensively from the deceased’s medical
chart.

“The obvious conclusion people drew was that [the paper]
got it from us,” IHS physician Tempest said. “Here we were
trying desperately to protect patient confidentiality, and the
public trust was eroding. We were getting it from both sides,
being accused of giving the press confidential information on
the one hand, and charged with some conspiratorial cover up
on the other. There was so little trust that some people called
for an independent investigation.”

The situation reached a boiling point when some officials
and media referred to the mysterious ailment as “Navajo flu”
or “Navajo disease,” ignoring the fact that non-Navajos were
also falling ill, and marking the American Indians with what
the Navajos considered a grossly unfair stigma.

By the first week of June the situation was out of control, as
anti-Indian racism mixed with fears of disease. Non-Navajos
stayed away from Indian-owned businesses, schoolchildren
from the Navajo Nation were denied a field trip to California
that had long since been planned, waitresses reportedly wore
rubber gloves when serving Navajo customers, and there were
rumors of tourists driving across the Navajo mesas wearing
surgical masks.3

Shortly after Memorial Day there were reports of health
investigators and journalists being run off the Navajo Nation at
gunpoint by angry residents, and Cheek feared that the entire
disease investigation might collapse. Cheek, a Cherokee
Indian, sympathized with the Navajos and worked with the
IHS area director, Dr. John Hubbard, to relieve tensions in the



Four Corners area. Hubbard, a Navajo physician, took Cheek
with him to a meeting of the Tribal Council, where they made
their case. Tribal president Peterson Zah promised full
cooperation, and Hubbard vowed there would be no further
violations of tribal sensitivities. Zah also issued an unusual
plea to the press, asking that they stay off reservation land
until the investigation was completed.

“We decided to have Navajo people involved in every step
of the investigation. I insisted on it,” Cheek said. “Because I
could sense this feeling of betrayal, that we [the Indian Health
Service] had betrayed them. We were seen as conduits to the
media, even though it wasn’t true.”

What followed was an investigation unprecedented in its
integration of community members into every aspect of the
inquiry. Tribal medicine men and elders were respectfully
consulted, and they provided the investigators with two vital
clues: the piñon nut harvest was unusually large that spring, as
was the mouse population. Not since the great epidemics of
1918 and 1936, the elders said, had piñon, mouse, and disease
conditions all been so high. The elders’ insights steered Cheek,
Butler, and other investigators toward searching for a link
between the ailments and mice.

By fortuitous coincidence, the University of New Mexico’s
Robert Parmenter was heading up the massive Sevilleta Long
Term Ecological Research survey of the region’s flora and
fauna, and his team of forty scientists had recently focused on
the local rodent population. They had been startled to note a
sudden population explosion among the deer mice—a tenfold
increase that began in May 1992 and was peaking as the
CDC’s disease investigation began.

On June 2, with the death toll up to twelve and suspected
cases numbering twenty-one, U.S. Health and Human Services
Secretary Donna Shalala turned to her staff in a morning
meeting in Washington, D.C., and asked, “Are we on top of it?
Do you need more resources?”

Assured that the CDC was mobilized, Shalala requested
regular briefings. And she expressed concern that Navajos
were being improperly labeled as the source of the disease.



Recalling the early, incorrect assumptions that AIDS was a
“gay disease,” she warned her staff to shun the use of terms
that linked Navajos to the ailment and asked that special steps
be taken at the highest levels to demonstrate sensitivity to
American Indian concerns.

The New Mexico State Health Commissioner soon
requested federal assistance in handling public response to the
outbreak, asking that the CDC send out an expert in media
relations to handle local panic and the press. Again, an
unprecedented step was taken, and CDC information officer
Bob Howard flew out to New Mexico on June 5 to coordinate
all press operations.

By then the field team included more than a hundred
scientists, physicians, animal trappers, and paraprofessionals
who were scouring the Four Corners area. Among them were
the CDC’s Chapman, Breimen, Childs, Butler, McDade, and
dozens more.

And by then they knew what was causing the illnesses and
deaths.

C. J. Peters’s lab group struck pay dirt during the predawn
hours of Thursday, June 3, when antibodies against a family of
viruses called hantaviruses cross-reacted in test tubes with
blood from the patients. Furthermore, patient blood carefully
injected into mice housed in the P4 laboratory showed even
stronger antibody reaction to hantavirus reagents. That proved
that the agent was infectious and that the virus could
reproduce and multiply inside mice.

“That raised some serious eyebrows,” Peters recalled. “As
soon as we knew where to focus, we got the molecular
biologists into the act.”

Peters’s old Fort Detrick comrade Tom Ksiazek, also a
DOD budget cuts refugee recently arrived at the CDC, helped
coordinate what would turn out to be the fastest new viral
identification ever carried out during an epidemic. In just
seven days Ksiazek’s laboratory team had serologically
narrowed their clues down to hantaviruses; now they needed to



determine which specific virus strain was causing the Four
Corners epidemic.

Identifying the exact strain of hantavirus responsible for the
outbreak required infected wild animals—the microbes’
reservoirs. Only in the animal reservoirs would virus levels be
sufficient to make isolation and identification possible, Peters
knew. So at a CDC staff meeting that day Peters told McDade,
Breimen, Chapman, and other scientists who were about to
head out to Four Corners that the culprit was probably a
hantavirus, and he wanted them to send back plenty of wild
rodent samples. Applause and disbelief followed. While the
staff praised the lab’s speedy solution of the cause of the
epidemic, some were dubious. Breimen noted that all known
hantaviruses caused kidney problems, none produced
respiratory distress.

“It doesn’t match,” he said, garnering support from most of
the physicians in the room. Those in the meeting who were
familiar with hantavirus history were skeptical that the virus—
first noted in Korea—could have found its way to a
landlocked, remote region of North America.

Peters told the group that his molecular biology team was
working on a detailed genetic analysis of the Four Corners
virus, and he suspected it might turn out to be something new.

“Look, we know there are different types of hantas out there
[in the world],” he said. “So let’s not rule things out, or in.
Finding antibodies isn’t enough. We know that.”

 

Hantaviruses first came to world attention during the
Korean War.4 Between 1951 and 1954, more than 2,500 GIs
and an unknown number of Korean soldiers fell ill to a
mysterious disease that caused fevers, weakness, fatigue, and
kidney failure: 121 GIs died of the ailment.5 U.S. Army
researchers fairly quickly figured out that the disease was
caused by a virus that was normally carried by field mice.

But it took over twenty years for scientists to successfully
isolate the virus—dubbed Korean Hantaan—from the lungs of
infected Apodemus agrarius mice. Dr. Karl Johnson, then with



the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious
Disease (USAMRIID) at Fort Detrick, collaborated with Dr.
Ho Wang Lee of Korea University Medical School in Seoul to
discover the virus, using electron microscopes to spot the
round microbes that were neatly stacked in rows along the
epithelial lining of Apodemus lungs.6

The natural territory of A. agrarius included large parts of
Japan, Korea, northeastern China, and southeastern and central
Russia. In South Korea between 1955 and 1977, over 9,000
cases of Hantaan were documented; 6.5 percent were fatal. Far
more cases were suspected, but were thought to have escaped
diagnosis because of their similarity to milder, common
ailments, such as influenza.

During the 1970s eleven other forms of hantaviruses were
discovered in Eastern Europe and Asia, all linked to usually
mild kidney diseases with fatality rates ranging from 10 down
to 0.1 percent of all infected people. The viruses were always
carried by some type of wild rodent, and people came in
contact with the microbes through skin exposure or inhalation
of infected animal feces or urine.

In 1977 Belgian researcher Guido van der Gröen, having
maintained his interest in hemorrhagic viruses since the Ebola
investigation in Zaire, discovered in his laboratory at the
Institute of Tropical Diseases in Antwerp hantavirus-induced
mild cases of muscle pain, hypertension, and kidney
dysfunction among residents of his city. The apparently urban
viral strain was very similar to one previously discovered in
Sweden,7 called Puumala virus, carried by voles
(Clethrionomys glareolus) that inhabited riverbanks. Between
1977 and 1986 van der Gröen identified seventy-six cases of
Antwerp-type hantaviral disease in Belgium and France, and
tried to warn local physicians that many hanta cases were
undoubtedly going undiagnosed because they were confused
with occupational back problems, flu, and other minor
ailments.8

Johnson and Lee, intrigued by van der Gröen’s urban hanta
findings, tested rats in downtown Seoul, finding that the two
most common species in the world—Rattus rattus and Rattus



norvegicus—carried a form of virus only slightly different
from the Korean Hantaan strain. They were convinced that the
rat infections were relatively recent, having occurred
sometime around the Korean War when aerial bombing
campaigns drove the A. agrarius field mice out of their natural
habitats into urban areas, where they got into turf battles with
the rats and probably passed the virus on to the larger rodents
in biting and clawing fights.

Since Korea was rapidly becoming one of America’s
biggest trading partners, Johnson wondered whether infected
Seoul rats might have found their way into the cargo holds of
Korean ships and then escaped into U.S. harbor cities. In 1982,
at Johnson’s urging, Fort Detrick and CDC scientists combed
the harbor areas of Baltimore, Houston, Philadelphia, San
Pedro, and New Orleans looking for rats. Everywhere the
Army scientists looked, Seoul virus turned up in both black R.
rattus and their brown cousins, R. norvegicus.

That year, 1982, Lee teamed up with NIH Nobel laureate
Carleton Gajdusek to test common North American voles for
hantaviruses. They scoured Gajdusek’s property in Frederick,
Maryland, capturing local rodents. And the scientists found a
new strain of hantavirus—dubbed Prospect Hill virus after the
site of its discovery—and showed that it was carried by two
vole species, Microtus pennsylvanicus and M. californicus.
Between them, these voles spanned territory encompassing
most of North America.

One of the U.S. Army scientists most intrigued by evidence
of hantaviruses in North American rodents was a tall, lean
microbiologist named James LeDuc. During the early 1980s
LeDuc reasoned that somebody in the United States must
suffer Hantaan illness if the virus was infecting domestic rats,
so he teamed up with other Army scientists and Jamie Childs,
then at Johns Hopkins Medical School, to search for evidence
of hanta disease in Baltimore. First, they carefully tested the
local rats, discovering to their amazement that virtually every
rat over two years of age was infected with a hanta virus. The
team then tested 1,788 adults admitted either to Johns Hopkins
or a Baltimore sexually transmitted disease clinic in 1986; four
were infected with the Korean Hantaan virus. Because the



individuals hadn’t traveled outside the United States, LeDuc
and Childs concluded that they had acquired their infections
from local rats.9

That led LeDuc and Childs to consider focusing their
research on people who suffered symptoms that could be
produced by hantaviruses. They knew that the viruses could
cause chronic kidney disease in Korea and parts of Europe, so
they tested the blood of 1,766 people who were undergoing
proteinuria blood chemistry analysis at Johns Hopkins, as well
as 254 kidney dialysis patients. They discovered that 6.5
percent of the dialysis patients who were suffering
hypertensive kidney disease had serum that reacted with Seoul
hantavirus antibodies, indicating that they had been infected.10

LeDuc and Childs also found that common Baltimore house
mice—Mus musculus—carried the Seoul virus.

In August 1986 a Mexican immigrant working in the town
of Leakey, Texas, died of internal hemorrhaging and kidney
failure. Scientists from the NIH suspected a hantavirus was
responsible, and trapped rodents found in areas known to have
been frequented by the deceased individual. They discovered
that local house mice—again M. musculus—were infected
with another type of hantavirus, which they designated Leakey
virus.11

By 1992, LeDuc was convinced that hantaviruses of various
types were prevalent in rodents throughout North America,
and strongly believed that they were responsible for the higher
rates of hypertension and kidney disease seen among
America’s inner-city poor, particularly African-Americans. 12

Furthermore, he feared that the problems might be worsening,
as rat infestation of American inner-city areas increased.
Between 1989 and 1991, for example, citizen complaints
about rat infestation increased 33 percent in Baltimore and
rodent control staff over the same period declined by 50
percent. All the lost staff had been funded under a federal
program which was severely slashed by the Bush
administration. Similarly, New York City took significant cuts
in rodent control funds between 1989 and 1994, during which
federal and local funding plummeted from $10.3 million to



$5.2 million. Federal funding completely evaporated by 1992,
prompting the New York City Health Commissioner, Dr.
Margaret Hamburg, to formally express grave concern to the
CDC that hantaviruses and other rodent-borne disease agents
might get out of control in America’s largest metropolis.
Despite the commissioner’s warnings, the newly elected
mayor of New York City, Rudolph Giuliani, slashed the city’s
rodent control budget by a further 50 percent in early 1994.

Budget cuts in 1991–92 at the U.S. Department of Defense
forced closure of most Army medical research programs;
Childs, Peters, and Ksiazek went to the CDC and LeDuc
ended up working at the World Health Organization
headquarters in Geneva. Army hantavirus research slowed
radically, leaving only the fortunately prolific molecular
biology labs of Dr. Connie Schmaljohn and Peter Jahrling at
Fort Detrick to carry the load.

 

The moment Peters and his CDC laboratory staff had hints
of hantaviruses in the Four Corners outbreak, Childs and
LeDuc were excited and intrigued. LeDuc was in daily
telephone communication with his former Army colleagues,
providing insight and gathering information to pass on to
interested WHO scientists.

Childs and LeDuc were the first scientists to apply
polymerase chain reactions, or PCR, to the diagnosis and study
of hantaviruses. LeDuc and Childs developed PCR techniques
for hantaviral searches in 1991,13 and Peters’s Special
Pathogens Laboratory would benefit enormously from that
legacy in 1993. As the second wave of CDC field
investigators, led by Breimen and McDade, headed out to Four
Corners over the first June weekend, Peters, Ksiazek, and PCR
expert Stuart Nichol eagerly anticipated receipt of rodent
samples, upon which they intended to perform PCR analysis to
identify which species of hantavirus was causing the
Southwest outbreak.

Breimen was skeptical of the hanta connection, though he
did note that all earlier animal studies of various hantaviruses
found high concentrations of the viruses in rodent lungs. One



LeDuc/Childs study even indicated that lung tissue was the
only site from which viruses could easily be extracted over the
full course of a mouse infection.

During their first forty-eight hours in Albuquerque, Breimen
and Chapman hammered out a standard description of the
disease, setting out the criteria for designating a suspected
ARDS case as a possible hantavirus infection. And they
created the questionnaires to be used by Navajo and CDC field
investigators making door-to-door surveys on the outbreak.

No sooner had Chapman completed those tasks, sleeping no
more than four hours in two days, than she was asked to assess
the utility of ribavirin as a treatment for the mystery disease.
LeDuc and his colleagues had tested the antiviral drug on
Hantaan patients in China in 1987, finding that it decreased the
likelihood of dying if ribavirin was taken within the first three
days of the disease. After that time, it wasn’t clear whether or
not the drug was beneficial.14

For physicians in the Four Corners area it was a desperate
matter to find something—even a drug of dubious value—to
give their ailing patients. Short of ribavirin, all the doctors
could offer was good hospital management and TLC. And the
mortality rate from the virus was very high, appearing to
exceed 70 percent.

By June 7 the CDC had confirmed twenty-four cases of the
strange sickness, twelve lethal, all occurring in the Four
Corners area.

The most important clue the investigators had was the CDC
lab’s hints of hantaviruses, which, based on the history of such
viruses, pointed to rodent disease carriers. Childs, Chapman,
and CDC ecologist John Krebs were among the three dozen
investigators who, teamed with Navajo trappers and health
workers, went out to every site where people had become ill
and set hundreds of rodent traps. They had two types of
spring-action traps; one, a heavy steel case, could handle
animals as large as raccoons and skunks, while the smaller
aluminum traps were designed for mice, prairie dogs, and the
like.



The crews had to be careful, avoiding exposure not only to
the mystery virus but also to bubonic plague. Despite a
temperature of over 100 degrees, they wore respirator masks,
goggles, paper body suits, double-layered latex gloves, and
disposable booties over their shoes. These precautions might
protect them against airborne bits of hanta-contaminated dust,
but Chapman was much more worried about getting bitten by
a plague-carrying flea that might crawl under her protective
garments to reach her vulnerable skin. She slathered generous
layers of insect repellent on her skin as well, knowing that she
wouldn’t be able to swat pests when she was wearing the
gloves and body suit.

When an inhabited trap was opened, scientists always stood
upwind of the animal and carefully placed a plastic bag
containing anesthetic over the door of the trap. As the animal
fell into the bag, it quickly went unconscious. Later the
scientists would withdraw blood and tissue samples, place
them on dry ice, and ship the materials back to Peters’s P3/P4
laboratory for analysis.

It seemed that the Navajo elders and Robert Parmenter’s
scientific team were both right about the huge piñon harvest
and a very large rodent population. After five years of severe
drought, the Four Corners area had record snowfalls during the
1992–93 winter season, followed by an extraordinarily moist
spring. Even in June the scientists could still see greenery in
the desert and piñon trees standing flush with nutted cones.

With the abundant vegetation came apparently
unprecedented rodent populations.

Nearly half the traps contained all sorts of creatures, from
mice and prairie dogs to fat rats and smelly skunks, but by far
the most common were Peromyscus maniculatus, a brown,
big-eared mouse with white belly and tail and huge, black eyes
sunk into the skull. Because of its brownand-white coloring, P.
maniculatus was called a deer mouse.

In initial blood antibody tests the CDC investigators found
evidence of hanta infection in the deer mice, as well as two
other Peromyscus species, two types of chipmunks, common
house mice, and Neotoma albigula pack rats.



In the lab, however, where CDC scientists had just perfected
the use of PCR techniques for diagnosing these infections,
only the deer mice were found to be commonly carrying the
virus. With time the CDC lab would confirm by PCR the
presence of the virus in a third of the first 770 P. maniculatus
caught in the Four Corners area, as well as in 19.7 percent of
P. truei (of 314 tested) and 6.9 percent of P. boylii mice (of 59
tested).

The P. maniculatus were not mice restricted to habitats in
Four Corners; on the contrary, these deer mice could be found
all over Canada, as far north as the Arctic Circle, and, to the
south, throughout the United States and northern Mexico.
Only the Deep South states of the United States seemed to be
excluded from the deer mouse’s natural territory. P.
maniculatus were, in other words, ubiquitous North American
field rodents.

Knowing that, Breimen and McDade wondered how long it
might be before mysterious ARDS cases turned up in other
states.

By the end of the first week in June, Peters’s lab already had
suspicions, based on PCR analysis, that the virus infecting
both people and Peromyscus in Four Corners was yet another
newly discovered hanta strain. By mid-June they were sure:
the Four Corners virus was, as they wrote in the CDC weekly
publication, “a previously unrecognized hantavirus.”15

If the virus was genetically different from previously
identified hantas, its ability to produce acute respiratory
symptoms, as opposed to the kidney problems caused by all
other hantaviruses, became less questionable. The CDC lab
spent the rest of June, July, and August comparing bits of the
genetic sequences of the Four Corners virus with the eleven
other known hantaviruses, discovering to their amazement that
the new virus cross-reacted most strongly with Prospect Hill,
the strain found in Maryland voles that had never been
associated with human disease.

“That surprised us,” Ksiazek said, “because here you had
human mortality rates of seventy or eighty percent in Four
Corners, and no disease of any kind with Prospect Hill.”



The PCR analysis eventually revealed some significant
differences in the genetic sequences of the two viral strains,
yet Prospect Hill remained Four Corners’ closest known
relative.16

By mid-July the CDC lab had received over 10,000 animal
and human samples for analysis; by late August that number
was approaching 20,000. In addition to the tremendous burden
of simply storing and labeling all those samples, Peters and
Ksiazek felt they should pull out of their Atlanta freezers
archived rodent samples collected during previous years
around Four Corners for plague studies. They wanted to use
the archive material to answer two key questions: (1) Is there
an epidemic of the virus this year among the rodents or are the
animals always carrying the virus at about the same frequency
of infection? (2) Has this sudden apparent set of infections
been the result of the virus’s mutating recently from a benign
Prospect Hill-like form to a new type capable of causing
ARDS?

The latter question had some purely circumstantial evidence
behind it. Hantaviruses were of a class of viruses whose
genetic material was stored in the form of three discrete pieces
of RNA. Other segmented RNA viruses, such as influenza,
were known to mutate frequently because during viral
replication the copying of these big pieces of RNA was often a
sloppy business. One RNA piece might cross over another,
mixing up their genes. Extraneous bits of RNA in the cell the
virus infected might get picked up and incorporated into the
virus’s genetic blueprint. The result for many segmented RNA
viruses was a sort of natural crapshoot, with each viral
replication event carrying some odds of mutation.

But by August the CDC lab was far too overwhelmed to
consider an immediate foray through the archives. The
questions would have to remain unanswered for the time
being.

Meanwhile, a woman seemed to have died of the mysterious
ARDS a thousand miles away from Four Corners, in East
Texas. The epidemic had expanded. In a matter of hours, Dr.
Ali Khan, having just completed two years of postmedical



training as a CDC Epidemic Intelligence Officer, was
wandering around the East Texas town of Lufkin, working
with state investigators to ensure that all clues at the death site
were properly collected and none was overlooked.

The victim, a youthful grandmother, had lived in a fairly
elegant, neat house located in a rural area not far from the
Louisiana border. No rodents were in or around her house, but
Khan discovered telltale mouse feces in a back shed the
woman used for putting up fruits and vegetables. Her husband
said that she spent hours out there, canning all sorts of
produce.

The autopsy revealed that she had suffered a classic case of
ARDS of unknown etiology, and Khan had her tissue and
blood samples sent to C. J. Peters’s lab, where Four Corners
virus infection was confirmed by PCR.

Over the next four weeks Khan was constantly on airplanes,
flying into suspected ARDS-hanta outbreaks in California,
Nevada, Oregon, Louisiana, Arizona, Utah, and Idaho. His
second case involved a fifty-one-year-old woman who “lived
in smack-of-the-middle-of-nowhere Nevada,” as Khan later
described it. She survived acute ARDS, thanks to what Khan
insisted was “brilliant medical care by her rural doctors.”
According to the woman, all spring and summer her pet cat
kept dragging rodents into the house. Her area of Nevada had
unusual rainfall, and most of the locals felt the rodent
population was just about out of control.

Khan’s third hantavirus victim wasn’t as lucky; a resident of
a remote area straddling the California-Nevada border, she
died of hanta-ARDS. Khan’s team found infected mice around
her property.

The fourth Khan case involved a twenty-nine-year-old ranch
hand who worked the range along the northern California
coast. He, too, died of acute ARDS.

An Oregon physician alerted the CDC to the possibility that
one of his patients, a sixteen-year-old boy, had died
mysteriously of ARDS a year earlier and might have been a



hantavirus victim. By the end of August the CDC’s lab had
confirmed that hantaviruses were in the dead boy’s body.

A particularly emotional case for Khan involved a fellow
scientist: a promising twenty-seven-year-old female graduate
student, Jeanne Messier, who was conducting ecology research
in an isolated part of the California Sierras. Ailing, Messier
made her way down to a small medical clinic in Mammoth
Lake, California, on July 31, and was immediately airlifted to
a hospital in Reno. She died shortly after arrival. Scientists
found her Sierras cabin overrun by mice.

The U.S. Congress took notice of these events, and the eight
senators representing the Four Corners states pushed through
legislation during the dog days of July that allocated $6
million in emergency funds to assist the state and federal
investigation; $2.6 million went to the CDC. Some members
of Congress remarked that such an allocation might not have
been necessary if DOD budget cutters hadn’t gutted the
Army’s hanta program two years earlier.17

In August, New Mexico authorities requested additional
laboratory assistance from USAMRIID scientists, and Peter
Jahrling and Connie Schmaljohn began separate efforts to
isolate the strange new hantaviruses that were seemingly
cropping up all over the United States. Soon the Army
researchers were in a competition—later a rivalry—with their
CDC colleagues. They discovered the virus in the body of an
eight-year-old Mississippi girl who died of an ailment whose
symptoms didn’t match the CDC definition of hanta-ARDS
that Breimen and Chapman had written three months earlier.
The CDC refused to add the Mississippi case to its growing
list of Four Corners virus victims.

“The CDC is claiming it did not meet their case criteria,”
Jahrling would later say with some bitterness. “They cannot
refute, however, our evidence that we have a replicating
hantavirus from that case, in cell culture.”

In early June, another alert rural physician spotted what
would prove to be one of the most puzzling hanta cases, this
one occurring in Louisiana. A fifty-eight-year-old bridge
inspector had died of sudden ARDS, and rural physicians



called Khan in late July. While the Louisiana doctors frankly
doubted the case could be another example of Four Corners
disease, they had read the CDC’s bulletins and thought Khan
should know that the symptoms matched.

Khan was dubious. The Peromyscus mouse didn’t inhabit
Louisiana, and the area was over 200 miles away from the
East Texas site of Khan’s first investigation. All doubt
vanished, however, when Khan saw the patient’s medical
records and Peters’s lab group confirmed that the blood
samples were antibody-positive for hanta infection. The
victim’s farmhouse was neat as a pin—no signs of rodent
infestation. But the victim’s co-workers told Khan that they
ran into rats and mice every day as they crawled around
culverts and ditches to inspect western Louisiana’s bridges.

When the lab did PCR analysis on the Louisiana man’s
virus, the mystery deepened: it didn’t match with the Four
Corners strain or any other known hantavirus. Fellow bridge
workers hadn’t seen the distinctive white-bellied deer mice
around their work site, but they had encountered plenty of the
big brown Rattus norvegicus—the same rat species LeDuc
discovered years earlier carrying Seoul-strain hanta in
Baltimore.

Ksiazek was one of the few CDC scientists who weren’t
surprised by the discovery.

“These viruses are all pretty close to one another, as viruses
go. And all these rodents have common ancestors. The
genetically closest viruses are carried by close-relative
rodents. Personally, I think this is an indication of co-evolution
of rodents and their passenger viruses,” Ksiazek said.

By summer’s end Ksiazek suspected that more strains of
hantaviruses remained to be uncovered in North America, and
many hundreds of cases of ARDS, kidney disease, and
hypertension in the United States every year would turn out to
have been caused by these rodent viruses. While only forty-
two cases of hanta-ARDS were confirmed by the CDC as of
October 29, Ksiazek was convinced that they represented the
tiny tip of a vast disease iceberg. Retrospective analysis
showed that the earliest identifiable case occurred in July



1991. Since then, patients had ranged in age from twelve to
sixty-nine years, and 62 percent had died. Half the victims
were American Indians: presumably due to lifestyle, not
genetic, factors.18

 

Throughout history, rats and mice have taken advantage of
human movements to gain access to new ecologies around the
world. The arrival of R. rattus and its cousins in the Americas
is undoubtedly recent, probably having occurred less than 500
years ago when rodent stowaways made their way to
American soil from the boats of European explorers and slave
traders. And they may have been on the European continent
for only some 1,200 to 1,500 years prior to that, having stowed
away on traders’ ships and caravans from the Middle East and
the Far East.19

Given how recently, on a scale of evolutionary time, these
rodents have spread around the world, it should come as no
surprise that they carry viruses which, whether found on the
Volga steppes or in the deserts of Arizona, bear remarkable
resemblances. And if the origins of these hantaviruses can be
traced back to the earliest periods of mouse and rat evolution,
it would seem logical to assume that careful inspection of
Rattus, Peromyscus, and Mus cousins all over the world would
reveal still more hanta strains.

The Four Corners outbreak prompted scientists to rethink
diseases once labeled as “unknown etiology” and consider the
possibility that millions of people worldwide may needlessly
suffer ailments and death caused by the rodent-carried viruses.

Kidney expert Dr. Guy Neild of Middlesex Hospital in
London was moved to ask during the Four Corners
investigation whether the long-mysterious “trench nephritis”
that claimed the lives of hundreds of soldiers hunkered down
in trenches during the American Civil War and World War I
may not have been due to hantaviruses carried by co-
entrenched rats or mice.20

German physicians from the University of Würzburg
reported that a surge in European hantavirus cases occurred



during the spring of 1993, leading to hemorrhagic fever with
kidney complications. They noted that rodent control efforts
had slowed a bit since German unification, and wondered
whether the surge in the German rat population could have
been prevented. 21 German records indicated that a first, fairly
small hantavirus epidemic surfaced in that country during mid-
1990, causing no fatalities, but 88 confirmed renal illnesses. A
second German hantavirus epidemic ran its course from
September 1992 to October 1993: some 183 illnesses, no
deaths. Researchers were certain that the outbreaks were the
result of local surges in the rodent and vole populations, and
that illnesses in the 1993 outbreak were more severe. They
were also certain that hanta cases were underreported by
German physicians.22

Similar surges in Puumala infection were noted in France,
Belgium, and the Netherlands in 1993.23

Though the Four Corners type of respiratory hantavirus had
never been seen in Russia, classic kidney disease-producing
forms were seen between 1985 and 1992 in twenty-three
regions of the country, afflicting 68,796 people. The ailments
were caused by more than seventy different hantavirus strains
that were carried by sixty-three different species of birds and
small mammals, including all common rodents.

“These rodents and their viruses have been here for
millennia,” McDade concluded. “There may have originally
been a common ancestor virus infecting a single rodent
species, which may have mutated and spread to other rodents
over time. But these viruses have almost certainly been among
us for centuries.”

McDade paused, examined his hands for a moment, and
added, “I often wonder with Legionnaires’ Disease, if there
had not been an association with a particular hotel, a drama, if
you will. If there had just continued to be sporadic, scattered,
inexplicable pneumonia deaths, would we have ever
recognized Legionnaires’ as a distinct disease?

“And I now wonder the same thing about Four Corners. If
there hadn’t been that one cluster of four cases among healthy
Navajos, would we have ever recognized the virus among us?”



McDade asked, noting that there were many other diseases for
which no clear cause is known.

“We should continue to allow for the possibility that they
are all due to infectious agents,” he said.24

 

Inside the CDC’s P4 laboratory Dr. Luanne Elliott was
toiling around the clock during the summer and fall of 1993
trying to find a way to grow the Louisiana and Four Corners
viruses in test tubes. For four months the slow-growing viruses
stubbornly resisted her expert efforts. In the last week of
September she finally succeeded in experimentally infecting
laboratory mice, and a month later was able to cultivate live
virus.

At USAMRIID similar efforts to grow the Four Corners
virus in the laboratory, isolate it, and further elaborate its
genetic makeup were underway. The two federal laboratories
raced to complete the jobs first, eventually reaching a dead
heat with both groups declaring victory at the annual meeting
of the American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene in
Atlanta on November 3, 1993, and at a University of New
Mexico hantavirus conference on November 20. Jahrling
succeeded in growing virus that came from a New Mexico
patient, and University of New Mexico collaborator Kurt
Nolte made electron microscope photographs of the Four
Corners virus budding from the membranes of monkey cells.25

At the same time, Schmaljohn succeeded in growing Four
Corners virus that was extracted from a deer mouse trapped
near the California mountain cabin of hantavirus victim Jeanne
Messier. As was the case with Jahrling’s isolate, the
Schmaljohn virus grew on monkey Vero cells.

And the CDC team isolated the virus from a New Mexico
deer mouse, also successfully growing the microbe on monkey
cells.

Unfortunately, each group jostled for credit as “the first,”
and considerable tensions existed between the CDC and
USAMRIID. Eventually they agreed to simultaneous



publication of their work, sharing credit for the isolation and
identification of the Four Corners virus.

Successful isolation of the virus opened up the next obvious
phases of the effort: development of a vaccine and an easy
screening test that could be used in rural medical clinics.
Schmaljohn’s team had already developed an experimental
vaccine for the Seoul virus,26 so there were reasonable
grounds for optimism that a similar Four Corners vaccine
could be created quickly.

Perhaps more important than an eventual vaccine or
diagnostic test was the actual process whereby the collective
scientific enterprise identified the cause of the mysterious
disease and swiftly brought the epidemic to a halt. Though
there were unfortunate tensions between the CDC and
USAMRIID, and Navajos felt the sting of discrimination, the
overall effort was noteworthy as a demonstration of two old
principles of epidemic investigation and as an illustration of an
exciting new principle.

The old, but often overlooked principles were simple. All
“new” diseases must first be noticed by someone who has the
insight and courage to sound an alarm and set in motion a
thorough investigation. And once in place, investigations are
best conducted in an atmosphere of candor and collectivity,
rather than the secrecy, backbiting, rivalry, and mutual
contempt that had unfortunately characterized many other
scientific pursuits of emerging microbes.

The novel discovery—one that is sure to permanently
change the course of emerging microbe and epidemic research
—was the utility of molecular biology and, in particular, PCR.
Just as police work was forever changed by the discovery that
all human beings have unique fingerprints that can be “lifted”
from weapons and other objects found at the scene of a crime,
so PCR provided a revolutionary tool that, for the first time,
put the laboratory scientists in the driver’s seat in an epidemic
investigation. Before the CDC animal catchers even set foot in
the Four Corners area, Stuart Nichol had been able to use
USAMRIID genetic primers for various hantaviruses to
rapidly screen human samples shipped to Atlanta by the New



Mexico authorities. That would have been impossible twelve
years earlier, when the AIDS virus made its appearance.

The hantavirus investigation of 1993 proved that things
could be done right, that humanity could comprehend and
control the microbes, if there was the political and scientific
will.

At the beginning of 1994, the CDC reported that a total of
fifty-five hantavirus ARDS cases had been confirmed in
sixteen of the United States. Thirty-two of the infected
individuals had died. And one of the newly confirmed cases
occurred in Florida—an area that was definitely bereft of P.
maniculatus deer mice.27 Days later the CDC and the states of
Rhode Island and New York announced the death of David
Rosenberg, a twenty-year-old student at the Rhode Island
School of Design in Providence. Though Rosenberg died of
ARDS in a Providence hospital, he had spent the weeks prior
to taking ill with his parents on Long Island, and making a
student film in his father’s abandoned warehouse in Queens.
Investigations revealed that one worker in the Rosenberg
family electrical supplies factory, located near the warehouse,
had developed antibodies to hantaviruses, and Rosenberg was
infected with a virus that closely resembled the Four Corners
strain. No infected animals were retrieved, but investigations
were hampered by an unusually harsh winter that brought
seventeen major snowstorms in New York, driving rodents
into hiding.28

In January 1994 the strange new microbe was officially
named Muerto Canyon, after the valley inside the Navajo
Nation in which the Four Corners virus first appeared.

Muerto Canyon—Valley of Death.
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Nature and Homo sapiens

SEAL PLAGUE, CHOLERA, GLOBAL WARMING,
BIODIVERSITY, AND THE MICROBIAL SOUP

 

It is hard to gain historical perspective on
an event that is completely unlike any
other we have seen before.

—Al Gore, Earth in the Balance, 1992

 

 

 That humanity had grossly underestimated the microbes was
no longer, as the world approached the twenty-first century, a
matter of doubt. The microbes were winning. The debate
centered not on whether Homo sapiens was increasingly
challenged by microscopic competitors for domination of the
planet; rather, arguments among scientists focused on the
whys, hows, and whens of an acknowledged threat.

It was the virologists, and one exceptional bacteriologist,
who started the debate in 1989, but they were quickly joined
by scientists and physicians representing fields as diverse as
entomology, pediatric infectious disease, marine mammal
biology, atmospheric chemistry, and nucleic genetics.
Separated by enormous linguistic and perceptual gulfs, the
researchers sought a common language and lens through
which they could collectively analyze and interpret microbial
events.

There had never really been a discipline of medical
microbial ecology, though some exceptional scientists had,
over the years, tried to frame disease and environmental issues
in a manner that embraced the full range of events at the
microscopic level. It was far less difficult to study ecology at
the level of human interaction—the plainly visible.



There were certainly lessons to be drawn from the study of
classical ecology and environmental science. Experts in those
fields had, by the 1980s, declared that a crisis was afoot
spanning virtually all tiers of earth’s macroenvironment, from
the naked mole rats that foraged beneath the earth to the
planet’s protective ozone layer. The extraordinary, rapid
growth of the Homo sapiens population, coupled with its
voracious appetite for planetary dominance and resource
consumption, had put every measurable biological and
chemical system on earth in a state of imbalance.

Extinctions, toxic chemicals, greater background levels of
nuclear and ionizing radiation, ultraviolet-light penetration of
the atmosphere, global warming, wholesale devastations of
ecospheres—these were the changes of which ecologists spoke
as the world approached the twenty-first century. With nearly
6 billion human beings already crowded onto a planet in 1994
that had been occupied by fewer than 1.5 billion a century
earlier, something had to give. That “something” was Nature
—all observable biological systems other than Homo sapiens
and their domesticated fellow animals. So rapid and seemingly
unchallenged was human population growth, the World Bank
predicted that nearly three times more Homo sapiens, on the
order of 11 to 14.5 billion, would be crowded onto the planet’s
surface by 2050. Some high-end United Nations estimates
forecast that more than 9 billion human beings would be
crammed together on earth as early as 2025.

The United Nations Population Fund spoke of an
“optimistic” forecast in which the planet’s Homo sapiens
population “stabilized” at 9 billion by the middle of the
twenty-first century.1 But it was hard to imagine what kind of
stability—or, more likely, instability—the world would then
face, particularly given that the bulk of that human population
growth would be in the poorest nations on earth. By the 1990s
it was already obvious that the countries that were
experiencing the most radical population growths were also
those confronting the most rapid environmental degradations
and worst scales of human suffering. 2



Biologists were appalled. Like archivists frantic to salvage
documents for the sake of history, ecologists scrambled madly
through the planet’s most obscure ecospheres to discover,
name, and catalogue as much flora and fauna as possible—
before it ceased to exist. All over the world humans, driven by
needs that ranged from the search for wood with which to heat
their stoves to the desire for exotic locales for golf courses,
were encroaching into ecological niches that hadn’t previously
been significant parts of the Homo sapiens habitat. No place,
by 1994, was too remote, exotic, or severe for intrepid
adventurers, tourists, and developers.

At Harvard University, Dr. E. O. Wilson was one of the
leaders of a worldwide effort to catalogue the world’s species
and protect as much of the planet’s biodiversity as possible. He
estimated that there were 1.4 million known species of
terrestrial flora, fauna, and microorganisms on earth in 1992,
and perhaps as many as 98.6 million yet to be identified. The
vast majority of those unknown plants and creatures, he
argued, were living in the world’s rain forests.3 There the
plentiful supply of rain, tropical sunlight, and nutrient-rich soil
bred such striking diversity that Wilson found 43 different
species of ants living on a single tree in the Amazon.4 Devoted
biologists were literally risking their lives in a mad rush to
identify the missing 10 to 98.6 million species, some 50
percent of which were thought to reside in the rain forests of
Amazonia, Central Africa, and South Asia.

The pace of the loss was staggering—on the order, by UN
estimates, of 4.75 million acres annually. 5

Whether supplying the highly profitable heroin and cocaine
markets, which in the Andes was responsible for devastation
of upward of 90 percent of the Colombian forest and only
slightly less alarming percentages of the forests of Ecuador,
Peru, and Bolivia, the fast-food beef consumption habits, or
the coffee needs of the wealthy world, entrepreneurs of the
developing nations were responding to all too present
economic incentives when they destroyed their natural
ecologies.6 Without competing economic incentives for
protecting the ecospheres it seemed unrealistic to expect that



local human beings would take meaningful steps to reverse or
slow the pell-mell pace of deforestation.7

Using Landsat satellite imagery that was enhanced to reflect
geographic features that might be hidden in flat photographs,
David Skole and Compton Tucker, of the University of New
Hampshire and NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center, made
computer estimates of destruction in the Amazon between
1978 and 1988. Six percent of the Amazon’s upper canopy and
15 percent of its total forest mass had, they concluded,
effectively been destroyed.

Though it was well known to biologists that tiny isolated
pockets of dense vegetation surrounded by devastation
couldn’t support a diverse range of species, none of the prior
ecosphere calculations had factored for such islets of forestry.
When Skole and Tucker studied the Amazon, however, they
realized that many areas looked like a checkerboard, with
slashes and zigs and zags of devastation slicing the rain forest
into ever-thinner islets bordered by constantly thickening
swaths of desertification or development. Humanity didn’t
nibble into the forest from its edges; it built huge
superhighways that plunged into the pristine center and side
roads that bisected one subsection after another.

So, the two scientists concluded, about 15,000 square
kilometers of Amazonia were being directly destroyed by
human beings every year, but another 38,000 square
kilometers were indirectly destroyed annually by the isolation
and fragmentation process.8 That combined effect represented
an annual forest loss of an area larger than the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. It also
implied that between 1978 and 1988 Amazonia effectively lost
15 percent of its productive forest.

When ecospheres were so severely stressed, certain species
of flora and fauna that were best suited to adapt to the changed
conditions would quickly dominate, often at the expense of
less flexible competitors. The net result would be a marked
decline in diversity. This could clearly be visualized when, for
example, a tropical area was cut to make way for a golf
course. Though the golf course was comprised of flora and



fauna, its range of diversity was strictly controlled by human
beings. At the course’s periphery Nature would constantly try
to push its way back in, but the aggressive species were
usually limited to the healthiest plants and animals. If humans
ceased trying to control the golf course, those sturdy aggressor
species would swiftly move in, but it would be years before
the original scope of diversity would be restored—if ever.

Both deforestation and reforestation could, therefore, give
rise to microbial emergence. If an ecology had been entirely
devastated, and its eventual replacement species were of
inadequate diversity to ensure a proper balance among the
flora, fauna, and microbes, new disease phenomena might
emerge.

Such was the case in 1975–76 in the Atlantic seaside town
of Lyme, Connecticut. Like many New England coastal
communities that dated back to the colonial era, Lyme was a
quaint town of two-hundred-year-old buildings, birch trees,
and homes interspersed with pockets of picturesque pastoral
scenery.

During the mid-1970s fifty-one residents of the town came
down with what looked like rheumatoid arthritis. The ailment,
dubbed Lyme disease, would by 1990 have surfaced in all 50
states and parts of Western Europe. Though scattered reports
of Lyme would emanate from states with ecologies as
disparate as those of Alaska and Hawaii, more than 90 percent
of all cases were reported out of coastal and rural areas
between Long Island, New York, and Maine. New York
would, by 1988, lead the world in Lyme diagnoses with 6.09
cases per 100,000 adults, and reported cases from the
northeastern states would double every year between 1982 and
1990.9

The typical Lyme disease patient suffered localized skin
reddenings that were indicative of insect bites, followed days
to months later by skin lesions, meningitis, progressive
muscular and joint pain, and arthritic symptoms. Untreated,
the ailment could be lifelong, leading to a range of
neurological disorders, amnesia, behavioral changes, serious
pain syndromes in the bones and muscles, even fatal heart



disease or respiratory failure. 10 Once physicians learned of
Lyme, the disease was undoubtedly overdiagnosed in endemic
areas of the Northeast,11 but there remained a clear upward
trend in the United States in bona fide cases, and by 1992
Lyme was the most reported vector-borne disease in the
country.

Most Lyme sufferers lived in wooded areas that were
inhabited by common North American feral animals: deer,
squirrels, chipmunks, and the like. Notably absent in these
untroubled, quiet woods were the ancient predators, such as
wolves, cougars, and coyotes. Keeping deer and small
mammal populations in check had, in fact, become a major
headache for affluent wooded communities all over North
America.

In 1982, Dr. Allen Steere of Tufts University in Boston
discovered that Lyme patients were infected with a previously
little-studied spirochete bacterium, Borrelia burgdorferi.12

Subsequently he and other physicians showed that many of the
dreadful symptoms of the disease were the result of the
immune system’s protracted battles with the microbe.13

Scientists soon determined that the Borrelia bacteria were
transmitted to people by a tick, Ixodes dammini. While the tick
was happy to feed on Homo sapiens, its preferred lunch was
deer blood, specifically that of the white-tailed deer then
common to the North American woods. About 80 percent of
all North American cases were linked to either residing in a
deer habitat or hiking through such an area.14

Harvard’s Andy Spielman showed, however, that getting rid
of the deer in a region didn’t eliminate Lyme disease. While
the incidence of the disease among human beings might
decline, it didn’t go away. Further, there was a seasonal
periodicity to Lyme outbreaks that coincided with the life
cycle of the I. dammini tick, but not necessarily with that of
the deer. 15

Spielman and his lab staff figured out that the ubiquitous
northeastern mouse Peromyscus leucopus was the natural
reservoir for the B. burgdorferi bacterium that caused Lyme



disease. The immature ticks lived on the mice and fed on the
rodents’ blood. The mice, which were harmlessly infected
with the bacteria, passed their B. burgdorferi on to the ticks.
As spring approached, the winter thaw each year witnessed
surges in the populations of both the P. leucopus mice and
their tick passengers. The two species, rodent and insect,
shared the ecology of low scrub brush that grew along the
sand-duned shores and woodlands of the American Northeast.
The deer grazed through these areas, picking up I. dammini
ticks, which, while feeding on deer blood, passed on the
bacteria.

The deer carried the ticks with them as they made long
foraging journeys through woodlands and into suburban yards.
Because there were no predators around to keep the deer
population in check, their sheer numbers were great enough to
force the animals to scour boldly for food, often stepping right
into suburban front yards and patios to nibble at carefully
cultivated azaleas and lawns. That, in turn, guaranteed that
three more species—Homo sapiens, felines, and canines—
would come in contact with I. dammini ticks and the B.
burgdorferi bacteria they carried.16

Studies in New York showed that the territory inhabited by
the I. dammini tick was expanding at a steady and rapid rate,
as deer, pet dogs, humans, rodents, and even some birds
carried the insects further and further from the initial outbreak
sites. By 1991, Lyme, the disease, and I. dammini, its vector,
had spread widely throughout wooded and scrub-brush
ecospheres all over the Northeast. Their invasion, and the
epidemic they spawned, was new.17

To understand how, and why, Lyme disease had suddenly
emerged in North America, Spielman and his colleagues tried
to recapitulate the history of the expansion of I. dammini’s
territory.18

The work took Spielman’s group back in time to the arrival
of British colonists in North America. When the Pilgrims
landed in Massachusetts they set to work with Puritanical
fervor clearing local forests and building settlements,
Spielman said. By the late eighteenth century Massachusetts



was the center of North America’s iron industry, and
remaining forests of the region were denuded to supply fuel
for iron smelting. By the nineteenth century most of the
woodlands of the entire Northeast had been so thoroughly
devastated that housing construction required importation of
wood from what were then the western territories.

“The result was an ecology just as artificial as a concrete
parking lot,” Spielman said, speaking of the later return of
flora and fauna to the denuded areas. The grand tall trees, oaks
and larches, never returned, nor did the large carnivorous
animals. What did replace the old forests was an ecology
similar to what probably had comprised the edges of the
woods in the sixteenth century: scrub brush, small birches and
other nonshade trees, meadows, deer, chipmunks, voles,
squirrels, and birds.

“It’s an artificial landscape that we have created, largely by
neglect, here in the East,” Spielman said, adding that the new
ecology was filled with insect and rodent vectors, “lurking out
there in this system of change.”

Into the denuded forests came aggressor flora and,
unchallenged by predators, the deer, rodents, and I. dammini
ticks. As their numbers soared, bringing the deer, in particular,
back from the edge of extinction in the Northeast, a new
disease paradigm emerged.19

As the invasion of I. dammini ticks and deer into artificially
reforested areas demonstrated, no matter how hard Homo
sapiens struggled to pave the world, Nature never ceased
trying to force its way back. No area could escape the steady
global spread of plant, animal, and insect species. In the
absence of natural predators or competitors, alien species
introduced into artificial ecologies—including mega-cities—
could quickly overwhelm all suitable niches. And with the
immigrant species could—and had—come microbes that were
new to the local environment.

The Lyme case demonstrated the fallacy of viewing flora
and fauna per se as “natural.” From the point of view of
microbial opportunity, loss of original biodiversity couldn’t be



corrected merely by introducing a handful of aggressor
species.

 

During the early 1980s ecologists Paul and Anne Ehrlich of
Stanford University developed the “Rivet Hypothesis” of
diversity. They thought of the ecosphere as a huge airplane
held together by steel rivets, or species. As each species died
out, the total mass of the “airplane” might remain the same,
but rivets were lost, weakening the overall structure.
Eventually, a critical number of rivets having been lost, the
plane would come apart, crash, and perish.

The epochal “Rivet Hypothesis” was given credibility by
several experiments conducted in laboratories around the
world. Scientists grew plants in environmentally sealed
greenhouses filled with devices that measured carbon dioxide,
oxygen, and total biomass. And it turned out that the more
diverse the species assortment in a greenhouse—even when
total biomass, sunlight, and all other factors were equal—the
greater the oxygen production and general vitality of the little
ecosphere.

In a survey of nineteen tropical forest ecospheres,
researchers from the Missouri Botanical Garden found striking
evidence that the changing ratio of oxygen to carbon dioxide
was already having dire effects: forest turnover rates were
increasing dramatically. Whole sections of forest biota “rivets”
were dying and regenerating with radically escalating haste. In
several major forests—particularly in Central Africa and
Amazonia—turnover rates over the 1970–94 period had
increased 150 percent every five years. The result, wrote Al
Gentry (who died in a plane crash over Ecuador while making
these surveys), was a net decrease in biodiversity as the older,
massive hardwood trees, and the multitude of flora and fauna
that existed in the ecospheres they created, died off and were
replaced by a limited range of aggressive smaller trees and
tropical vines. These gas-dependent species had less dense
wood, and could transform forests into carbon sinks which
would emit chemicals that further exacerbated the CO2
imbalance and ozone crisis. Gentry predicted an accelerated



rate of species extinctions and a radical change in the density
and diversity of the world’s rain forests, all occurring at
astonishing speed.20

From an atmospheric scientist’s point of view the most
crucial issue was the decline in oxygen production from the
earth’s flora due both to its overall declining mass and to the
lowered range of diversity among surviving vegetation.
Coupled with increased production of carbon dioxide owing
primarily to human fossil fuel consumption and forest burning,
and the expected increase in oxygen-dependent Homo sapiens,
a clear chemical crisis loomed.

The most immediate impact was chemical destruction of the
earth’s ozone layer. The invisible layer of gas composed
primarily of uncoupled oxygen atoms, or ozone, had unique
physical properties. The atoms responded to specific
wavelengths of light, repelling those in the ultraviolet and
infrared bands. Little light in those wavelengths emanated
upward from the earth’s surface, but the planet was bombarded
with such radiation from the sun. If not for the ozone layer, the
planet would be a humanly uninhabitable hothouse bathed in
mutation-causing ultraviolet light.

Throughout the 1980s researchers, particularly at NASA’s
Goddard Space Flight Center, amassed evidence that the ozone
layer was weakening, especially over the South Pole. Over
Antarctica an actual seasonal hole had developed in the ozone
layer, through which poured levels of ultraviolet light
unprecedented in known human history.

By 1990 a fierce debate raged in scientific circles over the
size and significance of that ozone hole. But something was
undoubtedly happening to the global ecology. Glaciers were
retreating in some parts of the world, skin cancer rates were up
in Australia and southern Chile, surface temperatures of
oceans in some areas had risen, and mean surface air
temperatures were up. Some researchers found, in fossils and
deep glacial ore samples, evidence of such periods of warming
in the earth’s past, indicating that such events could all be part
of a historic cycle on the planet. Further, it was possible that
the bulk of the warming was induced not by human pollution



and rain forest destruction, but by natural catastrophic events
such as the 1991 eruption of the Mount Pinatubo volcano in
the Philippines. 21

There was strong evidence, however, that halogen ions,
particularly chlorides and bromides, were making their way
via human pollution into the atmosphere. These were the
breakdown products of thousands of plastics, pesticides, fuels,
detergents, and other modern materials. Once inside the ozone
layer, the halogens acted as chemical scavengers, attaching
themselves to free oxygen atoms to form heavy molecules that
then fell out of the protective layer into lower tiers of the
earth’s atmosphere. In this way, ozone was actively depleted.

Most Western scientists insisted that the pollution- and
deforestation-driven ozone depletion and global warming
hypothesis was correct, though among believers there were
significant differences of opinion about its current and forecast
severities. The strongest evidence supported an estimate of a
net global temperature increase of half a degree centigrade
during the twentieth century, with five degrees centigrade
marking the difference between, on the one hand, the Ice Age
and, on the other, a severely deleterious greenhouse warming
effect.

The first outcome of this warming was a higher surface
water evaporation rate, which, in turn, led to greater levels of
rainfall and monsoon in key areas of the planet. In places that
normally had low levels of rainfall, such as the Sahara Desert,
there would be even less precipitation. The net result would be
greater extremes in water distribution, with severe droughts
afflicting some parts of the planet, flooding and hurricanes
hitting others. That, in turn, was expected to alter everything
from the migrations of birds to the feeding patterns of blue
whales; from habitat ranges of malarial mosquitoes to the
amount of the planet’s arable land suitable for profitable
agricultural growth.22

The lesson of macroecology was that no species, stream, air
space, or bit of soil was insignificant; all life forms and
chemical systems on earth were intertwined in complex, often
invisible ways. The loss of any “rivet”—even a seemingly



obscure one—might imperil the physical integrity of the entire
“plane.”

The “plane,” in the Ehrlichs’ scenario, was destined to
crash. What hadn’t been anticipated was that the plane would
first get sick, heavily encumbered by emerging pathogenic
microbes.

In 1987, Siberian fishermen and hunters working around
Lake Baikal noticed large numbers of dead seals (Phoca
sibirica) washing up along the shores of the huge Central
Asian lake. By year’s end, the seal death toll would top
20,000, or nearly 70 percent of the entire population. The
world’s deepest lake—a mile deep—was a unique 12,000-
square-mile ecosphere inhabited by a number of species of
flora and fauna found nowhere else in the world, including the
dark gray freshwater seals. Because the Soviet government
had long used the country’s lakes as waste dumps, it was first
assumed that the seals were victims of some toxic chemicals.

But with the spring thaw of 1988 came an apparent
epidemic of miscarriages among female harbor seals (P.
vitulina) in the North Sea along the coasts of Sweden and
Denmark. Some 100 spontaneously aborted seal pups were
recovered, a few of which survived long enough for scientists
to study their symptoms: lethargy, breathing difficulties, nasal
congestion.23 A quick-and-dirty analysis of the pups’ blood
revealed that the dying and dead seals had antibodies that
reacted weakly in laboratory tests against canine distemper
viruses.

With the arrival of summer 1988 came hundreds of dead
adult seals in the North Sea area. They washed up upon shores
separated by huge expanses of land and sea, from the western
Baltic Sea area of Sweden and Denmark to the far west coast
of Scotland. By August dead seals were even found scattered
along the beaches of northern Ireland.

In laboratories in the Netherlands, Ireland, Russia, and the
United States, scientists swiftly determined that the seals were
dying from a morbillivirus—the same class that included
human measles, cattle rinderpest virus, and canine distemper.
The die-offs continued well into 1990, eventually claiming



more than 17,000 North Sea harbor seals, or more than 60
percent of the entire population.

Scientists working in laboratories from Atlanta to Irkutsk
swiftly determined that two different viruses were responsible
for what seemed to be separate seal epidemics in Lake Baikal
and the North Sea. The virus isolated from the massively
infected lungs of Lake Baikal’s seals was dubbed phocine
distemper virus-2 (PDV-2), and it proved virtually identical to
canine distemper virus.

The North Sea seals, however, were suffering from
something never before seen. Their microbial assailant, named
phocine distemper virus-1 (PDV-1), was distinct from any
other known morbillivirus. It appeared to be something new,
and the extraordinary death rates among harbor seals indicated
that their immune systems had never previously encountered
such a virus.

While the seal experts worked on that puzzle, veterinarians
in Spain were examining dolphins that were beaching
themselves along the Mediterranean coast of Catalonia, Spain.
By July 1990 more than 400 Mediterranean dolphins had
washed onto the shores of North Africa, Spain, and France,
clearly suffering respiratory distress. Autopsies of the animals
revealed startling brain damage and acute immunodeficiencies.
Similar signs of immune deficiency had already been
documented in the North Sea seals, and accounts in the
popular Spanish press were soon calling the mysterious marine
mammal ailment “dolphin AIDS.”

But it wasn’t AIDS—it was more like measles. Dolphins
were also coming down with a deadly morbillivirus. By 1991
common dolphins (Delphinus delphis), striped dolphins
(Stenella coeruleoalba), white-beaked dolphins
(Lagenorhymchus albirostris), and porpoises (Phocoena
phocoena) all over the Mediterranean and Ionian seas were
dying.

Dutch scientists determined that at least four newly
discovered viruses were attacking Europe’s and Central Asia’s
marine mammals: PDV-1, which was similar to human
measles; PDV-2, which appeared to be identical to the virus



that caused distemper in dogs; and PMV or porpoise
morbillivirus, and DMV, or dolphin morbillivirus.

Russian scientists discovered a possible explanation for the
Lake Baikal epidemic of PDV-2. It seemed that an epidemic of
distemper swept through the Siberian sled dog population in
1986; local people threw their dead dogs into the lake. Curious
seals that investigated the large corpses became infected. In
the Siberian case, then, the virus was not new to the world,
though it was new to the freshwater seal species. The
extraordinary death toll was the result of a microbe jumping
from an ancient host species into a new, immunologically
vulnerable species.

While the PDV-2 puzzle appeared to have been solved,
mystery continued to shroud the origins of PDV-1, DMV, and
PMV. Where did the viruses come from? How did they spread
so rapidly over such a broad geographic area? Were they old
viruses with newfound mutant virulence? Or were the animals
particularly vulnerable because of other factors?

Spanish researchers were convinced that PCB pollution of
European seas played a key role. All the dolphins they
autopsied had high levels of PCBs stored in their body fat;
some showed signs of PCB-induced tumors. So one hypothesis
was that seals and dolphins that inhabited particularly
contaminated waters were already immune-deficient when the
virus appeared, making them uniquely vulnerable. Such an
explanation might resolve questions about why Canadian
seals, though infected with PDV-1, apparently hadn’t fallen ill,
while their cousins living in polluted North Sea and Baltic
waters, had. But still unanswered was the origin of the viruses.

By 1993 the dolphin and porpoise die-offs had slowed
considerably, and many scientists felt that the epidemic might
be over. But why?

A key difference between 1988–90 and 1993 was the
severity of Europe’s winter. In the Mediterranean, in
particular, the earlier winters were remarkably mild, which
meant that small fish populations in the region were unusually
low. Spanish researchers examined some 500 dolphin corpses,
and concluded that all the animals were unusually skinny and



their livers were severely damaged. The scientists decided that
PCBs, which are normally stored in human and animal body
fat, had flooded the dolphins’ livers as the starving animals
burned up stored body fat. That, in turn, led to high blood
levels of the toxic chemicals and mild immune deficiency. The
virus subsequently exploited the dolphins’ vulnerability.

By the close of 1990 at least 1,000 Mediterranean and
Ionian dolphins had succumbed.

The morbillivirus mystery deepened still further when
bottlenose dolphins, beluga whales, Atlantic harbor seals, and
porpoises were washed ashore on beaches stretching from the
Gulf of Mexico to Quebec’s St. Lawrence Seaway. Those that
were discovered alive often appeared dazed and distressed, as
if suffering brain damage or high fevers.

Again, scientists looked for viral and pollution explanations,
finding a confluence of factors at play. As had been the case
with European sea mammals, the North American die-offs
came during unusual weather. An El Niño weather pattern
gave rise to extraordinary rainfall in the Midwest, which led to
high levels of pesticide, pollutant, and human and livestock
fecal waste runoff into the Mississippi and other major
arteries. That waste made its way to the Gulf of Mexico, where
some of the first bottlenose die-offs occurred. The polluted
waters moved through the Gulf, up the Florida coastline to the
Carolinas, where more marine mammal die-offs ensued. From
there, the water mass wended its way along the coasts of New
Jersey, New York’s Long Island, Massachusetts, Maine, the St.
Lawrence Seaway, and Nova Scotia, everywhere claiming a
toll.

Debates about what factors in that water led to the die-offs
raged well into 1993. PCBs and other chlorinated hydrocarbon
toxic chemicals were in the river runoff water, but few
scientists believed the chemicals were directly responsible;
many accepted the notion that chemically induced
immunodeficiency served to aggravate some other underlying
cause of disease in the dolphins, seals, whales, and
porpoises.24



Off the Carolinas scientists discovered massive colonies of
algae of the species Ptychodiscus brevis that secreted a
powerful neurotoxin called brevetoxin. They hypothesized that
the unusual weather, coupled with high levels of nitrogen-rich
human and livestock fecal matter, had led to the formation of
huge “red tides,” or algal blooms, that contained such toxic
algae.

It was a tempting explanation, not only for the situation in
the Americas but also for the European epidemic. Whether the
animals were killed directly by some species of algae or
indirectly by morbilliviruses that were spread around the
world by hiding inside such algae, it would no longer appear
terribly mysterious that seals in the Ionian Sea, Mediterranean,
Baltic, North Sea, Gulf of Mexico, and off the shores of Long
Island should all experience lethal epidemics at roughly the
same time and under similar climatic conditions.25

For more than two decades biologist Rita Colwell of the
University of Maryland had been amassing evidence that
bacteria and viruses lurked inside algae, and by the late 1980s
other scientists were not only acknowledging the tremendous
body of evidence but also correlating her algal findings with
disease outbreaks in marine life and humans. Colwell knew
that hundreds—perhaps thousands—of species of predatory
algae were capable of secreting toxins designed to kill or
paralyze their larger marine prey, allowing groups of the
microscopic beings time to consume their conquest at leisure.

Algae were the oldest living species on earth, thought to
have developed out of the planet’s primordial soup more than
three billion years ago. As creatures they resembled protozoa,
but their use of chlorophyll to convert the sun’s energy into
useful chemicals made them, technically, plants. Algae
clustered in both fresh and salt water, sometimes forming
visible discolorations and “tides” on the surface. Three broad
categories of algae were designated on the basis of their
colors, which, in turn, reflected the nature of their internal
chemistry: blue-green, red, and brown.

Algae could, during times of environmental stress or food
shortages, encyst themselves in a protective coating, go



dormant, and drop into hiding for extended periods. Once
activated, however, algae needed sunlight and plenty of
nitrogen. Most species preferred warmer waters, and under
ideal conditions could multiply rapidly, drifting about in
massive colonies that, in the case of oceanic red or brown
tides, could span surface distances larger than Greater Los
Angeles.

Just as E. O. Wilson speculated about the tremendous
numbers of terrestrial species of all sizes that had yet to be
discovered in the earth’s rain forests, Colwell was concerned
about the mysteries of the planet’s marine world.

“Of the some 5,000 species of viruses known to exist in the
world, we’ve characterized less than four percent of them,”
Colwell said. “We’ve only characterized 2,000 bacterial
species, most of them terrestrial. That’s about 2,000 of an
estimated 300,000 to one million thought to exist. Less than
one percent of all ocean bacteria have been characterized.”26

Colwell had devoted years to the study of microorganisms
living in Maryland’s Chesapeake Bay, where she discovered
that viruses were seasonal: they reached their nadir in
population during the icy months of January, when there were
about ten thousand viruses per milliliter of water, and
increased steadily in numbers as the bay warmed. By October,
after three hot summer months, there were as many as a billion
per milliliter, and the viruses outnumbered algae and bacteria.
Even more profound variation in viral populations was seen in
the waters of Norway’s fjords, and Norwegian researchers
were convinced that viruses passed genetic material on to
algae to assist in their adaptation to change.27

In Colwell’s Chesapeake some of the swollen summer viral
population was indigenous to the bay, having simply
multiplied in number as the water warmed. But increasingly
over her more than thirty years of studying the Chesapeake,
Colwell saw viral intrusion occurring, as human and animal
waste washed into the bay, carrying with it a variety of
pathogens. The greatest density of intrusion was around dump
and sewage sites, where Colwell found veritable stews of
viruses, plasmids, transposons, and bacteria intermingling.



“The probability of genetic exchange is very great,” Colwell
said. Indeed, lab studies had shown that some ocean bacteria
possessed antibiotic-resistance genes, presumably acquired
under just such conditions. Those newly antibiotic-resistant
bacteria were, in turn, ingested by various mollusks and then
eaten by sea mammals and humans. The mollusks and
crustaceans—from scallops to lobsters—readily ingested all
manner of microorganisms found along the world’s polluted
coastlines, including a host of enteric human pathogens.28

“We have very few places left on earth where we can get
pathogen-free mollusks,” Colwell said.

Hepatitis, Norwalk virus, polio, and a host of other
microbes were turning up in shellfish caught in the world’s
coastal waters, particularly around waste dump sites. And
strange microbes appeared that burned through the shells of
mollusks, killed off salmon, and made lobsters lose their sense
of direction.

By one calculation a single gram of typical human feces
contained one billion viruses. And in a liter of raw human
waste there were more than 100,000 infectious viruses—none
of which were vulnerable to mere chlorine treatment. Chlorine
might eliminate the bacteria—though increasing chlorine
resistance in bacterial populations was rendering such
chemical sanitation insufficient—but viral elimination
required more extensive filtration and tertiary treatment.29

Ocean pollution due to raw sewage, fertilizers, pesticides,
and other chemical waste was increasing steadily, producing
tremendous changes in coastal marine ecospheres. Though the
World Bank and the United Nations had designated sewage
and sanitation systems a top priority for development during
the 1980s, it was estimated that at least two billion Homo
sapiens had no access to a sanitary fecal waste disposal
system, most of them residents of Africa and southern Asia.30

Their fecal waste, as well as that of their domestic animals,
ended up in nearby rivers, streams, and seas.

Algal blooms, as a result, increased in frequency and size
worldwide throughout the four post-World War II decades.
The nutrient supply provided by steady flows of fecal matter,



garbage, fertilizers, silt, and agricultural runoff gave the algae
plenty of food. Many scientists thought that the thinning ozone
layer warmed the sea surfaces to temperatures suitable for
microbial growth and reproduction. Algal blooms grew so
rapidly on the surface of lakes, ponds, and the open sea that
they actually blocked all oxygen and sunlight for the creatures
swimming below, literally suffocating fish, marine plants, and
mollusks. And some scientists believed there was evidence
that the additional load of ultraviolet light making its way
through the ozone layer was driving a higher mutation rate in
sea surface organisms, possibly allowing for more rapid rates
of adaptive evolution. If such a mechanism were in effect, it
would favor microorganisms, which, on a population basis,
were well positioned to make use of helpful mutations and
tolerate individual die-offs due to disastrous mutations. The
reverse would be the case for more complex marine creatures,
such as fish, whales, and dolphins.

“The oceans have become nothing but giant cesspools,”
declared oceanographer Patricia Tester, “and you know what
happens when you heat up a cesspool.”31

Jan Post, a marine biologist at the World Bank, used a
similar metaphor when announcing the release of the Bank’s
1993 report on the condition of the seas: “The ocean today has
become an overexploited resource and mankind’s ultimate
cesspool, the last destination for all pollution.”32

Tester, who worked for the U.S. National Marine Fisheries
Service in Beaufort, North Carolina, had been monitoring
weather patterns and algal blooms. She was one of many
oceanographers who noted that the die-offs of dolphins, seals,
porpoises, and whales during 1987–92 coincided with massive
algal-induced bleaching of coral reefs worldwide and
enormous red tides. She felt that there was compelling
evidence for not only increased frequency and size of algal
blooms but also their territorial expansion into latitudes of the
seas formerly considered too cold for such algal growth. Using
satellites to track the algal blooms, scientists documented
increases—in some cases doublings—in size and scope of
algal blooms during the 1980s and early 1990s.33



Meanwhile, the overall diversity of the marine ecosphere
was declining at a dramatic rate. With more than 95 percent of
all marine life adapted to coastal regions, their susceptibility
was high: human interference in the form of coastal
development, sewage, and fishing was claiming a huge toll.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service biologist Kenneth Sherman
calculated that biomass production off the shores of New
England, for example, had declined by more than 50 percent
between 1940 and 1990 due, primarily, to overfishing.34

A feedback loop of oceanic imbalance was thus in place. As
the populations of plankton/algae eaters—whales, for example
—declined, only the viruses remained to keep blooms in
check. But raising the sizes of viral populations in the world’s
saline soup held out other dangers to marine and, ultimately,
human health.

Rita Colwell was convinced that the entire oceanic crisis
was already directly imperiling human health by permitting
the emergences of cholera epidemics. During the 1970s she
showed that the tiny resilient cholera vibrio could live inside
of algae, resting encysted in a dormant state for weeks,
months, perhaps even years. Colwell, a gritty, energetic
woman, fought hard for years to convince the world’s public
health establishment that the key to forecasting emergence of
cholera lay in tracking algal blooms that drifted from the
shores of Bangladesh and India, key endemic sites for the
microbe.

“But the bloody stupid physicians have this idée fixe that
cholera is only directly transmitted, from person to person,”
Colwell said. “They just couldn’t wrap their minds around the
concept of microbial ecology. They fight me tooth and nail at
every turn.”

It was the emergence of cholera in Peru in January 1991 that
compelled the World Health Organization and the global
medical community to take notice of Colwell’s message.

The global Seventh Pandemic of cholera35 began in the
Celebes Islands in 1961, with the new strain, dubbed Vibrio
cholerae 01, biotype El Tor. By the late 1970s the El Tor
microbe had made its way into all the developing coastal



countries of southern Asia and eastern Africa, and it was
impossible to control it. It would not be until the 1991
Peruvian outbreak, however, that WHO and health experts
would publicly acknowledge what Colwell had been saying
for years: namely, that the El Tor strain was particularly well
equipped, genetically, for long-term survival inside algae.

Since the early 1980s Colwell had been collaborating with
the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research in
Dhaka, Bangladesh, eventually becoming its research chair.
There, in the heart of cholera endemicity—perhaps the cradle
of all cholera epidemics36—Colwell and her colleagues
discovered that the El Tor strain was capable of shrinking
itself 300-fold when plunged suddenly into cold salt water. In
that form it was the size of a large virus, very difficult to
detect. But the presence of hibernating cholera vibrio in a
water source, or inside algae, could be verified by simply
taking a sample and, in the laboratory, changing the
conditions: add nitrogen, raise the temperature, decrease the
salinity, and bingo! instant cholera.

They further discovered that the vibrios could feed on the
egg sacs of algae: up to a million vibrios were counted on the
surface of a single egg sac.37 That explained why health
authorities couldn’t manage to eliminate El Tor once it had
entered their communities. The organism simply hid in algal
scum floating atop local ponds, streams, or bays, lurking until
an opportune moment arrived for emergence from its dormant
state.38

When El Tor hit the coastal parts of Peru in early 1991 the
country was caught completely unprepared for such an
occurrence. In Peru’s hot summer January—made hotter still
by an El Niño event—a Chinese freighter arrived at Callao,
Lima’s port city. Bilge water drawn from Asian seas was
discharged into the Callao harbor, releasing with it billions of
algae that were infected with El Tor cholera.39

The first human cases of the disease offered the microbes
terrific opportunities for spread in Peru. A national
summertime delicacy was ceviche, or mixed raw fish and
shellfish in lime juice. The bilge-dumped vibrio had quickly



infected Peru’s shellfish, so uncooked ceviche represented an
ideal vehicle of transmission.

The second ideal opportunity for transmission of the
microbes was provided by Lima’s largely unchlorinated water
supply. Because of both cost constraints and U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency documents that indicated
there was a weak connection between ingesting chlorine and
developing cancer, Peru had abandoned the long-standing
disease control practice of using the chemical to disinfect
public drinking water. Later, CDC studies would show that the
majority of Peru’s cholera microbes were transmitted straight
into people’s homes, dripping from their water faucets.

The first cholera cases hit Lima hospitals on January 23;
days later cholera broke out some 200 miles to the north in the
port town of Chimbote.

As the El Niño water spread out along the Pacific coast of
the continent, carrying with it bilged algae, cholera appeared
in one Latin American port after another.40 Eleven months into
the Western Hemisphere’s pandemic, cholera had sickened at
least 336,554 people, killing 3,538. Throughout those months
the microbe’s emergence was aided by obsolete or nonexistent
public water purification systems, inadequate sewage, and
airplane travel. Cases reported in the United States involved
individuals who boarded flights from Latin America unaware
that they were infected, and fell gravely ill either in flight or
shortly after landing.41

Colwell and her colleagues demonstrated that the vibrio in
the algae and those recovered from ailing patients were
genetically identical. Further, they showed that the El Tor
substrain, Inaba, which was raging across Latin America,
possessed genes for resistance to the antibiotics ampicillin,
trimethoprim, and sulfamethoxazole. The same substrain was
highly antibiotic-resistant in Thailand, where it was
invulnerable to eight drugs.42

In Latin America the epidemic raged on well into 1994,
with, according to WHO officials, “no end in sight.” More
than $200 billion would be spent by Latin American
governments by 1995, according to the Pan American Health



Organization, for emergency repairs of water, sanitation, and
sewage systems. Only about 2 percent of all cholera cases
were actually reported to authorities, WHO said, and across
the continent 900,000 cases were officially reported as of
October 1993, involving more than 8,000 deaths. Officially
reported numbers of cholera cases were so grossly understated
that, by 1994, the only accurate statement one could make was
this: between January 1991 and January 1994 millions of Latin
Americans fell ill with cholera, thousands died, and the
epidemic continues.

Once chlorine was vigorously introduced into Peruvian
water supplies, the 01 strain proved fairly resistant to the
chemical.43

Though it was obvious to scientists all over the Americas by
1992 that the El Tor epidemic had succeeded in becoming
endemic cholera in much of Latin America largely because the
microbe was carried in algae, the real challenge to rigid old
analyses of the spread of the vibrio came in December 1992
when an entirely new strain of cholera emerged in Madras,
India. Dubbed Bengal cholera, or V. cholerae 0139, the newly
emergent microbe competed with El Tor for control of the Bay
of Bengal ecology. By June 1993 Bengal cholera had claimed
over 2,000 lives and caused severe illness in an estimated
200,000 people. It had spread across much of the coastal
region of the Bay of Bengal, encompassing the Indian
metropolises of Calcutta, Madras, Vellore, and Madurai, as
well as most of southern Bangladesh.44

This new Bengal cholera appeared to be spreading far faster
than the Seventh Pandemic. It took three years for that cholera
strain to spread from India to Thailand, but the Bengal cholera
had already turned up in Thailand’s capital, Bangkok, by mid-
1993, and threatened to spread nationwide, according to
researchers from Mahidol University in Bangkok.

In March the leading hospital in Dhaka was treating 600
Bengal cholera cases a day—three times their normal daily
cholera rate. In rural parts of Bangladesh cholera victims were
reportedly falling ill at rates up to ten times those seen with the
previous year’s classic cholera outbreak.



Prior to the Bengal cholera outbreak there were two types of
cholera in the world: classic and El Tor. Classic cholera, which
was endemic in parts of India and Bangladesh, was extremely
virulent and easily passed from one person to another via
contact with microscopic amounts of feces. The El Tor type, in
contrast, was less virulent but could survive in the open
environment far longer. A hallmark of the El Tor strain was its
ability to move in the open oceans, as a silent passenger inside
algae.

The Bengal cholera appeared to represent a combination of
characteristics found in both the El Tor and the classic vibrio.
Researchers from the International Centre for Diarrhoeal
Disease Research in Bangladesh reported that the new mutant
“may be hardier than and probably has survival advantage
over” the classic strain of the bacteria. They found thriving
colonies of the Bengal organism in 12 percent of water
samples they tested, and the bacterial toxin was in 100 percent
of all waters examined in Bangladesh.

One genetic trait was clearly missing in the new Bengal
strain: that which coded for antigens that were usually
recognized by the human immune system. As a result, people
did not seem to have antibodies to the new mutant, and even
adults who had survived previous cholera outbreaks appeared
to be susceptible to the Bengal strain.

Genetic analysis of the new mutant vibrio suggested a
terrible scenario: that it was essentially the El Tor strain
possessing the virulence genes of classic cholera. As such, it
would represent an entirely new class of cholera microbe, the
like of which had never been seen. The emergence of 0139
“hit epidemiologists and physicians like a two-by-four
between the eyes, because there is no explanation for its
emergence and spread but ecology,” Colwell said in the fall of
1993.

In 1993 Colwell teamed up with two Cambridge,
Massachusetts, physicians to try to pull together the Big
Picture, an explanation of how global warming, loss of oceanic
biodiversity, ultraviolet radiation increases, human waste and
pollution, algal blooms, and other ecological events joined



forces. Together, they theorized that the cholera microbe
defecated by a man in Dhaka, for example, got into algae in
the Bay of Bengal, lay dormant for months on end, made its
way via warm water blooms or ship bilge across thousands of
miles of ocean, and killed a person who ate ceviche at a food
stand in Lima. Drs. Paul Epstein and Timothy Ford, both
members of a group of physicians and scientists at the Harvard
School of Public Health calling themselves the Harvard
Working Group on New and Resurgent Diseases, were
convinced that essential to protecting their Boston patients in
the twenty-first century was a better understanding of what
was transpiring in the oceans. They saw a complex interplay at
work, involving global climate changes, pollution, and the
microorganisms.

In Epstein’s view, algal blooms were giant floating gene
pools in which antibiotic-resistance factors, virulence genes,
and plasmids moved about between viruses, bacteria, and
algae. He thought that ultraviolet radiation might be hastening
the mutational pace. And terrestrial microbes were constantly
being added to the gene pool, he said, in the form of human
waste and runoff.45

Epstein lobbied scientists working in fields as varied as
oceanography, atmospherics, satellite imagery, plankton
biology, and epidemiology to find ways to collaborate, and
answer questions about the links between the marine
environment and human health. Epstein discovered that many
other scientists had already reached the conclusion that
changes in global ecology—particularly those caused by
warming—were too often working to the advantage of the
microbes.

For example, at Yale, where he still ran the Arbovirus
Laboratory, Robert Shope was considering the impact of
global warming on disease-carrying insects. On the basis of
his nearly forty years of arbovirus research, Shope was
convinced that even a minor rise in global temperature could
expand the territory of two key mosquito species: Aedes
aegypti and A. albopictus. Both species were limited
geographically in the 1990s by climate. A. aegypti couldn’t
withstand prolonged exposure to temperatures below 48°F and



died after less than an hour of 32°F weather. A. albopictus was
only slightly heartier in cold climes. As a result, in the
Northern Hemisphere A. aegypti couldn’t live above 35°N
latitude, or roughly the levels of Memphis, Tennessee, Tangier,
Morocco, and Osaka. A. albopictus couldn’t survive above
42°N latitude during the 1990s, roughly equivalent to Madrid,
Istanbul, Beijing, and Philadelphia.

Shope expected that warming would allow both mosquito
species to comfortably move northward, invading population
centers such as Tokyo, Rome, and New York. A. albopictus,
the Asian tiger mosquito, could carry the dengue virus. A.
aegypti was more worrisome because it carried both dengue
and yellow fever; the latter was typically fatal 50 percent of
the time.46 Historical analysis seemed to confirm such a
hypothesis, as malaria had shifted geographically over the
millennia in accordance with major climate changes.47

British experts on insect-borne diseases felt certain that
global warming would greatly expand the territory and
infectivity ratio of the East African tsetse fly, which carried the
trypanosomes responsible for sleeping sickness. The
researchers concluded that even a moderate increase—on the
order of 1° to 2°C—could result in a higher rate of disease
spread because the tsetse flies were known to be more active,
to feed at a higher pace, and to process trypanosomes more
rapidly at higher ambient temperatures. Thus, each tsetse fly
could infect more people daily.48

The same principles held true for Anopheles mosquitoes and
the spread of malaria. In 1993, Uwe Brinkmann, who headed
the Harvard Working Group on New and Resurgent Diseases,
was trying to figure out ways to predict not only latitude
movements of mosquitoes in response to global warming but
also their altitude changes. He felt there was an urgent need for
research to determine which factors played a greater role in
limiting Anopheles activities at altitudes above 500 feet: air
pressure or cooler temperatures. If the latter was more
important, he predicted, malaria could quickly overtake
mountainous areas of Zimbabwe, Botswana, Swaziland,
Rwanda, Tanzania, Kenya, and other geographically diverse



parts of Africa. Further, the disease might with global
warming climb its way further up the foothills of the
Himalayas, the Sulaiman Range, the Pir Panjal, and other
mountainous regions of Asia.

A detailed WHO Task Group report in 1990 offered a
broader range of expected disease impacts from global
warming. Even a moderate net temperature increase—on the
order of 1°C—would alter wind patterns, change levels of
relative humidity and rainfall, produce a rise in sea levels, and
widen the global extremes between desert regions and areas
afflicted with periodic flooding. These conditions would, in
turn, radically alter the ecologies of microbes that were carried
by insects. Furthermore, expected changes in vegetation
patterns could, the WHO Task Group said, radically alter the
ecologies of microbe-carrying animals, such as monkeys, rats,
mice, and bats, bringing those vectors into closer proximity to
Homo sapiens.49

There was also a strong consensus among immunologists
that heightened exposure to ultraviolet light—particularly UV-
B radiation—suppressed the human immune response, thus
increasing Homo sapiens’ susceptibility to all microbes.50 Just
as PCBs and other hydrocarbon pollutants were thought to
have played a role in increasing microbial susceptibility in
marine mammals, so many physicians felt there was ample
evidence that air, water, and food pollutants affected the
human immune system.

Another feature of global warming would be an increased
dependence in wealthier nations on air conditioning. In order
to conserve energy, buildings in the industrialized world had
specifically been designed to minimize outward and inward air
flow. It was much cheaper to heat or cool the same air
repeatedly in a sealed room than to pump in fresh air from the
outside, alter its temperature, circulate it throughout a
structure, and at the same time expel old air. As the numbers
of hot days per year increased, necessitating longer periods of
reliance upon air conditioning, the economic pressures to
recirculate old air repeatedly, to the limits of reasonable
oxygen depletion, could be expected. Such practices for winter



heat conservation in large office buildings had already been
linked to workplace transmission of influenza and common
cold viruses. Spread of Legionnaires’ Disease and other
airborne microbes was expected to increase with global
warming.

Even in the absence of serious global warming, energy
conservation practices were, for purely economic reasons,
spurring architects and developers toward construction of
buildings that lacked any openable windows and were sealed
so tightly that residents were apt to suffer “sick building
syndrome”: the result of inhaling formaldehyde, radon, and
other chemicals present in the building foundation or structure.
Such chemicals posed little threat to human health if diluted in
fresh air, but were significant contributors to health problems
in residents and employees who inhaled levels that were
concentrated in recirculated or thin air. Obviously, a building
that was capable of concentrating such trace chemicals in the
air breathed by its inhabitants would also serve as an ideal
setting for rapid dissemination of Mycobacterium tuberculosis,
if an individual who suffered from active pulmonary disease
was residing or working within the structure.

The human lung, as an ecosphere, was designed to take in
20,000 liters of air each day, or roughly 60 pounds. Its surface
was highly variegated, comprised of hundreds of millions of
tiny branches, at the ends of which were the minute
bronchioles that actively absorbed oxygen molecules. The
actual surface area of the human lung was, therefore, about
150 square meters, or “about the size of an Olympic tennis
court,” as Harvard Medical School pulmonary expert Joseph
Brain put it.

Less than 0.64 micron, or just under one one-hundred-
thousandth of an inch, was all the distance that separated the
air environment in the lungs from the human bloodstream.

All a microbe had to do to gain entry to the human
bloodstream was get past that 0.64 micron of protection.
Viruses accomplished the task by accumulating inside
epithelial cells in the airways and creating enough local
damage to open up a hole of less than a millionth of an inch in



diameter. Some viruses, such as those that caused common
colds, were so well adapted to the human lung that they had
special proteins on their surfaces which locked on to the
epithelial cells. Larger microbes, such as the tuberculosis
bacteria, gained entry via the immune system’s macrophages.
They were specially adapted to recognize and lock on to the
large macrophages that were distributed throughout pulmonary
tissue. Though it was the job of macrophages to seek out and
destroy such invaders, many microbes had adapted ways to
fool the cells into ingesting them. Once inside the
macrophages, the microbes got a free ride into the blood or the
lymphatic system, enabling them to reach destinations all over
the human body.

The best way to protect the lungs was to provide them with
20,000 liters per day of fresh, clean, oxygen-rich air. The air
flushed out the system.

Dirty air—that which contained pollutant particles, dust, or
microbes —assaulted the delicate alveoli and bronchioles, and
there was a synergism of action. People who, for example,
smoked cigarettes or worked in coal mines were more
susceptible to all respiratory infectious diseases: colds, flu,
tuberculosis, pneumonia, and bronchitis.

Because of its confined internal atmosphere, the vehicle
responsible for the great globalization of humanity—the jet
airplane—could be a source of microbial transmission.
Everybody on board an airplane shared the same air. It was,
therefore, easy for one ailing passenger or crew member to
pass a respiratory microbe on to many, if not all, on board. The
longer the flight, and the fewer the number of air exchanges in
which outside air was flushed through the cabin, the greater
the risk.

In 1977, for example, fifty-four passengers were grounded
together for three hours while their plane underwent repairs in
Alaska. None of the passengers left the aircraft, and to save
fuel the air conditioning was switched off. For three hours the
fifty-four passengers breathed the same air over and over
again. One woman had influenza: over the following week 72



percent of her fellow passengers came down with the flu;
genetically identical strains were found in everyone.51

Following the worldwide oil crisis of the 1970s, the airlines
industry looked for ways to reduce fuel use. An obvious place
to start was with air circulation, since it cost a great deal of
fuel to draw icy air in from outside the aircraft, adjust its
temperature to a comfortable 65°—70°F, and maintain cabin
pressure. Prior to 1985 commercial aircraft performed that
function every three minutes, which meant most passengers
and crew breathed fresh air throughout their flight. But
virtually all aircraft built after 1985 were specifically designed
to circulate air less frequently; a mix of old and fresh air
circulated once every seven minutes, and total flushing of the
aircraft could take up to thirty minutes.52 Flight crews
increasingly complained of dizziness, flu, colds, headaches,
and nausea.

Studies of aircraft cabins revealed excessive levels of
carbon dioxide—up to 50 percent above U.S. legal standards.
Air quality for fully booked airliners failed to meet any basic
standards for U.S. workplaces.53

In 1992 and 1993 the CDC investigated four instances of
apparent transmission of tuberculosis aboard aircraft. In one
case, a flight attendant passed TB on to twenty-three crew
members over the course of several flights.

Similar concerns regarding confined spaces were raised
about institutional settings, such as prisons and dormitories,
where often excessive numbers of people were co-housed in
energy-efficient settings.

In preparation for the June 1992 United Nations Earth
Summit in Rio de Janeiro, the World Health Organization
reviewed available data on expected health effects of global
warming and pollution. 54 WHO concluded that evidence of
increased human susceptibility to infectious diseases, due to
UV-B immune system damage and pollutant impacts on the
lungs and immune system, was compelling. The agency was
similarly impressed with estimates of current and projected
changes in the ecology of disease vectors, particularly insects.



It wasn’t necessary, of course, for the earth to undergo a 1°
—5°C temperature shift in order for diseases to emerge. As
events since 1960 had demonstrated, other, quite
contemporary factors were at play. The ecological relationship
between Homo sapiens and microbes had been out of balance
for a long time.

The “disease cowboys”—scientists like Karl Johnson, Pierre
Sureau, Joe McCormick, Peter Piot, and Pat Webb—had long
ago witnessed the results of human incursion into new niches
or alteration of old niches.55 Perhaps entomologist E. O.
Wilson, when asked, “How many disease-carrying reservoir
and vector species await discovery in the earth’s rain forests?”
best summed up the predicament: “That is unknown and
unknowable. The scale of the unknown is simply too vast to
even permit speculation.”

 

Thanks to changes in Homo sapiens activities, in the ways
in which the human species lived and worked on the planet at
the end of the twentieth century, microbes no longer remained
confined to remote ecospheres or rare reservoir species: for
them, the earth had truly become a Global Village. Between
1950 and 1990 the number of passengers aboard international
commercial air flights soared from 2 million to 280 million.
Domestic passengers flying within the United States reached
424 million in 1990.56 Infected human beings were moving
rapidly about the planet, and the number of air passengers was
expected to double by the year 2000, approaching 600 million
on international flights.57

Once microbes reached new locales, increasing human
population and urbanization ensured that even relatively
poorly transmissible microbes faced ever-improving statistical
odds of being spread from person to person. The overall
density of average numbers of human beings residing on a
square mile of land on the earth rose steadily every year. In the
United States, even adjusting for the increased land mass of
the country over time, density (according to U.S. census
figures) rose as follows:



Year Total Population Persons per Square Mile

1790 3,929,214 4.5

1820 9,638,453 5.5

1850 23,191,876 7.9

1870 39,818,449 13.4

1890 62,947,714 21.2

1910 91,972,266 31.0

1930 122,775,046 41.2

1950 151,325,798 42.6

1970 203,211,926 57.5

1990 250,410,000 70.3

1992 256,561,239 70.4

 

In most of the world the observed increases were even more
dramatic. In a comparison of 1990 and 1992 census
information as collected by the United Nations, the two-year
upward trend in population density was unmistakable:

Country 1990
Population

1990 Persons per Square
Mile

China 1,130,065,000 288

India 850,067,000 658

Indonesia 191,266,000 255

Mexico 88,335,000 115

Rwanda 7,603,000 715



Though the population was spread unevenly over a country,
density trends remained favorable to the microbes. If worst-
case projections for human population size came to pass, some
regions would have densities in excess of 3,000 people per
square mile. At that rate the distinctions between cities,
suburbs, and outlying towns would blur and few barriers for
person-to-person spread of microbes would remain.

With the passage of time and the increase in travel it was
becoming more and more difficult to pinpoint where, exactly,
a microbe first emerged. The human immunodeficiency virus
was a classic case in point, as it surfaced simultaneously on
three continents and spread swiftly around the globe.

Those scientists in the 1990s whose primary focus was
viruses believed that the worst scales of disease and death
arose from epizootic events: the movement of viruses between
species. In such instances, the hosts were usually highly
susceptible, as they lacked immunity to the new microbe.
Ebola, PDV-2, Marburg, Machupo, Lassa, and Swine Flu were
all examples of such apparently sudden emergences into the
Homo sapiens population.

Rockefeller University’s Stephen Morse, who by 1988 was
devoting nearly all his professional energies to emerging
disease problems, labeled these movements of viruses between
host species “viral trafficking.” He considered the world’s
fauna a vast “zoonotic pool,” each species carrying within
itself an assortment of microbes that might jump across
species barriers under the proper circumstances to infect an
entirely different type of host. 58

At Harvard, Max Essex was similarly impressed with the
ferocity of new cross-species viral infections. A case he found



chilling was the Herpesvirus saimiri, which was carried
without apparent harm by Saimiri sciureus squirrel monkeys
living in Amazonia. When the virus was first discovered in
captive Saimiri monkeys it was thought to be a harmless
microbe. But within months after its discovery in 1968 by
scientists at the New England Primate Research Center,
located outside Boston, other monkey species at the center
took ill. The strange herpes virus turned out to be an
extraordinary cancer-causing agent: less than two months after
infection Old World monkeys would develop extensive, lethal
cancers of their lymphatic systems.

In the early 1970s the same researchers discovered a similar
herpes virus, H. ateles, in spider monkeys. Like H. saimiri, it
was harmless in its normal host and infected virtually 100
percent of the host species in the wild. And it was also a potent
cancer-causing virus in other monkey species. Both viruses
specifically infected cells of primate immune systems, causing
lymphomas and leukemias. And both approached the 100
percent lethality mark when they infected primates other than
their host species. Experimental infections of rabbits also
proved extraordinarily lethal.

What chilled Essex wasn’t the viruses’ ability to cause
cancer, though the appalling certainty and speed of their
carcinogenic action were certainly unprecedented and
frightening. Essex’s concern was the mode of transmission:
both herpes viruses were airborne.

In the wild such horrendously dangerous viruses might
have, over the millennia, served the squirrel and spider
monkeys well, residing harmlessly inside their species but
killing off all other species of competitive primates. In captive
animal colonies a spider monkey could simply breathe on a
howler monkey and five weeks later the victim would die of
leukemia.59

The viruses appeared to be able to elude monkey immune
systems by manufacturing proteins that specifically switched
off or dampened cellular immune responses. And the saimiri
virus contained fifteen genes that were remarkably similar to
genes found inside the monkey’s DNA.60



Lab analyses of H. saimiri strains grown on monkey cells
revealed an astonishing rate of mutation and gene swapping.
The virus’s DNA, in the absence of the rest of the microbe,
was capable of infecting and destroying a cell. Once whole
viruses were inside cells they immediately began a mutation
process so pronounced that it was impossible to recover the
original strain. So, though no human being was known to have
been infected with either H. saimiri or H. ateles, the viruses’
ability to transform themselves at such staggering speed left
open the disturbing possibility that, given ample opportunity—
such as exposure to an immunodeficient person or
implantation into a Homo sapiens in the form of a monkey-to-
human tissue transplant—the organisms might quickly adapt
to human cells, becoming a lethal airborne cancer-causing
virus.

Since the establishment of research animal colonies,
scientists had unwittingly uncovered many other monkey and
ape viruses that proved capable of producing infection and
disease in the humans who handled the simians. A herpes
virus, designated B virus, infected rhesus macaques and some
other Old World monkeys, attacking nerve cells to produce
everything from localized pain to encephalitis and death.
About 10 percent of all imported rhesus monkeys were
typically infected with the B virus; infection rates inside some
captive colonies reached 100 percent. Once infected, the
animals carried the virus for life, whether or not they
developed disease.

From the time of its discovery in 1975 to 1989, twenty-eight
animal handlers had contracted B virus infection, twenty-five
of whom went on to develop encephalitis. Only five human
beings had ever survived known B virus infection.61

Other monkey viruses that held out the potential for human
infection, either in their natural form or in a mutant form,
included type D simian retrovirus (SRV), the simian AIDS
virus (SIV), simian sarcoma-associated viruses (SSAVs),
paramyxovirus simian virus 5, gibbon ape leukemia virus, and
Mason-Pfizer virus (M-PMV).62



During the early 1970s, 126 American primate research
facility employees were accidentally infected with monkey
microbes. The precise etiology of most of their ailments was
never determined. Among the microbes known to have been
transmitted were tuberculosis, Shigella, Streptococcus,
Staphylococcus, and influenza.63 Every year thereafter animal
colony workers all over the world were exposed to, and
became infected with, a variety of monkey and ape viruses,
bacteria, and parasites.64

Despite the clear presence of pathogens dangerous to
humans in the simian population, there was much interest in
the U.S. medical community in using the animals as sources
for organ transplants. Ever since the first successful human
heart transplants were performed in 1953 the use of organ
transplantation had increased steadily in the United States and
Europe. Development of effective drugs to suppress a
recipient’s immune response greatly improved the success of
human-to-human organ transplant procedures, and by 1988 the
five-year-survival rate exceeded 50 percent for patients
undergoing all common transplants, save those of the lung.
Kidney transplants, the most common of all such procedures,
enjoyed a 91 percent success rate.65

As success rates mounted, so did the demand for organs. By
the mid-1980s there was a very real crisis of organ availability
and American television and newspapers regularly carried
heart-wrenching stories about desperate children who faced
imminent death unless a suitable liver, or heart, or other organ
was found posthaste. A federal waiting list system was created
in order to put some order into an organ procurement system
that was spinning dangerously out of control. Order and
fairness didn’t ensure adequate availability, however. In 1990,
for example, 2,206 people on the organ waiting list died before
a suitable transplant donor could be found.

In 1963 the first tentative baboon-to-human transplants were
performed, with little success.66 Such experiments continued
over the years in the United States and South Africa.67

In 1992–93 researchers at the University of Pittsburgh
transplanted baboon livers into two men who suffered hepatitis



B virus-induced destruction of their own organs. Though both
patients succumbed, the transplants were not the causes of
their deaths, and physicians hailed the breakthrough.

But infectious disease experts cried foul. The donor baboons
came from the Southwest Foundation, the largest research
monkey facility in the United States. Officials at the San
Antonio-based primate center were shocked to learn that the
baboon organ had been transplanted into a human being. The
baboon used in the first Pittsburgh transplant experiment was
infected with SIV (the simian AIDS virus), CMV (the simian
cytomegalovirus), EBV (the simian type of Epstein-Barr
virus), and Simian Agent 8 (the baboon form of B virus). If the
thirty-five-year-old man had survived for months after
receiving the baboon liver, critics asked, what might have
happened with those viruses?

“We assume as a given that these primates carry pathogens
that are infectious to humans,” Southwest Foundation
Biomedical Research Center scientist Jon Allan said. “You
assume it’s something that can kill you. But then in the next
breath we turn around and ship a baboon up to Pittsburgh, they
open it up, probably every human in the OR is exposed to
whatever is in there, and they stick its liver into a human.

“Does that seem rational?”

Another Southwest Foundation virologist, Julia Hilliard,
expressed concern that monkey viruses that seemed initially
harmless to people might exchange genetic material with
human DNA following a transplant, resulting in highly lethal
new super-bugs.68

Transplant surgeons had long known, of course, that
infection was every recipient’s greatest enemy. Old, latent
infections were often activated by the procedure because, to
avoid transplant rejection, doctors used powerful drugs to
suppress the patients’ immune systems. It was also possible
for the transplants themselves to be infected: thus, the
recipient got not only the donor’s organ but also microbes such
as cytomegalovirus,69 hepatitis B,70 adenoviruses,71 Epstein-
Barr virus,72 and HIV.



For most of the world’s human population, however, such
exotic things as liver transplants were hardly of concern. More
likely modes of epizootic disease transmission involved
insects.

Yellow fever, for example, could for decades on end afflict
virtually no Homo sapiens in a given area because the Aedes
aegypti mosquitoes were busy feeding on monkeys and
marmosets in the jungle. But with changes in either the forest
environment or the social behaviors of local Homo sapiens the
mosquito could almost overnight change its feeding patterns
and a human epidemic would commence. Such was the case
with yellow fever epidemics in Nigeria and Kenya in 1987,
1988, 1990, and 1993.

Tom Monath had seen it happen several times in West
Africa, where such simple actions as chopping down a stand of
trees and leaving the stumps in place could spawn a yellow
fever outbreak. The mosquitoes left their larvae in rainwater
that collected in the tree stumps.

Microbes and insect vectors could suddenly appear in areas
thousands of miles from their usual habitats. For example, for
reasons never understood, the American screwworm fly, which
could transmit deadly maggots to livestock, turned up quite
suddenly in the deserts of Libya in 1988 and quickly spread
throughout North Africa. The insects’ normal habitat was the
dry Southwest of the United States and northern Mexico.73

In temperate ecologies, keeping wild insects at bay was
quite easy, provided abatement and control systems remained
intact and vigilant. Even a year of slackening in such an effort
could, however, permit a sudden surge in insect vector
populations, with resultant disease.74

In the United States there were several outbreaks of
mosquito-borne diseases between 1985 and 1992, each of
which could be traced to a breakdown in mosquito control
efforts or public health vigilance.75 In 1990, for example, an
epidemic of St. Louis encephalitis caused widespread panic in
parts of Florida and southeastern Texas, forcing cancellation of
baseball games and other nighttime outdoor activities. Though
public health authorities had a year earlier witnessed rises in



viral infection rates in chickens and other birds used for
monitoring the microbes, few steps were taken to stem the
increases in local mosquito populations prior to the summer
1990 epidemics.76

For most insect experts it came as no surprise that even a
one-year slackening in mosquito control efforts could result in
a surge in the bugs and the microbes that they carried. Both
insects and microbes had evolved mechanisms over the
millennia that ensured their mutual survival. Studies of genetic
relationships between particular microbes and their most
common insect vectors suggested that the species had co-
evolved, developing capabilities that were primarily
advantageous to the microbes.

Blood-feeding insects had over millions of years developed
traits that served to aid the transmission and the evolution of
microbes. When the female insects bit into human flesh they
spit into the site a fluid that contained vasodilators that opened
up local capillaries, anticoagulation enzymes that would
prevent clotting of the wounded capillaries, and a variety of
factors that destroyed immune system cells and chemicals.
This ensured the insect a steady flow of food, without toxic
human immune system chemicals or cells. As these chemicals
were secreted out of the insect’s salivary glands, the proboscis
drew blood into a separate set of lobes, and eventually into the
insect’s midgut.

The process represented a passage made in heaven for
microbes: all blood flow was unobstructed, the local human
immune system was shut down, and the destination—the
insect midgut—was a very comfortable microbial ecology.77

Once in the insect’s midgut, microbes could swiftly
multiply, make their way back up to the salivary gland, and be
injected into an unwitting host. Or they might remain in the
insect, exerting unusual pressures on the creature. For
example, only female insects fed on blood: to ensure a
plentiful supply of females, some microbes made their way to
the insect’s ovaries, where they genetically manipulated the
male chromosomes, ensuring that offspring would be female.



The organisms would then be passed on to the adult insect’s
female offspring, which would be born already infected.

Evolution was a very dynamic and active process for
microbes housed in an insect’s midgut. Some viruses changed
very slowly over time, probably because they possessed
extremely accurate mechanisms for replication and repair of
their genetic material. But there were insect-borne viruses that
were capable of sorting and resorting their chromosomes,
shuffling RNA about seemingly at random. And under
conditions of co-infection of an insect by more than one
species of microbe, exchanges might occur. The end result
could be new mutant organisms.

Barry Beaty of Colorado State University in Fort Collins
pointed out that it was a simple matter to get a single mosquito
infected with two different strains of bluetongue virus. The
virus, which produced disease in ruminant livestock, was
comprised of ten RNA segments, or chromosomes, each of
which had to be properly duplicated and assorted each time the
virus reproduced itself. Beaty’s group showed that insects that
were co-infected with two strains of bluetongue virus rarely
injected back into animals a viral strain that was identical to
either of the original strains: rather, it was a mélange of the
two.78

Beaty noted that the usually mild snowshoe hare virus was
in the 1980s producing serious human disease in northern
Russia. It was due, Beaty said, to such a recombination event,
only the exchange resulted, not in a wider vector range, but in
greater virulence. On the basis of genetic analysis of the
pertinent viruses, Beaty believed that the new Russian
epidemic—which by 1992 was causing encephalitis in more
than 100,000 people a year—was the result of a gene swap
between the Inkoo and Tahyna viruses. The two parent viruses
produced little more than mild flu-like symptoms in human
beings, but their recombination proved potentially deadly.

How commonly other viruses, or bacteria, exchanged
genetic material while inside vectors wasn’t known. Nor was it
clear how significant a role such mutations might play in the
emergence of new diseases.79



Many insect-borne viruses were thought to have originally
been plant microbes that, thousands of millions of years ago,
infected insects as they fed on plant nectar. In the 1990s, amid
evidence of rising rates of genetic change in many plant
microbes, concern was expressed about the possible
emergence of new species that might be absorbed by insects.
In such a scenario, a microbe that was genuinely new, to which
humans had no natural immunity, might quite suddenly
emerge. Genetic change in plant microbes was accelerating
due to agricultural practices that exerted strong selection
pressures on the microbes; to changing geography of plant
growth due to international trading of plant seeds and breeding
practices; and to the deliberate release of laboratory
genetically altered plant viruses that were intended to offer
agricultural crops protection against pests.80

To minimize use of toxic pesticides, and to prevent
incurable viral diseases in plants, scientists in the 1990s were
developing ingenious genetic means to protect plants. Using
crippled viruses to carry genes that would help vital food crops
fend off dangerous pathogens, researchers were breeding
plants that could withstand a range of types of infections.
There was a catch, however. Studies showed that, in nature,
plants such as corn, wheat, and tomatoes were commonly co-
infected with up to five different viruses, and those viruses
could exchange genetic material.81 A review of 125 plant
strains produced through such laboratory manipulation showed
that 3 percent of the time the crippled virus that was used to
carry such genes into plant cells could swap genes with other
viruses in the plant, producing active, pathogenic—new—viral
species.82

“Microbes are masters at genetic engineering,” wrote
Canadian microbiologist Julian Davies.83 He was referring to
mechanisms bacteria use to become resistant to antibiotics, but
Davies’s comment could just as well apply to viruses in an
insect’s midgut, malarial parasites responding to chloroquine,
or influenza cyclically reinventing itself. That recognition
prompted many virologists in the late 1980s to ask, “What is
the likelihood that a truly new virus capable of causing human
disease will emerge?”



One approach to answering that question was to use
molecular techniques to sequence the DNA or RNA of a group
of viruses and try to trace their family trees, searching for
evidence of such recombination events: if they had occurred in
the past, it seemed logical that dangerous gene swappings
might in the future occur again. Researchers in San Diego
concluded that several human and animal retroviruses shared
sequences of RNA, which could have been the result of
crossover RNA recombination events. However, those events
had to have occurred hundreds or thousands of years ago,
because most of the retrovirus species were as different from
one another as were humans from fungus.84

Nobel laureate Howard Temin took a different approach to
answering the question, which, at the outset, he said was
“inherently unpredictable.” Temin tried to calculate rates of
mutations or incremental RNA changes in the human
immunodeficiency virus type 1. Overall, he estimated that the
HIV viruses made a significant mutational change in seven out
of every 100,000 viral replications. Considering that an ailing
person might have millions of HIVs in his or her body at any
given moment, all of which were undergoing constant
replication, Temin’s figure was far from comforting. But it was
also not a worst-case scenario. Scientists discovered so-called
hypermutation sites on HIV that were particularly prone to
change: there, the RNA would mutate significantly in one out
of every 1,000 viral replications.85

Temin doubted that such mutations would result in a more
dangerous form of HIV—he felt the virus was already
perfectly adapted by virtue of having combined certain
lethality with a decade-long period of invisible infection
during which the microbe would be passed on to other human
beings. Still, he felt the essentially labile nature of the virus
made its future incalculable.86

At the 1989 “Emerging Viruses” conference convened in
Washington, D.C., by Rockefeller University and the National
Institutes for Allergy and Infectious Diseases, another Nobel
laureate, Joshua Lederberg, questioned Temin’s confidence



that HIV’s rapid mutation rate probably wouldn’t result in
greater viral virulence.

“My concern is not what we know, but what we don’t
know,” Lederberg said. HIV was capable of infecting
macrophage cells, he noted, asking, “Could the virus evolve
the ability to infect macrophages in the lungs and, thus,
become a respiratory disease?”

At Caltech in southern California Jim and Ellen Strauss
busied themselves with the task of mapping the evolution of
all viruses whose genetic material was in the form of RNA.
They concluded that all RNA viruses were descended from a
single ancestor virus and that over the millennia the viruses
had mutated a million times more rapidly than had their DNA-
based hosts. Though rates of change varied from RNA virus to
RNA virus, the Strausses were convinced that each and every
one of the microbes had at some point come into existence
through such a process.

“We now recognize that RNA viruses will continue to
evolve rapidly as they have over the millennia,” the Strausses
wrote. “As the recent epidemic of AIDS makes clear, new
pathogens can and will arise.”87

The Strausses felt that scientists, when referring to RNA
viruses, shouldn’t really speak of species; rather, they should
refer to “consensus sequences.” The rate of mutation was so
high that RNA viral populations were actually pools of genetic
concoctions, some particular form of which might dominate at
any given time. It was a widely shared view. Many researchers
spoke of “quasispecies” of viruses that moved about in
“swarms.” John Holland, of the University of California at San
Diego, felt that the high error rate of RNA polymerase, the
enzyme responsible for making copies of RNA viruses, was
the key to the extraordinary mutation rate. The polymerase
was constantly “jumping” and “stuttering,” to use the official
vernacular, to make different viruses.

“Natural selection among viruses isn’t about ending up with
a specific genome that you call a species,” Holland said. “It’s
about statistics.” More specifically, it was about the statistical



odds that any specific genotype would dominate a
“quasispecies swarm” at any given time.

RNA was nothing more than a long sequence of four
different chemicals—base pairs, or nucleotides—the order of
which comprised the genetic code. Microbiologist Peter
Palese, of Mount Sinai School of Medicine, discovered in
laboratory tests that if he examined a pool of 100 clones of flu
viruses—clones being supposedly identical organisms—there
were on average seven mutations for every 91.6 nucleotides.
Similarly, in polio virus clones he found about one mutation in
every 95.3 nucleotides.

The rate of mutation, of course, depended on the number of
times the viruses reproduced themselves, as all the changes
occurred during replication. That meant that mutations were
most likely to occur among infectious microbes inside an
extremely sick individual or when the rate of spread among
people was very high.

“The greater the number of people infected,” Palese said,
“the greater the rate of mutation.”

As the Homo sapiens population swelled, greater
opportunities would present themselves for both viral spread
and mutation. It seemed perfectly reasonable therefore to
assume that the evolution of microbes capable of infecting
Homo sapiens would accelerate, perhaps dramatically.

Most mutations were, of course, deleterious to the
individual microbes. But given such a high rate of change, it
was inevitable that the microbes would occasionally hit on a
mutation that increased their edge against the human immune
system, gave them a wider range of cellular targets, allowed
them to pass more efficiently from person to person, or
rendered them in other ways more dangerous to Homo
sapiens.

In laboratory studies these processes appeared to function
by more stringent rules than pure happenstance. The
polymerase and replicase enzymes that controlled replication
of viral RNA and DNA seemed to jump about. The
polymerase could be seen snaking its way down an RNA



nucleotide chain like some molecular zipper slithering along
the zipper track. But then the enzyme would jump tracks,
taking the portion of new RNA it had already manufactured
and joining it to another nucleotide stretch. The result would
be a genetic hybrid. This had been seen with viruses as varied
as polio and a microbe that infested tobacco plants. It
sometimes occurred because there were “bumps” or “kinks” in
the original RNA/DNA strand, which prompted the busy
polymerase to jump tracks. These bumps themselves weren’t
entirely random events, as they seemed to exist at significant
points in the microbes’ genes.88

There were parts of microbial genomes that required
constant mutation, particularly the genes that coded for
proteins on their outer surfaces which were recognized by the
human immune system. HIV, influenza, polio, schistosomes,
Plasmodium falciparum, and staphylococci all had
hypervariable mutation sites in the genetic regions that coded
for such proteins. Change, at one pace or another, was
essential to survival in the midst of human antibodies, T cells,
and macrophages.89

Researchers at Louisiana State University felt they had
evidence of “virus gumbos,” or mixtures of species of viruses
which, combined, produced diseases that they seemed
incapable of causing alone. In particular, they saw that some
quasispecies of the feline leukemia virus were harmless to cats
unless the cats were co-infected with other strains of the
leukemia virus or the feline immunodeficiency virus (cat
AIDS).90

In human beings similar “virus gumbos” were known to
affect the AIDS disease process. Two herpes viruses, for
example, were capable of directly activating replication genes
inside HIV: herpes simplex Type 1 and HHV-6 (human herpes
virus 6). There was even evidence that the polymerase zipper-
jumping effect could occur inside patients, with strange hybrid
viruses appearing: apparent mixtures of herpes and AIDS
viruses.91

Cancer viruses were known to bring about their deleterious
effects either by inserting themselves into specific oncogene



sites in human or animal DNA or by manufacturing special
proteins that switched on those cancer-causing genes. If the
proper oncogenic signals were turned on (or switched off, in
the case of cancer-suppression genes), a cascade effect might
result in which other oncogenes and cellular signals were
altered, ultimately transforming the cell into a cancerous
entity. Most biologists believed that it was far from
coincidental that such an intimate relationship between viruses
and oncogenes had evolved over the millennia. And some
went so far as to question whether genetic experiments with
oncogenes and cancer cells might not result in infectious
release of oncogene-carrying viruses or bacteria: perhaps
altogether new species of viruses might result.92

DNA viruses also possessed special stretches of nucleotides
that seemed to command polymerases to act with greater care,
making accurate, often multiple copies of the stretch of genes
located next along the “zipper.” These DNA sections were
called “enhancers.” Studies showed that a key viral
characteristic coded for by enhancers was the infectivity of the
virus: the range of cell types it could invade and the ways in
which the microbe could spread.93

Given such a vast range of mutational options for change,
Harvard’s Dr. Bernard Fields asked his colleagues, “Why
haven’t viruses wiped out all life on Earth?” It was, he felt, the
crucial question.

And the answer, Fields said, lay in the difference between
studying viruses in test tubes and studying them in the animals
or humans that they infected. The venerable scientist, who had
written the book on virology,94 chastised his colleagues for
being “overly reductionist,” deriving too much from the fact
there was one mutation in every 10,000 viral replications—in
a test tube. In the real world those mutants still had to deliver
their genetic payloads to the proper types of cells inside an
animal or person in order to cause disease. And that necessary
leap proved too great an obstacle for most mutant microbes, he
said.

On the macrolevel, as Fields called it, little was well
understood. There was no discipline of microbial ecology



dedicated to studies of the behavior of microbes inside the
human body.

“That’s the big black box,” Fields said, “and it’s the secret
to evaluating all the conjectured risks of emergence of a new
pathogenic virus.”

Some of the uncertainties in that black box included
knowing how, exactly, viruses gained entry into the human
body via alveoli in the lungs, M cells in the intestines, or
lymphatic cells in the bloodstream; the roles various immune
system chemicals played in either stifling or promoting viral
activity; how viruses got past the thick membrane of cellular
nuclei and past the chromatin mélange of proteins and
carbohydrates to gain access to the host’s DNA; which host
chemical systems viruses exploited to their advantage; and
how viruses got back out of hosts in order to be spread to other
animals or humans.

Also in the black box were factors that seemed to make
hosts more susceptible to viruses, Fields said, such as
starvation, stress, and additional disease burdens. Though the
catchall phrase “lowered immune response” was traditionally
used to sidestep the mystery, little was known at the microbial
level about how such factors influenced events. A starving
child might make less protective mucus for his intestinal and
stomach linings, for example, exposing more M-cell receptors
to passing viruses. Was that a genuine phenomenon in nature,
linking starvation and disease? Or was the mucosa depleted as
a result of the infection?

“We know what many of the instruments are,” Fields said,
“but we haven’t a clue about the orchestration. The problem
isn’t a flute problem; it’s an orchestra problem.”95

Virtually all the questions raised about viruses could also be
directed toward bacteria and parasites, although the black box
was somewhat smaller. There was plenty of evidence that
bacterial and parasitic mutations were occurring in nature and
that they often conferred new advantages on the microbes.
Resistance to antibiotics and antimalarial drugs spoke volumes
on the matter.



There, debate centered on the question originally raised in
1988 by John Cairns: was all bacterial mutation random, or
were there directed changes that occurred in response to
specific environmental pressures in the microbe’s ecosphere?

The general dogma had it that such evolutionary events
were random. New types of organisms emerged by chance
mutations and haphazard genetic exchanges. If chance favored
a certain type of organism when it surfaced, the microbe
would thrive. In the meantime, the endless DNA dance of
transposons, mutations, plasmids, and sexual conjugation went
on, its pace essentially unaltered by environmental events.
Genes shuffled and recombined, swapped and moved, whether
or not the microbes were threatened.

“All DNA is recombinant DNA,” said the bible of biology,
Molecular Biology of the Gene.96 “Genetic exchange works
constantly to blend and rearrange chromosomes.” The
emergence of, say, a penicillin-resistant Streptococcus was a
“rare event, typically occurring in less than one per million
cell divisions.” Of course, Streptococcus underwent more than
a million individual cell divisions in twenty-four hours,
starting with a single bacterium and expanding exponentially.

Multiply resistant organisms that carried plasmids with
dozens of advantageous genes were also considered the result
of chance mixtures of DNA pieces that combined and
recombined over microbial generations.97 If randomness was
at the root of microbial evolution, humanity needn’t fear
unexpected changes in the rates of emergence of new mutants.

Well before scientists appreciated the extreme mobility of
discrete pieces of DNA, seminal laboratory experiments were
done with Escherichia coli proving that mutant abilities to
withstand attacks from either viruses or antibiotics preceded
the appearances of those threats in the bacteria’s environment.
98 Roughly one out of every 10 million E. coli in a petri dish
might randomly mutate to be resistant to, say, penicillin. Then,
if the drug were poured into the petri dish, 9,999,999 bacteria
would die, but that one resistant E. coli would survive, and
divide and multiply, passing its genes for resistance on to its
progeny.



In 1988, however, John Cairns of the Harvard School of
Public Health challenged that central dogma of biology.99

Using recombinant DNA techniques, his laboratory made a set
of specific E. coli mutants that had unusual nutritional needs.
They then altered the bacteria’s environments, making them
deficient in chemicals the mutants couldn’t manufacture on
their own. And they showed that the E. coli would specifically
change two separate sets of genes to adapt to the situation and
survive, doing so in far less time than random mutation would
permit.

“That such events ever occur seems almost unbelievable,”
Cairns wrote, “but we have also to realize that what we are
seeing probably gives us only a minimum estimate of the
efficiency of the process, since in these cases the stimulus for
change must fairly quickly disappear once a few mutant clones
have been formed … . It is difficult to imagine how bacteria
are able to solve complex problems like these—and do so
without, at the same time, accumulating a large number of
neutral and deleterious mutations—unless they have access to
some reversible process of trial and error.”

Cairns used computer metaphors to describe what he
believed was going on in the microbial world. The essential
genetic material that made an E. coli an E. coli was the
organism’s hard disk. The bacteria had an almost endless
number of ways to scan that basic disk, turning off and on
various genetic programs and data bases. Plasmids and
transposons were “drifting floppy disks,” carrying additional
bits of genetic data and programming.

There was a limit, Cairns argued, to how large any given
organism’s hard disk could be. Furthermore, energy needs
placed restrictions on how many genes could be expressed, or
turned on, at any given time. Some genetic programs would
remain silent most of the time, stored against emergencies in
the bacteria’s data bank. Among those, he felt, were programs
that actually ordered mutations, or changes, in elements of the
basic hard disk. Since the bacteria couldn’t afford to contain
enough DNA to carry programs in anticipation of every



possible crisis, a direct mutation command was, Cairns argued,
the next-best alternative.100

The British-born biologist was convinced that such
mechanisms were at play in some cases of drug resistance, as
well as microbial evasion of the human immune system. In
laboratory experiments it was possible to induce lysis—or
rupture—of bacterial cells and see the microbes’ DNA “hard
disk” flood into the fluid petri dish. There, other healthy
bacteria would absorb the roaming DNA. And if antibodies
were added to the mixture the scavenger bacteria would use
the newly absorbed DNA to make new proteins to coat their
membranes. In this way, the bacteria would disguise
themselves from the antibodies, successfully evading immune
system attack.

Even the scavenging activity was less random than it
seemed. Studies by Rockefeller University’s Alexander
Tomasz of Neisseria gonorrhoeae and Hemophilus influenzae
showed that these organisms had special proteins on the outer
surface of their cell walls. The proteins scanned passing DNA,
looking for useful genetic sequences. When something good
drifted past, the protein grabbed it and pulled the DNA into the
bacterium. And the pneumococci, which absorbed any
“promiscuous DNA,” as Tomasz called it, had a special
internal enzyme system that scanned the scavenged genetic
material and rejected useless chunks of DNA.

There were, by 1992, several identified “mutator alleles”
along the E. coli genome—sites in the hard disk that ordered
neighboring programs to alter themselves. And under
experimental conditions it was possible to see a sort of “trial
and error” mechanism in play, in which the microbe rejected
useless or harmful mutations, but placed beneficial mutations
in its permanent bacterial hard disk.101

A number of stress proteins were discovered in microbes—
proteins (or the genes that coded for them) that were activated
when the cell was challenged by a range of threats: heat,
fevers, some human hormones, arachidonic acid (an immune
system activator), and a variety of human disease states. When
activated, these proteins acted rapidly to protect vital



biochemical functions inside the microbe. Termed “molecular
chaperones,” the proteins guided fragile compounds through
their duties. The stress proteins could be turned on and off
experimentally by inflicting definable changes upon their
environments. There was no clearer example of a microbe’s
adaptation to its environment—adaptation that required
genetic as well as chemical change. 102

Studies of vancomycin resistance in Staphylococcus aureus
strains found in a handful of European clinical settings
revealed that seven separate genes were required to render the
bacteria invulnerable to the drug. The seven genes prompted
one simple alteration in the chemistry of the microbe’s cell
wall, replacing an ester bond in a structural protein with an
amide one. The ester bond was the target for vancomycin.

Here was the amazing thing: those seven resistance genes
were switched on only when vancomycin was in the bacteria’s
environment. How the bacteria knew of the threat’s presence
was an utter mystery.103

Researchers noted that many extremely divergent microbial
species shared genetic signaling sites, called operons, that with
very minor mutation conferred multiple antibiotic resistances
on the organisms. For example, seven very different microbes
(E. coli, Salmonella, Shigella, Klebsiella, Citrobactr, Hofnia,
and Enterobactr) naturally shared an operon which, with a
single point mutation, made the organisms resistant to
tetracycline, chloramphenicol, norfloxacin, ampicillin, and
quinolones.104 In Cairns’s terms, this implied that all seven
bacterial species shared a few bytes of hard disk space that
was specifically designed to undergo a single data-bit
alteration when necessary to respond to an antibiotic threat.

Studies of various pathogenic E. coli strains showed that
there was often a trade-off between genes for extreme
virulence and those for antibiotic resistance. Rarely could the
organisms carry enough genetic baggage to render them both
highly lethal and resistant. Highly virulent strains didn’t
usually need resistance genes, however, because they could
produce disease—and reproduce themselves—so rapidly that
Homo sapiens didn’t have the opportunity to make antibodies



before the bacteria had accomplished their essential tasks of
invasion, reproduction, and spread.105

While infectious disease biologists debated questions of
random versus directed mutations among the microbes, the
overall evolutionary role of jumping genes was the subject of
great debate among biologists of all stripes. Some scientists
had, by the 1990s, come to believe that transposons and
plasmids were a driving force—perhaps the driving force—of
evolution, even in plants and animals. The grand biological
soup of shifting genes, it was suggested, was constantly giving
one creature the capabilities normally carried by another.
Human beings, in fact, might be nothing more than four billion
years of gene jumping.106

But pure random chaos in such a mutation soup seemed
terrifying. How could any species survive if its cells absorbed
any chunk of DNA that came their way, no matter how
dangerous it might be? Most random mutations were lethal, or
at least deleterious, to the altered organism.

A series of startling experiments performed in a variety of
laboratories during the early 1990s significantly raised the
stakes of that debate. Amber Beaudry and Gerald Joyce, of the
Scripps Research Institute located in southern California,
succeeded in forcing a particular protein, called a ribozyme, to
evolve in a test tube. Normally the ribozyme’s job was to
make specific cuts and slices in the organism’s RNA. But
Beaudry and Joyce showed that after ten generations of
reproduction the ribozyme could mutate, becoming capable of
chopping DNA as well. 107

Critics of Cairns’s experiments on bacteria and yeast grown
under starvation conditions, which gave rise to directed
mutations, charged that the British scientist’s conclusions were
unjustified: even in the Cairns model, they said, the mutations
could have been due to random events. 108 The arguments
heated up as researchers found evidence of seemingly strange
behaviors in microbes. For example, some transposons seemed
to be able to sense when it was a good time to pop out of
bacterial DNA and go their separate ways in search of a safer
genome. How did they “know” that the bacterium was under



fatal attack? Or was it possible the transposons didn’t “know”
anything and scientists were simply witnessing the results of
successful, though utterly random, gene jumping?109 In fungi,
it was noted, environmental stress could induce a process
called “ripping,” in which a massive number of single point
mutations were suddenly made. Again, was the fungus
responding to a stress by mutating in a specific, directed
manner, or was it simply randomly mutating at a feverish
pace?110

On an even more basic level, many scientists argued that
utterly random mutation and absorption and use of mobile
DNA would be prohibitively expensive for microbes. It cost
chemical energy to scavenge plasmids and transposons, to
sexually conjugate, or to move pieces of DNA around inside
cells. It seemed inconceivable that stressed organisms, in
particular, would waste energy soaking up all sorts of DNA
completely at random. Several genes had to be switched on
and membrane changes had to be made in order, for example,
for E. coli to absorb useful antibiotic-resistance factors from
another species, Bacteroides fragilis.111 And though such
horizontal transfers of genes between entirely different species
of organisms were costly, they clearly occurred, spreading
advantageous traits for resistance and virulence among
microbes.112 In some cases the plasmids themselves seemed to
improve as they moved about between species, recombining
and adding new pieces of DNA as they went.113 Chemicals
such as anesthetics, detergents, and environmental carcinogens
seemed, for example, to influence bacterial sexual
conjugation.114

In 1994 the Cairnsian view of directed mutation got a boost
from experiments performed at Rockefeller University and the
University of Alberta, Canada. Researchers first confirmed
Cairns’s initial experiments, showing that there was a
specialized pathway of mutations that was switched on during
E. coli starvation. Further, they showed that genetic
recombination and resultant adaptive mutation occurred in the
absence of bacterial reproduction. In other words, bacteria
altered themselves not just through a process of random, error-
prone reproduction that eventually yielded a surviving strain—



the classic Darwinian view. In addition, they changed
themselves, in some concerted manner, without
reproducing.115

The differences in the Darwinian and Cairnsian views were
not trivial. If, for example, an E. coli bacterium residing in the
human gut were suddenly exposed to a flood of tetracycline,
would it occasionally mutate and perhaps become resistant
after generations of bacterial reproduction? Or could it acquire
instant resistance via some directed recombination or
transposon mechanism?

As issues of emerging diseases drew greater attention within
the scientific community, theoretical debates centered on key
questions: How likely was it that a previously unknown
microbe would suddenly appear out of some stressed
ecosphere? What were the odds that a fundamentally new
pathogenic organism would emerge, the result either of
recombination among other microbes or of large-scale
mutation? Was it likely that old, well-understood microbes
might successfully mutate into more dangerous forms? The
first two questions were the subjects of mathematical models
and extensive theoretical discussion, though the numbers of
unknowns involved in such computations were enormous and
significantly impeded conclusive analysis. Most scientists
involved in such exercises felt that further basic research on
microbial ecology and human behavior was needed in order to
obtain enough data points to solve these quandaries.116

As to the question of virulence, it was considered axiomatic
that all pathogenic microbes would seek a state of moderate
virulence in which they didn’t kill off their unwitting hosts too
rapidly, giving themselves plenty of time to reproduce many
times over and spread to other would-be hosts.117 Over time,
even a rapid killer such as the 1918–19 Swine Flu would
evolve toward lower virulence. Or so it was thought.

But in the 1990s the world saw two viral cousins take off on
very different virulence pathways. HIV-2 in West Africa
became markedly less virulent between 1981 and 1993,
infecting fewer people (despite the lack of safe sex practices)
and possibly causing less severe disease in those it did



infect.118 In contrast, over the same period there emerged
strains of HIV-1 that seemed to be more transmissible and to
cause more rapid disease. Thus, tendencies toward both less
and greater virulence seemed to be occurring simultaneously
in the global AIDS epidemic.

Max Essex, Phyllis Kanki, and Souleymane MBoup studied
HIV-2 closely and felt that there were inherent differences in
the two species of AIDS viruses that could explain their
opposite tendencies in virulence. Kevin DeCock felt, on the
basis of his studies in Côte d’Ivoire, that HIV-2 was less
transmissible than HIV-1, and probably always had been.

Biology theorist Paul Ewald of Amherst College in
Massachusetts believed HIV-1 was also becoming less
virulent. He argued that Kaposi’s sarcoma, which was
primarily seen among gay men with AIDS, was caused by a
more virulent form of the virus that existed during early years
of the epidemic. In Australia, Kaposi’s sarcoma and AIDS
deaths had declined markedly over the course of the epidemic,
due, Ewald thought, to a shift toward less virulent HIV-1
strains.119 But Australia’s situation was not mirrored in the rest
of the world in 1994: globally HIV-1 was spreading at an
extraordinary pace, and strains of the virus had recently
emerged that seemed to be especially adapted to rapid
heterosexual or intravenous transmission. A Ugandan strain
surfaced sometime in 1992 that appeared to cause full disease
within less than twelve months after the time of infection.120

On the basis of mathematical models, British researchers
predicted that HIV-1 would continue its trend toward greater
virulence so long as the rates of multiple partner sexual
activity remained high in a given area. As sexual activity
declined, or as it became more monogamous, the rates of
successful mutation, the number of quasispecies, and the
virulence of HIV-1 would decrease. 121 And on that one point
Ewald agreed: namely, that multiple partner sex was the key to
virulence for sexually transmissible microbes.122

At the root of much of the new thinking about virulence lay
a key assumption: that microbes would be extremely virulent
if long-term survival of the host wasn’t important for the



spread and survival of the microbial species.123 If host
population density increased, the microbes could afford to
become more virulent, as they were guaranteed greater
exposure to secondary and tertiary victims.

That theoretical view received some experimental support in
1993 when Allen Herre, of the Smithsonian Tropical Research
Institute in Panama, made a startling observation on the
relationship between fig tree wasps and the minute
roundworms that parasitized the insects. After ten years of
observation and manipulation, Herre concluded that the worms
became more virulent when the size of the wasp population,
and the number of broods occupying any given fig tree niche,
grew. When population size was low, the parasites were of low
virulence and were passed from female wasps to their
offspring via infected eggs laid in the figs. When the wasp
population size swelled, and various broods intermingled, the
parasites spread horizontally, from wasp to wasp. This allowed
the parasites to become more virulent and, among other things,
to destroy the insects’ eggs. The difference could be seen in
the paradoxical observation that the figs might be healthier,
and suffer less wasp larvae infestation, at times when the adult
wasp population was at its peak.124

At Harvard Medical School, John Mekalanos studied a host
of known virulence factors and developed a technique for
teasing out unknown bacterial virulence genes. He concluded
that many microbes stored virulence factors, just as they did
resistance genes, on plasmids and transposons, snapping them
up when conditions were ripe for all-out activity, and
discarding them as excess baggage when the time was right.
Such virulence factors could be shared across microbial
species.

Things that seemed to turn on known virulence factors
included calcium fluxes, warmer temperatures (98.6°F inside a
human body versus an external 60°F), the presence of iron,
and a number of key chemicals.125 But Mekalanos also
showed that for every known virulence factor in a given
microbe there were dozens awaiting discovery. What



mechanisms might switch those genes on, or cause them to
mutate, weren’t known.

Mekalanos disagreed with Ewald’s theory that virulence
was tightly linked to transmissibility. There were exceptions.
For example, a huge dose of cholera vibrio was needed to
cause a human infection—on the order of one million. In
contrast, Shigella could cause infection and disease with fewer
than a hundred bacteria. Nevertheless, cholera was far more
lethal than shigellosis.

“It’s more complicated than mere transmissibility,”
Mekalanos said. “Microorganisms respond to a more complex
array of pressures that decide levels of virulence.”

The most blatant source of pressure was the host’s immune
system. In most cases the microbial advantage might look like
virulence because the host’s disease progressed badly, but
from the microbe’s point of view what was transpiring could
better be described as escape. Microbes had discovered a long
list of ways to escape the immune system, including disguise,
Trojan Horse-like use of immune system cells as modes of
entry and avoidance, constant mutation of genes coding for
their outer surfaces so that the immune system failed to
recognize them, and manipulation of immune system
chemicals to set off false alarms that would occupy the system
while the microbes slipped into safe hiding places.126

Theorists were busy trying to determine whether the
balances between human immunity and microbial virulence
were tipped by any particular identifiable contemporary
factors. Nobel laureate Dr. Thomas Weller expressed concern
that the ever-increasing numbers of severely
immunosuppressed people on the planet posed a real threat for
emergence of new disease problems. Cancer patients treated
with high doses of chemotherapy or radiation, people infected
with HIV, and individuals undergoing transplant operations all
represented potential breeding sites for new or mutated
microbes. Weller worried about a possible “piggyback” effect,
with one microbial population taking advantage of severe
immunodeficiencies produced by another microbe or medical
treatment.127



Another population of immunosuppressed individuals
consisted of those suffering from chronic malnutrition.
Wherever a significant percentage of the Homo sapiens
population was starving was likely to be a spawning ground
for disease.128

Vaccines, where available, protected people against disease,
but not against infection. Microbes could enter the body, but
even highly virulent organisms found themselves facing an
immune system that was primed and ready to mass-produce
antibodies. Battles ensued; the invader was vanquished. 129 If
a sufficient number of Homo sapiens in a given area possessed
such immunity it would be possible to essentially eliminate the
microbe. Unable to find a Homo sapiens host in which it could
replicate, the microbial population would nearly disappear.
Nearly. In this state, known as herd immunity, humans (or
livestock animals) never suffered disease, though they might
be infected, unless the necessary level of immunity in the
overall population slacked off. For that reason, schoolchildren
vaccine campaigns had to reach a critical threshold of
successful completion or the unvaccinated children would be a
great risk for disease.130

Herd immunity faced tough challenges in the age of air
travel because individuals who carried microbes to which they
were personally immune could fly into geographic areas where
herd immunity was extremely low. Under such circumstances,
even organisms not generally thought to be particularly
virulent could produce devastating epidemics.

The best example of the phenomenon was the estimated 56
million American Indians who succumbed to disease
following the arrival of Europeans—and their microbes. That
die-off continued 500 years later, into the 1990s, as Old World
microbes reached the Xikrin, Surui, and other Amazon
Indians.

Yale University epidemiologist Francis Black argued
forcefully in the 1990s that the terrifying death toll among
New World natives was not a straightforward question of their
having naive immune systems that hadn’t previously been
exposed to the European microbes. Such an explanation was,



he said, overly facile and flew in the face of evidence that new
diseases commonly afflicted other populations of peoples
without exacting such horrendous tolls. For example, new
diseases were also introduced into sub-Saharan Africa by
European explorers, and though they claimed many lives,
nowhere were there wholesale microbial genocides, as were
witnessed in South America.

Black’s theory was that what did in the American Indians
was their own lack of biodiversity. Since all Amerindians were
descended from two fairly small waves of migration from
Asia, their gene pool was small. For the microbes this meant
that the range of genetic diversity, not only in immune
response but also in a host of other factors that affected the
appearance and behavior of target cells in the Homo sapiens,
was very limited. The microbes were, therefore, able to adapt
swiftly to the very narrow set of obstacles before them,
attacking the American Indians with unusual ferocity.

Black calculated that as the microbe was passed from
Amerindian to Amerindian, it had a 32 percent chance of
encountering a human with the same immune system genetics
(major histocompatibility complex) as its prior host had
possessed.131

A contemporary example of such a biodiversity mechanism
at work was discovered by Michel Garenne and Peter Aaby
during measles studies in Senegal. Aaby and Garenne noticed
that measles became steadily more lethal as the microbe
spread from one child to another, biologically related child.
This was true for cousins as well as siblings. Mortality rates
rose so markedly from child to child that they couldn’t
possibly be ascribed to chance or random immunity. It wasn’t
the children’s immune systems that varied, it was the measles
virus, which adopted ever more acute virulence capabilities as
it passed from one genetically similar person to another.

The virus, in short, evolved to become a tailor-made killer
for particular extended Homo sapiens families.132

Overall, that seemed to argue that increased mixing of
Homo sapiens, both through intermarriages across racial lines
and through travel and immigration, would eventually bolster



the collective Homo sapiens immune response. That was the
good news. But microbiologist Avrion Mitchison, director of
Berlin’s Deutsches Rheuma Forschungszentrum, was less than
convinced that greater biodiversity in the human race could
guarantee success over the microbes, particularly if the overall
Homo sapiens population size did one day exceed ten billion.

“Even old pathogens invent new tricks,” Mitchison wrote in
a Scientific American article entitled, grimly, “Will We
Survive?”133 He continued: “Recently evolved drug-resistant
strains of the tuberculosis bacillus have been plaguing
industrial urban centers. Will such developments change the
comfortable deadlock? Will Homo sapiens and the microbes
continue to coexist, or will one side win?”

The answer, Mitchison concluded, was not at all clear.

 

Human activities that didn’t seem amenable to positive
change were, by the 1990s, playing significant roles in the
spread and possible creation of emerging diseases. Between
1980 and 1989, for example, the number of refugees fleeing
natural disasters, wars, famine, or oppression increased by 75
percent every year. By the end of 1992, according to the
United Nations, 17.5 million Homo sapiens were refugees,
most of them living in squalor in the world’s poorest countries.

Thirdworldization had set in all over the globe. Millions of
abandoned children roamed the streets of the world’s largest
cities, injecting drugs, practicing prostitution, and living on the
most dangerous margins of society. Western European
unemployment soared, from less than 3 percent in 1970 to
more than 11 percent in 1993, and a sense of hopelessness cast
a pall over much of the continent.134 Civil war in the horribly
overcrowded nation of Rwanda broke into inconceivable
carnage during the spring of 1994. Serb invasions of Bosnia
devolved into little more than slaughter of civilians.

Conservative Harvard University political analyst Samuel P.
Huntington opined that the world had entered a stage of
conflict that superseded nationstates, economic competition,
and ideologies, becoming something far more insidious:



cultural conflict. Wars and battles were fought over religion,
over historic enmities that in some cases traced back to slights
that had transpired between opponents more than 2,000 years
ago.

In such a context, it seemed difficult to discuss E. coli
virulence mutation probabilities. If men in the former
Yugoslavia considered multiple acts of gang rape of civilian
women justified acts of war, how could there be rational
discussion of probabilities of sexual transmission of disease?

Still, the scientists pushed on, determined to remain cool in
the face of global disarray, perhaps because of the chaos which
threatened to abet the microbes. Studies demonstrated the
rapid spread of disease among refugees and the emergence of
antibiotic-resistant bacteria and drug-resistant parasites in such
clusters of humanity.135 The health risks of famine were
carefully tallied.136

A concern shared by all public health observers was the
shift globally from low-intensity geopolitical nuclear
confrontation to high-intensity local conflicts. While the
former had posed the threat of thermonuclear war, little actual
conflict occurred. With the fall of the Berlin Wall dawned an
era of extremely high-intensity conventional and guerrilla
conflict which took a tremendous toll on civilian populations:
direct losses of life, homelessness, refugee migrations,
demolition of basic infrastructures, destruction of hospitals,
and, in some cases, pointed deliberate assassinations of health
providers.

When such conflicts occurred in developing countries, they
created new possibilities for reemergence of old scourges such
as typhus, cholera, tuberculosis, and measles—the classic
wartime opportunists. Where sex became an economic
component of strife, microbes that could exploit sexual
transmission emerged. And along the peripheries of human
battle and despair lurked the unexpected. In the flora and fauna
of remote ecospheres they resided, human events affording
them ever-greater opportunities for jumping from their ancient
hosts to the warring Homo sapiens.
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Searching for Solutions

PREPAREDNESS, SURVEILLANCE,
AND THE NEW UNDERSTANDING

I don’t even recognize the CDC anymore.
It’s a bunch of politicized pencil-pushers
who make all the decisions without ever
hitting the ground, never going into the
field, never seeing things up close. I’m
sick of it. I quit.

—Joe McCormick, March 1993

 

Joe McCormick? I’m not familiar with
that name, and I’ve asked around—
nobody around here has ever heard of
him. You’re the first reporter I know of
who’s ever asked for him. Are you sure he
works at CDC?
—a public relations spokesperson for CDC,

January 1993

 

The lesson I learned in Cairo still applies.
The only way to deal with bureaucrats is
with stealth and sudden violence.

—United Nations Secretary-General
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, 1993

 

 

 On April 6, 1994, an airplane was shot down over Rwanda
during the final leg of its flight from Tanzania to the Rwandan
capital, Kigali. Aboard the plane were Rwandan President



Juvénal Habyarimana and President Cyprien Ntaryamira of
Burundi.

Three weeks later the carnage following the deaths of the
two heads of state was staggering. Long-standing ethnic,
economic, political, and cultural hatreds between the two
nationalities living in the region, the better-educated Tutsis and
the far more numerous and historically less advantaged Hutus,
erupted in Rwanda and threatened the stability of neighboring
Burundi. Tutsi rebel forces, reportedly backed by the
Museveni government of Uganda, surged toward Kigali. The
Hutu-dominated government forces and gangs of Hutu thugs
responded by slaughtering Tutsi civilians living in the capital
in a manner so wanton and barbaric that the global community
was flabbergasted. Images of young Rwandan men filled
television newscasts: men who grabbed innocent children,
slashed off their heads with machetes, and then turned
unashamedly to international camera crews, grinning and
shouting in triumph.

The Tutsi rebel forces retaliated with equally brutal
massacres of Hutu civilians living in the Rwandan
countryside.

By April’s end, with the carnage still continuing, the United
Nations estimated that anywhere from 100,000 to 500,000
civilians had been slaughtered, and more than a million had
fled their homes in search of safe havens. On April 29 more
than a quarter of a million Rwandan refugees poured across
the corpse-laden Kagera River into Tanzania during a twenty-
five-hour period, making it the largest short-term refugee
migration in world history. Tens of thousands more made their
way to Zaire, Uganda, and Burundi.

In international relief tents they awaited their uncertain
futures, huddled against the rain upon muddy hillsides located
less than two degrees below the equator.

In 1989 the HIV infection rate among young adults living in
Kigali exceeded 30 percent, and WHO observers were certain
that it had continued to escalate radically over the four
subsequent years. In rural Rwanda, however, HIV rates were
below 10 percent. The lines between urban and rural



Rwandans blurred with the refugee exodus, however, and the
people poured into areas of Tanzania and Uganda that ranked
as the most hard-hit rural AIDS centers in the entire world.
International health officials made an anxious prediction: if the
populations remained uprooted for weeks or months on end,
and refugee poverty promoted prostitution, another explosive
surge in the Lake Victoria region’s already horrendous AIDS
epidemic would ensue. Before that could transpire, however,
cholera would come, spread as people drew their water from
rivers clogged with rotting corpses.

What else lurked in the refugees’ new environs? If a novel
epidemic appeared, was the international public health
community prepared to handle the crisis?

 

Five years earlier, just before Christmas 1989, some 800
tropical disease experts gathered in Honolulu for the annual
meeting of the American Society of Tropical Medicine and
Hygiene. They staged an extraordinary war games scenario,
envisioning a horrendous epidemic in a mythical African
region. The hope was that such a role-playing scenario would
reveal weaknesses in the public health emergency system that
could later be corrected.

What transpired was an event eerily prescient of the
Rwandan crisis. And an event that proved disheartening.

In the war games scenario three mythical equatorial African
countries, designated Changa, Lubawe, and Basangani, were
interlocked in a crisis that threatened Homo sapiens
worldwide. Civil war inside Changa had devolved into brutal,
high-intensity struggle, with both sides in the ethnically
divided dispute venting their hatred upon innocent civilians.
Over six months’ time an estimated 125,000 civilians had been
slaughtered, virtually the entire national infrastructure
destroyed, and about a quarter of a million people had fled into
neighboring Lubawe and Basangani.

Most of the refugees were in a squalid encampment in
Basangani, less than a mile from the Changa border.
Conditions were atrocious, with drug-resistant malaria,



malnutrition, and tuberculosis rampant. Some 25 percent of
the adult refugees were HIV-positive. An international relief
effort was under-way, with physicians, nurses, and advisers
from all over the world treating the ailing refugees. In
addition, a United Nations peacekeeping force, comprised of
military personnel from the U.S., France, Italy, Finland, the
U.K., and Malaysia, was guarding the Basangani and Lubawe
borders, protecting the refugees from possible Changan
attacks.

As key scientists played their roles in Honolulu, a terrible
epidemic unfolded among the refugees, multinational health
providers, and UN forces. Before it was even noticed, ailing
individuals infected with a mysterious microbe had traveled to
the U.S., the Philippines, Thailand, Germany, and neighboring
African countries.

And although every imaginable effort was made to swiftly
identify and control the mysterious microbe, within a month a
global pandemic of what appeared to be an airborne, nearly-
100-percent-lethal virus was underway.

Antibody tests were positive for Ebola, and Karl Johnson,
who took part in the war games scenario, declared, “You say
this might be a mutant strain of Ebola that is respiratorily
transmitted. Well, if that is the case, it would be very close to
Andromeda” (named for the Michael Crichton medical thriller
The Andromeda Strain). “You may say ‘ridiculous,’ but I don’t
think we can disregard that possibility,” Johnson said. “It was,
and still is, a potential.”

Audience members in Honolulu began murmuring to one
another. Though all knew it was only a scenario, tension was
high because it bore such a close resemblance to past disease
emergences.

Ebola was a particular sticking point for infectious disease
experts in December 1989 because just a month prior to their
Honolulu gathering the virus broke out in a primate colony
located in Reston, Virginia. Ebola, the scourge of Yambuku
and N’zara, had surfaced in the United States.



Fortunately the Reston Ebola outbreak involved a strain of
the virus that, though highly lethal to monkeys, was harmless
for Homo sapiens. Nevertheless, there had been a few tense
days in Virginia when scientists weren’t sure what they had on
their hands, and fear ran high.

Ebola, therefore, was very much on the minds of the 800
experts gathered in Honolulu. Though the tropical sun and
Waikiki beaches beckoned, nobody left the cavernous hotel
conference room. The Reston outbreak had shocked these
experts into taking the question of readiness very seriously.

Unfortunately, what the war games revealed was an
appalling state of nonreadiness. Overall, the mood in Honolulu
after five hours was grim, even nervous.1 The failings,
weaknesses, and gaps in preparedness were enormous.

There were no prepackaged infectious disease hospitals
anywhere in the United States or at WHO in Geneva that were
ready at a moment’s notice to be airlifted into an epidemic.
Virtually no civilian hospitals in the United States were
equipped to handle a highly contagious, lethal microbe, either
in patients or inside petri dishes in their laboratories.

Only one permanent maximum-containment facility existed
inside the U.S. Public Health Service system, and the vast
network of overseas high-security laboratories that had been
run by the Rockefeller Foundation and the CDC no longer
existed. The Public Health Service and WHO would,
therefore, be forced in such an epidemic crisis to choose
between two unsavory options: deploying all security research
capabilities and personnel to the epidemic site, thus putting
large numbers of personnel at risk; or shipping all the patients,
blood samples, and tissue biopsies to the CDC’s P4 laboratory,
the Institut Pasteur, and Fort Detrick, risking the chance of
civilian exposure should samples break open during transport.

In the 1960s when biological warfare research was
underway in the United States and the Soviet Union, both the
U.S. military and the civilian Public Health Service
maintained supplies of special respirators that used ultraviolet
light to decontaminate air before it was inhaled. “Where are
those masks now?” Johnson asked. “Does anybody know?”



None of the experts had the slightest idea.

Johnson noted that no one in either the military or the
civilian sector in the scenario wore protective “space suits” or
respirators. “I hope that’s not a mistake,” he said, using a tone
of voice that indicated he felt that it was, indeed, a grave error.

Malaria expert Dr. Ruth Nussenzweig of the New York
University Medical Center complained about the “paucity of
expertise in this situation.” And she asked out loud the
question many had murmured throughout the scenario: “Who
should be in charge in such a situation? Who knows enough to
make these kinds of decisions?”

General Philip Russell, then commanding general of the
U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command,
said that in the Army the expertise “just isn’t there, and the
military is now strained far beyond the breaking point. The
armed forces of the U.S. are organized for the defense of the
country and are not organized for civilian medical
emergencies.” Military supplies of tropical disease vaccines,
medicines, and diagnostic equipment were limited, Russell
said, and probably could not be shared with the civilian sector
in such an emergency.

Even in 1989, before the pace of military budget cutting
would become frenetic, the Pentagon had just two portable
biological containment facilities, which during the war games
scenario were deployed to Fort Bragg and Fort Campbell to
handle ailing U.S. soldiers just returned from Basangani. With
only one such facility available in the civilian sector, the
United States was ill prepared to deal with an epidemic if
contagion was spreading in more than three locations.

“The bottom line is that we have insufficient expert
manpower to sustain appropriate levels of health care, and
inadequate supplies,” Russell concluded in Honolulu. “In this
situation we would have to put very junior people in and hope
they learn very, very fast.”

International agencies would not be in a position to
significantly augment U.S. expertise and supplies in a crisis
such as was depicted in the scenario, Dr. Adetukunbo Lucas



said in Honolulu. As the former head of WHO’s infectious
disease control efforts (and now with the Harvard School of
Public Health), Lucas was familiar with the capabilities of the
various UN agencies and nongovernmental relief
organizations. “At all times the infectious disease unit at WHO
is running on a shoestring,” he told the Honolulu assemblage.
WHO’s role would be limited to controlling international
dissemination of information about the epidemic and
smoothing out any political difficulties between authorities
from the nations involved.

That situation, too, would worsen after 1989. By the time
former U.S. Army scientist Jim LeDuc would in 1993 take
command of WHO emergency responses to viral outbreaks,
his entire annual budget would be a mere $25,000. “In a real
crisis,” LeDuc would say in 1993, “I’d spend that in the first
fifteen minutes.”

Canada had always assumed that the United States would
handle such an emergency: “We have always counted on you,”
Dr. Robert Wydess of Health and Welfare Canada said to his
U.S. colleagues gathered in Honolulu, “and I am shocked to
discover that you aren’t prepared.”

Expertise in tropical disease was dwindling in the United
States. Of the roughly 1,000 members of the American Society
of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene the majority were retired or
approaching retirement age. “There is no question that human
resources are dwindling,” Dr. Stephanie Sagabiel of the
National Academy of Sciences said. “There is a real dearth of
shoeleather scientists with actual experience of working in the
tropics.”

The CDC’s Duane Gubler and Joe McCormick had
separately reached the conclusion that America and Europe no
longer offered the kinds of training that would leave the world
another generation of “disease cowboys.” Everybody was
overly specialized, they argued, unable to handle themselves in
a crisis that required a broad range of skills.

“Twenty years ago field epidemiologists were the real
article,” Gubler explained. “They could do it all: field study on
the ground, laboratory work, organism isolation, vector



analysis. There’s a paucity of that now. And I can’t understand
it, really. To me what’s sexy is to go out in the field—that’s
where the excitement is. Maybe I’m a romantic, but to me
what’s hot is going out, kicking around in the field, and seeing
a disease in its natural ecology.”

The problem was money, or the lack thereof. Any bright
twenty-five-year-old junior scientist could see that there was
no financial future in preparing to be a “disease cowboy.” At
Harvard University, Dr. John David ran the Department of
Tropical Public Health and spent increasing amounts of his
time trying to find words of encouragement for his students
and young faculty.

“I tell them, ‘First you have to decide, do you want to do
biomedical research, practice medicine, or do research in
developing countries, fieldwork,’” David said, noting that it
would be almost impossible to have it all in the 1990s. “If you
want to do it badly, you’d better realize there will be a lot of
sacrifice. A bright young person could be trained very quickly
here in epidemiology or health policy for developing
countries, but where would he get a job?

“It’s a big problem now, and people are leaving the field.
It’s a very hard time to recruit people to the field. And it’s very
discouraging. I have faculty people here say to me, ‘Look, if I
don’t get a grant this time I’m going to have to go to industry.’
And they have gone, many of them.

“There’s no reason to be particularly optimistic about these
problems,” David concluded.

Had the Honolulu scenario been reality, had an airborne
Ebola virus broken out in a genuine refugee crisis as depicted,
less than ten days after its apparent emergence the virus would
have been carried by infected relief workers and soldiers from
its Basangani epicenter to the following locations: Bangkok,
Manila, Frankfurt, Geneva, Fayetteville, Washington, D.C.,
New York, Honolulu, and Fort Detrick, Maryland. Quarantine
and isolation procedures would have to be strictly adhered to
in each location where people interacted with the infected
travelers. In addition, since most of the civilian travelers from
Basangani flew aboard standard commercial airlines, WHO



would need to mount an immediate international effort to trace
all passengers who had flown on more than ten
intercontinental flights. As the experience nearly two decades
earlier with the U.S. Peace Corps volunteer infected with
Lassa had shown,2 such passenger tracings, health
examinations, and quarantines were both monumentally
difficult to perform and extremely expensive. Most
participants in the Honolulu exercise were frankly skeptical
that such an effort could be mounted before the virus became
pandemic in scope.

Two years after the Honolulu war games Russell would be
out of a job, as would most of the experienced scientists who
had served under his command, victims of DOD cutbacks. The
military’s preparedness for such medical emergencies would
only worsen after the 1989 war games in Honolulu.

U.S. military preparedness was put to the test in the Persian
Gulf war. In that case several months of diplomatic saber
rattling would precede actual combat, providing the
Department of Defense with ample time to construct portable
operating theaters, quarantine units, “space suits,” respirators,
and other gear to withstand Saddam Hussein’s alleged
biological weaponry.

But biowarfare would never break out, so the Defense
Department would never know whether or not the equipment
would have stood up to anthrax, plague, Ebola, or whatever
microbe was hurled at U.S. troops. Physicians working in the
facilities would complain, however, of the damage wrought by
the Saudi desert sands that would find their way inside all the
portable hospitals and operating theaters, into the high-tech
equipment, and onto complaining patients. Grains of sand
were considerably larger than bacterial and viral microbes.

 

If recent history hadn’t offered ample evidence, a startling
reminder of the difficulties inherent in trying to limit the
spread of emerging microbes in the era of jet travel came from
the Reston Ebola outbreak among research monkeys. The
incident showed that in a week’s time hundreds of people on
four continents could be exposed to an apparently new



microbe, well before authorities were aware of its existence.
Though the particular strain of virus involved in the outbreak
at Hazelton Research Products, Inc., in Reston, Virginia, later
proved harmless to human beings, public health experts were
stunned, and a little bit frightened. What if it had been a
human pathogen?

Jim Meegan, who in 1989 filled the emergency response
slot at WHO that would later be Jim LeDuc’s posting, had
been responsible for tracing the international aspects of the
Reston monkey Ebola outbreak. The Reston incident bared all
the public health system’s weaknesses, and the naked truth
was deeply disturbing to the scientific community.

The chain of events began on October 21, 1989, at the
Ferlite Company in the Philippines, an animal distribution
center. One hundred cynomolgus monkeys were shipped from
Manila in the cargo hold of a KLM commercial airliner; their
ultimate destination was New York City.

On October 24 the monkeys arrived at the Hazelton Primate
Center in Reston, Virginia, and within two weeks the
caretakers noticed an unusually high die-off rate among the
group, according to General Philip Russell. “By November 10
we began to suspect some sort of hemorrhagic fever was
killing these animals off,” and they took steps to quarantine
the infected animals.

By December over 50 monkeys had died of the disease and
300 had been euthanized to control the epidemic. Blood tests
showed that the monkeys carried two viruses: the simian
hemorrhagic fever virus, which was not infectious to humans,
and Ebola, which usually was.3 Inside the Hazelton facility
and nearby Fort Detrick, where Army scientists were trying to
figure out what was causing the monkey die-off, panic
reigned. Every sniffle, headache, or fever that struck the
personnel was taken as a sign of a possible spread from the
monkeys to humans. And it was the flu season, so many
researchers had some symptoms of illness.

Urgent detective work began, headed by Meegan and Joe
McCormick, then head of the CDC’s Special Pathogens lab.
Where possible, every human being and animal that might



have come in contact with the monkeys was examined for
infection. Unfortunately, testing in the Philippines was delayed
because a rebel uprising made it impossible for CDC
investigators to reach the Ferlite Company, located well
outside Manila in an area under guerrilla siege.

When Meegan tried to guess how many Homo sapiens had
been exposed to the cynomolgus monkeys before they reached
Reston, he came up with sobering numbers. He warned his
colleagues at the Honolulu gathering to pay close attention to
the message hidden behind the numbers: namely, that
epizootic events could instantly lead to global pandemics if the
microbes possessed the ability to infect human beings. As he
described the chain of events, General Russell tried to keep a
mental tally of how many human beings could have been
exposed to the monkey virus and might—had it been a
microbe that was dangerous to humans—have fallen ill and/or
spread it to others.

The human exposure trail began at the Ferlite Company,
where more than a dozen employees handled the animals, and
proceeded to the Manila Airport. There, the boxed animals
rested in a hangar prior to enplaning, and were fed and
watered by a small staff of caretakers. The animals were
loaded onto the airplane mechanically, but their plywood
boxes were positioned by two cargo men prior to takeoff. It
did not appear that additional personnel were exposed to the
monkeys during flight stopovers in Bangkok and Dubai.

But in Amsterdam the animals were off-loaded manually by
a team of cargo handlers who, without wearing gloves or
protection of any kind, carried the monkeys in their boxes to
automated delivery conveyer belts. The animals were then
housed inside one of the world’s largest animal hostels,
located in the Amsterdam airport and operated by KLM. More
than 23,000 monkeys per year were housed for a day or longer
in the KLM facility, species of all types, coming from all over
the world.

Stacked near the Philippine monkeys were two monkeys
from Ghana that were destined for delivery in Mexico, and
another group of African animals bound for Moscow. During



their stay in the hostel the Philippine animals shared a
common water source, and caretakers fed and monitored the
animals, moving around the monkey area without wearing
masks or changing gloves.

After their Amsterdam stay was completed, the animals
were hand-carried aboard another KLM aircraft, potentially
exposing an additional crew of cargo loaders. Hours later the
plane landed at JFK International Airport in New York City,
where yet another crew of cargo handlers was potentially
exposed to the animal viruses. The monkeys were stored in the
massive JFK animal holding center, through which more than
50,000 animals were processed every month. They were
tended to by animal caretakers who, as had been the case with
their KLM counterparts in Amsterdam, took few special
precautions to protect themselves from potential primate
microbes. Outside the animal center was the huge airport,
which typically handled close to 28 million human passengers
a year, coming from or bound for nearly every other
international airport in the world.

Even as CDC investigators began screening employees at
Hazelton Research Products in Reston and at JFK, word came
down that an unusual die-off of cynomolgus monkeys was
occurring in another research colony, in Philadelphia. Those
animals also came from the Philippines, via JFK, arriving in
Philadelphia on November 28, 1989.4 And three other
shipments of Philippine monkeys that arrived in the United
States between November 1989 and March 1990 were found
to contain animals that were infected with the Reston virus. At
least 173 people working in the various monkey centers were
potentially exposed.5

The CDC found that five animal handlers working in the
primate centers and one employee of the animal center at JFK
had developed antibodies to the Reston virus, indicating that
they had probably been infected.6

U.S. Army researchers maintained a fairly high level of
concern about the Reston virus well past the New Year, but Joe
McCormick and his CDC crew at the Special Pathogens
Branch had long since decided that the microbe was harmless



to human beings. And they had good reasons to be dismissive:
McCormick was one of fewer than ten scientists on earth who
had ever witnessed an Ebola epidemic and studied patients
who were afflicted by the virus. Working with McCormick
was British physician Susan Fisher-Hoch, who had studied
Ebola extensively, first at England’s Porton Down Laboratory
and later at the CDC. And McCormick’s group had just
completed genetic sequencing of key portions of the
dangerous human Ebola virus.7

“This is not a dangerous pathogen,” McCormick and Fisher-
Hoch repeatedly said, despite continued panic at Fort Detrick.
They were thoroughly convinced that the Reston virus posed
no threat to human beings.

But that wasn’t satisfactory for the New York State
Department of Health. The agency was appalled to learn of the
apparent infection of an airport employee, particularly given
that 80 percent of all research primates legally imported into
the United States passed through JFK. There was also grave
concern that the Ebola-like virus might not be limited to
monkeys from the Philippines. CDC tests showed that 10
percent of all African and Asian monkeys had antibodies to
filoviruses, the class of viruses that included Ebola and
Marburg.

Accordingly, the New York Commissioner of Health, David
Axelrod, decreed that effective at 12:01 a.m., March 23, 1990,
no more monkeys could come through facilities located in the
state of New York without documented evidence of sixty prior
days of quarantine outside the United States and the
understanding that an additional sixty days of quarantine
would be required before commercial sale or research use of
the animals would be permitted.8

The state’s action forced the CDC’s hand, and a flurry of
edicts and national meetings followed. The public health
community was reminded of the 1967 Marburg disaster, of a
1989 outbreak of simian hemorrhagic fever virus in New
Mexico State University’s primate center, and of the 1989
death of a laboratory worker at the International Research and
Development Corporation in Mattawan, Michigan, who caught



the simian herpes B virus from a Chinese monkey. There were
loud calls for a full ban on the importing of wild monkeys.9

CDC director William Roper revoked the import licenses of
the three biggest primate businesses—Hazelton, Worldwide
Primates of Miami, and Charles River Primates Corporation of
Port Washington, New York—setting off a loud outcry from
the research community. 10 With AIDS researchers charging
that the actions were bringing their efforts to a halt, and drug
companies claiming that the CDC’s steps amounted to a ban
on pharmaceutical research and development, the federal
agency was caught in the middle. The standoff dragged on
until June, when CDC surveys of randomly obtained human
blood samples revealed that many people who had never been
near monkeys—including lifelong residents of the state of
Alaska—had antibodies in their blood that would neutralize
the Reston virus in a test tube.11 The finding greatly reduced
the significance of the infections seen in people exposed to the
Philippine monkeys.

Later studies by McCormick, Fisher-Hoch, and their
colleagues in the Special Pathogens Branch of the CDC
showed that most monkeys survived even high experimental
doses of infection with the Philippine virus, and that all
survivors (27 of 42 animals) completely cleared virus from
their bodies, as measured by PCR.12 They also showed that the
relative dangers of filoviruses varied dramatically depending
upon whether they originated in Asia or Africa: African Ebola-
like viruses were far more lethal.13

Despite reassuring findings about the low pathogenicity of
the Reston virus, the scientific community had experienced a
rude awakening. Monkey importers were back in full
operation by July 1990, but under far more stringent testing
and quarantine guidelines. The CDC and WHO were forced to
reexamine the primate handling guidelines that had been
issued twenty years earlier, in response to the Marburg
outbreak. The airline industry, which had briefly refused to
participate in further transport of primates, resumed animal
shipping, but with a new sense of the risks involved.

 



The Honolulu war games exercises and the Reston virus
incident were pieces in a larger picture of sharply heightened
concerns in some scientific circles about preparedness for
confronting the emergences of new disease. Five major U.S.
government studies addressed the issue between 1988 and
1994.14

In addition, several international agencies and organizations
addressed various aspects of the emerging disease
preparedness issue.15

These reports, though produced by different groups of
scientists and physicians, shared a sense of urgency and
despair over the status of public health infrastructures and
infectious diseases research in the United States and Europe.
The solutions varied strikingly, however, reflecting the
agendas of the various institutions involved.

American scientists, particularly virologists and those who
were practitioners of the fledgling field of microbial ecology,16

tended to support large-scale monitoring and surveillance
schemes. Satellites, biological containment laboratories,
computers, and PCR devices were the tools they hoped to use
to spot changes in ecologies that might promote microbial
emergences. Failing that, they hoped to be equipped to swoop
in with a scientific rapid strike force that would identify and
destroy emerging microbes before an outbreak progressed to
an epidemic.

The most ambitious of these proposals, ProMED,17

sponsored by the Federation of American Scientists, was the
brainchild of Stephen Morse. In his claustrophobic, cluttered
office at Rockefeller University, the bearded, bespectacled
driven Morse burned midnight oil for years searching for
answers to how best to help humanity stay one step ahead of
the microbes.18 When he and Nobel laureate Joshua Lederberg
discussed that matter for hours on end in 1988 while planning
the historic 1989 “Emerging Viruses” conference, Morse
thought a fairly modest approach would suffice. Resurrecting
the old Rockefeller Foundation international network of
tropical laboratories would, he then thought, provide adequate
protection.



But as the enormity of the scope of the emerging disease
problem became apparent, the scale of Morse’s envisioned
surveillance net grew. The ProMED scheme involved a vast
international network of monitoring systems that would keep
an eye on diseases emerging not just in hospitals and clinics
but also in agricultural crops, livestock, wild-caught animals,
and sampled water supplies. The system Morse imagined
would serve as a watchdog not only for natural emergences but
also for uses of biological weapons.

Such a far-flung network could only work if supported
politically by the United Nations. Accordingly, Morse and his
ProMED colleagues, drawn from the ranks of biologists from
all over the world, convened at WHO headquarters in Geneva
during September 1993 in hopes of mustering more formal
support for the initiative.

“The perception is growing that more needs to be done to
prevent the emergence of new epidemics,” the Federation of
American Scientists’ Dr. Barbara Rosenberg told the
gathering. “This perception comes from both the bioweapons
and public health communities … . There is a deep worldwide
undercurrent of concern about emerging diseases, and an
obvious need to develop a comprehensive, global plan.”

D. A. Henderson, who had once led efforts to eradicate
smallpox, told the Geneva gathering that “there is a growing
belief that mankind’s wellbeing, and perhaps even our survival
as a species, will depend on our ability to detect emerging
diseases … . Where would we be today if HIV were to become
an airborne pathogen? And what is there to say that a
comparable infection might not do so in the future?”

Years earlier, Karl Johnson had voiced darker concerns.
After conversing at length with colleagues at a tropical
diseases meeting in Seattle, he pulled Joe McCormick and a
reporter aside, drawing the pair into a cranny away from
crowds.

“I worry about all this research on virulence,” Johnson had
said, his tone deadly serious. “It’s only a matter of months—
years, at most—before people nail down the genes for
virulence and airborne transmission in influenza, Ebola, Lassa,



you name it. And then any crackpot with a few thousand
dollars’ worth of equipment and a college biology education
under his belt could manufacture bugs that would make Ebola
look like a walk around the park.”

With genetic engineering it was a simple enough matter to
insert genes coding for just about anything into the DNA or
RNA of a virus.19 Johnson believed that discovery of the
Ebola genes for hemorrhagic disease could lead to their
insertion into a virus, such as influenza or measles, that was
adapted for respiratory transmission. And he wasn’t alone
among biologists in expressing that concern.20

By 1993 some 125 nations had signed the Bioweapons
Convention,21 yet the agreement had no teeth.

As a result, scientists living in countries with historic border
and regional tensions worried that even a poor, backward
nation could develop bugs that would produce famine by
wiping out crops, cause widespread veterinary or human
disease, or target economically crucial commodity crops to
cripple a rival’s economy.

“It can easily be done,” Dr. A. N. Mukhopadyay said in
Geneva. As dean of agriculture for G. S. Pant University in
Pantnagar (Nainital), India, Mukhopadyay was particularly
concerned that tensions between India and its neighbors could
lead some country in the Indian subcontinent to carry out
agricultural sabotage against its enemies. “This is not science
fiction,” he said.

Barbara Rosenberg asserted that biological weapons posed
special diplomatic problems not encountered with their nuclear
or chemical counterparts. “None of the equipment is so high-
tech that it could not be homemade by any nation intent on
developing BW capacity,” she warned, adding that “no nation
is immune to the dangers.”

Microbiologist Mark Wheelis, of the University of
California at Davis, was among those who believed that PCR
technology could be used to finger bioweapons culprits.

“It’s the molecular equivalent of finding the murderer’s
fingerprints on the gun,” Wheelis said, noting that even as



technology was creating new opportunities for bioweaponry, it
was also opening up novel options for detection and
deterrence.

The ProMED leaders ardently believed that the same
international mechanisms that would permit monitoring and
verification of bioweapons violations would also be ideal for
watchdogging natural emergences of dangerous microbes.

But that made many scientists from developing countries
nervous.

“I think a critical aspect of emerging disease questions is
global partnership. It is crucial, essential, for people living in
developing countries,” Dr. Natth Bhamarapravati, president
emeritus of Mahidol University in Bangkok, said. “We must
do nothing to undermine that sense of partnership.”

Japan’s Isao Arita, a former leader of smallpox eradication
efforts, felt that it was already extremely difficult to get past
nationalist and cultural suspicions in order to carry out entirely
beneficial programs, such as vaccination campaigns; if public
health efforts were linked with punitive arms enforcement
issues, many countries would deny access to both enterprises.

“The efforts must be separated,” Arita concluded.

If public health disease emergence were to be separately
executed on a global scale, what might a system look like, and
who—what agency—would be at its helm? Arita wasn’t sure.

Neither Arita nor D. A. Henderson were terribly
enthusiastic about the obvious solution—namely, handing over
control to the World Health Organization. After their
experiences leading the smallpox eradication efforts, both men
were fed up with WHO.

“We conquered smallpox in spite of WHO,” Henderson
said.

“By the time WHO realized there was an AIDS epidemic it
already existed on four continents,” Henderson added. “That’s
WHO preparedness and emergency response for you.”

But if WHO wasn’t adequate to the task, who, or what,
was?



Henderson felt that the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
was best suited for the job.

“WHO has pathetically few resources of its own,”
Henderson said.22 In addition, the Geneva headquarters was
often at odds with its scattered regional offices, which, he
asserted, were “staffed by one or two [virologists] only.
Inevitably, those who staff such units are prized more for their
administrative skills in bringing experts together rather than
for their own professional expertise … . I therefore see no
option but to acknowledge CDC as an international resource,
to fund it appropriately, and to acknowledge its mandate in
legislation.”

In Henderson’s view, worldwide preparedness could be
coupled structurally with such programs as the South
American polio eradication effort and UNICEF’s global
campaign to vaccinate the world’s children against the leading
preventable pediatric diseases. And active surveillance would
best be conducted through a series of fifteen tightly networked
tropical outpost laboratories, staffed by CDC scientists,
colleagues from local public health institutions in the host
country, and academic researchers drawn from some fifty U.S.
universities.

Henderson estimated that the entire system would cost $150
million per year to operate, adding, “Can we afford to invest in
such a program? A better question is whether we can afford
not to invest in a program that could be a determinant in our
own survival as a species.”

The Henderson proposal was similar to one that had been
outlined fifteen years earlier by Jordi Casals,23 and had over
the years received support from Tom Monath, Robert Shope,
Frederick Murphy,24 and most of the scientists who had played
roles in outbreaks of hemorrhagic or arboviral diseases.25 It
was formally endorsed by the U.S. Institute of Medicine.26

In response to the Institute of Medicine’s report on
emerging diseases, the CDC gave Dr. Ruth Berkelman the task
of formulating plans for surveillance and rapid response to
emerging diseases. For a year and a half Berkelman



coordinated an exhaustive effort, identifying weaknesses in
CDC systems and outlining a new, improved system of disease
surveillance and response.

Berkelman and her collaborators discovered a long list of
serious weaknesses and flaws in the CDC’s domestic
surveillance system and determined that international
monitoring was so haphazard as to be nonexistent. For
example, the CDC for the first time in 1990 attempted to keep
track of domestic disease outbreaks using a computerized
reporting system linking the federal agency to four state health
departments. Over a six-month period 233 communicable
disease outbreaks were reported. The project revealed two
disturbing findings: no federal or state agency routinely kept
track of disease outbreaks of any kind, and once the pilot
project was underway the ability of the target states to survey
such events varied radically. Vermont, for example, reported
outbreaks at a rate of 14.1 per one million residents versus
Mississippi’s rate of 0.8 per million.27

Minnesota state epidemiologist Dr. Michael Osterholm
assisted the CDC’s efforts by surveying the policies and
scientific capabilities of all fifty state health departments. He
discovered that the tremendous variations in outbreak and
disease reports reflected not differences in the actual incidence
of such occurrences in the respective states, but enormous
discrepancies in the policies and capabilities of the health
departments.28 In the United States all disease surveillance
began at the local level, working its way upward through state
capitals and, eventually, to CDC headquarters in Atlanta. If
any link in the municipal-to-federal chain was weak, the entire
system was compromised. At the least, local weaknesses could
lead to a skewed misperception of where problems lay: states
with strong reporting networks would appear to be more
disease-ridden than those that simply didn’t monitor or report
any outbreaks. At the extreme, however, the situation could be
dangerous, as genuine outbreaks, even deaths, were
overlooked.

What Osterholm and Berkelman discovered was that nearly
two decades of government belt tightening, coupled with



decreased local and state revenues due to both taxation
reductions and severe recessions, had rendered most local and
regional disease reporting systems horribly deficient, often
completely unreliable. Deaths were going unnoticed.
Contagious outbreaks were ignored. Few states really knew
what was transpiring in their respective microbial worlds.

“A survey of public health agencies conducted in all states
in 1993 documented that only skeletal staff exists in many
state and local health departments to conduct surveillance for
most infectious diseases,” the research team concluded. The
situation was so bad that even diseases which physicians and
hospitals were required by law to report to their state agencies,
and the states were, in turn, legally obligated to report to CDC,
were going unrecorded. AIDS surveillance, which by 1990
was the best-funded and most assiduously followed of all CDC
disease programs, was at any given time underreported by a
minimum of 20 percent. That being the case, officials could
only guess about the real incidences in the fifty states of such
ailments as penicillin-resistant gonorrhea, vancomycin-
resistant enterococcus, E. coli 0157 food poisoning, multiply
drug-resistant tuberculosis, or Lyme disease. As more disease
crises cropped up, such as various antibiotic-resistant bacterial
diseases, or new types of epidemic hepatitis, the beleaguered
state and local health agencies loudly protested CDC proposals
to expand the mandatory disease reporting list—they just
couldn’t keep up.

Osterholm closely surveyed twenty-three state health
department laboratories and found that all but one had had a
hiring freeze in place since 1992 or earlier. Nearly half of the
state labs had begun contracting their work out to private
companies, and lacked government personnel to monitor the
quality of the work.29 In a dozen states there was no qualified
scientist on staff to monitor food safety, despite the enormous
surge in E. coli and Salmonella outbreaks that occurred
nationwide during the 1980s and early 1990s.

At the international level the situation was even worse. The
CDC’s Jim LeDuc, working out of WHO headquarters in
Geneva, in 1993 surveyed the thirty-four disease detection
laboratories worldwide that were supposed to alert the global



medical community to outbreaks of dangerous viral diseases.
(There was no similar laboratory network set up to follow
bacterial outbreaks or parasitic disease trends.) He discovered
shocking insufficiencies in the laboratories’ skills, equipment,
and general capabilities. Only half the labs could reliably
diagnose yellow fever; the 1993 Kenya epidemic undoubtedly
got out of control because of that regional laboratory’s failure
to diagnose the cause of the outbreak. For other microbes the
labs were even less prepared: 53 percent were unable to
diagnose Japanese encephalitis; 56 percent couldn’t properly
identify hantaviruses; 59 percent failed to diagnose Rift Valley
fever virus; 82 percent missed California encephalitis. For the
less common hemorrhagic disease-producing microbes, such
as Ebola, Marburg, Lassa, and Machupo, virtually no labs had
the necessary biological reagents to even try to conduct
diagnostic tests.

As a first line of defense against emerging diseases—at least
the viruses—LeDuc advocated a modest $1.8 million one-shot
program to upgrade all the laboratories and tighten the
WHONet voluntary reporting system that linked key hospitals
and medical systems worldwide.30 LeDuc’s proposal was
formally endorsed by WHO and a panel of disease experts
chaired by Joshua Lederberg on April 26, 1994. Months after
the proposal went out to the wealthy nations of the world
LeDuc was still waiting for some dollars, marks, yen, or other
solid currency.

Berkelman’s plan for bolstering CDC capabilities rested on
the successful funding of LeDuc’s global program, major
improvements in domestic surveillance programs in all tiers of
government, and vast advances in federal research,
infrastructure, laboratory efforts, training, and general
commitment to the problem.

That cost money: perhaps $125 million a year.31 And any
requests for funds immediately threw the fate of disease
surveillance and preparedness in the hands of politicians.
Thus, what began as a scientific concern ended up as fodder
for congressional debate at a time when legislators were under
public pressure to reduce the huge U.S. national debt.



Any vision of global health monitoring that ultimately
rested in the hands of a U.S. agency was bound to be
controversial in the court of international public opinion. The
CDC had a track record of playing that role reasonably well
for four decades with everything from Ebola to yellow fever.
And when a crisis occurred the first call WHO generally made
was to Atlanta.

But Francophile nations were likely to call the Institut
Pasteur, which also had an established track record,
particularly in West Africa. Members of the Commonwealth
were, similarly, likely to contact the London Institute of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. And nongovernmental
organizations, such as Médecins Sans Frontieres, Médecins du
Monde, the International Red Cross/Red Crescent, and Oxfam
were increasingly playing the role of disease early-warning
systems. It was Médecins Sans Frontieres, for example, that
spotted the 1992–93 epidemic of extremely lethal visceral
leishmaniasis in southern Sudan. With the country in a state of
civil war and virtually all public health systems having
collapsed, there was no Sudanese agency that was even
monitoring the health of people in the rebelheld south, much
less reporting disease outbreaks to Khartoum or Geneva. If not
for the outsiders—Médecins Sans Frontieres, in this case—the
epidemic, though it afflicted tens of thousands of people,
might well have remained invisible to the global public health
community.

Indeed, as the 1990s witnessed an overwhelming number of
high-intensity local conflicts between political, ethnic, and
religious rivals, it became apparent to organizations most
involved in relief work that no government-based disease
surveillance systems had a prayer of success in regions of
conflict. In 1993 alone, a massive measles epidemic swept
over war-torn Angola; the Luanda government officially
denied its existence. Médecins Sans Frontieres identified ten
populations at high risk for starvation and disease in 1993:
non-Muslim Sudanese (700,000 people at risk), Afghani
civilians (more than 10 million at risk), Tajikistani Muslims
(more than 300,000 of whom were refugees in a bloody,
ongoing civil war), Caucasus minorities (numbers not stated),



Liberian civilians (some 820,000 at high risk), Angolan
civilians (some 8 million imperiled by ongoing civil war),
Cambodian noncombatants (millions subject to drug-resistant
malaria and TB, as well as famine, in Khmer Rouge-held
western parts of the country), Bosnian civilians (more than a
million Muslims and Serbs endangered by ongoing civil war),
Nagorno-Karabakh (more than 700,000 refugees fleeing war
between Armenia and Azerbaijan), and Somalis.

All told, it seemed in 1993 that more than 21 million people
on earth were living under conditions ideal for microbial
emergence: denied governmental representation that might
improve their lot; starving; without safe, permanent housing;
lacking nearly all forms of basic health care and sanitation.

The situation only worsened in 1994, as more than two
million Rwandans fled their country, most of them ending up
in perilous refugee encampments lacking even the most
rudimentary sanitation or safe water supplies.

On June 17, 1993, Médecins Sans Frontières filed an
official protest with the United Nations Security Council,
documenting numerous examples in war-torn areas of relief
workers being endangered by local military forces, outlaw
gangs, or United Nations troops. Further, the group charged
that civilians were routinely denied access to hospitals and
medical care—in some cases hospitals were deliberately
targeted by warring forces.

By charter the United Nations was proscribed from doing
anything that might be viewed as disrespecting national
sovereignty. In times of crisis the UN interpreted that to mean
that its agencies—including WHO—could not intervene in a
nation without the official invitation of its recognized
government. Without such permission, WHO could no more
deploy a team of physicians to investigate an unusual disease
outbreak in Kigali than it could in Los Angeles or Paris.

For Jonathan Mann, Daniel Tarantola, and most of the other
former members of the Global Programme on AIDS, these
concerns only heightened their conviction that disease
emergence was inextricably bound to human rights. Mann
wanted the world community to examine ways to use already



existing human rights laws as leverage for UN and WHO
access to health-imperiled populations.

During the Cold War there were far fewer such civil wars
and nationalistic clashes because the superpowers imposed an
overriding layer of control over most global conflict. In the
absence of that global supervision, some governments felt free
to slaughter their own people, exterminate rival minorities,
eliminate all social (including medical) facilities for key
population groups, and deny the existence of disease.

While some emerging disease specialists spoke of setting up
NASA satellite networks to monitor rainfall and mosquito
populations, red tides, or rain forest destruction in order to
keep tabs on the microbes, physicians working in the midst of
crises argued that what was needed was far more fundamental.

“There will always be a need for an emergency response
effort, and that will probably always primarily mean the
CDC,” Joe McCormick argued. “But you need people on the
ground to spot these things first. You need a health care
system. And you need a place to call.”

If the government is your enemy—if you and your people
are victims of oppression—whom do you call?

“In candor, there is discomfort,” Henderson said. “I’m all
too conscious of the constraints that are upon us.”

Former CDC director Dr. William Foege felt that new
disease emergence was tightly linked to Thirdworldization: the
overall status of health care, immunizations, sanitation,
education, and total burden of disease in a society. Working
with the Atlanta-based Carter Center for International Peace,
Foege argued that structural adjustments ordered by the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund, coupled with a
genuine capital crisis following the fall of the Berlin Wall, had
severely worsened the human condition and improved odds for
the microbes. More than $178 billion a year was flowing from
the world’s poorest nations to the richest in the form of debt
payments, while a third of that amount (just under $60 billion)
flowed in the other direction in the forms of loans and foreign
aid.32



“This is a public health crisis,” Foege argued. “One trillion
dollars is spent on weapons annually. Of the fourteen million
kids who died in 1989, nine million [deaths] could have been
prevented for two and a half billion dollars. And that’s what’s
spent in the United States annually for cigarette advertising.”

Foege felt that international and domestic American health
were so thoroughly integrated by the 1990s due to
globalization of the microbes that it was impossible to ensure a
disease-free existence for people in North America and
Western Europe without providing similar assurances for
residents of Azerbaijan, Côte d’Ivoire, and Bangladesh.

As the world, and disease threats, became increasingly
complex, McCormick and Fisher-Hoch got fed up with both
the CDC and WHO. McCormick decried all the “desk
jockeys” and “pencil pushers” in Atlanta, Washington, Paris,
and Geneva. After years of battling Lassa, McCormick and
Fisher-Hoch saw civil war in Liberia and government
instability in Nigeria wash away all their efforts and outbreaks
of the rat-borne disease become commonplace. Having logged
a lifetime of fighting the microbes both in the laboratory and
dead center amid epidemics, McCormick had lost all patience.
He thought that the links between poverty, lack of basic health
care, ecological disturbances, and the emergence of dangerous
microbes were so obvious as to be basic tenets of public
health. Yet his kind of global thinking—and that of
Henderson, Johnson, Monath, and Foege —was no longer in
vogue at CDC and WHO or inside the federal health
bureaucracies in Washington, Paris, and London.

In the spring of 1993, McCormick and Fisher-Hoch left the
CDC, moving to Pakistan to do what they believed was the
last hope in the war against the microbes: train people in poor
countries to conduct their own microbial search-and-destroy
missions.

 

It might never be possible to routinely intercede in the
“trafficking” events Stephen Morse spoke of, spotting
epizootic or other emergences as they occurred and taking
steps to bring them to an immediate halt. For the near future it



seems that slow microbes such as HIV will continue to
successfully emerge globally because Homo sapiens have no
means for detecting organisms that enjoy years-long latency
periods: detection comes only after disease has appeared. Most
of the world is simply too bereft of infrastructure or too remote
for even rapidly appearing microbial events to be recognized
before full-scale outbreaks, or epidemics, have occurred.

Once emerged, however, a microbe could recirculate in a
small segment of the human population, producing only
occasional and isolated incidents of disease. As such, it could
exist for decades, even centuries, avoiding detection and
posing little immediate danger to society as a whole. Such,
undoubtedly, was the case with HIV-1, HTLV-I, HTLV-II,
Lassa, Muerto Canyon virus, Ebola, and many other microbes
whose existence came to be acknowledged following striking
disease outbreaks.

It might be possible to prevent full-scale epidemics,
however, by concentrating efforts on sites of amplification:
behaviors or conditions that assist microbes in making the leap
from emerging into handfuls of Homo sapiens to widespread
infection of a given human population. Concretely, amplifiers
might make the difference between an infection level of less
than 0.1 percent in a group of human beings and a 2 to 10
percent incidence of infection.

Unfortunately, the state of the art in research in the two
fields that could best identify amplifiers is primitive.
Behavioral science has long been looked down upon by those
who worked in the “hard sciences,” such as molecular biology
and physics. And medical microbial ecology is an all but
nonexistent discipline.

Nevertheless, from the information already amassed from
disease emergences—from Machupo to Muerto Canyon—it is
possible to identify several amplifiers.

At the top of the list in the 1990s has to be sex: specifically,
multiple partner sex. The terrifying pace of emergences and
reemergences of sexually transmitted diseases all over the
world since World War II is testimony to the role that highly
sexually active individuals, or places of sexual activity, play in



amplifying microbial emergences such as HIV-1, HIV-2, and
penicillin-resistant gonorrhea. Sex clubs, crack houses,
bathhouses, and brothels act as disease amplifiers.

Epidemiologist King Holmes of the University of
Washington in Seattle developed a mathematical equation that
described the role multiple partner sex played in amplifying
disease:

Ro = B X C X D

In Holmes’s equation, Ro was the rate at which infection
reproduced. A rate of 1 would represent a stagnant situation; if
Ro was greater than 1 the infection was spreading and an
epidemic was underway. The B in Holmes’s equation stood for
the mean efficiency of transmission of the microbe per sexual
contact. If B was a low number it signified that the microbe
wasn’t terribly contagious and the odds of becoming infected
through a single act of intercourse were low. A high B number
indicated that the organism was highly contagious.

The D in Holmes’s equation stood for duration of
infectiousness. Some microbes, such as herpes simplex, were
highly contagious only during brief episodes when an
individual might have sores around the genitalia that were
shedding herpes viruses. If such episodes lasted only a few
days, D would be a low number. The reverse would be the
case with HIV, which could be carried in an infectious state,
and transmitted sexually, for a period of more than a decade of
an individual’s life.

Finally, C reflected the mean number of sexual partners per
day. A monogamous, married individual might have a C of
less than 1, while a prostitute might have a C of 6.

What was immediately obvious in Holmes’s equation was
that human beings couldn’t do much to alter D or B—those
factors were under the microbes’ control. C, however, was an
entirely Homo sapiens issue.



If a sexually transmitted microbe was treatable, such as
gonorrhea or syphilis, C would serve to direct physicians and
public health authorities to logical sites for intervention. For
example, the city of Amsterdam has legal prostitution that,
though widespread, is not associated with a high level of
disease. The reason is that the city requires licensing of all
prostitutes and brothels, and regular medical checkups for
periodic relicensing. Any prostitute who comes up positive for
gonorrhea, for example, must cease working until cured.

For incurable diseases, such as HIV/AIDS, sexual
amplifiers—high C sites or individuals—can serve as key
targets for education and condom distribution. If, however,
such sites or people are marginalized by the larger society, it
may prove difficult, if not impossible, to effectively target
their activities. The history of social responses to HIV/AIDS
illustrates that banning or imprisoning people who, to use
Holmes’s terms, have high C factors only drives them away
from public health authorities; their C levels remain at the
same high numbers, and the epidemic continues spreading.

In addition, there is a gender difference in the ability of
individuals to control C, with men having an advantage due
both to their higher status in society and to their control of
condom use. In countries where female children can be sold
into prostitution or women are trapped in abusive marriages,
the denigrated the role of women is an important factor in
control of disease emergence.

UNICEF discovered during the 1970s that women were the
key to most successful public health interventions. The UN
agency found that the ability to get compliance with, for
example, child vaccination programs was directly correlated
with the educational status of the mother. Literate mothers
were more likely to comprehend the need for vaccines; women
who had completed secondary school were far more likely to
embrace a larger perspective of family health that included
planned births, hygiene, nutrition, regular doctor visits, and
prenatal care. Child survival rates and disease rates in families
directly paralleled maternal education levels.33 Conversely, a
woman who lacked education was less likely to appreciate the
roles improper immunizations, malnutrition, hygiene, drinking



water quality, and reused needles could play in the emergence
of disease.

Probably the most efficient amplifier was the reused
syringe. The Yambuku 1976 Ebola epidemic was grossly
amplified by the mission hospital’s use of five syringes on an
average of 300–600 patients per day.34 Though Ebola probably
emerged in or around the N’zara cotton factory in 1976 and
1979,35 it was amplified through reuse of nonsterile syringes
in local medical facilities.36 Tom Monath showed that yellow
fever was spread in Nigeria by injectionists—untrained men
who sold allegedly curative injections of all sorts of
concoctions. Operating openly in shopping areas, the
injectionists used the same unsterilized needle and syringe on
dozens of clients per day; if one of those clients had yellow
fever, subsequent clients were likely to be infected. Similar
injectionist practices were credited for amplifying outbreaks of
Lassa,37 hepatitis B, malaria, and HIV.

Reuse of syringes by members of the medical profession
was responsible for amplifying pediatric HIV outbreaks in
Romania and Russia. Improper syringe use has also played a
role in nosocomial amplification of antibiotic-resistant
bacterial emergences.38 Indeed, virtually any potentially
blood-borne microbe could be amplified through improper
medical use of syringes.39

Syringes used for the injection of heroin, cocaine,
amphetamines, morphine, or other illicit drugs have also
proven major disease amplifiers, spreading microbes that
include hepatitis B, delta virus, HIV, HTLV-I, HTLV-II,
Clostridium botulinum, Clostridium tetani, MRSA,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Pseudomonas cepacia, Serratia
marcescens, Candida albicans, and malaria.40

Countless studies carried out all over the world have
demonstrated that most injecting drug users would cease
sharing needles and syringes if alternative, sterile equipment
was available, particularly if paraphernalia laws were
rescinded or ignored by local police. When sterile equipment
was offered either through legal sale in pharmacies, via free
distribution programs, or through needle-for-needle



exchanges, users generally flocked to the supplies. And in
communities where needle sharing was discouraged either for
cultural reasons or by virtue of ready availability of sterile
supplies, the incidence of disease amplification was lower—
often markedly so.41 Microbes that emerged in the injecting
drug user population, and were amplified through needle
sharing, often spread to the general population via the blood
supply or hospital settings. Therefore, the lack of sterile
syringes for drug addicts appeared to represent a health threat
to society as a whole.

In much of the world, however, injecting drug users were
viewed as criminals, and provision of syringes and needles
was illegal.

“If needle exchange is creeping legalization of heroin,
which I think it is, then I’m opposed to it,” Federal Bureau of
Investigation’s officer Richard Held told a 1992 gathering of
public health experts.42 “The problem is crime and violence.
The problem is people living in fear. I think that’s a public
health issue.”

Former San Jose, California, chief of police Joseph
McNamara surveyed 488 judges, defense attorneys,
prosecutors, police chiefs, and police officers in 1992 on their
attitudes concerning criminalization of needles, syringes, and
narcotic drugs. Though McNamara’s survey was not
randomized, the results offered a perspective too striking to
dismiss. Nearly all those surveyed said the United States was
losing its war on drugs (96 percent of judges, 95 percent of
police officers, 85 percent of police chiefs): a war fought
almost entirely through the criminal justice system.

Meanwhile, heroin use increased in the United States during
the 1990s, having declined slightly during the 1980s. Public
health priorities remained a subject of heated debate in 1994,
pitting advocates of controversial programs such as needle
exchange against those who felt that needle availability would
lead to further increases in drug use.

Other devices designed to be inserted or implanted in the
human body had proven capable of serving as disease
amplifiers, usually in hospital or clinical settings. HIV,



hepatitis, malaria, cytomegalovirus, antibiotic-resistant
bacteria, Chagas’ disease, yellow fever, and numerous other
microbes had successfully exploited blood banks, transfusions,
and plasma markets to amplify their numbers markedly. The
dramatic rates of HIV and hepatitis B infection among the
world’s population of people with hemophilia offered striking
evidence of the rapidity with which the risk for infection by a
microbe that infects less than a tenth of a percent of the
general society can be amplified many times over through
multiple transfusions, decimating a whole generation of blood
recipients.

No one has ever attempted to calculate the global burden of
disease produced by nonsterile blood and syringes, but it is
surely in the tens of millions, on the basis of WHO reports of
rising blood-borne disease rates. It seemed reasonable to
conclude that an international campaign to provide sterile
syringes as needed, and clean up the blood and plasma
systems, would go a long way toward eliminating
amplification of emerging microbes. Both efforts are feasible:
there are no technical roadblocks, nor are the efforts terribly
expensive. What is lacking is political will.

In hospital and clinical settings there have been outbreaks of
a host of diseases in which an invasive device or medical
equipment served as an amplifier, creating foci for fulminant,
contagious infections or, through reuse, directly spreading
disease. For example, a shared medical inhalation device used
for prophylactic treatment of HIV-positive men in a Miami
outpatient clinic amplified a single MDR-TB infection many
times over, leading to a large, lethal outbreak.43

Outbreaks of multidrug-resistant bacteria and mycobacteria
have also resulted from amplification directly by medical
personnel,44 syringe or devise reuse,45 device packaging,46

septic catheters or IV lines,47 septic surgical procedures, often
involving contaminated implants of heart pacemakers, valves,
limbs, joints, or other devices,48 and respiratory assistance
equipment.49 In some cases an entire room—its walls, tables,
beds—could be so thoroughly saturated with microbes that the
physical setting itself served as an amplifier.50



When hospital-based amplification events occurred with
enough frequency, they could lead to endemic nosocomial
infection. In such cases the hospitals simply came to accept
that newly emergent microbes, for example, drug-resistant
bacteria, were permanent features of their environment, and
the microbes frequently found their way into the general
community. Such was the case for hepatitis B,51 vancomycin-
resistant enterococci, 52 respiratory syncytial virus,53 MRSA
(methicillin-resistant staphylococci),54 MR S. pneumoniae and
S. epidermis,55 fluoroquinolone-resistant Serratia and P.
aeruginosa, and a host of aminoglycosides-resistant bacterial
species.56

In addition, the use of air conditioning or recirculation
devices in otherwise airtight facilities has served to amplify
airborne infections. Whether the setting was an airplane,
nursing home, prison, or office building, the scenario was
always the same: constant recirculation of the same air
afforded small numbers of microbes enhanced opportunities to
infect human beings. Examples include influenza,57

tuberculosis,58 Legionnaires’ Disease, 59 measles, and
influenza.

Research into microbial ecology would help identify more
amplifiers, as well as measures that could be taken to mitigate
their effects. At Yale, Robert Shope was in 1993 trying to
develop ways to spot zoonotic events along the frontiers of
Homo sapiens encroachment upon rain forest areas. Harking
back to his earlier years studying Junín and Oropouche in
South America, Shope headed a team of scientists that was
studying human residents of small islands in the Amazon
River near Belém. Busily carving out farmland from the rain
forest, they were being monitored by Shope’s group for
evidence of novel viruses in their bloodstreams.

Carol Jenkins of the Papua New Guinea Institute of Medical
Research headed up a similar effort in that country, following
the health of people living in four comparable villages, two of
which were employed in large-scale logging and deforestation
efforts. Jenkins hoped to witness the emergence of newly
recognized microbes or disease trends among the villagers



most actively engaged in logging the previously pristine
tropical forests.60

Stanford University’s Gary Schoolnick came up with
another novel approach to monitoring disease emergence in
Mexico. He set up a modest molecular epidemiology
laboratory along the Mexico-Guatemala border and trained
local residents how to spot unusual diarrhea cases and collect
stool samples. The community straddled the Pan American
Highway, the primary artery connecting North and South
America. Every year millions of people journey from the
remote regions of the Southern Hemisphere up the highway to
jobs in the north. They carry their microbes with them—
microbes Schoolnick hopes to spot as they make their way to
the California and Texas borders.

In the microbe magnets—the world’s urban centers—
research is needed to determine which aspects of city life most
amplify microbial spread. For example, how strong is the
correlation between rising rat populations and disease? When,
in 1992–93, New York City had a 70 percent jump in reported
incidents of rats biting humans, was that a harbinger of coming
disease? When city budget cuts led to radical reductions in
rodent control programs, and rollbacks in garbage collection
left steady supplies of would-be food lying about sidewalks
protected only by plastic bags, could a surge in the rat
population have been anticipated? Would a surge in disease
follow? If New York City already had more than seven million
rats in 1992, what was the threshold for a public health crisis?
Ten million? Twenty million?61 Just how remote is the
possibility that Yersinia pestis could acquire broad powers of
antibiotic resistance, making the plague untreatable?

The same questions could be asked about unclean sewage,
nonchlorinated drinking water supplies, the role of air
pollution in enhancing human lung susceptibility to disease,
the role of open water containers in promoting mosquito
population growth, failures in urban vaccination programs,
over-crowded housing, homelessness, and a plethora of other
factors that affect—inversely—the quality of life for Homo
sapiens and microbes.



 

In 1991 Zambia became the first country to undergo a
hopeful revolution. With the flick of a switch the University of
Zambia Medical Library was on-line via satellite ground
station to data bases in medical libraries in the United States
and Canada. By the middle of 1993 eleven developing
countries were connected to medical data bases in the wealthy
world and to each other, via SatelLife. It was expected that six
more developing countries would be on-line by the close of
1994.62

The SatelLife movement was the brainchild of Nobel Peace
Prize winner Dr. Bernard Lown. Having led the International
Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War, Lown had
developed a vast network of medical associates all over the
world. And he recognized how desperately isolated physicians
and scientists were in developing countries. A firm believer
that “information is power,” Lown worked closely with
Russian, Japanese, and Canadian colleagues to develop
SatelLife. The Russian government launched a satellite for the
program, the NEC Corporation of Japan provided the
necessary equipment, and the International Development
Research Centre of Canada came up with the funds.

For the first time, physicians in developing countries could
consult colleagues in neighboring nations or medical libraries
and data banks to help solve puzzling cases and alert one
another to disease outbreaks.

So when multidrug-resistant gonorrhea surfaced in
Mozambique in April 1993, Dr. Prassad Modcoicar sat before
a computer and typed this message: “I would like to know if
there are any published studies or current ongoing research
about the efficacy of the antibiotic kanamycin in the treatment
of acute gonorrhea in men.”

Modcoicar’s message was carried by a ground-based
satellite uplink to the SatelLife’s orbiting satellite, which
bounced his query back to satellite dishes in fifteen nations. In
Lusaka, Zambia, Dr. M. R. Shunkutu saw the message and
immediately transmitted to Modcoicar the results of a
kanamycin study Subhash Hira had done in Lusaka in 1985.



Before SatelLife went into operation, Modcoicar would have
been obliged to either write letters to physicians in Europe and
North America and wait interminable amounts of time for the
results or simply experiment on his patients.

With SatelLife, Modcoicar instantly accomplished two
tasks: he notified colleagues that he was seeing an outbreak of
drug-resistant gonorrhea, and he found a solution for treatment
of his patients. With plans to expand SatelLife into Asia and
South America, the cheap, nongovernmental doctor-to-doctor
service offered the real possibility of revolutionizing disease
treatment and surveillance in the developing world. In the
future, the kinds of satellite connections offered by SatelLife
might also be used to relay information to public health
planners all over the world that would allow them to be
proactive—to anticipate potential disease outbreaks. For
example, El Niño-type climate shifts often begin in one part of
the planet and then spread in a predictable pattern. The events
are known to be responsible for ecological changes that
heighten risks for emergences of cholera, malaria, nearly all
arboviral diseases, and most diarrheal diseases, particularly in
poorer countries. Advance climate warnings could go out by
satellite, delivered in real time and designed specifically to
alert physicians of coming changes that might be relevant to
vector or microbe activity.63

Genetic data bases, such as the vast GenBank at Los
Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico or GenInfo at the
U.S. National Library of Medicine, might also prove
invaluable to scientists in developing countries. As PCR
technology becomes more widely available, researchers
working in poor countries could be able to screen viruses and
bacteria found in their patients and compare the strains to ones
already archived in genetic data banks. If such technology
were widely available, the result could be an avalanche of
information on emerging strains of drug-resistant microbes,
more virulent HIVs, even apparently new microbes.

At Harvard Medical School, Thomas O’Brien is trying to
compile an international computerized data bank of genetic
sequences for plasmids, transposons, phages, and resistance
factors. Enhanced satellite communications systems that



function independently from the frequently unreliable
telephone systems of developing countries—as is the case with
SatelLife —could allow for far more rapid monitoring, or at
least reporting, of drug-resistance microbial activities
worldwide.

Of course, such sophisticated systems are useless if no one
acts on relayed information, or if there is no real primary
medical system in a country. Without trained personnel and a
functioning public health system it is almost inconceivable
that anyone in a poor nation, or for that matter a poorly funded
provincial department inside a rich nation, would be able to
make use of GenBank or any such data base.

But no one in the belt-tightening world of the 1990s seemed
much interested in contributing dollars, marks, or yen to the
development of primary health infrastructures in countries like
Armenia, Romania, Albania, Burma, or the Dominican
Republic. The scale of the problem seemed too great, the
payoff for donors too modest.

For every infectious disease, the preferred, easier option
was vaccination. And by 1990 an estimated 70 percent of the
world’s children had been vaccinated against diphtheria,
measles, pertussis, polio, tetanus, and tuberculosis. An
estimated 130 million children were vaccinated every year in
the developing world at a cost of about $1.5 billion.64

But experts were extremely dubious about the likelihood of
expanding the vaccine market, developing new products, or
using a newly developed vaccine in the midst of an emerging
disease crisis. The phenomenal vaccination achievements of
Merieux and the Brazilian government during the 1974
meningococcal bacteria epidemic may never be repeated. The
reasons are numerous; they all boil down to money.

Pharmaceutical companies saw no profits in making
vaccines intended for use by poor people—who would pay for
the products? AIDS was revealing the tremendous hurdles
involved in tackling new microbes through immunization. The
Swine Flu fiasco left the future of government-sponsored mass
vaccination in doubt for reasons of litigation. Further, U.S.



courts paid huge awards to alleged victims of contaminated
vaccines.

By 1990 more than half of all vaccine manufacturers had
pulled out of the business, and though biotechnology was
pointing the way to exciting new possibilities for vaccine
design, enthusiasm was less than lukewarm in corporate
circles.65

“Serious deficiencies are extant,” D. A. Henderson said.
“Vaccine production for many vaccines is nowhere what is
needed and resources for vaccine purchases are diminishing;
vaccine quality control for locally produced vaccines is
negligible to nonexistent; and surveillance, the foundation of
disease control, remains seriously deficient and for many
diseases, totally desert.”66

 

Ultimately, humanity will have to change its perspective on
its place in Earth’s ecology if the species hopes to stave off or
survive the next plague. Rapid globalization of human niches
requires that human beings everywhere on the planet go
beyond viewing their neighborhoods, provinces, countries, or
hemispheres as the sum total of their personal ecospheres.
Microbes, and their vectors, recognize none of the artificial
boundaries erected by human beings. Theirs is the world of
natural limitations: temperature, pH, ultraviolet light, the
presence of vulnerable hosts, and mobile vectors.

In the microbial world warfare is a constant. The survival of
most organisms necessitates the demise of others. Yeasts
secrete antibiotics to ward off attacking bacteria. Viruses
invade the bacteria and commandeer their genetic machinery
to viral advantage.

A glimpse into the microbial world, aided by powers of
exponential magnification, reveals a frantic, angry place, a
colorless, high-speed pushing and shoving match that makes
the lunch-hour sidewalk traffic of Tokyo seem positively poky.
If microbes had elbows, one imagines they would forever be
jabbing neighbors in an endless battle for biological turf.



Yet there are times of extraordinary collectivity in the
microbial world, when the elbowing yields to combating a
shared enemy. Swapping genes to counter an antibiotic threat
or secreting a beneficial chemical inside a useful host to allow
continued parasitic comfort is illustrative of this microscopic
coincidence.

An individual microbe’s world—its ecological milieu—is
limited only by the organism’s mobility and its ability to
tolerate various ranges of temperature, sunlight, oxygen,
acidity or alkalinity, and other factors in its soupy existence.
Wherever there may be an ideal soup for a microbe, it will
eagerly take hold, immediately joining in the local microbial
pushing-and-shoving. Whether transported to fresh soup by its
own micro motor and flagellae or with the external assistance
of wind, human intercourse, flea, or an iota of dust makes little
difference provided the soup in which the organism lands is
minimally hostile and maximally comfortable.

The planet is nothing but a crazy quilt of micro soups
scattered all over its 196,938,800-square-mile surface.

We, as individuals, can’t see them, or sense their presence in
any useful manner. The most sophisticated of their species
have the ability to outwit or manipulate the one microbial
sensing system Homo sapiens possess: our immune systems.
By sheer force of numbers they overwhelm us. And they are
evolving far more rapidly than Homo sapiens, adapting to
changes in their environments by mutating, undergoing high-
speed natural selection, or drawing plasmids and transposons
from the vast mobile genetic lending library in their
environments.

Further, every microscopic pathogen is a parasite that
survives by feeding off a higher organism. The parasites are
themselves victims of parasitism. Like a Russian wooden doll-
within-a-doll, the intestinal worm is infected with bacteria,
which are infected with tiny phage viruses. The whale has a
gut full of algae, which are infected with Vibrio cholerae. Each
microparasite is another rivet in the Global Village airplane.
Interlocked in sublimely complicated networks of webbed
systems, they constantly adapt and change. Every individual



alteration can change an entire system; each systemic shift can
propel an interlaced network in a radical new direction.

In this fluid complexity human beings stomp about with
swagger, elbowing their way without concern into one
ecosphere after another. The human race seems equally
complacent about blazing a path into a rain forest with
bulldozers and arson or using an antibiotic “scorched earth”
policy to chase unwanted microbes across the duodenum. In
both macro- and microecology, human beings appear, as
Harvard’s Dick Levins put it, “utterly incapable of embracing
complexity.”

Only by appreciating the fine nuances in their ecologies can
human beings hope to understand how their actions, on the
macro level, affect their micro competitors and predators.

Time is short.

As the Homo sapiens population swells, surging past the 6
billion mark at the millennium, the opportunities for
pathogenic microbes multiply. If, as some have predicted, 100
million of those people might then be infected with HIV, the
microbes will have an enormous pool of walking immune-
deficient petri dishes in which to thrive, swap genes, and
undergo endless evolutionary experiments.

“We are in an eternal competition. We have beaten out
virtually every other species to the point where we may now
talk about protecting our former predators,” Joshua Lederberg
told a 1994 Manhattan gathering of investment bankers.67

“But we’re not alone at the top of the food chain.”

Our microbe predators are adapting, changing, evolving, he
warned. “And any more rapid change would be at the cost of
human devastation.”

The human world was a very optimistic place on September
12, 1978, when the nations’ representatives signed the
Declaration of Alma Ata. By the year 2000 all of humanity
was supposed to be immunized against most infectious
diseases, basic health care was to be available to every man,
woman, and child regardless of their economic class, race,
religion, or place of birth.



But as the world approaches the millennium, it seems, from
the microbes’ point of view, as if the entire planet, occupied by
nearly 6 billion mostly impoverished Homo sapiens, is like the
city of Rome in 5 B.C.

“The world really is just one village. Our tolerance of
disease in any place in the world is at our own peril,”
Lederberg said. “Are we better off today than we were a
century ago? In most respects, we’re worse off. We have been
neglectful of the microbes, and that is a recurring theme that is
coming back to haunt us.”

In the end, it seems that American journalist I. F. Stone was
right when he said, “Either we learn to live together or we die
together.”

While the human race battles itself, fighting over ever more
crowded turf and scarcer resources, the advantage moves to
the microbes’ court. They are our predators and they will be
victorious if we, Homo sapiens, do not learn how to live in a
rational global village that affords the microbes few
opportunities.

It’s either that or we brace ourselves for the coming plague.
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Afterword
 In the summer of 1993, Ron MacKenzie, now comfortably

retired in a southern California desert community, was
watching the evening news on television. A brief story caught
his attention. It concerned shifts from agricultural production
to growing coca plants for cocaine in various regions of Latin
America, and MacKenzie recognized the place depicted. It
was his beloved San Joaquín, Bolivia.

Viewing footage of the old cow town transported the retired
physician back to a time when he was a strapping, though
naïve, physician in Sausalito, California. And to that day in
1962 in La Paz when the Bolivian Minister of Health asked if
he would mind taking a look at a mysterious typho negro
outbreak deep in the Bolivian interior.

MacKenzie sat in his living room for a few moments,
recalling the terror that struck Bolivia’s Machupo River region
when the strange hemorrhagic fever swept through. And he
wondered how, after the passage of thirty years, the people had
fared.

He reached for his telephone and called Montana. Karl
Johnson, also long retired and living the way he preferred, in
rugged cowboy country surrounded by prime trout-fishing
streams, answered the phone. The old colleagues resolved to
revisit San Joaquín.

MacKenzie, recalling the difficulties involved in reaching
the remote area during the 1960s, called a colleague in La Paz
for transportation advice, and made arrangements for a
September trip. MacKenzie told the colleague that he and
Johnson just wanted to have a little look-see after all these
years.

For several months a new outbreak of Bolivian hemorrhagic
fever had been raging in areas near San Joaquín, and CDC
investigators had assisted the government in proving that the
Machupo virus had made a comeback. Once again, for the first
time in thirty years, Bolivia was waging an aggressive mouse



control campaign in the region. That, too, piqued Johnson and
MacKenzie’s interest.

When the Americans arrived in La Paz, they were surprised
by their warm, high-level reception. Thirty years was a long
time—neither of them expected anyone to remember their
efforts so long ago in the remote savanna region. But
ceremonies, praise, and medals were lavished on the stunned
scientists during their days in the capital—so much so that
their journey to San Joaquín was delayed by nearly forty-eight
hours.

Finally, the government arranged for a plane to fly the pair
of scientists to the remote region, and MacKenzie
reexperienced the dizzying ascent from the mile-high city, the
passage through the Andes, and the descent into the steamy
headlands of the Amazon.

As the plane approached San Joaquín, Johnson and
MacKenzie wondered what was going on: there seemed to be
quite a crowd gathered around the airstrip. When they landed,
MacKenzie asked if their trip might be coinciding with the
arrival of some dignitary or politician.

The moment they stepped out of the aircraft, a local
marching band struck up a stirring tune and more than 300
peasants, cowboys, children, and farmers cheered the
Americans. MacKenzie and Johnson were overwhelmed by
the exuberant, joyous crowd, the hugs and handshakes, the
flowers and gifts. Neither man could believe that the people of
San Joaquín recognized them, or remembered their search, so
long ago, for the source of Bolivia’s plague.

“Most of these people weren’t even alive back then,”
MacKenzie said to Johnson, who shared his sense of
amazement.

But for the people of San Joaquín the names of MacKenzie,
Kuns, Johnson, and Webb were emblazoned permanently on
their cultural memory. Streets, some of which were now
paved, were named after the near-mythic heroes from North
America who had spared San Joaquín from doom. Even the



schoolchildren knew who the white-haired “disease cowboys”
were.

These were the men who stopped their plague.

And that was why for more than forty-eight hours the
people of San Joaquín had waited patiently through the
intermittent rain, standing on the landing strip and staring
hopefully into the western sky.
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14. Thirdworldization
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The statement read:

1. CONFIRMS that WHO should continue to fulfill its
role of directing and coordinating the global, urgent
and energetic fight against AIDS;

2. ENDORSES the establishment of a Special
Programme on AIDS and stresses its high priority.



3. FURTHER ENDORSES the global strategy and
programme prepared by WHO to combat AIDS … .

and encouraged the nations of the world to openly share all
germane information and cooperate in efforts to combat AIDS.
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See Annex 2, Resolution 42/8 of the Forty-second General
Assembly of the United Nations, “Prevention and Control of
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS),”
WHO/GPA/DIR/89.4, 1987.
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THE GROWTH OF HIV/AIDS LEGISLATION, 1983–92
(Source: World Health Organization, Health Legislation Unit)

Countries, etc., known to have legislation as of December
1983: Austria, Canada (Alb.; B.C.; Ont.), Denmark, France,
Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy, New Zealand, Norway,
Sweden, Turkey, U.S.A. (CA; NJ; NY)

Additional jurisdictions introducing legislation between
1984 and 1987: Angola (1987), Australia (1984), Barbados
(1985), Belgium (1985), Belize (1987), Benin (1987),*
Bermuda (1985), Brazil (1985), Brunei Darussalam (1987),
Bulgaria (1985), Burundi (1987), Canada (1985), Chile
(1984), China (1987), Costa Rica (1985), Cuba (1986), Cyprus
(Sovereign Base Areas) (1987), Czech and Slovak Federal
Republic (1984), Denmark (1985), Dominican Republic
(1987), Ecuador (1985), Egypt (1986), Finland (1985),
[German Democratic Republic (1986)], Grenada (1986),
Guatemala (1986), Haiti (1987), Honduras (1987), Hungary
(1985), Iceland (1986), India (Goa) (1987), Indonesia (1987),
Iraq (1987), Jordan (1987), Kenya (1987), Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya (1987), Liechtenstein (1987), Luxembourg (1984),
Malaysia (1985), Malta (1986), Mauritius (1987), Mexico
(1985), Monaco (1986), Mozambique (1986), Netherlands
(1987), Niger (1987), Panama (1985), Paraguay (1985), Peru
(1987), Philippines (1986), Poland (1986), Portugal (1986),
Republic of Korea (1987), Romania (1985),* Russian
Federation (1985), Rwanda (1987), Singapore (1985), South
Africa (1987), Spain (1985), Switzerland (1986), Syrian Arab



Republic (1987), Thailand (1985), Togo (1987), United
Kingdom (1984), Uruguay (1984), Venezuela (1984),
Yugoslavia (1986)

Additional jurisdictions introducing legislation between
1988 and 1992: Albania (1992), Algeria (1989), Argentina
(1988), Bahrain (1990), Bolivia (1988), China (Province of
Taiwan) (1988),* Colombia (1988), Comoros (1988), El
Salvador (1988), Equatorial Guinea (1988), Estonia (1992),
Gabon (1989), Guinea-Bissau (1989), Hong Kong (1988),
Japan (1988), Lebanon (1990), Madagascar (1990), Mongolia
(1989), Oman (1990), Saint Lucia (1991), Saudi Arabia
(1990), Senegal (1990), Tunisia (1989), Ukraine (1991),*
Vietnam (1989)

Date of legislation unknown: Bahamas,* Cyprus,* United
Republic of Tanzania*

*Text unavailable to WHO.

See chart on facing page.
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Food and Drug Administration (FDA); AIDS research and;
and antibiotic resistance; Blood Products Advisory
Committee; Bureau of Biologies; Toxic Shock Syndrome
and
Ford, Gerald R.
Ford, Timothy
formaldehyde
Forthal, Don
foscarnet
Foundation for Economic Trends
Frame, John



France; AIDS in; antibiotic resistance in; Black Death in;
colonialism of; hantaviruses in; leprosy in; morbilliviruses
in
Francis, Don
Francis, Henry
Franco-Italian wars
Frank, Andre Gunder
Franklin, Rosalind
Frasner, David
Freeman, Harold
Friedman-Kien, Alvin
Fromm, Ernest
fusidic acid

Gabon; Ebola virus in
Gajdusek, Carleton
Gallo, Robert
ganciclovir
Garbazu
Garenne, Michel
Garrón, Hugo
gas chromatography
Gaul, Gilbert
gay men, see homosexuality
Gay Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC)
Gay-Related Immunodeficiency Disease (GRID); see also
AIDS
Gee, Gayling
GenBank; AIDS project
genetic engineering
GenInfo
genital cancers
Genoveva, Sister
gentamicin
Gentry, Al
Germain, Max
German Physicians’ Association
Germany; AIDS in; antibiotic resistance in; Black Death in;
cholera in; Foreign Ministry; Health Ministry; and Lassa
fever; Marburg disease in; reunification of; Toxic Shock
Syndrome in



Germs That Won’t Die (Lappe)
Ghana; influenza in; onchocerciasis in; schistosomiasis in
giardia
gibbon ape leukemia virus
Gilada, I. S.
Gilligan, John J.
Giuliani, Rudolph
Global AIDS Policy Coalition
Global Programme on AIDS (GPA)
Global Strategy for the Prevention and Control of AIDS
global warming
Godal, Tore
Goddard Space Flight Center
Godwin, Ronald S.
Goedert, Jim
Goff, Paul
Golde, David
Goldfield, Martin
Gonda, Matthew
gonorrhea
Gordin, Fred
Gore, Albert
Gorgas, General William C.
Gorman, Michael
Gostin, Larry
Gottlieb, Michael
Great Plague
Greece; AIDS in; ancient; malaria in
greenhouse warming effect
Green Monkey Virus
Greenpeace
Green Revolution
Gregg, Michael
Grmek, Mirko
Group of
Groupe de travail français sur le SIDA
Guadeloupe
Guatemala; yellow fever in
Gubler, Duane
Guiana



Guillain-Barré syndrome
Guinan, Mary
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau; AIDS in
Gullet, John

Haas, Earle
Habyarimana, Juvenal
Hahn, Beatrice
hairy-cell leukemia
Haiti, AIDS in
halofantrine
halogen ions
Halstead, Scott
Hamburg, Margaret
Hamburg University Virology Institute
Hannon, Claude
Hansen, Armauer
Hansen’s disease
Hantaan virus
hantaviruses
Harvard University; Dana Farber Cancer Institute;
Department of Tropical Public Health; John F. Kennedy
School of Government; Medical School; School of Public
Health; Working Group on New and Resurgent Diseases
Haseltine, William
Hazelton Research Products, Inc.
Health, Education, and Welfare, U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS), U.S. Department of
Health Research Group
Health Transition
Healy, Bernardine
heart disease; Lyme disease and; rheumatic fever and
heavy-metal poisoning
Heckler, Margaret
Held, Richard
Helms, Jesse
hemagglutinin
hemophilia; AIDS and
Hemophilia Diagnostic and Treatment Center Program Act
(1975)



Hemophilus: H. ducreyi; H. influenzae
hemorrhagic fevers; simian; see also specific diseases
Henderson, D. A.
Hensley, George
Henson, Jim
heparin
hepatitis; in blood supply; in drinking water; transplants and
hepatocellular carcinomas
herd immunity
heroin
herpes simplex; B virus; drugs for; HIV and
Herpesvirus: H. ateles; H. saimiri
herpes zoster
Herre, Allen
Herzenberg, Len
Heymann, David
Highton, Barney
Hilliard, Julia
Hinuma, Yorio
Hira, Subhash
Hirsch, Vanessa
Hispanics
histoplasmosis
Ho, David
Hodgkin’s disease
Hoechst AG
Hofnia
Holland, John
Hollwanger, Phebe
Holmberg, Scott
Holmes, King
homelessness
homicide
homosexuality; AIDS and, 
Hong Kong
Hong Kong flu
hookworms
Horn, Joshua
House of Representatives, U.S.; Energy and Commerce
Subcommittee; Interstate and Foreign Commerce



Committee
Howard, Bob
Howard, Greggory
HTLV
Hubbard, John
Hudson, Edward
Hudson, Robert
Huebner, Robert
Hughes, Jim
Human Genome Project
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV); in blood supply;
conspiracy theories about; drugs for; earliest identified
presence of; emergence of; genetic variations in; Ghanian
strain of; herpes virus and; iatrogenic spread of; incidence
rates; Leopold-ville strain of; malaria and; measures to
prevent spread of; monkey viruses related to; mutations of;
research leading to identification of; social conditions in
spread of; transplants and; tuberculosis and see also AIDS
human papillomavirus
human rights, AIDS and
Human Rights Watch
Humboldt University
Humphrey, Hubert H.
Hungary, antibiotic resistance in
Huntington, Samuel P.
Hussein, Saddam
hypertension

iatrogenic diseases
Ibadan, University of; Hospital; Medical School
IgG antibodies
immune system; anal intercourse and; dengue-2 virus and;
diphtheria and; herpes viruses and; impact of malnutrition
on; of injecting drug users; in Lyme disease; in malaria;
pollution and; suppression of; in Toxic Shock Syndrome;
tuberculosis and; see also AIDS
Imperial College (London)
impetigo
Inaba cholera substrain
India; AIDS in; ancient; antibiotic resistance in; Black
Death in; cholera in; dengue hemorrhagic fever in; Health



Ministry; hepatitis B in; kala-azar in; malaria in; respiratory
infections in; smallpox eradication in; tuberculosis in
Indian Health Service (IHS), U.S.
Indonesia; AIDS in; dengue fever in; malaria in; respiratory
infections in
Industrial Revolution
infant mortality
influenza; tuberculosis and; see also Swine Flu
injecting drug users; AIDS in ; Staphylococcus infections
and; tuberculosis in
Inkoo virus
insect vectors; see also mosquito-borne agents; specific
microbes and diseases
Institute of Medicine (IOM), U.S.
Institut Mérieux
International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research
International Commission of Jurists
International Conferences on AIDS
International Congress on Tropical Medicine and Malaria
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural
Rights
International Development Advisory Board (IDAB)
International Development Research Center
International Monetary Fund
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War
International Red Cross/Red Crescent
International Research and Development Corporation
International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung
Diseases
Inuits
Ireland; antibiotic resistance in; morbillivirus in
Isaacson, Margaretha
Iseman, Michael
isoniazid
Israel; sexually transmitted diseases in; Toxic Shock
Syndrome in
Italy; antibiotic resistance in; Black Death in; malaria in
ivermectin
lxodes dammini



Jacoby, George
Jaffe, Harold
Jahrling, Peter
Japan; AIDS in; expenditure on drugs in; Hantaan disease
in; hemophilia in; HTLV in; Kawasaki syndrome in; malaria
in; medieval; National Hospital of; smallpox in; Toxic
Shock Syndrome in
Japanese encephalitis
Jarvis, Bill
Jenkins, Carol
Jews: ancient; Black Death blamed on; Nazi extermination
of
Job Corps
John, Jacob
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine
Johnson, Karl
Johnson, Lyndon B.
Johnson & Johnson
Jordan
Journal of the American Medical Association
Journal of Infectious Diseases
Journal of the National Cancer Institute
Joyce, Gerald
Juliana’s disease
jumping genes
Junín
Justice Deaprtment, U.S.

Kachenko, Sasha
kala-azar
Kalisa Ruti
kanamycin
Kanki, Phyllis
Kansas, University of
Kapita Bila Minlangu
Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS)
Karpas, Abraham
Kaunda, Kenneth
Kawasaki, Tomisaku
Kawasaki syndrome
Kennedy, Edward M.



Kennedy, John F.
Kenya; AIDS in; antibiotic resistance in; expenditure on
drugs in; malaria in; Marburg virus in; Ministry of Health;
Rift Valley fever in; sexually transmitted diseases in; yellow
fever in
KGB
Khan, Ali
Khmer Rouge
Khorana, Har Gobind
Khouri, Yamil
Kidenya, Jayo
kidney disease
Kiereini. Eunice Muringo
Kilama, Wen
Kilbourne, Edwin
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
King, Martin Luther Jr.
King’s College (London)
Kinshasa, University of
Kirsten sarcoma virus
Kissinger, Henry
Klebsiella
Knowles, John
Koch, Edward
Koch, Robert
Koch’s Postulate
Kondrusev, Alexander
Koop, C. Everett
Korea; AIDS in; hantaviruses in
Korea University Medical School
Korean War
Kotex
Koth, Andre
Kramer, Larry
Krause, Richard
Krebs, John
Krugman, Paul
Ksiazek, Tom
Kuns, Merl
Kyoto University



Lagenorhymchus albirostris
Laidlaw, Sir Patrick Playfair
Lallemont, Marc.
Lancet, The
Landesman, Sheldon
Landsat satellite imagery
Lane, Cliff
Lang, August
Lange, Michael.
Langmuir, Alexander.
Laos; dengue hemorrhagic fever in; heroin in; malaria in
Lappe, Frances Moore
Lappé, Mark
Lassa virus
Leakey virus
Lederberg, Esther
Lederberg, Joshua
LeDuc, James
Lee, Ho Wang
Leeuwenhoek, Anton van
Legionella
Legionnaires’ Disease
Lehmann-Gruber, Fritz
Leifer, Edgar
leishmaniasis; visceral
lentivirus
Leopold II, King of Belgium
leprosy
Lesotho
leukemia; see also HTLV
Levins, Dick
Levy, Jay
Levy, Stuart
Lewis, David
Lewis, Sinclair
Liberia; AIDS in; Lassa fever in
Libya
Liebowitch, Jacques
life expectancy
Lisangi Mobago.



Lister, Baron Joseph
Little, Arthur D., consulting firm
liver cancer
Lizenge Embale
London Institute of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
London Times
Lootens, Father Germain
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Angeles County Health Department
Louisiana State University
Lovejoy, Frank
Lown, Bernard
Luande, Jeff
Lucas, Adetukunbo
Lule, Yusufu
Lumumba, Patrice
lupus
Luwum, Archbishop
Lwangwa, S. K.
Lyme disease
lymphadenopathy
lymphocytic choriomeningitis (LCM)
lymphadenopathy-associated virus (LAV)
lymphomas

Maalin, Ali Maow
Mabalo Lokela (“Antoine”)
MacArthur Plan
McClintock, Barbara
McCormick, Joe
McDade, Joe
McDermott, Jim
McGraw, Pat
MacKenzie, Ron
McKeon, Thomas
McLuhan, Marshall
McNamara, Joseph
McNeill, William H.
Machupo virus
macroecology
macrophages



Madagascar, Rift Valley fever in
Maddox, John
Magellan, Ferdinand
Maguire, Andrew
Mahidol University
Mahler, Halfdan
Makuta
malaria ; AIDS and; drug-resistant; geographic spread of; in
injecting drug users
Malawi; AIDS in; malaria in
Malaysia; AIDS in; malaria in
Mali; Lassa fever in; malaria in; schistosomiasis in
malnutrition; immune system and; tuberculosis and
Malore, Richard
mammary tumor virus
Mandela, Nelson
Mandrella, Bernhard
Mankerere University
Mann, Dean
Mann, Jonathan
Mann, Marie-Paule
Mao Zedong
Marburg virus
Marcella, Sister
Mariam, Mengistu Haile
Mariette, Sister
marijuana
Marine Fisheries Service, U.S.
Marshall, George C.
Marshall Plan
Martin, Malcolm
Martini, Gustav Adolf
Martinique
Maryland, University of
Masangaya Alola Nzanzu
Mason, James
Masoni africana mosquitoes
Mason-Pfizer virus (M-PMV)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Massamba Matondo



mass spectral analysis
Mastomys natalensis rat
Masur, Henry
Matek, Stanley
Mauritania; Rift Valley fever in
Mayans
Mayinga N’Seka
MBoup, Souleymane
Mbuzu Sophie
M cells
measles
Mechai Viravaidhya
Médecins du Mond
Medecins Sans Frontieres
Meedard, Frantz
Meegan, James
mefloquine
Mekalanos, John
Mendel, Gregor
meningitis; cryptococcal
mepacrine
Merck & Company
Merson, Michael
Mertens, Paul
Messier, Jeanne
methadone
methicillin
Mexico; antibiotic resistance in; cysticercosis in;
expenditure on drugs in; Spanish conquest of; yellow fever
in
Meyer, Gene
Mhalu, Fred Solomon
Mhaya people
Micotus: M. californicus; M pennsylvanicus
Microbiological Research Establishment (Porton Down)
Middle American Research Unit (MARU)
Milk, Harvey
Minnesota, University of, Medical School
Minnesota State Health Department
Missouri Botanical Garden



Mitchell, Sheila
Mitchison, Avrion
Mobutu Sese Seko
MO cells
Modcoicar, Prassad
Moi, Daniel Arap
Moke, Germain
Molecular Biology of the Gene
“molecular chaperones,”
molecular epidemiology
Moloney leukemia virus
Monath, Tom
Mongolia
monkeypox
mononucleosis
Montagnier, Luc
Moore, Carrie
Moral Majority
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report
morbilliviruses
Morocco
morphine
Morris, Anthony
Morse, Bradford
Morse, Stephen
Moscone, George
mosquito-borne agents; AIDS and; dengue fever; malaria;
Rift Valley fever; yellow fever
Moss, Andrew.
Mount Sinai School of Medicine
Mozambique; AIDS in; expenditure on drugs in; gonorrhea
in; malaria in; tuberculosis in
Mtu ni Atya Chakula ni Uhai village health campaigns
(Tanzania)
Muerto Canyon virus
Muhimbili Medical School
Mukhopadyay, A. N.
multidrug-resistance (mdr) genes
mumps
Muñoz, Angel



Murphy, Frederick
Murphy, John M.
Murray, Christopher
Mus musculus
Museveni
“mutator alleles.”
Muyembe Tamfum Lintak
Myanmar, see Burma
Mycobacterium; M. avium; M. leprae; M. tuberculosis
mycoplasma
Myers, Gerald
Myriam, Sister

Nader, Ralph
naficillin.
Nagorno-Karabakh
Nakajima, Hiroshi
Namibia; malaria in
Narkevich, Mikhail
National Academy of Sciences
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
National Association of Public Hospitals
National Cancer Institute; AIDS and
National Gay Task Force
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
National Hemophilia Foundation (NHF)
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
(NIAID).
National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health
National Institutes of Health (NIH); and AIDS; and
antibiotic resistance; Frederick Laboratory; and
hantaviruses; and Machupo; and malaria; and tuberculosis
National Jewish Center for Immunology and Respiratory
Medicine
National Library of Medicine
National Science Foundation
National Swine Flu Immunization Program of 1976
Native Americans, see Amerindians
Ntural Resources Defense Council
Nature



Navajos
Navarro, Rose
Navy, U.S.; Medical Research Unit
Ne Win
Nebraska, University of
NEC Corporation
Neild, Guy
Neisseria: N. gonorrhoeae; N. meningitides
neomycin
Neotoma albigula
Nepal, malaria in
Netherlands: hantaviruses in; morbilliviruses in; plague in
Netter, Tom
Neu, Harold
neuraminidase
Neustadt, Richard A.
nevrapine
New Caledonia
New England Journal of Medicine
New England Medical Center
New England Regional Primate Center
New Hampshire, University of
New Jersey Medical School
New Jersey State Health Department
New Mexico, University of
New Mexico Department of Health
New Mexico State University
New York Academy of Medicine
New York City Health Department
New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation
New York City Police Department
New York Native
New York Post
New York State Department of Health
New York Times, The
New Zealand; sexually transmitted diseases in; Toxic Shock
Syndrome in
Ngaly Bosenge
Ngoi Mushola
Ngwété Kikhela.



Nicaragua, tuberculosis in
Nichol, Stuart
nickel carbonyl
Nielsen, Godske
Nieuwenhove. Simon van
Nigeria; AIDS in; Lassa fever in; sexually transmitted
diseases in; yellow fever in
Nimeiri. Jaafar
Nixon, Richard M.
Njelesani, Evaristo
Noble, Gary.
Nolte, Kurt
norfloxacin
North Carolina State Laboratory
Norwalk virus
Norway
Ntaryamira, Cyprien
Nussenzweig, Ruth
Nyamuryekunge, Clint
Nyerere, Julius
Nzila Nzilambi

Obote, Milton
O’Brien, Thomas
OB tampons
ocean pollution
Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
Ohio University College of Medicine
Okeyo, Mboya
Oleske, James
Olik, Pacifico
Oliveira Bastos, Carlos de
Omombo
Omsk hemorrhagic fever
Onchocerca volvulus
onchocerciasis
oncogenes
operons
opium
Organization of African Unity
organochlorines



organ transplants
Oropouche
Osborn, June
Osterholm, Michael
otitis medea
Over, Mead
Oxfam
Oxford University
ozone layer, depletion of

Paintal, A. S.
Pakistan; antibiotic resistance in
Palese, Peter
Pan American Health Organization (PAHO)
Pan American Sanitary Conference
Panama; malaria in; yellow fever in
Pangu Kaza Asila
Panos Institute
Papua New Guinea; Institute of Medical Research; malaria
in
paramyxovirus simian virus
parasites; drugs for; see also specific diseases
parasitology
Parke-Davis
Parmenter, Robert
Parodi, A. S.
Pasteur, Louis
Pasteur Institute
Pattyn, Stefan
Paul Ehrlich Institute
Peace Corps
pediculosis
Peloponnesian War
pelvic inflammatory disease (PID)
penicillin; resistance to
Penicillinase–Producing Neisseria gonorrhoeae (PPNG)
Pennsylvania Department of Health
pentamidine
Peromyscus; P. leucopus; P. manicu-Latus
Persian Gulf war
pertussis



Peru: AIDS in; cholera in; cocaine production in;
deforestation in
Peter, Georges
Peters, C. J.
Pfeiffer, Gerd
phagocytic cells
pharmaceutical industry
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
pheromones
Philippines; AIDS in; dengue hemorrhagic fever in; malaria
in; research animals from; sexually transmitted diseases in;
volcano eruptions in
Phillips, Howard
Phoca sibirica
phocine distemper virus (PDV)
Phocoena phocoena
phosgene
phosphene
phosphorylation
Pinatubo, Mount
Pinching, Anthony
Pine, Seymour
Pinheiro, Francisco
Pinneo, Lily (“Penny”)
Piot, Margarethe
Piot, Peter
Pittsburgh, University of
plague; see also bubonic plague; pneumonic plague
Planned Parenthood
plasmids
Plasmodium: P. falciparum; P. vivax
Platt, Eileen
Platt, Geoffrey
Playtex tampons
Pneumococcus
Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP)
pneumonia; pediatric; see also Pneumocystis carinii
pneumonia (PCP)
pneumonic plague
Podhista, Chai



Pokrovsky, Vadim
Pokrovsky, Valentin
Pol Pot
Poland; heroin in
polio; vaccine, AIDS viruses in
pollution
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
polymerase
polymerase chain reactions (PCR)
population growth
porpoise morbillivirus (PMV)
Post, Jan
poverty; refugee; tuberculosis and; in United States
primaquine
Prince Leopold Institute of Tropical Medicine
Principe
Procter & Gamble
Profit, Mrs.
proguanil
Project SIDA
ProMED
Prospect Hill virus
prostitution AIDS and ; drug use and
Proteus
Pseudomonas
Ptychodiscus brevis
Public Health Service, U.S.
Puerto Rico: AIDS in; yellow fever in
Purtilo, David
Puumala virus
Pygmies
pyrimethamine
pyrogenic exotoxin

Q fever
qinghaosu
quinidine
quinine
Quinn, Sandra Crouse
Quinn, Thomas
quinolone antibiotics



rabies
radon
Raffier, Gilbert
Rahman, Sheik Mujibur
rain forests, destruction of
Rask, Margrethe
Rattus: R. norvegicus; R. rattus
Rauscher mouse leukemia virus
Reagan, Ronald
recombination, genetic
Reed, Walter
Reeves, Bill
refugees
Reichman, Lee
Rely tampons
replicase
Republican Party
respiratory syncytial virus
restriction enzymes
retinitis, CMV
retroviruses; African; recombination of; simian; T-
lymphotropic
reverse transcriptase
Revlon Cosmetics Corporation
R Factors
rheumatic fever
Rhodesia; Marburg virus in; see also Zimbabwe
ribavirin
ribonucleic acid, see RNA
ribozymes
Richmond, Julius
rickettsia
rifampin
Rift Valley fever
rinderpest virus
Risque, Nancy
“Rivet Hypothesis” of diversity
river blindness
RNAAIDS and; of Ebola virus; of hantaviruses; of
influenza virus; of Lassa virus; of Marburg virus



Robertson, Pat
Rockefeller Foundation; Laboratories; Virus Program
Rockefeller Institute
Rockefeller University
Rogers, Martha
Roisin, Alain
Roman, Juan
Romana, Sister
Roman Empire; smallpox in
Romania; AIDS in; antibiotic resistance in
Roper, William
Rosenberg, Barbara
Rosenberg, David
Rouillon, Annik
roundworms
Rous sarcoma
Royal Society of Medicine
Rozeboom, Lloyd
Rozenbaum, Willy
rubella
Rubinstein, Arye
Ruppol, Jean-François
Rush, Benjamin
Russell, Paul
Russell, Gen. Philip
Russia; hantaviruses in; snowshoe hare virus in; see also
Soviet Union
Rutayuge (Tanzanian hospital administrator) Rwanda; AIDS
in; civil war in; malaria in

Sabatier, Renée
Sabin, Albert
Sagabiel, Stephanie
SAIDS (simian AIDS)
Saimiri sciureus
St. Louis encephalitis
St. Mary’s Hospital Medical School
St. Petersburg Pasteur Institute
Salk, Jonas
Salmonella; S. newport
Sande, Merle



sandflies
San Francisco AIDS Foundation
San Francisco Chronicle
San Francisco Health Department
Santos, Theotonio dos
Sao Tome
SatelLife
Saudi Arabia, sexually transmitted diseases in
Sauerwald, Egon
scabies acariasis roundwonns
scarlet fever
schistosomiasis
Schleissman, Donald
Schlievert, Patrick
Schmaljohn, Connie
Schmid, George
Schoolnick, Gary
Schweiker, Richard
Scotland, morbilliviruses in
scrapie disease
Scripps Research Institute
Seale, John
Segal, Jacob
Selassie, Haile
Senate, U.S.; Consumer Protection Subcommittee; Health
Subcommittee
Sencer, David
Senegal; antibiotic resistance in; ascariasis in; HIV-2 in;
measles in; Rift Valley fever in; yellow fever in
Sennar Dam (Sudan)
septicemia
Serbs
Serratia; S. marcescens
Sevilleta Long Term Ecological Research survey
Sewell, C. Mack
sexual conjugation
sexuallay transmitted diseases (STDs); drug resistant; see
also specific diseases
Seyfarth-Hermann, Hans
Shalala, Donna



Shands, Kathryn
Sharma, V. P.
Shaw, Charlotte
Sheffield, University of, Medical School
Shepard, Charles (“Shep”)
Sherman, Kenneth
Shigella; S. dysenteriae; S. flexneri
Shilts, Randy
shingles
Shope, Richard
Shunkutu, M. R.
“sick building syndrome,”
sickle-cell anemia
Siegal, Frederick
Siegert, Rudolf
Sierra Leone; Lassa fever in
Silverman, Mervyn
Silverstein, Arthur
simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV)
simian retrovirus (SRV)
simian sarcoma-associated viruses (SSAVs)
simian T-lymphotropic virus (STLV)
Simpson, David
Singapore: AIDS in; malaria in
Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence
Sisters of the Holy Heart of Maria
Sisters of the Holy Rosary
skin cancer
Skole, David
Slate, Hal
Slater, A. J.
sleeping sickness
“slim disease,”
smallpox
Smith, David
Smith, Wilson
Smithsonian Institution; Natural History Museum; Tropical
Research Institute
Snow, John
snowshoe hare virus



Solidarity
Solomon Islands, malaria in
Somalia; smallpox eradication in
Sonnabend, Joseph
Soper, Fred
Sorbonne
South Africa; AIDS in; antibiotic resistance in; ascariasis in;
Institute for Medical Research; Lassa fever in; malaria in;
Marburg disease in; organ transplants in; sexually
transmitted diseases in; Toxic Shock Syndrome in;
tuberculosis in
South Wales, University of
Southwest Africa
Southwest Foundation for Biomedical Research
Soviet Union; Africa and; AIDS in; biological warfare
research in;’ Hantaan disease in; hemorrhagic diseases in;
and Lassa research; morbillivirus in; nonmilitary foreign aid
policies of; and smallpox eradication campaign
Soyinka, F.
Spain: AIDS in; antibiotic resistance in; conquest of Mexico
by; influenza in; malaria in; morbilliviruses in; syphilis in
spectinomycin
Spielman, Andrew
spirochetes
sporulation
src
Sri Lanka; dengue hemorrhagic fever in; malaria in
Stalin, Joseph
Stall, Mortimer
Stanford University
Staphylococcus; methicillin-resistant (MRSA); S. aureus
State Department, U.S.
Steere, Allen
Steigbeigel, Neil
Stenella coeruleoalba
Stevens, Franklin
Stewart, William H.
“sticky sera,”
Stockman, David
Stone, I. F.



Stonewall Riots
Straus, Stephen
Strauss, Jim and Ellen
Strecker, Robert
Streptococcus; S. pneumoniae
streptomycin
Stuart-Harris, Charles
Styblo, Karel
Sudan; Ebola virus in; Interior Mission (SIM); Lassa fever
in; leishmaniasis in; Rift Valley fever in; schistosomiasis in;
smallpox eradication in; yellow fever in
Sukato Manzomba
sulfadoxine
sulfamethoxazole
sulfisoxazole
sulfonamides
sulfur drugs
Sumer, ancient
Summit of the Nonaligned Movement
Sunderman, William F. Jr.
Sureau, Pierre
Surinam
Surui Indians
SV40
Svahn, Jack
SWAPO (South-West Africa People’s Organization)
Swaziland: AIDS in; malaria in
Sweden: hantaviruses in; morbilliviruses in; Toxic Shock
Syndrome in
Sweet, Bob
sweet wormwood
Swine Flu
Switzerland, antibiotic resistance in
Syngyna absorbency assay
syphilis
Syria

Tacaribe virus
Taenia solium
Tahyna virus
Tajikistan



Takatsuki, Kiyoshi
Tampax Incorporated
tampons
Tanzania; AIDS in; GNP per capita in; health-care policy in;
malaria in; Rwandan refugees in; schistosomiasis in;
tuberculosis in
tapeworms
Tarantola, Daniel
Tass news agency
Taunay, Augusto
T cells; in AIDS; in animal research; LAV and; in malaria;
in Toxic Shock Syndrome
Teklehaimont, Awash
Temin, Howard
Tempest, Bruce
Tester, Patricia
tetanus; neonatal
tetracyclin
Thailand; AIDS in; cholera in; dengue hemorrhagic fever
in; malaria in; sexually transmitted diseases in
Thatcher, Margaret
T-helper cells
thiacetazone
Thomas, Stephen
3-thiacytidine (3TC)
thrush
thymidine kinase
Tkimalenka, Justhe
tobacco
Todaro, George
Today contraceptive vaginal sponge
Todd, James
Togo, onchocerciasis in
Tokyo Cancer Institute
Tolbert, William R. Jr.
Tomasevski, Katarina
Tomasz, Alexander
Touré, Sekou
Toxic Shock Syndrome (TSS)
Toxic Shock-Like Syndrome (TSLS)



toxoplasmosis
transcriptase
transposons
“trench nephritis,”
Treponema pallidum
trimethoprim
Trinidad
Tropeninstitut (German Tropical Disease Institute)
Troup, Jeannette
Trud (newspaper)
Trypanosoma
trypanosomiasis
tryptophan
Tsetse flies
T-suppressor cells
tuberculosis, AIDS and; drug-resistant; heroin use and
Tucker, Compton
Tufts University; School of Medicine
Tulane University; Medical School
tularemia
Tunisia
Turkana people
Turkey: heroin in; plague in
typhoid fever
typhus

Uganda; AIDS in; antibiotic resistance in; cancer in;
expulsion of Asians from; malaria in; Marburg virus in;
Rwandan refugees in; sexually transmitted diseases in
Ugawa
ultraviolet radiation
UNICEF
United Kingdom; AIDS in; antibiotic resistance in; cholera
in; colonialism of; influenza in; Legionnaires’ Disease in;
leprosy in; plague in; sexually transmitted diseases in
United Nations; Children’s Fund; Development Program;
Economic Council; Food and Agricultural Organization;
General Assembly; Office for Emergency Operations in
Africa; Population Fund; and Rwanda; Security Council
United States; AIDS in; air travel in; antibiotic resistance in;
biological warfare research in; cholera in; cysticercosis in;



dengue hemorrhagic fever in; disease eradication in; Ebola
virus in; emergency response capacities of expenditure on
drugs in; gay rights movement in.GNP per capita in;
hantaviruses in; health care expenditures in; heroin use in;
HTLV in; injecting drug users in; Legionnaires’ Disease in,
see Legionnaires’ Disease; malaria in; morbilliviruses in;
organ transplants in; in Persian Gulf War; public health in;
sexually transmitted diseases in; Soviet Union and;
subsidies for medical students in; Swine Flu in, see Swine
Flu; tampon use in; Toxic Shock Syndrome in; tuberculosis
in; water-borne bacteria in; yellow fever in; see also specific
government agencies
U.S. Agency for International Development
Upper Volta, Lassa fever in
urethritis, nonspecific
Usher, Peter

Valium
Valverde Chinel, Luis
vancomycin
van der Gröen, Dina
van der Gröen, Guido
Vanuatu, malaria in
Varmus, Harold
venereal diseases, see sexually transmitted diseases
Venezuela: malaria in; yellow fever in
verapamil
Vero cells
Vibrio cholerae
Vietnam; AIDS in; dengue hemorrhagic fever in; malaria in
Vietnam War
“viral trafficking,”
Virginia State Department of Health
Virgin Islands, yellow fever in
virology
Viseltear, Arthur
visna virus
VLI Corporation
Volberding, Paul
v-src



Wain-Hobson, Simon
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research
War on Cancer
warts, venereal
Washington, University of; School of Public Health
wasting syndrome
Watergate scandal
Waterhouse-Friderichsen syndrome
Watson, James
Waxman, Henry
Webb, Patricia
Webster, Robert G.
Weill, Jim
Weiss, Ted
Weller, Thomas
West Nile fever
Western Blot test
Western Samoa, influenza in
Wheelis, Mark
White, Dan
White, Harold (Hal)
White, Keith
whooping cough
Widdus, Roy
Wieden, Al
Wilson, E. 0.
Windom, Robert
Wine, Laura
Wirth, Dyann
Wisconsin, University of
Wisconsin Division of Health
Wofsy, Constance
Wolfe, Sidney
Wong-Stahl, Flossie
Wood, W. Barry
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
World Bank
World Health Organization (WHO); and AIDS ; and
antibiotic resistance; and cholera; Constitution of;
emergency response capacities of; and dengue hemorrhagic



fever; and Ebola virus; Health Legislation Unit; and
influenza; and Lassa fever; and malaria; and Marburg
disease; and meningitis; Regional Nursing/Midwifery Task
Force; and smallpox; Task Group on global warming; and
tuberculosis; Viral Diseases Branch; and yellow fever
World Summit on Children
World Summit of Ministers of Health on Programmes for
AIDS Prevention
World War I influenza pandemic of
World War II dengue fever spread by; extermination of Jews
during; recovery of Europe and Japan after
Worldwide Primates
Wiirzburg, University of
Wydess, Robert
Wyngaarden, James

Xikrin Indians

Yablokov, A. V.
Yale University; Arbovirus Research Institute
Yamarat, Charas
yaws
yeasts
yellow fever
Yemen
Yersinia: Y. enterocolitica; Y. pestis
Yombe Ngongo
Yoshida, Mitsuaki
Young, Frank
Yugoslavia; Marburg disease in; smallpox in

Zah, Peterson
Zaire; AIDS in ; Ebola virus in; GNP per capita in; Lassa
fever in; malaria in; Rwandan refugees in; schistosomiasis
in; yellow fever in
Zaire, National University of
zalcitabine
Zambia; AIDS in; malaria in; sexually transmitted diseases
in; University of, Medical Library
ZANU (Zimbabwe African National Union)
ZAPU (Zimbabwe African People’s Union)
Zayemba Tshiama



Zidovudine
Ziegler, Jetty
Ziegler, John
Ziegler, Philip
Zimbabwe; AIDS in; malaria in; schistosomiasis in;
sexually transmitted diseases in
Zimmermann, Friedrich
zoonosis
Zubeir, Osman
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poverty = an income of less than $14,000 per year for a family
of four.
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